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ediiion contains the original texts of the interventions in English and an English translation of those made in other languages. In these cases there are, after the name of th'e
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The original rexts of these interventions appear in the edition published in the language
spoken.

Resolutions adopted at sittings of 24 to 26 0ctober 1977 appear in the Official Journal
of tbe European Conntunities C 280 of 21. 11. 1977.
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SITTING OF MONDAY, 24 OCTOBER

1977

Conten ts

1.

Resunption of tbe session

I

2. Apologies

I

of Metnbers of tbe European
Parliament and oerification of tbeir cred-

3. Designation

entials
4.

Appointment of tbe llLembers of tbe Court

6.

Autborization of reports

2

7.

Petitions

3
3

3

10. General Budget of tbe European Communities

-

for

.

lllr

I:

Parliament:
Lange, cbainnan of tbe Committce on

Section

Budgets .and on bebalf of tbe Socialist
Group; Mr Aigner, on bebalf of tbe Cbris-

IN THE CHAIR: MR

crats; A4r Spinelli, on bebalf of tbe
Communist and Allies Group; -fuIr
Durieux, on bebalf of tbe Liberal and
Democratic Group; hlr Terrenoirq 0n
Tugendbat

Researcb, energl, industry, exports :
5

6

ll

Bessborougb, on bebalf ,f tbe
Committee on Energ and Researcb; Nrs
lValz, on behalf tf tbe CbristianDernocratic Group ; -fuIr Spinelli, on bebalf
of the Comrnunist and Allies Group
Social sector:

Lord

.foIr.fuIeintz, draftsman of an opinion
11. Agenda

President.

(Tbe sitting was opened

at

-

The sitting is open.

32
34
36

Resumption of tbe session

I

of the
on l4 October 1977.

declare resumed the session

European Parliament
adjourned

2. Apologies

5.15 p,m.)

President.

President.

for next sitting

l.

SPENALE

President

l5

-ll[r Howell; ]Vr Tugendbat

tbe

Mr Cointat
lllr Sbaw, genral ra?porteur
lVr Tugendbat, IWember of tbe Comtnission;

institutional dialogue and on bebalf of
tbe Group of European Progressioe Demo-

Staff and operating expenditure:

(Doc 340/77, 338/77, 339/77, 341/77)

Council;

llr

siue

Reports b llL Cointat and .l4r Sbaw,
on bebalf of tbe Cornmittee on Budgex

of

Cbristian-Demoratic Group;

bebalf of tbe Group of European ProgresDemorats ; -fulr Howell; llr

1978 (debate):

)Vr Cointat, rapPortcur
lltr Elskens, President-in-Office

Lord Bruce of Donington, on bebalf of tbe
Socialist Group; hlr Tugendhat; Lord
Bruce of Donington; hIr Aigner, on bebalf

of tbe

2

9. Organization of bud.get debate

t2

:

Bangeman, on bebalf of tbe Liberal and
Dernocratic Group i .fuIr Cointat, cbairman
of the ad-boc working par4) on tbe inter-

Documents submitted

business

III : Comrnission

2

5.

8. Order of

Section

on

General remarks :
2

of Auditors

lian-Democratic Group; .|Vr Meintz,
bebalf of tbe Liberal and Allies Group

Apologies

for

absence have been

received from- Mr Scelba and Mr Vernaschi, who regret

their inability to attend this

part-session.

Debates

of the European Parliament

3. Designation of lllembers of tbe European
Parliament and oerif,ication of credentials
President.

States-General

The First and Second Chambers of the
of the Netherlands have informed me

of the appointment on 18 October of Mr Albers, Mr
Baas, Mr Berkhouwer, Mr Broeksz, Mr Dankert, Mr
Geurtsen, Mrs Krouwel-Vlam, Mr Lamberts and Mr
Patijn as Members of the European Parliament.
Mr Schuiit, Mr Van der Mei, Mr Notenboom, Mr De
Koning and Mr Van der Gun shall remain in office
until a date to be decided later.
Pursuant to Rule 3 (1) of the Rules of Procedure, the
Bureau have made sure that these appointments
comply with the provisions of the Treaties.
It therefore asks the House to ratify these appoint-

This document has been referred to the Committee

on Development and Cooperation as the committee
responsible and to the Committee on Agriculture for
its opinion ;
proposal for the transfer of appropriations
- the
berween chapters in Section II
Council
Annex
III ECSC Auditor of general- budget of -the Euro- Communities for the financial year 1977 (Doc.
pean
342/74.

This document has been referred to the Committee

on Budgets;
(b) from the committees, the following reports

-

?

These appointments are ratified.

I

congratulate colleagues whose appointments have
been renewed and, welcome the new Members.

4. ApPo;ntment of tbe members of tbe Court
of Auditors
President.
the deliberations of the Euro- Following
pean Parliament
during its part-session from l0 to 14
October, the Council has informed me that at its
meeting of 17 and 18 October 1977 it appointed the
Members of the Court of Auditors.

-

I

have

(a) from the Council requests for an opinion on:

the proposal from the Commission of the European

to the Council for a

directive

amending Directive 751106/EEC on the approximation of the laws of the Member States relating to the

making-up

by

volume

of

certain

(Doc.

report by Mr Cointat on behalf of the Committee on
Budgets on Section V (Court of Auditors) of the draft
general budget of the European Communities for the
financial year 1978. (Doc. 339177); (interim report);

-

report by Mr cointat on behalf of the committee on
Budgets on amendments to the estimates of revenue
and expenditure of the European Parliament for the
financial year 1978 (Section I of the draft general
budget of the European Communities) (Doc.340177);

-

report by Mr Shaw on behalf of the Committee on
Budgets on the draft general budget of the European
Communities for the financial year 1978 (Doc.
27017|.
(Doc. 341/77);

-

President.
Since the session was adiourned,
received the- following documents :

Communities

on Section V (Court of Auditors)

-

5. Documents submitted

-

report by Mr Cointat on behalf of the Committee on
Budgets on Sections II and IV of the draft general
budget of the European Communities for the financial year 1978 (Council and Courr of Justice) and

possibly
338174;

The following have been appointed: Mr Angoi, Mr
Gaudy, Mr Johansen, Mr Leicht, Mr Lelong, Mr Mart,
Mr Middelhoek, Mr Murphy and Sir Norman C. Price.

report by Mr Hamilton on behalf of the Committee
on the Rules of Procedure and Petitions, on petition

No l3176 by Mr Jean Feidt and fifteen other
members of the Staff Committee of the European
Parliament on enquiries into the political affiliations
of Commission officials (Doc. 336177);

ments.

Are there any objections

:

-

report by Mr Muller on behalf of the Committee on
External Economic Relations, on the proposal from
the Commission ol the European Communities to
the Council (Doc. 233177) on the harmonization of
provisions laid down by law, regulation or administrative action in respect of standard exchange of goods
exported for repair (Doc. 343177);

pre-packaged

liquids (Doc. 335174

6. Autborization of Reports

This document has been referred to the Committee
on the Environment, Public Health and Consumer
Protection

-

;

the proposal from the Commission of the European
Communities ,to the Council for a regulation
amending Regulation (EEC) No 706/76 on the arrangements applicable to agricultural products and
certain goods resulting from the processing of agricultural products originating in the African, Caribbean
and Pacific States or in the overseas countries and

territories (Doc.

337 177).

President.
Committee on Regional Policy,
- Theand
Regional Planning
Transport, at its own requesr
and pursuant to Rule 38 (3) of the Rules of Procedure,
has been asked for is opinion on the prospects for
the enlargement of the Community, which has been
referred

to the Political Affairs

Committee as the

Committee responsible and to the Committee on Agriculture for its opinion.

Siaing of Monday, 24 October 1977
President
Pursuant to Rule 38 (l) of the Rules of procedure, I
have also authorized the Committee on Energy and
Research to draw up a report on the need for ioint
action on the use of wave, tidal and wind power for
the production of electricity.

7. Petitions

At the request of the Committee on
President.
the rules of-Procedure and Petitions, and to Rule 48
(4) of the Rules of Procedure, Petitions Nos 5/75,
16176, 19176, 4177 and 5177 have been filed without
further action and Petition Nos 15/75 and 17176 have
been forwarded to the Commission.

8. Order of

business

President.
the end of the sitting of 14 October
- At adopted
the following order of busil9TT,Parliament
ness for this part-session:
Il[onda1, 24 October 1977, 5 p.m.

-

-

-

Tuuday, 25 )ctober 1977, 10 a.m.

-

1 p.m.

and 3 P.-.-

continuation of budget debate.

-

presentation and discussions of supplementary report
,n. Committee on Budgets followed by voting

at

10 a.m.

:TT

-

II, IV and V of the draft general
the Communities for 1978 ;

-

draft amendments concerning appropriations
'Commission' section of the draft budget;

-

proposed modifications concerning appropriations in

-

the motions for resolutions contained

Sections I,

budget of

in

the

the 'Commission' section ol the draft budget;

in the Shaw

and Cointat reports.

Pursuant

debate

to Rule 28 of the Rules of
for the budget debate has

Procedure, speaking
time
allocated
been
as follows :

Total duration of the debate: 13 hours

-

Mr Cointat, rapporteur: 20 minutes
Mr Shaw, general rapporteur : 90 minutes
Draftsmen of opinions:80 minutes in all, i.e. l0 minutes
each

Commission and Council : 80 minutes

Total: 270

nrinutes

Christian-Democratic Group: 120 minutes
Liberal and Democratic Group : 55 minutes

Group of European Progressive Democrats : 55 minutes
European Conservative Group

: 55

minutes

Communist and Allies Group: 55 minutes
Non-attached Members : 20 minutes

Total:510

minutes

The speaking time allocated will also have to te used
for the presentation of the main and supplementary
reports as well as for introducing draft amendments
and proposed modifications. During the vote, only the
rapporteur will be able to speak in order to state
briefly the opinion of the Committee on Budgets.
This will be the first time that Parliament has applied
the budgetary procedure provided for in the Treaty of

tors.

I have already applied a procedure corresponding to the new standards I shall not go into this

Since

further

I

shall simply remind the house of certain

essential points:

The time-limit for tabling draft amendments,
the budget as a whole has been set at 1l

a.m.

tomorrow, Tuesday 25 October, to enable the
Committee on Budgets to examine these proposals at
its meeting to be held the sagre day at 6 p.m. The

Committee on Budgets will report on the proposals at
the beginning of the sitting on ITednesday, 26
October before the vote on the budget as a whole.

I would urge all Members of the House to observe the
speaking time allocated and ask the political groups to
put forward as early as possible the names of those
who will speak in the debate and on which part of the
budget they would like to speak. Draftsmen of opinions will, in principle, have the opportunity to speak
at the beginning of the debate on the appropriations
relating to that part of the budget on which they have
delivered their opinions.

9. Organization of budget
President.

140 minutes

proposed modifications and proposals for rejection of

-

lVednesday, 26 )ctober 1977,

:

ment and the setting up of a European Court of Audi-

on the draft general budget fot 1978.

6 P.m-

Socialist Group

July 1975 concerning the budgetary powers of Parlia-

10 p.m.

submission and discussion of the Cointat Report on
the amendments to the estimates of Parliament for
1978, the Cointat report on Sections II and IV of the
draft general budget for 1978, the Cointat interim
report on Section V of the draft general budget for
1978 and the Shaw report on the draft general report
of the Communities for 1978.
debate

-

10. General Budget

for

of tbe European

Communities

1978 (debate)

President.
The next item is the debate on the
draft general- Budget of the European Communities
for the 1978 linancial year on the basis of the

following reports drawn

up on behalf of

the

Committee on Budgets:

-

Report by Mr Michel Cointat on amendments to the estimates of revenue and expenditure of the European Parliament for the financial year 1978 (Section I of the draft
general budget of the European Communities). (Doc.
340177).

Debates

of the European Parliament

President

-.

Interim Report by Mr Michel Cointat on Section V
(Court of Auditors) of the draft general budget for the
financial year 1978 (Doc. 339177).

-

Report by Mr Shaw on the draft general budget for the
financial year 1978 (Doc.270177) (Doc. 3at/77).

I

Report by Mr Michel Cointat on Sections II (Council)
and IV (Court of Justice) of the draft general budget for
the financial year 1978 (Doc. 338177).

call Mr Cointat.

Mr Cointat,

rapporteur.
(F) Mr President, for
several weeks, Parliament- and its Committee on
Budgets have now been considering the various documents for the financial year 1978, including the estimates of revenue and expenditure of Parliament. We
have already discussed Parliament's budget f.or 1978
and I shall not awell on it here. I only want to note

that the Committee on Budgets proposes that the
budget be adopted with a figure of 99 812612 EUA
for expenditure. This represents an increase in expenditure of some 4 o/o, not counting appropriations for
the elections and supplementary appropriations for
the construction of new premises ; with the appropriations for direct elections, the increase will be around
20

o/o.

The budget for 1978, in its present form, is clearly a
provisional one, for if direct elections do take place
early in 1978 as planned, a supplementary budget will
be needed. The Committee on Budgets has therefore
been very circumspect with its current proposals. You
will see from the motion for a resolution that we also

propose unfreezing a number of appropriations and
posts, in accordance with the decision taken in June,
including the release of 64 of the 83 posts created in
the estimates. But all I really want to do here is to
comment briefly on the amendments tabled by the
Committee on Budgets and on the amendments the
committee has rejected.

The first amendments are abour staff, and although
the Commission has agreed to most of what was put
forward by the enlarged Bureau, it has made some
changes, which it has notified ro the President of the
European Parliament by a letter dated today, pursuant
to the internal Rules of Procedure. In particular, it had
been intended to create a number of posts in Brussels
to improve translation facilities for Members. It has
been agreed that this will be reviewed, after the budgetary procedure, with the chairmen of the political
groups and the Bureau. We also have an amendment
concerning the secretariat of the Committee on
Budgets, which we also submitted to the Bureau. \U/e
want to expand this secretariat, because it now has to
perform extra duties involving the setting up of the
Court of Auditors and control procedures.

Another amendment concerns the setting up of a dataprocessing coordination department, but here the
committee has not retained all the posts originally
proposed. It would prefer initially to see a fairly small

hard core of staff for this service before deciding on

the correct size of this department at a later

date.

A final item on staffing is that the Committee on
Budgets has agreed to the proposal submitted by the
of the political groups for converting
temporary posts into established ones. In particular, it
approves the creation of a post for a full-time nurse in

chairmen

the European

Parliament's

d"y

nursery, which

deserves better premises and working conditions.

As regards expenditure relating to persons working
with the institution, the Committee on Budgets will
also propose a further 55 000 EUA for the recruitment
of teams of auxiliary staff, in particular duplicator operators, during part-sessions

in

Strasbourg and Luxemin Parliament's

bourg, to take account of the growth
activities.

A

number of other amendments concerning buildings, equipment and administrative expenditure will
also be tabled ; for example in view of the need to
increase the Schuman grants by adapting expenditure
for 1978 in the light of the decision taken for the
1977 financial year; an amendment will be tabled by
the Socialist Group calling for 150 000 EUA for
special subsidies ; this amendment is also duplicated
in the budget of the Commission.

There is an amendment calling for an increase of
310 545 EUA in appropriations for the Parliament's
Information Service, in particular to ensure that
groups of visitors are as fully informed as possible. At
the same time we have cancelled some I million EUA
of our own budget for appropriations to cover the
activities of the Committee of Control and the ECSC
Audit Officer, because these are no longer necessary
since the setting up of the Court of Auditors. These
appropriations will be entered in the budget of the
Court of Auditors from now on.
There are rwo further items which the Committee on
Budgets considers important. Firstly, the entering of
an appropriation of 9 680 000 EUA for information
and publicity to create public awareness of direct elections to the European Parliament. Secondly, an appro-

priation

of

5 000

000 EUA to improve and extend

office accommodation in Strasbourg, Luxembourg and
Brussels to provide suitable facilities for the new
Members who will take thoir seats after direct elections. I owe a few words of explanation on this point.
No one is at present in a position to say by what
amount appropriations must be increased to take

account

of

Parliament's switch

from 198 to

410

Members. That is why we have confined ourselves to
an indicative estimate and proposed increasing appro-

priations

by 5 million EUA on the basis that

4 800 000 EUA have already been entered. The only
reason for this amendment is to enable the SecretaryGeneral and Parliament's services to make the necessary changes in good time when a definite date has
been given for direct elections.

Sining of Monday, 24 October 1977

Cointat
These are,

Mr

President, briefly the amendments to

the draft estimates. I am sorry my speech was rather
dry, but manipulating figures is a serious business.

Mr

Eyskens, President-in-Offiu of tbe Council.
if I make my speech now at this
somewhat inconvenient moment, it is because I have
to leave this House at 6 o'clock in order to be present
at a Council meeting in Brussels at 7 o'clock to

(NL) Mr President,

examine the amendments made by the Belgian Parliament to the Belgian budget.

I ask your forgiveness, but I shall be back at l0
o'clock tomorrow morning. I have had the opportuniry to observe some of the work of Parliament's
Committee on Budgets in Brussels. I should like to
pay a tribute to the seriousness and the thoroughness
with which the proposed modifications and amendments were prepared and formulated. I should also
like to pay tribute to the rapporteur, and to Mr
Cointat whose report we have just heard, and to Mr
will explain his report presently and finally,
last but not least, Mr Lange, chairman of the
Committee on Budgets.

Shaw who

I

note that the proposed modifications and amendments presented by the Committee on Budgets aim
more or less to restore the original Commission proposals in the preliminary draft budget.

This means high percentage increases and I think it
useful to emphasize this at the beginning with a view
to a continuation of the budget debate tomorrow. By
looking simply at the non-compulsory expenditure,
that is expenditure over which Parliament has control,
I find that the percentage increase in comparison with
1977 is 35'3 o/o for commitment appropriations and
59'9 o/o for payment appropriations. This will undoubtedly create a problem for the Council, all the more so

the Council did its bit in the written procedures for payment appropriations, which took place a
few weeks ago, by bringing the percentage increase to
because

%. Your amendment makes this a rise of
59'9 o/o, that is double, while the Council was

3l'5

prepared for an increase

of 3l

Yo.

would also like to point out that the percentage
increases which result from your draft amendments

to

increases

in the Social Fund.

Tomorrow we shall undoubtedly have an exchange of
views on the import

of this political choice.

I

should also like to emphasize that the Council has
done its best to take account of some of the wishes
already expressed here by adding 8 million EUA to
the original commitment appropriations and to 2'5
million EUA to the original payment appropriation

for social policy and, after the written

Presi-

dent Colombo tomorrow. I hope that this procedure,
dealing with the nine or ten points you are familiar
with, can take place in early November, if possible on
7 November, and I hope that it will then be possible
to reach an agreement between the Council and your

parliamentary delegation on the outstanding
problems. Finally, I can tell you that the Council of
Ministers will again meet on 22 November to decide
what attitude to take to the amendments and
proposed modifications which you will discuss and
adopt here today and tomorrow. These, Mr President,
were the remarks I wanted to make at the outset, and
I apologize once again for the fact that I must leave
this meeting in half an hour's time.
Thank you, Mr Eyskens, for the close
President.
- by your Institution to the work of our
attention paid
Committee on Budgets and for its readiness to begin
the concertation procedure.

Mr Cointat, do you wish to speak again ?
(F) Mr President, I have dealt very
Mr Cointat.
briefly with Parliament's
estimates but I shbuld like to
say a few words about the Council, the Economic and
Social Committee, the Court of Justice and the Court

of Auditors.

I

hope you

President.

will not

-

I

obiect.

call Mr Cointat.'

(F) Mr President, I si,rll take the
first. The Council has submitted
Council of Ministers
a draft buget for 80 million EUA, an increase of
ll'7 o/o. In the Committee on Budgets we debated a
number of technical points which I think hardly need
to be repeated here. The committee decided unanimously to propose that the Council's draft budget

Mr Cointat.

should be accepted witbout amendment,

The appropriations for the Economic and Social
Committee incorporated in the Council's budget
amount to l5'6m EUA. The Committee on Budgets
has four amendments here. The first concerns the crea-

I

relate chiefly

be discussing the consultation procedure with

procedure,

increasing the appropriations for industrial policy by
15 million.
These are iust some introductory remarks. I should
just like to draw your attention to the fact that I shall

tion of four posts to strengthen the staff of

the

Economic and Social Committee, the level of activity
of which is increasing, particularly since it now has
the right of initiative, following the decision of the
Conference

of Heads of State or Government.

The second amendment concems career

prospects.

!flith similar amendments being proposed in all the
other institutions, there is no reason why the
Economic and Social Committee should be left
behind. The third amendment concerns equipment
and in particular the replacement of very obsolete
offset printing machinery. The amount involved is
29 000 EUA. The fourth and last amendment is for
equipping premises in the Ravenstein building rented,
following the departure of the NATO staff, as a staff
canteen. These premises were rented too late for the

Debates

of the European Parliament

Cointat

in the draft budget. The
Budgets therefore proposes adding
100 000 EUA, half of which will be frozen until
detailed plans are submitted. Subject to these four
amendments, the Committee on Budgets holds that
the appropriations for the Economic and Social
Committee should also be adopted.
appropriations to be entered

on

Committee

I think we should all be grateful for the modest

requests submitted by the Court of Justice and
welcome the fact that it has the lowest rate of staff
increases of all the Community institutions. Its
revenue will nevertheless rise from 15.4m u.a. to
l7'3m u.a. in 1978. The Committee on Budgets has
no amendment concerning the Court of Justice and

will

propose

that its

appropriations should

be

approved.

I

have had to produce an interim report on the Court
Auditors, because it has not yet submitted its
budget. As the motion for a resolution says, the
Committee on Budgets hopes that the Court of Auditors will be able to draw up provisional estimates of its
revenue and expenditure as soon as possible, so that
they can be considered under the ordinary budgetary

of

procedure as provided for by the Treaty of 22 July
1975. So far the sum of 500m u.a. has been set aside
by the Commission and the Council for equipping

the premises of the Court of Auditors.
Subject to the points I have just made, the Committee
on Budgets approves the adoption of the budgetary
documents for the four institutions for the 1978 f.inan-

cial

year.

President.

Mr

-

I

call Mr

Shaw.

Shaw, general rapPorteur.

Mr

President, I

- Mr Eyskens and I
understand the problem that faced

fully accept the reason for his having to depart so
I look forward to seeing him

early in our proceedings.
on his return tomorrow.

Mr

President, this year that we are considering
namely, 1978,
is to be a year of great importance -to
Europe. It is the year when we should be holding
direct elections, when for the first time a great enterprise in international uniry and cooperation becomes
linked directly with the people in our counrries. Until
now, our affairs have been controlled by representatives of national governments and of national parliaments ; the European view is nowhere transmitted
direct to the people of Europe, and equally the views
of those people of Europe, and equally the views of
those people are in no way reflected directly into our
Common Market affairs. After direct elections, the
voice and views of the people of all our countries will
be heard directly through their elected representarives
and, above all, they will be heard in the budgetary
processes

of our Community, in the raising and

spending of our money, in the responsible discipline
of creating the Community resources to finance the
Community policies that are being developed.

To all this, we must add the decisions that are likely
to be taken next year in moving towards the enlargement of our Community and the difficult and longterm economic consequences that will eventually flow

in itself, will add to the
need for us to give political shape and purpose to our
from such decisions. This,
work in establishing our

budget.

Finally, I must emphasize that we are going through
our budgetary processes against a background of uncertainty as to the structural reforms that we, as a Parliament, have worked so hard to agree with the Commission but on which we have, as yet, received no final
news as to whether Council itself can agree to them :
uncertainty as to the final adoption of a system of the
Communities' own resources through VAT; uncertainty as to the adoption of a system of the European
unit of account; uncertainty as to the final content of
the new Financial Regulation. !tr7e, for our part, Mr
President, have, I believe, worked hard to resolve these
matters in a responsible and a relevant way. It is a
matter of deep regret that the Council should have
taken so long in arriving at decisions on these matters,
knowing, as they must, how critical they are to the
final structure of this budget.

On one matter, however, action has been taken,

and

how glad I am that it has ! I wholeheartedly welcome
the setting up of the new Court of Auditors. It will
help Parliament in its control of expenditure work in
a far more effective way than was possible for its
predecessor.

\U(hilst on this subiect, I noted with regret a recent
pronouncement in the papers on the working of the
Control Subcommittee. I have stated on many occasions that I did not believe that our subcommittee
could really establish its true role until the Court of
Auditors had been set up. Any ill-judged comment is,
I believe, premature at this stage, because, in order to
work properly we need to work in coordination with

that Court.
The subcommittee has, nonetheless, already done a lot
of valuable work. !7e have brought up to date the
examination of the annual accounts, and all members
that have participated know how necessary that was.
Mr Aigner and Mr Bangegrann, in their discharge
reports, have raised over a hundred points for
comment concerning these accounts, and we have
evolved a procedure for dealing with confidential
issues. These are but some of the activities that we
have already carried out, and I hope that, now that the
Court of Auditors has been set up, we shall be able to
work even more usefully than we have done in the
past.

Mr President, we as a Parliament have worked hard in
our consideration of the draft budget for 1978. !7e
were greatly disappointed by the changes made by the

Council to the Commission's preliminary draft. These
changes seem to us largely to destroy the political
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of developing Community

Projects that were

envisaged in that preliminary draft. Instead, whilst agriculture expenditure was virtually untouched, the other
proposals were seriously cut back.

As you know, I have laid great emphasis throughout
my rapporteurship on my desire that all the committees and groups of this House should play a

meaningful part

full

and

in what is undoubtedly by far the

the
greatest annual task that we have to undertake
establishing of the budget. I am glad to say that never
before have the committees played such an important
role in our annual deliberations, and I am deeply
grateful to them for all the work that they have put in.
It does mean, however, that this year we have no fewer
than 324 amendments to consider, more than double
last year's figure, which was itself a record.
Before turning to a consideration of the work that we
have been engaged upon, I should like to say a word

about the economic background. !7hen the preliminary draft and draft budgets were being prepared,
there was a clirpate of severe economic stringency in
the nine Mem6er countries. It was natural that the
climate should .ot dition the attitude of the Council
in is deliberations. In my view, it over-conditioned its
understandable though that was. It meant
attitude
that the -Council gave priority to economic stringency
at the expense of economic coherence.
However, that climate since those early days has now
significantly changed and the same early arguments
can no longer be put forward by the Council. The
national governments themselves are now changing
their policies with a view to encouraging Srowth in
investment and with a view, perhaps above all, to
reducing unemployment. The fact is that, in any case,
the size of the Community budget is so small, being
under I % of the Community's GDP, that it cannot
have any effect on national economic policies. Yet, if
we are to fulfil Community policies that have been

hammered out during the year, then we must be
prepared in the budget to meet their costs, remembering that a substantial part will not be additional
cost to the Community overall, since it will be in
support of policies better done by the Community
than by individual States l7hilst never forgetting the
need for proper discipline and control, I maintain, as
forcefully as I can, that the policy of economy at all
costs is not only wrong in the circumstances of this
budget, but could, in fact, be seriously harmful to the
long term interests of our Community.

Let me now turn to the details of the work that we
have undertaken together during these last few
months, and in sb doing

I

welcome, as

I

have indeed

and Mr
Tugendhat. If I may start with the receiPts, I have
already mentioned the importance that I attach to the
implementation of an owfl resources system of
finance in this coming year. I will say nothing on this
subject, save that your Committee on Budgets has put

already done,

the

President-in-Office

forward a number of amendments on the receipts side
to improve in particular the clarity of presentation.
This is very important, to show from the outset that

the funds coming in are Community funds, and not
contributions from individual Member States. Furthermore, we have made it clear that the authorization to
borrow and lend is given each year by the budgetary
authoriry itself. I should perhaps add, Mr President,
that, during the course of the discussions in the
Committee on Budgets, our colleague Mr Spinelli put
forward a number of interesting points, particularly
with regard to receipts. He will, doubtless, refer to
them later on in the debate, but in brief, as I understand him, he is seeking to establish the budget on a
comparison of the overall possible financial revenue
from Community, national and local resources with
the needs and objectives of the Community at all
levels. Likewise, he is seeking to relate the overall
volume of annual Community revenue to an anlysis of

the total tax burden borne by the citizens of the
Community. Clearly, these ideas could not be taken
further in this budget, but any further work on them
might well produce some very interesting information.
Could
easy

I

now say a word about staff ?

It

is often very

for us to decry a need for further staff. I,

as

rapporteur, went into the various problems relating to
staff matters in a comprehensive fashion. It is my
opinion, and also that of the Committee on Budgets,
that the Commission should have available to it sufficient staff to enable it to carry out effectively the tasks
which Parliament and Council impose on it. Furthermore, we believe there should not be any automatic

inflation in the number of posts. New posts should be
created only,after the budgetary authority has been
satisfied that the case for each such Post has been
fully established. In the preliminary draft budget, the
Commission explained very comprehensively why it
needed 531 additional posts. It gave a very full and
detailed explanation of its needs. However, the
Council, in the draft budget, gave the Commission
100 new permanent posts and 26 new temPorary
posts. No real explanation was furnished by the
Council for its rejection of the well-argued case Put
forward by the Commission. The issue, as I say, was
gone into by the Committee on Budgets and we
concluded that there was a genuine need for more
executive and clerical staff, so that certain of the more
routine tasks could be carried out without making
inroads on the time of 'A' grade officials.

Briefly, what we have proposed is to cancel 20
language posts which have been granted by the
Council. IUTe did this because we became aware of the
fact that there are already some 180 language posts
unfilled in the Commission's establishment plan. In
addition, we felt that there was a need for certain
other posts totalling l15 in all. Thus, we are recommending a net increase of 95 posts above the seemingly rather arbitrary figure put forward by Council.
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I know that these proposals, being much below
requests made by them, will not please the
Commission. However, I do feel that they iepresent a
genuine minimum increase that must be accepted.
Nor,

the

Furthermore, to ease certain bottlenecks at lower
levels in the Commission's establishment plan, the
Committee on Budgets endorsed my proposal that 9l
possibilities for upgrading at A4, A6, Bl, Cl and C2
be provided. The cost of this particular measure next
year would be just over 100 000 EUA, yet the advantages in career structure within the Commission
would be considerable for this small outlay.

I

would like

to mention at this point that, when

preparing these amendments, I met the responsible
management officials in the Commission and I also
had discussions with staff representarives. I found both
meetings most helpful, and I can only say I regret it if
they find that I have not been able ro help ihem as

much as they expected.

!(lhile I am on the subject of staff, I would like to
refer to the issues raised by Mr Aigner last summer
when dealing with the 1975 discharge. I have raken
some of the issues raised by him in that report a little
further, and Members will find my views set out on
pages 39 to 42 of the report now before the House. I
believe that a strong case can be made for the creation
of a Community recruitment agency which would be
responsible to all the Institutions, who would inform

this agency of their staff requirements each year. It
could help to do away with relatively expensive
competitions and avoid overlapping advertisements
for different institutions appearing on the same day. I
would ask the Commission if they would prepare a
feasibility report on this particular matter. Furthermore, I would remind them that the Committee on
Budgets would also like them to report on possible

modifications

to the Community

retirement

and

pensions policy, so as to facilitate earlier retirement.

As final point on this matter, I wonder whether the
Commission have made any preparations as to the
new position they

will

face after the direct elections.

Turning now to agriculture, I hardly need to tell
Members that agriculture accounts for a very large
share of the Common Market budget. In the preliminary draft, it was estimated that expendituie with
regard to agriculture would account foi over G9 o/o of
the 1978 budget. The Council's change in the draft
budget pushed the percentage up to Jver 75 o/o, and
the amending letter brought the share

to

over 76o/0.

Of course, one has to say straight away that an agricultural policy was the first Community policy to be
implemented, and that it shoulders expinditure that

would otherwise have to be met nationally. Of course,
we must continue to have an agricultural policy, in
the interests both of the faimers and of ' the
consumers, and we have to admit that the large share
budget which agriculture represents I partly

of the

the result of the stunted and underdeveloped nature of

other Community policies. If the Couniil had been
more conscious of the need for worthwhile policies in
the regional, social, energy, technological and research
spheres, the greater overall budget would have obviously reduced the proportion spent on agriculture.

Having said this, however, there is still a clear need
for greater flexibiliry in our agricultural policy, to cope
with, in particular, the phenomenon of persistent
surpluses, which by their very nature are wasteful and
are the subject of so much justifiable criticism.

I know

that members of the Committee on Agriculture will
have much ro say on this particular zubject in our
debate. I will, therefore, restrict myself to a few
comments on the interesting amendment put forward
by Mr Lange and accepted by the Committee on
Budgets. He will doubtless be explaining his thoughts
on this subject later in the debate.

I7ithout going into details, I will merely say, at this
stage, that his purpose is to remove the annual need
for a supplementary budget in respect of agriculture.
As a background, I would say that ever sinie I came
into this House
with a longer record of
- and those
service have confirmed
a continuing experience of
this
we have been seeking to get rid of all avoidable-supplementary budgets, and nowhere has the
problem been more acute than in the field of agriculture. Thus, we have been faced each year with the
rather undignified and quite useless situation whereby
we have continued to press for the removal of such
avoidable supplemenrary budgets, by appropriate steps
being taken during our main budgetary proceduie,

and each year the need for such budgets has continued to arise. By making his proposal, Mr Lange has
brought the situation to a head. !7e must now face up
to and honour the views that year by year we havl
been expressing at this time of the year. If we fail, or
decide not to do so, then I believe we shall have to
consider a completely different approach from that
which we have consistently taken in the past.

Our difficulties in all this are not made easier this
year, since our consultation with the Council on the
subject of the new Financial Regulation has not yet
taken place, and, as a result, we do not yet know wirat
the rights of Parliament will be with regard to transfers from Chapter 100. Nonetheless, I think that we
must assume at this stage that we shall have, as a
partner in the budgetary authority, at least the right of
consultation with regard to compulsory expenditure. I
think, therefore, that Mr Lange is right to try and
resolve this difficulty, and I will, in due course
provided he asks me to
be moving his amendment
on behalf of the Budget- Committee.

A

word now on the European Social Fund. The
on Budgets received some 24 amendments to the European Social Fund, as well as many
Committee

other smaller amendments covering ad hoc projects in
the social field undertaken by the Commisiion,
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fhe House will

recall that the Council cut back

substantially on payment appropriations for the Social
Fund whilst not tamPering to any significant degree
with the commitments. All in all, nearly 150 million
EUA were taken out of the various articles and chapters and no provision was made for any new social
initiatives in 1978, which in my view are bound to
follow after the review of the Social Fund. The various
authors of the parliamentary amendments want, for
the most Part, to restore appropriations to the level
that is to say,
they reached in the preliminary draft

- One or two
550 million EUA.

slightly more than
memblrs of the committee, notably Lord Bruce, wish

to go considerably further, with a large increase in
commitmens, On the whole, however, the committee
was guided in these areas by the views of the Social
Affairs Committee.
,
Here I would like to make a reference to the work
done by Mr Meintz and the other members of that

commiitee, because he told us clearly that that
committee had examined the priorities for 1978 and
had not simply contented itself with an automatic
restoration of Commission proposals. I think that that

important : whilst we should seek to
support the Commission, that support must always be
of- a critical nature. The effect of the amendments
from the Committee on Social Affairs, which were
largely supported by the Committee on Budgets, will
belo restore payments for the following sectors within
the Social Fund:

attitude

is

to be actively involved in the stimulation of
employment and the alleviation of some of the
pro-bl..t of those who are unemployed through

seen

retraining.
That is why, in my view, it was extremely shortsighted
of Council politically to cut back funds severely, and
that is why this Parliament, in its capacity as representative of public opinion, must act positively. So far as
Mr Eyskens did
the Regional Fund is concerned

briefly, and I will not take up this point
we can look
debate,
today because, at the end of our
I
think it is
raised
are
that
points
into all the
refer to

it

-

hardly necessary for me to 8o into the arguments
r.g.tding the budgetary asPects of the fund. We have
diicusseJ them many times before. I remind the
House simply that the Regional Fund ranks as noncompulsory, rather than as compulsory- expenditure'

The' Commission sought in the preliminary draft
budget a sum, in fully converted EUAs, of 525 million
in payments and 750 EUA in commitments for 1978'

Council cut this back partially and, I would say,
rather unjustifiably. \fhen we in the Committee on
Budgets examined the situation at our meeting last
Tuesday, we concluded that the appropriate course to
follow as the ehdorsement of Amendment No 12 put
forward by the committee responsible which restored
an appropriate level to the budget for 1978.

Thi

The regional problems are Srave and worsening' A
glance at the table on Page 3l of the report that I
f,.r. pt.p.ted will show the widening discrepancies
betwein the different regions in the Community'
Nevertheless, whilst not denying the view held by
several colleagues here, that the sums in question are

-

aid to agricultural and textile sectors;

-

measures

-

measures

committee's backing.

companies.

A

measures for young peoPle;

for the handicaPPed;
for migrant workers

;

action in favour of women, in particular unemployed
women;

to improve the employment situation in
particular regions, economic sectors or groups of

These correspond to Parliament's priorities, as laid
down in its own guidelines, that we passed earlier in

the year. !fle thought at the time that aid for the
young unemployed and help for particular economic
sectois undergoing difficulties merited Particular atten-

tion. Here we support amendments involving iust
under a 100m EUA. \7e also supported the
Committee on Social Affairs, in their amendment
seeking to restore a new Chapter to the draft budget
entitled 'New Operations to deal with the Employment Situation'. This would enable new activities to
be launched following the completion of the review of
the Social Fund. This is a case where it really is too
early to put in appropriations and the Commission
was just not in a position to give us figures here' In a
situaiion where unemployment in Europe, variously
estimated at between 5 million and 7lz million, is at
an intolerable level, it is vital that the Community is

quite inadequate to face the problems of -the regions, I
sought
iut it as oui view that we stick by the figures
briginally by the Commission and now sought to be
restored by the Committee on Regional Policy'
Regional Planning and Transport, with my own

word now on energy technology and research'
Frankly, I hesitate to say much on this very complicated and very specialized field of activity. However, I

know how well Parliament is served by our colleagues
who interest themselves in this field and they will,
without doubt, be presenting their views to us in full
during our debate.

I might iust be allowed to say this' In the
field of energy I understand that, within the lifetime
of most of us, the known reserves of hydrocarbon oils
Perhaps

will have been exhausted. It does seem, therefore, that
a Community energy policy for the future is absolutely vital. Equally in the field of technology and
research. How bften do we see that the sheer size and
the cost of work in this field results in the work being
achieved and the commercial benefit acquired by

countries outside the Community. It certainly is not a
question of brains. Europe has them in abundance' It

l0
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is a question of cooperation in policies and resources,
we are to grasp the benefits of such work for

if

ourselves. The Committee on Budgets has, therefore,
given widespread support to the amendments put
forward by the Committee on Energy and Research.

Food aid: Parliament's position in regard to food aid
and development policy generally is clear. The whole
issue of cooperation with the developing countries has
been explored by the committee responsible on a
number of occasions ; as well, our guidelines resolution of last summer reiterated our stance.
Basically, Parliament believes that the Community
should honour its obligations to the developing countries in a comprehensive and growing fashion. Ve

have also stated that we believe that agricultural
market export policy and aid policy should be kept
apart. Parliament's concern for the developing countries extends to the non-associated developing countries as well. I mention these points in passing,
because I feel sure that the spokesman fbr that
committee will have much more to say on this
subject.

There is, however, one issue that I would like to raise
which concerns the suggestion of both the Commission and Parliament to have the full picture regarding
food-aid shown in Chapter 92. Council transferied thi
element in the preliminary draft budget for food-aid
refunds from Chapter 92 to Title VI. My committee
wished to reverse this and charged me with putting
forward the appropriate amendments : I havi doni
this by way of three modifications. I envisage, and
here I am in full agreement with Mr Aignir, who

takes

a

particular interest

in this matter, that a

separate subheading should Show

I know, by the chairman of my committee,
that now that we are fully involved in ihe resources
side, we must take into account the medium-term
impact of the annual budget more fully than ever
before. The need for such estimates is made all the
shared,

greater by the recourse to commitment authorizations.
Again, I looked into this aspect of budgetary documentation in the report, and it is disclosed on pages 52 to

67.Ve found that the triennial financial eitimates for
1978-80, which were prepared by the
Commission in the light of the preliminary draft

the years

budget, were excellently prepared, and I would particularly like to congratulate them on the commentary
they provided. A problem that will continue to haunl
us in this field is that of how to incorporate into such
forecasts the effects of future policies. As far as I
know, only one national government has been able to

do this, and that certainly has considerably greater
control over future events than has the Commission.

One further point about these forecasts concerns the

Council's attitude

to

them. The Council, as I

mentioned earlier, and as everybody knows, cut back
the preliminary draft budget pretty severely. They
would not, however, at the same time, revise the triennial financial estimates. But in future years, where the

Council revises drastically the preliminary draft
it would be helpful if, at the same rime, they
were to present revisions to the triennial estimates.
budget,

Furthermore, the basic decision from which these estimates spring may well need to be revised. Such a revi-

sion would enable the Commission then

to put
forward the more comprehensive estimates that I and
Lord Bruce, who was last year's rapporteur, would like
to

have.

the amount for

refunds.

One other point. !7e all know that the budget is a
complicated documen! but I think that I should say,

in

fairness to the Development and Cooperation
Committee and also to the Agricultural Committee,
that their task was not made easier by the conflicting
background figures relating to their important amendments for aid in the form of skimmed-milk powder. I
do hope that the position has now been clarified for
them, and I fully support their objective.
The last general point that I want to deal with are the
triennial financial estimates. Inevitably, a responsible
attitude towards the budget imposes on us an obligation to look further than one year ahead. Over recent
years, this House has called for better forecasts of the
medium-term implications of the annual budget. The
advantages of such estimates are threefold : first of all,

they improve the Community's image by showing a
desire for continuity and coherence; secondly, they
act as a link befween the annual budget and the
longer-term financial requirements ; and ihirdly, they
help to improve policy, improve planning and thi
formulation thereof. It is my view, and a view that is

Mr Presiden! before
say that

I

I

move to my conclusion, may I

have not attempted to cover every aspect of
our policies in my speech tonight. I have, however,
compiled in my report much that will be of interest to
all who like to study these matters. I am particularly

grateful to the rapporteurs of the spending committees, who have produced the valuable opinions that
are attached to it. I refer to Mr Klinder's opinion for
the committee on Agriculture, Mr Delmotte's opinion
for the Regional Policy Committee, Mr Krieg's
opinion for the Committee on Energy and ResearCh,
and Mr Mtiller-Hermann's opinion for the Committee
on Economic and Monetary Affairs. They have all
prepared written documents of considerable interest.
Sir,_from a general mood of severe national stringency
at the inception of the budget some months ago, we

are now beginning the final processes

in a mood of
determination to encourage growth in our economy
and to reduce unemployment. In the spring of thii
year, the Council itself mandated the Commission to
initiate a series of analyses dealing with employment,
investment, external paymeflts and, more generally,
the conditions governing growth. The repoit, to say

ll
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the least, is disquieting. Let me give a single quotation

from paragraph 9:
in mind the increase in the labour force, there is
a danger that sluggish Srowth and the weakness of
Bearing

productive investment, if they persist for too long, will
iead to a steady worsening of the employment situation,
so that in 1980 the unemployment situation, so that in
1980 the unemployment rate could be appreciably higher

than today.

There is an urgent need for Sreater investment; there
is an equally urgent need to implement policies to
restructure and retrain for the development of new
of
iobs. These needs, Mr President, lie behind much

our work

in

regional policy and social policy, in

energy policy, in research policy. These needs are not
simply national problems demanding national solutions. It is the underlying belief of all of us here in
this Parliament that many of the problems that, in
days gone by, we sought to solve as individual countries, are now best solved by cooPeration and by
working together. It is this theme that has inspired us
in our work together in examining the proposals we
deer-n necessary for this budget. Equally, it is in this
spirit that I hope we shall, at the end of our delibera-

tions, and in the new climate of opinion that now
exists, find Council a willing and understanding
partner in all that we seek to do.
President.

-

I

call Mr Tugendhat.

Mr Tugendhat, hlember of tbe Cotrtmission. - Mr
President, we have already discussed the budget for
1978, the preliminary draft budget produced by the
Commission and the draft budget produced by the
Council, on a number of occasions, but today is the
turn of the Parliament in plenary session, and therefore one of the maior events in the budget year. I
would like to begin my speech by thanking the
rapporteur most warmly for the clear and_ com_prehensive report which he has put before the House. I
would also like to thank all the committees of the
Parliament, Mr President, and in particular Mr Lange
and his colleagues on the Committee on Budgets, for
the very considerable efforts which they have made'
This is the first occasion on which

I

have taken part

in the budget procedure, and therefore the first occasion on which I have taken part in this particular
debate. But I would like to say one thing of a general
nature. I have now been a member of the Commis-

sion for about 10 months, and everything that I have
learned in that time, during my dealings with Parliament, has convinced me that the success of the
Communiry is much more likely to be achieved as
long as Parliament is able to continue to play the
extremely constructive and important role that

it

plays

present. In my view, this can only be carried
forward satisfactorily if we have direct elections, and if
a directly-elected Parliament is able to succeed this
Parliament. I hope that Members will not take it amiss

at

say that I hope very much that the Parliament of
which I was, until quite recently, a Member facilitates

if I

the introduction of those elections as quickly

as

possible.

from certain (luarters)

(Applause

The report and amendments which have been ,put
forward by Parliament for discussion are indeed very
welcome to the Commission. Globally, the Council
cut drastically the Commission's proposal. The Parliament is now being invited to restore a major part of
the appropriations. But this is not because the Parliament may want to attach importance to global figures
as such. That would hardly be appropriate at a time
when we are all conscious of the needs for austeriry in
further expenditure, and when each proposal must

fully iustify itself. It is precisely

because your commit-

teei have examined the proposals and policies in
detail, and because they wish the Parliament to reaffirm the belief, which the Commission shares, that
the budget must be an expression of policy-development for the Community as a whole, and not iust

an

accounting exercice for national exPerts. The budget
procedure alone provides an occasion for the Community institutions to see and redress the balance of
Community action, and this vital role is recognized in
the special powers conferred by treaty on the Parliament: The Commission can only applaud the Parliament in its apparent determination in this and in previous years, to use these Powers to the full and to seek
to secure the actions it iudges that the Community
needs.

During the course of the debate, I will comment on
those areas of action which are most imPortant in the
1978 budget, in order to explain in more detail the
approach of th. Co-.ission' Today, I would iust like
to'make a few remarks about technical aspects of the
approach of the Parliament, which I hope yoir will

,.i.ra .,

being by

*.y oi an introduciion to dhe

and not my total conclusion. I hope I shall be
able to intervene from time to time as the debate

de-bate

proceeds.

I

would like to say at this staSe that the Commission
is pleased that, in general, it is proposed that Parliament should accept new budget headings containing
the distinction between commitment and payments
appropriations. It would be inconsistent with the

all seek, if it were
to enter as payment appropriations sums

b"hge1 transparency, which we
necessary

which would not be sPent during the year but whose
entry was necessary in order to enable the necessary
legal obligations to be incurred.

In this

context,

I

must draw attention to the diffi-

culties in which the Commission would be placed if,
in respect of certain research actions in Chapter 33,
the commitment aPProPriations for staff and administrative expenditure were deleted. \7hile I understand
the reasoning behind this attitude, I should like to

t2
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draw the House's attention to the fact that such an
is contrary to Article 95 of the present
Financial Regulation which states that commitment

approach

appropriations in Chapter 33 are designed to cover all
the legal obligations which the Commission may
contract. In addition, the Commission has certain diffi-

culties with the notion of blocked appropriations as
used on several occasions by the Committee on
Budgets. This notion is not recognized

cial

in the

Finan-

Regulation and, therefore, no provisions for
unblocking exist. On whose initiative, therefore, is it

to

take place and

in what circumstances ? The

Commission would prefer
basic idea of the
- if the not
budgetary authoriry is sound
to authorize
- additional
certain appropriations until after
explanations have been provided, so that the legal means
provided for by the Financial Regulation are used
that of entering the amount in Chapter 100.

I also regret the criticisms contained in points 6 and 7
of the draft resolution. These make certain criticisms
of the Council, and also of the Commission, on the
grounds that, in relation to a number of aspects of
budgetary technique, they did not do enough to
satisfy Parliament's wishes. I can, of course, only speak
for the Commission. But, so far as we are concerned,
in relation to most of the points in question

borrowing and lending policy, for instance, the system
of

commitment appropriation, nomenclature

and

budgetary transparency
remind Parliament
- I wouldsteps
that we have taken considerable
during recent
years in the direction of Parliament's guidelines.

Except

for these few

reservations,

the Commission

must again express its appreciation of the quality and
quantity of the Parliament's efforts and for the Parlia-

ment's wish

to play its part as joint budgetary

authority in a constructive fashion. Its power and influence over the budget is already essential in the development of the Community's whole range of actions.
Hopefully, next year we will see a directly-elected
Parliament, fit to conduct the budget debates with an
even greater degree of authority, arising out of the fact
that it will have been directly elected.

But of one thing I am certain, Mr

President:

whenever the directly-elected Parliament does take
over
whether it is in time for this debate next year

or whether
it is a little afterwards
- the precedents
which have been built up in this Parliament,
the practices which have been developed, and the procedures

which have evolved, will provide a very good
indeed for the new Parliament to build upon.

base

(Applause)

President.
\(e shall now consider Section I: Parli- Mr Lange,
I call
chairman of the Committee

Ament.

on

Budgets.

Mr Lange. (D) President, am I now to speak as
- Committee on Budgets or as the spokchairman of the
esman of my group ?
If I have

understood correcrly, Mr President,

I shall be

both on behalf of the Committee on
and my group. I should like to begin with a

speaking

Budgets
few general remarks. The situation has changed somewhat since we held the debate before the summer
break. !7e have proceeded with our discussions in the
Committee on Budgets to the point where we have

decided

to

make the requesr which

Mr

Shaw has

already explained, for account to be taken of our obligations as the budgetary authority, nearing the obligations which result from the Treary of 22 July 1975.
!7e have clearly expressed, on earlier occassions our
complaint that this Parliament can only take decisions
on expenditure.

According to the Treaty of 22 July 1975, which comes
into effect on I January 1978, we shall be in a position to take decisions on revenue as we, although

there are some unknown factors linked with this
which are still with the Council. !7e will certainly
hear more on this either tomorrow or the following
days. !fle have, of course, merely relied on the fact
that, as from I January 1978, we will have the conditions originally envisaged by the Council, full financial autonomy, which means that, in addition to the
revenue from agricultural levies, customs duties, the
suSar tax and

other taxes and fines which the Commis-

sion can impose, the gap between this revenue and
expenditure can be covered by a share of VAT.

This continues to be Parliament's starting point. It
means that it is all the more important for us, Mr President, to do everything in future under these conditions to avoid supplementary budgets, as Parliament
has always demanded in the past. Mr Shaw has already
referred to this. Supplementary budgets are conceivable in cases where we have to concede that events
have been unpredictable and unavoidable. The expen-

diture which results from them is another matter.
However, the condition of predictability applies to
everything included in the budget, although it is not
possible to indicate in detail rhe exact figures for total
revenue. This is the reason for the request to enter a
reserve under Chapter 10. Mr Shaw has mentioned
this. I wish that he had gone into this request for a
reserve under chapter 10 somewhat more deeply,
because this would have simplified the position of
Parliament
budgetary authority
supple- the Supplementary
- on
mentary budgets.
budgets
should be
avoided because it is particularly important that no
extra claims should be made on the Member States :

that is to say we should not claim a share of
added tax a second time.
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It

may seem intolerable to some that the budget as a
whole should be increased under these conditions' No
other way seemed possible to the Committee on
Budgets because the alternatives are illusory, even if

we are able to reiect budgets or

supplementary

budgets. However, when this Parliament takes decisions on prices in one particular context, namely the
fixing of agricultural prices, or exPresses recommendations to this effect and further neSotiations between
the Council and Commission continue on this basis,
the situation with regard to supplementary budgets is

that they can be accepted in order to remain
consistent with the decisions which Parliament has
taken and which cannot be subsequently rejected.

That, however, is another question. Here the question
and I want to make this clear once again
is simply
position on this has already been
that Parliament's
-decided and we

Mr Lange, at this stage of the discusPresident.
sion you should confine your remarks to the budget of
the European Parliament.

Mr Lange.

(D).

..

' I did

ask at the beginning, Mr

President, whether you were calling me as chairman
of the Committee on Budgets or as group spokesman,
because you said : I call on Mr Lange, chairman of the
Committee on Budgets. I had thought that I was to
appear as group spokesman, but since you have given
me this opportunity, I may as well use it. However, I
have now finished my remarks as chairman of the
Committee on Budgets. This is the direction in which
our ideas have gone and it is now for Members of the
House to decide whether or not Parliament's earlier
decisions on supplementary budgets and further
claims for supplementary budgets should be respected.

Turning now to Parliament's budget, I hope you will
allow me, Mr President, to deal simultaneously with
the budgets of the Council, the Court of Justice and
the Court of Auditors. Mr Cointat has said that we
have made some increases. This is quite true. !7e had
originally said that Parliament's budget would not
contain any appropriations for direct elections. Then
we found that informing the public will be particuiarly important in the period leading up to direct elections and furthermore, it was necessary for Parliament
to create additional facilities for groups of visitors.
This, of course, requires an increase in the parliamentary budget well beyond that which we adopted in
justifiable
June. However, Mr President, I think this is
and the Socialist Group will bear part of the responsion behalf of
bility for it. One further remark
- again
we have reiterated the decision with
the Group

to the

resources Put at the disposal of the
g-rp. for their activities leading up to the direct electhat is, for the
tions, the decision we took last year

regard

to the effect that- these resources
1977 budget
would not come under the control of an autonomous

group administration, nor of the groups themselves,
6ut th*(hey would be subject to supervision by Parliament itself. This means that this will be the task of
the Control Subcommittee and also to a certain
extent, the Court of Auditors. Nonetheless the group
which I have the honour to rePresent is able to give
its full agreement to these increase and the creation of
the extra posts which this involves because of the
necessary increased activity.

I7e have no further

observations

to

make

on

the

Council's plan and particularly the budget of the
Economic and Social Committee. The rapporteur of
the Committee on Budgets has said what it is necessary to say and we can give our agreement to this
without further ado. The same is true for the draft of
the Court of Justice on which again we have no
further remarks to make.
Ladies and gentlemen, we now have to face the question of the budget of the Court of Auditors. My group
supports the interim report drawn up by Mr Cointat ;
\7i-cannot do otherwise, since the members of the

Court of Auditors were only sworn in this morning
before the Court of Justice, and since, according to
the provisions of the Treaties, the Court of Auditors
can only draw up its budget as an institution. This
then has to pass through the Commission to the two
halves of the budgetary authority. The suggestion for
this arrangement was made at a time when you, Mr

President, were still chairman of the Committee on
Budgets, which I now have the honour of chairing; it
was iherefore made some years ago and it has taken a

considerable time for the Member States to reach
agreement and adopt the proposals and request made
by Parliament. The Treaty of 22 July 1975 was the
fruition of all these proposals, including the Court of
Auditors. However, it has taken almost another two
years to bring this Treaty into force, until 1 June of
this year. We are therefore very happy that we now
have what the national States have always had, that is
courts of auditors. This European Court of Auditors
will exercise full supervision over the implementation
of the budget and the spending of the resources which
the European Community uses for widely varying
purposes. S7e also welcome the fact that the creation
of tt ir Court of Auditors clearly defines the responsiby
bilities possessed on the hand by Parliament

virtue of its supervisory function through the
SubcomControl
the
Committee on Budgets and
mittee, and on the other by hand the Court of Auditors.

!fle expect the members of the Court of Auditors to
submit-their preliminary draft budget and draft budget
to Parliament and the Council - that is to say the
before the
two halves of the budgetary authoriry
1978 budget is finally adopted, so that a decision on it
can also be taken in December. !7e will thus have the
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budget complete and not have to begin l97g with

a

Community.'!7e are fighting for our rights as a parliament and our wishes will, tomorrow, after the direct

Once again, Mr President, the Socialist Group
supports the three reports which Mr Cointat has

elections, have a greater legitimacy, if I may put it that
way. !7e will use the law, an{ a European Community
can have no other basis for its existince but the law.
The law must then be observed and it is the duty of a
parliamentary assembly, a Parliament, not oniy to

gap.

submitted.

President.
I
Mr Aigner on behalf of the Chris_
- call
tian-Democratic
Group.

Mr Aigner. (D) Mr Presidenr, ladies and
gentle-men, I should like to begin by expressing my
group's deep thanks to the rapporteri fo. it. **t t e

has done. I hope Mr Shaw will not take this as mere
rhetoric. Anyone who has once been general rapporteur for the budget knows how much work is required
to bring nine nations and their methods of opinionforming, and also the various groups, into agreement
on a common denominator, and a common denomi_
nator
I
like to say this to the Council _
- in should
which,
the final analysis, receives a qualified
majority allowing the nine Finance ministers and the
Finance Council to reach agreement. Many thanks, Mr
Shaw, for this work. I should like to add a further
remark. I think that anyone who has worked here over
the years will agree with me that one of the most posi-

fight for the law but also to have the political will-

power to put this law into practice.'S7e are thus in the
second phase
we have spoken on this on a number

- Shaw. In the final phase, the point is
of occasions, Mr
whether the majority of the groups is prepared to

demonstrate Parliament's political willpowei ro the
Council, and to the other bodies, in such a way that it
is accepted, or to have it respected by using our right
to the last word or even the ultimate weapon-of
rejecting the budget. I ask for your understanding, Mr

President, when

I

make these ttfrro prelim'inary

remarks on behalf of my group.

Turning then to the main points : my group has essentially been guided by two considerationi. Ife have
probably,

in almost all groups . . .

President.
Aigner, you may speak later about
- Mr
general matters
but, at this stage I would remind you,
as I did Mr Lange, that you must confine yorr"eif to
the budget of the European Parliament.

tive experiences of all of us is that a politician who
really gets ro work at European parliamentary level,
who really immerses himself in politics, and ihereby
has to.make many sacrifices is, within a few years,
even if he originally entered this House only for
national reasons, infected by Europe. For the first time
he understands that one -rst escape from the narrowness of national problems, and that so many national

a-nd I was not correctly informed. I thought we were
debating the whole budget. I shall theiefore limit
myself, but the remarks I have made so far are basic
for our budgetary policy. I hope you will accept that.

m.easures alone.

Mr President, I come now to the budget of

problems can

no longer be

solved by national
Many thanks to all our colleagues
who have taken on this work.

I

should also like to say, Mr President, that over the
in which we have had budgetary powers, there
has been an unexpected continuity in bur deliberations even though each year the rapporteur has come
from a different group. The common will for a European policy is strong enough to ensure the continuity
of our budgetary policy, quite irrespective of group
and national allegiances and this is very weliome.
This will is at least present here in parliament ; I am
not talking about the Council, Mr President.
years

I should like to make a second remark on behalf of
my group in this intermediate phase of the delibera_
tions on the budget. They are usually very dry affairs.
They are just a matter of figures. But behind the
figures there is, of course, hidden away, a political will.
It is a fascinating task to break through ihe blockade
set by the Council by making sums available, because
the political will, the majority will of parliament, is
more easily found or at least found earlier than is
often the case in the Council. It is also a fascinating
job to get majorities in this Parliament to crystallizi
and I think this is the basic idea of the European

Mr- Aigner.
Unfortunately

(D) Mr President, I do apologize.
-I was
detained in Berlin this moriing

parlia-

ment. !(/'e have considered the essential task to be to
help Parliament prepare for these first direct elections
*. have tried to perform this task without preju".lq
dicing anything, without making arrangements which

cannot be adjusted, if necessary, later on. My group
gives_its agreement to the proposal which the rapporteur has submitted.
President.

I

call Mr Meintz to speak on behalf of

the Liberal -and Democratic Group.

Mr. Meintz.
President, like Mr Aigner I
- (F) MrMr
wish to congratulate
Cointat on his ditailed
analysis, and I can say that my group will vote in
favour of the budget of Parliament.
I7e all know that this budget has to be seen in the

light of the direct elections which are to be held next
year. But even allowing for that, there are still uncertainties ; this budget contains a number of appropria-

tions which are unsarisfactory from the 6udgitary

point of view ; that certain amounts have to be held in
reserve and the appropriations will have to be
amended depending on whether the elections take
place or not. I am not referring to the appropriations
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Meintz
for information. !7e welcome the fact that these have
been increased, and I am sure that all the other political groups will go along with us in saying that we
hope they will help to ensure that the European elec-

is able to

torate

Community

understand what

the

European

is.

However, what

I feel is less satisfactory

is that we

are

still not really in a position to make up our minds
about how the new Parliament will be affected by the
three places of work. !7e don't know what to expect
in Brussels, we don't know what changes will have to
be made in Strasbourg and we are still poorly
informed about about the intentions of the government here in Luxembourg, in the matter of ensuring
and I
that Parliament can operate smoothly. I feel
speak here perhaps more on my own behalf than on
that the new arrangements
behalf of my group
- on no account be allowed
made for Parliament must
to compromise what has already been achieved under
the existing arrangements, which, for all their shortcomings, are the outcome of painstaking and laborious negotiations, and must not be sacrificed simply
because certain parties are inclined to value their pres-

tige too highly.

It

would be worth asking, for instance, whether the
transfer of a team of translators, called for in an
amendment which we

will not be discussing this time,

is in line with the agreements we have already

reached. I wonder whether it is right for units of the
secretariat to be transferred before the new Parliament

has even taken any decisions.
However, subject to these agreements on places of
work, staff transfers and the creation of new posts in
the various places of work, ind provided these agree-

ments can Le safeguarded, we support Mr Cointat's
motion for a resolution.

President.

\7e shall now turn to general considera-

- III, the budget of the Commission.
tions of Section
I

calt Lord Bruce to speak on behalf of the Socialist

piring, very much against the odds, to present all
these documents to Parliament in time for them to be
considered today.

fu I

listened to the remarks of my colleagues, Mr
Shaw felicitously expressed as they always are, I could
not help thinking that this is where I came in two
and a half years ago. We were debating a budget in
October 1977. The figures may have changed margi-

nally but the principle remains precisely the

same,

and each rapporteur has reierred to it with varying
though always, I trust, with
degrees of emphasis

- the same story. Successive
forever telling
rapporteurs, in my experience, have congratulated the

clarity

Commission

on presenting their preliminary draft,

have criticized the Council for taking such a parsimon-

ious attitude towards it and have then proceeded to
analyse the budget in general. Mr Shaw has been no
exception. He thinks that the budget is a good budget,
but that the agricultural policy is all wrong ; the
regional policy has very Sreat shortcomings ; the social
policy has not lived up to exPectations ; we are not
meeting our obligations and are failing to give aid to
new enterprises in Europe ; we are being niggardly
about our expenditure on energy; we are failing to
give all the aid that is due to developing countries
6ut apart from that, it is a good budget. \7ell, there is
not really very much left.

I

have no clue which way Parliament is going to be
if it were advised tomorrow to adopt, shall
we say, the recommendations of the Committee on
and I am not for the moment suggesting
Budgets
on behalf- of my group that it should, because we have
not made up our minds yet on certain vital aspects of
this would restore to the budget some 529m
its,
advised, but

- of commitment appropriations and some
EUA
expenditure.

This is the position which the Committee on Budgets
has reached following our last

full

debate on the Coun-

cil's draft. Much work has gone on since that ime: Mr
Shaw and myself, and many other colleagues, invited
all the parliamentary committees to examine the

budget in far greater detail than they had before. They
invited them to submit their proposals in good time

Group.

and so indeed they did, so that this year we

Lord Bruce of Donington.

-

Mr President, may I

say first of all, how pleased we are to see you presiding
once again over a debate on the Commission's budget'

I

also say, on behalf of my SrouP' how much we
appreciate the report of the rapporteur, Mr Shaw, and
ail-the work that must have gone into it, as well as his

May

393

million of payment all concerning non-compulsory

clarity of diction and the economy of words he
displayed in explaining it. It reflects great credit, not
only on the Committee on Budgets staff, but also on
the interpreters, the translators and all concerned, for
the terrific amount of work they have done in cons-

have

roughly three times as many amendments to consider

ie

did last year. That is not because of Mr Shaw's
of the extra effort which his
undoubted eloquence inspired in Parliament as a

as

loquacity, but because
whole.
'We

went into our task, in these various committees, in
good heart, because on the last occasion we were in
Parliament we had said this to the Commission : we
do not like, any more than you do, the slashes of
500m EUA in non-compulsory expenditure payments,
or the slashes of 700 m in commitment authorizations
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on the non-compulsory side. But, being bitten

last

year, we were a little cautious and asked the Commission the following question : are you quite sure that if

we support you this time, you will not rat on us and
let us down and agree behind our backs with the
Council ? Mr Jenkins was most pungent on this
point : he attended the Parliament personally and said
that we were not bidding, but were trying to reconcile
extremely difficult competing bids for greater expenditure. !7e took the view, throughout these two days of
discussion, that we could not put up one item of
expenditure without recognizing that this had repercussions and restrictive effects upon other items of
expenditure.' Mr Jenkins went further than that,
because he was determined that this new Commission
was not going to be like the old Commission. Once
the new Commission had established its preliminary
draft budget, it was going to fight for it to the biuer

In conplusion, he said the
it was not the case this year, and
we will try to prevent it from becoming an auction, in
which you pull and pull, starting from a particular
point and knowing it is going to be cut indiscrimiend, come what may.
following : although

nately, then you are pushing the bidding up. I can
absolutely assure you that this was not the Commission's position this year.

A

budget connoisseur might be tempted to enquire
if the Commission's budget was cut by the
Council by roughly 500 m EUA in payment appropriations and those cuts were bitterly resisted by the

why,

Commission

at every point, the

Committee on

Budgets has so far only restored some 393 million.
The answer is r,wo-fold. First of all, the committees
have examined the matters quite cogently and have
come to the the independent conclusion that fewer
appropriations were justified. Secondly, and I do not
know whether Mr Tugendhat realizes this, in the
commitees his own officials have undoubtedly allowed
it to become known that the Commission will accept
a lesser figure in many cases. This applies particulariy
to the fields of energy, data-processing, aerospace and
development and cooperation.

Mr President, I remain hopeful. I must therefore ask
the Commission once again: il Parliament should
decide to restore 393 m EUA in payment appropriations, will the Commission keep to this lower figure ?
IUTill

in

the Commission,
the consultation process
tl.re Council which is due to commence any day,
support Parliament on whatever new stance it takes ?
with

These questions are important. They fall within an
extremely important context because, as we well
know, over 70 o/o of this budget which we are considering today is outside the control of Parliament alto-

It is concerned with expenditure on the
common agricultural policy, and a very large percen-

gether.

tage of that is spent on the storage of surplusfood,
surplus skimmed milk, surplus wine, surplui butter,
surplus oil and a whole series of other surpluses which
as admitted by the Commissioner himself, Mr
-Gundelach
are not stores against future contigencies but are-structural surpluses which arise from the
operation of the policy itself. These questions are particularly important when it is realized that, on the basis
of the Commission's preliminary draft
which in
this particular aspect was not amended by- the Council
the expenditure on the storage of structural food
-surpluses
in Europe amounted to I 455 m EUA, and
has been susbsequently increased by the rectifying
letter. This sum on the storage of food is in excess o]
all non-compulsory expenditure under the control of
Parliament, with the exception of the salaries and
expenses

of the Commission.

That is the position. This is the longest-running farce
in the whole of Europe . ..
(Applause

from certain quarters on tbe left)

. .lnd something has to be done about it. My group
in its approach to this whole problem will not ignore
it. There is absolutely no justification whatsoever for
this situation. \7hen my group supports, as it will
support, all new initiatives in the fields of aerospace,
data-processing and energy, and in aid to developing
countries and food aid, hoping to be sustained by a
:

Commission that has regained its courage once again,
it will be mindful of the miserable political insignificance of the instrument that it is invited to consider.

Mr Shaw has made this clear in much more delicate
language by saying that the budget must not be an
accounting instrument, knowing perfectly well that
that is all it is. Mr Shaw may say that we are making
progress : Mr President, we are living in a space age of
sa,tellites, no longer in the age of the horse-and-buggy.
The question we have to decide in our time-is

whether this budget can be made an effective instrument within a Europe that seeks progressively to
achieve greater cohesion. I7e have to decide whether
this budget makes a significant contribution in aiding
Member States to eliminate problems of unemployment within their own territories, and whether it is an
adequate instrument to correct the degree of regional
imbalances, which get worse worse year by year,
despite all the Commission's optimism. I do not know
what to call the Council's attitude. I think it may be
said of the Council that it has but recently emerged
from that state of resentful coma which in university
circles is called research.
(Laugbter)

That is the kindest observation one
them.

can

.

make about
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will not bore the House with a pr€cise description of
the specific powers that the Commission has in rela-

My group will take full part, together with other
groups, in the consultation proceedings that are
ihortly due to commence. I would say, for the benefit

I feel that the realiry of power in
our Communiry, and not only of power but of treaty
rights, is quite reasonably uirderstood. !7e may not
like the rules, but they are understood and are the
rules by which we have to live.
tion to the Council.

of newcomers, that the consultation process is one
means by which representatives of the political
groups, headed by the President and including many
illustrious individuals, some of whom know

some-

thing of budgetary techniques and of the budget itself,
get into a huddle with the Council. The Council
always endeavours to tell them exactly what good boys
they are, how much progress Parliament is making,
and how they are very sorry that they cannot let them
have any money, not even for the most desirable
proiects. This year they may not be sustained by the
Commission, last year of course they were, when the
Commission said ditto to everything the Council said
in consultation, by a peculier concatenation of events
on which I will not enlarge further. Maybe Parliament
will have the Commission on its side this time, but let
the Commission beware: if the Commission does not
sustain Parliament this time, in its consultation with
the Council, in order to Produce a budget which Parliament can in all conscience adopt, the Commission,
so far as Parliament is concerned, can write itself off.
President.

-

I

call Mr Tugendhat.

Mr Tugendhat, lWember of tbe Comrnission. - Mr
President, I am grateful to you for giving me the floor

Two thinp, I think, follow from that. The first is ihat
if we do not get a decision of the sort that we want
when we put forward the proposals in the spring and
early summer, and a favourable decision is put off

until December, there is less scope for spending the

,

money which we would have wanted. If the Council
had agreed to our proposals when they were first put
forward, and we could consequently have planned a
budget for 1978 in the certain knowledge that our
proposals had been accepted, the figures which we
had put forward would, in my opinion, have been
suitable for those proposals. If the Council only sees
the light of wisdom in December instead of in June,
then clearly we will have lost that much time before
the proposals can be converted into action, and the
opportunity for spending the amount of money which
we originally wanted will be reduced. I think the
point about these times, whether favourable decisions
are taken in June or in December, is an important
one.

immediately after Lord Bruce, since he directed some
of his remarks so directly at the Commission that they
deserve a reply.

The second point which

am also grateful to Lord Bruce for sending me, with
his customary courtesy, a coPy of a letter that he has
written to Mr Jenkins. That was courteous of him, but
more courteous still was to include in it a quotation
that I myself had made, so that I can be quite certain
that I have the correct quotation in front of me and I
am not at a disadvantage in trying to answer his point.

Bruce's satisfaction.

I

I

am grateful to him for that.

said in that quotation that the Commission is firmly
determined that, for its part, it will not accept the
consequences of this approach, but will seek in all

I

ways at its disposal to maintain its proposals. Let me
try and explain exactly what that means. I hope that
Lord Bruce and the House will understand and apprec-

iate what

I

say.

The Commission put forward a budget earlier this

year which, we believe, is tailored to the needs of the
European Community today. It is a budget which we
believe the European Communiry ought to have, that
the Council ought to accept and that the Parliament
ought to accept. That is why we put it forward. We
pui it forward in the form of both proposals for particular policies and figures to be spent on those ProPo-

sals. Both those proposals as such and the figures
which we put forward are what we would like to see.
However, we are not the only power in the world, nor
even the only power in the European Community. I

I make is this: I have been
conversation with the Council. I have
been making no deals with the Council behind
anybody's back. The next round of the budgetary
procedure will, I am sure, demonstrate that to Lord
in no private

l0 months in which I have been a
let alone in the meSnoCommission,
of
the
Member
ries of people who have been connected with the,
Commission for longer- than I have, the Council
frequently takes decisions that are not exactly the
same as the Commission has Put forward. It
frequently takes decisions which we Put forward. In
thoie circumstances, if we have put forward a demand
for a whole loaf, if we fight as hard as we can to secure
a whole loaf, and the Council, in its wisdom or to
But even in the

spite us, makes a decision which only yields a quarter
loaf, what are we supposed to do ? \flhat is the reality
of power in that situation ? If there is a maioriry in the
and sometimes an overwhelming maiority
Council who, despite all our arguments, all our explanations, all our blandishments, still come down with a
decision that is far removed from what we wanted, but
goes some way down that road, what are we to do ?
At. *. to say,'Because you do not go down the whole
of our road, we turn our backs on you and are not
going to implement the decisions which have taken
ptu... V. are going to have nothing more to do with
ihe Council'? That is not a realistic position. !7e fight
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as hard as we can. Ire try to get as much as we can
out of them. But, in the end we have to live in the

as it is. I do not see any alternative
- either for
Or for the Council, or for the Parliament.
'$7e
want the best policies we can get; we will go to
the limit to get them. If we cannot get rhe whole loaf,

world
us.

surely the best thing to do is to make the best of what
we can get and try again next year. That, it seems to
me, is the only basis on which we can proceed.

President.

-

I

call Lord

Bruce.

Lord Bruce of Donington.
question, that
- Only aiust
is all, in reply to what Mr Tugendhat
said about
half a loaf. Did it ever occur to him that before agreeing to half a loaf, he might invoke the aid of Parliament

?

President.

- I call Mr Tugendhat.

Mr

Tugendhat, llletnber of the Commission.
|
know where Parliament stands. On many of these
points Parliament stands in the same place as I do.
!7hen the Council makes a decision it frequently
happens that I do not necessarily find myself or will

not find myself accepting it, but I would refer Lord
Bruce to the Treaty and to the texts which show
where, in these circumstances, the power and
authority lie. The fact that the Parliament has been
given a very sharp weapon in the rejection of the
budget is very important, but it is a weapon which is
very difficult to employ if one is dealing with detailed
points on detailed issues on a case-by-case basis. It is
not a question of not fighting, it is a case, often, of

being overruled.

President.
I
to speak on behalf of
- call Mr Aign'er
the Christian-Democratic
Group.

Mr Aigner.
(D) Mr President, I would refer to the
introductory -remarks I made under another item on
the agenda, but I should like to make one more preliminary remark on the dialogue which has just begun

with the Commission. In my opinion, the cardinal
question is: how we are.to put this budget through ?
It is a question of the balance between institutions in

strategy on a small scale if you like, but a deterrent
strategy based on the hope that we will never come to
the final step but equally on the determination to do

so

if

necessary.

That is the dilemma confronting

us.

Mr TugendhaL you could of course make the situation
somewhat easier for us. This is something you could
be criticised for, and here I support what Lord Bruce
said. You, and not only you, but the Commission as
an institution, should have the courage to make
greater use of public sanction. How is it that the

is able to prolong this neutral phase of
? (Th. Council's political will amounts to

Council

survival

nothing more than this.) Because it operates anonymously, because the public does not know which
finance minister or some other minister is stonewalling and why. The ministers must therefore be
drawn out of their anonymity, because the public
wants Europe ; there is no doubt about this. If the
question is asked today whether our peoples still want
the answer is yes, except that they no longer
_Europe,
believe in it, because rhe Council with its braking
action has destroyed practically all hope. This is a faci.
No malice is intended against officials or the ministers. I must say that I do not envy the ministers
leaving their capital cities, and then having franctically to try to study their documents on the train.

There is nothing more to

it

than that. Let us

honest. They have to come along

be

if I

might put it
- anything,
crudely
knowing damn all about
and
then of course
they have all the national objecti,ons in
their minds. They have no more knowledge than this
and everything is held up. That is a fact ! This cannot
go on as it has, but it will only be possible to change
it if we put the Council in the dock and the people
themselves recognize that this is the guilty parry and
that it is not Parliament, not a lack of will on the part
of the people, not a lack of a political understanding
in the Commission, but the inabiliry of the Council to
take maiority decisions. This is the background to our
repeated request to the Commission : here is the key
and here you have the full support of this Parliament

I think Mr Tugendhat is right when he emphasizes
the difficult position of the Commission because the
ultimate parliamentary device is the rejection of the

which has the advantage, because of its double
mandate, of being able to mobilize the capital cities.
'$7hen necessary,
this double mandate has always
shown itself able to work. Perhaps I may address those
of our colleagues who worked on the 1970 Treary. !(e
would not, at that time have, received parliament's

-, to force the Council, but the Council must
be able
know that we have a real intention to reject the
budget ; this must be made clear. This is a deterrent

financing if no budgetary powers are granted' and two
national parliaments declared 'there will be no ratification'- and then it came, thanks to this pincer movement from the national capitals. However, action at
European level should be sufficient if the political will
is there and the Commission does nbt leave us in the
lurch.

the budgetary procedure itself.

budget. In practical terms, rhe rejection of the budget
means paralysing the Commission which must then
make do with a r,welfth of the sum. It is quite clear
that this thought has overshadowed the whole discussion. \fell, Mr Tugendhat, this device is the only one
we have and if the political will to use this device
emerges this time within the groups
I hope it
- asthat
will
we will, without actually reaching
point,

budgetary power if a parliamentary delegation
under the leadership of one of the members of the
Gaullist group of this House
had not stated at the
- no
Quai d'Orsay : 'There will be
ioint agricultural
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Mr President, I now come to the end of my speech. I
hope that this final phase will show whether the political will is present in all the groups of this house to
risk a conflict when our political objective is not to be
attained in any other way.

I have already thanked the rapporteur for the continuity of his work. This continuity should not, of
course, conceal the fact that we are now in a
completely new phase. I need only mention in
passing the Community's new financial regulation,
on which Mr Notenboom has yet
the revenue side
to speak so I do -not need to go into detail on it here,

and also financial autonomy with all

consequences. For example, the time

mentary budget is past.

I

of the

its

supple-

cannot demand from the
national capitals an increase in VAT for the Community every three months. That is impossible. Therefore, there can be no more supplementary budgets.

!7e have a plethora of new factors: the introduction
I think everybody
of the European unit of account
- i5
the new
knows how difficult this problemr

-,
budgetary regulation, Parliament's budgetary power in
its final phase, the European Court of Auditors, all of
these are new factors which contain much material for

the regional sector. Here the Council reduced the original appropriation of 600 million EUA by about 210
million EUA and we have brought it up again by 134
million EUA. This was by no means easy, as the
rapporteur can testify. As we have such different
regional structures, not only as between one Member
State and another but also within the Member States
themselves, it is natural that political forces should
rely upon this instrument. In spite of majorities in

favour

of a

compromise

it

was not easy, but this

compromise ought in my opinion, to be acceptable to

the Council as well.
Now, we have never made a secret of our opinion that

the activities of the Community, particularly in the
sectors of energy, trade and industry, transport and
research are not a matter for the finance ministers
alone. It is a question of the political will of the
Member States whether they wish to work in a
parallel, national and egocentric manner, or whether
they are prepared to coordinate activities at national
level so as to produce Community iniatives. This
I won't say all cases
means that in many cases
- spent at European and
but in many cases, less is
national level combined, that is to say that there is

conflict but also many opportunities. My group is
prepared to recognize the opportunities in this new

greater economy, and the results are likely to be more
positive. lVe have, therefore, restored approximately
58 million EUA of the 137 million EUA removed by

dimension and,

the Council for this

conclusion

I

in

if possible, to come to a successful
harmony with the Council.

would now like

to inform the public

at

the

moment of course I can only trace the broad outlines
of the basic ideas by which my group has allowed
-,
itself to be guided.
In the agricultural sector, we have considered the question whether we should accept a large supplementary
budget or whether we shall have the courage to ask
the finance ministers to present the total budget to
we suPPort a 20 o/o
the Nine states at one time
- and
reserye for intervention expenditure. Now I know that
nobody can say how the world market and how the
price situation will develop, what the climate will be
etc. Provision has to be made for all eventualities, and
if some is left over so much the better, since it means
we then have continuity in financial administration.

The Commission has entered some 555 million EUA
for the social sector. The Council then reduced this
million
in round figures
requirement by
- 143
EUA. \Ve were of- the opinion that, in the present situ-

a

European consciousness must include the
notion of solidarity. \(e know that we shall not make
progress if we do not promote equality in the social
sector. It may be a drop in the ocean but it could be a
first step towards developing instruments, a policy
which would gradually lead to the harmonization at
least of Member States' policies. 'We have therefore
increased the resources for this sector by about 140

ation,

milliorr EUA.

\flhat

I

have said for the social sector also applies to

area.

The biggest item was development cooperation. This
has
and this includes all the groups
House
- a secret of the fact that the Community
never made
does not rest solely on expediency alone but will only
become a reality when it recognizes that it has an
undeniable duty which it cannot transfer to anyone
else in the family of peoples : that is, cooperation with
the Third rUflorld. Anyone living outside in Africa, or
even Asia or Latin America, knows and can certify
that the Third \florld is longing for Europe to become
operational and is asking: where are you in the
concert of nations ? Ve certainly do not want to come
under the control of Moscow and we don't want to
become dependant on the USA, we need Europe.
!7here are you then ?

!fle continually find that Europe exercises a strong
fascination outside I recently heard a minister saying :
it is disappointing, the power of Europe is felt outside
but when one comes here one wonders where the
centre of Europe's operations is. For it is split up
between the capital cities. Each one has different inter-

ests and different preoccupations. They are simply

unable

to pull together, even though each capital

knows that there is no alternative to a common European effort.

It is particularly important that the finance ministers
should take a favourable decision on development
cooperation at the earliest opportunity. This morning
I was in Berlin speaking to the political leadership of

the German Foundation for International Development. They have a clear view of the economic and
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political aspect of this matter : nowhere is there a
better working climate than in development policy,
where the Community could really act as a Community. It is a shame that the development ministers
if I am correctly informed meet perhaps once -or
twice a year. This shows how- they .iudge the Community's work. I believe it is high time that the development ministers paid more attention to the Community dimension when carrying out their work. They
could continue to represent national interests but they
could also

it

cannot be denied that develop- issince
ment policy
part of foreign policy
develop the
Community interest and be more credible
to the

Third \7orld than when they present themselves

as

merely national partners.

I

would therefore like to address an urgent request to
the President-in-Office of the Council not to put the
groups to the test. There will certainly be a confrontation if Parliament's demands
we have restored
approximately I l0 million EUA -after the Council had
removed 332 million EUA
are not fulfilled. This is
the clear position of all the- groups in Parliament.

Mr President, I have nothing to say at the moment on
the other smaller items. \UUe shall discuss the individual items during the period of consultation with
the Council. Let me rather, in conclusion, make three
observations on behalf of my group.

backing for many things. It is however also necessary,
in cases where there is a confrontation between
Council and Commission, to safeguard the Commission's rights, and the aid and backing of Parliament
should be requested at the right time since they would
certainly be available to the Commission.

Mr President, I now come to my last point. I believe
that my group will not accept the final phase. I am
instructed to make this quite clear during the consulta-

tion round, that the Council, despite the fact that it
has accepted and given its approval to a three-year
financial policy, should, because of short-term political difficulties, carry the idea of this three-year financial policy to absurdity and force us into a corner and
say: this is our limit, we can do no more under the
system of unanimity. My group is prepared to apply
Parliament's full budgetary powers to the point of full

confrontation and

appropriations are transferred
and we know to what
extent appropriations are transferred;
the agricultural
sector is a huge shunting yard, which is completely
understandable
these transfers cannot take place
-,
without Parliament's
approval. The instrument of

appropriation transfers comes under Parliament's
powers on the implementation and supervision of the
budget.

Then there is the question of the advisory committees.
Mr Shaw and I have submitted two documents on this
to Parliament. It is inadmissible
and this criticism
is directed not only at the Council- but now also at the
Commission
that the executive organ under the
-,alone
Treaties, which
is responsible for the implementation of the budget, should surrender more and more

rights, and thereby responsibilities, to advisory
I know it is necessary to obtain national

committees.

hope that the other groups

are

speakers of the groups have found a clear political line

here, the Council must realize what road it is taking
and that it is preparing a great danger for itself if it
does not accept this overall policy. '\tr7e can discuss
details, but this overall policy must be accepted by the
Council, if Parliament and the Community itself is to
preserve its credibility '!Ure want to be and we must be
credible, particularly in view of the coming elections.

The new financial year will be the first in which we
have a clear legal basis defined in a treaty for Parliament's sole right of ratification of the budget. This
means that the last word does not belong to the

Council, any internal supervisory authority, any
national court of auditors ; the last word belongs to
the European Parliament with the European Court of
Auditors. If this is so, if the supervision of the budget
in the last instance falls to Parliament, it is clear that
it also has the right to see that the budget is implemented in the way which the budgetary authority has
determined. The budget, with the objectives it
contains, is first and foremost a political instrument. It
is only natural to draw the following conclusion : If

I

to do this as well
the rapporteur is
to do it and as far-as I know also the
chairman of the Committee on Budgets. If the
prepared
prepared

IN THE CHAIR: MR

YEATS

Vice-president

I call Mr Bangemann
President.
- Liberal and Allies Group.
behalf of the

to

speak on

(D M, President, roughly
Mr Bangemann.
- of the budgetary
speaking the mechanism
procedure
can be summarized as

follows

: the

Commission

makes proposals, most of which are realistic but some-

times contain extra ballast, in the expectation that the
Council will, in any case, make deletions, which it

then of course

does ; Parliament reinstates the
Commission's proposals and in some cases adds proposals of its own. From the point of view of the historical development of parliamentarianism this is a topsyturvy procedure, since from their very beginnings
parliaments have always distinguished themselves by

rejecting expenditure desired by the executive,
at the moment we are doing precisely the
opposite. If the Council is regarded as the executive,
Parliament is not making any cuts but acting as a
body which wants to spend ever greater sums. This
shows how little the balance between the institutions
of the Community resembles the conventional relationship between Parliament, executive and judicial
whereas

authority.
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However,

I

it

do not think that is a drawback. On the

gteat opportunity. Indeed,
^
when the budgeParliament realized this opportunity
tary procedure was modified and we should give some
and this will be the main purpose of my
thought
to ways
group's contribution
to this general debate

contrary,

constitutes

and
amount of ingenuity
perhaps with the compliciry of the Council, we can
succeed in improving this balance.
in which, with a certain

I am counting on the complicity of the Council, since
after all, the members of the Council are politicians

who are not

systematically and fundamentally
the idea of Europe, but are merely

opposed to
prevented by certain political considerations from
adopting the same positive European attitudes as the
Commission and Parliament. In other words, we need
a mechanism which will get round these understandable reservations and promote iointraction.

This budget debate, and in particular the comments
made by the rapporteur for the Committee on

Budgets, Mr Shaw, provide a number of interesting
pointers towards such a development. My group is
particularly grateful to Mr Shaw for adopting the prin-

ciple, in assessing the budget, that the latter must be a
statement of policy and not merely a bookkeeping
record. This report is a very good one because it gives
evidence of this political trend and of the possibilities
of such a trend.

The first of these possibilities is reflected

in

the

simple statement that the volume of the budget inevit-

ably corresponds to its political importance.

It is not an insignificant
suggested

It is simply not acceptable that the natural imbalance
and extraordinary budget, in
or in other words,
German budgetary terminology
between the budget which consists of expenditure
between ordinary

which can be financed by normal revenue, i.e. the ordinary budget, and the budget which is to be financed
that
by means of loans, the extraordinary budget
this obvigus imbalance, caused by a bigger extraordinary budget, is not reflected here, that we are in fact
discussing only that part of the overall budget which
can be described as the'ordinary budget', i.e. a smaller

and sometimes more insignificant part. It is essential
that the Community's borrowing policy be shown in
the budget, and I think this is one of the areas in
which Parliament can strengthen its current position.

and this comment is directed more
Secondly
- Commission, we may therefore have
towards the
rather more margin for manouevre in this area
- we
must eliminate what Michael Shaw has called 'satellites'. Mr Aigner has pointed out that the Commission
has a tendency to fob off certain responsibilities on to
management committees.

It

should also be criticized

for its tendency to fob off its own responsibility, for

on to satellites, i.e. bodies of a
public, semi-public and sometimes even private

whatever reasons,

nature which then proceed to frame basic Community
policy. This is unacceptable and, for the sake of budgetary completeness and also budgetary clarity, we must
be careful to ensure that this policy is not only not

allowed to continue but
minimum.

is

reduced

to an absolute

fact that the amendments

by Parliament would entail a

substantial

increase in this volume since, both as regards the
short-term economic impact of the budget and its role
as an indicator of policy, a budget of the volume of
the one presented by the Council is clearly not acceptable. I do not wish to discuss the individual points
these were mentioned in our first debate on the
will
my
group
that
I
would
emphasize
but
budget
in the areas in which Community
apply pressure
policy is formulated, areas which have been fully
covered by those who have spoken before me.

I should like to invoke the
At
old principles of budgetary policy, i.e. budgetary
completeness and budgetary transParency, and to
this stage of the debate,

what else can be done in the light of these principles and what can be done to improve the position
assess

of Parliament.
Let us take first the principle of budgetary completeness. This principle necessarily implies that all
all revenue too, of course,
Community expenditure
but in this context the -emphasis should be laid on
must be contained in the budget. If
expenditure
which is beyond any question
this principle- is
as Michael
to be fulfilled,- it is indeed important
policy
that the Community's borrowing
Shaw said
should be reflected in the budget.

My group by no means denies that certain tasks can
be carried out more effectively through external organizations than through the usual, sometimes cumber-

sonre, administrative machine,

but this must

not

become established practice since it makes budgetary
control impossible. I do not deny either that there are
sometimes reasons for this, that it is undesirable to

swell the staff budget by creating and filling Permanent posts and that there is a preference for having
these tasks performed outside the ordinary budget but,

reasons I have just mentioned, my group
remains opposed to this practice and we do not accept
the explanation given for it.

for the

I turn now to budgetary transparency, another important point raised for the first time in this budget by
the rapporteur and the Committee on Budgets. What
is the relationship befween the budget and normal
Community legislation, say in the field of agricultural
policy ? It is indeed that area which is decisive for this
relationship. I cannot give a final opinion on behalf of
my group on all the proposals which have been made,
such as the interesting proposal from Mr Lange that a
20 o/o reserve should be introduced. These are ideas
with far reaching-implications which will have to be
further discussed in conciliation with the Council and
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we shall not be able to form a final opinion until after
these conversations. For the time being, however, I
can make the following comments.

If the purpose of the 20 o/o reserve is not only to avoid
supplementary budgets, but also to constitute a real
upper limit for agricultural expenditure in a given
financial year
which is a possible interpretation of
the proposal though
I do not know if this is what was
meant
we are faced with the interesting legal question as- to whether this is actually possible. Is it
possible to use Parliament's wider budgetary powers to
introduce a financial restriction, and thereby compensate for Parliament's lack of powers of participation in
the legislative process ? To put it bluntly, if we are
unable to prevent the adoption of an absurd Council
regulation, owing to our own limited powers of participation in the legislative process, can we not compensate for this by simply refusing to grant any money to

implement the regulation concerned ? That,

in

a

nutshell, is the question and it is an interesting question because it is not one that can be easily answered.
The budget is in fact a sort of law, and a very familiar
law to lawyers, in that it constitutes, as it were, a blank

check for other measures. Does this apply to the
budget of the Communities too ? Does this not
perhaps constitute a way through the Council's
defences, a way of, if not checkmating it, at least
causing it serious embarrassment ? This is an interesting question which needs to be discussed again.

If this is not the case, if this is not
then I think Mr Lange is proposing
dilemma which he has probably
constraint. It is meaningless for us

an upper limit,
a solution to a
adopted under
to constitute a
reserve and to say that we no lcnger need to deal with

supplementary budgets.

It is somehow not

very satisfactory, especially as trans-

fers of appropriations will no longer be possible
within this reserve. As I understand it, this is to be an
overall reserve which will be used when, for whatever
reasons, we suddenly find ourselves with too many
chicken legs, for instance. This is of course highly
unsatisfactory since we are thus giving up the possibility, which exists at least in theory, of exerting an
influence on development during the discussion of
supplementary budgets. This must be clearly understood. This suggestion thus has advantages and disadvantages, depending on how it is interpreted.

I now turn to the equally intelligent and interesting
amendment to the budget remarks tabled by Mr
Spinelli and by a decision of the Committee on
Budgets. I draw the attention of the agrarians
I
have already done this

within my own group ; they- are

not here at the moment but they are probably relying

on me
I draw attention to the agrarians from the
other groups
to the fact that the Committee on
Budgets, acting within the scope of its own powers,
has undertaken a far-reaching change to the overall

distribution of powers within the Community. It has
stated that what is said in the remark is binding, in
the same way as the figures. That is absolutely clear

and no-one is saying the opposite. And we would
make the equally binding declaration that we shall
compel the Commission and the Council to submit
regulations

in forthcoming budgets which provide for

a definite upper limit for

agricultural expenditure.

This, ladies and gentlemen, is the common ceiling,
brought in through the back door, so to speak. Personally

I

have a certain amount of sympathy for the idea
surpluses. However, a differentiated and cautious approach is required in considering surpluses and I do not know whether we can

of eliminating structural

afford to do this through the budgetary procedure.
Simply to cast cyclical surpluses, i.e. surpluses due to
natural causes, out of the Community's overall agricultural system, would amount to destroying the agricultural market itself. Structural surpluses are a different
matter. lUfle must have further talks on the question
whether we can make this proposal and whether it
can be evolved in such a way as actually to prevent
these structural surpluses.

If this proved

possible, we

would not only have found a new basis for our own
powers of action but we would have freed the Council
from its own inability to decide. I know, Mr Aigner,
that you adopted an extremely reserved position on
these proposals in the Committee on Budgets and you
probably still maintain those reservations
you are
nodding..

.

-

(Interjection from Mr Aigner: 'For legal reasons too)

... For legal reasons too, but I am not talking about
legal reasons at the moment. All good lawyers hide
behind legal reasons in order to conceal their real
motives. You are opposed to these proposals because
you do not want the agricultural policy which they
imply. Thus, we as a Parliament find ourselves in a
dilemma: on the one hand
as you
we are
- ; but ifsay
- is only
anxious to widen our powers
that
possible at the expense of another agricultural policy,
the matter naturally assumes a quite different aspect
for many of the grortps in this House. In other words,
the same political situation in which the Council
finds itself, the situation of being unable to take truly
European decisions owing to political constraints,
could possibly also confront Parliament. I do nor,
however, wish to adopt a too destructive appoach by
going over our own difficulties. I should like to close
by giving a reassurance that my group does not regard
these difficulties so much as obstacles to the extension
of the powers and possibilities of the Communities, as
real opportunities which we should use. Basically, we
are in a situation somewhat similar to that of the man
in the desert who does not know exactly where to find
sources of life-going water though he.knows he must
find them if he is not to die of thirst. In this siruarion
there is really only one thing to be done: we must
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keep on looking everywhere for these sources and
when we have found them we must use them in the
interests of our own survival. This is what the survival
of Europe is all about. Much can be said in Europe's
defence, many examples can be referred to in connection with development policy, energ'y policy,

economic policy and other areas. I think that
and
this is the life-giving source which we must tap- we
have rooted our own democratic existence much -more
profoundly in this Europe than we realize. If this
Europe were to collapse, national democracy could
not continue to exist, either in my country or in other
countries. No matter how economically strong these
countries may be, their existence as democracies is
possble only in the context of further European integration and that is why, ladies and gentlemen, we
should use every opportunity to preserve the conditions which permit the continued existence of democracies

in

Europe.

President.
I call Mr Cointat to speak as chairman
- working party
of the ad-hoc
on the inter-institutional
dialogue and on behalf of the Group of European
Progressive Democrats.

Mr Cointat.

- (F) Mr President, as chairman of the
pary on budget and as a mere member of the

working
Committee on Budgets I should first like to say to Mr
Shaw how glad I have been to have had his services as
rapporteur. Ve indeed in fact managed to reach agreement on practically every point. I shall not take up all
the points raised by Mr Shaw, or Mr Aigner, or Mr
Bangemann, because on the whole, our views on these
matters are very similar. I do wish to add to what they
have said by mentioning certain general points.
Firstly, as chairman of the ad hoc working party on
budgetary problems, I should like to say that we
tabled a number of amendments which have been
taken up by the General Rapporteur, and that there is
an important political objective to these amendments.
I want to stress this, because it is essential for Parlia-

ment's budgetary powers to be defined precisely
before the direct elections in 1978. Although the

general principles have been adopted in the Treaties,
the detailed rules for their application have still to be
given final form, and there is a danger that things
could be manipulated in ways that could either give
Parliament an unfair advantage or reduce its budgetary
powers illegally.

This means that budgetary policy must be set out in

full detail before the new Assembly is elected. Failure
to do so will only create uncertainty and ambiguity.
'\tr7e
also feel that the budget must reflect all Community activity in such a way that Community policies
are clearly defined. That is still not the case today.
Items are still omitted from the budget, with the

result that it is not possible to get an accurate picture
of what is being contributed by the Community in
each of the nine Member States: It is therefore essen-

tial for all Community actions and expenditure to be
shown in the budget, either as a budget entry or in an
explanatory remark. That is the objective behind the
amendments tabled by the working party on the
budget, whether they be for the budgetization of all
loans without exception, the inclusion of, for example,
actions by the European Development Fund or the

projected European Export Bank, or of European
Investment Bank policy or clear Social Fund nomen-

clature.

But while we welcome the fact that the Council has
to the idea of distinguishing between commitment appropriations and payment appropriations, a

agreed

number of basic problems remain unsolved, in particular the interpretation of Article 203 of the Treaty as
it applies to budgetary procedure. I hope the conciliation procedure to be held on 7 November between

the three institutions, Council,

Parliament

and

Commission, will produce solutions to these problems
and a definitive version of the general financial regulation, with regard both to the carrying over of appropri-

ations and the implementation of the budget.
Everyone knows my views on the problem of the
implementation of the budget. S(hen the budget has
been approved by the budgetary authority the Council
and the European Parliament
it must also be implemented,
and if some appropriations
are without a

- that should mean that the Council has
legal basis,
commiued itself to defining the legal basis in the
course of the relevant financial year. I wanted quickly
to make that point as chairman of the working party
on the budget.

I want now to raise some general points on behalf of
the Group of European Progressive Democrats.
Firstly, I think we are all sorry and disappointed
and some of us are even angry
that there-is
nothing new in this budget. It does practically
nothing for energy, nothing at all for aeronautics and
less than nothing for data-processing. As in previous
financial years, it is no more than a routine budget,
and that is not really acceptable. This has an important bearing on conciliation, and I think it is our duty
to stand up to the Council. If the Council will not
make an effort on energy policy, despite the fact that
the individual governments have recognized that we

must improve our energ'y resources and make
if the Council will not make an effort on
industrial policy at a time of severe industrial crisis
and unemployment in Europe, then we can only
conclude that it is not really interested in European
objectives, and it should be told plainly that it is quite
possible that some of us will refuse to approve the
economies ;

budget. That should be made perfectly clear.
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Those were the main things I wanted to say on behalf
of my group, but there are also a number of technical

I should like to add. \7e are particularly
concerned about a structural guidance and improvement policy for agriculture. !tr7e cannot continue, with
financially orthodox methods, to impose celings on
the guidance section of the EAGGF and the so-called
Mansholt reserve. In plain language, whar we must do
points

is either spend the Mansholt reserve and continue
with the ceilings, or scrap the Mansholt reserve and
stop subjecting appropriations to ceilings. We now
have the impression that although it agreed to the
idea in March 1972, the Council still does not really
want a policy for structural improvement in agriculture, and this is a serious matter. At the same time,
there can be no European solution to anything unless
something is done about the monetary problem. 1i7e
welcome th8 conversion from the old unit of account
to the European unit of account, even if there are
going to be a lot cf problems with implementation.
Ve also welcome the Council's resolve to create own
resources, including Community VAT,
1978.

by

I

January

But there are still monetary fluctuations and the
problem of compensatory amounts. It is unacceptable
to continue to classify expenditure on compensatory
amounts with expenditure on the common agricul-

I have said before, the farmers are not
responsible for monetary fluctuations. This is giving
rise to extensive criticism of the common agriculural
policy, although agriculture really has nothing to do
with it. We therefore hope that we will soon have a
regulatiolt which will provide for these compensatory
amounts to be automatically phased out, thus relieving
tural policy. As

the pressure on the European budget.

I would also like to make a basic point about the
common agricultural policy itself, and here I turn to
Mr Spinelli.

subjected to successive efforts to undermine it : it
started with a co-responsibility levy on milk, which
means that the surplus in a certain sector is no longer
fully financed; the latest move is that EAGGF expenditure is no longer to be fully financed, and the result
of that, whatever else happens in the course of the
financial year, will be that the farmers will be the ones
to pay. \07e will not associate ourselves with any action
which runs against the principle of European solidarity. I must warn the House that if this tendency
takes hold, the stage will be reached where criticism
of the common agricultural policy will amount to criticism of fundamental European objectives, and the
result of that will be extremely serious indeed.

I wish to raise Mr President, but I should like to make one further point
which may seem rather theoretical or a matter of principle, but there is a question I must raise with the
Those are the main points

Commission.

You will remember that, speaking as rapporteur on
the budget of the European Parliament, I said that the
budget was in effect a provisional budget and that, if
direct elections do take place in the spring of 1978,
we will have to approve a supplementary budget. I
would like the Commission to say whether, in all the
chapters relating to direct elections, relations with
Parliament for example, it has allowed for expenditure
that may be incurred as a result of these elections, or
if it too intends to submit a supplementary budget.

I ask the Commission this because we must know
exactly what its intentions are. If we take, for example,
staff responsible for liaison with Parliament, the situation will

obviously

'a real and not merely an indicative ceiling', as the
-amendment specifies
EAGGF expenditure, in
- onsection.
particular in the guarantee
This is extremely
serious and my group cannot associate itself with any
such policy, in the first place because there is some
confusion here . between budgetary and legislative
powers. I admit that is hardly a sufficient objection in
itself, because we are all guilty of to some extent and

there cannot be

a

completely rigid demarcation

between budgetary and legislative powers, for, after all,
budgetary powers are derived from legislative powers.
So I am not going to argue with Mr Spinelli on that
score.

But to question certdin basic principles of the European objective, such as financial solidarity, is an
extremely serious matter. The fact is that for some
time ndw the common agricultural policy has been
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it would be better if we were told at once. Those are the points I wished to raise, Mr President,
as chairman

Mr Spinelli has tabled an amendment, as Mr Bangemann has just reminded us, on the setting of ceilings

be very different with

members than with 410. Therefore we must know if it
will be necessary to create extra posts. If it is
and
the same thing clearly applies to the Council - then

of the working pafty on the budget

on behalf of the Group of

and

European Progressive

Democrats.

President.
I call Mr Spinelli to speak on behalf of
- and Allies Group.
the Communist

Mr Spinelli.

(I) Mr

President,

on behalf of the

majority of the-Communist and Allies Group, I would

like to say that our first reaction to the

budget

presented by the Council is a negative one.

However, since Parliament has the right not only to
express its opinion but also to change many points in

this budget,

I would like, on behalf

reserve judgement

of my Group, to

on the final text.

The shortcomings of this budget have already been
described by other members, and

I will

therefore deal

only with a number of other points where
have something to add.

I

feel I
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I would like first of all to point out that so far insufficient attention has been paid to the revenue section.
I7e have a rather strange and absurd view of Community revenue, especially now that we are on the point
of having our own resources: we add up expenditure
and then declare that revenue must match expenditure. But the fact that expenditure is what it is, is only
the result of adding up the cost of the various policies,
each with its own special features.

have completely failed to do. \fle have no specific
figure to guide us and therefore all our expenditure is
decided in a somewhat arbitrary manner. This must

change. An initial analysis must be carried out,
discussed here in Parliament and the Council must
realize that it cannot take the decision on its own but
must decide together with us. I hope that this request

will be included explicitly at

least in the motion
concluding the discussion of the budget.

Now I do not think that in any of our countries we
would draw up a budget in this way. !fle always have
to take into account the available funds and the priorities of the various policies. We never manage to
achieve everything we would like and no-one could
criticize the Community for failing to do everything
that we would like to do. But in the present situation,
we have to make a choice.

This has repercussions also on the kind of taxes which
the Community should adopt. But we will return to
this in the debate on the adoption of the resolution.
For the time being, we will concentrate on this omis-

The Commission first of all and then the Council, in
presenting the draft budget, must first provide an
analysis of the amount of taxation that can be borne
by the citizens of Europe, who nowadays usually have
to pay so much to the State and so much in local
rates, so much to the regions, to the Lhnder, and so
much to the Community. Under present economic

policy.

There is a fundamental difference between the
Council and the Commission's views of expenditure,
at least as regards non-compulsory expenditure. I will
speak later about compulsory expenditure, in parti-

circumstances can we ask taxpayers to pay anymore ?
liTould it not be better to transfer some of the
resources from the State to the Community, since

As regards non-compulsory expenditure, the Council

some problems can be more easily solved at European
level than at national level. By taking this kind of

view an overall idea of the available funds can be
obtained and, consequently, a guide to priorities in
expenditure.

It

sion in the budget, which will have to be rectified as it
is a matter of fundamental importance.

I would like to go on now to discuss the other matter
on which we have dealt at some length, expenditure

cular the agricultural fund, which represents the main
element in compulsory expenditure.
believes that we should include only matters on which
it has taken a decision or where a decision is likely

within a few weeks, that is to say it considers

the

budget as a mere accounting instrument. The Commission on the other hand had made it clear, particularly

this time, that the budget must reflect the policies it

in the way the budget
was drawn up originally, this practice was almost
should be remembered that

impossible because every budget had to have, for noncompulsory expenditure, a maximum rate to be calculated in a certain way. This maximum rate could be
exceeded only in exceptional circumstances, following
specific procedures. Now, according to the regulations

in

to pursue. \Ufle must be prepared to state
clearly that the only acceptable formula is the
Commission's and not the Council's, because the
Council's attitude renders the whole parliamentary
debate pointless as it leaves the Community, and in
intends

particular the Commission hamstrung.

This is true for that part of the budget which concerns

force, things are different; the reference to exceptional circumstances has disappeared. This means that
the maximum rate is only one of the elements which
the Community has to take into account. There must

non-compulsory expenditure. However, for compulsory expenditure, the Council and Commission are in
perfect agreement. As soon as they are faced, for

therefore be concertation and this must not come at
the end but at the beginning of the procedure; this
joint decision-making by Parliament and the Council
should determine the real rate of increase, and not the

Council and Commission behave like drug addicts ; in
between 'fixes' of millions of units of account they
complain and rail against costs but, when it comcs to
the pinch, they take another 'fix' and the millions
start flowing again. The Council has not seen fit to
deduct a single unit of account from the Commission's proposals, and when the Commission proposed
another 500 million it did not bat an eyelid.

fictitious rate which

I

have mentioned.

It

is a question of procedure : our German colleagues
know that there is considerable concertation between
the Ldnder and the Bund to decide fairly what goes to
the Linder and what goes to the Bund.
The balance of expenditure between the Community
and the Member States is different from that between
the Bund and the Ldnder, but it remains true to say
that we must take concerted decisions and this we

example,

with the problem of the EAGGF, the

As regards the other section, in which the Commission has presented constructive proposals, I cannot
agree with Commissioner Tugendhat's statement in
reply to Lord Bruce that we have to learn to live with
the Council, take account of various factors and so on.
We all know this ! \We know we have to live with
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them, and we have to show willing and, eventually,
reach compromises

!

\flhat

is actually happening is this : when the Commission sees fit to propose a certain policy, it cannot say

that it believed in it in May and that in October it no
longer believes in it. It is perfectly aware of the length
of time the Council takes to reach a decision. The
Commission has decided to table proposals which
involve appropriations. It is well aware that these propwill provoke a certain reaction in the Council, a
different reaction in Parliament and that at a later
stage there will be a conciliation between the Council
and Parliament. Now, Parliament has learned that the
Commission, off its own bat, and ignoring Parliament,
has informed the Council that it intended to curtail
certain entries, amend others, etc., for example, the
document presented to the Council contains the statement that as regards the aeronautics plan the Commission felt that this entry was no longer necessary as it
osals

was intending

to present new proposals.

It is to Parliament, gentlemen, that you should have
come with these suggestions, not to the Council,
because the draft is at present before Parliament and
Parliament in this case has the last word ! But if you,
knowing full well that the Council is showing some
reluctance, go and inform it that you are ready to back
down, this means that you are completely disregarding

the fact that Parliament can demand that the Council
take action in certain fields.

The same thing happened for a number of entries
concerning data processing and energy which involve

non-compulsory expenditure and on which Parliament and not the Council has the last word. Notice
that we are not talking here about the final vote on
the budget as a whole but that we are voting on this
section and on this basis Parliament and the Council
would have come to a joint decision about whether or
not to alter the rate of increase. In these circumstances, respect for the political commitments made
by Mr Jenkins, should have meant that the Commission would discuss with Parliament any new idea
arising from new developments in the situation. You,
however, acted alone and changed the rules of the
game.

It

is a different matter for agricultural policy expenditure which constitutes the major part of the Community budget. The rapporteur, Mr Shaw, the committee
chairman, Mr Lange, and others have said that we
must avoid supplementary budgets and therefore set
up a reserve. It is my view, ladies and gentlemen, that
this is a false problem. The occasional supplementary
budget is not the end of the world ! Strictly speaking,
supplementary budgets can be avoided only if the

Commission

is

allowed

to

contract debts

because

then, instead of drawing up a supplementary budget it
if the Commission is obliged, as it
is, to keep the budget in balance, when, through any

goes into debt ; but

is not in balance it
must ask for a supplementary budget. Under the
unforeseen incident, the budget

existing agricultural regulations, unforeseen incidents
are the order of the day. They are implicit in the way
the policy works : the forecasts are approximate and
almost always rnean that further expenditure is neces-

If we therefore include provisionally, in some heading or other in the reserve this
subsequent expenditure in case it should prove necessary, the result seems to me to be identical. Suppose
the budget represents 100 and the reserve 50: well,
the result will be that we will have an overall budget
of 150, but that it will still be uccertain and not fully
explicit. If we want to have a serious budget we must
pursue a coherent policy, not an open ended policy.
sary at a later stage.

Mr Cointat has just said that by abolishing Community solidarity, and dismantling the market organizations, we were heading towards a crisis which risked
bringing the whole structure of the Community
tumbling down. But no-one is suggesting doing away
with these positive features, which are the basis of any
serious agricultural policy.

The problem is how to fix prices and what attitude to
take to certain ridiculous price variations and this is
the aspect which must be corrected.

I

believe that at this time when new countries are

seeking accession to the Community it is important to
review the agricultural policy with some care, without

calling the whole policy into question, and without
attempting to demolish it but to improve it. To make
this possible we have asked (and we shall see whether
or not this Parliament is prepared to make an effort in
this direction not only with words but with actions)

the Council and the Commission, during 1978, to
draw up and implement those corrections, those
amendments to agricultural regulations, fixing a
ceiling, or a system for determining prices, for making
all concerned share in the burdens, for action on food
stocks, in order to guarantee this system of minimumr
prices in the Community and thus avoid the ludicrous
situations which have developed in several sectors. It

is, for example, ludicrous that we should become
major exporters of wheat which is more expensive
than wheat produced elsewhere in the world, and it is
equally ludicrous that whereas the level of wine
consumption in the Community has remained almost
static, the long term trends, not iust over one year, are
towards an increase in wine production.

I

hope that Parliament, using all the means at its
will get these necessary changes under way.

disposal,

I

am encouraged

in

these remarks by the knowledge
in panicular Mr Gundelach

that the Commission

- this policy must be reviewed
believes that
-andseriously
that new ideas must be put forward. If we, as a
parliament, can support the Commission in these
efforts, in this rethinking, with firm guidelines,
will undoubtedly help this plan to succeed.

we
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Another crucial matter for. Parliament is the question
amounts about with we are still
unhappy. All the existing compensatory amounts
must have fixed time limits and must be gradually

of compensatory
reduced.

and not for maintaining the status by the Commission. And the Commission, for its part, unless it
wishes to abandon the proposals it has made over the
last 5 months, should accept our support.

long as there is a policy of
as long as there are currency fluctuations situations
will arise in which positive or negative compensatory

I will not dwell on every detail of the section on agriculture because amendments will be tabled on various
aspects of the Guidance and Guarantee Funds but I
think that the Commission and the Council should
remember the need for a change of policy, preserving

amounts have

what deserves to be preserved but making

'$7e

cannot

say

: abolish compensatory amounts.

As
market organizations and

to be

introduced, depending on

whether there is a revaluation or a devaluation. But
this measure must be temporary and must be phased

out over 2 or 3

years.

This way we can avoid certain artificial and anomalous
situations such as the disproportionate growth of some
farms in certain countries, due not to the fact that

they have a greater production potential than others

but to the fact that they are permanently receiving
comPensatory amounts.

I will quote one detail which is, however, indicative of
the need to review the agricultural policy and to
improve its structures: the Commission included in
the preliminary draft 3 500 000 European units of

for improving

glasshouse production. !fle
know that these producers receive a special subsidy
for purchasing oil, which consists of intervention to
ensure that the price of oil is not subiect to market

account

increases.

I am not attempting to defend Italian horticultural
production. The Italian market unfortunately
and I
mean unfortunately
has protected itself in-another
- : it has discovered, for example,
manner from the start
that for tomatoes we, in Italy do not have a certain
parasite which damages productlon in other countries
and therefore it does not import tomatoes from the
rest of the Community !
This absurd situation

in Italy is matched by absurd

situations in other countries. The Commission, wisely
because in these cases it is responsible for helping
-the. processing
industry
has provided appropriations for the retraining of -staff employed in glasshouse
horticulture, appropriations which have been deleted
by the Council and which we propose to reinsert.

Similarly, with Japan, we complain that we cannot
break into Japanese markets. But when the Commission proposes practical measures to increase Community exports to Japan they are rejected. Each state

wishes to act on its own : the richer states will succeed
better, the poorer ones will be less successful.

And when the Commission proposes aid to all the
Community industries to help them compete on Japanese markets, it is told that this is not possible.
These are details, however significant. The main thing
is to maintain and strengthen the direction which the
Commission has tried to give to this budget. In order

to show that the budget is an instrument for progress

changes

where they are needed.
Lastly,

I

would like to appeal to all members both

present and absent. There are those who wish to exert
pressure and those who are content merely to express

their own displeasure without wishing to change
anything. If we really want to make a contribution to
improving the quality of our Parliament, we must
ensure that the vote reflects the divergences
- which
exist in all the groups
between the reformers
and
- the status quo. Otherwise,
those who wish to preserve
if we vote artificially, by groups, we will be on the way
to transforming this Parliament into a number of little
parliaments.

None of us knows whether the composition of the
will be the same in 10 years time as it is now.
However, at present it is of vital importance to
discover who is in the majority, the reformers or those
who favour the status quo
I do not use the word
conservatives for there are -many in the Conservative
Group who favour reform. I would like to recommend
that all the groups bear in mind in tomorrow's debate
the need for this political clarification.
groups

President.

I call Mr Durieux to speak on behalf of

the Liberal -and Democratic Group.

Mr Durieux.- (F) Mr President, I think we must be
very realistic at the present stage in the achievement
of European objectives. !J7e cannot expect a budget
containing a total of much more than l2 or 13 000 m
u.a. ; in other words we have to be satisfied with the
total drawn up jointly by Parliament and the Council.
'$7e
are critical, not of the existing breakdown of the
budget, but of the lack of initiative of the Community,
which has still not managed to implement more than
a single common policy, agricultural policy. There is
nothing to be gained by bemoaning the fact that agriculture now accounts for 75 7o of the budget, about
8% thousand million units of account. The answer to
that is to concentrate on other large-scale Community
policies which will be matched by appropriate budgetary contributions. Ve might well ask what the
Community would be without the common agricultural policy. The budget would be an

extremely
modest one which would not justify the effort and the
commitment we put into it.

But unfortunately, we already said all
are saying

it again this

'this

last year, we

year, we shall be saying

it

again
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next year, and it will make no real difference. The
best we can do is to enlighten those who criticise this
lack of balance because of its consequences, without
really considering the reasons for it. Clearly the
common agricultural policy

is not to blame if

the

Community has not been able to face the challenge of
unemployment. To look at the budget, you would
think we were in a period of full employment, with its
allocation of a mere 400 m u.a. for social expenditure,
barely 3'5 % of the total. This is why the Liberal and
Democratic Group has just tabled amendments to the
motion for a resolution by the Committee on Budgets
concerning the common agricultural policy, which
has been criticized much too harshly, and which, as I
have lust said, is not responsible for the imbalance,
which is more the result of a lack of imagination and
initiative. Yet we already have an unemployment

figure of 6 million and it may not be long until as
ma'ly as 2 million young people are unable to find
work. t{ow much longer will they put up with that ?

lVhole secto.s of the economy have been shaken,
including mar,y that until very recently, held dominant positions, the steel industry for example. The
Community must make an effort to help the most
stagnant sectors by stimulating employment and
combating inflation.

Here I would like to draw attention to the amendment by Mr Shaw calling for an allocation of 5m u.a.
for small and medium-sized undertakings which are
the hardest hit in the present economic situation and
which deserve priority treatment because they are an
essential part of the structure of a liberal society.
Perhaps we Liberals were taking realism too far in
proposing only 2m u.a., but we hope that Mr Shaw's
proposals, which go further than ours, will be adopted,
and we therefore ask the House to vote for this amend-

it

on the matter of social
expenditure, we welcome the decision by the
Committee on Budgets to increase appropriations in
ment as

stands. Finally,

favour of unemployed young people by 68m u.a. This
is an important decision. By the same token, we
welcome the studies and other projects in consumer
protection. Vhat I have just said also applies to the

regional development policy. A reduction in the
disparities between strong and weak regions is an

in the

of economic and
monetary union, perhaps in European union itself.
essential stage

achievements

For we cannot hope to coordinate our budgetary policies, or channel inflation through a snake mechanism,

or lay the foundations of real monetary cooperation, if
the level of economic development is so different
from one country to another, that some countries are
ahead of the USA and others are downright backward.
'!tr/e are particularly critical

of the timid approach to
example of the lack of concern of
the entire Community is the allocation of a mere 224
million units of account for the JET profect, barely
2o/o of total expenditure. 'We can have no hope of

energ'y.

A typical

making any significant progress in this capital sector
unless we are prepared to combat an energy crisis
which shows every sign of becoming a structural one.
It is useless for the Commission to issue directives, for
Parliament to adopt resolutions, if the financial implications are neglected when the time comes to adopt
the budget. That is pure demagoguery, and it would
be better not to arouse expectations when we know in
advance they have no chance of being fulfilled. Of
course we are right to criticize the tendency of certain
governments of Member States to carry their own
deficit financing to extremes, but what we are doing
in the Community is exactly the opposite, and that is
fatal to every initiative. The time has come to take full
advantage of an excellent mechanism, namely the
Community loan, because that is the only way to
make up for the inevitable defects in the budget,
whether in energy as I have just said, or in any other
field.

'We utterly deplore the breakdown in the decisionmaking procedure in the Council of Ministers, which
has become incapable of taking any decision at all,
and we call for the immediate implementation of the
provisions of the Rome Treaty, starting with Article
148, on maiority voting. It is incredible that, six
months after a decision has been taken at the highest
level by the heads of state or government in Rome,
the ministers responsible have still not been able to
give a final form to the financial instrument, and even
seem anxious to shelve the whole thing.
'We also call urgently for the entry into force of a rate
of VAT that will ensure the Community's budgetary
autonomy, and of the financial regulation and the
European unit of account, because it is absurd for
revenue and expenditure to be calculated on the basis
of parities laid down by the International Monetary

Fund before the disruption
rates

of European

exchange

in the last few years.

Finally, I should like to welcome the creation of the
Court of Auditors. This controlling agency is essential
to restore confidence to European tax payers after the
notorious series of frauds that have taken place, particularly with EAGGF funds.
Finally,

I

wish to thank the Committee on Budgets

for the excellent work
difficult conditions.

it has done often in extremely

The amendments Parliament has tabled are reasonable
and will maintain a minimum threshold below which

we cannot go. Membership of the Community

is

costing each European citizen 27 units of account, not
an excessive sum for the expectations that could be
fulfilled, especially when you consider that the average

citizen's contribution to his national budget is 50
times as high. But let us hear no more about austerity
policies. The Community budget is only 0.5 % of the
total GNP of the Nine, compared with 30 0/o in the
total national budgets.
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isms had to be created to enable compensation to be

paid, on agricultural products falling wrthrn

the

system of common prices, for the difference between

(F) W President, honourable
Mr Terrenoire.
members, the political,
budgetary and financial
matters which directly concern us, and which unfortunately are deteriorating from one year to the next,
include the problem of monetary compensatory
amounts. I want to try to say something about these
which I hope the House might find interesting.

The increasingly complex budgetary and economic
difficulties caused by the current system of monetary
compensatory amounts have given rise to varidus proposals for fundamental reform of the system, and some
of these contain very serious implications for the basic

principles of the common agricultural policy.

It

has

therefore become necessary to take very careful stock
of the problems caused by the existing system of
monetary compensatory amounts and of the various
ways in which the situation might be improved.
As you know, the purpose of monetary compensatory
amounts is to compensate for the discrepancies
between the actual exchange rates for Member State

and the rate used when agricultural
products are exported from one country to another to

currencies

convert common agricultural prices, expressed in
units of account, into national currencies. !7here agricultural products are subject to common organization
of the market, the principle of a single market and
free circulation of goods applies to them, and this
means that common prices must be fixed in units of
account ; these prices must then be converted into the
currencies of each Member State. In stable monetary
conditions this system would cause no problems.
When the common agricultural market was set up, it
was decided to fix the value of the unit of account
used in common agricultural policy as equal to the
gold parity of the dollar as declared to the International Monetary Fund. This made it easy to convert
the unit of account into the currencies of the Member
States, because the parities of each of these currencies
had also been declared to the International Monetary
Fund in terms of gold and of the dollar. Subsequent
events however showed the difficulties of applying
this system in the event of changes in the pariry of
the currency of a Member State.

If

a currency is devalued, agricultural prices expressed

in national currency will automatically rise. If it is
revalued, the prices will fall. It is easy to see considerable difficulties in the system : an impetus to inflation
in the first case, political problems in the second. The
practice of allowing the countries concerned to hold
back the effect of exchange rate fluctuations on their
agricultural prices, expressed in national currencies,
began as an exceptional measure for a limited period
only, but became general practice after the monetary
developments in 1971, and has now spread through
the whole Community. Despite the risk of thoroughly
disrupting the common agricultural policy, mechan-

the actual rate of exchange and the green rate.
Without this system there would have been rwo difficulties: firstly in a country that had revalued its
currency, a glut of products bought into intervention,
because the intervention price would not have been
adiusted

in

accordance

with the

in

change

exchange rate. Secondly, the emergence

the

of abnormal

trading patterns, in that farmers in countries which
had devalued their currency would be able to compete
favourably with farmers in countries that had revalued.

If the green rates of exchange were not adiusted, the
effect would be, in the first case, to reduce the price of
exports, and in the second, to increase them. It therefore became necessary to set up a system of compensatory amounts for intra-Community trade to offset the
difference between the actual rate of exchange and the
green rate, so as

to maintain a single price

system.

It will be clear that, in addition to the excessive
burden on the Community budget, monetary compensatory amounts are now causing considerable
economic problems, and are contrary to the basic principles of the common agricultural policy. \Uflhere the
budget is concerned, compensatory amounts are levied

on imports to

countries which have

a

revalued

currency and on exports from countries with a devalued currency. Compensatory amounts are also paid

on

exports from

the countries with a

revalued

currency and on imports by countries with a depreciated currency. Since Italy and Britain are large net
importers, this results in a net cost which is far from
being offset by the receipts from Irish and French
compensatory amounts. On current exchange rates,
the cost of compensatory amounts in 1977 will be
close to a thousand million units of account, or twice
the allocation entered in the budget. British monetary
compensatory amounts will amount to 850 million
units of account in 1977 and Italian compensatory
amounts to 410 million units of account, while France

contribute 240 million units of account and
Ireland 72 million units of account to the EAGGF.
The situation in the other States will be more or less
in balance. !flhen we consider the trading transactions, a fundamental conclusion emerges : it is illog-

will

ical that it should be the common market that applies
a system of levying taxes and granting subsidies on
trade, often for considerable amounts, and not the
common agricultural policy as such. A system of this
kind cannot be neutral.
Certain difficulties are caused by the very existence of
monetary compensatory amounts and by the current
criteria for fixing and applying them. The checks and
formalities required are tantamount to an administrative obstacle to trade. Moreover, the very existence of
the amounts is an encouragement to fraud. There are
also certain technical imperfections which mean that
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the desired degree of neutrality is not guaranteed in
every case. This applies in particular to products such
as sugar, milkpowder and butter, the monetary
compensatory amounts for which are based on inter-

vention prices containing a large industrial costs
component. This leads to overcompensation on the
monetary element, which gives countries with a revalued currency an advantage, in that the compensatory
amounts to which they are entitled on exports by
virtue of the industrial component in the products
enhances the strong competitive position they already
enjoy from a generally lower rate of inflation. This is
certainly one of the reasons for the present difficulties
in the sugar and butter sectors.

The distortions resulting from monetary compensatory amounts are even more extreme in the case of
products containing a large primary product component. The calculation of the compensatory amounts
on the price of these products fails to take account of
the fact that, when a currency has been revalued,
importers paying in that currency can obtain their
primary products at a lower price. fhis applies in particular to products with a high soya component

(pigmeat, eggs, poultry) and increasingly

to

dairy

Products.

Generally speaking the existing system of compensatory amounts puts exporters in the'snake' countries in

an enhanced competitive position. They have the
direct financial advantage of being able to claim
compensatory amounts on their exports, whereas
competitors in countries whose currency is floating
downwards must pay compensatory amounts. Moreover, the former group know the rate of their compensatory amounts in advance wllereas the latter, those
whose currency has depreciated, run the risk of
changes in the rate of the compensatory amounts
between the date of the contract and the conclusion

of customs formalities.
\7e should

also be aware of the unsatisfactory effect of

the present situation on the basic principles of the
cornmon agricultural policy. To begin with, the differences in agricultural prices berween one country and

another attributable

to

monetary compensatory

amounts, has recently begun to exceed, in several
cases, the price differences as between these countries

before the implementation of the common agricultural policy. At the same time we must not confuse
the effect with the cause. The existing monetary discrepancies are in many cases no more than a reflection
of the different trends in increases in production costs
as between one Member State and another, and that
being so, it is difficult to see how a single agricultural
price system can be maintained in the lon term. The
fact is that the compensatory amounts have enabled
the single price system to be maintained in trading
operations, thus stimulating

the free

exchange of

goods.

In

fact, the most serious difficulty caused by the

present situation is that the principle of fixing
common prices itself is being undermined, not
because of monetary compensatory amounts, but
because the arrangements for adjusting the 'green'
rates are too rigid. It would appear in fact that agricultural prices are being fixed on the basis of the particular situation in each Member State. By refusing to
reduce the disparity between its 'green' rate and the
real value of its currency, a country like the United
Kingdom, for example, is able to keep not only its
agricultural production prices, but also its import
prices, at a lower level than would result from the
overall increases in domestic prices and the higher
cost of imports that are the logical consequence of the
depreciation of the pound. Germany is able to give its
producers higher prices than are justified by refusing
to revalue the 'green' mark. Here, the compensatory
amount neutralizes the trade handicap resulting from

the appreciation of the German mark, but

does

nothing to offset the competitive advantage accruing
to German producers from the difference between
costs and prices as expressed in German marks. It is
therefore hardly surprising that Germany is showing a
tendency towards self-sufficiency and increasing
exports, since it is enabled to do so by the much
wider competitive margin German producers derive

from the existing agricultural monetary system.
Mr President, honourable members, this system must
be changed as a matter of urgency. In the first place
monetary expenditure must not be lumped together
with agricultural expenditure, thus implicating the
EAGGF in sins which it has not committed. In the
second place, some at least of the burden on the
Community budget must be removed, and we must
have the courage to contemplate a reduction in monetary compensatory amounts as a matter of long-term
policy.

President.
We can now embark on the section
Staff and operating
expenditure.

I

call Mr Howell.

Mr Howell.

Mr

President,

I am

somewhat

- stance which we in Parliament are
concerned at the
adopting as far as increases in staff are concerned. I
believe that we should recognize that every parliament, every council throughout the respective countries of the Community, has to grapple with the same
problem of trying to contain bureaucracy, and

I

am

not satisfied that we as a parliament, are doing enough
in that respect. I will probably be the only person who
will be speaking on the side of the Council on this,

but I believe that Parliament should not only be

containing the Commission with its demands for 531
extra personnel, but should also be trying to put a
brake on the Council itself. Instead, we are in a sort of
non-position, a neutral position, where we say : 'well,
the Commission want 531, and the Council want 126',
and then we peel off 20 of. those, and for some reason
or other about which I am not quite clear we come up
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with a magic figure of 221, which is like an arbitrary
compromise. I believe that Parliament should do
better than that, and I think that we should try our
hardest to contain the ever-growing army of civil
servants in this Parliament, and in all parliaments, and

in all councils : this is a disease which we really must
work harder to defeat.
Here

I

would like to say how much

I

appreciate the

hard work which my colleague, Mr Shaw, has put in
but I cannot agree with what he has done, because
-I would have been much happier had he said, 'both

the Commission and the Council have been too
generous in this matter of staff, and we can only agree
to say, 75 instead of the 125 that the Council has
proposed'. I just want to make this point, Mr President, I believe our duty to our electorate is to contain
bureaucracy, and not encourage it.

President.

- I call Mr Tugendhat.

Mr Tugendhat,

Mr
of tbe Cornmission.
President, I hope the House will forgive me a-slight

counter-attack

Atlcmber

in

response

to what my former

Mr Howell, said. I certainly agree that it is
important to contain the bureaucracy. I certainly agree
that the Community institutions must be modest in
their requests for new staff. I do not have the figures
in front of me, but I did quote them in the
Committee on Budgets, where I pointed out that the

colleague,

percentage increase which we had originally asked for
and which is, of course, very drastically cut even on
the basis of Mr Shaw's recommendation, was very
substantially less than that which was put forward by
the Parliament and which, I believe, will go through.
'What's sauce for the goose is sauce for the gander :
that principle does, I think, apply. I am sure that the
Parliament applies a very stringent discipline to its
own staff demands, and when you compare our
percentage increase with your percentage increase, do
remember that ours is very much srhaller and is being

very substantially

cut...

Mr Howell.
I would like to see our increase
contained iust-as much as I would like to see your
increase contained. I want to contain increases everywhere, because this is what it is all about.
Mr Tugendhat.

... I know from past

experience

- that view, both of institutions of
that Mr Howell holds
which he is a member and those of which he is not. I
know that what he says is true of himself, but it is a
point I wanted to make to the Parliament

as a whole,

Mr President.
I would also like to make a point, specifically in
response to the speech of Mr Cointat, when he asked
about whether we would need more staff for direct
elections. It is of course very difficult indeed to distinguish between one use of staff and another. The
Commission is a team and it has to dispose its
resources as well as it can. It is a little difficult to say

that we need people specifically for fish, textiles, and
and, if you took out the fish
direct elections
people, you would change the situation. It is all obviously inter-related.
Having said that, and having said that everything has

an impact on everything else and that, if we have
fewer staff for one area it creates a greater pressure on
another, I would like to make it clear that we are
certainly conscious of the problems posed for our
services by the arrival of the directly-elected Parliament. Certainly, it would be our intention to try to
increase the number of our people who are working
in that field. If we had asked for the staff when the
budget was first formulated, I think we would have
laid ourselves open to the criticism that we were
asking for people in order to service a need that might
or might not arise. It is after all some months ago that
we first submitted our budget.
'We are now

in a situation where one Parliament is
lagging behind, and where the government of that

country is certainly dedicated to getting the legislation

through. Accordingly, I think we now can begin to
plan on a rather firmer basis than was previously the
case. This favourable turn of events has certainly been
noted by the Commission. \7e will need to ask the
Council and the Parliament for more staff
- a
in order to meet the requirements
modest number
is not only directly elected but
of a Parliament which
also sitting on a far more intensive basis, naturally,
I
than this one, and which also will be rather more
than t'wice as large.
think I am right in saying

-

That is the answer that I would give to Mr Cointat. I
would also like to thank Mr Shaw for his draft report,
and to say that we will certainly study the idea of a
recruitment agency in more detail. \7e share his
analysis of the problem and we would very much like
to look into the feasibility of this idea. I know the fact
that advertisements appear for the different institu-

tions at different times certainly causes a lot of
muddle for people who are less familiar with the way
our affairs work than we ourselves are.

The Commission has had to face great reticence
towards its requests for extra staff, both from the
Council and the Parliament and has done its best to
keep these to a minimum. !7e now.have a number of
very important new functions to take into account,
not simply that of a directly-elected Parliament, which
I have already referred to, but the Court of Auditors,
which has also been referred to, nuclear security, the
preparation for Lom6 II, the adoption of the European
unit of account, which is something I am obviously
I hope also,
particularly interested in, the adoption

of -VAT, and the
now seems very likely
All these are
North-South
Dialogue.
follow-up to the

and

it

matters which place considerable extra strain on the

Commission.

I think all the

ones that

I

have

mentioned have a great deal of support in the Parlia-
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ment. I would therefore like to emphasize both the
fact that we do try to keep our requests down and also
that we are undertaking important new tasks, many of
which have been laid before us at the specific request
of Parliament, as well as of the Council.

to do more. I am grateful for what has been done, and
it certainly is not my intention to look a gift horse in
the mouth. I was talking about the problems of gift
horses and half a loaf being better than no loaf, and so

Of course the Commission does not expect the budgetary authority to find all its staff needs. I would not
like to leave the House tonight with the impression
that we had drawn up a table of our requirements and
sent it in and had not done anything ourselves. That
simply is not the case. This year, to meet some of the
priorities I have listed
and I should perhaps have
- substantial innovations of
mentioned also the very
Directorate-General XIV for fisheries, and the textile
negotiations in which the Commission is engaged
we have transferred at least 100'A'staff and some'B'

accept not simply half a loaf but something rather less

and 'C' staff as well between the services, not to
mention those transfers within services which take
place all the time
one hundred transfers over and
above that which -usually takes place. But there are
limits to the extent to which w€t are able to do this
unless other priority services are to be cut back. Thus,
for instance, the Transport DG has drawn up a long

list of work which has had to be completely abandoned for the time being for lack of staff, including
common rules for road transport and the harmonizaa form of harmonization
tion of highway signs
- deal to prevent accidents.
which might do a great
These transfers already made this year represent more
than the total of staff at the 'A' level sought in the
budget, and the fact that we have made so many transfers makes us doubly dependent on the budgetary
authority if we are to meet our priorities. In my view

I am responsible for
and administration as well as for the budget
there really is no more spare capacity at the 'A'
-level ; and at the 'B' and 'C' level, as I have explained,
we have also done a very great deal.
and, as the House knows,

-personnel

I do not

believe that this is a situation which is in

Parliament's interests. I do not believe that Parliament
wishes our resources to be spread so thin that we have
to give up important programmes : that we are unable
to carry through as efficiently as Parliament would

wish, and as we would wish, the tasks with which we
are entrusted.

I would also like to make another point. I

am

extremely anxious to get away from the atmosphere of
distrust which characterizes debates, between the

Commission

on the one hand and the budgetary

authority on the other, on these matters. The Commission has, therefore, decided to adopt a new presentation of our staff needs which will, I hope, help you as
well as us. I shall be explaining this in detail to the
Committec on Budgets. The new approach depends
on there not being too big a deficit from the past. If
we have to carry the present shortage forward, it will
be impossible to assess the new needs rationally.

I

do hope, Mr President, that Parliament will feel able

forth, in response to Lord Bruce earlier this afternoon; but on this occasion we ate being asked to
than that, and I hope that Parliament will recognize
the fact that it really will be very difficult for us to
continue to discharge our tasks effectively. I wish Lord
Bruce were here to undertand how, even when we
find ourselves against both the budgetary authorities,

we do continue to try to fight for that which

we

believe to be necessary.

I call Lord Bessborough to intrbduce
- of the Committee on Energy and
the opinion
President.
Research.

Mr
Lord Bessborough, draftsntan of an opinion
I speak for the Committee on Energy- and

President,

Research and not necessarily for my group. although I

doubt whether they would dissent from anything I

Mr Howell. I need hardly add that
the committee on Energy and Research do not accept
which were intronearly none of them
the cuts
duced by the Council. I am making these remarks on

say, except perhaps

behalf

of Mr Krieg who, I regret, is absent this
I have already done at two meetings of the

evening as

Committee on Budgets.

As the House knows, the basic objective of

the

and this is what we
- budget is to reduce
feel should be reflected in the
if
Community dependence on imported- energy,
possible, to not more than 50 o/o y 1985. At the same
time the Community must guarantee the security of
those supplies which have to be imported. As Mr
Shaw said, hydrocarbon reserves may well be
exhausted in our lifetime. That is why a Community
energy policy is absolutely essential.

Community's energy policy

ln 1975 the Community was dependent on imported
sources for 6l o/o of its energy requirements. It now
appears unlikely that the 50 0/o target can be reached
by 1985, largely due, of course, to the slowing down in
nuclear development in most Member States. Dependence on imported energy can only be reduced by
changing the pattern of energy demand, by using less
imported

oil and petroleum products, and by the
of energy conservation methods and by

imposition

the rational use of energy. The energy supply structure

would have to be modified by encouraging Community production of petroleum, natural gas and solid
fuels, by carrying out research into new sources of
energy, by the expansion of the Community's nuclear
capacity which would mean the security of nuclear
fuel supplies. This, in turn, would involve the exploration for indigenous uranium deposits in the Community itself and the development of safeguards acceptable to the major suppliers of nuclear fuels.
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Under Chapter 32, the Commission requested appropriations amounting to 103 million units of account
in payments and 229 million units of account in
commitments. This, however, as we said in an earlier
debate, was reduced by the Council to 25 million
units of account in payment and 103 million units of
account in commitments. This shows, in the committee's view, a very serious regression with regard not
only to the 1978 preliminary draft general budget, but

in

comparison with the 1977 budget. The
Committee on Energy and Research behcles that
considerably greater appropriations must be made
available if the Community is to reduce dependence

also

on

these imported sources. For this reason, the
Committee on Energy and Research has tabled amendments adding some 40 million units of account in
payment appropriations to the energy budget.

'!7ith regard to research, the Council treated direct
actions reasonably generously, although the
Committee on Energy and Research is proposing one
amendment to item 3333 for physical protection
measures for the Joint Research establishment, to
bring these into line with the norms which have been
recommended by the International Atomic Agency.
The cuts under indirect action

this worried us
- and
particularly in the
a good deal
were more serious,
field of new -actions which have not yet been adopted
by the Council. The refusal to enter appropriations for
these items would necessitate either a supplementary
budget which most of us, except Mr Spinelli, do not
like very much, or else would mean that these actions
could not get under way until 1989.
The Committee on Energy and Research is therefore
proposing a series
new actions.

of amendments concerning

Attention should be drawn

these

to one amendment

concerning staff increases for the Commission, a
subject which we have just been discussing. This
amendment, tabled by Mr Shaw on behalf of the
Budget Committee, includes an increase ot 42 neut
officials for the Euratom control commission. These
staff increases are vital, in our committee's view, if
Euratom is to meet its new obligations under the verification agreement and the Non-proliferation Treaty.
Because of the specialized knowledge required, these
officials could not be transferred from other sections
of the Commission. I hope that Mr Tugendhat agrees
with this. On behalf of the Committee on Energy and
Research, I strongly urge Parliament to adopt this
amendment.

Finally, Mr President, all the amendments proposed
by our committee, whether they be under chapters 32,
33 or 35, request the minimum sum that would
enable the Commission to carry out its duties and obligations in this field of energy and research. It would
be much cheaper to spend money now on research
and investment in energy than it will be to pay for

oil imports in the 1980's. I
all these amendments to the

increasingly expensive

therefore commend

House. They are endorsed not only by the Committee
Budgets.

on Energy, but also by the Committee on

I call Mrs \Valz to speak on behalf of
President.
Group.
the Christian-Democratic

Mrs Walz.

(D) Mr

President, ladies and

gentlemen, before stating the opinion of the ChristianDemocratic Group on the energy and research budget,
I should like to thank the Committee on Budgets and
its chairman who have adopted almost all of the
Committee on Energy's draft amendments. The latter

are now being put forward by both committees and
will perhaps therefore be approved by the House as a
whole. The Committee on Budgets agrees with us that
fossil energy sources, coal excepted, are nearing
exhaustion. Oil has become a seller's market on which

the terms are dictated by others. Alternative energy
to be deve10 to 20 years
sources need time

- might bridge the-gap and make
loped. Nuclear energy
us politically more independent but is encountering
increasing difficulties owing to popular resistance.

President Carter is right when he describes an energy
policy geared to this emergency as the moral equivalent of war. He has, however, encountered great resistance in America because over there no-one wan,ts to

believe that the golden age of cheap oil and cheap
energy has come to an end. More energy, which is
also necessary for qualitative growth, will cost money.
'S7e must make suitable arrangements to prepare for
this and we think that we have done so, to a certain
limited extent, in our amendments.

Despite

Mr

Carter's excellent example the Council

has sought fit to reduce the energy budget by 32o/o.
\Ufle have drawn up our draft amendments in the light

of the following priorities : firstly, support for the coal
sector; secondly, the exploration and extraction of
hydrocarbons in the Community, including the relevant technology; thirdly, the investigation of the fuel
cycle and its safeness and, fourthly, safeguarding
supply in nuclear fuels.

Why have we opted to support the coal

sector,

although the Commission has made practically no
contribution to financing coal stocks ? The answer is
because in the future, as in the past, coal will be one
of our most important energy sources
- as the world
energy conference in Istanbul has iust confirmed
and also in the future in the form of coal gasification
and liquefaction.

It is true that at the moment

coal stocks are piling up

owing to the crisis in the steel industry and the still
plentiful supply of oil. It is also true that environmentalists are delaying or preventing the investment of
millions in the construction of coal-fired power
stations, thus causing a loss of jobs. This only serves to
disguise the fact, however, that

in future we will

again
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be dependent on coal and must therefore contribute
financing coal stocks in order to prevent pit

to

in power stations and to
modernize the power stations themselves.

closures, to burn more coal

If we are to reduce our dependence on imported
energy the search for hydrocarbons in the Community, and in particular uranium prospecting, must be
promoted, as we have requested.
!7e

have reinstated the necessary amounts

in

the
Community's energy conservation programme
because we think that it is cheaper to save energy
especially as this also creates more iobs
than -to
develop new energ'y sources.

The conservation and more rational use of energy are
essential, as well as the development of alternative
energy sources, if we are to reduce our dependence on
imported oil.

Ve

have also tabled amendments regarding research

on safety aspects of nuclear energy and reaffirming
Euratom's supervisory function. In this our requests as
regards staff were supported by the Committee on
Budgets, to which we are particularly grateful. Only
when our safeguards, combined with those of the
IAEA, are 100 7o satisfactory will we get the necessary
uranium, only then will we be able to push through
the fast breeder option and export our nuclear energy
plant. It can only be hoped that the controversy over
nuclear energ'y will give way to the realization that
without nuclear energy the very existence of the
Western industrialized nations is

in

Lastly, there is a new budgetary entry, proposed by
Lord Bruce in the Committee on Budgets, concerning
'Community loans for financing investment projects
in industry'. !7e believe that just as in the revenue
section there is a token entry for possible loans, so in
the expenditure section there should be an appropriation for any loans to be granted so that the Commission can act freely. \fle would like to know whether
the Commission supports our position.

President.

There are several other speakers down

- on research and energy. They will
for this section
speak in the continuation of this debate tomorrow
morning. However, before we adjourn the proceedings
for tonight, I have had a request from Mr Meintz: he
has to attend the meeting of the College of euaestors
in the morning and has therefore asked whether he
could deliver the opinion of the Committee on Social
Affairs, Employment and Education on that part of
the budget relating to social affairs. Since there is no
obiection to this proceeding, I call Mr Meintz.

jeopardy.

!7e in the Christian-Democratic Group support the
proposals of the Committee on Energy and also the
Committee on Budgets and hope that the House will
approve them and that the Council will also come
round to the same opinion.

President.
Mr Spinelli to speak on behalf of
- I call
the Communist
and Allies Group.

(I) W President, I would like to ask
Mr Spinelli.
- to state
the Commission
its position clearly on some
of the items on which these amendments have been
tabled. These are items 3240: 'Community energysaving programme', 3241 : 'Coal gasification and

liquefaction', 3242:'Exploitation

in the preliminary draft budget there was'a
very important comment on the replacing of national
financing arrangements with a system of Community
financing. The Council has removed this remark. The
Committee on Economic and Monetary Affairs has
restored it. I would like to know the Commission's
view on this.
whereas

of

geothermal
resources', and items 3701 and 3702 concerning the
second data processing programme and the implemen-

tation of the four-year programme. Some of these
items the Council has deleted and in others has
included a token entry.

Mr Meintz, draftsman of an opinion.- (F) Mr President, I ask forgiveness of the House but tomorrow
morning would be very inconvenient for me.

I think

everyone is aware of the danger of looking at
the budget as a whole in terms of particular sectors ;
you are liable to see things through glasses of a particular colour and to end up thinking that one particular area is more important than anything else. As
rapporteur for the Committee on Social Affairs,
Employment and Education, I therefore find it reassuring that Mr Shaw, as General Rapporteur, and all
the other previous speakers in the general debate or

the debate on the presentation of the budget, took
considerable pains

to point out that there are vast

differences between the agricultural sector and all the

other sectors vital to the further development of
Europe, such as the social sector. The present
economic situation in Europe, with its sectoral crises
and widespread unemployment, is a very dark reflec-

I

tion on the social policy of the European Community.
There can be no doubt that one of the first priorities
of any European policy must be action to redress the
continuing deterioration in the social conditions of
many categories of people who are, in a general sense,

The second question concerns item 371 I : 'Aids to the
aerospace industry'. This contains only a token entry

But I shall not go into these matters in detail here.
We have had several opportunities.to consider the
social situation fully in this House, be it with the

My group, however, feels that it is its duty to support
the Commission's request, so that it is able to pursue
effectively

is

planned policies.

would like you, Commissioner, to tell us clearly
whether or not you are in favour of our attempts to
support the Commission's proposals.

underprivileged.
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submission of the report on the social situation, or the
debate on the new Social Fund. !7hen considering the

budget, the Committee on Social Affairs, Employment

and Education noted that the Council had made a
certain effort, as a result of which it may well be that,
of the underprivileged sectors, the social sector is the
least underprivileged, in a budgetary sense.

In considering the budget, the Committee on Social
Affairs, Employment and Education did not therefore
seek to table a set of generalized amendments calling
for the original appropriations entered by the Commission to be restored, but confined itself to certain
priority actions which it felt deserved specific support.
I should like to outline these priorities for the social
sector, on which we have tabled amendments, under
five main headings.

Our first concern was obviously the future of

the
the cuts

Social Fund, and here we deplore not only
made in the budget but the fact that, in budgetary
terms a number of appropriations have been deleted

from Chapter 100, which means, in political terms,
that the Council is unwilling to commit itself clearly
on action to be taken in 1978.

It was for this reason that the Committee on Social
Affairs, Employment and Education, while going
,along with the Commission on the overall balance of
Social Fund actions in favour of the various underprivileged groups

women, emigrants, underprivileged
regions, etc. - and the appropriations originally allo- to restore these appropriations, not
cated, has sought

by calling for a further increase in say the youth
sector, but by accepting the balance given to the
Social Fund in the form proposed by the Commission. Therefore all the amendments
and there are
eight of them on this subject
have -exactly the same
purpose : the Committee proposes
that the Fund
should be restored to the form in which it was originally set out by the Commission.
Our second priority, which related directly to the
current economic situation, and in particular deteriorating employment prospects, concerns measures to
improve employment opportunities by sectoral
research and by organizing cooperation between
national employment authorities, who are asked in
this connection to give more attention to coordinating-

their activities.

Our third priority is to combat poverty. The action
that has been taken so far here has been considered
extremely important, and we fail to see why the
Council now thinks it appropriate to put an end to
these activities in I 978 and subsequent years. Here
again we have called for this activity to be maintained
and not gradually killed off, by paying what remains

to be

paid.

Our fourth priority is the programme for construction
of accommodation for the handicapped and for
migrant workers. Here too we have the same problem,

the danger of having the action included in the
budget for 1978, only to be dropped in subsequent
years, whereas by its very nature, it requires a long
term programme.
Our fifth priority is the exchange programmes for
young workers which are considered extremely important at present. The Council's decision to cancel
certain appropriations puts the Commission in the
position where it simply cannot proceed with the
second exchange programme.

I should not like to conclude without mentioning t'wo
other, more specific points which the Committee feels
are extremely important and which it has discussed in
general terms. I refer to the European Trade Union

Institute, and here the majority in the committee
feels, I think rightly, that the preparatory stage is now

it is now up to the Commission to work
together with the trade unions to get this institution
off the ground. The second point is the restoration of
the appropriations allocated in 1975 for the victims of
natural disasters. The committee felt that it would be
in the best budgetary tradition to enter a definite
figure and not a mere token entry.
over, and that

I

feel too that

I

must mention the second aspect of

the work of our committee, namely the education
sector. Here we have met with a disappointment
which does not concern the Commission but is due to
the internal organization of Parliament. !7e are forced

to admit that the

Committee

on

Social Affairs,

Employment and Education is simply not equipped
to consider these problems and to give them the atten-

tion and follow-up which they

deserve, because at

present the social problems must be given priority.
IUTe therefore very much regret that we have not been
able to give the problems of the education and youth
sectors the attention that they deserve. We welcomed
the opportunity last week of hearing the Director of
the University of Florence, but we were nevertheless
unable even to begin to consider these prdblen;s in
discussion of the budget. 'We have managed to deal
with two aspects however. Firstly, we discussed the
matter of information for young people, without
seeking to table amendments. 'We have confined
ourselves to expressing the hope that all the activities
which have been kept going for a decade or more will
produce concrete results. Secondly, we were able to
deal with one specific item.'We have tabled an amend-

ment calling for the implementation of

the

programme provided for in the education sector with
an increase in appropriations of 500 000 units of
account because we feel that in this action programme
decided on by the Council, priority should not be
given to one measure or another, but that sufficient

funds should be available to complete

the
programmes in all six sectors. It is more and more the
case today that even traditional educational interests,
which have always tended to regard the school as a
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self-contained entity, are increasingly realizing that
the educational and economic sectors are becoming
increasingly interdependent. This accurately reflects
the Commission's objectives, and it is extremely
important not merely from the point of view of the
direct election of the European Parliament, but as an

end in itself, that this programme should

President. The

proceedings

will now

be

suspended and resumed tomorrow morning.

Agenda

for next sitting

be

completed.

That then, Mr President, is the substance of the
limited number of amendments we have tabled and
which the Committee on Budgets was kind enough to
approve, often unanimously, so that they are indeed
supported by rwo committees. I therefore hope that
the Plenary Assembly will adopt them.

The next sitting will be held tomorrow,
l0 am. to I pm. and
from 3 pm. to 6 pm. and the agenda will be the continuation of the budget debate.

President.

Tuesday, 25-October 1977 f,rom

The sitting is closed.
(Tbe sitting was closed

at

10.00 pnr)
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IN THE CHAIR: MR COLOMBO
President
(Tbe sitting was opened

at

10.10 a.m)

tion with regard to their National Assembly. But I do
think we are in some difficulry if we make a change of
that importance, without any consultation.

President.

-

I call Mr

Shaw.

I would like to back up Mrs
rdpporteur.
Dunwoody. I do feel that- this is a worthwhile suggestion
that should have consideration. I wonder if we could

Mr Shaw,
President.

The sitting is open.

-

l.
President.

-

Approoal of tbe minutes

The minutes of proceedings of yester-

day's sitting have been distributed.

Are there any comments ?
The minutes of proceedings are approved.
2.

hlembersbip of committees

President.
I have received from the Socialist Group
the following- requests for the appointment of :
Klouwel-Vlam as member of the Committee on
- Mrs
Agriculture and of the Committee on External
Economic Belations,

-

Mr Dankert as member of the Committee on Budgets
to replace Mr Patijn, and as member of the European
Parliament delegation to the Consultative fusembly of
the ACP-EEC Convention and of the Committee on
External Economic Relations,

-

Mr Lamberts as member of the Committee on Energy
and Research and of the Committee on the Environ-

-

Mr Patijn as member of the Committee on Economic
and Monetary Affairs and of the European Parliament

ment, Public Health and Consumer Protection

delegation to the Joint Parliamentary Committee of the
EEC-Greece Association.

Are there any obiections ?
The appointments are ratified.

possibly take a final view of the House on this, say,
before lunch. That would give a chance for this matter
to be discussed to see if there are any other problems. It
does seem that certain other meetings have perhaps not
broken up as quickly as they should have done. It would
give us an added chance, if we delayed the decision till
lunchtime rather than taking it now.

I have personally pointed out to all
President.
Members the- need for them to be present from today
onwards so that we can establish, in advance, the
quorum required for tomorrow's vote.
I would therefore ask Mr Durieux to agree to the wise
suggestion iust made by Mr Shaw, and again request
Members and the group chairmen to do their utmost to
ensure that sufficient people are present today and that,
in consequence, there will be a quorum for the vote
tomorrow.

I

nevertheless intend to consult Parliament on this
matter when the sitting resumes this afternoon.

4. General budget of tbe European Communities
for 1978 (continuation of debate)
President.
!7e continue with the debate on the
budget and the Chapters concerning Research, €n€rpt
industry and exports.
I call Mr Normanton to speak on behalf of the European
Conservative Group.

3. Agenda

President.
motion.

-

I

call Mr Durieux for a procedural

Mr Durieux. (F)Mt President, on behalf of a certain
- colleagues, particularly in the French
number of my
delegation, I would like to ask
provided that certain

-that tomorrow's session
problems have been settled
begin at 9.00 instead of 10.00, to allow these Members to
attend debates in their national Parliaments.

President.
You are thus proposing a change in the
- personally
agenda. I would
have no objection, but I
wonder whether there would be a quorum at 9 o'clock.

I call Mrs Dunwoody.
Mrs Dunwoody.
Mr President, I think there will be
slight difficulry in-making a change of that magnitude
without a complete number of members present. I
accept, of course, that it is the responsibility of the individual members to be present in the Chamber, and I
quite understand the problems of the French Delega-

Mr Normanton.

Mr President, on behalf of the
- Group I should like to make a
European Conservative
number of comments and, certainly, a number of severe
criticisms, and at the same time offer, I hope, a number
of constructive proposals as far as the budget of the
Community is concerned, with particular regard to the
field of research.
I would like to start by asking myself and this House two
basic questions. Firstly, is the Community devoting sufficient funds to research, whether this be pure research or
applied research ? Secondly, are we as a Community
getting value for money ? Having asked those two questions, I will now answer them both with a simple and
unequivocal'no'. !7e are not spending enough and the

it is not producing the
results which we should be achieving. These are, of
course, subjective assessments and based on a comparative study of the position in Europe as compared with
that in the USA. We spend in total in Europe a massive
sum of money every year, but it is spent by nine apparway in which we are spending

ently autonomous States, by their administrations, indus-
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tries and institutions. The United States, on the other

be selected. !7e should not forget Mr President that they

hand, is a unitary state with, relatively speaking, a single
market economy concept and a single national identity

landed a man on the moon, a concept which was
extracted from science fiction, only because they

in

every sense of those terms.

In Europe the Community budget as compared to the
budgets for research by and in the Member States is, to
say the least, minuscule. Indeed, I think it should be
described as derisory, but do not, I beg this House,
blame the Commission. !7e must, if we are realistic and
courageous, blame the research ministers and their nati-

onalistic parochial attitudes on each and every

issue.

They know, and we in this House and the Commission
know, that, as technology unfolds, there is not one
single major area of research where any single Member
State of the Community is in a position to go it alone.
I7e have only to think of the aerospace and data-processing areas to prove that this particular contention is

fully valid.

In one sense,

every single unit

of account which

is

budgeted for research in aerospace and data-processing
is a complete waste of public funds. But until the
Commission, on behalf of the Community as a whole,
concentrates all maior research funding and finance at
in other words,
Commission and Community level
- the exclusive
until it takes over from Member States
Community budgetary expencontrol of such finance
- and therefore wasted. On this
diture will be ineffective
score I would strongly criticize the budgetary proposals,
whilst urging the House to support the Commission in
effecting at the earliest possible opportunity, a profound

indeed revolutionary change

in

research

financing policy, by promoting the translation and transferance of Member States' expenditure into Community
financing.

And now to my next criticism. I believe that we as a
Community are a long way from achieving the right
balance of research, in budgetary terms, between direct
and indirect action.
As a matter of principle, I think we are failing to develop
the creation of Community research centres of excellence, a concept which we constantly pay lip service to,

but which we are consistently failing to apply. The
instrument we should be deploring is the funding of
proiects
that is, the funding of proiects in the field of
indirect -financing.

If I may

draw upon the analogy of military tactics, we are
attacking timidly and apprehensively across the whole
length of our military front. \7e are totally unprepared

and ill-equipped for developing any break-through in
any sector of that front, always presuming of course that
we are capable of realizing when we have discovered a
crack. This budget is in effect like confetti, which is the
only thing we have got at our disposal to throw into the
battle once the breakthrough is achieved.

A famous American professor once declared it to be

a

truism that the United States could achieve major breakthroughs in any single area of science it chose, with the
proviso that the USA as a State was prepared to allocate
up to 5 % of its gross national product to the project to

directed 2.4 o/o of. their GNP towards this particular
objective.

The Commission is now proposing to spend a mere 26
or 27m EUA on fusion plasma physics, which represents not 2.4o/o ol Europe's GNP but 0.001 %. I say to
the House, how pathetic, how wasteful and how irresponsible. Not, I hasten to add, on the part of the
Commission, because they are constantly stressing the
importance of the right size of expenditure on the right
issues. But I consider our Member States to have been
highly irresponsible, as they tie the hands of the
Community and of the Commission on a matter which
will without any question, in the view of the Committee
on Energy and Research, be of profound and crucial
importance, determining whether Europe is to have a
future when hydrocarbon fuel and perhaps uranium
supplies eventually run out.

A further criticism must be made, and it

covers more

than the energy and research budget we are presently
considering. Throughout the whole of this mountain of
figures contained in the piles of papers which Mr Shaw,
the rapporteur, used as a lectern for his speech, there is
not one single reference to defence as a category of
expenditure by the Community as an entity or by the
Member States or as an integral part of Community
expenditure.

It is as if we the Council of Ministers and the
- European Parliament -- have studiMembers of this
ously resolved to be blind, because the Treaty of Rome
at least blind in one
decrees that we should be blind
eye. !7e pretend that the European Community can
have an existence in any single sector of budgetary
policy without including expenditure on defence as an
identifiable, integral and integrated part of our financial
and industrial identity. Until the stark and naked truth
is recognized and reflected in a fundamental change of
EEC policy, Europe's industries will continue to be at a
grave and increasingly disadvantageous position in
competing with the industries of the USA and even
perhaps, at some early point in time, with the industries
of the Soviet Union.
Concorde, micro-wave systems, the Harrier iump jet
will all progresrnany other examples can be quoted
sively be confined to the scrapyard of European

industry, unless the EEC recognizes that industrial
policy is indivisible. You cannot isolate defence from
non-defence expenditure, whether we are debating
budgets on research, technology, energy or the generality of Community expenditure contained in the mountain of papers on the Community budget. It is on this
issue that I would urge the Commission to show that
they are not blind. They may be fighting with one hand
tied behind their back through no fault of their own, but
at least this House expects them to be able to see the
truth, and express the truth as they see it, however difficult it may be.
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I would like to ask why the
Commission has refused to fund research in internationally recognized centres of undoubted and proven excellence, just a few of which are outside the EEC. !7hy are
we initiating expenditure on research on solar energy in

that the uranium sent to the Community will be used
only for the generation of electrical power.
Three weeks ago, together with Mr Scott-Hopkins who
chairs a small group to which Mr Mitchell also belongs,
I took part in a meeting with Canadian Parliamentarians. During the talks, which lasted two days, we learned

On one small point,

in the l7eitzmann Institute in Israel
there is a universally-recognized accumulation of experi-

the JRC, when

in contrast to the situation in our own
that in Canada
- part of public opinion is disquieted by
countries, where
there are
the safety aspects of nuclear power stations
no such worries at all, one reason being that- the heavy-

ence and knowhow, which can readily be made available to the Community at purely nominal expense ?
Lastly, from a study of some of the budgetary proposals
in Chapters 36, 37 and 39, and of Item DA 143 in parti-

water power stations function extremely well

cular, I am tempted to imagine the workings of a
Community counterpart to the National Enterprise
Board in the United Kingdom. I would urge the
Commission not to get hooked on this kind of folly. It is
a political abortion, a total public deception and, in my

:

for

instance, they are operative not for 50 Yo, but for 80 %
of the year, and there is a certain amount of justifiable
national pride about this achievement and about their
safety record. Consequently, the Canadians want to be
sure that the uranium and technology that they export
will not be used for the construction of a bomb. It is a
very proper concern and has been mainly aroused by
the fact that one heavy-water power station sold to India
together with the necessary fuel has been adapted for
the construction of a bomb.

opinion, a certain way of ensuring that the Commission

would be launched on an irreversible course of industrial subsidies and artificial aids analogous to the shots
taken by the junkies in society. \7hat we need to do as a
Communiry is first to end the proliferation of aids by
each and every Member State, each one competing
against the other, then reduce them in both size and
number and ultimately abolish this perversion of our

It

follows, then, that our uranium supplies

will

also

economy. The budget proposals from the Commission,
in my opinion, do not appear to cover or be appropriate
to this aspect of Community policy.

depend on the inspection systems we can set up and on
the guarantees that such controls can provide as to the
use made of the uranium imported by the Community.
The creation of these new posts is therefore more than
justified.

(Altplause)

The other amendment concerns an appropriation of

President.

-

5 450 000 EUA for the improvement of security a:r,^nge-

I call Mr Noi.

strength by 48 posts derives from the fact that the
number of nuclear power stations has grown and so the
number of inspections needed has also considerably

ments at Community research centres. This has two
aims : first, to prevent access to these centres with malicious intent by persons likely to commit acts bf
vandalism, and secondly, to ensure that there is no
purloining of material which may be harmful, such as
plutonium.
As I recall, about three years ago the Committee on
Energy and Research visited Karlsruhe, where we were
told of the studies being carried out there on sophisticated measures, including even the use of radar, for
preventing unauthorized access to sensitive installa-

in recent years.
Besides, this staff will be responsible for specialist tasks
and therefore cannot be trarsferred to other duties,

The document dated 28 September shows this amount
(4 450 000 + I 000 000) unaltered, whereas at the

with two
Mr Noi.
- (I)Mr President, I shall only deal
amendments tabled by the Committee on Energy and
Research.

The first concerns control by Euratom, that is, the
control to be exercised by Euratom representatives
iointly with the Vienna Agency.
increasing

The importance of

the

establishment

tions.

increased

because these

will be people qualified for highly special-

ized technical inspection work. \7e only need to remind
ourselves that, at this moment, very complicated and
sophisticated research is underway to establish whether
it is possible to make a plutonium bomb: I would
mention that plutonium recycled twice seems
the
not to be suitable -for use
study is yet to be completed
- and so it is important to
in the construction of a bomb
establish whether it is being recycled for the first or for
the second time; similarly, it may be that the addition
of transuranic elements to the plutonium can make it
unsuitable for the construction of a bomb.
Clearly, staff dealing with these kinds of inspections
have to be very highly specialized.
The inspections must also be performed extremely careat least some of
fully because the exporting countries
- to make
want
sure
the uranium-exporting countries

-

_

meeting

of 18 October the Committee on

Budgets

reduced the amount to 4 450 000, cutting out the
million which would have gone to pay the salaries of the
specialized staff responsible for the functioning of these
devices. For practical purposes, Mr President, we now
have 20 0/o less available for these security measures
which have been studied in such minute detail. I think
that at this stage it is absurd to be stingy about a sum

to one million

dollars which had been
for security measures in these extremely
areas. I appeal earnestly to the Committee on

equivalant
earmarked
sensitive

to
I know it will be meeting again tonight
Budgets
- this matter and to restore the appropriation
reconsider
to its original size.
(Applause)

President.

I call Mr Fldmig to speak on behalf of the

Socialist Group.

4t
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Mr Fl6mig.

(D) M,

President, ladies and
gentlemen, I should like to continue where the previous speaker left off. The Socialist Group also have
serioui doubts on the questions of sa(ety and security'
I7e make this distinction because safety includes for
instance the radiological protection of nuclear power
stations and other installations, and I am sure there is
no-one in the House who does not take the view that

at EuroPean and
national level, to see that this safety is ensured. On the
other hand, security, as my colleague Mr Nod has iust
said, concerns the non-proliferation treaty under
which we are obliged to ensure that the flow of fissile
material is controlled. Euratom is now beginning
work for the International Atomic Energy Authority
in Vienna as indeed it must, for these treaties are valid
at international level, and if we sign such treaties we
must of course provide the necessary staff. So we
support Mr Noi's statement; the 43 Euratom inspectoii tnutt be appointed since there is no other way oI
ensuring that ttre flow of fissile material is controlled'
This concerns the motion by Mr Krieg, No. 118,

every effort must be made, both

which is covered by another motion by

the

Committee on Budgets.
President, the other point which Mr Nod has
briefly refered to and which I should like to include

Mr

undei the security heading, is Protection

against

terrorism. I know that we shall be holding a maior
debate at one o( the forthcoming Part-sessions calling
and rightly so, they
for measures against terrorism
-but that is the theory,
have the support of us all
whereas here we are concerned with a concrete
example. The Community's nuclear installations in

Karlsruhe and

in

Ispra must be secure

against

terrorism. There has been a mistake which I have just
been talking about with the rapporteur, Mr Shaw. The
mistake wai not made by Parliament, but in actual
fact was already present in the Commission's wording.

In the request for appropriations under sub-item
33331 there is a request for payment appropriations of
lm EUA on staff expenditure. The Committee on
Budgets has rightly pointed out that there is no such

thing as payment and commitment appropriations for
staff-expinditure. !7e have now discovered that the
Commission has no intention of appointing 14 new
staff as is stated in the explanatory statement, but has
already signed a contract with a company which is
willing to perform the security role.

Mr President, why we do not say so ? I should like to
propose to Mr Shaw that the text of the budget be
altered, so that the heading for sub-item 33331 is not
staff expenditure but expenditure on services. The
remarks should thus not state expenditure in respect
of an average of 14 temporary staff members', but

'expenditure on contracts with companies providing
security services'. Ve are then dealing with expendi-

ture on materials and these can be covered by commitment or payment appropriations. Finally, on behalf of
my Group I should like to call for the 20 Yo reduction

to be cancelled for money spent in the cause of safery
and securiry is money well spent. Everything possible
must be done to ensure that terrorism is rigorously
resisted.

(Applause)

I call Mr Miiller-Hermann to explain
the opinion of the Committee on Economic and
President.

Monetary Affairs'

Mr Miiller-Hermann, draftsman of an opinion' (D) Mr President, it is my privilege to ma!r9 one or
two comments on the budget on behalf of the

Committee on Economic and Monetary Affairs'
The Committee on Economic and Monetary Affairs is

by no means happy with the general -natute, of the
Uuaget. This can be explained not only by the fact
that-in Chapter 37, which comes under the special
responsibiliry of the Committee on Economic and
o/o
Monetary Aftairs, we are expected to accePt a 98'5
o/o
a
97
and
aPProPriations
reduction in commitment
cut in payment appropriations, compared with the
figures proposed in the preliminary draft.
The budget is unbalanced' as can be seen merely by
the fact that expenditure on agriculture has now
reached 760/o oi total expenditure, an increase of
2o/o.This is not meant as a criticism of the agricultural policy or the Agriculture Ministers, .but it is
simply a result of the fact that the Treaty makes provision iot compulsory expenditure in this sector and
must therefoie be observed. If I may briefly

summarize

the opinion of the

Committee on

Economic and Monetary Affairs on the draft budget, I
would say that the Community is doing if not
nothing at all, too little, to provide for the future by
means of its budget. The maior initiative is lacking

I

I

can say that Parliament and the
in agreement with this
view. Our Community will be facing very difficult
tasks in the future if the present weaknesses, which
and

believe

Commission are more or less

are becoming more and more aPparent, are to be over-

come.

President, I shall never tire of quoting to the
House some figures in a report by our colleague Mr

Mr

Coust6

on tha situation in the Community

steel

industry, which show that it takes 30 working hours to
produci one tonne of steel in Great Britain, 18 in the
Federal Republic and 4 in Japan. If that is so, and I
believe the proportions are right, it shows what
tremendous efforts are required of us if we are to

make our industry competitive enough

to

preserve

existing iobs and create new ones.
'S7e are

all aware that the Community's dependence
on energy imports is too great. \7e also know that we
have unacceptable imbalances within the Community,
not merely in the trade and balance of payments
sectors, but also between one region and another. In
the interests of the future of our Community we must
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President, I believe that rhe comments I have
made on behalf of the Committee complement the
remarks made by the previous speaker on this part of

make very great efforts to develop the most modern
technology, to increase our productivity, not merely in
order to compete at international level but also to be
able to give the Third !7orld, the developing countries, a chance to operate on international markets on
the basis of their technological potential. In short, we
shall have a great deal to do.

Mr

Far too little attention is paid in the budget to the fact

Mr Shaw, General rapporteur.
want to intervene very briefly indeed.

that we must make a tremendous joint effort in the
sectors concerning energy, the textile industry, data

the budget.
President.

- I call Mr Shaw.
Mr President, I
I am grateful to

processing, shipbuilding, aeronautics, and
I
- weshould
like to add
exploration of the seabed, and
must
therefore substantially
increase appropriations in the
Regional Fund, the Social Fund and those intended
for a structured industrial policy. The present budget
in no way takes this into account.

those that have spoken this morning Mr
Normanton, to start with, Mr FlAmig I would deal
with in a moment. But I think the line that the others
Mr Miiller-Hermann and Mr Noi
are taking
-concerning the greater need
- looking
for forward
in
our budgetary affairs and for working more closely
together in Community projects is one which, I think,

The Committee on Economic and Monetary Affairs
would also like to point out that national proiects in

must underline all our thoughts as we go through our
budgetary processes. I would like to deal with that
matter in my winding-up speech if I may.

certain sectors such as those

be more

I have iust listed should
into Community

frequently converted

projects under the aegis of the European institutions,
since these would not mean an increase in expenditure, but probably a decrease and a resulting rise in
efficiency by combining efforts at European level.

Finally, Mr President, I should like to summarize in
five points the conclusions drawn by the Committee
on Economic and Monetary Affairs from its consideration of the present budget, which not only the
Commission but also the Council in particular are
requested to take into account and draw their own
conclusions when drafting the budget in future.

First, the Committee

on

Economic and Monetary

Affairs emphasizes that the Community's budget must
not merely be an accounting exercise but the necessary financial expression of the political will to strengthen and extend the Community.
Secondly,

it

takes the view that Community expendi-

ture is iustified if, without in the least increasing
public expenditure, it can take the place of those
national measures which the Community is able to
carry out more cheaply and effectively.
Thirdly, the Committee on Economic and Monetary
Affairs deeply regrets the reductions made by the
Council in view of the already limited extent of the

Community budget, as they will seriously affect the
development of the regional, industrial and energy
policies and further increase the imbalance in the
Communiry budget.
Fourthly, the Committee on Economic and Monetary
Affairs takes the view that, on the basis of the Council's budgetary attitude as it stands at present, its decisions and statements advocating development of the
Community are meaningless. Fifthly, the Committee
on Economic and Monetary Affairs fully supports the
Commission and urgently requests the Council to
introduce greater coherence between its policies and

its budgetary estimates.

My real purpose in rising to my feet this morning is
to take up the point raised by Mr Fliimig concerning
the l4 temporary staff required at the Research
Centre. This amendment is based on the needs as
shown in the preliminary draft budget, and I am glad,
that he has raised this point because it does seem that
what he referred to in his speech
namely, the use
of security firms to do this work - is the line that is
- appear that the
being taken. As a result, it would
amendment needs to be clarified in this matter, and I
believe there are certain other technical details in the
amendment that also want to be clarified at the same
time. This matter is being looked into, and I garher

that the technical services will be able to bring it
it with what is wanted by the
Commission. This amendment will therefore be
brought into line with the new circumstances and be
correct by the time we come to vote on it.
within order and align

(Applause)

President.

- I call Mr Tugendhat.

Mr Tugendhat, llletnber of the Commission.
Mr
President, I am sorry: once again I have had difficulty
in realizing when we had reached the end of a chapter

and were moving on to the next one. I shall not be
intervening at the end. The problem is, of course, that
I shall not be speaking after each debate, but only
after those in which we have a particular point to
make.

A

number

of

specific points have arisen which I

should like to try and deal with, first of all in response

to Mr Normanton, who particularly mentioned solar

energy. I would like to say rwo things. First of all, as I
amsure he appreciaes, it is very difficult for us
indeed, I think, almost impossible in present circumstances to finance undertakings outside the

Community. But so far as solar energy itself

concerned, we are doing work

is

in this field at Ispra. I
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Tugendhat
Economic and Social Committee has not yet done

would refer him to item 3301, for which, he will see,
that some l5m EUA have been provided. As he
knows very well, I share many of the more general
views he expressed and it is only that Particular Point
which I wish to take up.
should also like to suPPort Mr Flimig's point, which
was made, I think, in regard more to the rapporteur
than to myself. \fle would suPPort the reestablishment
of commitment appropriations in Chapter 33 for
namely,
three items from which they were deleted
in
necessary
be
would
This
3371.
and
3364
3333,
Nos
our view for legal reasons.

I

course we stand by the proposal. The point is that the
decision-making process has taken much longer than
we expected, and this will make it impossible to
spend ihe amount of money next year' If the decision
had been taken earlier, the whole situation would have

been quite different.

Last night, in an important intervention, Mr Spinelli
put a number of very specific points to the Commisiion, for which he asked for specific answers. I think
it is our duty to take up, if I may, the time of the
House a little in order to provide, as well as we are
able, answers to the questions which he put.

In the case of Item No 3240

Energy and Research which has taken a less ambitious
view.

On Items Nos 3241 and 3242 - Gasification and
the Commission stands by its
geothermal energy
to be of great imPortance'
it
believes
which
proposals,
-Bui
examination in the Council has shown that there
needs to be further technical discussion with the
industrial sectors concerned, and that decisions will
not be taken before mid-1978.

We therefore have to scale down the credits for next
year,

in fact turned out to be the case' !U7e made a proposal, as Mr Spinelli will know, in November last year,
that is, last
but it was not until September this year
that the Parliament gave its opinion. The
month

-

of the Programmes,

will only

take

the start of
their implementation. To do otherwise would not
reflect the budgetary responsibility, which is why the
Committee on Budgets has accepted this approach' I
must apologize, Mr President, for going through those
points in so much detail, but as Mr Spinelli addressed
us so precisely it seemed desirable that I should try to

,nr*"i him with

see

equal precision and,

I

hope with

some satisfaction as well'

many other cases. It
welcomls the support of Parliament and is glad that
Parliament will be standing by us on this matter.

has

scale

account of the fact that 1978

-by its proposal in this as in

Item No 3702 is another case where we made our estimate in May, when we hoped that the Community
decision-making procedures would more quickly than

not to reduce the

which the Commission maintains in full, but to

Financing of industrial investments
can be very brief. The Commission stands fully

credits accordingly.

the

- and
its full request
Commission
would be very happy to see this entered in the budget'
In this case, it is the Parliament's Committee on

On Chapter 43

Item No 3701 is a simple case. When we drew up the
preliminary draft budget, we based it on a proposal
which the Commission had put forward in 1975. ln
July, after the presentation of the preliminary draft
tudg.t, the Council deliberated on this proposal, but
unfortunately it came forward with ideas for drastic
cuts. As a result we are all obliged to reduce the

Energy savings

certainly maintains

Aids to the aeronautical
First of all, Item 3711
industry. The Commission continues to be active in
this area and continues to believe that it is important
that it should be so. Ve therefore hope that, as is now
proposed by amendments before Parliament, the total
int.y ..t be re-established. The substance of the
action, however, depends on the results of consultations with the industry to establish the exact scale of
the operation. The Community has envisaged ^
programme, which we have put forward, of course, but
it iJ important for us to discuss the matter with the
industry, and there has been a considerable delay
since we first raised the matter in 1975. The decision
of the Council of Ministers this year has enabled the
consultations with the industry to get under way, and
the Commission is pursuing them actively. As soon as
this had reached an appropriate stage, the Commission will make further proposals for specific and
detailed programmes.

I

so.

A Council decision before March 1978 does, I think,
now seem to be completely excluded. In addition, of
course, elaborate procedures will have to be taken to
translate a decision into action. For these reasons'
therefore, it is difficult to argue that the amounts that
can be included in the budget should be as large as
that which we would initially have wished, but of

I

now turn to the more general substance of the

debate. The Parliament will recall that the Council in
new initilts draft budget suppressed all but one of the
had
Commission
the
which
field
energy
atives in thJ

proposed ; in addition, in areas as important as techno-

,

iogical proiects for hydrocarbons and uranium prospe-cting,- the draft budget even took a step backwards
to make it impossible for the Commission to carry on
efficiently some of the activities already undertaken'

The draft amendments before the Parliament would
enable the Communiry to start some substantial new
activities in the energy sector and in particular in energy-saving, gasification and liquefaction- of coal and in
giott etmal research. It would also be possible to
6egin some common projects in hydrocarbon explora-

tio-n and if necessary to implement the proposal to
help use of coal in electric Power-stations o-n the basis
of iecisions which I hope will soon be taken by the
Council.
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At the beginning of this debate, Mr

President, Lord
Bessborough drew attention to the fact that reserves of

would simply ask the Assembly to vote
this very important item.

dependent on imported energy. I recognize that the
costs of programmes in the energy field are extremely
great, that the risks are very great, that the lead-times

President.

oil in the world are becoming dangerously low and
also to the fact that the Community itself is highly

it does seem to me that the
Commission would be failing in its dury to the
Community if it did not point out the very considerable dangers of maintaining our present dependence
on imported energy and the very great need and desiare very great, but

-

in

favour of

I call Mr Radoux.

Mr Radoux.
(F)
President, on behalf of Mr
- beenMr
Seefeld who has
unavoidably detained, I would
simply say that in the Political Affairs Committee
there is a large measure of agreement on the points
Mr Schuijt has just made.

rability of developing our indigenous sources in the
ways that we have put forward and which, I am glad
to see, received a very substantial measure of support
within the Parliament.

President.
!7e
turn to the Social Sector.l call
- tonow
Mrs Dunwoody
speak on behalf of the Socialist

That brings me to the second leg of this Chapter
namely, research. The Commission notes with pleasure that your Committee on Energy and Research is
proposing to put back into the budget the appropriations relating to a number of new research activities
which the Council dropped in its first reading. The
Commission's proposals for industry suffered a
comparable fate at the hands of the Council and we
are therefore pleased to note the proposals made by
your committee in this area as well.

Mrs Dunwoody.
Mr President, I am very grateful
- me because, on
to you for calling
behalf of the

All in all, Mr President, I feel that, in the

areas

which

we have just completed dealing with, the Parliament
has a very similar view to ours and I would like to say
how pleased I am that Parliament has felt able to
support the re-establishment of a number of matters
which we regard as very important. I hope, too, and
this is a particular reference to the exchanges which
we had last night, that Members

will be understanding

about the difficulties which occur when items

are

approved very much later than we expect, which make
it obviously impossible to spend the same amounr of
money in a more limited amount of time. Vhile maintaining the priority of these programmes, we must not
be carried away into committing sums of money
which because of late decision-making would be difficult to spend. \U7e only want to ask for those sums

which we can put to good

use.

(A1t1tlau.;c)

President.
\fle now turn to Political questions
and in.fbrnation.
I call Mr Schuijt to explain rhe
opinion of the Political Affairs Commirtee.

Mr Schuiit, dra.ftsrnan of an opinion. (F). Mr Pres- is general
I believe that at the moment there
agreement both in the Committee on Budgets and in
the Political Affairs Committee and it is therefore
unnecessary to dwell at length on this matter. In the
light of the forthcoming direct elections everyone is
convinced of the need to make special efforts and it is
because of these special efforts that these sums have
been entered in the budget. I therefore think that
further speeches at this stage are unnecessary and I
ident,

Group.

Socialist Group, I would like to say that we regard this
part of the budget as probably one of the most important that we shall be discussing. There are occasionally
nice occasions in one's political life, and one of those
is when one serves on a committee where everybody
is genuinely in agreement. The difference between the
attitude of this Parliament rowards the Social Fund
and its attitude towards other more controversial
subjects is, I think, that we are all agreed that this is
the one field of action in which we must simultane-

ously do a great deal more than we are doing at
present, and push for very pdsitive help in a field
which has tremendous impact in Europe generally.
'Were
we able to put the sort of sums of money that
we in the Socialist Group believe essential for the
Social Fund, then I believe that many of the other
amounts that we spend in related information services,
in propaganda, would in some ways be totally unnecessary. If you are to persuade the people of Europe as to
your efficacy then it is by using the very positive assistance that is available though the Social Fund that you
can best perform that task.

So as the Socialist Group, we put down a number of
amendments to the budget, all of which I am happy
to say were accepted both by our own Social Affairs

Committee and also

by the

relevant economic

committee. Apart from anything else, the Social Fund
does perform a really constructive task. If I have one
caveat, it is that I do hope the Commission means it
when it says that it is actually going to change the
rules so effectively, that the sums available will be
fully used in the future. I say this because, although
the President of the Commission has given this Parliament an undertaking of that kind, nevertheless, it is
still true that there are many governments that need
assistance from the Social Fund, and there are many
instances where individual societies could be helped

but, because of the cumbersome machinery, we are
still not using the amounts of money, small though
they are, in the best possible way. I hope this year that
the Commission is going to produce a streamlined
and efficient machinery, that
says it should do.

will actually do what it
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Now these amendments relate to the various asPects

that we think are the most constructive. At
the European Trade Union Institute which will cover
the trade union activities, not only of the countries of
the Nine, but also, because of its wide approach and
its widely-based involvement, of the many European
trade unions outside the EEC, is actually going to get
off the ground. The trade unions themselves have
done a trimendous amount of work. They believe that
they have a very positive role to play, not just in industriai relations, but also in the fields of health and
safety at work, and in the assistance that they can give
the workers of all types throughout the Community.
!7e therefore welcome the fact that this year, at leas!
we expect to see something positive happening and
not iuat a token sum entered into the budget'

long last,

The amounts that are available for help with the
handicapped have been restored by the committee
because they believe that this is a field in which every
little helps, although it is still not enough. The
amount of housing that is going to be built, specially
adapted to the handicapped worker, the special units
thai could be provided to assist immigrant workers
who have difficulty in finding suitable housing, all of
these are bound to be insufficient for our needs but at
least, they are a token and a demonstration of how

important we believe this work to

be.

Of course, we did try in the committee to establish a
sense of priorities. Nye Bevan said that socialism was
the language ol priorities and it seems to me that that
is as true today as it has ever been' \(e should use the
measures that we have for retraining, and the amounts
of money that are available to look at the educational
schemes, to see where young workers need our assistance, and, more than all of these things, we must Put
as much positive effort as we can this year into the
whole field of youth unemployment. It is true that the
amounts of money are only going to cover a very tiny
part of the-work needed to provide employment for
the young of Europe but, unless we do this now, we
are going to be faced with a rising social problem, an

incriasing difficulty with the young that will not be
capable of solution in the immediate future and
*,hich *ill carry with it considerable political difficulties for us all. So in these fields our amendments
are simply to ask the Council to allow us to go ahead
with the work that we believe is absolutely vital.
'!7e were somewhat puzzled, however, by the attitude
of the Council which seemed to be not so much one
of positive opposition but of mild indifference. The
suggestion that you should restrain your activities in a

paitlcular way so that, although you dealt with the
sums that were already entered

in the budget, you did

not allow any flexibility (or future developmens

seemed to us to be the wrong one. \7hat is the use of
saying we are going to look at the Social Fund, we are

going to remake the rules, we are going

to-

change the

and then not allow anything in the
budget that will enable the plans that we are asking
the Commission to bring forward to be put to Practical use as soon as possible ? For example, we have
asked the Commissioner with responsibiliry for social
affairs time and time again in this Chamber'!7hat are
you going to do about the young unemployed-? !7hat
you going to do about the women who have no
"re
*or[ i Vh.t are you going to do about retraining ?'

i.y 1t op...tes,

And he gives us, I am sure, a very genuine assurance
that he means to assist us, and yet when we come to

look at the budget, the very means that he will need
to do the job have been struck out.
So this time the Socialist Group have Put down an
amendment which is really very simple. It says, in
effect, when you have reiigged your entire fund you
will still need to have a sum of money available which
will enable you to Put into oPeration all those fine
words. Fine words, in this instance, do not make jobs,
they do not build houses, they do not train teachers

and they do not assist the handicapped in any way' So
as always befits the Socialist Group we are saying that
the practical method of ensuring that you have the
abiliiy to back up your promises is to make sure that
yo, i,.ue a fund available in this budget year' !7e
iannot continue to talk in abstract terms about the
problems that are covered by the Social Fund. S7e are
iealing with the problems of today; we are dealing
with the difficulties of today and we ask very sincerely

of Parliament as a whole,
for the support
-

because

unless we are able to achieve something Practical
through the Social Fund, unless we are able to use
these minute drops, we are never going to have any
effect on the real problems of Europe.
The Social Fund could be the real practical basis,
easily understood and appreciated and deeply needed,
of a European political system. The fact that it is such
a tiny part of our deliberations is a condemnation, not
only of this Chamber, but of the activities of the
national governments and of the people who purport
io look forward to a new political system' Unless this

amendment is carried when it comes to be moved I
shall believe that we are no longer serious in our
commitment to a ProPer social policy.
(Applause)

IN THE CHAIR: MR BERKHOIJ!flER
Vice'President

Mrs Kellett-Bowman to speak on
President.
- I call
behalf of the European Conservative Group.
President, first may I
Mrs Kellett-Bowmon.
- Mr
pay tribute to my friend and colleague Mr Shaw for
ih. i--.nse amount of solid work that he has put
into this budget. I agreed entirely with him when he
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said that, especially when money is tight, we must

our rapporteur put it, be seen to be actively involved

Social Affairs
Committee we went very carefully into all the items

Mr President, that the Council will ignore his warning

have clear priorities, and

in the

to see where our priorities must lie. But my group did
feel that although we, in the Social Affairs Committee,
had chosen our priorities correctly, we had not made
it sufficiently clear why we had chosen these particular priorities and had given only a blanket justifica-

tion for our actions in restoring certain things

as

opposed to others. Moreover, we feel that even within
the list of priorities some sectors are unquestionably
in more desperate straits than others. For example,

after the series of debates we have had in this
Chamber in recent months on the crisis in the textile
industry, nobody can possibly be left in any doubt as
to the seriousness of the problems in this sector, and
we felt that this should be put very firmly on the
record under Chapter 50, Article 500, in the budget
for the coming year. Similarly with the problems of
youth unemployment: nobody can pretend that this
particular problem is not of unprecedented severity,
and it is therefore wholly wrong to reduce the appropriations and to transfer part of them to Chapter 100.
So we propose, under Chapter 50, Article 501, not
only to restore the full appropriations asked for by the
Commission under this heading but to give clear
reasons for so doing.

in solving the problems. I would respectfully

suggest,

at its peril, and we therefore, as a group, are in favour
of restoring the Commission's proposals in these vital
fields of social policy.

President.
I call Mr Pisoni
- Democratic Group.to speak on behalf of
the Christian

Mr Pisoni.
(I) Mr President, if the budget is the
- figures
translation into
of the political will, and if, in
practice, it represents the programme we intend to
implement in the coming year and a statement of
commitments we are undertaking, then no one can
fail to be struck by the great disproportion between
verbal declarations and budgetary entries.
Although it is the social sector which, for reasons of
growing divergences between rich and poor regions,
differences of privilege berween social categories, the
increasing number of people living in poverty with no
real place in society, and high unemployment and
inflation rates, gives cause for the greatest concern,
you would not think so from reading the budget. The
latest statistical telegram from Eurostat, which arrived
yesterday, shows the following data : at the end of

this year the number of unemployed
5 million, a 2.4 o/o increase on the previous
month. The proportion of unemployed among the
working population for the Community as a whole is
5.7 0/0, compared with 5 o/o in the same month of
September

\7hen we considered the very serious problems facing
some of the least prosperous regions of the Community and the ever-widening gap that was revealed yet
again in the second report of the Regional Fund
Committee between the less prosperous and the more
prosperous regions, we found the Council's reduction
under Chapter 51, Article 510, totally inexplicable:

measures to improve the employment situation in
such regions, or econor-ric sectors, or groups of
companies, are vital if the Community is not to fall
apart. Moreover, in view of the very sluggish growth in

production, we may well have even greater unemployment in the next 12 months, as increased demand is
met merely by taking up the slack in the industries as
they stand at present rather than by the taking on
more staff at their old jobs. This makes it absolutely
vital to retrain these men and women for new jobs in
expanding sectors.

S7ith the outlook in many ways so unclear, we feel
that the Commission should have some room to
manceuvre, some opportunity of taking new initiatives
in social policy over the coming year in ways which
may not at the present moment be entirely foreseeable. \7e have put forward many suggestions, but

other vital needs, other suggestions will come up
during the year, and this should be provided for in the
budget, in a new chapter which the Commission
proposed and the Council, alas, removed. I7e believe
that that should, of course, be restored.

At a time when the Community is

facing

great

economic and social strain the Communiry must,

as

reached

r976.

Unemployment among women has again risen faster

than among men; at this moment they represent
43 o/o of the total of unemployed in the iommunity.
At the same time the proportion of unemployed
young people in July 1977 was well over 40 o/o in all
the five countries for which data are available, that is
France, the Netherlands, Belgium, Luxembourg and
the United Kingdom, and the situation is certainly no
better in the rest. And, finally,

it can be calculated that

at the end of May 1977 the number of unemployed
aged less than 25 years was 2 million, or exactly three
times the number for the same period in 1974.

If the origin of and reason for, the sickness which has
struck our !flestern society lies partly in unequal distribution of wealth, and if so many young people find
themselves excluded from society, the ideological statements that are being made and the practical commitments that are being undertaken are by no means
sufficient to ensure that we achieve the objectives we
have set ourselves. For many years now we have been
finding that the situation in this area, instead of
improving, is steadily deteriorating; that optimistic
forecasts are disproved and that there can be no swift
return to normalcy.

Even in the few countries with an expansionary
economy, unemployment is rising. The short-lived
advantages of prolonged schooling as a means of
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will be

syphoning-off potential unemployment have now
been exhausted and at the same time the emerging
countries are steadily, and quite properly, pushing
forward, thus increasing our own difficulties.

face up

to the fact that unemployment has become

Moreover, the Council, on the Pretext of the slowness

with which the Commission effects expenditure in
the social sector, has actually proposed a reduction of
the appropriations. The reinstating amendments from
the Committee on Social Affairs have been accepted
by the Committee on Budgets but, even so, the
amounts involved are altogether inadequate. The
various European funds, useful though they are,
simply do not measure up to the need. The Commission, which could suggest new tasks for the Social
Fund, has not yet done so, thus running the risk of
proving the Council right when it claims that there
are too many delays in distributing the apProPriations
committed and wants to re-channel certain funds. The
allocations for migrant workers in the areas of education, schools and housing seem also insufficient. The
deterioration of the social situation and uncertainly
about the future generate, Particularly among the
young, the unemployed and the migrants, a strong
distrust of the Community and of its capacity to establish a new order in whcih wealth will be distributed
more fairly, in which inequalities will disappear, in
which the number of society's reiects and the poor
will be reduced to a minimum.
'social' Europe must not take second place to'agricultural' Europi; we appeal to the Commission and the
of

existing instruments, by speeding up procedures and
eliminiting obstacles, but also to make an effort of
creative imagination and project a better-balanced
social system, a model which will appeal to the expectations and enthusiasm of the young, that will not
favour those already fortunate but, on the contrary,
will eliminate the disparities and the inequalities.

It is

true enough that our Community is not

a

it is also a fact that

we, the
iitir"nr of Europe, want it to become one. The
concept of social policy as it emerges from the current
interpretation of the Treaties should be revised ; on
the basis of the Treaties action is taken solely through
such instruments as the Social Fund which, at best,

genuine Community, but

desirable

of a European Unem-

In concluding, I should like to remind you that
various provisions, although of limited scope, for the
implementation of the Social Action Programme in
Favour of Migrant $7'orkers and their Families have
yet to be drafted or are only at the proposal stage'

States.

Council not only to improve the functioning

by such highly

ployment Fund, which would only be another manifestation of the'supportive' view of social policy, whereas
it is becoming increasingly obvious that social and
economic policy are indissolubly linked. Today it can
no longer be claimed that something is being done in
the social area unless such action is backed by efforts
to create new iobs.

S7e must

structural, while full employment remains an unrealizable ideal for the short term. In the face of this situation, the budget envisages for the social sector 3'5 7o
in the Council's proposal , or 4'7 % if the Commission's proposed is adopted. In other words, Community policy is not succeeding in coordinating properly

the social policies of the Member

resolved even

measures as the establishment

can only remedy Particular developmental imbalances'
Today's crisis requires a social policy that can be
consiructed and operated as an active one. Nothing

(Applause)

President.

-

I

call Mr Tugendhat.

Mr Tugendhat, fuIember of tbe Comntission. - Mr
President, I will try to keep my intervention as brief as
possible. Certainly the little debate which we have just
had was launched with very considerable fire by Mrs

Dunwoody, continued by Mrs Kellett-Bowman and it
seemed to me appropriate, Mr President, to state
where the Commission stood'

The Social Fund, as the House knows, is one of the
main Community instruments to tackle the economic
problems which face all the Member States. The
bouncil itself has recognized this importance, by
including for the first time in the draft budget all the
appropriations for commitments that the Commission
requested in its preliminary draft. As I, from time to

it necessary to be a little critical of the
I would like to thank it for its action on this
occasion. It has also agreed to grant the appropriation
for action to tackle female unemployment sought in

time, find
Council,

the amending letter.

There were, however, two points on which the
Council was unable to go along with the Commis-

sion's proposals. It substantially reduced appropriations for payment and put some of them into Chapter
100. Noi did the Council aPProve the creation of
Chapter 53 for new proiects dealing with unemployment as a framework for future action, which the
Commission still reserves the right to ProPose.

I would like to remind the House that last spring

the

Commission put proposals to the budgetary authority
for revision of the basic regulations governing the
Social Fund. Their aim was, in Particular, to streamline certain administrative procedures which would
improve the rate at which Payments are carried into
effict in the future. The Commission very much
hopes that these changes to the regulations can be
approued before the beginning of 1978 and, in these
ciriumstances, it would be grateful if the Parliament
felt able to restore the appropriations for Payment originally proposed by the Commission for the Social
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Fund

in

1978.

The Commission would also be

grateful to this House if it could restore Chapter 53 to
what was proposed in the preliminary draft budget.
This is intended for new operations of the Social
Fund to tackle the employment difficulties faced by
each Member State.

I would also like to take this opportunity to pay
tribute to my colleague Mr Vredeling for the work
which he has been doing in this area and to thank
Members of the House for their considerable support
for our proposals. It is not from lack of feeling that I
speak so briefly, but in order to provide time for
Members to contribute to the other important matters
which we have before us.
(Altplause)

not limited in time, whatever the results of the review
basic regulation to be carried out before I
January 1978. lf no decision has been taken on the
review of the Fund by the Council by that time, the

of the

ERDF will continue in existence. Its budgetary appro-

priations must therefore be fixed according to the
normal procedure. If we tie these payments appropriations for the ERDF to the draft amendments to the
regulation, there is a danger that there

will be no deci-

sion on the amount of the Fund and that we will be
obliged, as the Council has proposed, to accept a
simple token entry and a resene in Chapter 100
relating to provisional appropriations. S7e believe that
the legislative act setting up the ERDF was adopted
once and for all and I am grateful that Mr Shaw has
taken account of this

in his report.

The amendments do not seem to be well justified
policlt and transPresident.
!7e turn to
- Delmotte toRegional
port. I call Mr
explain the opinion of the
Committee on Regional Policy, Regional Planning
and Transport.

Mr Delmotte, draftsman of an opinion.
(F). Mr
- have to
President, ladies and gentlemen, I do not
remind you that the European Regional Development
Fund was set up in March 1975 and that it is definitive, whatever the results of the review of the basic
regulation to be undertaken before I January 1978.
The appropriations for the ERDF lor 1978 must therefore, as the Commission proposes, be included in the
chapter concerning the Fund. This is where the difficulty arises because the Council has entered as a
reserve in Chapter 100 commitment appropriations of
398m EUA. This entry in Chapter 100, which covers
provisional appropriations, is unacceptable, as is the
token entry in the chapter on the Fund. The Commission, supported by the Committee on Budgets, has
proposed a commitment appropriation of 550 m EUA
against Chapter 5.5, Community measures in support
of national regional policies, and a further commitment appropriation of 100 m EUA against Chapter
56, specific Community measures.
rJ?'e have

received a number of amendments which we

will discuss later. I must say, Mr President, that there
was unanimous agreement in the Committee on
Regional Policy, Regional Planning and Transport and
in the Committee on Budgets on the draft amendments tabled by Mr Spinelli and others which make it
clear in the remarks that they are legally based on the
draft amendment to the regulation establishing a European Regional Development Fund. I have submitted
to the Committee on Budgets, on behalf of my
committee, criticisms of this approach. I would like to
stress once and for all that all the payment appropriations entered in the budget for the ERDF have their
legal basis in Regulation No 724175 setting up the
Fund and not in the draft amendment. The Fund was
set up in March 1975. It is definitively established, is

insofar as they simply reinstate the preliminary draft
budget presented by the Commission. I attempted, in
the Committee on Regional Policy, Regional Planning
and Transport to justify in a much more consistent
manner the amount of the Regional Fund which we
were proposing f.or 1978. As a basis for comparision,
we have converted the allocation fixed in 1974 into
European units of account. and updated it to take
account of the high rate of inflation since then.

Draft amendment No l2lrev., which I have tabled on
behalf of the Committee on Regional Policy, Regional

Planning and Transport, shows the basis for this
updating. We can thus iustify the Commission's

requests since this represents a minimum sum, simply

maintaining the level of appropriations as

in

1976 and

1977.

The five amendments by Mr Spinelli and others

are

aimed at reinstating the nomenclature of the Commission's preliminary draft budget, not included in the
1977 budget.

The new Chapter 55 relates to specific measure in the
non-quota section. Need I remind you that only a few
weeks ago Parliament unanimously voted in favour of
the report by our distinguished colleague Mr Nod

which of course came down

in

favour

of the

non-

quota section. However, the Council
which has
- oppositionnot
yet adopted a position
may express
to

the creation of this non-quota
section. In this

case,

the appropriations which we could enter immediately

in

Chapter 55 would be pointless; our committee
therefore felt it would be reasonable to enter the
whole of the ERDF allocation in a single chapter,
which cannot be called into question, since it is
Chapter 55, which was already in the draft budget and
the budget for previous years. If a non-quota section is
set up, it will still be possible for the Commission to
transfer appropriations from Chapter 55 to Chapter
56, or to ask for a supplementary budget, which would
increase the funds available to the Regional Fund.
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These amendments do not merely introduce a new
chapter; they also attempt to divide each of these

into two separate articles. !7e feel that this
procedure may be tying the hands of the Commission ; this nomenclature is useful in subsequent
controls of fund expenditure and we have often
stressed the need for this control of expenditure. But
chapters

can we from the start fix the sums necessary for industrial investment or infrastructure investment ? \7e all
know that needs vary from region to region; certain
regional development programmes will have to lay
stress on the development of infrastructures in order
to allow economic activity to get under way. Parliament, however, has no knowledge of these develop-

ment programmes, which become compulsory only

after I January 1978. Depending on how the
economy evolves, expenditure will develop in various
ways : if the economy is sluggish, through a lack of
investment and available private capital, demand for
industrial investment will be low and it will therefore
be necessary to encourage investment in infrastructure
as a necessary first step.

amounts available for each kind of investment. !7'e
must not therefore confuse the need for proper budgetary procedures with needs which are specific to the
fields in question. Advance allocation of the Fund to

various chapters is susceptible to criticism but it does
allow subsequent control of expenditure. This is the
advantage of introducing these headings. However, it
is unacceptable in the form proposed in the amend-

ments by Mr Spinelli and others because, as

I

have

said, it fixes amounts in advance and because, as we
showed on the previous points, these amendments are
not admissible.

Mr President, I would like now to deal with the
chapter mentioned by Mr Shaw, when he presented
Amendments No 306 and 307 by the Committee on
Budgets.

\7hat you have said, Mr Shaw, and the amendments
you have tabled do not contradict but are complementary to our point of view. These amendments, you
have said, are designed to break down the expenditure
on the Regional Fund into several articles ; this would
to
and we agree with this
make it possible
- checks
on the use of funds. -But it
improve subsequent
should be noted that the Committee on Budgets
leaves room
and you have taken care to ensure this

within
appropriations
chapter 55 if they become necessary during the financial year.
provide

for

transfers

of

Lastly, I would like to say that this nomenclature,
which is not binding on the Commission since it does
not propose the amount of the payment apProPriations entered in each article, deserves our support.'!fe
are therefore agreed, Mr Shav, that the amount of

we proposed in our amendment) in

Chapter 55, and that the Commission can use them
during the financial year through transfers which

must be notified to the budgetary authorities.
These two amendments tabled by the Committee on
Budgets (Nos 305 and 307) involve the introduction of
a new Chapter 55, while leaving appropriations available in Chapter 55, as we proposed. \I7e are therefore
in agreement on this point.

that I have had to base my
remarks not only on the objectives laid down, not by

I am sorry, Mr President,
the regional policy

(because

defined) but by the guidelines
on technical budgetary points.

it

has not yet been
in the Fund, but also

(

I call Mr Evans to speak on behalf of
President.
the Socialist- Group.
Evans.

In rising to speak on behalf of

the

Socialist Group in this section of the budget, which is
concerned with regional policy and transport, I would
like to add my tribute to Mr Shaw for the work that
he has put in on the compiling of the report on the
budget.

I

am sure that he has lived up to the high

standards that have always applied

this

I

I

(Applause)

Mr

I therefore feel that as members of Parliament we do
not have sufficient information to fix in advance the

to

payment appropriations for the financial year is to be

entered (as

in this

House in

respect.

I would also like to thank Mr Delmotte for the work
that he has done in this field. I am sure that everyone
appreciates that Mr Delmotte has considerable expertise in these matters. Again my committee worked
very hard to ensure that the Committee on Budgets
had our opinion in good time to examine it in detail.
I am sure the House will agree with me that this
section of the budget is in many ways the heart of the
budget, concerning the whole concePt of regional
policy and whether or not we are going to have a reasonable policy in the future, and a tiny fund to allocate
to some of the poorer regions of the Community.
One point I would like to make is that some of us
were a little disturbed last night by Mr Tugendhat's

replies on this general question of over-bidding. I
think there is some doubt in people's minds as to
precisely what went on at the Commission when it

was formulating its budget, and whether there was this
principle that if we ask for twice as much, and we
only get half as much, we got what we set out for in
the first place. Of course, if that is the case, it is to be

deplored, because one would hope that on all the
issues we would fight on the grounds that we believed
in, and fight very hard indeed. I hope that that was
not the case, and that we will have further clarification
on that point.

There is one other question

has there been any
I suspect that in
the field of regional policy, and as far as the Regional
Fund is concerned, there may be a rather cynical

deliberate overcutting by the Council.
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approach by the Council, in that they have deliberately cut the Commission's proposals, so that after an
outburst of righteous indignation by Parliament, they
can restore it to its original amount and, at the same
time, ignore other important areas and say that, after
all, you have got your Regional Fund. It would be
interesting to see what this amounts to in the final
analysis, because if it is not a serious attempt by the
Council to reduce cuts, then certainly it must be one
of the most contemptibly cynical attitudes that we
have witnessed in any field for a very long time. Not
only is it in contempt of the Commission and in
contempt of Parliament, but I would think that it is in
contempt of the millions of people who live in the
suffering and deprived regions of Europe.

nity in 1973 was that there was going to be a very
substantial Regional Fund and a very worthwhile
regional policy. So far, we have not got the regional
policy and the Fund is very small. Again, during the
course of the referendum which we had in the United
Kingdom two years ago, this question of a large

A fund has been in operation over the past three

Of

years, and we have now valuable experience in how
the fund operates. 'S7e also have clear proof that
throughout the Community, in those areas which
have qualified for aid in the past, there is a very strong
demand from those areas that the fund should be
increased, and that more aid should be forthcoming to
help them with the many projects for which they

badly need

assistance.

Indeed, as we are now only too well aware in the
Committee on Regional Policy, Regional Planning
and Transport, whilst assistance has been provided for
hundreds of projects over the past three years, there
have been many scores of equally worthwhile projects
which it was impossible even to start, simply because
there were no funds available.

I think the evidence that we have obtained in the

on Regional Policy, Regional Planning
and Transport is that the Commission's proposals are
far too modest. These should have been increased very
substantially. I, for one, would have liked to have seen
the original figure as something of the order of
Committee

I 500m EUA and not the 750m EUA which

the

Commission put forward.

But we recognize that Mr Giolitti had a great deal of
work to do in this field, and that he took considerable
soundings among the Member Governments. I assume
he thought that 750m EUA would have been accep-

table. Obviously, it then came as something of a
shock to see what the Council had done to the very
modest figures which he had put forward.

\?'hen we examine this matter

in

some detail, we

recognize that there is a great problem here as far as
the future of the Community is concerned, particu-

larly in relation to direct elections. I would have
assumed that one of the maior planks in any direct
election debate between political candidates would
have been the work that they were going to do on
behalf of their region out of the Regional Development Fund. I am bound to say that, with a sum of
money that small, they are going to do very little
indeed.

I would point out that one of the major issues when
the United Kingdom and Ireland joined the Commu-

Regional Fund, of a substantial sum of money being
made available to solve some of the many difficult
problems which exist in the under-developed regions,
played a very large part in that campaign. It was something to which some of us, who took a contrary view,
had little answer, because we assumed that this would

be one of the things which would flow from the
common market.
course, this has not been the case. Indeed, the
meagre sum of money which the Council has put
forward represents hardly any increase over 1974.
lfhen you consider that, in 1974, this Parliament was
demanding a figure more than twice as much as the
Council agreed then, and that when we come to 1978,
we have a minimal increase over 1974, allowing for
average inflation throughout the Community, one
cannot be surprised that there is considerable cyni-

cism abroad

in this respect.

I would strongly put forward that in the visits that my
committee has made throughout the Community, and
in all the representations that we have had from the
south

of Italy, the west of Ireland, the north of
the north of England
all those areas

Scotland,

and the Community
areas in
the south of France, there is this tremendous demand
for assistance from the Regional Fund. It really is

which have problems

heartbreaking to have to say to the regional organizations and the local authorities who come to see you
and talk about the Fund, 'I am very sorry, but the

plain truth of the matter is that there is no money'. I
recognize only too well
and have supported
- Parliament
through my group and in this
- the absolute necessity for a successful regional policy.
I am
pleased that the Committee on Budgets made a note

of this

necessity.

Only last month we discussed the Commission's guidelines for future regional policy. But at the end of the
day, even if we establish that regional policy, it will
still need considerable financial resources to back it
up. That is what we have not got at the present time.

lThilst there rightly remain many arguments about
economic and monetary union, and all the factors
concerned with that particular argument, I am bound
to say that if we cannot make some progress in this
field, or persuade the Council to put its money where
its mouth is, or persuade Europe to adopt a policy
which will bring hope and succour to those regions of
the Community which have suffered the most,
through either agricultural or industrial decline, then

all such talk of economic and monetary union is a
pipe-dream. I would say in all sincerity, Mr President,
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I and my committee have worked tremendously
hard in this field, but it really amounts to a smack in

nating various Community policies, for instance on
agriculture, industry, trade, and education and now, at

the

the very moment when coordination is taking place
the appropriations can and must not be reduced.

that

the face when all our deliberations and all

Commission's proposals are rejected so cynically by

the Council and they release an amount of money
equivalent to little more than that for 1974. Orc
would have assumed after four years that we had
enough experience of the value of the fund to have
given it a very substantial amount of money.

I

that this Parliament will

unanimously
support Mr Delmotte's proposal and the Committee
on Budgets'opinion that this fund should be restored
to its full amount and its correct place in the budget.

expect

(Apltlause)

I
Mr Fuchs to speak on behalf of
President.
- call
Group.
the Christian-Democratic

Mr Fuchs.

(D) Mr

President, ladies and

the Community Heads of State and

gentlemen,

Government gave the regional Policy high priority in
October 1972.The Council's attitude in the debate on
the 1978 budget is in my view a remarkable contradiction of that policy. Mr Evans has used the word
'cynical', and it is difficult to avoid the same criticism,
as the facts are quite simply at variance with the Council's words. On the other hand, I note on behalf of my
Group that the Commission has taken this task seri-

ously and I should like to thank Mr Giolitti very
sincerely, also the rapporteur Mr Shaw, who has taken

this question very much to heart and adopted

the

views of the Committee on Regional Policy, as has the

I

believe,

sion

inconsiderable role

States between 1974 and 1978, fluctuating between 30
and 55 0/0, not even the value in real terms has been
preserved, to say nothing of obtaining a real increase,

given these reductions in the appropriations. I recall
that all the payment appropriations in 1975, 1976 and
1977, in other words during the first three years of the
Regional Fund, were taken up, and indeed that
requests were substantially higher. So there can be no
question of the need to introduce a smaller amount
for specific measures in addition to the quota amount,
as proposed by the Commission, eg. in order to
balance Community measures, to provide for frontier

areas,

and

in

particular

to help

areas

with

above-

average unemployment.

If

we now have more specific, better differentiated
instruments in the form of the guidelines for regional
policy laid down during the last part-session, then it is
unacceptable when providing appropriations to adopt
the opposite approach, making all such instruments
ineffective.

I recall that

these guidelines

contained clear instructions with a view

to

also

coordi-

in

influencing European public

enormous, nor are they impossible to finance ; they
are amounts which could quite easily be financed by
Community revenue. We should therefore act particularly now we are in the period leading up to the first
direct elections to the European Parliament.

In conclusion, may I

repeat, the regional policy issue
it not be said of the instituneither of Parliament nor of the Commission,

is one of credibility. Let

tions
since -they have made their contribution, nor yet of

that they were judged and found
the Council
wanting. That- would be sad indeed. I hope the
Council will consider this when it makes its final deci(Applause)

in the Member

the

opinion. Mr Evans has just pointed this out. Let us
take the opportunity ; the amounts involved are not

A few comments will suffice to show that it is intolerable for the Council to reduce the appropriations by
inflation

of

should the disparities within different regions

sion.

in the light of the severe

President, that the credibility

- Community become too great, and continue to
of the
grow at their present rate, this can only jeopardize the
continuation of the common market. And that will
affect the more affluent regions; which is why we
should use the contribution which the Community is
able to make, namely the Regional Fund that is
supposed to form the basis of a common regional
policy, in order to reduce such disparities. Finally, I
should like to point out that this question plays a not

Rapporteur, Mr Delmotte.

almost half. For one thing, as we were obliged to note,

Mr

Communiry, and particularly of the Council, is at
stake. As the Commission has rightly pointed out
if I may remind you, as I did during the last part-ses-

I call Mr Johnston to speak on behalf
President.
- and
Democratic Group.
of the Liberal
Mr President, I speak briefly on
Mr Johnston.
- and Democratic Group to make
behalf of the Liberal
it clear beyond any shadow of a doubt that we also
wholly reject the Council's decision to cut the size of
the Regional Fund. I very happily associate myself
with the tributes that have already been paid to Mr
Shaw and Mr Delmotte for the opinions they have
expressed and the work they have done.
The action of the Council, as indeed I have had the
opportunity of saying before in this Parliament, is an
action which it has not explained in any ProPer
fashion. It is an action taken at a time of economic
difficulty. Experience of the Fund shows that all it can
do is, to some extent, to try and keep pace with
economic decline and unemployment, while not
really being able effectively to correct disparities
which was its original objective.

I do not believe in excessive repetition, and must say
that, having listened to his speech, Mr Evans put
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extremely well everything that I wished to say myself.
I agree entirely with everything he said, and would
also take the opportunity of paying a tribute to the
work he does as the chairman of the Committee on

Regional Policy, Regional Planning and Transport
which, as Mr Delmotte has said, has
cutting right
across all the political groups in this- Parliament
been unanimous in condemning the decision of the
Council.

I would therefore only wish to make three short
points. Firstly, and here I echo to a degree what Mr
Delmotte has said, it should be emphasized that the
Committee on Regional Policy, Regional Planning
and Transport, and indeed the Commission itself,
have taken a minimalist approach in their proposals.
It is not

if we are making grandiose and extravagant
demands, at a time of admitted economic difficulty.
as

Indeed, if one looks back and remembers the genesis
of the Fund in 1973 and the first requests which the
Commission was making then, one recalls that they
were looking for approximately 2000 million old u.a.
It ultimately received about I 300 million old u.a.
divided into 300, 500 and again 500 for each of these
three years. So today's proposition from the Com'nission, supported by the Committee on Budgets and
Committee on Regional Policy, is belov, the initial
proposition from the Commission when the Fund was
established
or when its establishment was being
worked out - four years ago.

-

I think that Mr Evans used the word 'contempt' in
regard to the Council's decision ; I could not find a
better word. It is not only contempt for the people
affected, but also for the objectives, ideals and hopes
which were generated at the time when the Fund was
established.

Secondly, I repeat this question, although I do not
suppose it is the sort of question one ever gets an
answer to, except perhaps in the couloir.'which countries within the Council are responsible for its taking
this decision ? If the British Government is in any
way in complicity with this, I must say that it is quite
illogical on the one hand to complain that the propor-

tion of the budget given to agriculture is too large,
and at the same time prevent the development of
other funds which would bring the budget into better
balance. You cannot have

it

both

ways.

conclusion, it is certainly true that
5.5 000 jobs, which was the figure quoted last year by
the Commission, is not a large figure. But it is a figure
important in itself and a figure important in the most
difficult areas. That, I think, is the most significant
thing of all. I find this aspect of the budget deeply
depressing, and Mr Evans is quite right here : if we do

Thirdly, and

in

not have a really effective Regional Fund, we can
never find political acceptance for economic and
monetary union. It is unrealistic to imagine it. As a
long-convinced European, I want to see that day
come, but I realize that those who are opposed to the

idea have been given ammunition by this sort of
action by the Council.

Our Community will not survive unless it is motivated by determination to help each other and to
work with each other. I think that the Council has
damaged the Communiry ideal by proposing, at this
time, to reduce the Regional Fund. However, they
have time to repair that damage, Let them do so by
restoring the figure.
(Applause)

President.
I call Mr Corrie to speak on behalf of
- Conservative
the European
Group.

Mr Corrie.
I rise to say a few words on behalf of
- Group in further condemnation of
the Conservative
the cuts in the Regional Fund.

Might

I

start, as others have done, by congratulating

my colleague Mr Shaw, the rapporteur, for the tremendous work he has put into this particular budget. Few
people realize just what it all entails and how much
work has to be done behind the scenes, not only
through the day but through the night as well.

I would also support all the previous speakers, particularly Mr Delmotte and Mr Evans, who have spoken on
the Regional Fund. I think its importance transcends
and reconciles political differences, because we feel
that this Fund has become so important within the
European Community. If we neglect our regions, we
shall not only increase the problems of those regions,
we shall increase urban problems as well. N7e neglect
them at our peril, because the pull towards our industrial areas on young people is tremendous.
Depopulation is a double-edged problem. Areas of the
Community stagnate and die as the young people
leave, while urban areas become choked and unworkable. Itr7e must take employment to the people, not
people to the unemployment, and we must do this
through the Regional Fund. Let communities in rural
areas increase and grow, not shrivel and die. !7e must
encourage tourism as leisure time increases. I think

this is particularly important

in

maritime peripheral

areas. ltrTithout a doubt, we are going to see a rundown
in the fishing industry. New jobs must be created

within the existing communities, particularly on the
small islands around the Community's shores and this
is where I am sure the Regional Fund can have a very
great impact. Ve cannot expect these families to up
and leave the areas where they have lived for generations and move to the industrial cities. If the problems
of the CAP are to be cured, we must encourage the
small farmers to take up new employment in their
own environment, and surely it is better that help
come from a strong Regional Development Fund than
from CAP expenditure. It is also, of course, more
acceptable to the critics of the amount spent on the
CAP if they see new industries moving into the rural
areas with the help of a strong Development Fund.
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Specifically, I want to say a few words on the amendment that I have down, Amendment 220, to set up a
Belfast Information Office for the Commission. This
idea was raised last year by my colleague and predecessor, Mr Fletcher, and my group strongly feel it
would be of tremendous benefit to Northern Ireland
to have an Information Office there. That strife-torn
area needs every friend it can get, and all parties in
this Parliament would surely want to do anything we
could to help it. \7hat greater service could we do
them than by establishing an office in Belfast ? It is a
region in which the Community is not well known
this I know because I live just a few miles across the
and therefore Northern
sea from Northern Ireland
- sectors
are perhaps not
Ireland and its people in all
getting the benefits from the Communiry they should
be getting, particularly from the Regional Develop-

ment Fund. Earlier this month the

Parliament
received a petition from Mr Roy Bradford, Mr Terence
Tracey and Mr Cresswell, together with the mayors

and chairmen of all 26 district councils of Northern
Ireland, seeking the establishment of an information
office in Belfast. What greater plea could we have
than that ? These are all important people from all

sectors in Northern lreland. Compared with the
millions being talked about and spent, we are asking

for a very small

sum

:

150

000 EUA.

I

hope this

House can see fit to pass this amendment to the
benefit of both Northern Ireland and the Community.
Commissioner Thomson in 1976 stated that only the
absence of a budgetary allocation prevented the
opening of a Commission office in Belfast. lct us
right that situation in this Chamber this week. I hope
that all groups will support that amendment.
(Altplause)

President.

-

I call Mr Giolitti.

(I) Mr
Mr Giolitti, Mernber of the Commission.
President, I offer to Mr Delmotte once -again the
thanks which I addressed to him in the Committee
on Regional Policy for the care and competence and,
may I say, the passion which he has once more
bestowed on the subject of regional policy. I also
thank Mr Shaw, rapporteur on the budget, for the
importance he has accorded, within the general framework of the budget, to regional policy. A short while

Evans, chairman of the Committee on
Regional Policy and Transport, whom I also wish to
thank for his intervention, was saying that regional
policy must be seen as the real 'heart' of the budget if
the Community policies taken together are to become
a more efficient instrument for the attainment of
those priority objectives we have set ourselves, the
chief ones being providing employment and effectively correcting the serious regional imbalances in
the Community which not only still persist, but have

ago,

Mr

actually become worse.

I can say, on behalf of the Commission, that we fully
support the Budget Committee's proposals for the
of the appropriations proposed by the
Commission, which is wholeheartedly in favour of the
amendments to that effect tabled by your Committee
reinstatement

on

I

Budgets.

should like to take this opportunity to assure you

once again that the criteria adopted by the Commis-

sion

in arriving at the figure of 750m EUA for this

appropriation were very realistic ones.

!7hat Mr Delmotte has said on this is absolutely
correct. On the other hand, I am obviously in no position to try to interpret the motives by which the
Council was guided in making this drastic cut which,
I think, the whole House is unanimous in deploring.
Since, as I have said, I do not intend to present an
indictment of intent, let me say what, in my opinion,
were the explicit reasons for the Council's decision on
this matter.

It would seem that the Council wanted to adopt, so to
speak, a waiting attitude with respect to the decisions
which it will have to take on the Commission's proposals on guidelines for regional policy and on new
provisions to be inserted into the Regulation on the
Fund.

If that was the case
statements indicate

-

and this is what the official
the entry under Chapter 100

- fact that the Commission's and
should mean that the
Parliament's proposals are identical once again should
induce the Council to abandon this non-committal
posture and accept the proposals which Parliament
and the Commission jointly support.
a
For
and this is my last remark on the subject
- policy measuring up to the problems which
regional
it will have to face and, let us add sorrowfully, also to
the old problems which we have not managed to
solve, even the prospect of enlargement and of
economic and monetary union will lose all credibility
unless we make an effort to create the conditions in
which these prospects can become 'realizable.

Mr Evans has already reminded us that the Regional
Fund was established in connection with the prospect
of enlargement which appeared a few years ago ; and
now once again prospects of further enlargement are
before us, making it very important that regional
policy be strengthened.

To sum up then, at a moment when Parliament and
the Commission have once again to concern themselves

with the seriousness of regional

imbalances

within the Community, we should make it our task to
correct an imbalance that exists within our policies,
within our Community policies. 'We must restore the
balance in all of these policies so as to accord more
weight to those that attack the causes of the crisis, that
is, to structural policies and, among them, to regional
policy.
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Giolitti
These are the remarks,

Mr

President, which, while

proposals drawn up by the
Committee on Budgets, I thought I ought to make. I

fully approving the

also support the procedural proposal that the entire
amount of the Fund should be entered in Chapter 55,
because I agree with Mr Delmotte's statement that
this would not prejudice any subsequent move to
enter in the'non-quota'section the funds proposed by

the Commission and to which the latter obviously
attaches a great importance, precisely because the nonquota section should allow greater scope for more flex-

ible action.

Mr President, since I happen to be speaking at the
conclusion of this part of the budget debate, I should
like to say a few words on transport. On behalf of the
Commission I want to say how much we appreciate
the interest Parliament has shown in transport infrastructure. The relevant documents are now being
studied by the Council. Certainly, the appropriation
proposed under Article 373 is meagre. This means
that for the moment it would be primarily a question
of initiating studies prior to the application of regulations in this field.
Finally,

I should not like to miss this opportunity of
to Mr Corrie on the need, to which he

replying

referred and which the Commission recognizes, of
establishing a Community information office in

Belfast. As a matter of fact the President of the
Commission recently visited that region. I myself have
visited Belfast and its surroundings and, as regards
regional policy developments in that area, I can tell
you that the Commission has in principle decided to

open an information office in Belfast. The proposed
appropriations will certainly greatly help in putting
this decision into effect.

(Apltlau*)
\U7e turn to the chapter on EnvironPresident.
ment. I call-Mr Aiello to explain the opinion of the
Committee on the Environment, Public Health and

Consumer Protection.

Mr Ajello, dra.ftsman of an opinion,- (I) Mr PresiI take the floor instead of Mr Guerlin who

dent,

cannot be present today owing to unavoidable commitments in the French Parliament. Mr Guerlin's work in
the Committee on Budgets has been fruitful : the
Committee on Budgets has, in fact, adopted all the
amendments proposed by the Committee on the Environment, Public Health and Consumer Protection,
and I should now like to give grateful thanks for this.

which the use of nuclear power stations depends. !7e
ask that it should be made a token entry because the
Commission has not yet submitted its programme to
the Council. The same applies to item 3359, which is
related to the one I have just mentioned.

Item 3520, on the other hand, concerns health,
hygiene and safety measures at the place of work. This
problem has arisen because in 1977 Articles 352 and
351 provided for a total appropriation of 880 000
units of account. Then Article 351 was reduced, with

the intention that the difference would be transferred
to Article 352, and in particular to Item 3520. In our

opinion an error has occurred because this transfer
has not been made and the amount removed from
one item has not been reintroduced under another.
The support of our amendment is precisely to ask that
this transfer be effected and that the total amount
under the two articles be restored to what is was in
1977, namely 880 000 units of account.

As regards Item 3541, the Committee on

Budgets

adopted the relative amendment, as indeed it did all
the other amendments proposed by us, by the very
narrow margin of 8 votes to 7. This is an item which
concerns environmental projects : after extensive study
of the subject we are convinced that it is necessary to
move on to practical action as soon as possible and
therefore have asked that the item be increased by
50 000 EUA. This is a very meagre amount, but it is
the minimum essential for putting into effect the
programme we have prepared, the main object of
which is to increase public awareness of the problems.
!7e consider that the cut proposed by the Council
would seriously harm this programme. The same is
true of budget Items 3550 and 3552 which concern

consumer policy. Here, too, we consider that too
much time has been spent talking and it is time now
to begin action. More particularly, as regards Item
3552, amounting to 100 000 EUA, which the Council
has struck out, we ask both that the budget entry be
restored and that the amount originally envisaged by
the Commission be maintained. This is an item especially close to my heart because it concerns a
consumer information campaign, a subject on which
we ltalians, like the Irish, are particularly sensitive,.
!7e are most anxious for this campaign, because in
our countries, regrettably, the level of information,
knowledge and awareness among consumers is very
low. In my view a consumer information campaign is
absolutely essential and this is why we ask for the reinstatement of the amount entered by the Commission.
(Applause)

I

wish to make only a few comments on some of the
amendments which seem to me more important, The
first concerns Item 3358 of the budget,'reprocessing
of irradiated fuels' : we have asked that this item be
restored as a token entry because we consider it very
important for the Community to make a contribution
to the solution of this difficult technical problem on

President.
In order that the debate on Agriculture
should not- be interrupted, the chairman of the
Committee on Agriculture and dratfsman of an
opinion, Mr Klinker, has asked for it to begin at 3
P.m.
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President

The proceedings will now be suspended until 3 p.m.
The House will rise.
(Tbe sitting was suspended at 12,30 p,m, and resumed

at

3.5 p.m)

-

The sitting is resumed.
5. Agenda

I remind Members that, this morning,
President.
Mr Durieux -raised a question on which I said I would

It has been proposed to bring
forward tomorrow's sitting to 9 o'clock and continue
until all items have been dealt with. Some Members
consult the House.

this morning expressed opposition to this proposal,
and I have attempted to consult the political groups.
There is no great divergence of views. I therefore
propose that tomorrow's sitting should open at 9.30 so
that, from 9.30 to 10 o'clock, we can hear the speech

by the rapporteur for the Committee on Budgets
following the meetings which will be held this

evening to consider new amendments: the vote would
thus begin at l0 o'clock.

If the rapporteur's speech ends sooner than expected,
the sitting shall be suspended and shall resume at l0
o'clock, when the vote will begin.
If this course is adopted, it will be up to all the political groups to inform Members that the vote will
begin at l0 o'clock. Are there any objections ?
That is

rather more closely at the context, it would I think be
to take an objective view. The budget estimates
certainly appear in a different light when it is realized
that firstly, the agricultural sector remains the only
one in which national powers have been extensively
transferred to the Community ; secondly, the agricultural budget contains costs deriving from international
agreements, e.g. the cost of sugar resulting from the
Lom6 Convention and the cost of food aid, which
be charged to the agriculshould not
or not only
- thirdly,
a not- insubstantial part of approtural policy;
priations has to be used for monetary compensation,
which is indispensable in the various Member States
to preserve the common agricultural market ; and
easier

IN THE CHAIR: MR COLOMBO
President.

expenditure in Community investment, as you all
know, is a frequent source of public criticism. Such
criticism is usually rather superficial, for if one looks

agreed.

Tomorrow's sitting will therefore open at 9.30 and the
vote will begin at l0 o'clock.

6. Gcneral budgct of the European Communities
.f'or 1978 (continuation of debate)
President.

Ve continue the

debate

budget, and-now turn to Agriculture.

on the draft

I call Mr Klinker to explain the opinion of the
Committee on Agriculture.

Mr Klinker,

(D) Mr
dra.ftsntan o.f an opinion.
on
President, ladies and gentlemen, the Committee

fourthly,

the

European agricultural policy must

provide sufficient guarantees to safeguard supplies for
the people of our countries. Recognizing this, the
Committee on Agriculture regards the expenditure
proposed by the Commission as an indispensable
precondition of the functioning of the common agri-

cultural market. The Committee points out that, if
expenditure arising out of measures associated with
monetary policy is set aside and Community income
from import adjustment and producer levies is taken
into account, the cost of the common agricultural
policy then amounts to about 45 o/o of total Commu-

nity expenditure.
By far the larger part of Community agriculture expen-

diture concerns the Guarantee Section o[ the European Agricultural Guidance and Guarantee Fund
which covers the cost of market regulation, in particular of milk and milk products but also of cereals,
sugar and ACP goods. These market regulation costs
do not seem by any means too high when compared,
for instance, with the Community's gross domestic
product, when the Guarantee Section amounts to
approximately 0'3 o/o, or with the total of the national
o/o.
budgets, when the Guarantee Section amounts to I
The corresponding expenditure for the entire Community budget is approximately 0'7 7o of the Community's gross domestic product and approximately
2'4 o/o of. the sum total of national budgets. I should
like to point this out before going on to discuss the

Committee's various proposals.

Agriculture devoted several meetings in September to
discussion of the budget submitted by the Commission. It adopted by a large majority the report which I
drafted on the subject, though with one exception,
namely point 4l of our opinion, where a form of
words was chosen which is reflected in the motions
by Mr Scott-Hopkins and Mr Spinelli. The majority of

the committee approved the report however, the
motions are before us, and decisions must be taken
shortly on the matter.
The draft budget once again provides the bulk of
for the agriCommunity expenditure -about 70 o/o
cultural sector. The high proporition - of agricultural

Our Committee considers certain appropriations to

be

inadequate and has also proposed a number of amendments. Over 40 o/o of the market support measures
concern the milk and milk products sector. As a result
of the increased expenditure necessarily arising out of

the fact that the Council and Commission have
hitherto pursued an unpromising policy in the milk
sector, it is clear to the Committee on Agriclture that
the increase would have been smaller

if

the appro-

priate measures had been introduced at the riSht time,
as Parliament and the Committee in particular have
advocated on more than one occasion.
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It was noted that a certain increase would be necessary
in the beef sector because the Commission's estimates
were unrealistic. The Commission has now corrected
this and the Committee on Agriculture agrees with
their adjustment.
About l0 % of the support measures in the Guarantee
Fund concern the sugar sector, which will therefore
receive a substantially higher amount this year than

did

in

it

1977.

In addition to the decline in world market prices and
the consequent necessary increase of export subsidy
it is above all

and this is stressed at length
- 1.3 million tonnes of sugar
the
by the Committee
- which have to be reexported
from the ACP qountries
in full using I Community funds. These export
subsidies.for sugar cannot in the Committee's view be
amounts

charged to the agricultural budget alone; they are
general political measure.

a

In addition, the Committee on Agriculture calls on
the Community to make extra efforts in the food aid
sector as a gesture of solidarity with the poorest countries. Unlike the Commission, the Committee estimates the present need for skimmed milk powder
from the Community in the developing countries as
the same as

in

1975, since there have been no marked

in economic and democratic circumstances
since then. The Committee assumes that the need is
the Commission only estimated
for 200 000 tonnes

expenditure resulting from the application of fluctuating exchange rates in converting the budget and
calculating farm prices amounting to between 500 and
700m EUA. In the Committee's view, this expenditure
should not be charged to the common agricultural
policy, but should rather be attributed to difficulties
experienced by Member States in the economic and
monetary sectors and therefore does not belong in the
Guarantee budget.
Those, Mr President, are the comments which I have
to make as draftsman for the Committee on Agriculture. We shall also have something to say about the

motions by Mr Spinelli and Mr Scott-Hopkins, which
were not available to us in committee. I might point
out that if we had had the motion by Mr Spinelli, the
committee would certainly have pointed out that the
many appropriations for Italy which have not yet been
taken up would have to be drawn before any fundamental alterations were contemplated here. I think I
may conclude with that comment on behalf of the
Committee on Agriculture.

Mr Spinelli.
European

-

President.

I

I

was speaking as a Member
Parliament.

- the Italian
not

of the

-

call Mr Hughes.

changes

- tonnes and for these the
supplies of 150 000
- in appropriations of
Committee claims an increase
European
Centre for agriTo
the
228.6m EUA.
enable
cultural training and retraining to continue to work as
effectively as in the past, an increase in expenditure of

l3l 000 EUA is

requested.

The Commission

has

proposed a reduction here which we do not consider
wise, for in the last analysis fertilizer is not enough in
agriculture; brains are needed too if production is to

develop

in the right direction.

President, with regard to the Council's current
deliberations on the implementation of a Community
fisheries policy, on which I gather agreement has still
not been reached, despite lengthy negotiations, the
Committee requests that a new item be included, the
amount of whose appropriations should be specified

Mr

at a latei date, when the Community finally

decides
surveillance of its

the appropriate measures for the
fishing zones. Until that happens no one can tell what
it will cost.

A

very important aspect, to which the Committee
devoted particular attention in these discussions, is the
fact that agricultural monetary expenditure must
without question be removed from the appropriations
in the Guarantee Section, i.e. Title 7, and transferred
to Title 4, 'other Expenditure' of the general budget.
This involves appropriations pmounting to almost I m
EUA for the monetary compensatory amounts and

Mr President, I would like to start by
Mr Hughes.
congratulating- Mr Klinker on the very fair way in
which he has represented, both in his report and in
his speech, the discussion and views of the Committee
on Agriculture.

The difficulty facing this House is that there is no
area of the budget where uncertainty and unreality are

more pressing than agriculture. There is the natural
uncertainty that we cannot know in September and
October of one year the anticipated expenditure,
consequent upon climatic variations in yield and so
forth, that will be necessary in the ensuing year.
Equally, we cannot know in advance the crucial and,

one hopes, important and far-reaching changes in
policy that are likely to be put forward within a very
few short weeks and to result in a completely changed
pattern.

The Committee on Agriculture was advised last Friday
by Mr Gundelach of a series of proposals that are to
be expected from the Commission over the next few
weeks which will have an enormous bearing on the
size of the budget for next year. For some of the
things we have talked about, like the fishing money, it
looks unlikely that there can be major expenditure on
next year's budget, but in other areas it is quite clear
that, whatever the figures written into this current
budget, there is an element of unreality about them.

At this

stage

I

would like to turn to the two,

in

a

sense, supplementary amendments grouped by Mr
Scott-Hopkins and the amendment by Mr Spinelli.
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Given this uncertainty, how does this Parliament try
to achieve some budgetary control over an escalating

I

agricultural expenditure ? It is clearly politically unacceptable to many in this House that over the great
area that agriculture represents in the budget, this
House should have less and less control. There is the
suggestion from Mr Spinelli's amendments that there
should be a clear ceiling laid down in advance and so
forth. I do not believe that necessarily brings with it
accountability to this House. I think it may, but I do
not believe it necessarily does. There are the amendments by Mr Scott-Hopkins which attempt to establish control by removing a certain amount from the
appropriations in one set of chapters and putting it
into Chapter 100, with a view to establishing control
in this House over the re-allocation of that money.
!7ith the greatest deference to Mr Scott-Hopkins, I
certain that this is automatically the correct

week to ten
within the next
and I use his words
days, he hopes to present a new set of proposals on
the problem of monetary compensation amounts and

:[J::

I would therefore appeal to Mr Tugendhat to help us
in what is a unanimous desire in this House to get
budgetary control over agricultural expenditure vested

in this House, given the enormous

I

uncertainties

as

must say here that the attempt to
supplementary budget by simply adding a

regards its size.

avoid a
notional figure of an additional 20 o/o, as intended by
the amendment from the Committee on Budgets,
again fails to achieve this objective. \7hen one sees
already that the appropriations in the Guarantee
Section for 1978 are 23.1 0/o up, to add a further 20 o/o
to that, gratuitously and in advance, and to offer a
43 0/o increase in a field where parliamentary control
is already strictly limited, does not appear to me to
further either the real policies of agriculture or the
interests

of this

House.

one sees that something like 75 0/o of the
Guarantee Section is paid out on three products or
milk and sugar
groups of products
- you
- cereals,
see another area of imbalance. Although I accept that
if I start to talk about the problems of enlargement in
'!U7hen

the context of this budget, there is a risk of being out
of order, unless we start budgeting for next year to
allow ourselves budgetary freedom of movement to
enable enlargement to take place, we will not be
serving the long-term interest of the Community.
\7hen you see 75 o/o of the Guarantee Fund being
spent on crops that are overwhelmingly of interest to
the farmers of northern and north-western Europe,
and correspondingly very small sums being spent in
guarantee terms on the infinitely poorer impoverished
farmers of the south, and you then add in the possi-

bility of enlargement, the imbalance written into this
budget becomes more and more apparent. As for the
proposal to remove MCAs from the agricultural
section into some other sector, at one level that is a
political bookkeeping exercise. It changes the location
of the title. It does not alter automatically the fundamental problem.

would say to this House that, at the committee

meeting

on Friday, Mr

Gundelach advised us that

related issues. It is becoming increasingly clear that
the dislocation in agricultural trade and agricultural
production that would follow a too swift removal of
MCA's are now as great as the dislocations and distor-

tions that their existence has created. On this whole
area, therefore, one will need to tread very carefully.

I would like now to ask Mr Tugendhat a couple of
specific questions on the problem of allying a budget
expressed in Europe units of account with the likely
need to continue to express agricultural prices for next
year in agricultural units of account. It is clearly going
to be very difficult to realign agricultural prices in the
price-fixing proposals that will be up before this Parliament at the end of this year in European units of
account. How does Mr Tugendhat see the realignment
of these proposals with the agricultural unit of
account proposals that we can shortly expect ?
Given the limitation of time, Mr President, I will now
turn to a number of rather more general problems.
The first is the continuing commitment of my
Socialist Group colleagues and, I suspect, many others
in this House to the need to direct the trust of the

agricultural policy more to*ards the Guidance
Section, with less reliance upon the Guarantee
Section. In this area I am very attracted to the concept
of a rural development fund, dealing with problems of
a regional and social as well as an agricultural nature. I

would again like to ask Mr Tugendhat whether he
could perhaps consider drawing up not a set of
proposed regulations, but what in the House of
Commons might be called a green paper on a
regional development fund, with particular agricultural and rural development elements in it for early

discussion by the Committees on Agriculture, Social
Affairs and Regional Policy.

The need to limit the growth of agricultural expenditure, or at least bring it under parliamentary control,
has been highlighted in this morning's papers by the
news that European taxpayers' money is being spent
this very week on the destruction of cauliflowers. It is
very difficult to persuade the ordinary consumer that
their taxes are well spent on destroying good food. No
matter how small a percentage of GDP the common
agricultural fund represents, even if it is minute, if it is
spent on destroying good food it becomes politically
very difficult, if not impossible, to defend it.

!7hat we require and what,

I

regret to say, is clearly

not in evidence in this whole set of budgetary proposals, is that reform of the CAP which, not in a chauvinistic British sense, has been clamoured for in varying
degrees in large sections of this House. What is
becoming increasingly clear is that, in its present
form, the common agricultural policy is failing to
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of the small farmers in many
of the Communiry, the consumers or, neces-

meet the needs either

parts

which have not been discussed here because the
Commission intends shortly to submit new proposals,

sarily, the taxpayers, and that by dissatisfying simultaneously taxpayer qua taxpayer, consumer qua
consumer and innumerable small farmers, particularly
in southern Europe, that policy is losing any validity it
ever had.

as Mr Gundelach explained last week to

'!7e must roll back the excessive protectionism that
exists for many northern European products, and
move to a more socially responsible agricultural

these compensatory amounts should be blamed on

policy. I regret that these budget proposals as a whole
merely maintain an absurd status quo.
(Apltlause from certain quarters on tbe left)

President.
I call Mr Houdet to speak on behalf of
the Liberal -and Democratic Group.

Mr Houdet. - (F) Mr President, the Liberal and
Democratic Group understands why during the budgetary debate the financial effecs of the common agricultural policy on the general budget should be
debated, and why we are seeking a better balance
between income and expenditure in the agricultural
budget proper, i.e. in the EAGGF. But it would like to
point out that a thorough examination of the agricultural policy, of its effect on the various regions of the
original Community, of its strengthening since the

enlargement to nine members, of the effects of
possible further enlargement, cannot be restricted to
the budgetary domain. My Group is therefore very
surprised at the paragraphs relating to agriculture in
the motion for a resolution which has been tabled by
Mr Michael Shaw on behalf of the Committee on
Budgets.

It

text which

has therefore tabled amendments to this
has asked me to put to you, Mr Shaw.

it

This is not the first time that someone has levelled

the fundamental accusation against the agricultural
policy that its budget takes up 75o/o of the

general

budget and of compulsory expenditure. Nevertheless,
there is a true and legitimate reason for this percentage : for I 2 years the agricultural policy has been the

only common policy. Over the last few years a
regional policy and a social policy have been introduced although their funds are still in the view of
many of us inadequate.

!(hen

these two policies come

fully into effect

and they are essential complements to the agricultural
policy, for example in modernizing structures and the employment of agricultural
workers who have to be retrained
the percentage of
the EAGGF will be substantially- reduced. Moreover,
the lack of monetary union, for which farmers are not
to blame, makes it necessary, if the system of unified
farm prices is to be maintained, to use the system of
monetary compensatory amounts. $7e agree with the
Committee on Budgets that these compensatory
amounts should be phased out as soon as possible, but
in the absence of any monetary union, this phasing
out can only be very gradual. The Committee on Agriculture, in Mr Gibbons' report, offered solutions

the

Committee on Agriculture.

But what we are unhappy about is that the cost of

the agricultural policy and charged against the
EAGGF. Agricultural production is not to blame : if
agri-monetary expenditure were separated from the
EAGGF its share, as Mr Klinker has just pointed out
in the very apposite opinion of the Committee on
Agriculture, would fall to 42.75 % of the Community
budget instead of the 75 o/o ligure which is being
thrown at us constantly. !7e would also like to stress
that if we must ask the Commission to ensure that

national expenditure on agriculture does not run
counter to Community policy, we must nevertheless
make it clear that this national expenditure must not
distort competition within the meaning of Article 92
of the Treaty. The Liberal and Democratic Group is
well aware that the market organization must be made
more flexible but this flexibility must take account

not only of the financial repercussions but also of technical problems and social conditions. Titles VI and
VII of the budget cannot be adopted on any given day
like other expenditure, they depend on unforeseeable

and natural fluctuations in farm production. I will
mention only one example in comparing the 1976
and 1977 budgets:

in

1976 we had

to take support

measures for potatoes whereas today the massive quan-

tities in production have produced quite the opposite
problem. Article 39 of the Treaty obliges us to ensure
food supplies for consumers. This implies building up
stocks which served the iriterests of the consumer
let us not forget this
when the world cereal and
sugar markets reached very high and speculative
levels. Article 39 also obliges us to ensure for
producers

an income comparable to that of other

socio-professional activities, and this can be done

here I agree with the Committee on Budgets through our annual price review. But this income
must be supplemented by direct aid to the producer

it therefore becomes a social policy and not
simply an agricultural policy. We can well understand
the feelings of the Committee on Budgets faced with
the high cost of absorbing structural surpluses
notice I am referring here to long-term and not shortterm surpluses
but there are no easy answers : we

countries :

must gradually- replace these products which are
permanently in surplus with other products, particularly those which the Community has to import in
large quantities. This is the whole question of plan-

ning and regionalizing Community production, a question which we are sorry the Commission has not gone
into sooner. This is a somewhat muted criticism, for I
am well aware of how difficult this is, as are all those

who have had responsibiliry for agriculture in the
governments of their country. The whole philosophy
of the agricultural policy must be re-thought. Since it
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was first introduced, we have grown from six to nine,
we have increased agricultural productivity
this is
- but this
one of our successes
in each of our states,

has caused problems-in finding outlets at home and
abroad. 'We are going through the economic crisis
with its effect on employment, and this has forced us

to channel farm workers in a rather brutal

fashion
towards other activities, industrial or service, to avoid
unemployment. \7e cannot judge our agricultural
policy merely on these budgetary effects but only on

its technical feasibility and its regional and

social

effects. For this reason the Liberal and Democratic
Group feels that the opinion of the Committee on
Budgets is too budgetary
Mr Shaw will tell me that
it is supposed to be ! -and therefore too hostile to
the agricultural policy.-My group has therefore tabled
amendments which also take into account the social
and regional prospects for agricultural production in
full application of Article 39 of the Treaty of Rome,
for the benefit of producers as well as consumers,
who can be assured of regular and secure supplies at

EAGGF when it is quite insufficient to cover their
requirements. There are many attempts to make use
of this EAGGF so as to finance quite different policies. I am saying nothing new, but it must be pointed

out once again that the uncoordinated

monetary

policy, the monetary compensatory amounts and the
global Mediterranean policy are financed from it. \7e
conclude innumerable trade agreements with other
countries on products which we in fact have in the
Community but import for the sake of the global
Mediterranean policy, which means that the agricultural policy is performing a service for a policy which
is not yet fully fledged. S7e are even creating development policies at the expense of the agricultural
budget. I refer to the 1.3 million tonnes of sugar from
the Lom6 Countries. !fle are committed to helping
the developing countries, but it must also be said that
this is something which really has nothing to do with
the agricultural policy as it was conceived, under
which agricultural production in the Member States
had priority.'We are in favour of development policy

reasonable prices.

provided that the cost does not devolve

(Applause)

EAGGF.

IN THE CHAIR: MR BERKHOUITER
Vice-President

President.

-

I

call Mr Friih.

Mr Friih.

(D) Mr President, ladies and gentlemen,
- like to thank Mr Shaw for taking a close
too should
look at the agricultural policy in his report. Much as I
respect your views, Mr Shaw, in the case of the agricultural policy there are surely a number of basic things
to be considered. I am especially grateful to you, Mr
Houdet, for placing Mr Hughes concluding remarks

I

in the right

No one would deny
I
has become a parliamentary

perspective.

might almost say

it

whenever the agricultural policy is on
- that
the agenda,
it is attacked for its lack of balance and
for being the reason for the top-heavy nature of the
European budget. I must however ask you to consider
that, as has already been established in a number of
agricultural debates, this top-heavy nature has not
arisen because the agricultural policy has taken an

custom

unreasonable shape, or because it has been irresponsibly given preference over all other policies; the
simple fact of the matter is
something we all
regret, and we hear it time and -again
that the only
integrated European policy is the agricultural
policy
and that is why it reaches this 70 0/0, because by

comparison, the regional policy, the social policy and
also the energy policy, all of which are urgently
needed, and which we have been advocating for years
now, are dwindling away.
'Itrfle

must realize, in considering the agricultural expen-

diture package, that

it is a bad thing, that, because

these other policies are

number

of

attempts

in decline, there

at

have been a
policy-making using the

on

the

Now for one of the main evils, the market imbalance.
This causes us a good deal of concern, particularly in
the milk sector, but there are inconsistencies there.
!7e all say that this imbalance must be done away
with. I recently defined it, if I may put it somewhat
drastically, in the unambiguous terms once used by
Mr Lardinois: the imbalance will not be abolished if
huge quantities of vegetable protein and vegetable fat
are impoited to be converted in the cow's stomach
into animal fat and animal protein, a very expensive
business, and if the country which imported these
huge quantities refuses to accept the resale of
processed products. Everyone knows that, and the
Commission produced proposals on it, but we in Parliament reiected them. I recently discussed this question on the German Food Committee, where it was
argued: You may well be right, but don't forget what
an effect that can have on exports to the USA, and are
you suggesting that jobs should be put at risk ?' Thus
even the milk marketing policy of this Community is
regarded as an employment policy.

I think that if

we look at the overall context, we

should move away somewhat from the red rag of the
that 70 7o overload. The way I
agricultural policy
see it, to quote an -old saying we have back home, 'A
work horse will always feel the whip : Just because the
agricultural policy is in the shafts, and the cause of
European Union must progress, new loads are always

to it, because the other policies are
I will ask you
!fle should be realistic

being added
inadequate.

- by these figures
all, in spite of the annoyance caused
and we
and these shortcomings, Mr Scott-Hopkins
should be fair to this agricultural policy, and- not make
it the eternal whipping-boy.
I

should like briefly to touch upon a second

aspect.

'We hear again and again the Guarantee Fund is too
high and the Guidance Pund too low. Now people are
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saying, here is the solution, that is where we should
start. I hope that the figures are studied in their
overall context and not just superficially. As I have
pointed out on various occasions, I should like to
stress once more that this imbalance, Mr Hughes, does
not exist in the European agricultural policy. The
European agricultural policy is to me a combination
of the common agricultural policy and the agricultural
policy measures of the individual countries. If you
is
look at the expenditure
out in the report
- it set
it emerges
policy
on the review of the agricultural
agriculthat one-third of all European and national

tural expenditure is social expenditure, one-third struc-

tural expenditure and one-third guarantee and market
expenditure. To that extent it is a balanced approach.
A further point : no one objects to improving the
structures, and they have been improved during the
period under the common agricultural policy. Just
remember that the number of persons employed in
agriculture has declined by half in our countries.
Productivity has increased, and increased decisively. I
hope you will also bear in mind that further increases
in productivity, or a reduction in the number of
persons employed in agriculture at a time when

employment outside the agricultural sector is in a
parlous state, would be a very severe blow to social
poliry and unlikely to solve the problem at present.
And here I should like to make a point which has
already been touched upon but is very important
indeed.

By increasing structural expenditure and shifting the
quite apart from the fact that this also will
affect farmers'
income, which is one of the objectives
by saying
of the common agricultural policy,
balance,

- to the struc'down with the guarantee and let's transfer
tural approach', we shall never manage to achieve a
breakthrough, particularly in view of the impending
accession of new countries with very difficult structures, if we do not succeed in creating an infrastructure

in

those countries with investment aid,

the

Regional Fund and social poliry so that matters can
be improved. That is why I say today
to avoid great

that it -is a mistake to
assume that the serious problems
of the Mediterra-

disappointment later on

nean regions can be solved by altering the Guarantee
and Guidance Fund. Such problems cannot be solved

through the agricultural sector, they need

to

be

tackled via the infrastructural and non-agricultural
sectors if they are to be resolved at all.

Finally permit me to make two brief observations.
There has been talk of flexibility today. \7e could
indeed do with more flexibility but I must just point
out that flexibility is often limited. We have seen how
at the moment when, for instance, stocks could have
been reduced
I am thinking of sugar, and cereals,
that is not all -that long ago
the agricultural policy,
- towards 250 million
because of its obligations
consumers, immediately battened down the hatches to

proect them from the world market, and we succeeded
in this while food prices were rising sharply on world
markets. Perhaps you can imagine how this very tight,

speculative market would react if the Community
were to join it as a large-scale buyer. So we battened
down at once and, in so doing, I would say for lack of
flexibility missed our big chance to clear the stocks. I
think that this proposal by the Committee on Budgets
should be welcomed to the extent that 20 o/o of. the
estimated expenditure is being included in Chapter
100 in order to achieve a certain flexibility. This
would be a means of making more rapid progress.

One final point, which I would like to raise concerns
something which does not seem right to me, and here
I refer to the motion by Mr Spinelli concerning the
ceiling on agricultural expenditure. I can understand
this if one says it is increasing and will increase again.
But I do not think it is right to implement agricultural policy through the budget and say that iust by
placing a ceiling on expenditure we are forcing a
change in existing regulations. I believe the procedures and criteria for prices, for instance, are to be
changed by this ceiling. I cannot imagine that by
placing a ceiling on this sector where, as Mr Hughes
has also said, it is very difficult to place limits and to
make estimates, we can simply channel the efforts
which we must make to give the agricultural policy its
rightful place in a future Community policy, via the
budget, so that compulsory expenditure iust ceases to
exist. I advise against this approach for I am firmly
convinced that it would spell the end of a common
agricultural policy which must be regarded as one of
the foundations of the European endeavour. The end

of this common agricultural policy would have serious
and unforeseeable consequences which I am sure that
no-one in this House would welcome.
(Applause)

President.
I call Mr Liogier to speak on behalf of
- European
Progressive Democrats.
the Group of

Mr Liogier.

(F) Mr

President, ladies and

gentlemen, we agree substantially with the views put
forward by Mr Houdet; I will therefore confine my
remarks to a topic which is of particular importance at

the moment, the co-responsibility dairy levy. The
Group of European Progressive Democrats, in tabling
Amendment No. 157 to delete Article 529, that is to
say revenue of 2l I 500 000 EUA, thus maintains its
unanimous opposition to the co-responsibility financial levy on dairy farmers.

This levy is unjust in that it imposes a selective
penalty exclusively on milk producers. The application of the co-responsibility levy, which hits farmers
particularly hard at the moment, constitutes a first
step in the process of undermining the common agri-

cultural policy under the adroit pretext
markets for the

milk powder

of

finding

surpluses. The Group of

European Progressive Democrats calls

upon

the
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Commission to draw up an overall policy in the field
away as quickly as possible with
the effects of this unwanted levy. It would be wrong to
see in this simply an extra charge on farmers and

of proteins and to do

therefore simply extra income

for the European

budget which can then we re-allocated. This levy on
milk producers introduces machinery which can radically transform the situation at European level but
unfortunately in the wrong direction. It is likely that
not only the Member States but the producers themselves will no longer be able to manage the market
and we do not wish to embark on such a dangerous

the excessive cost of the common agricultural policy,
are the very people who are considerably increasing
the cost of that common agricultural policy by giving
privileged treatment to imported products over our
own products. They thus have only themselves to
blame for the drawbacks of which they complain but
for which they are primarily responsible. I repeat that
this levy is being used as a cure-all and we reject it. In
any case, the plan to involve producers in the collection income is a complicated procedure and very difficult to implement. \(e would have preferred a real
readiustment of the guarantee machinery for dairy

by extending the range of products
cheese, yoghurts, ice-creams, etc.
thus making- it possible to convert certain dairies. -At
products

Path.

guaranteed
Moreover, the present misgivings in farm circles about
this levy, which we fully understand, unfortunately put
producers in a very difficult position for the next price
review. This augurs ill for future negotiations and we
regret this too. !7hat is more, the myth of structural

surpluses is being bandied about once more, while
permanent intervention for butter and milk powder is
constantly being questioned, which is something we
cannot tolerate.

Although the levy, thanks to our action and that of a
number of our colleagues, at present stands at only
1.55 centimes per litre, it is in fact a one-sided
measure. !7e have repeatedly pressed for a parallel
levy on imported vegetable fats or if not, at least
payment into the EAGGF of the equivalent by states
who refuse this. \(e continue to support this equal
treatment because we know that Europe imports four
times more vegetable fats than the butter it produces,
and that it also imports seventeen times more vegetable protein than the milk powder it produces. This
fact alone should point to the action the Commission
should take on the problem of dealing with Community dairy surpluses. Indeed, the Commission took a
step in the right direction when it made the use of

milk powder in the manufacture of feedingstuffs obligatory. This experiment appeared to have been
successful, since, fortunately, the right quantities of
milk powder were used. ![e think that it should be, if
necessary, resumed on a new basis, since an unfortunate decision by the Court of Justice has suspended
it and since it should involve much greater quantities.

As for butter, if

it is going to be subject to the

co-responsibility levy, like all dairy products, it would
have a better market position if it were not unfortu-

nately subject

to

discrimination,

to

distortion of

competition from other vegetable fats such as margarine, to name but one, which are, however, manufac-

tured from products from outside sources imported
into the Community. For this reason, failing the intro-

of safeguard measures, iustifiable in the
circumstances, if only to protect the livelihood of our
own people, we should at least introduce a counterbalancing levy on vegetable fats.
duction

Those who reject this and who are often, curiously,
the same people who complain about what they feel is

the same time a courageous pricing policy should
have been adopted for all vegetable fats. Such a policy
would at least have had the advantage of satisfying the
real interests of European consumers and producers
and not those of certain non-Member States. I am
as you will have guessed
thinking in particular
of imports of American- soya. These various measures
require the application of a consistent policy
involving prices offering a fai.r return structures to
meet the real needs of the Community and, in some
cases too, social aid. This is the only clear, consistent
and effective policy.
(Applause

from certain quarters)

President.
I call Mr Scott-Hopkins to speak on
- European
behalf of the
Conservative Group.

Mr Scott-Hopkins.
Mr President, may I first of
- of my honourable friend, Mr
all welcome the report
Shaw, the rapporteur, for the way he has dealt with
the part relating to agriculture which we are dealing
with at the moment. At the same time may I also
welcome, once again, the opinion that was drawn up

by Mr Klinker.
have already heard it said, several times, by
various Members how disappointed they are at the
way that the CAP and the EAGGF are constantly pilloried because of their size in proportion to the rest of
the Community's budget which rve are dealing with in
total during this particular session. It has been said by
Mr Klinker, by Mr Houdet, and by various others, and
Mr Fri.ih explained particularly well the point that it is
not that the CAP itself is too large, it is because everything else is too small. This is partly due to the fact
that the Council are reluctant to take any decisions on
increasing any of the other sectors which the Community deals with
they are too frightened, tio
- a certain extent, it is the fault of
and to
timorous
because they do not seem to put
the Commission
forward sufficient draft regulations and directives to
extend the scope of the other sectors of the Community's activities. So the CAP remains as the linch-pin
of the Community policies. I do not regret that but I
as I have said
the fact that the other
do regret

I7e

-

-
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institutions, the Council and the Commission, have
not developed to a greater extent the other activities
which I believe this Community should be fulfilling.

If this were the case, then we would indeed see the
agricultural policy in the right perspective, which I do
not believe is the case at present. As has already been
said, there are many items in the EAGGF estimates
which should have no place there at all. I am not
going to go through them because they have already
been mentioned by other honourable Members who
have already spoken.

But we have been told, by Mr Hughes for instance,
that trying, for example, to get the MCAs and the
ACAs out of the agricultural sector and other sectors
does not really matter very much, and that in any
event, Mr Gundelach is going to put forward new

I am sure he will do so in the next few
days. But proposals do not mean actually concrete
action. And how long are the Council going to keep
those proposals waiting ? And how long is it going to
be before they agree after we have said our bit ? It
if not,
could last months and months and months
indeed, into 1979 and 1980.
proposals. Yes,

It

was a most ham-fisted performance by the Commiswhen
the new Commission as it then was

sion

-

they -were disposing of the surplus to the Russians.
Their public relations were appalling and I am quite
certain they will not make those mistakes again. Yet it
seems to me that when they are dealing with agriculalthough I am delighted to see that Commisture
- Tugendhat is taking a great deal of interest in
sioner
this particular sector of the Community's activities

am just a little apprehensive that they are not
concentrating sufficiently on how to dispose of
surpluses when they arise, because they will arise. You
I

are going to get favourable weather conditions which
mean, in some cases, you are going to get
surpluses. I would hope that the priority call should
be to the specialized groups throughout the Community for the disposal of these surpluses to such people
as old-age pensioners, to hospitals, to the armed forces
and so on. It has not been done to any Sreat extent
othel than to the old-age pensioners. I do believe that
the 6ystem of token or special disposal'of a surplus,
when it arises, to these specialized groups throughout

will

the Community, could well be something on which
we should concentrate much more than we do at the

This has been the fate of quite sensible proposals by
previous Commissioners, including Commissioner

moment.

Lardinois, which have sunk at the feet of the Council.

As

I must confess, riles me a little,
concerns the question of surpluses. !7e have already

Another thing whch,

had mention of it from Mr Hughes and others.
Indeed, Mr Liogier mentions structural surpluses as
such. Of course there is criticism, but we have to
balance up on the one hand the need for stabiliry of
supply for our consumers throughout the Community,

and on the other hand the level of remuneration
which farmers in the Community need in order to
produce theirs supplies which do give stability to the
consumer.

If you create too great an imbalance, in other words if
you do not remunerate you farmers or your producers
sufficiently, then you are not going to get a stability of
supply.

In the United Kingdom we have seen over the recent
years how this stability of supply can be greatly to our
advantage. It was not all that long ago that we were

very short

of

sugar

in the United Kingdom. \(hat

got it from
the Communiy which helped us out. There have been
instances in other countries where shortages have
occurred, and will continue to occur. One has to
balance up the two. It is a very difficult thing to do, I
must admit. Nevertheless, I believe it can be done,
happened ? !(here did we get

and

in a very short

space

it from

? rUTe

of time, I am going put
I think can help this

forward three proposals which
particular issue.

am dealing wih this, I must say that I was
horrified earlier on this year by the way the Community did dispose of its surpluses. This is part of the
problem
the disposal of the surplus when it occurs.

\U7hilst

I

-

I have said, there are three particular prongs to an
attack that I believe should be made at this moment
of time and they are dealt with in the various amendment that I am putting forward in the name of my

group.

The first two concern the agricultural sector and the
third one concerns the Guidance section. If I may first
of all deal with a situation which affects very closely
the amendments standing in my name concerning the
intervention fund, reflected in the proposal by Mr
Lange in the Committee on Budgets to have an
increase of 20 o/o in the EAGGF fund. This, to me, is
absolutely the wrong way of going about it and I was
glad to hear Mr Hughes, on behalf of the Socialist
Group, give his condemnation of it as well. This is
tantamount to saying to the various farming institu-

tions through the EAGGF

the farming lobbies,

- to give you a 23 o/o
'We are going
COPA and so on
but over and
rise
that is an-estimate for 1978
above that we do not think that is going to be enough.

'We want

to put another 20 o/o in'. Any negotiator
worth his while, Mr Lange, will say, 'Thanks very
much chum, that is our starting point, not our
finishing point'. Even if it is their finishing point that

It is a 43 0/o increase over 1977-78. I
do not think that isan acceptablee way of going about
and I quite understand
it. If one wanted to do this,
- on Budgets and our
the feelings of the Committee
is high enough.

rapporteur and indeed the chairman of the
Committee on Budgets, that one does not want to
have supplementary estimates

surely,

then the thing to do,

- built in for all
is to have an increase

various sectors

the

the Regional Fund, the Social Fund,

- Fund and so on
the Agricultural

-

so that there
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would be no identification for a negotiating body that
this is earmarked for agriculture. But that is not the
proposal and therefore I shall advise my honourable
friends to vote against it when the time comes.

Exactly the same thing applies

to Mr

Spinelli's

I do not believe it is practical to put
a cost ceiling at this moment of time when the
commitments are such as they are ; I do not believe it
will actually work. I applaud his intention, but I do
not believe the way he is going about it is the right
way, because I think it is impratical, and doubtless he
will be telling us why it is practical in the near furure
appraisal as well.

when he catches your eye, Mr President.

!flhat I am proposing, in the amendments that I am
going to put forward, is that there should be a cut of
25 o/o in the intervention which has been put forward
by the Commission. Nobody will deny, the Commission least of all, that their estimates are rough and
ready, they have already had to correct them, obviously because nobody can tell in June and July 1977
what is going to be the level of intervention in the
year ahead, in 1978. !7e have already had to have a
letter amendment, which has increased the amount
they originally put in. So it is a very rough and ready
guide. They are saying that they accept that there are
commitments and it is on the level of commitments
and their statistical services that they are doing this. I
do not believe that is an adequate basis for doing it.
Therefore I do suggest, and the Agricultural
Committee was kind enough to accept my proposal,
that there should, in principle, be a cut in the inter-

vention

in

ability

order to give more flexibility

to the
believe that the Commission have the
indeed, they have done so in the past
to

Commission.

I

- Mr
change- the intervention levels during the year.
Gundelach can do exactly the same as Mr Lardinois
did ; he can come forward with these proposals to
change the level of intervention, and there is absolutely no reason why thisshould not be done. One
wants a much more flexible level of intervention,
which should be related to the supply-and-demand
situation. If this is so, then it is right to take sums out
of Chapter 5 and 7 and put them into Chapter 100.
I will not go on with

that particular point, Mr President, but I feel that that is the right thing to do.
Those are the two particular issues as far as the
Guarantee Section is concerned. At the same time, if
one did put it into Chapter 100 I do believe that Parliament would have a little time in order to be able to
control what is transferred from Chapter 100 into the
various headings of the Guarantee Section.
Turning quickly, if I may, ro the prong of the proposal I am putting forward, this is to have a Rural Development Fund, and once again I was glad to hear that
this is getting a certain amount of support in principle
throughout the House. I believe at the moment there
are so many diffuse set parts

in the Guidance Section

that we have got to bring these together. I believe that
the backward areas, the rual areas, need a comprehensive development plan, and I do not think rhat once

can go on along the lines we are following at the
moment. I would turn to Commissioner Tugendhat
and I would say to him : this idea is embryonic only, I
would hope he will be able to study this and come
forward with either a green paper, as Mr Hughes suggested, or a white paper or the equivalent of it, a document which we can look into to see whether we
cannot coordinate together into one rural fund all the
Guidance Section to start off with, moving on to those
sections of the Regional Fund and the Social Fund
which will automatically fall within his ambit, so rhat
there is one comprehensive way of developing those
I think this is well worthwhile : I hope it can be

areas.
done.

In

conclusion,

Mr President, I believe that what

we

must try do do in the agricultural section of this
budget is, first of all, to have greater flexibility in the
intervention agencies. I believe this can be done, and
I think it mut be related to supply and demand. I
think the disposal of the surpluses when they arise, as

inevitably they will, must favour much more the
various special sections of our population than

it

does

moment. I believe that we must give the
Commission much more flexibiliry in the intervention section by putting more into the reserve Chapter
100 than in Chapter 6. lf it were possible at some
later stage to combine all the various funds and have a
reserve for all of them put into Chapter 100, then that
I would accept but nothing else than that. I believe we
must create a Rural Developement Fund which will,
in point of fact, be the beginning of the way we can
take towards really doing something worthwhile for
those areas and the people who live in those areas,

at the

towards helping the rural areas of our countries to
develop and to come along with the industrial areas of

our society.

I

also believe that we must

if

we are going to have

try to shift- the incidence of

surpluses

these

- the milk sector to the cereal sector. Let
surpluses from
the Commission be very careful that the levy which

the milk producers are paying at the moment, and
which was mentioned by Mr Liogier, is used for the
- promotion of milk sales and not other purposes for
which it was never designed
that is a separate
- but
thing. If we do these things, then
indeed we can look

to an era of rural areas and agricultural
industry, which is one of the greatest in the Community, will be able to develop on better and more stable
lines. I believe the common agricultural policy will be
going in a better direction, and will get greater acceptance by the general public.
forward

(Applause)

President.

-

I

call Mr Vitale.
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(I) W President, I shall use only a few
Mr Vitale.
minutes of -the time available to me.
I shall not repeat now the fundamental concePts
expounded yesterday on behalf of our group by Mr
Spinelli, but shall confine myself to putting more
emphasis on a subject already touched on by Mr
Spinelli yesterday, a subject which, in fact, has
emerged as the dominant theme of this entire debate:

the problem of limits to the policy of financing
surpluses and, more generally, the policy of price
suPPort.

I

believe that a misunderstanding has occurred

in

the

interpretation of Mr Spinelli's proposal. It is not a
question of putting a figure on the maximum amount

!(hat we are asking is that a serious
review be undertaken of the regulations applicable in
the various sectors so that we can find out, sector by
sector, regulation by regulation, what is the burden
the Community is assuming, and what is to be done,
for instance, to ensure that beyond a certain limit of
this burden the producers should also bear part of it
in the same way that has been tried, with little
-success it must be said, in the milk sector. '!?hat we

that can be spent.

are asking for is a detailed study of the various regulations so that we can achieve an overall reduction of

this expenditure. Price policy, the policy of

EEC

financing, has for many years now been at the core of
all our debates, but, unfortunately, to no effect: the
co-responsibility levy on milk is not being applied, no
search for more outlets in the milk market is pursued,

not even as a policy aim. In short, the

EAGGFs

Guarantee Section continues to spend every year
2 000m units of account on this policy.

I should like to draw your attention to this and
to link this specific subject with one that is more

\U7ell,

general, that is, the consequences we can expect if we
continue with this policy in view of the likely entry of

Spain, Greece and Portugal into the Community.
According to a study by a working party set up by the
German Government, we must expect, in addition to

which would
surpluses, surpluses
become structural of olive oil, wines and tobaccos on
which the EAGGF, Guarantee Section, would have to
spend amounts rising Lrom 622rn u.a. this year to

the existing

I 2l9m in 1980, only to finance the surpluses of these
Mediterranean products.

If we persist in our present policy, in three years from
now the financing of surpluses will cost over 5 000m
u.a. This is the prospect not iust for this year, but also
for the immediate future. It is clear that all this is
totally inimical to the need for greater expenditure
under the Guidance Section, for expenditure on structural policy. Unless we make a maior effort in the
structural field, the entry of the new countries will

only

exacerbate

all the

existing imbalances ;

the

proportion of the population with incomes less than
half the Community average will rise hom 22o/o to
35 o/o in the Community, so by pursuing our Present
policy we shall simply be aggravating the disequili-

bria.

Unfortunately, resistance to the idea of revising the

to put a limit on the EAGGF's
Guarantee Section is now prompting the governments
of the Mediterranean countries (and I mean the Italian
Government and the French Government) to ask that
the present policy be extended to the remaining Mediterranean countries, too. This means the financing of
more surpluses ; it means appropriate counterpart
funds for price support, and all the rest. This, apparis
for no official information is available
ently
regulations so as

what -the Italian and the French Governments have
of
the
done in their memoranda on the enlargement
Community.
'\tr7e

cannot agree with a policy which would extend
the financing of surpluses to Mediterranean products
simply so as to preserve the present framework of agri-

cultural policy under which milk surpluses are
financed. \7e are convinced that a structural policy
cannot be added to the present policy of financing
surpluses. Such a structural policy will be possible
only when we begin to restrain this mechanism which
first began to be introduced fifteen years ago.

This requires that we should get a ProPer view, not
only of the present budget, but of the more.general
issue that arises

in relation to the Community's enlar-

gement.

I

am also of the opinion that, only by taking this view

as a Parliament exercise a
certain amount of control over the common agricultural policy, forcing, in a sense, the Commission to
proceed along lines laid down by our Institution, and
so towards a structural PolicY.

of price policy, can we

It

has been said that ltaly, could make better use of
I should like to give you an example
of how better use could be made of the funds which

the funds. !flell,

the Community's own regulations oblige us to

use

badly. I should like to quote you the case of olive oil,
the amended regulation for which must be shortly
due. Today, Italian farmers receive a Srant simply for
having produced a certain quantity of olive oil. If I
were looking at this in a nationalistic spirit, I might
find this system extremely convenient ; but I ask
myself : 'I7hat sense is there in granting a subsidy all
round, without distinction, to large producers and to
small, with no restrictions, even to those who don't
bother to harvest the olives or to those who manage to
sell the oil for more than the target price.

This is how the Community regulation works. !7hy

can we not change these price subsidies (I have been
talking about olive oil, but it applies equally to wheat
and other products) into a sectoral development fund
and so give these subsidies to those who can prove
they have improved and developed their farming and

who put the oil on the market at non-speculative

It is an example
of how expenditure, now borne by the Guarantee
prices ? That would be a fair policy.

Section, could become an instrument for the develop-

ment and improvement of agricultural structures.
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To conclude, Mr President, I feel that this demand for
a ceiling to the EAGGF Guarantee Section, with a
mechanism such as

I

have described, must be adopted

we are to reform a sectoral policy which is now
being criticized on all sides. It is also essential in
fundamental political terms if we are to meet the

if

requirements of the new Mediterranean policy which
is taking us to a new frontier, confronting us with new
responsibilities which we can only assume by means
of a strictly disciplined price support policy. It is the
one free
point of departure for any new debate

from hypocrisy and mutual deception - on the
on
generally,
more
policy of structural change and,
the Mediterranean policy.
(Applause

from the extrerne left)

President.

-

I

call Mr Ligios.

Milk alone, for instance, accounting f.or

18-20 o/o oI

the total output, claims 2914m EUA, or 41'58 % of
the 7 008m expenditure under the Guarantee Section.
To see more clearly the enormity of this disparity, let
us note that the fruit and vegetable sector - rice,
wine, tobacco and olive oil, i'e., the 'Mediterranean
products' which together account lor 17-18 % of the
-ommunity's total agricultural output
get from the
EAGGF's Guarantee Section barely 925m EUA or
13'19 o/o: in other words only a little more than the
773m which the Community spends on aid for
skimmed milk powder and the liquid skimmed milk
for use in animal feeds ! This is a very fundamental
dispariry whithin the sector : the Protection given to
some products is excessive, while other Products

Mr Ligios. - (I) Mr President, having carefully
examined the Community's 1978 budget and having
listened attentively to the preceding speeches, I

should like to express my criticisms of this budget,
especially as regards the agricultural sector.

I think it embodies, but in an even more glaring form,
all those imbalances and inconsistencies which some
of us were denouncing in this House when the 1977
budget was debated. It seems to me that, as last year,
the worst feature of the budget is once again the absolute and unassailable dominance of agricultural expenwe might as well remind ourselves
diture. This
amounts to 9150m EUA out of a total of ll750m,
o/o
ol the entire budget. In justithat is it represents 78
fication it is said that so far the agricultural policy has

been the one which the Community has been
operating most actively and the expenditure is a
logical consequence of this: true enough, but it has
now reached excessive proportions.

is

compulsory, and
therefore cannot be touched, the attemPt is being
made once again this year in the preliminary budget

Since agricultural expenditure

Guarantee Sections, and also to those between the
various sectors within the Guarantee Section. Once
more, dairy products are favoured by the budget.

to operate savings on expenditure in the social and
regional sectors, that is precisely in those sectors
where, as we claim in our verbal statements, we wishto increase it.
Finally, the third negative aspect is the funamental
inability of the European Parliament to make any
significant changes in the budget, despite the firm
verbal statements and definite demands that have
been made over these last few years.
Having described what I see as the main general faults
of the budget, let me say a few more specific words on
the more glaring imbalances one can find in the agri-

cultural sector expenditure.
Let us take, as an example, the EAGGF's Guarantee
Section. Much has been said about it and it has been
in
examined under various aspects, but not always
me
Let
full
obiectivity.
with
my view
iust Point to
the enormous disparity between the Guidance and the

-

which, moreover, are typical of the poorest Community regions, regions which under the Mediterranean
are
agreements are exposed to heavy competition

-

completely neglected.

If we now look at the monetary comPensatory
on which Mr Hughes' remarks seem to
amounts
and at all those agricultural
me much to the point
monetary charges due to the dual exchange rate, that
is to the existence of the 'green' currencies, we find
that these come to as much as 1709 milliard EUA, or
18'67 o/o of the total expenditure directly or indirectly
connected with agriculture.

!flhat is happening, and this, in our view, is the

essen-

tial point, is that the Community is doing three things

which find their reflection in the budget. First,
support which is excessive and, in my opinion, no

longer tolerable, is given to animal production : milk
and meat. At the same time, there is insufficient inter-

vention to aid the products of the Mediterranean
regions Thirdly, we find production of animal
products in countries with weak currencies being
discouraged through the mechanism of monetary
compensatory amounts which

in

practice mean

an

export premium on exPorts from strong-currency
countries. Those with weak currencies are thus faced
as was
with overwhelming competition and forced
to-slaughter
the case recently in my own country
their animals.
Here too a few figures will, I think, suffice to bring
home to everyone the very serious consequences of
such a mechanism, at least as
sector in my own country.

it

affects one Particular

Last year, Italy had to import 8 715000 quintals of
milk, or 52o/o more than in the previous year, 1975;
85 o/o of those imports came from neighbouring
Germany, more Particularly from Bavaria. In the first

five months of the current year, ltaly has already
o/o
imported 4'5 million quintals of milk, or 3O'4
1976of
period
more than in the corresponding
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'S(e are still waiting to hear the figure for monetary
compensatory amounts and other incentives
for
instance, a 3 0/o reduction on VAT
from -which
- exports to
German dairy farmers benefited on their
Italy. !7e have addressed a question on this to the
Commission.

Mr President, I limit myself to these few remarks and
shall now wind up. If a budget is an accurate reflection of a policy, the conclusions to be drawn from
these few data which I permitted myself to quote to
you are certainly not encouraging, and cast a dark
shadow over the future of the common agricultural
policy and over any practical prospects of
at
- itsome,
least
of the Member States tolerating
much
longer.- \7e need therefore
and this is the point to
bear in mind
a revision- of the common agricul- in particular, a gradual elimination of
tural policy and,
monetary compensatory amounts, a revaluation of
Mediterranean products, and a reduction of expenditure in the dairy sector.

!7e certainly should talk about these problems again
when, shortly, we come to fix the agricultural prices
for next year and when we examine
very soon, I
think the reports on the problems of- Mediterranean
agriculture. But I believe that it is both possible and
necessary to agree now that if the community fails to
make these important reforms which we have been
discussing for two years now, it will be moving
towards a crisis, the extent of which it is difficult at
this moment to assess.
(Altltlause)

President.

Mr Tugendhat, Member of tbe Comrnission.
- Mr
President, it is appropriate that as agriculture looms
so
large in the Community budget, we should have had
such an extensive debate upon it. I hope the House
will not feel it presumptious of me to say that I
thought it was also one of the most interesting debates
on agriculture that I have heard for a very long time.

A

number

of

contributions seem

to me quite

outstanding, and I wish that the time available at my
disposal was sufficient for me to take up some of the
points which were made. Certainly, I feel that I have
learned a very great deal, and I am grateful to the
House for that. I am only sorry that I will have to be
so brief.

I fully endorse the four major points of
Mr Shaw's report, which correspond very much to the

To begin with,

objectives the Commission

which have such large budgetary consequences. MCAs
I entirely agree must also be phased out, and
-the Commission
- very shortly be presenting a
will
revised proposal, as well as its report on the related
issue, the introduction of the European unit of
account for agricultural purposes. These two measures
will help to control agricultural expenditure, but the
Commission is determined to reinforce all its efforts
to achieve lasting solutions in this sense.
As regards the present context, I know that the competent committees of this House have taken a very close
look at the 1978 estimates for the Guarantee and Guidance Sections. The proposals for amendments on the
agenda for this part-session show Parliament's determination to contain agricultural expenditure. I myself
have particularly noted the proposal to create a reserve
in Chapter 100 amounting to 20 7o of the appropria-

tions for the EAGGF

Guarantee Section, not
including monetary compensatory amounts and dual
rates, in order to avoid the need for a supplementary
budget in 1978. The Commission itself carefully
considered the case for a reserve. It did not have in

mind such an ambitious sum, and concluded that the
market and policy uncertainties were such that a
reserve of the size discussed could not be justified,
because

it would be either too little or too much.

However, if the budgetary authority feels able to agree
to the large proposal now in mind, the Commission
would not object. It would undoubtelly help to avoid a
possible supplementary budget, and would, therefore,
not require a change in the rate of VAT for financing
the budget. There would be an apparent enlargement

I call Mr Tugendhat.

-

proposed, and it is certainly in part through efforts
here that we will be able to correct the disequilibria

is trying to achieve

and

which, to my mind, offer ways of reinforcing one of
the major and vital policies of the Community Budgetary considerations
I must stress this as well are
- CAP
- of
not the enemy of the
but an inevitable aspect

its strength. I do not need to emphasize the difficulties
not least those which have to be faced in
the perspective
of enlargement. So far as the structural
policies are concerned, a big increase in effort is now

of the budget, but past experience suggests that this
would only be provisional, and if the practice became
regular each year, the pattern would then become
normal. I wish it were otherwise, but I fear that the
idea

of putting

20 o/o

of the existing

funds into

Chapter 100 does not solve the central problem of
avoiding supplementary budgets.

Finally,

I

would like to comment on the

suggested

amendment which would introduce into the budgetary remarks the principle that this section's appropriations constitute a ceiling which cannot be exceeded in
implementation, matched by a commitment by the
Council to effect, on the basis of the Commission
proposal, the necessary changes to the regulatory
mecanisms so that this result can be achieved. I7e
share the concern that is behind this proposal which
is, of course, logically quite consistent, but I must

insist that

in the present state of the CAP, the

consequencti-s would be revolutionary. Such decisions

will not, in our view, help to achieve the desired objective. Instead the institutions concerned must work
toSether to improve gradually the regulations and
structures, and to enable the expenditure in this field
to be controlled effectively. I must apologize to the
House, Mr President, for sticking so closely to
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prepared texts, but in the interests of brevity, it is
much easier to do that than to make the kind of
speeches which I sometimes make, and which have
led to me getting near my time-limit.

(Laughter and applause)

President.

third

I

-

!/e

now turn

to

Deaelopment and

coantries.

call Mr Price.

Mr President,
Mr Price, draftsman of an opiniotir.
take the floor as draftsman for the- Committee on
Development and Cooperation and this marks, in a

I

sense, the transition from a debate on agriculture to a
debate on development and cooperation. Of course,

the two subjects are intimately connected,

because

much of the aid that the Committee on Development
and Cooperation is concerned with is food aid of one

kind or another, which is also a concern of

the
Committee on Agriculture. The two debates therefore

in a very appropriate way.
I wonder if, before I get down to the details of

come together

the

amendments which my committee proposes, I could
make one or two very general remarks. It is unfortunate that development always comes last, that it is
number nine, and it would be a pity if this gave the
impression that Parliament, in some way, felt that its
role as regards aid to the Third \7orld was a subsidiary
role and not central. In my view, the generosity and
the determination which we put into our aid to the
Third \florld is a more crucial test of Europe at this
moment than anything else. If we were to agree to the
sort of cuts that the Council have proposed in the

Commission's development budget, we would be
simply confirming Europe as the rich men's club
which so many people accuse it of being. If we really
do take our responsibilities seriously in playing our
part in the world and moving towards a new world
order, then in my view we must support the various
amendments that have been put down in this section
to restore the appropriations which the Council has
cut.

I go on to those amendments, PerhaPs I could
make one or two remarks about the way in which I
shall treat the subject. It is almost impossible to talk
about food aid in terms of units of account, because
they come under so many different headings. The
only sensible way one can talk about them is in terms
of amounts and tonnes of food aid given.
Before

One of the basic arguments between the Commission
and the Council over this particular element of the
budget concerns payment appropriations and commitment appropriations. In many cases, we have less

quarrel with the Council about the actual amount
allowed for payment appropriations next year, than we
have with the adamant refusal of the Council to allow
comrnitment appropriations in exactly the area where
it is impossible to work without some sort of forward
planning.

We are now halfway through Lom6 I, and moving
towards Lom6 IL Discussions have got to start quite
soon, according to the Lom6 Convention, about the
preparations for Lom6 IL The Commission and Parlia-

ment are in an impossible position if, in discussing
Lom6 II with our ACP partners, we cannot say that we
have decided as a Parliament not only on what is to
happen next year, but on what is to happen the years
after that as well. It is quite impossible to plan deve-

lopment. No other institution which is concerned
with development, such as the United Nations, the
\7orld Bank or the IMF, would dream of trying to put
forc/ard a programme in the way that the Council
insists that we attempt to produce our development
programme. It is this argument about payment appropriations and commitment appropriations which is
quite central to the quarrel which my committee has
with the way the Council has approached this issue.

I

wish to make one other comment on the Council's

approach. Of course, all its dicussions are quite confidential and one never quite knows what reasons it
gives, but there are stronS rumours that one of the

reasons given

slashing cuts

by the Council for making these
amounts proposed by the

in the

Commission for food aid was that we happen this year

to have had a very much better harvest in India and
the East than we have had in previous years. But
anybody who knows anything about develoPment
knows that cutting down on food aid on the basis of a
single year's harvest goes clean against every principle
that one ought to follow in a proper development
policy. Sometimes it may be necessary to build up
stocks against worse harvests in future, on other occasions one can actually raise nutritional levels instead

of trying to run fast in order to stand still, which is
what many of these Third \7orld countries are having
to

do.

For that sort of argument to be used by ministers in
the most prosperous quarter of the world in insisting
on these cuts in food aid, when we are talking about a
crisis which is not only crisis of economic development and hunger, but is also turning into a political
crisis in the relationship between Europe and the rest
of the world, is something which we in Europe ought
to be ashamed of, and which we in Parliament ought

to

resist.

There are certain amendments which you have before

you, not put down by the Committee on Development and Cooperation but by the Committee on
Budgets, which aim at budgetary clarity. They also
attempt to show, under the development budget, what

is development money, and to prevent

it from being

split, as the Council would wish because it thinks it
can control it better that way, with half in one budget
and half in the other. Although the Committee on
Development did not put down amendments on this
score, I am quite sure that my colleagues on that
committee would, in the light of earlier discussions,
wish to support thosti particular amendments.
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Another amendment put down by the Committee on
Budgets in pursuit of budgetary clarity concerns beef,
and an attempt to budgetize the extent of tariff reductions which we give to those countries in the Third
!7orld which export beef to the EEC. This again has
not been discussed in my committee, and I would like
to remain neutral here because, as the Committee on
Budgets agrees, this is a sort of holding figure to be
put down and needs a grear deal of discussion, in particular with the countries involved.

The four areas in which the Committee on Development and Cooperation felt very strongly that the
appropriations must be restored concern t'uro areas of
food aid
cereals and skimmed milk
and aid to

-

-

no-associated countries and cooperation with non-gov-

ernmental organizations. There are many other areas
in the budget where cuts have been made. But we felt
in committee that we wanted to act responsibly. !7e
did not want simply iust to put everything back that
had been taken out, so we identified these four areas
as quite the most crucial in terms of restoring appropriations, particularly as regards food aid. The Council
has cut down the tonnage of cereal aid to 720,500 for
next year. !(i'e have restored the Commission's figure
here, and I am very glad the Committee on Budgets
has supported us over that.

The position as regards skimmed milk has been
widely discussed already in the previous debate. I shall
not, therefore spend too much time on this subject.
What the Committee on Budgets did on this was not

simply to accept our suggestion to increase aid to
150,000 tonnes, but it further restored on top of that,
another 50,000 tonnes. I do not think anybody on my
committee would particularly quarrel with that.
There are quite genuine arguments among experts in
aid policies as to the desirability of flooding the Third
\7orld with skimmed milk without sufficient control
over the way in which it is used. I am quite certain
that if we are determined
are now in Europe
- asaidweorganizations
to be one of the largest
the
-world, we must act in a responsible manner andinlisten
to those people who point to some of the dangers
which can arise from skimmed milk, particularly if it
is not properly processed before being used. We must

take account

of

those criticisms. However, the

Commission should be given the opportunity, as soon
of disposing of this skimmed milk under
conditions with which it is satisfied and of getting rid
of as much of it as possible. For that reason, I am
quite sure that my committee would wish to support
the Committee on Budgets amendment, which
replaces various amendments tabled by other groups.
as possible,

Just two short points before

I

finish, Mr President.

Firstly, non-associated countries : we put down amendments restoring the amounts on aid, trade and scholarships for these countries because we think it is important to maintain a proper balance between the ACP

countries and the rest of the world. If we are going to
be responsible in Europe in our attitude to the rest of
the world, we must follow this course. The Council's
proposal regarding non-associated countries would
completely distort the balance in aid between the
ACP States and the rest of the world.
Finally, on non-governmental organizations: we have
no quarrel with the amount put down. However, what
these non-governmental organizations
organizations like OXFAM
desperately need -is some view
of the future. That -is why we have said here that we
must put down commitment appropriations as well as
payment appropriations for the future, in respect of
these voluntary organizations, some of which are excellent instruments in the Third I7orld for disposing of

our aid.
President.
I call Mr Broeksz to speak on behalf of
the Socialist- Group.

Mr Broeksz.

(NL) Mr President, my group wishes
amendments which partly
concern something which was recently on the agenda,
namely preferential tariffs. So we shall be repeating
what we said then, albeit briefly. In our efforts on

to comment- on the

behalf of the Third \U7orld, there is a distinction
drawn between the countries associated under the
Convention of Lom6 and the rest of the Third \U7orld.

You are aware of the emphasis we laid on the fact that

the countries

associated under the Convention of
Lom6 are favoured in this matter. However, together
they have a total population of only 400 million,
whereas there is one country among the remainder
which alone has 500 million inhabitants. Despite the
fact that the rest of the world has a population many
times greater, we only grant the rest of the world a
total of l0 % of what we allocate to our partners in
the Convention of Lom6. I think we would do well to
keep this in the forefront of our minds.

To some extent the Commission does so, but regrettably the Council has cut bakc the appropriations
proposed by the Commission. \7e should endeavour
to re-enter them as they were originally, or even
increase them here and there.

I do not intend to discuss the proposals on Chapter
90 and 9l submitted by the Committee on Budgets.
This is a budgetary matter on which we have little to
say. But this is not so in the case of amendment No
298 in which this committee proposes appropriations
of 30m EUA for the safeguard clause relating to beef
and veal from the ACP States. At he last part-session a
report was submitted on this matter and I was myself
the rapporteur. That report was adopted without
debate and I fail to understand what is happening
now. That report extended an extra-budgetary arrange-

ment, yet now we have a proposal from the
Committee on Budgets that it should be concluded in
the budget. I am not sure whether that is possible, but
Mr Shaw may well be able to tell me.
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The next amendment concerning the operating expenditure of the ACP States is also a budgetary matter. I
shall pass over that as well. But then we have the ques-

tion of skimmed milk powder and I find

this

extremely important. \fle have discussed this repeatedly and had no problem with the proposal from the
Committee on Budgets that an extra 50 000 tonnes
should be added to the aid. The question is, of course,
whether it is in fact of another 50 000 tonnes. I must

of view that I can find no good word for it. Since this

not only agriculture but also aid for
marketing products from the developing countries in
involves

if we want to encourage developing countries to increase their production for
export, then this is not something which we can
achieve in one year. Such proiects need several years
and plans are necessary for each individual year. I
cannot understand why the Council will not accept

the Community, and

say here and now that the Commission proposed
150 000 tonnes but we have had requests for more
than 200 000 Our skimmed milk powder mountain

The same is true of grants where information on the

amounts

undertakings is involved. This too is of extreme impor-

to I 300 000 000 tonnes. Therefore, I cannot
understand why the Council was not prepared to
accept the Commission's proposals and I think that
the Committee on Budgets was quite right to increase
this proposal by 50 000 tonnes. The Socialist Group
can endorse this because I am convinced that these
50 000 tonnes will be properly utilized. I mean that
they will be vitamin-enriched for really poor areas and
that it will be proved to us that the people on the spot
know how to utilize this milk powder properly,
because otherwise such food aid is more dangerous
than helpful.

In Mr Shaw's report, with reference to Item 921 1, it is
stated that the opinion on this proposal is unfavourable. Perhaps Mr Shaw should look at his own report.
In the Dutch, Italian and German texts the cross is
clearly in the wrong place, but Mr Shaw can put that
right himself.
And now to amendment No 15/rev. I consider this to
be an important matter as well. Here again we find a
difference of opinion with the Council. The Council
wants to have nothing to do with long-term plans but
we can only undertake such projects if they are
conceived in the long term. They cannot run for iust
one year. The countries which we want to help cannot
make suitable arrangements and then this aid has no
sense or meaning. The Commission proposed that a
five-year plan should be drawn up. Unfortunately, the
Council rejected this, but I believe that the proposal
from the Committee on Development and Cooperation that the original proposal should be adopted is of
great importance. !7e must do this if we really want to

give effective help. This also applies to amendment
Nos 2l and 22 which concern aid for agriculture and
food production. !7e have repeatedly stated how
important it is to grant the Third Vorld aid for agriculture and food production on a small scale. It is
important that we should enable the local population
to grow their own food. Only in this way can part of

our food aid become unnecessary in the long run,
although at the moment it is still al too necessary.

this.

management

what we are doing. This is such a hard-hearted point

medium-sized industrial

in the developing countries, and I cannot say
this often enough: these are not projects that can be
completed in one year. I sincerely hope that the
Council will realize that the countries involved must
take responsibility for the planning, and that we must
enable them to do so.
tance

'S7e must not say

to these people : $7e shall give you
aid for one year and then we shall have to see. We
cannot call that planning. The Council itself does not
act like that. If the Council wants to make a start on
such matters in the Community, it too draws up plans
for a number of years and not for one year.

Mr President, the other amendments to the budget are
all of a technical nature. Our group has no oblections
to amendment No
fully.

l8

and, on the contrary, endorses

it

I call Mr DeschamPs to sPeak on
President.
behalf of the- Christian-Democratic Group.
Mr

(F) Mr President, the budget
Deschamps.
proposals for 1978 put forward by the Commission in
the chapter on development and the Third \7orld are
unanimously supported by the Christian-Democratic
Group and, I hope, by the whole Parliament.

My first dury is therefore to thank the Commission for
originating and tabling these proposals. This harmony
of views between the Commission and Parliament is
not, I feel, surprising. If there is one field where Parliament has constantly supported the Commission's initiatives and where the Commission has made every
effort to put the policies advocated by Parliament into
practice, it is the field of development cooperation. In
and there is still
this respect, there has been
between the Commissioner responsible for this policy,
Cheysson, and the Committee on Development
and Cooperation in this Parliament, unfailing agree-

Mr

ment.

But I am particularly glad to be able to draw attention
to the solid support we have received and continue to

receive

I willingly endorse what Mr Price said about harvests :
if we use the harvest in India as the pretext for
rejecting certain proposals, then I no longer know

of small and

in this

cooperation

policy from

the

Committee on Budgets. The report which Mr Shaw
has presented and on which I would like to congratu-

late and thank him, demonstrates that Parliament
wishes to make its own the policies of the Committee
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on

Development

and

Cooperation.

The

report

contains some particularly significant comments like

the statement that Parliament was completely in

they are based on such specific programmes, when
they have such humanitarian objectives and when,

strong

lastly, they are so widely supported throughout Parliament. It is a question of credibility. If, today, you do
not allow the 1977 policy which we have voted to be
implemented, how do you expect any credibility to be
given to our policy for the 1978 budget ? I hope the
Council will have second thoughts soon
- before the
end of this year
about freezing these appropiations,

Europe's develqpment-policy is one of those policies
which at the present time demonstrate most clearly to
the world the identity, the influence and the r6le of our

programme which the Commission has ready and
which is for a specific purpose.

favour

of a global

Community development aid
policy. This, gentlemen, is a very important policy
statement which commits the whole Parliament for
the future.
Yesterday my friend Mr Aigner said
statement :

in a very

Community as a whole.

This is true not only to our special partners in

the

Lom6 Convention, but also for those other developing
countries which are not associated with Europe by any
convention.

There

is no doubt that

these countries

whether

- propowill find in the budgetary
- we support,
sals before us, which
much to welcome.
They will find for example in Mr Shaw's report, which
the Christian-Democratic Group unaninouslJ)
associated or not

supports, statements such as :
Parliament favours the pursuit and improvement of aid
proiects in developing countries. The present level of
food aid appears inadequate. There should be a coherent
and unified aid policy. Aid to non-associated developing
countries is also of essential importance.

Statements such as these constitute the very basis of
the cooperation and development policy we would all

like to see and which, on behalf of the ChristianDemocratic Group, I fully support.

I would like, ladies and gentlemen, to include the
Council in the priaise and thanks which I have
addressed to the Commission and our colleagues in

the Committee on Budgets, but unfortunately, I am
unable to do so. I would have liked to do so particularly because the Council is represented here by Mr
Eyskens, whose personal views on this matter are well

known to me and who, I know, would certainly wish
to support the policy which I have just described were
it not that certain of the Council's attitudes rhey
- for
are not new, and Mr Eyskens is not responsible
them
leave us less than satisfied.

-

The first and most important of these attitudes

particularly the -food aid of 45m EUA, and that we
will be able soon to implement the specific

As regard all the amendments which have been
talbed, I would like to say that the ChristianDemocratic Group supports whose which have been
tabled on behalf of the Committee on Developmenr
and Cooperation and, naturally, those which we have
tabled ourselves. But there is one which I would like
to stress particularly ; the amendment on non-govern-

mental organizations. Mr President, I would be
tempted to say that this was the brain-child of the
Christian-Democratic Group, that has been taken up

by everyone else and which wg all support together.
Three years ago, 2.5m u.a. were allocated and we
believe used very well. This has grown to 5m u.a.
which was also very well used in effective emergency
measures. But this year, they have been reduced and

on this point, the Council has

recalled most eloquently by Mr Price : this was its atti-

tude to the'frozen' appropriations. !7e cannot accept
that certain aid programmes which have been voted

by this Parliament and for which the Commission has
highly specific programmes, cannot be used because
the Council has not released the necessary funds for
their implementation. !fle have already stressed in this
Parliament the institutional problem, but I will not
dwell on this today ; I wish to stress that it is unacceptable to refuse implementation of Parliament's policies when they have been expressed so clearly, when

shown

a

certain

its action is thus multiplied fivefold or even more.
This is thus a very sound investment, justified by the
measures which have been carried out thanks to these
modest appropriations ; I can assure you that the
action which will be taken in years to come, especially
next year, will more than match what has been done

so far.
was

of

understanding. Mr Aigner has tabled an
amendment, which he will probably explain himself,
restoring the appropriation to at least 5 million and
adding an extra million, bringing it up to the original
figure. The truth is that money allocated to non-governmental organizations is a very sound investment.
By allowing these non-governmental organizations,
through these funds, to get measures under way, since
they are able to inform the public of their action, the
sums are doubled, tripled and sometimes even ten
times as great asthose which we have granted. Thus,
by granting a million to one of these organizations, we
enable it to collect 4 or 5 million from the public and

amount

I

hope that we

will be supported by the

Committee on Budgets, by Parliament and by you, the
President of the Council, in seeking even a modest
increase in the funds available to non-governmental
organizations.

In

conclusion,

the Christian-Democratic

Group

expresses its support for all the amendments tabled by
the Committee on Development and Cooperation; we
also insist particularly on the release of the appropriations from the 1977 budget which have still not been
used, particularly those for food aid, and we draw your
attention lastly to the amendment on the modest
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increase

in

appropriations

for

non-governmental
us on

these three points.

President.

-

I

if
I would stress, however, that our committee
- even
has not entirely supported the Commission on
certain points, and if it has sometimes not gone as far
nevertheless wishes
as the Committee on Budgets
to go further on two specific points, trade promotion
in the non-associated developing countries and nongovernmental organizations (NGOE, which Mr

it

organizations. I hope you will be able to supPort

call Miss Flesch'

Miss Flesch, cbairman of the Cornmittee on Deaelop'
President, ladies and
,nent and Cooperation.
- (F)Mr
gentlemen, I support what Mr Deschamps has just
said, in highlighting the main points of our action on
development for next year, but I would like to explain
to you briefly what the attitude of the Committee on
Development and Cooperation has been in this
matter.

You will have noticed that in the amendments which
it has tabled, the Committee on Development has not

reinstated all the Commission's proposals, because it
has felt that in the present situation we should act
responsibly from the budgetary point of view and
adopt certain priorities.
These priorities are basically food aid and aid to nonassociated developing countries. The Committee on
Budgets kindly supported the Committee on Develop-

ment and Cooperation in these amendments and I
would like to thank it particularly through its rappor-

Deschamps has just mentioned.

To sum up, I would say that in the view of the
Committee on Development and Cooperation the
amendments which have been tabled rePresent a
minimum. !7e are aware, like all Members of this
Parliament, of the difficult economic situation in the
Community. Nevertheless we have felt that this
cannot be used as a Pretext for failing to make a maior
effort; Parliament and the Community must retain
some credibility in a sector where the Community can
really do something useful. These are the main
reasons which guided the Committee on Development and Coopiration in tabling these amendments'
(Applause)

President.

the European

I call Lord Reay to speak on behalf

of

Conservative GrouP.

teur.
There were two points where there was sliSht disagree-

ment between the Committee on Budgets and

the

Committee on Development and Cooperation: first of

all the amendment on skimmed milk powder, where
the Committee on Budgets went a little further than
our committee and we are obviously prepared to
support it; the second point concerns beef and veal,
for which the Committee on Budgets tabled an
amendment to Item 9001 for 30 m EUA. In this
been so hurried
as usual
budget debate, we have
that we have not had the time to have full and proper
discussions with the Committee on Budgets. However,
we received the impression that this amendment was

entered

to allow the

Community

to

provide for

a

tump-sum payment to ACP exPorters of beef and veal
if the Council found that it could not suPPort the

Commission's proposal which Parliament approved
ten days ago. The Committee on Development and
Cooperation felt that it was illogical to accept defeat
in advance : in other words, we believe that the proposal for a regulation proposed by the Commission is
the best solution to adopt. \U7e would prefer not to
have to use the 30 EUA. which the Committee on
Budgets proposes to enter ; this is merely a technical
difference and not a difference in our aims.

It is also true that certain amendments

concerning

development were not even considered by the
Committee on Development and Cooperation. I am
thinking in particular of the amendment by our
colleague Mr Fellermaier, relating to 300 000 units o[
account for the trilateral committee. I am therefore
unable to tell you what our committee's position is on

this point.

Lord Reay. - Mr President, our raPporteur, Mr
Shaw, said yesterday that Parliament believes that the
Communiry should honour its obligations to the developing countries in a comprehensive and growing
faihion. I am sure that he spoke for most, if not all, of
the Members of this Parliament and certainly for the
members of my group, who support wholeheartedly
the amendments of the Committee on Development
and Cooperation which have been so lucidly and so
succinctly explained by Mr Price this afternoon.
cases I know that the Committee on Budgets
further than the Committee on Developgone
has
meni and Cooperation. This is not a matter of any

In some

regret for us. Indeed, it is gratifying that we can, therefoie, present to the Council a position taken up by the
Parliament which it has not merely adopted having
been led exclusively by the Committee on Development and Cooperation. It is gratifying for us to know

that there are others in the Parliament who can share
the belief that these are fields in which there are
important things which the Community can do, and
which the Council, by the action which it has so far
taken, is in danger of inhibiting us from continuing to
do.
speakers, I would
two points that we are raising

Like earlier

to skimmed milk powder. I

like to take up one or
the first with respect
- the attitude of the
think

Council is particularly incomprehensible. \7ith regard
to skimmed milk powder, as I understand it, there are
still very large surpluses within the Community, something like one million tonnes, and to store these costs
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something like two thirds of the cost of actually
giving it away. It can soon become more expensive to
continue to store it within the Communiry than to
give it away. Of course, you may find yourself having
to give it away in a subsequent year or expensively
transforming it into animal feed, or something of that
kind, and quickly ending up with a very much more
expensive procedure than if you had given it away in
the first place.
Obviously, that by itself is not a sufficient criterion for
as food aid. As Mr Price pointed out, we have
to take care of the dangers of skimmed milk powder
being mis-used or not treated with sufficient care,
where plainly it could do more harm than good. It is a
field in which recently there has been every indication

giving it

that other countries
recipient countries
are
- in
beginning to play an -active and constructive part
making proper use of this skimmed milk powder.
India has started a programme of reconstituting it for
distribution as protein in some of the larger cities.
This has also been done in various other parts of the
world and I think there is not the same danger as
there might have been in the past in giving it to countries which neither want it nor can use it. I think this
is a programme that can plainly be of very great
importance and should be maintained at the sort of
level which was suggested. In my opinion the Council
have not given an adequate explanation as to why
they cut it in the way they did. As to whether it
should be 150 or 200 000, provided the Commission
can give us the assurance that 200 000 is not an excessive quantity for them to handle and for the recipient
countries to receive, then I am sure that the Parlia-

ment would wish to go along with the figure of the
Committee on Budgets.

with regard to aid to non-associated countries, this is a matter in which this Parliament has a
very particular concern, for it was this Parliament
which first saw to it that an amount was written into
the budget which provided for sums to be given in aid
to non-associated developing countries. The amounts
concerned are very small, and they are small in
comparison to what was originally, years ago,
proposed by the Commission in this regard. They are
small by comparison with the funds which are made
Secondly,

available to the beneficiaries under the Lom6 Convention, they are miniscule in comparison with the needs
of non-associated developing countries and they are
also small in relation to what our resources could
manage. I think that both this small quantiry which
has been cut out and the much larger quantity which
has been cut out of the commitment appropriations
should be restored as payment appropriations.

Here I entirely agree with those speakers who point to

the need to maintain ongoing programmes in

I

of course, are
Christian-Democraric
colleagues, Mr Aigner in particular, have championed
so strongly for so long, and which everybody agrees
non-governmental associations which,

something which our

can play such an important part and can make such
good use of resources in this field.
Those are the only points I wish to make. Altogether
the increases proposed by the Commission are not
very great and the additional sums are not very large
'rp.nid.
by comparison with other sums which we
Europe in this field, as Miss Flesch has just said, has
had a record of which it can be proud. Our relationships with developing countries are of great political
and commercial importance to us. I do not suppose
that by being niggardly in these respects we would
seriously jeopardize these relationships, But it seems
to me to be unnecessary for us to do so. I hope we

will

not.

(Applause)

President.

-

I

call Mr Tugendhat.

Mr Tugendhat, fuIernber of tbe Commission.

Mr
- iust
have listened to the debate we have
had with a good deal of pleasure, and I am delighted
that the Parliament's committees have felt able to
support the Commission so fully. The Commission,
for its part, hopes very much that Parliament will
accept the proposals which have been laid before it.
President,

I

This would demonstrate, I believe, that the Parliament
shares the Commission's belief that a generous development policy is needed by the Community, particularly in the field of food aid and financial cooperation
with non-associated developing countries. It would
also give a clear lead of exactly the sort that ought to
be provided by the Parliament ro rhe Council. One
would hope that the Council would then be ready to
follow the parliament in respect of those appropriations for which it has the last word, whilst Parliament
would have shown exactly where it stands in regard to
those appropriations for which Parliament has the last
word.

I commend the committee's proposals to the House,
Mr President. I thank those people who have spoken
for their kind remarks about the Commission.
President.
!7e turn to Otber expenditure and
- Mr
Title X, I call
Nyborg to speak on behalf of the

Group of European Progressive Democrats.

these

can understand that perhaps the Commission
might have wished to trim some of the commitment
appropriations, perhaps a-" an indication that they did
areas.

not wish to be drawn into a situation where the sums
were committed for years ahead in ever-increasing
quantities, but their atritude of having wholly taken
out the commitment appropriations is something that
I fail entirely to understand. The commitment appropriations should also be written in with regard to the

Mr Nyborg.
make

(DK) Mr President, I should like to
behalf of my party, the

a few -remarks on

Danish Progress Party.
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Nyborg
Generally speaking, we think the budget is -too big'
Not becausi we are against the idea of the Community as such. !7e recognize that many things can be
done only on a broad scale. !7e recognize.that cooPeration is necessary when it comes to such matters as
the customs union, the protection of the environment,
research, the distribution of resources, peaceful co-existence, and so on. !7e believe that we can in this way
and we are
create a good future for our children
If
certainly'
direction,
this
in
slowly m-aking Progress

too big, it is because we think
that most of thi subsidies are unsound' So much is
taken from one grouP of taxpayers and given to
another. For instance so much is taken, let us say'

*. t.y the bidget-is

from the workers and textile manufacturers and given
to the farmers. Or from the workers and farmers and
given to the textile manufacturers. Or from the textile
"m"nufacturers
and farmers and given to the workers'
Each time there is only one sure winner and that is
the administration.
\fle are opposed to bureaucratic waste, whether of
materials oi -.n. I could give several examples of
organizations where

a

carefully controlled staffing

piicy produces far more contented workers than
ihot. *ir.t. people iust snooP around because there is

to do. Ifle believe that approPriations
not enough
-Social
and Regional Funds fail to have the
from the
desired effect because, ginerally speaking, they simply
take the pressure off the national budgets'

I can strongly endorse Mr Spinelli's proposal for
putting . ..'iling on the financial resources of the
ia.m f-und, but i cannot accept his idea for transfer-

ring funds to schemes for modernizing agriculture'
Noi can I endorse the idea implicit in the proposal
that the Commission would acquire a considerably

stronger position vis-)-vis the Council. The people of
the Community are already becoming affraid that the

Communiry might develoP

into a

suPra-national

government.

Mr President, I should have liked to say more, but
shall refrain because of the time-limit.

President.-IMrLange.
Mr Lange, cbairman of tbe Commiltee on Budgets'

Mr President I should like to take this opportunity to express my admiration for the work of the
rapporteur; of the Committee on Budgets and to
thank my colleagues Mr Shaw and Mr Cointat, on
behalf of the Committee on Budgets, for the hard
work they have put into this task' I should also like to
express our gratitude and appreciation to- the secretariat of the Committee on Budgets which has certainly
not had an easy time with this 1978 draft budget and
more than 300
the amendments associated with it
altogether. One o(ten formed the impression that our
colliagues on the secretariat were pressed to the limits
of phlsical endurance, and the thanks of the House
are'due to them for this, for without our colleagues in
(D)

the secretariat neither the chairman nor the rapPor-

teur would have been able to do their work' I do not
want to mention how long the Committee on Budgets
has been dealing with these motions. All in all, taking
the amount oi time needed to discuss Mr Shaw's
report in this last week. it could be said that a good 20
hours' attendance was required of each member, to
which I would of course add, Mr President, and I do
so openly before Parliament and the political Sroups'

that'which those who took part certainly

deserve

acknowredgement those who for whatever reason did
not take part and have not fulfilled their obligations as
members of the committee, cannot escape criticism'
The political grouPs should consider whether they can
continue to allow to -"ny people to treat their obliga-

tions as committee members so irresponsibly

and,

some may feel, so apathetically when such important
matters are under discussion. I regret to have to say
this but I cannot avoid doing so, for my colleagues
who had to carry the burden were rightly annoyed to
have to chase afier a quorum time after time to avoid
being unable to take decisions. This happens- to other
.o-Iritt.., of course, but it is twice as hazardous with
this committee, because otherwise we are unable to fit
our work into the time allocated by the Treaties for
discussion and adoption of the budget'
President : early this year we
voted on guidelines for the 1978 budgetary policy in
this Housi. As far as I remember those guidelines
were adopted unanimously' It is, however,. a.long way
from the adoption of such guidelines to their- converand political budgetary practice' And
sion into legal
'important
to stand by these guidelines,
when it is
pull out; either they will not
.oll..gu.s
ort
many of
.o--it themselveJ or eise they say that such things
are unrealistic. To give an example : quite apart from
the fact that Parliament must in any case take up its
own position with regard to the political significance
and orientation of the budget, a position which may
and sometimes must deviate from both the Council
and the Commission positions, this Parliament, as far
as I know in agreemlnt with the Commission and,
bearing in minJthe last consultation procedure, with
the C-ouncil too, has established that there is one
thing which we must definitely prevent under the new

A further comment, Mr

.gr.I*.nt, with our own resources coming in from I
cannot be
Jlnu".y 1978. Supplementary budgetstoy
-rtto*.i
with the
idea

and as a -i. no-on. should even
of using the machinery of supplementary

budgets, becauie that would mean that even though
our own resources are supposed to oPerate from I
if supplemenJanuary 1978, in certain circumstances,
lary budgets were still to be the practice, we should

'make extra demands

on the taxPayer or
originally agreed
those
above
and
over
Member States
on the income side of the budget already decided
upon. This seemed, and still seems' a bad thing to us
and would seem to me to be a bad thing for the
have to'

future.
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It

must be admitted that the demands in the motion
regard to the reserve to be included in Title l0 of
Chapter 100 are a solution which gives rise to concern
in one respect. On the other hand, however, no other
proposal has yet been put toward which will actually
make it possible to avoid supplementary budget ai
required. One of my colleagues, Mr Scott-Hopkins,
suggested that a general reserve could perhaps be built
in, but this will of course cause problems in conr"ction with the other tasks which are not defined. This
must therefore be very carefully reconsidered. personally I would have nothing against such a general
reserve being included in Chapter 100 applying to the
general budget. But this would mean that the character of Chapter 100 would have to be completely
changed. That too is a possibility. !7hat *e neid is ,
basis for the consultation procedure with the Council ;
the Council is in very great danger of coming back
again and again with supplementary budgets, because
an attempt is beims made to give the impression that
the year will start with a very restrictive budget, which
will then be merrily extended in the course of the
financial year. Experience of the 1977 budget showed
that the 200 million originally placed in Chapter 100
on that occaslon as a reserve for the agricultural

with

policy, meaning the agricultural pricing policy

the consequences to which

it

and

gives rise, were not
enough. So we had
setting aside one or two details
more than four -times the figure in a supplemen-tary budget,
over 800 m u.a., representing 18.9 o/o of.
the original amount provided for the Guaiantee Fund.
The conclusion rhat the agricultural budget should be
used as the scale for the reserye which is now to be
included in Chaprer 100 on the basis of the decision
of the Committee on Budgets, is therefore to that
extent absolutely justified. tUflhether expectations will

will depend on how we use such an
instrument. It seems to me somewhat excessive always
to be raising the spectre of COPA. I7hen I recall that
this 18.9 o/o, as it then was, made possible a price
increase averaging 3.8 to 4.2 Yo in the agriculiural
sector, I see that it comes to less than 20 o/o and, as
any of us can work out, this may conceivably have had
the consequence, as has been mentioned in the
be aroused or not,

explanatory statement introducing the agricultural
budget, of raising the question of the uppei limit.
'\tr7e

must now be clear about one thing, ladies and
Gentlemen. \7e are not in a position to use the
budget to make agricultural policy; indeed, that is not
the budget's purpose. 'S7e must first change the other
things which have given rise to this unsatisfactory agri-

cultural policy or make it seem the inentable result of
certain other political attitudes and legal provisions of
the market regulations.

I will
raise the ques- one, not
tion of whether it is a good
I can think o1 no
better at present, nor can the committee on Budgets
supplementary budgets and at the same
-timetotoavoid
implement our guidelines in this area. I would
therefore ask you, ladies and gentlemen, to consider
So much for the attempt

very carefully how this point

is to be decided

tomorrow. That is a matter for the House, as no-one
can dispute. It is also a mistake to assume that one of

my colleagues from my political group was speaking
for the group on this point. I am not now speaking on
behalf of my colleagues in the group, but as the
chairman of the Committee on Budgets. I merely
wanted to add this because the colleague who drew
this conclusion has reacred in the pridictable way,
although he was aware that the facts were otherwise.
However, that does not matter now; it is a not
infrequent occurrence in political debate, but matters
must be set right.
And now to the other point on which there is a difference of opinion between us and the Commission, and
possibly also the Council. I7e have a morion calling
for the commitment appropriations provided i;
Chapter 100 to be removed. I made a brie{ comment
on this yesterday. The Committee on Budgets, and
Parliament to on the basis of rhe guidelines which
Parliament decided on at the instigation of the

Committee on Budgets, are unresevedly in favour of
an annual budget ; the amount of the payment appropriations will therefore be decisive for the financial
year. The commitment appropriations also concern

future financial years but do not represent any
payment appropriations for the current year or any
future financial year. Since Chapter 100 is, in fact,
only a resewe chapter for transfers to other chapters,
items or lines in the course of the financial year,
Chapter 100 cannot in the view of the Committee on
Budgets include any commitment appropriations, but
only those things which really will be transferred from
Chapter 100 to paymenr appropriations in other
sections of the budget.
That is the reason for the motion now before us. Mr

to it. In view of the
debate which we have had I too have felt obliged to
explain these matters rather more clearly and to ask
colleagues to consider very carefully what decisions
Shaw yesterday drew attention

they will take tomorrow

in this regard.
Mr President, that is what I had to say on the amendments and the matters to which they refer. I have one

final plea, that those who believe that we should have
supplementary budgets in future, apart from those
cases which we have considered to be inevitable and
unpredictable, should say so loud and clear, for there
is no point in hiding these things from one another,
first unanimously deciding upon guidelines to reiect
supplementary budgets and then, when it comes to
practical organization of the budget, attempting to do
away with such preconditions in order to bring supplementary budgets back in.
That, colleagues, is my request.

I consider it urgently

necessary for us to operate on the basis which we have
decided as binding guidelines, for in so doing we shall

also induce the Commission as also the Council, to
consider these matters rather more closely.
(Applause)
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President.

-

I

call Mr DalYell.

Mr Dalyell. - Mr President, the chairman of the
Budgets Committee very properly paid a tribute to the
secriariat of that comtt ittee for the work they

have

done. I hear the rapPorteur say 'Hear, hear !'.because
he knows better than anybody that what the chairman
said, that they went to the limits of physical existence'
is indeed true. I think it lies in my mouth to Pay a

tribute also to the raPPorteur and to my chairman'
who could not exactly pay a tribute to himself : I do
this with sinceriry, because many of us marvel at the
physical resiliencl with which he drives hirnself hour
Itt.t t ort in the chair' And along with our vicechairman, Mr Aigner, and others, whatever the polir

I am

so my next question' again to both the. Commission
.nd th. Council, is: '\flhat items of business, in their
ofinion, are unnecessarily gummed up by.our.lack of
dlcision here in Parliament ? For example, do they
complain about the length of time that Parliament has

taken over data-procesiing ? Are there time-lags inother matters, .nd i, on. i,t*"t to Put a time-tag -of
three months on each Commission proposal, to the
:
Farliament and to say to the Parliament quite frankly
months'
three
within
you
from
if *e hea, nothing
silence will be taken as acquiescence'?
course, I say that in the knowledge that, in our
own Parliament, some of us think that delay is a very

Of

formidable form of oppsoition, and

I

know that some

extremely impressed by the education that my senior
colleagues orl the Budgets commitee display in these

oi *y .ott..g"es might ask me: !(/ell, what on earth
year ?
*., i rp to i-n the Siotland and !ilales Bill lastissue
in
the
Sr, ,t it is not quite the point, because

matters.

ih. Errop..n

I think I must also make the comment that, in all
frankness, what happened on Tuesday, with voting on
matters by the dozen which we knew little about, and
which in the nature of things we could give proper
consideration to in the time available is very unsatis-

Again,

ical differenc.t

,i"y

be, as a relative newcomer,

But

i..,ory. There is no point in my taking up the time of
this Parliament nosr by going into ideas for a reform

of this particular situation, because that -is really a
matter for our directly-elected successors, but I hope

that have t..n t...tttrily haphazard with
that things
"mandate
will in future reflect the considered
the dual
view of our successors.
Having said that, I am bound to say that the budget
.esoluion in itself, which we discussed on Friday, was

properly thought out, and on this there can be no
obiections.

I

had better say' not on
with the benevolent
but
btoup,
behalf of the Socialist
at this stage on the
Group,
Socialist
the
of
permission
general issue of budgetary .strategy .to Pursue ^
us greatly, -and this is
firoblem that bothers s6me'of
and the cost due
of
efficiency
loss
ihe problem of the
to the timing of decision-making in -the Community'
Now here I think that the legacy that we bequeath

But Mr President, I speak,

our directly-elected successors is a cause for some
dismay. It is not a subfect on which one can make
.toqr.n, speeches, let aione rant : I simply go back to
what Mr Tugendhat himself said at 4 minutes to 1l
this mornin!. He said that if decisions on certain

matters had been taken earlier, the whole situation
*ould hare been quite different ; and at 1l o'clock'
the Commissioner referred to items approved later
than expected, which in fact threw whole programmes
out of gear. The question that I want to put' first of all
to Mr iugendhat and secondly to Mr- Eyskens' is this:
How in future are we going to make the timing of
?
decisions a little less he"cticlnd a bit more ordered

the question that I would put both to
Commission and to the Council'

it .t it

the

Now, having put this question, let us reflect as a Parliameni that tf,.te it a bit of a mote in our own eye' and

Pariiament iJa little different from legittactics in our own Parliament' which
a.i.yi"gs
i-.t.
ir, p.rt.pt, ihe only form of opposition in certain
circumstances available to us.

I ask this of the Commission : \flhat items are
.J*.ntty gummed up in the Council ? (I hope the
ii .tp..Lti can interpret 'gummed up' in the sense in

meant, which is: delayed really on
do the
Durpose, or even not on purpose)' For example'

whicir

it is

bo.-i.tion

think that the Export Bank proposals

unnecessarily gummed-up

proposals (whIch

are

The

in Council
:
personally consider
gummed up in Council ? And aid
?

I

aerospace
u.n^real) are

In"f ,rn...tsarily io 'nor-rrrociated developing countries : is that
? Iiecause I am not sure that
!t--.a up in Council
efficient way of conducting
very
a
is
up
summinq

though it rnay be legitimate in the
-I
do not Presume to speak. of
House of Commons
Because one thing that has
Parliaments'
oii., p"opt.t'
is that whatever one's
months
18
last
in
the
me
struck
ui.*, on the JET proposals may be, the costs of delay
must themselr.t no*- be very substantial' and heaven
f,.ip ut when it comes to the enlargement of the
Community, because we are decided only to be indeciadamant for drift, along an old British saying'
,ir.

Ert"p..; business,

"na

and I am
: how do the Council
the future our directly-

Here again,

I want to tno* ,t" position

i.t.t.oiing

this for time

reasons

and the iommission see in
elected successors being able to indicate precisely
what the follow-up of thiir activities is ? Because I say
quite frankly thai during the direct elections' when
for
some of us are camPagining - not necessarily
candidate
a
be
not
probably
trrr.lu.r, because I sirall

there will be a problem, because people.are going

-to say : \flell, whai is the end product,

what is the
on the
done
have
you
follow-up of all the work that
is far
this
moment
the
?
At
matters
budget and other
iro,rl .1.... Perhaps it is not iust simply an information problem ; it is to do with a 1te,at many other
if,i"g! ,ra in particular it is due to the fact that for
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opposing propositions, thinks that on the whole they
do not want to give offence, they do not necessarily
want to have a fight and so, in fact, they will say very
little.
Now, I reply to this that an explanation of opposition
is better than supposed inaction. If you are against it,
then explain, why, because, come direct eleitions, a
lot of people will want to know the reasons for the
opposition of the Council
which may be for the

best of reasons, and I speak -as the man who in the last
budget debate was far more friendly to the Council
than anybody else, but I do think that there is a real
problem.

During the three days of the Budgets Committee's
meeting on Monday, Tuesday and Friday, I learnt a
great deal, and in particular I learnt a great deal from
colleague Spinelli. In fact, one might say that never
did a gamekeeper become poacher to such advantage.
Following what Mr Spinelli said on Tuesday and again
on Friday, I want to pose this question to the Commission

of which

I

have given them notice

and to

Mr Eyskens,
if he would care to comment -on it : he
may not. The question for the Commission is this: is
it feasible even to attempt to alter agricultural appropriations, given that the level of expenditure results
not from the budgetary procedure but from the
annual price-review, from the volume of production
influcenced by the weather, and from world market
conditions ? In order words, are we in fact on agriculture wasting our own and other peoples' time ? Does
it not, depend on matters that are wholly outside our
control ?

The trouble basically is this : when politicans srart
pretending that they can do things and alter events
over which they have in fact little power, we then get
into all sorts of political trouble, and in our own interests it is better to be candid and frank, from the word
go. If we can do very little about these agricultural
appropriations it would be not only more honest, but
certainly to the advantage of the politicians, to say so
and say so bluntly. Therefore I expect some kind of
answer on that.

I

now go back to Mr Tugendhat, because in answer to
Lord Bruce yesterday evening he made an unscripted
and

perhaps on that account and on other accounts

a- very interesting intervention, because many of
-the most interesting interventions
are those that are
unscripted. He used the analogy of the loaves. Ah, he
said rhetorically to us if we cannot get the whole loaf,
isn't it better to have a quarter of a loaf, or a half a
loaf ? \flell, I am not so sure that the answer to this

question is as obvious as the Commission think.
There are many circumstances in which it may be
better to have no loaf at all rather than half a loaf,
because half a loaf can, honestly, quite frequently be

of an idiotic mucked-up programme.
I think that the analogy of the loaves is
deeply misleading. I would say to the Commission, if
something
Indeed,

they are going to conduct this argument by analogy it
would be better to use another example. Let us leave
the bread out of it and turn to motor-cars, because a
more exact analogy would be this : if you cannot have
the whole motor-car, don't you want a quarter of it, or

a half of it

?

(Laugbter)

I see Mr Tugendhat and Mr Strasser laughing, but that
of course is often the truth of the matter in the energy
field. If I may pursue this, if you cut back a carefully
thoughrout, non-overbid energy programme it might

be like saying, Oh well, you want the whole
motor-car, but we are going to take the ignition

system c/ut because we cannot afford that. That really
does explain something of the ridiculousness of the
propositions with which we are often faced.

I will just put one final question to the Commission.
Is there a situation where the Commission is saying.
Ah, we cannot spend money because there has been
no basic legislative decision taken, the Council have
not decided ? If so, then this really is a system of buckpassing and a vicious circle. As I say, I am the man
who has defended the Council and there may be very

good reasons why the Council has not decided.
Doesn't it all boil down to the facr it is really time
that someone got down to a system of time-limits in
our work, that when things are stretched out, they are

often overtaken by events

?

If I speak with some passion on this, I was the man
on the Budgets Committee, along with the secretariat
and along with colleagues, who did a heck of a lot of
work on the Export Bank. Now what I have learned
from this is that it may or may not be a good idea
people in Brussels say that

it is a good idea

but if- it

- it ? It
is a good idea, cannot we have a decision on
no good postponing the matter.

is

Therefore I end on this question of being decisive and
business-like about the timing of events. I leave the
questions as I have put them.
Finally, and absolutely finally
I am not, I hope, an
- take this in the spirit
offensive man and Mr Eyskens will
that it is given, because the British were worse than the
Belgians have been on this matter
of course he had to
- night, but I do not
go back for a cabinet meeting last
think that our directly-elected successors are going to
understand this kind of excuse given to them in the way
we would take it. The question really arises : how is it
that Mr Tindemans, who has lectured us all on being
good Europeans, cannot arrange his cabinet meetings at
a time which does not conflict with crucial business in

the European Parliament involving one of his Cabinet

colleagues ? Now I say that with a certain gentleness
because I think that, if we are to take this Parliament
and this budgetary procedure seriously, someone somewhere
and who better
start with than the best Euro- Minister of ustoall
pean Prime
? I mean, if it had been Mr
Callaghan or someone else I might not have said this

(Laugbter)

-
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Mr Tindemans lectures us all on being good Europeans and then cannot even organize his own cabinet

had better improve the arrangement to fit in with the
European Parliament.
\7ell, I leave it at that, but I think there is something
of a baby there that ought not to be thrown out with
the bath-water. The Council Presidency must learn to

live with the European Parliament.

I say it gently.
IN THE CHAIR: MR MEINTZ
Vice-President

President.

I

call Mr Notenboom to speak on

Directive

I January
by
'little

whether they

Secondly,

transfer.

it

appears that

as European funds
requested by the CommunitY.

ially

Now my group, and the Committee on

this would be an additional heavy imposition' \fle

If these are the Council's PreoccuPations then they are mine as well'

.ll'*. har. left ii

VAT. The lack this common basis in the Sixth Directive meant that financing the Community from own
resources had to be postponed until I January 1978' I
must add here that th.t. it still no common VAT and
that there are numerous derogations and exceptions

from the concePt of a truly uniform basis of

assess-

ment.

But a common basis has been established for setting
up a system of own resources and this is a great step
for*.ri. This Parliament waived this in order to
request consultation on the, for us, somewhat disappointing content of the Sixth Directive as a means of
achieriig fiscal harmonization' Parliament did this to
avoid fuither delay in financing from own resources'
Now at least three Member States will have had to
bring their national legislation into line with the Sixth

Budgets

appreciaie 6nly-too well that undertakings, subiect to
VAT pry-.tts, especially the small and. mediumsized undertakings, do not wish to be sublect to yet
another administiative burden because, in the difficult
situation in which these undertakings find themselves'

Community Uudget is to be completely financed from
the Communityis own resources and that national
contributions by the Member States are to be replaced
by Community VAT. Unfortunately it was only in

or^i hrd teen submitted by the Commission, that the
Council was able to establish the common basis for

this flat-rate VAT will be
not automatibut as cash requirements

paid inio the iommunity's coffers

understand this.

May this year, almost four years after the. re.levant prop-

I am still wondering

succeed.

The Council's experts are now considering what technical rules will have to be drawn up for the Commufinancial autonomy as from I January
nity to enjoy
-course,

it is own resources which must
19i8. Of
ensure our financial autonomy. It is therefore worthwhile remembering that the Council Decision of 21
April 1970 stipulates that as from I January 1975 the

course this gives

Meriber States will in fact get that far' It is clear that
the delay in amending national legislation partly
occurred because the implementing provisions for
VAT have still not been established and the Member
States are clearly waiting for them' After initial exploratory talks with the Council on the content of the
with a
impiementing provisions, exPerts are now busy
'We have
dangerous'
procedure *triit, to me aPPears
ire.rd ,u-orrs from the press, amongst others, that a
simple statistical calculation is to replace the.tax actually paid by the European tax Payer as a basis for the

(NL) Mt President, quite justifiMr Notenbo
ably and understandably we have, been discussing
today the expenditure in the 1978 budget' On behalf
of the Chrisiian-Democratic Group I should like to

subscriptions.

will

Of

Today we are discussing the first reading of the
budget and we still do not know whether these three

VAT

be completely financed from own resources, and no
longer partly from national contributions in the way
thai membeis of a football club might pay their club

time, and

them very

behalf of the Christian-Democratic Group'

devote a few words to the revenue for the 1978 budget
because it plays a very special role in this budget, all
the more tb tin.. this is the first budget which is to

1978.

\7e therefore

suPPort efforts to Prevent any extra admi-

nistrative burden. But in my opinion this does not
have to result in the idea of proper own resources
being abandoned. If this is equivalent -to further
p.y,i.nt according to cash requirements, then in fact

financial control exercised by the
Council without any genuine link between the fiscal
source on the one irana and the Community budget

IUfle are, therefore, threatening to drift a
from true financial autonomy for the
away
long way

on the other.

Coimunities, although the Council itself established
the principle for this seven years ago by its Decision
of zi ,f,prit 1970.|n this context, let me recall that it
was thi; prospect of financial autonomy, which after
all is intend"d tedu." the control functions of the

national Parliaments, which in the initial stage
reouired an increase in Parliament's powers and in the
s"c'ond stage intensified the need for direct elections
to the EuroPean Parliament'

Reasoning along these lines and taking amount of
b..kgrorld, Pailiament's right of -existence depends
on circumrtrnces which at first sight seem to be of a

technical nature. The technical provisions being
drawn up at the moment and which are difficult to
.o-pr.h.nd are closely linked with the great political
issue of a directly elected Parliament' Arguing along
these lines, and by passing the legal and financial
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experts, I call directly on the Members of the Council
and their Belgian President to ensure that on I

January 1978 a financial system is set up by which, as
the Council itself intends, genuine financial autonomy
can be achieved, and then to drawn up the new Financial Regulation, especially as it relates to the application of the new budgetary powers of this parliament.
This is an urent request. Ve consider that parliament
can accept no further postponement otherwise we

shall be losing ground. And the time might come

when the European Parliament would have to take its
destiny into its own hands.

The Community must not stray from the path

it
taken towards true financial autonomy and

President.

!7e turn to the motions for resolutions.
I call Mr- Spinelli to speak on behalf of the

Communist and Allies Group.

Mr Spinelli.

(I) Mr President, in transmitting

ro

- budget as revised at the first reading,
the Council the
Parliament prefaces the document with a resolution
still in the form of a motion
tabled by Mr Shaw.
-Though much
has already been-said about it, I think
it would be useful to dwell on it a little longer,
because the resolution expresses Parliament's overall
political view of the budget.

has

the

Council must rapidly take the requisite measures. And
here I would ask for the unremitting support of the
Commission. During the last part-session, on l3
October, we discussed the technical provisions for
yhi:! I was the rapporteur. Mr Davignon, deputizing
for Mr Tugendhat, supported the point of view
th;
unyielding point of view of this Parliament - with
the words: 'I think we have reached the end- of the

line'. Mr Davignon admitted this way that the
Commission shared the European parliament's

I have learned from press reports
that Commissioner Tugendhat has expressed satisfaction with the Council's present activities. I hope there
is no discussion between Mr Davignon and Mr
Tugendhat and that the Commission will continue to
give full support to the longstanding efforts of the
concern. Since then

Commission and Parliament to achieve financial auto-

nomy.

The resolution consists of a series of important points
I think will be adopted. However, ii also
contains some gaps, and serious ones at that, which I
would suggest Parliament fills by means of a few
amendments. !(e should be careful in fact, when
faced with crucial problems, not to create the impression of hesitancy and vagueness. Since Mr Shaw has
put considerable effort
which greatly appreciate
- difficultIdocument
in to dealing with this
and has
-managed to.improve it substantially as compared
with
the Council's text, I hope that he will, togither with
the rest of the House, note very carefully the amendments that I propose.

which

I shall review them very briefly, beginning with a
point that seems to me important, that is paragraph 9
of the motion for a resolution which stressis the need
for the budget to be decided in the light of Community goals and not merely on the basis of a maximum

_Yesterday I explained, and so will not repeat
myself how, the reasons why it is important that this
point should be absolutely clear. Let me, therefore,
iust read you the text that I propose should be substituted for paragraph 9: 'stresses once again that the
budget should be decided on the basis of the conrparison between the overall financial possibilities of the
Community and the distribution between the Commu-

rate.

Finally, let me also say that our group attaches great

although I digress somewhat
the
- unit
- to
new European
of account being established
as the
budgetary unit of account. In the Committee on
Budgets we have been learning how to use this over
the last few months, and I have the impression that all
my colleagues enjoy working with the new European
importance

unit of account because it is realistic and can play an
important part in unifying Europe and in achieving

genuine financial autonomy.

I sincerely hope that the Council, which is facing difficult tasks, as I realize only too well, can manage to
find a reasonable compromise.

A

lo.t must happen, then, between the first budgetary

reading

in this

Parliament and

the second i;

December, and this causes me great concern.

Given support from the Commission, the perseverence of this Parliament and a statesman like attitude
from the Council, I hope that, positive and reasonable
decisions can be taken for the benefit of Europe.
(Applau.re)

nity, national and local resources on the one hand,
and the needs and goals qf the Community on the
other; the determination of the maximum rate as
required by Article 203 (9) can therefore be no more
than one, and not the only, point of reference'. This
amendment, I believe, will eliminate any misunderstanding as to what we want to state and emphasize.

Further or, in paragraph 12, inter-institutional
dialogue is mentioned. Mr Shaw, very tactfully, had
written that on the basis of the new inter-institutional
balance the Council should be prepared to enter into
a real dialogue. I remember having said in this House,
at the last part:Sission, but one what the dialogue in
which I took part was really like. I do not want to
return to the subiect now. I believe, however, that
insge-ad. of saying simply 'enter into a real dialogue',
which is a rather abstruse way of putting it, one which
no ordinary European citizen will understand, we
should say clearly that it is parliament's view that
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made or shall be making, we can nevertheless say that
it will at least provide the Commission with a starting
point for more forceful and more dynamic action to
pro-ot. the progress of Europe' Had these.points not

Council should develop a genuine dialogue with the
European Parliament on budgetary policy and-.that the

guidelines and preliminary alternatives defined by
Iach o{ the two institutions should be put forward,
explained and discussed iointly' I recall .that at a
meeting with the Council at which we had before us
the priliminary guidelines which the Council had
drawn up at itre Coreper stage, the Council had
refused to discuss these guidelines or to explain to us
the reasons behind them. That is certainly not what
we understand by 'dialogue'! And this is why in the

teen made, and the corresponding amendments not
been tabled, I think we should still have before us a
day-to-day management budget, a budget not only
deiective but altogether inadequate to the problems

which the Communiry and our countries have to face'
(Applause

resolution we must have something more than a mere
invitation to real dialogue.

President.

In paragraph 30, in addition to my earlier proposal
which h"as'been incorporated in Mr Bangemann's text,
I suggest that we add another point -which.I have
mrdl'o, various occasions in my speeches and which
is now contained in the following amendment : 'calls
on the Commission to bear in mind that, having
regard to the considerations set out in paragraph I
o/o rate of VAT revenue will be reached
ab"ove, the I
within the next few years and that the Commission
should therefore take steps to PrePare without delay,
pursuant to Article 201 (EEC), Article 173.(EAEC) and
Article 2 of the Treary of 22 April 1970, the introduc-

Mr Tugendh at, fuIember of tbe Cornmission' - Mr
Presideit, this is positively my last intervention in this
debate, and I hope that the House will feel able to
bear with me as I deal with some of the important

correcting, by appropriate methods of
tion, the- inequiiabfe nature of Present Community
taxation'.

Commission, or indeed between the three Institutions'
I would be very loth co think that there could be accusations of a breach of faith, or anything of that nature

tion of new

three-quarters

I am glad that Mr Shaw's motion for a resolution explicitl/ refers to the Council's and Commission's commitment, contained in the commentary on
the agricultural policy chapters, to modify the agricultural regulationt. I .i..tt that to 'modify the agricul-

a

'ceiling'.

In our last amendment the intention is to obtain from
the Council an undertaking that during 1978 it will
future

monetary compensatory amounts into amounts which

are both limiied

in

duration and of a degressive
in some of the amendments'

nature. This is hinted at

in the text of the draft budget and in the

resolution

as the expression of a wish' I, on the
other hand, would like to add : 'in 1978'.In the course
of a year the Council and Commission should be able
duration the
to gradually diminish and limit

itself, but only

in

present comPensatory amounts.
expressing our dissatisfaction with the overall
balance of the budget in the Points we have already

\i/hile

of an hour.

I

Finally,

or

call Mr Tugendhat.

I start by reverting to the aspect which has continually

took us four
a common
of
introduction
the
finally
achieve
years to
Lasis of assessment for VAT, and establish, perhaps, at
last a new Community tax. Probably in another few
years we shall have to think what we should do
teyond this I % arrd so we ought to start thinking
about it now and considering how we can attain a
more socially fair type of taxation.

adopt regulations altering all the existing

I

of the
make no apologies

marked this debate, namely the attitude

it

tural relulations does not mean that there is to be

-

points which have been raised, particularly in the last

Community proposals aimed ^t
progressive taxa-

Mr Notenboom has reminded us that

I

from certain quarters)

Commission to its own proposal.
for reverting to this because it is important in. itself' It
is also imfortant, I think, that there should be not

misunderstanding between Parliament

in the

and

the

future.

would therefore like to explain exactly our view,
both in general and in relation to a particular point
that has 6een raised. \(here we are dealing with a new
action for which the Council has not yet taken the
final decision on thc regulations involved - some of
Mr Spinelli's questions for instance related mainly to
the iommission puts its best estimates into
these

I

draft budget. But it is then inevitably
the preliminary
on two fronts at. once'
work
to
required

The budget authority has to scrutinize the budget'
Separatelf, the Council in its role as legislative
auihotlty, goes
**t on examining the regulations and decil.t the actions are based' First, this
sions on
process takes an unpredictable length of time' Ve
may hope for a rapid passage with the.Parljament and
.na aie then disappointed' The fault
the Council
- it is best to be frank on these occaI think
here
- does not lie wholly with the Council' Somesions
times- proposals take a longer time th-an we have
expected to ...tg. from Parliament - I speak from
painful e*perienci in that regard. But the. Council has
Lefore it a long string of proposals' I would emphasize
those concernlng th" er.tgy sector, industry and the

Export Bank, anl there are certainly other examples'
\flh.rer". the delay occurs, whether it occurs in the
Council or in Parliament or in both, the result is the
postponement of the start of the action, and thus a
ieduction in the estimated expenditure for the coming
year.
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Secondly, this process can
to changes in our proposals.-

and often does
lead
- the
can assure you that
Commission defends its proposals with all possible
vigour. I certainly do not think that we overlook the

I

support which Parliament can give. But as I said
earlier in a previous intervention, we cannot change
the powers of the Council conferred by the Treaty,
and we have to decide on the most effective course of
action. $7'e cannot take each and every item to the last
ditch. rUTe cannot treat all items as if each were
equally and absolutely essential. \fle have to balance

the damage to the proposal in question against

the

importance ot other business before the Council and
our overall chances of success. This is a problem
which anybody who has been involved in political life
as
here have
must
I7e some-times people
- of ourappreciate.
have to choose those
proposals which we
feel have a better chance as against t6ose that have a
lesser chance. rU(e have to choose between those
which are vitally important and which we do not want
to prejudice and those which can perhaps survive
until another year. It is never an easy choice. It is
always disagreeable. But I think this is a distiction
which all of us, at one time or another, have had to
make.

When the Council remains hostile to our proposals,
and it is clear even before the final decision is taken
that we will only get half a loaf
dare I maintain
that analogy for one moment ? - or even just the
- situation is othercrust, we cannot pretend that the
wise.

Ve

may therefore have to reduce,

of the budget

in the

course

procedure, our original estimafes.
However, this is not a failure of political will. It is the
reflection of budgetary responsibility in the context of
the Community's legislative process.

Mr Dalyell was unhappy with the analogy of the loaf
and half a loaf, and talked about how people sometimes want or need a car, and the choice is between
whether you have the car or whether you do not
you do not have half the car. !7e must not become

too involved in verbal niceties, but sometimes

we

need a car and believe that the car that we need for
the function we have
I might keep to British
- ifbut
examples
is a Jaguar,
dictate
- to make do with a circumstances
that we have
Mini, and it is sometimes better to have the Mini rather than no car at all.
(Laughter)

There are circumstances where perhaps one should
turn one's back on both, but I think that the analogy
in a practical world of practical politics is not an
entirely invalid one.

An example to which I should like to draw attention
in this rexpect is that raised by Mr Notenboom. This
does, I think, illustrate some of the problems which
we have to face. \U(e in the Commission have done all
that we can to see that the 1970 decision on own
resources is fully and correctly implemented. Mr
Notenboom himself rightly refers to the problems of
VAT collection. I remember very vividly the press

conference which was held after the Council meeting

on this subiect. I have not read all the newspaper
reports, but I remember very clearly what I actually

said. I said then rhat I thought that the presidency
had been up against a very difficult situation, and that
there had been a very strong chance that a decision
would not be reached. I said I was glad that a decision
had been reached, but I expressed at that time
the
first occasion on which I had the opportunity to- do so
regret that the decision departed so far from
-the my
proposal which we had originally put forward.

I

say again that

I

regret that the decision departed so

far from the proposal which we had put forward. I
also repeat that I think it was touch-and-go whether a
decision was going to be reached at all, and that it was
better to have the system in place on I January 1978
on this basis, than not to have it at all. It is, I think,
an illustration of the way in which one does sometimes have to settle for less than one would like and
these are practical and unpleasant and difficult
problems. Mr Notenboom himself, in his important
speech on this subject, referred to the problims of
getting three Member States ready to collect by I

I think, that when one has
with very different internal

January. We are all aware,

nine Member

States

problems, and very different perceptions of what is
possible within their own political structure, these
practical and difficult matters do sometimes blur the
clear political outlines.
So far as the issue of payment as the resources arise is
concerned, which I think is another matter he was
referring to, we agree that this is of fundamental

to the principle of financial autonomy
will certainly stand firm on this issue. These
must be discussed in with the Council and I

importance
and we
matters

hope very much that we
that is the Commission
- be
and the Parliament
will
defending the same

principle on that occasion.

A final point which I would like to deal with before I
sit down, Mr President, concerns specific proposals
that were addressed to me about agriculture and the
budgetary process. Clearly, the way in which agriculture is organized in the Community presents very
considerable difficulties so far as the application of
budgetary disciplines and budgetary techniques are
concerned, and we would, I think, be fooling ourselves

I

if we pretended otherwise. The open-ended nature of
the commitments means that it is very difficult
indeed to treat agriculture in the way that we can treat
some other programmes which do not operate on the
same basis. There is also, of course, the fact that when
the original estimates are made, those who make them

have a very imprecise idea indeed about what the
will be, both in Europe and in the rest of the
world, and what, therefore, the European price-levels
on the market will be, what the import priies will be,
harvest

what the export opportunities will be and so on. It is
therefore, and I think there is no getting away from it,
very difficult to maintain disciplines of the sort that

we do maintain in other

areas.

I
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That, in my view, is not an arSument for giving up the
particughost. I myself have written articles
- one
putting forward some ideas of how I believe
larly
could be improved' I do believe that there
this process
changes which could be effected
within the Commission, and some of the decisions we
have in fact taken. I think that the effort which the
Parliament makes both through the Committee on

are

a number of

Budgets itself, and the sub-committee on control
which also has a very important role to play in this
area, and the fact that we recognize the very considerable difficulties which arise, ought to act as a sPur
both to the Commission with is internal procedures,
and the Pailiament in its watch-dog and overseing
role. These should act as an inspiration rather than as
a cause for absolute and undue depression.

But the last thing I would wish to do, especially at the
end of a long day like this, is to leave the House with
any misapprehension that I either suffer under any
delusions about what present situation, or that I do
not accept that both we, the Commission, and also we,
the three European Institutions, have a long way to go
and could do better.
(Applause)

President.

Mr

-

I

-

this debate and the enormous amount of work whiq,h
has been accomplished. This morning I noticed Mr
Shaw hidden behind a wall of rePorts, documents and
papers. I have never seen anything like that in the
Belgian Parliament.
(Laugbter)

I also know that the Committee on Budgets has got
through an enormous amount of work. Mr Lange said
in this context that they reached the limits of physical
endurance. So I should like to pay tribute to what has
budget

to

I

find it extremely useful for a draft
in such a critical

have been analysed

manner.

Mr Dalyell is

dissatisfied because the procedure is
inevitably slow. I think that Mr Tugendhat has said
something about this which we should take to heart.
There is now a permanent 'trialogue' between three
institutions and more specifically a dialogue between
the two branches of the budgetary authoriry, Parlia-

ment and Council.

if he thinks it will

It is rather like a table-tennis

match. The situation gives rise to all kinds of obiections but despite this we are still able to meet our
deadlines. This means that a vote on the budget will
be possible before the end of the year.

I shall not comment on Mr Dalyell's reference to the
fact that the Prime Minister of Belgium, Mr Tindemans, called a Cabinet meeting at a time which coin-

achieve anything.

I am unable this
evening to give you the Council's definite opinion. It
must still confer on 22 November. Only then can it
draw up its final opinion. So all I can do here is assure

Mr President, ladies and gentlemen,

you of my goodwill and that of all nine Ministers.

However, you are aware that this goodwill refers more
specifically to various policy items and aspects and
that if we draw up a balance sheet, then the outside
woild frequently has the impression that this goodwill
turns sour. That is a statement of fact. It is not intentionally so. It can always be explained and stems
partly from the fact that maiorities must be gained on
ihe basis of qualified votes. This makes everything
very difficult. Furthermore, the crisis is not yet over,
alas, and this fuels any divergence of opinions' And
this at a time when we need convergent opinions in
order to meet the crisis.

I

heard several times yesterday and today that the

Commission's preliminary draft budget represents the
absolute minimum.
cannot anticipate what the Council

22 November but what

(NL) Mr President, ladies and gentlemen, I must say
that I am most impressed with the thoroughness of

been achieved.

Prime Minister

I

call Mr Eyskens.

Eyskens, President'in'}ffia of tbe Council.

cided with a meeting here. I would suggest that Mr
Dalyell make his comment in writing to the Belgian

I

will decide on

do know is that the non-

compulsory expenditure in the draft budget shows an
increase of 3l o/o over 1977 for payment appropriations and that if your amendments are accepted it will

rise to 50 %. This figure of 60 % is four times the
o/o' I am aware
maximum persentage increase of 13'6
that a debate is to take place on the validity of this
percentage increase and I hope it will be within the
iramework of the consultation procedure which is to
be held at the beginning of November, but if we keep
to the maxims of the previous years then I must say

that when we tot up all your amendments, your
proposed percentage increase is extremely high.

I will

admit that the economic climate and
opinion now adopted by most Sovernments

the
on

current economic problems are quite different from
what they were six months ago. In particular, the idea
that we need a proper policy to revive the economy is

gaining ground. The Council of Economic and
Finance Ministers emphasized this last week. Last
time I said that the draft budget proposed by the
Council was based on the principle of selective thrift.
I would now add to this that I believe the time has
come for us to start thinking about measure to boost
certain sectors, for as much as this does not stand out
clearly enough in the present draft budget. I shall
indeed defend this attitude at the Council meeting of

22 November.
But of course, selective thrift and selective boosts are
not contradictory, they are complementary. I believe
that some appropriations should be channelled in
different directions. In doing this we need to be more
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thrifty in our approach to certain items so that more
appropriations can be entered under other items.
'We must indeed clearly emphasize that the budget is
not iust an accounting exercise. It is the basic instrument of European policy. There can be no doubt
about that. The council must also be seen to believe
this. I have the impression that you are rather sceptical about this, and that is putting it mildly. But if we
say that the budget must be the basic instrument for
the policy then I think that you must understand the
term 'budget' in its Anglo-Saxon sense, that is, that it
is an instrument of fiscal policy. And if you talk of
fiscal policy you are not talking simply about expenditure but also about revenue. We must be constantly

making this link. Mr Spinelli referred to this as well.
Of course, during the short period of my presidency, I
have noted with regret that the two branches of the
budgetary authority as they exist at present place their
emphasis quite differently.

Parliament of course emphasizes expenditure and the
Council emphasizes revenue or at all events the
problem of ensuring that sufficent revenue is raised to
meet proposed expenditure. This brings me to the
conclusion, which you share, that the way in which
the institutions work at present, with this duality

in the

budgetary authority, leads

to

permanent

schizophrenia and constant frustration. \UThether we
are Members of Parliament or Council, if we wish to

remain objective
and we must be courageous
enough to remain -objective
we must analyse every
item in the budget in terms- of income and expenditure. That means that whenever expenditure is
proposed we must mentally consider the revenue to
cover it. And the Council, which may concern itself
excessively with the revenue aspect, must also take
due account of the other aspect, expenditure as an

tell you that the Council will be drawing up a draft
regulation as soon as possible and in any case will
propose common guidelines and submit these to Parliament. As regards the European unit of account, to

which we all, including the Council, attach great
importance, the Finance Ministers will, I hope, come
up with a constructive final solution at their meeting
of 21 November. Should they not succeed, their tech-

nical experts have already taken precautionary
measures. The budget can easily be reworded in the
old unit of account and we would then continue
temporarily with the old unit of account.

I

shall not expand any further on the importance of

on the Financial Regulation and the
importance of the trialogue deriving from the consulta-

consultation

tion

procedure.

I should like to make one remark on paragraph 59 of
the motion for a resolution in Mr Shaw's report where
Parliament congratulates the Council for having recognized that the budget may contain legislative provisions. This sentence seems very strange to me. As far
as I know the Council has never said that the budget
may contain legislative provisions.

In the motion for a resolution the Committee

on

of the Commission proposal, that for a number of sections of the
Budgets also proposes, on the basis

budget differentiated appropriations should also be
entered. The Council also considers that the commitment authorizations and differentiated appropriations
should be introduced by regulation and not through
the budget. This is the Council's point of view, but I
should add that this matter is included in the agenda
for the consultation meeting of 7 November.

instrument of the economic and social policy.

A lot of attention has been paid to the agricultural
sector. I will not go into detail here. Mr Lange has

I

speak

hope we can cure this schizophrenia attitude during
the consultation procedure. I have spoken to President
Colombo about this matter. I entertain high hopes not
only with regard to the consultation on the financial

Regulation on 7 November but also the dialogue
between Parliament and Council when we discuss
your amendments on 22 November.

I

should also like to draw attention to the fact that
today we helped to establish the European Court of
Auditors which has extended powers on the control of
expenditure and verification of revenue as well as advisory powers. Now that this control body has become
operational I believe that we can jettison any mistrust
either side may have felt now that we can refer to this
new and important control body whenever we wish to

do

so.

Mr President, ladies and gentlemen, a large number of
important decisions must be taken. Many of these are
about to be taken. Mr Notenboom spoke about the
ups and downs of the Sixth Directive on VAT. I can

drawn up a very important proposal. Now we can

of a 'Lange

reserve'.

(Laughter)

He wishes to have entered under Chapter 100 some
1 400m EUA which is approximately 20 7o of the
appropriations remaining in the agricultural fund. I
should like to point out that the Commission had not
included such a reserve in its preliminary draft
budget. Furthermore, at the moment I cannot give the
Council's opinion on the justness or desirability of
this proposal. However, I would remind you that in its
explanatory statements annexed to the draft budgets
f.or 1975 and 1976, the Council did not accept proposals of this nature from the Commission. At that time
the Council felt that no useful estimates could be
drawn up of expenditure connected with adjustments
to farm prices. Moreover, it could well be that this
reserve might be attractive to the Council of Agriculture Ministers simply because it is available. I am
aware that this would also have the effect of a ceiling,

that

it

has advantages and disadvantages. The debate
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on this matter is certainly not over and in any case
the Council will debate this with due seriousness and
attention. I do believe that it is an important and
innovative proiect.

I

of criticism of the common
have already said on previous
oicasions that the root problems of the common agricultural policy should not be discussed as a budgetary
matter. And here we touch on an important point. I
heard several of you say yesterday or this morning : we
must use the budgetary policy and the appropriations
which we fix as a means of coercing ministers to
have also heard a lot

agricultural policy.

I

will not do so
of tneit own aciord. This would result in a kind of
pursue a certain policy if they cannot or

animosity between the'budget makers' and the Ministers. Some years ago when we discussed the l7erner
plan there was a discussion between the 'monetarists'
and the economists. The opinions then were that
economic structures would have to adjust to monetary
requirements by means of monetary integration and
that therefore the economic policy would necessarily
be defined by a particular monetary policy. I feel that
the pursuit of a particular budgetary policy will not,
alas, make the various specialist Councils of Ministers
follow a certain policy. I think that the heart of the
problem is political and that Community policy must
te discussed in the appropriate Council of Ministers,
although I accepts that if we estimate the budgetary
appropriations at too low at level this will undoubtediy restrict the possibilities of a Community policy'
reference to the social sector, by adopting all the
commitment authorizations requested by the Commission for the European Social Fund for 1978, the
Council proved that it is taking seriously the social
policy for 1978. Thus, 569'5m EUA were set aside and
as a result of a proposed amendment, another 8
million have been added to this figure to combat
unemployment among women in the EEC. The
Council did not agree with the payment appropriations requested by the Commission. It felt that in
view of the previous pattern of payments the Commission's estimates would be difficult to implement.

\flith

In Chapters 50, 51 and 52, the Council agreed to 3m
EUA and a contigency reserve of 100 million in
Chapter 100. That is not so bad. However, I should
add, and I believe that it is important, that the
Council has declared itself ready to review once more
the requirements of the Social Fund for 1978. Any
shortfall in payment appropriations can be made good
by a supplementary budget or an amending letter.
Pending a Council decision on policy guidelines for
the Communiry Regional Policy from 1978 onwards,
the Council, without in any way anticiPating the decisions which will be taken on these policy guidelines,
temporarily set aside for Chapter 100 a commitment
auttiorization of 389m EUA and a Payment appropriation of l40m in the draft budget fot 1978. This repre-

sents a repeat

of the

1977 appropriations. The Council

also maintained the 1977 budgetary nomenclature'
Furthermore, the Council entered in Chapter 55 the
payment appropriation requested by the Commission
of ZSO- EUA to cover commitments lor 1978'
The Council also took note of the European Parliament's request that the consultation procedure should
be opened if the Council intends to depart from the
European Parliament's opinion. In view of Parliament-'s requests and the demands made when the
policy guidelines proposed by the Commission were
teing dlscussed, the European Parliament might well
....ft .t this stage the opion adopted by the Council
on iO .J.rly on appropriations for the Regional Fund
f.or 1978, on the understanding that this matter would
be discussed in detail during the coming consultation
procedure in the light of decisions taken by the appropriate Council of Ministers. !7ith regard to the- energy
policy, the Council had a difficult task if only because
ih. Co*-unity energy policy had not been clearly

mapped out when we wete drawing up the draft
budget. At that time there were few proposals from
the Commission, or none at all' This has changed' As
most of you are aware, a decision was taken today by
the appropriate Council of Ministers on the site of the
JET proiect and the necessary appropriations have
Leen intered in Chapter 100. I believe that now this
problem will soon be solved once and for all.
As regards the industrial policy, the Council's opinion
is favourable. This is shown in the amendments
submitted since 20 July which have added 15m EUA
for two sectors which are facing great difficulty : shipbuilding and the textile industry. This increases the
commiiment authorizations to 15'8m compared with
18'5m in 1977.1know this is a reduction but in any
case this is considerably less than the enormous reduction contained in the figures you heard at the meeting
of 20 July. The same is true of the payment appropriations which have now increased from 12.3m in 1977

to l5'8m.
Some of you have emphasized the symbolic significance of the budgetary activities of Parliament and
Council if, as we all hope, direct elections take place

in

1978.

At the previous meeting the Council sharply cut back
the proposed appropriations to, I think, lm EUA' I
p.rron.ily believe that as it becomes more likely that
iirect elections will in fact take place in.1978 then
the Council will have to make a gesture and revise its
decision upwards.

I was going to make a number of comments

on the

develpmeni policy but time is Setting on.

I

the Council has done much more than

in

would

emphasize that in its proposals on development policy

I shall not So.into

1977,

details. 228m have been
set asiJe as commitmeni authorization as against only
l5'8 million in 1977. Understandably this is less than

although
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the 257 million proposed by the Commission. And

daily contribute to the solution of the daily problems

97'5 million have been set aside as payment appropria-

of all our European citizens.

tions for the development policy which is exactly the
amount the Commission asked for. The Council will
shortly be considering the problem of food aid and in
particular the problem fo skimmed milk powder and I
hope it will look at the matter constructively.
President, ladies and gentlemen, I have always
been of the opinion that if we objectively compare
figures, then we shall see the difference between the
preliminary draft budget submitted by the Commission and the draft budget fixed by the Council is not
so large over a whole range of items and that the
picture looks totally different if we compare the 1978
with the 1977 budget. It is of course worth our while
to look at the pattern of increase. I am aware that in
four essential areas we must try to find a compromise
by mutual goodwill, dialogue and consultation. I am

Mr

referring here to the Social Fund where certain
projects may be given greater emphasis and more

support, possibly as a result of redistributing the appropriations available. Then the Regional Fund, where as
a result of your amendments the discrepancy of 350
million is of course enormous. This is an important
point which we must discuss. Thirdly, the industrial

policy where the Council could probably make

a

greater effort. And finally the energy policy. These are
four important policy areas. My colleagues and I will
have to spare no pains to take constructive decisions
in these fields. Although, let me repeat, the opinion
adopted by the Council on 20 July was already very
favourable over a whole range of matters. In any case
no one has any interest in bringing matters to a standstill. Our discussion of these matters must be a true

on 22

November and possibly again in
December at the second reading. This budget is very

dialogue

important, not only because of all the problems
connected with it but also because 1978 is very important for two reasons.

r-irstly, because we are facing the biggest economic
crisis since the end of the Second \florld War. As a
result, the European Community must also demonstrate its will to tackle the crisis on behalf of the European citizen who is not an abstract concept but a creature of flesh and blood, in other words on behalf of
the average man

in

Europe.

Secondly, because direct elections are imminent. I
believe that we cannot seriously expect anything from
the European electors if they have the impression that
the European Communities have no policy or spend
money like water. This is also an important aspect.
'!7e must not give future European electors the impression that the European unit of account and thus the
currencies which are linked to it are thrown around

casually and without any true purpose. On the
contrary, we must prove by our deeds that the European Community is alive and well and that it can

(Applause)

President.

-

I

call Mr

Shaw.

Mr President, I would like
have been-present throughout the whole
of the debate and have heard every speech. I think
that the quality of the debate that we have had this
year is a tribute to this House. I feel that this debate
has been serious, and has shown that every speaker
has looked into his subject with a great deal of care
and has had some very positive, constructive things to

Mr Shaw,

rapporteur.

to sum up:

I

say.

I am very grateful for the tone set by the President-inOffice, Mr Eyskens, in indicating that the goodwill of
the Council was with us and would be evident in our
negotiations for a conclusion to this budgetary procedure. One fully understands that the Council, as well
as ourselves, has problems in reaching agreement. I
was very glad that he made the points that we have
heard time and again in this debate : firstly, that the
economic climate has changed somewhat
and I am
sure that that is right.
It may be partly due to this change that we

were some-

what shocked at the start of our deliberations on the
draft budget. Clearly, we started our deliberations at a
later stage than the Council; obviously, we must now
see if we can find a way forward together. It is clear
from Mr Eyskens' speech tonight that this is what we
must try and do.

I was also glad to hear that he had in mind four big
areas in which to seek agreement. But perhaps the
most significant thing he said
in my view, certainly

- budget was a basic
was his insistence that the
European policy and not iust an
accounting exercise. Although those words are often
heard in this House, I had not felt that the concept
was often considered in that way in the other half of
the budgetary authority. I was thus very glad to hear
him say this, because clearly our basic concepts are
coming closer and closer together.
-instrument of

it actually seems longer ago ! at about
- words to
six o'clock- the President-in-Office said a few
us before he had to leave. I should like to say in parentheses that I fully understood why he had to leave us,
and I thank him for being with us throughout the day
today. Mr Eyskens seemed to indicate yesterday an
impression that, to a large extent, Parliament's amendYesterday

ments

did little more than

restoie

the figures

proposed initially by the Commission.

Had he heard some of the remarks last night by Mr
Meintz or Lord Bruce, or indeed the whole of my own
speech 7 I cannot remember the stage at which he left,
but certainly one theme was repeated today by Mr
Price and I think Mr Aigner mentioned it too. This
theme was that the committees examined the expendi-
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ture programmes very critically indeed, with a sense of
priority as to what could, under the circumstances, be
left out, and what inevitably had to be put in if we
were to have any purpose in this budget. This came
out in speech after speech. As I said to Mr Meintz in
particular, it is very difficult when you are comparing
these things, all of which have a special place in
people's hearts, to decide deliberately on the various
priorities. I think we can excuse ourselves from any
accusation here : we treated this matter seriously and I
believe that the course of this debate has proved this

certain speakers appeared to feel that I had not really
appreciated (that the size of the percentage of the agricultural expenditure was due to the fact that other
European policies had not been created. I did in fact
make that very point in my speech yesterday, and
agree with them entirely. I also agreed with them, and
how right they were, when they pointed out the need
to rid the agricultural section of the budget of expenditure that did not relate to agriculture at all : things like
MCA's and food aid and the like.

fully.

I

In addition, he referred again yesterday to the noncompulsory / compulsory aspect. I was rather sorry he did,
because I personally see less and less point in talking
about non-compulsory and compulsory expenditure,
particularly when we all now agree that the budget is
a political instrument.

Vhat we are seeking in our budgetary procedure is to
fix the budget in the light of the needs and the goals
of the Communities. 'When we get round the table
and discuss matters that is what we talk about, the real
needs of the Communities, and less and less, I hope,
as to whether an item is compulsory or non-compulsory. It is my hope, and I have said it on many occa-

sions, that this difference will gradually die from
malnutrition and ill-usage, through not being used at
all. I believe that it is ultimately not a question of
compulsory or non-compulsory, it is a question of
fixing the budget in the spirit of goodwill, bearing in
mind the goal and obiective that I have demonstrated,
looking at the various policies on their merits and
with regard to the needs of the present situation.

Mr President, several people talked about EUA. I will
not go into it any further because in fact, the President-in-Office himself went into it. I will not even
voice the queries I had in mind as to what progress
was being made, although

I

am bound to say that the

little warning that he gave did lead me to fear the
worst, but perhaps I am getting a little too old and
lack a certain optimism in these matters.
Mr Spinelli has made several contributions. They were
aimed mainly,

if I

may say so, directly at the Commis-

I will not reply to those Points
because I think Mr Tugenthat answered them. I am
I must say this that the amendsorry to note
ments he has -proposed to my resolutions are virtually
sion. Therefore

the same in spirit as the ones we discussed fairly, and

at great length, during our meeting in Brussels last
week. Quite honestly I do feel sorry that he has felt

bound to do that again. However, it is his right to do
so, and I am afraid that we shall have to spend a long
time this evening discussing them all again.

the President-inAs regards the agricultural policy
Office has talked about this in considerable detail and

I will not do so myself, but I

would iust say that

would just say one word about Mr Lange's amendIt is, of course, a financial control amendment,
rather than an agricultural amendment. It has been
proposed, as he so clearly stated earlier on today, to
try and get rid of the performance of supplementary
budgets that we have every year. Of course there
ment.

might be an absolutely exceptional year, even if we
pass this amendment, when we might have to have a
iupplementary one. But it would certainly be entirely
unforeseen and unexpected. \What we are trying to do
is get rid of the 'annual' aspect of the supplementary
budget with regard to agriculture expenditure.

I am trying to set a record for brevity for

a rapporteur

President. I know you will be
pleased at that, and others may take a lesson from it
for future years.

in winding up, Mr

As far as Lord Bruce's speech is concerned, I thank
him again for the very kind references that he made
to my work

as rapporteur,

particularly since they come

from someone who had the iob to do last year. He

did, I notice, characterize me as saying that this was a
I have read my speech - I
very good budget, but
I
did in fact say that it was a
that
cannot see anywhere
very good budget. I certainly said 'but' many times,
and that many things needed to be done. But he went
on to one point which the Commission did answer,

namely why was
mind ? May

I

say

it the Commission

changed its

this: in the Committee on Budgets

itself, I said to the Commission, 'Several months have
gone by since you prepared your original document.
Circumstances in those months, through delays and
one thing and another, must have changed. It would
assist us and it would assist the commlttees if you
would be quite frank with us and tell us which are the

areas now, four months, later in which there have
been changes', and honestly, candidly and helpfully
they told us. And I really do think that it is not fair to
them if they do this in this very helpful way and we
then turn round and say : '\Well there you are, you
cannot stick to your guns on this, that or the other'. I
think frankly, what they were doing was showing hat

they were honest men, and frankly, I took a good deal
more cognisance of their general approach to the
budget, bicause they were prepared to do that' than if
they had not been prepared to do so. Because if
anybody told me that there wuld be no changes in
four months, I frankly would not believe them.
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Now, I come to Mr Bangemann. He made, as I would
expect from him, a thoughtful speech, in which he
described the budgetary machinery as he saw it and
he pointed out the paradox that the European Parlia-

ment places emphasis on increasing

expenditure
whereas many national Parliaments are seeking to cut
back. They are actually beginning to reverse this
process, but I accept the point that he is making. I
also accept his answer to that paradox, namely, that
the European Community is at a very different stage

of development from that of our Member States.
Clearly, we must, if we are to expand our European
purpose, begin to take on policies that in the past
have been taken on nationally, and if we do this, it
means that we as a Community, have got to find additional revenue for the resulting additional expenses.
Mr President, one word about staff : my good friend,
Mr Howell
is not here at the moment
- alas he
launched a vigorous
attack on bureaucracy last night,- I
was interested to hear his attack, because he indicated
the instinctive opposition that there is to any increase
in staff. But I have to say, as rapporteur, that I cannot
just rely on my instinctive opposition to increased
staff. I have to do my best to look at the facts and to
see what they are. And it is in that light that I came to
the conclusion that I should ask my Committee on
Budgets for certain additional staff for the Commission. I am grateful to them, because they accepted my
words and supported me.

I have said a word about the Social Affairs Committee
and Mr Meintz. It was Mrs Kellett-Bowman who also
stressed

the need for priorities that has been

It was nice too to hear the intervention by Mr Giolitti,
saying that he would emphasize the special significance of the Regional Fund and describing it as the
heart of the budget.
There are many sectors which those interested may
call the heart of the budget. I feel, however, that the
power-house of the budget is perhaps the Committee
on Energy and Research. We have to produce, otherwise we do not have any resources to spend on other
things. That is why I welcome so much the words of
Lord Bessborough, Mr Normanton, Mr Noi and Mr

I

am sorry

if

are

'S7e

come to the Committee on Economic and Monetary Affairs. They did their duty simply by saying that
this budget was out of balance in the way that the
funds are spent. I am bound to say that I think every
single person in this Chamber would agree with this.

Development aid is something, I believe, that we in
this Parliament have made especially close to our
hearts. S7e have, I hope, been in accord within the
Committee on Budgets in supporting the views of that
committee, which Mr Price explained as the need for
us to take our responsibilities seriously, if we are to
show that we really care about these very important
matters. Again, Lord Reay pointed out that the cost of
storing surpluses makes it nearly as cheap to give
away or distribute those surpluses in the form of aid.

I am trying to rush things and I know I have missed
out many important contributions, but I should finally
like to deal with a point raised by Mr Broeksz and
Miss Flesch. They raised the point concerninS the

beef question involving 30m EUA. I placed it on
record that the reasons for our action
they may not
like it, but it is iust one of the many- things we have
done to try and bring everything into the budget
were tied up with budgetization. If we are going -to
look at the matter as a whole, every year, we have got
to have everything in, so that we can look at it as a
whole, without putting things in by a side door on
other occasions.

esta-

blished by this committee, and Mrs Dunwoody made
a good point too. She referred to the slowness of
implementation in the past by many national Governments: how true that is, when you look at the Social
Fund and the problems connected with its implementation. So far as the Regional Fund is concerned, I will
say little, except that I thought the case was very well
put by the rapporteur, Mr Delmotte, Mr Fuchs also
made a good point about the need for continuing
effort, as did Mr Corrie, pointing to the very relevant
needs in this area of local fishing communities that
are now having to find work in alternative industries.

Flamig.

I hope that we have got those right, because they
very important indeed.

there were certain shortcomings

in one or two of the wordings in the amendments, but

To conclude, Mr President : I believe that we have had

I thank the
President-in-Office for the constructive way in which
he has contributed at its close, and I look forward, if
need be
it may after all be accepted in its entirety !
- later consultation.
to our
I assure him that the
-goodwill that he has expressed exists
with us as well. I
would also like to thank Commissioner Tugendhat for
the way that he has come in, at each stage of the
debate, to give his views about the debates that have
taken place, section by section. I think that has been
very helpful to us, and I feel that, with the debate and
his reactions to it, we had a much better picture than
we would have had without his contributions.
a very worthwhile and constructive debate.

Finally, Mr President, I would just like to say a word
or two of thanks
thanks to the spending commit-

- they have never worked before to
tees for working as

make this debate, as I believe it has been, so
; and thanks to my chairman on the
Committee on Budgets. I suspect.I am always unpopular when I give him thanks, because he is a very
modest man
even now he is hiding behind his
- fact
books
in
he has done a lot oiwork and he
-'but
has kept
us on the right road and seen that we got
through our business. I am very grateful to him. All
rapporteurs of the budget will know what I mean
successful

when

I

say

I could not have got through without him.
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would like also to thank the members of the
and I echo
Committee on Budgets but, especially
the words of Lord Bruce, because he knows the form
the staff of the Committee on Budgets' I believe

I

-that we could not have a better staff, and that is not a
rash thing to say on my Part, because I genuinely
believe it. They work as hard as anyone can, and they

give advice that you can entirely rely upon'

I

thank them all.

Mr President, that this debate will result in

consiructive advance and a substantial change
draft budget as it exists today.

in

would remind the House that during the vote

give

Does anyone else wish to speak

of

the

?

The debate is closed.

a

7. Agenda
President.

\Tednesday,agenda

for next sitting

The next sitting will be held tomorrow,
26 October 1977, with the following

:

9.30 a.m. : Submission and discussion of supplementari'
reports from the Committee on Budgets
10. a.m.: Voting on

:

-

Sections I, II, N and V of the draft general budget of
the European Communities Lor 1978

-

Draft amendments concerning appropriations
'Commission' section of the draft budget

-

Proposed modifications concerning appropriations in
the 'Commission' section of the draft budget

-

Motions for resolutions contained
Mr Shaw and Mr Cointat

the

Mr Shaw, on behalf of the entire
President.
Assembly, I -should like to congratulate you on the
excellent job you have done and express my admiration for your patience and attention throughout our
(Altplatsc)

opinion

Committee on Budgets.

(Applausc)

debate.

a brief explanation of the

am

indeed very grateful to them. Alas, their task is a long
way from completed yet.
At this stage perhaps I could thank the staff of Parliainterpreters, the translators, the
ment as well
- the
printers, the compilers and distributors of documents.
I have been here all weekend preparing for this, Mr
President, and I can tell you that, when I retired to
bed, the lights in certain rooms of this establishment
were still on and people were still working so that this
debate could take place on Monday and Tuesday. I

I hope,

I

tomorrow the rapporteur alone may take the floor to

The sitting is closed.
(Tbe sittittg uas closed

at

7,40

p'm)
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President

Qhe sitting opened
President.

at

9.40 a.m)

The sitting is open.

l.

Approaal of tbe minutes

President.
The minutes of proceedings of yesterday's sitting-have been distributed.

Are there any comments ? The minutes of proceedings are approved.

This has been referred to the Committee on Economic
and Monetary Affairs;

(b) from the committees, the following reports :
report by Mr Evans, on behalf of the Committee on
- the
Environment, Public Health and Consumer
Protection, on health hazards of asbestos (Doc.
34a/77);

-

report by Mr Santer, on behalf of the Committee on
Social Affairs, Employment and Education, on the
conclusions to be drawn from the Tripartite Conference

2. Documents

President.
ments

:

- I

receiaed

have received the following docu-

(a) from the Council, a request for an opinion on the
proposal from the Commission to the Council for

-

on 27 June 1977 (Doc.

3a5177);

report by Mr Scelba, on behalf of the political Afairs
Committee, on the granting of special rights to the
citizens of the European Community pursuant to the
decision of the Paris Summit Conference in
December 1974 (paragraph 1l of the final communiqu6) (Doc. 3a6/77);
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-

report by Mr Coust6, on behalf of the Committee on
Economic and Monetary Affairs, on the Sixth report

by the Commission on competition policy
70177)

-

(Doc.

(Doc.3a7l74;

Report by Mr Veronesi, on behalf of the Committee
on Energy and Research, on the proposal from the
Commission to the Council for a decision laying
down a multi-annual research and development
programme in the field of primary raw materials

(indirect action) (1978-81) (Doc. 348174;

-

Report by Mr Edwards, on behalf of the Committee
on the Environment, Public Health and Consumer
Protection, on the proposal from the Commission to

the Council for a first programme of research
projects in the field of medical and public health
research (Doc. 349

177).

3. Petitions

fore recommends the House to adopt these amendments concerning mission-expenses.
The Committee on Budgets also made some modification to the proposals of the enlarged Bureau relating

to

Parliament staff ;

it

consequently referred the

matter by letter of 24 October to the President of our
Parliament. You replied, Mr President, on 25 October
to the effect that on a number of proposals the

enlarged Bureau agreed with the Committee on
Budgets but that with regard to other small amendments

it

had been unable to take up a position.

Finally, the Committee on Budgets had approved
resolution, or at least had decided to put forward

resolution, approving

the

appropriations

a
a

of

the
Council, the Economic and Social Committee and the
Court of Justice without any particular rqnarks. Now
that the Committee has adopted a series of amendments concerning mission-expenses, however, the

protection of the basic rights of Turks living

motion for a resolution will have to be slightly
reworded to state that the appropriations can be
approved subject to a number of adjustments, which
will, I hope, be upheld by the Parliament.

of

I put this proposal orally, Mr President, since it has
not been possible for the administrative services to
modify the motion for a resolution in the short time

President.

At the

request

of the Committee on

- Procedure and Petitions, Petition No
the Rules of

l3l75, submitted by Mr Struppek and others, on the

in the
Federal Republic of Germany, has been forwarded to
the Commission, pursuant to Rule a8 (a) of the Rules
Procedure.

since I 1 o'clock yesterday evening.

4. General budget of tbe European Comnunities
for 1978 (conclusion of debate)
President.

The next item is the supplementary

- Committee on Budgets on the draft
report by the
general budget of the European Communities for
1978.

I

call Mr Cointat.

(F) Mr President, the
Mr Cointat, rdpporteur.
Committee on Budgets met-yesterday under the chairmanship of Mr Lange to examine the last amendments.

As regards the budget of Parliament and the budgets
of the Council and the other Institutions, I have three
further points to communicate to the House.
First of all, the Committee on Budgets looked at two

of amendments submitted by myself on behalf
of my political group and signed by the chairman of
all the groups. These concern the rates of missionexpenses for staff. The first series concerns the
series

increase of these rates to take account of the evolution
of prices over the last 15 months ; the second deals
with the indexing of the rates in line with the
weighting factor applied to salaries. Of these amendments, the Committee on Budgets approved the two
which relate to Parliament. It went on to approve the

other eight amendments concerning the other four
Institutions

Council, Commission, Court of Justice

- and Social Committee based on the
and Economic
standardization of mission-expenses for all the staff of
the Communities. The Committee on Budgets there-

President.

-

I call Mr Shaw.

Mr President, it is
Mr Shaw, general rapporteur.
the custom that the Committee on Budgets meets on

the night before the voting day to consider lastminute amendments to the budget which have been

tabled since its last meeting. That has happened. As
Mr Cointat said, we finished at 11 p.m. The consideration of these amendments lasted fairly late, and therefore it is necessary for me to give an entirely oral
report rather than a written report.

As Mr Cointat has stated, the first item which exercised us was that relating to the mission expenses of
the staff of the Institutions. He and the chairmen of
the political groups decided to table amendments to
all thc sections of the budget, and two of them

concern the section for which I am responsible,
namely the Commission section. These are Amendments Nos 330 and 331. The decision of the
Committee on Budgets was made in principle on all
the amendments and that decision ws taken by 14
votes in favour, none against and 5 abstentions. The
effect is to increase expenditure by nearly I % million

EUA for the Commission.
Next, the committee examined an amendment tabled
by Mr Lange, following a decision in principle at the
last meeting of the committee. This amendment, No
325, seeks to freeze any extra expenditure for the

external representation offices of the Community
beyond 1977 levels. The committee ratified its previous decision of principle by supporting Mr Lange's
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draft amendment unanimously. The Commission will,
I understand it, be presenting us with a report on

as

these external offices and new activities in the
external representation field at the end of the year.
!7e do not want to be awkward on this, Mr President,
but we did feel that" if there were a lot of new offices
coming into being, we should have more detailed
information before we finally sanctioned the payment.
On Amendment No 235, concerning the continuation
of the North Sea Dialogue, and No 233, concerning
the Community system of guaranteed incomes for
workers during retraining, the committee noted that it
had already examined other amendments covering

imendments down on this on behalf of our respective
committees, and I know Mr Nod in particular was
very worried about this matter, because he had a word
with me yesterday. Both amendments seek the same
ends
namely, to give adequate support for improvements- in security arrangements at the Joint Research
Centre, which, I think everybody in this House will
agree, is vitally necessary at this time. The only
different is one of technique and of drafting.
Firstly, there was a slight error in the preliminary draft
budgeg which in the remarks talks of 'extra temporary

staff when in fact the necessary security work will be
given to security firms by way of contract.

these items.

On Amendment No 327, tabled by Mrs Dunwoody
and other members of the Socialist Group, seeking to
enter commitments of 100 million EUA for Chapter
53, concerning new activities of the Social Fund, the
committee gave a negative opinion, because it had
already examined a different amendment from the
Social Affairs Committee and because it felt that the
authors of this amendment went a little further than
either the Commission or the committee concerned
were prepared to go.

I should point out, Mr President, that in our deliberations we are nearly always guided by the conclusions
of the appropriate committee because we know that
these committees have this year gone into the budget
in great depth with Commission

representatives.

Mr Aigner and the

Christian-Democratic Group
tabled Amendment No 326 to increase payment and
commitment appropriations for Article 945, which
covers the Community contribution towards schemes

concerning developing countries carried out by nongovernmental organizations such as the churches, the

Red Cross, etc. Although the Committee had
this matter before, it was felt that this
amendment took account of the views of the
discussed

Committee

on

Development

and

Cooperation.

Furthermore, the Commission informed us that the

appropriations were needed,

For that reason

the

amendment was approved unanimously by 23 votes in
favour and with only I abstention.

Next, Mr Holst and other members of the Danish
delegation revised their amendment, No 130 to
Article 293, covering subsidies to non-governmental
organizations pursuing humanitarian aims and
promoting human rights. The changes involved eliminated some of the anxieties of the Committee on
Budgets that this aid might jeopardize the independence of some of these organizations. This amendment eventually was given a favourable opinion with
18 votes in favour, I against and I abstention.

One other matter was examined, and that is Item
3333, which covers the physical protection measures
of the JRC establishments. Both Mr Krieg and I have

Secondly, the Committee on Budgets took a general
view as regards the use of commitments, and that is

outlined

in the justification to my amendment

No

308, where we state that commitments should not be
used for such matters as staff and administrative expenditure. Commitments should only be entered in cases

where activities spreading over several years

are

involved. Therefore, Mr Pqesident, we tabled an amendment which, while not affecting the overall payment

for this item, sought to enter commitments only for
investment and to remove them for administrative
and staff expenditure. That is the position.
Mr Flnmig came to us last night and stated the preoccupation of his committee, which wished to see the
situation in the preliminary draft budget restored.
However, in view of the important questions of budgetary principle involved, it was decided that the
Committee on Budgets would not alter its amendment but would seek the support of the House on it,

in order that this matter might be brought up during
the negotiations between the Council and Parliament
and in the presence of the Commission. I think I can
say that I got overall agreement from the Institutions

on this point, and I can assure Mr Nod that, at the
end of the day, all will be well. I must therefore repeat
that an amendment of the Committee on Budgets
does nog in any way, reduce the possibilities for
strengthening the security arrangements at the Joint
Research Centre.

Finally, Mr President,

in

many amendments

and

we see the-phrase
- used.
'commitment appropriations' being
This is
I
state again
contrary to the view of Parliament, -but
- fact that the original preliminary draft
in view of the
budget was drawn up with this phrase,. and in view of
the speed with which amendments have been made,
such a phrase has continued to be used in many of
the amendrnents. And rather than change it all in
detail, I am sure the House will understand that we
this is by way of a reminder

hold to our view that the correct term is'commitment
authorizations'. The discussion on which phrase will
be used in the future has still to take place under the
consultation procedure with the Council.

9t
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After the general discussion, we then considered the
amendments to my resolution. I will report briefly on
these when we come

The President.

-

to them.

of view of the Committee on Budgets on each text as
it is put to the vote, and will call the rapporteur only
if he wishes to furnish additonal information. Finally,
if any votes by roll-call are requested, they will be
held after the other votes on the draft amendments
and proposed modifications have taken place.

5. General Budget of the European Cornrnunities
President.

1978 (vote)

!7e shall now consider the draft amend-

ments and- proposed modifications to the general
budget of the European Communities for 1978, after
which we shall vote on the motions for resolutions
contained in the report by Mr Shaw on the draft
general budget for 1978 and the reports by Mr Cointat
on Sections I, II, IV and V of the 1978 draft general
budget.

I

In the spirit of these remarks and also in accordance
with our agenda, we shall first proceed to vote on the
texts relating to Sections I, II, IV and V of the draft
general budget of the European Communities, relating
to the Parliament, the Council, the Court of Justice
and the Court of Auditors. !7e shall then take the
draft amendments concerning the section relating to

the Commission. After that, we shall vote on

would first draw attention briefly to the relevant

procedural rules. Appropriations will be taken section

by section, chapter by chapter and article by article,
and those appropriations on which no draft amendments

it is essential that we
to the arrangements which I announced on
Monday. To save time, I myself will indicate the point
fications have been tabled,
adhere

The debate is closed.

for

Since over 300 draft amendments and proposed modi-

or

proposed modifications have been tabled

will be approved without a formal vote. All proposed
modifications and draft amendments will be put to
the vote, unless their authors have withdrawn them, in
the order of the budgetary nomenclature and on the
basis of the appropriations to which they relate.

If

the

proposed modifications of expenditure relating to the
section of the budget concerning the Commission,
since these do not require the same qualified majority
but only an absolute maioriry of the votes cast. Finally,
we shall consider the motions for resolutions
contained in the reports by Mr Shaw and Mr Cointat

on behalf of the Committee on Budlets.
S7e begin with Section 1.'Parliament', Title -I On the
list of posts, the following five draft amendments have

been tabled I

several draft amendments or
tions refer to the same article, the one that departs
furthest from the draft budget will be put to the vote
first. If they depart to the same extent from the draft
budget, they will be put to the vote in the order in
which they were tabled.

:

proposed modifica-

preserve the budgetary balance, votes on
individual sections of piop6sed modifications or draft

tions or draft amendments.
Proposed modifications, relating to compulsory expenditure, require for their adoption a majority of the
votes cast, whereas draft amendments, relating to non-

compulsory expenditure, require

the votes of

a

majority of the current Members of Parliament
- that
are
is to say, at least 100 votes. Draft amendments
marked with an asterisk to draw your attention to the

qualified majority required.

After the vote on the various articles, chapters and
sections, the revenue, accordingly modified, will be
adopted.

In order not to obstruct the counting of the votes, all
those who are not Members of Parliament but whose

duties require their presence in the Chamber are
asked not to occupy the places reserved for Members.
Any movement in the Chamber which might disturb
the voting process must also be avoided.

on

behalf of the Committee on Budgets

-

No 235lrev./Il, tabled by all the political Sroups, on
which the Committee on Budgets has expressed a

;

favourable opinion;

In order to

amendments will not be permitted: in this way, we
shall avoid the danger that items of expenditure are
approved while the corresponding entries on the other
side are rejected, and aice aersa. Por the same reason,
it will not be possible to amend proposed modifica-

Nos 250, 259 and 268, tabled by Mr Cointat

-

-

No 237lrev., tabled by Mr Fellermaier on behalf of
the Socialist Group, Mr Klepsch on behalf of the
Christian-Democratic Group, and Mr Durieux on
behalf of the Liberal and Democratic Group.

These draft amendments can be considered jointlv.

I

call Mr Cointat.

(F) You have iust stated
Mr Cointat, rapporteur.
that the Committee on -Budgets gave a favourable
opinion on all but one of the amendments. I would
recall that, in agreement with the tablers of Amendment No 237/rev., the Committee on Budgets
requested that this latter amendment should be held
over. Consequently, as agreed with the tablers of the
amendment, we shall take our decision in December,
and in your letter of 25 October, Mr President, you
state that the enlarged Bureau approves this procedure. I would therefore ask that the amendment be
held over and not be voted on today.

President.

I

-

I

call Mr Fellermaier.

For the texts of draft amendments and proposed modifications, see Annex.
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(D) Mr President, the tablers of
Mr Fellermaier.
this amendment -agree with the rapporteur of the
Committee on Budgets that this amendment should
be voted on not today but in the final voting in
December. The amendment is therefore not to be
withdrawn as per the Rules of Procedure, but simply
set aside for a later vote.

President.
vote.

-

I put draft Amendment No 250 to the

Draft Amendment No 250 is adopted by 122 votes to

0 with no abstentions.
I put draft Amendment No 259 to the
Amendment No 259 is adopted

with no

by

vote.

122 votes

to

0

abstentions.

On Item 2940,Mr Cointat has tabled Amendment No
252 on behalf of the Committee on Budgets. I put
this text to the vote.
Draft Amendment No 252 is adopted by 118 votes to

l, with no abstentions.
On Item 2990, the Committee on Budgets has tabled
draft Amendment No 253. I put this text to the vote.
Draft Amendment No 253 is adopted by 119 votes to

0 with no

abstentions.

rtr7e proceed

to Title IIL

On Article 374, Mr Cointat has tabled draft Amendment No 254 on behalf of the Committee on
Budgets. I put this text to the vote.

I

Draft Amendment No 254 is adopted by 120 votes to

0 with no abstentions.
I put to the vote draft Amendment No 236lrev.lll.
Draft Amendment No 235lrev.lll is adopted by 122
votes to 0 with no abstentions.
At the request of the Committee on Budgets, draft
Amendment No 237lrev. is held over.
On Item lll0, Mr Cointat has tabled draft Amendment No 257 on behalf of the Committee on
Budgets. I put this text to the vote.
Draft Amendment No 257 is adoptedby 122 votes to
0 with no abstentions.
On Item 1301, two draft amendments, Nos 329 and
328, have been tabled by all the political groups.
I put Amendment No 329 to the vote.
Draft Amendment No 329 is adopted by l2l votes to
0 with I abstention.
I put draft Amendment No 328 to the vote.
Draft Amendment No 328 is adopted by l2l votes ro
0 with I abstention.
On Item 1490, Mr Cointat has tabled draft Amendment No 251 on bhalf of the Committee on Budgets.
I put this text to the vote.
Draft Amendment No 251 is adopted by 121 vores to
0 with I abstention.
\I7e proceed to title IL

On Article 375, Mr Cointat has tabled draft Amendment No 255 on behalf of the Committee on
Budgets. I put this text to the vote.

put draft Amendment No 258 to the vote.
Draft Amendment No 258 is adoptedby 122 votes to

On Articles 220 and 222,Mr Fellermaier, on behalf of
the Socialist Group, Mr Klepsch, on behalf of the
Christian-Democratic Group, and Mr Durieux, on
behalf of the Liberal and Democratic Group, have
tabled draft Amendment No 238.
\$(hat is the rapporteur's view ?

Mr Cointat, rapporteur.
(F) Mr President, the
- concerning
problem is the same as that
Amendment
No 237lrev., which we had a moment ago. This
amendment, too, should be held over.
President.

Vith the agreement of its aurhors,

Amendment- No 238 is held over.

l, with no abstentions.

Draft Amendment No 255 is adopted by 120 votes to
0, with no abstentions.
'We proceed to Title X.

On Chapter

Mr Cointat has tabled draft Amendof the Committee on
put this text to the vote.
100,

ment No 256 on behalf
Budgets.

I

Draft Amendment No 255 is adopted by
0, with no abstentions.

l2l

votes to

On Article 1001, the following two draft amendments
have been tabled:

No 232/rev., by the chairmen of the political
- grouPs
No 258, by Mr Cointat on behalf of the
- Committee on Budgets.
I put to the vote draft Amendment No 232lrev.,
;

which, with regard to the remarks, departs furthest
from the text.

Draft Amendment No 232/rev. is adopted by
with three abstentions.

115

votes to 0

By reason of this adoption, draft Amendmant No 258
becomes void.

I

call Mr Cointat.

Mr Cointat, rapporteur.
(F)Mr President, I do not
entirely agree with you. Amendment
No 258 does not
become void : in fact, although it corresponds to the
previous amendment it does contain one variation in
that it provides for the blocking of appropriations;
consequently, it contains an addition to the previous
amendment. I would therefore ask you, Mr President,
to call a vote on Amendment No 258, which blocks
the appropriations until such time as there is full need
for them. This is the position of the Committee on

Budgets and it is the only point on which it differs
from the chairmen of the political groups. I did not
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Cointat
ask to speak just now, Mr President, since I have no
obiection to the amendment put forward by the polir
ical groups ; on the other hand, I feel that Amend-

ment No 258 allows these appropriations to
blocked and consequently goes a little further.

be

President.
Mr
I do not find in the text of
- theCointat,
the amendment
term 'block'which you have used,
but I see that the iustification differs. Having approved
one justification, we cannot go on to adopt the other.

Mr Cointat,

rapporteur.

(F)Mr President, I apolo-

gize for expressing myself- badly. In reality, what the
Community on Budgets asks for is that such a large
appropriation should not be open to arbitrary use and
that consequently it should not be blocked but should
be subiect to control by the bodies responsible for the
utilization of this appropriation. The vote on the previous amendment was quite valid, but we ask that this
control by the responsible bodies should be added,
thereby meeting the concern of the political groups
and of the Committee on Budgets.

Mr President.

-

I call Mr Lange.

Mr Lange, Chairmen of tbe Comnrittee on Budgets,
(D)

we subjected the funds made avail-able to This
the political groups for information, etc., in
year

preparation for direct elections, to the general control

of Parliament, and this should be continued

in

1978.

In other words, the appropriations should be subject
not to independent control by the political groups but

to general control by Parliament.
President.
I put to the vote the remarks from
draft Amendment
No 258, which, if adopted, will be
integrated

in the

amendment we have just adopted.

The remarks to draft Amendment No 258 are adopted
by ll5 votes to 0 with three abstentions.
Since there are no further amendments to Section I :
'Parliament', the whole of this section, as modified by
the votes already taken, stands adopted.

\7e proceed to Scction 11;'Council', Title L
On Item 1301, the political groups have tabled two
draft amendments : Nos 332 and 333.
I put draft Amendment No 332 to the vote.
Draft Amendment No 332 is adopted by I l7 votes to
0, with no abstentions.
I put draft Amendment No 333 to the vote.
Draft Amendment No 333 is adopted by 117 votes to
0, with I abstention.
On Annex I, Section II, Mr Cointat has tabled, on
behalf of the Committee on Budgets, two draft amendments on the list of posts: Nos 250 and 261.

I

put draft Amendment No 250 to the

vote.

Draft Amendment No 250 is adopted by 116 votes to
l, with two abstentions.

I put draft Amendment No 251 to the vote.
Draft Amendment No 251 is adopted by ll5 votes to
1, with two abstentions.
On Item 1301, the political groups have tabled
draft amendments : Nos 336 and 337.
I put draft Amendment No 335 to the vote.

two

Draft Amendment No 335 is adopted by I 15 votes to

with 1 abstention.
I put draft Amendment No 337 to the vote.
Draft Amendment No 337 is adopted by 116 votes to
1, with I abstention.
!7e proceed to Title IL
On Article 220, Mr Cointat has tabled draft Amendment No 253 on behalf of the Committee on
Budgets. I put this text to the vote.
Draft Amendment No 263 is adopted by 119 votes to
0, with no abstentions.
'We proceed to Title X.
On Chapter 100, Mr Cointat has tabled draft Amendment No 262 on behalf of the Committee on
Budgets. I put this text to the vote.
Draft Amendment No 252 is adopted by ll7 votes to
l, with 2 abstentions.
Since there are no further draft amendments to
Section 11: 'Council', the whole of this section, as
modified by the votes already taken, stands adopted.
'$7e
proceed to Section IV:'Court of Justice', Title L
On ltem 1301, the political groups have tabled two
draft amendments : Nos 335 and 334.
I put draft Amendment No 335 to the vote.
Draft Amendment No 335 is adopted by 121 votes to
0, with no abstentions.
I put draft Amendment No 334 to the vote.
Draft Amendment No 334 is adopted by 121 votes to
-0, with no abstentions.
1,

Since there are no further amendments to Section IV:
'Court of Justice', the whole of this section, as modified by the votes already taken, stands approved.
On Section V: 'Court of Auditors', no draft amend-

nrents have been tabled. Section
adopted in its entirety.

V

therefore stands

proceed to Section III:'Commission'. Ve shall
first vote on the draft amendments relating to revenue.

Ve

On Article 100, Mr Shaw has tabled two draft amendments on behalf of the Committee on Budgets : Nos
264 and 265.

I put draft Amendment No 265 to the vote.
Draft Amendment No 265 is adopted by 121 votes to

I with no abstentions.
I put draft Amendment No 254 to the vote.
Draft Amendment No 254 is adopted by 120 votes to

2 with no

abstentions.
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On Article 110, Mr Shaw has tabled draft Amendment
No 239 on behalf of the Committee on Budgets. I put
this text to the vote.
Draft Amendment No 239 is adopted by 120 votes to

I

with no

abstentions.

On Article 120, Mr Shaw has tabled draft Amendment
No 259 on behalf of the Committee on Budgets. I put
this text to the vote.
Draft Amendment No 269 is adopted by 123 votes to

0 with no

abstentions.

On Article 130, Mr Shaw has tabled draft Amendment

No 270 on behalf of the Committee on Budgets. I put
this text to the vote.
Draft Amendment No 270 is adopted by 123 votes to
0 with no abstentions.
On Article 941, the Committee on Budgets has tabled
draft Amendment No 241. I put this text to the vote.
Draft Amendment No 241 is adopted by

2 with no

l2l

votes to

abstentions.

On Article 942, the Committee on Budgets has tabled
draft Amendment No 240. I put this text to the vote.

Draft Amendment No 246lrev. is adopted by
to 0 with 2 abstentions.

118

votes

On the list of posts, Mr Shaw has tabled draft Amendment No 247hev. on behalf of the Committee on
Budgets. I put this text to the vote.

Draft Amendment No 247hev. is adopted by
to 2 with no abstentions.

116

votes

On the list of posts, Mr Shaw has tabled draft Amendment No 248lrev. on behalf of the Committee on
Budgets. I put this text to the vote.

Draft Amendment No 248lrev. is adopted by 117
to 2 with no abstentions.
!7e proceed to Title L
On Item 1301, the political groups have tabled draft

votes

Amendments Nos 330 and 331.

I

put draft Amendment No 330 to the

vote.

Draft Amendment No 330 is adopted by 118 votes to

0 with

I

I

abstention.

put draft Amendment No 331 to the vote.

Draft Amendment No 331 is adopted by

I

ll8

votes to

Draft Amendment No 240 is adopted by 123 votes to

0 with

0 with no abstentions.
On Chapter 94, the Committee on Budgets has tabled
draft Amendment No 242 seeking to insert a new
Article 943. I put this text to the vote.
Draft Amendment No 242 is adopted by 124 votes to
0 with no abstentions.
On Chapter 94, the Committee on Budgets has tabled
draft Amendment No 243 seeking to insert a new
Article 944. I put this text to the vote.
Draft Amendment No 243 is adopted by l2l votes to
3 with no abstentions.

On Article 145, Mr Cointat and others have tabled, on

On Article 950, Mr Shaw has tabled draft Amendment
No 244 on behalf of the Committee on Budgets. I put

this text to the

vote.

Draft Amendment No 244 is adopted by 124 votes to

abstention.

behalf of the Group of European progressive Democ-

rats, draft Amendment No 158, on which the
Committee on Budgets has delivered a negative
opinion. I put this text to the vote.
Draft Amendment No 158 is reiected by a votes in
favour to ll0 against and 5 abstentions.
!7e proceed to Title IL
On Chapter 21, I have draft Amendment No 220,
tabled by Mr Corrie and Mr Osborn, on behalf of the
European Conservative Group, and draft Amendment
No 185, tabled by Mr Yeats and others, on behalf of
the Group of European Progressive Democrats. The
Committee on Budgets has expressed a favourable

opinion on Amendment No

220.

0 with no abstentions.

I

On Article 990, Mr Shaw has tabled draft Amendment
No 245 on behalf of the Committee on Budgets. I put
this text to the vote.

believe there is some confusion here.

Draft Amendment No 245 is adopted by 122 votes to
0 with no abstentions.
The division on revenue will be modified in accordance with the results of the vote on expenditure. We

to the division on expenditure.
the
li-tt of posts, the Committee on Budgets has
On
tabled draft Amendment No 31S/rev. I put this text to

call Mr Cointat.

Mr Cointat,

Draft Amendment No 315/rev. is adopted by
to 2 with no abstentions.

120

votes

On the list of posts, Mr Shaw has tabled draft Amendment No 246/rev. on behalf of the Committee on
Budgets. I put this text to the vote.

(F) Mr President, I

I think

that the

and here I address the
Budgets
- a favourable opinion on
gave
general rapporteur
- but did not give an unfavourable
Amendment No 185
Committee

on

opinion on Amendment No 220.
Shaw

I

would ask Mr

to clarify this question.

proceed

the vote.

rapporteur.

President.

-

I call

Mr

Shaw.

Mr Shaw, general rapporteur. -= Mr President, the
position is that last night an amendment came before
us which, in fact, took up all the other amendments;
we agreed.to it, but the purpose there was that we
should have further control on it. If we pass No 325,
which is the new one, this means that we can go
ahead with these offices, if need be, but that there
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must be a fueezing of the appropriations for the rental
chance to
approve what is happening. So I would strggest that
we know the spirit of the further amendments but
that, if we accept this No 325, this will give the
Commission a chance to go ahead with its present
occupation of properties and at the same time with its
plans for expansion. But it does mean that we shall

of external offices until we have had a

Draft Amendment No 202, tabled by the Liberal and
Democratic Group, has been withdrawn.

On Item 2729,

I

have the following

4

draf.t amend-

ments:

have to unfreeze before those plans for expansion can
be brought into being.

No 23, by Mr Spinelli and others ;

-

No 79, tabled by Mr Schuift on behalf of the Political
Affairs Committee ;

-

No 184/crr., tabled by Mr Cointat and others on
behalf of the Group of European Progressive Democrats; and

President.

ments Nos 220 and 185 to be covered by draft Amendment No 325 ?

Mr Shaw, general
325

rapl)orteur.
Mr President, No
will have this effect on the others,
but there is no

reason why the others should not be voted on, because

they deal specifically with Northern lreland.
(Laughte r)

President.

- I call Mr Yeats.

Mr Yeats.
Mr President,
appears to be some
- this, because, there
confusion about
as I understand the lusti-

fication to Amendment No 325 that the rapporteur
has just mentioned, this refers only to Lisbon and
Madrid. It has nothing whatever to do with Belfast. It
is a totally different matter.
President.
vote.

-

I

put draft Amendment No 220 to the

Draft Amendment No 220 is not adopted (51
for, 44 against and 7 abstentions).

I

put draft Amendment No 185 to the

votes

vote.

Draft Amendment No 185 is rejected by 73 votes for,

44 against and 3

abstentions.

On Item 2100, Mr Lange has tabled draft Amendment
No 325 on behalf of the Committee on Budgets. I put
this text to the vote.
Draft Amendment No 325 is adopted by

ll8

votes to

2, with no abstentions.

On Article 251, Mr Shaw has tabled draft Amendment
No 249 on behalf of the Committee on Budgets. I put
this text to the vote.
Draft Amendment No 249 is adopted by I 18 votes to

0 with 2 abstentions.
On Article 266, I have draft Amendment No 180, tabled by Mr Yeats and others on behalf of the Group
of European Progressive Democrats, and draft Amend-

ment No 301, tabled by the Committee on Budgets.

I

No 271, tabled by Mr Shaw on behalf of the
- Committee
on Budgets.

Mr Shaw, do you consider draft Amend-

put draft Amendment No 180 to the vot€.
Draft Amendment No 180 is rejected by l0 votes for,
105 against and no abstentions.
I put draft Amendment No 301 to the vote.
Draft Amendment No 301 is adopted by 118 votes to
2 with no abstentions.

The Committee on Budgets has expressed a
rable opinion on Amendment No 79.
I call Mr Lange.

favou-

Mr Lange, Cbaimran of the Committee on Budgets.
(D) Mr President, it would not be entirely correct

- say that the Committee on Budgets delivered a posito
tive opinion on this amendment. It agreed to the
amount but, and this is the important point, partly
blocked the appropriation with its Amendment No
271. So this amendment cannot be described as
having been approved by the Committee on Budgets.
President.

Mr

-

I call

Mr

Shaw.

Shaw, general rapporteur,

I suggest

the posi-

- 271 f.irst, because
tion would be resolved if we took
that takes in the principle with which we agree, the

difference lying
and this is why we put down our
own amendment - in the blocking arrangement that
we applied. In principle
we agree with them all, but
the only amendment that we agree to is No 271,
because that includes the blocking mechanism.

President.
first on the principle of
- By voting
blocking appropriations,
Members might be prompted
not to vote on that of entering these appropriations.

I

call Mr Aigner.

Mr Aigner.
(D)
if you put draft
- 271 toMrthePresident,
Amendment No
vote, all the others would
fall.

President.
The draft amendments which depart
furthest from- the text are those concerning appropriations that are not blocked.

I

therefore put draft Amendment No 79 to the vote.

Draft Amendment No 79 is rejected with l7 votes for,
103 against and 5 abstentions.

I

call Mr

Shaw.

Shaw, general rap|orteur,
I think that there
little confusion on the- last vote. Could I be
allowed to express the view of the committee before
each vote on these, since they are so complicated ?

Mr

was iust a

President.

-

I

call Mr Spinelli.
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(I) | withdraw draft Amendment No
it is -equivalent to that which has just been

Mr Spinelli.
23, since
rejected.

Draft Amendment No 23 is accordPresident.
ingly withdrawn.
I put draft Amendment No 271 to the vote.
Draft Amendment No 271 is adopted by 116 votes to
2 with 7 abstentions.
Since draft Amendment No 271 has been adopted,
draft Amendment No 184/corr. falls.

On Article 282, I have 2 draft amendments :
No 2, tabled by Mr Miiller-Hermann on behalf of
- the
Committee on Economic and Monetary
Affairs ; and

-

No 150, tabled by Mr Cointat and others on behalf
of the Group of European Progressive Democrats.
The Committee on Budgets has expressed a favourable opinion on draft Amendment No 2.

I

(4 Mt President, AmendMr Cointat, raPporteur.
ment No 160 is withdrawn.
Draft Amendment No 150 is accord-

ingly withdrawn.
I put draft Amendment No 2 to the vote'
Draft Amendment No 2 is adopted by 120 votes to
with no abstentions.

3

On Article 283, Mr Shaw has tabled draft Amendment
No 272 on behalf of the Committee on Budgets. I put
this text to the vote.
Draft Amendment No 272 is adopted by ll9 votes to
4 with no abstentions.
On Article 288, I have 3 draft amendments:
No 273, tabled by Mr Shaw on behalf of the
- Committee on Budgets;
No 224, tabled by Mr Aigner on behalf of the
- Christian-Democratic Group ; and

I

159, tabled by Mr Cointat on behalf of the
Group of European Progressive Democrats.
call Mr Klepsch.

No

Mr Klepsch.

(D)

I

wish to withdraw the draft

- by Mr Aigner
amendment tabled
Christian-Democratic Group.

on behalf of

the

Draft Amendment No 224 is accordPresident.
ingly withdrawn.
I put draft Amendment No 273 to the vote.
Draft Amendment No 273 is adopted by 115 votes to
4 with 2

?

Mr Shaw, general rdpporteur. So far as No 267 is
concerned, Mr President, the committee voted in
naturally, as it is our amendment. But I
favour of it

must say that

I personally am going to abstain,
with the Common Market telephone
directories and I have voted against this in previous
years. However, I make it quite clear that the
Committee on Budgets voted in favour.
because

it

deals

President.
vote.

-

I

put draft Amendment No 267 to the

Draft Amendment No 267 is rcjected, with 43 votes

fo\ 62 against and 4 abstentions.
I put draft Amendment No 274 to the vote.
Draft Amendment No 274 is rejected, with 49 votes
for, 58 against and 3 abstentions.

Draft Amendment No 235, which refers to Article
293 ar,d pursues the same aim, has been withdrawn.

call Mr Cointat.

President.

\7hat is the rapporteur's view

abstentions.

Draft Amendment No 159 accordingly falls.
On Article 291, I have 2 dnlt amendments: Nos 267
and 274, tabled by the Committee on Budgets.

On Chapter 29,lhave received two draft amendments
proposing the insertion of a new Article 293 :

No

130/rev., by

Mr Holst and other;

and

No 275, tabled by Mr Shaw on behalf of the
- Committee on Budgets.
I7hat is the rapporteur's view

?

Mr Shsw, general rdpporteur. Mr President, I iust
want to point out that the two amendments are about
proposed the insertion
as
each
different subiects and,
of a new article, both articles have unfortunately taken
on the number 293. lt is a pure technicality, and I
would suggest, subiect ot your ruling, that they can
both be taken.
President.
the vote.

-

I put draft Amendment No

130/rev. to

Draft Amendment No 130/rev. is adopted by 104
to 15, with 2 abstentions.
I put draft Amendment No 275 to the vote.
Draft Amendment No 275 is adopted by 120 votes to
0 with 2 abstentions.
!7e proceed to Title III, on which Mr Shaw has
tabled draft Amendment No 275 on behalf of the
Committee on Budgets. I put this text to the vote.
Draft Amendment No 276 is adopted by 121 votes to
0, with no abstentions.
On Item 3010, I have two amendments :
No 183, tabled by Mr Yeats and others on behalf
- of the Group of European Progressive Democrats ;

votes

and

-

No 277, tabled by Mr
Committee on Budgets.

Shaw

on behalf of

the
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President

I call Mr Cointat.

President.

-

vote.

Mr Cointat.
drawn.

Mr

-

President.

(F) Mr Yeats's amendment is with-

Draft Amendment No 183

accordingly withdrawn.
I put draft Amendment No 277 to the vote.

is

0, with no abstentions.

On ltem

3021, the Committee

on Social

Affairs,

Employment and Education has tabled draft Amendment No 122, on which the Committee on Budgets
has expressed a favourable opinion. I put this text to

Amendment No 127 to the

Draft Amendment No 127 is adopted by l15 votes to
0, with no abstentions. Draft Amendments Nos 26
and 179 consequently fall.

On Item
tabled

Draft Amendment No 277 is adopted by 121 votes to

I put draft

3051, three draft amendments have been

:

No 27, by Mr Spinelli and others

;
No 128, by the Committee on Social Affairs,
- Employment and Education; and

-

No 178, by Mr Yeats and others on behalf of the
Group of European Progressive Democrats.

I7hat is the rapporteur's view

?

the vote.
Draft Amendment No 122 is adopted by 119 votes to
0, with one abstention.

On Item 3030, the

Committee

on Social

Affairs,

Employment and Education has tabled draft Amendment No 123, on which the Committee on Budgets
has expressed a favourable opinion. I put this text to

the vote.
Draft Amendment No 123 is adopted by 121 votes to
0, with no abstentions.

On Item 3031, the

Committee

on

Social Affairs,

Employment and Education has tabled draft Amendment No 125, on which the Committee on Budgets
has expressed a favourable opinion.

I

put this text to

the vote.
Draft Amendment No 125 is adopted by l19 votes to
2, with no abstentions.

On Article 304, I have two draft amendments :
No 25/rev., by Mr Spinelli and others ; and

No 177, tabled by Mr Yeats and others on behalf
- ol the Group
of European Progressive Democrats.
The Committee on Budgets has expressed a negative
opinion on both these draft amendments.
I put draft Amendment No 2Slrev. to the vote.
Draft Amendment No 2ilrev. is rejected with 14 votes
for, 103 against and no abstentions. Draft Amendment
No 177 accordingly falls.

On Item 3050, I have three draft amendments:
No 25, by Mr Spinelli and others;
No l27,by Committee on Social Affairs, Employ-

-

ment and Education; and

No 179, tabled by Mr Yeats and others on behalf
- of the Group of European Progressive Democrats.
!7hat is the rapporteur's view ?

Mr

The
Shaw, general rap7orteiln
the
- of wasone
Committee on Budgets voted in favour
that of
the Committee on Social Affairs, No 127. So the
Committee on Budgets is in favour of No 127 as
distinct from Nos 26 and 179.

It is not that we
Mr Shaw, general rapporteur.
were against any of them, but -we did establish the
principle, which I have stated on several occasions,
that, where possible, we supported the committee
concerned with the subject, so that, in preference, we
usually took that committee's amendment. I7e
supported

No

President.

-

vote.

128.

I put draft

Amendment No 128 to the

Draft Amendment No 128 is adopted by 115 votes to
2, with no abstentions. Nos 27 and 178 consequently
fall.

On Item 3052, two draft amendments
tabled

have been

:

No 28hev. by Mr Spinelli and others

;
No 233, by the Committee on Social Affairs,
- Employment and Education.
Iflhat is the rapporteur's view

Mr

and

?

Shaw, general rapporteur.

Here we preferred

Mr Spinelli's and we voted for -his amendment.
President.
the vote.

-

I put draft

Amendment No 28hev. to

Draft Amendment No 281rcv. is adopted by 109 votes
to 2, with no abstentions. No 233 consequently falls.
On Article 305, r'wo draft amendments have been
tabled:

-

Ni,

l29hev. by the Committee on Social Affairs,
Employment and Education; and

No l7ilrev. by Mr Yeats and others on behalf of
- the
Group of European Progressive Democrats.
!7hat is the rapporteur's view

?

!7e are for No 129,
Mr Shaw, general rapporteur.
- would be pointless,
I think that the other one

Sir.

unless Mr Yeats takes a contrary view.

President.
vote.

-

I

put Amendment No 129lrev. to the
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President

Draft Amendment No l29hev. is adopted by 110
votes to 2, with 2 abstentions. No 175lrcv.

On Article 322, two draft

consequently falls.

--

On Article 307, the Committee on Social Affairs,
Employment and Education has tabled draft Amend-

ment No 142, on which the Committee on Budgets
has expressed a favourable view. I put this text to the

tabled

amendments have been

:

No 4ilrev. by Mr Spinelli and others ; and
No 9ilrev.lll by Mr Krieg on behalf of the
-Committee
on Energy and Research.
\flhat is the rapporteur's view ?

vote.

Draft Amendment No 142 is adopted by 105 votes to
5, with no abstentions.

On Article 315, Mr Klinker has tabled draft Amendment No l49lrcv. on behalf of the Committee on
Agriculture.

!7hat is the rapporteur's view

?

Mr

Shaw, general rapporteur.
Mr President, I
think it only fair to point out that- the Committee on
Budgets were in favour of this by 7 votes to 5, with
three abstentions. This is a very narrow majority, and I

think Parliament is entitled to those figures.
President.
I put draft Amendment No l49lrev. to
the vote. Draft Amendment No l49lrev. is adopted by 109

to 2, with I abstention.
On Item 3200, Mr Krieg has tabled, on behalf of the
Committee on Energy and Research, draft Amendment No 89/rev., on which the Committee on

votes

I put this

Budgets has expressed a favourable opinion.

text to the vote.
Draft Amendment No 89lrev. is adopted by 113 votes

to 0, with no abstentions.
On Item 3201, Mr Krieg has tabled, on behalf of the
Committee on Energy and Research, draft Amendment No 9llrev., on which the Committee on

I

Budgets has expressed a favourable opinion.

put this

text to the vote.
Draft Amendment No 9llrev. is adopted by

ll2

votes

to l, with no abstentions.
On Article 321, two draft amendments have been
tabled

:

No 44lrev. by Mr Spinelli and others

;
No 931rcv. by Mr Krieg on behalf of
- Committee on Energy and Research.
IUThat

is the rapporteur's view

and

the

?

Mr Shaw, general rapporteur. Mr President, here
- Krieg's amendment
again we gave preference to Mr
on behalf of the spending committee. That does not
mean to say that we disapproved of Mr Spinelli's
amendment,

but we felt it right to support

the

committee.

President.
I put draft Amendment No 93lrev. to
the vote. Draft Amendment No 931rcv. is adopted by ll0 votes
to 0, with no abstentions. No 44lrev. consequently
falls.

Mr Shaw, general raP|orteur.
Mr Presi- Again,
dent, we supported the Committee
on Energy and
Research as the committee concerned.
President.
I put draft Amendment No 9Slrev.lll
- Draft
to the vote.
Amendment No 95/rev./Il is
adopted by 105 votes to l, with 3 abstentions. No
45 I

rev. consequently falls.

On Chapter

32, Mr Krieg has tabled, on behalf of the
Committee on Energ'y and Research, draft Amendment No 96/rev., seeking to insert a new Article 323,
on which the Committee on Budgets has expressed a
favourable view. I put this text to the vote.

Draft Amendment No 96lrev. is adopted by 109 votes

to 0, with no

abstentions.

On Item 3240, two draft amendments
tabled

have been

:

No 30/rev. by Mr Spinelli and others

;
No 981rcv. by Mr Krieg on behalf of
-Committee on Energy and Research.
!7hat is the rapporteur's view

and

the

?

Mr Shaw, generatl rapporteur.
- Once again, we
support Mr Krieg for the same reasons.
President.
I put draft Amendment No
to
- Amendment No 30/rev. is30/rev.
the vote. Draft
reiected
with l0 votes for, 100 against and no abstentions.
I put draft Amendment No 98/rev. to the vote.
Draft Amendment No 98lrev. is adopted by 109 votes
to 0, with no abstentions.

On Article 324, two draft amendments have been
tabled, seeking to insert a new Item 3241 :
No 3llrev. by Mr Spinelli and

others ; and
No 100/rev. by Mr Krieg on behalf of
-Committee on Energy and Research.

!7hat is the rapporteur's view

Mr

the

?

Shaw, general raPporteur.

Mr President, the

Committee on Budgets supported- Mr Krieg's amendment, for the reasons I have already given, rather than

Mr Spinelli's.
President.
the vote.

-

I put draft

Amendment No 31/rev. to

Draft Amendment No 3llrev. is rejected with 9 votes
for, 102 against and no abstentions.
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President

I

put draft Amendment No 100/rev. to the

vote.

Draft Amendment No 100/rev. is adopted by 112
with no abstentions.
On Article 324, *ro draft amendments have been
tabled, both proposing the insertion of a new Item

votes to 0,

3242:

No 321rcv. by Mr Spinelli and others

;
behalf
of
Mr
Krieg
on
l}2hev.
by
No
-Committee
on Energy and Research.

Mr Shaw, general

and

Mr President,

ra.pporteur.

the

to in my remarks at the beginning of today's proceedings. !7e had a long and detailed discussion last night
on this. It was complicated by the fact that the preliminary draft budget was, in small but imPortant ways,
not in order or correct, and therefore misled the
authors of the amendments. I would ask that the
opinion of the Committee on Budgets and my own
amendment be supported, on the clear understanding

that last night all parties agreed that the

again

- possible, we like to
for the same reason that, wherever
which, we believe,
concemed,
support the committee
has gone into the subject very thoroughly: we support
Mr Krieg.

agrees

on the objective. If my amendment, No

could be adopted on that understanding,

to 0, with no abstentions.
On Chapter 32, two draft amendments have been
tabled, both proposing the insertion of a new Article

has just said ?
Mr Krieg.

-

votes

:

No 33/rev. by Mr Spinelli and others

- No 104 by Mr Krieg on behalf of the ;Committee
-on Energy and Research.
!7hat is the rapporteur's view

?

Mr Shaw, general rapporteur.
Krieg's amendment.
President.

and

-

!7e support Mr

Mr Spinelli withdraws his Amendment

No 33/rev. I put draft Amendment No 104 to the vote.
Draft Amendment No 104 is adopted by 109 votes to
l, with no abstentions.
On Chapter 32, the Committee on Budgets has tabled
draft Amendment No 266. I put this text to the vote.
Draft Amendment No 266 is adopted by 109 votes to
l, with no abstentions.
On Chapter 33, Mr Shaw has tabled draft Amendment
No 302 on behalf of the Committee on Budgets. I put
this text to the vote.
Draft Amendment No 302 is adopted by ll0 votes to

On ltem 3333, three draft

amendments have been

:

No

105/rev.

-Committee

President.
vote.

-

Does Mr Krieg accept what Mr Shaw

(F) Yes, Mr President.

I

put draft Amendment No 308 to the

Draft Amendment No 308 is adopted by 110 votes to
0, with no abstentions. Draft Amendments Nos
105/rev. and 106lrcv.lcorr. consequently fall.

On Item 3351, Mr Lange has tabled draft Amendment
No 315 on behalf of the Committee on Budgets. I put
this text to the vote.
Draft Amendment No 315 is adopted by 106 votes to
0, with no abstentions.

On Item 3352, Mr Guerlin has tabled, on behalf of
the Committee on the Environment, Public Health
and Consumer Protection, draft Amendment No
1/rev., on which the Committee on Budgets has
expressed a favourable opinion.

I

put this text to the

vote.

Draft Amendment No l/rev. is adopted by 105 votes
to 0, with no abstentions.

On Article 335, Mr Guerlin has tabled three

draft
amendments on behalf of the Committee on the Envi-

ronment, Public Health and Consumer Protection:

Nos 81, 82 and 88, on all three of which the
Committee on Budgets has expressed a favourable

opinion.

0, with no abstentions.
tabled

308,

I should be

most grateful.

President.

Mr Spinelli withdraws his amendment.
President.
I put draft Amendment No 102/rev. to the vote.
Draft Amendment No lD2lrev. is adopted by 109

325

necessary

adjustments would be made to this amendment before
December enabling it to satisfy all parties. Everyone

by Mr Krieg on behalf of

on Energy and

the

Research ;

No 308 by Mr Shaw on behalf of the Committee

-on Budgets;

No l06lrev.lcot. by
-Committee
on Energy and Research.

Mr Krieg on behalf of

!7hat is the rapporteur's view

the

?

Mr President, I am
which I referred
sorry, but this is'a complicated matter

Mr Shaw, general raqqorteur.

I

put draft Amendment No

Draft Amendment No

8l

8l to the vote.

is adopted by 105 votes to

0, with no abstentions.

I put the first part of draft Amendment

No 88 to the

vote.

The first part of draft Amendment No 88 is adopted

by 105 votes to 0, with no

I

abstentions.

put draft Amendment No 82 to the

vote.

Draft Amendment No 82 is adopted by 105 votes to
0, with no abstentions.
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President

I put the second part of draft Amendment No 88 to
the vote.
The second part of draft Amendment No 88 is
adopted by 105 votes to 0, with no abstentions.
On Item 3361, two draft amendments have been
tabled

-

:

No l0Tlrev.lcorr. by Mr Krieg on behalf of

the

Committee on Energy and Research; and
No 309 by the Committee on Budgets.

!7hat is the rapporteur's view

-

Does

Mr Krieg maintain his

draft

?

Mr Krieg.
(F)Mr President, I withdraw my amendment, since- its object is achieved by the amendment
of the Committee on Budgets.
Draft Amendment No 107lrev./corr.

President.

accordingly -withdrawn.

is

I

put draft Amendment No 309 to the vote.
Draft Amendment No 309 is adopted by 105 votes ro

0, with no abstentions.

On Item
tabled

-

3362, t:wo draft amendments have been

:

No ll0/rev./corr. by Mr Krieg on behalf of

the

Committee on Energy and Research; and

No 30a by the Committee on
is the rapporteur's view ?

-\U(hat

Budgets.

Mr Shaw, general rdqporteur.
Here again, Mr Pres- amendments, except
ident, they are exactly the same
that we in the Committee on Budgets felt we had to
tidy up Mr Krieg's amendment, because you cannot
have staff commitments. That is the only difference.
President.
amendment

-

Does

Draft Amendment No 228lcorr. is adopted by
to 0, with no abstentions.

104

I

put draft Amendment No l2llrev. to the

vote.

Draft Amendment No |2llrev. is adopted by
with no abstentions.

104

votes to 0,

call Mr Lange.

Mr Krieg maintain his

draft

- (4 No, Mr President.
President.
Draft Amendment No ll0/rev./corr. is
accordingly -withdrawn.
I put draft Amendment No 304 to the vote.
Mr Krieg.

Draft Amendment No 304 is adopted by 105 votes to
0, with no abstentions.

On Article 336, Mr Krieg has tabled three

draft

amendments on behalf of the Committee on Energy
and Research : Nos 228lcorr., l2llrev. and 120.
Vhat is the rapporteur's view ?

-

Mr Lange, Cbairman of tbe

Committee on Budgets.

I am not sure whether Amendment
-No 120, as formulated
here, does not in fact mean
(D) Mr Shaw,

that commitment appropriations should be entered in
Chapter 100. This is in our opinion not permissible.
In view of this we cannot support the amendment. If

it

means

that these commitment

appropriations

should be entered under Item 3363, we agree, but the
text as a whole is not formulated in this way, since it
refers to Title 10, Chapter 100. In accordance with our
general decision, no commitment appropriations are
to be entered in Chapter 100.

President.

-

I

call Mr

Shaw.

Mr

Shaw, general rapporteur.
Mr President, of
Mr Lange is quite right. Perhaps
I may assist
Parliament by saying that at a late hour when we
discussed these matters we agreed all three amendments in principle. He has with his eagle eye spotted
a weakness in the drafting that might lead to confusion. I will promise him that the matter will be
cleaned up before it is finished. On that assurance,
perhaps, we can support Mr Krieg.
course

President.

But don't you consider, Mr Shaw, that,

as a result -of the adoption of the first two amendments, this third draft amendment becomes void ?

Shaw, general rapporteur,
I will accept your
- believes
Mr President, if Mr Krieg
that it is
However,
were
we
anxious
to
support
him.
-pointless.

Mr

view,

?

Mr Shaw, gcneral rdpporteur.
all three, Mr President.

put draft Amendment No 228lcorr.

votes

I

Shaw, general raPporteur.
Mr President, they
are identical except that we take- out of commitments
anything to do with staff, because staff does not come
into commitments. 'W'e prefer, as the Committee on
Budgets, our own amendment, No 309.

President.

I

?

Mr

amendment

President.

to the vote. -

!7e are in favour of

President.
Krieg.

I

-

IUfe cannot leave the decision

to Mr

call Mr Lange.

Mr Lange, Cbairman of tbe Contnittee on Budgets.

(D) Mr President, it is my impression that these
commitment
appropriations are sought by the
committee and that this was basically the position of
the Committee on Budgets. The commitment appropriations only have to be entered under the appropriate item and this will settle the matter. N7e could
support the amendment and it would then be finished
with. You could also consider the matter settled on
the basis of the rwo preceding votes.
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Lange

That was the point to which Mr Shaw was referring.
There should be no commitment appropriations
entered in Chapter 100; the commitment appropriations should be entered under the appropriate item.
President.

-

I call

Mr Aigner.

(D) !fle still have to vote on the third
Mr Aigner.
amendment, but this has to be changed by the rapporteur, since, as Mr Lange has explained, this amount of
one million in commitment appropriations must
entered under the appropriate item.

be

Both draft amendments, Nos l2lltev.
- to enter a commitment appropriation of
and 120, seek
2 500 000 EUA. Once we have voted on the first, the

we have certain principles that we apply in the
Committee on Budgets, and I am afraid his amendments just happen to run foul of them, so we felt we
had to alter them. I would ask him if he would not

mind withdrawing his own amendment and

supporting ours, for we are trying to achieve exactly
the same object as he is. The Committee on Budgets
therefore voted in favour of No 311.

Mr Krieg, are you prepared to withdraw
President.
?
your amendment

Mr Krieg.

President.

second becomes groundless.

!(hat is the rapporteur's view

(F) Yes, Mr President.

-

Draft Amendment No ll2lrev./corr. is
President.
accordingly -withdrawn.

3ll to the vote.
No 3ll is adopted by 100 votes to

Draft Amendment No
?

Mr Shaw, general ropporteur. Mr President, I think

Draft Amendment
0, with no abstentions.

you are absolutely right: there is no need for the third

On Item

amendment.

tabled

On Item 3354, rwo draft amendments

President.

have been tabled:
-

No Ll6lrev.lcon. by Mr Krieg on behalf of

the

-

No 310 by the Committee on
I/hat is the rapporteur's view ?

Budgets.

-

could not- accept an amend-

in for staff. \7e have

therefore adopted the same amendment without the

commitments

on the Environment, Public Health and Consumer

No 174 by Mr Yeats and others on behalf of the
Group of European Progressive Democracts.

!7hat is the rapporteur's view

Mr President, this
Mr Shaw, general rapporteur.
- namely, that the
is exactly the point I made earlier
Committee on Budgets
ment that put commitments

No 34 by Mr Spinelli and others;
No 83 by Mr Guerlin on behalf of the Committee
Protection ; and

Committee on Energy and Research; and

-

3520, three draft amendments have been

:

for staff, and the

Committee

on

Budgets advocates its own amendment, No 310,
which in all other respects is the same as Mr Krieg's.

Mr Shaw, general ra.pporteur. The Committee on
Budgets welcomed all three amendments but nonetheless felt, as is their practice, that they should suPport
the Committee on the Environment, Public Health
and Consumer Protection, so we gave the vote to No
83.

President.
President.

amendment -

Is Mr Krieg prepared to withdraw

his

?

Mr Krieg.
President.

-

Draft Amendment No 115/rev./corr.

-

is

:

No

ll2lrev.lcorr. by Mr Krieg on behalf of the

Committee on Energy and Research; and

No 3ll by the Committee on
!flhat is the rapporteur's view ?

-

Budgets.

Mr President, the
same remarks apply. I hope Mr Krieg does not think
that we are trying to make things difficult for him, but

Mr

Shaw, general rapporteur.

withdrawn
Amendment No 83 to the vote.

put draft

2, with no abstentions.

Draft Amendment No 310 is adopted by 102 votes to
0, with no abstentions.
On Item 3371, two draft amendments have been
tabled

Since Mr Spinelli and Mr Yeats have

- respective amendments, I
their

Draft Amendment No 83 is adopted by 102 votes to

(F) Yes, Mr President.

accordingly -withdrawn.
I put draft Amendment No 310 to the vote.

?

On Article 353, four draft amendments have
tabled

-

No 37 by Mr Spinelli and others ;
No 84 by Mr Guerlin on behalf of the Committee
on the Environment, Public Health and Consumer
Protection

-

been

:

No

;

173 by Mr Yeats and others on behalf of the

Group of European Progressive Democrats

;

No 190 by Lord Bethell and Mr Spicer on behalf
- of the European Conservative Group.
\(zhat is the rapporteur's view ?
Here again, Mr PresMr Shaw, general rapqorteur,
ident, the Budget Committee -gave its support to the
spending committee, the Committee on the Environ-
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Shaw

ment, Public Health and Consumer Protection, and
therefore it voted for No 84. I would, if I may, ask the
other proposers of amendments if they would be so

kind as to withdraw their amendments in favour of
that committee.

President.

Since

Mr Spinelli, Mr

On Article 355, three draft amendments have
tabled

- No 35/corr. by Mr Spinelli and others ;
No 871rcv. by Mr Guerlin on behalf of the
- Committee on
the Environment, Public Health
and Consumer Protection; and

Years, Lord

- Spicer have withdrawn their respective
Bethell and Mr
amendments, I put draft Amendment No 84 to the
vote.

been

:

No 162 by Mr Cointat and others on behalf of the
Group of European Progressive Democrats.
'!7hat is

-

the rapporteur's view

?

Draft Amendment No 84 is adopted by 102 votes to
2, with no abstentions.

On Item 3540, Mr Spinelli and others have tabled
draft Amendment No 35, on which the Committee
on Budgets has expressed a negative opinion. I put
this text to the

On ltem 3541, two identical draft amendments

have

been tabled:

No 38 by Mr Spinelli and others ; and
No 85/corr. by Mr Guerlin on behalf of the
Committee on the Environment, Public Health
and Consumer Protection.

\7hat is the rapporteur's view

?

Mr Shaw, general rapporteur. As usual, Mr President, we gave our vote to the -committee concerned,
the Committee on the Environment, Public Health
and Consumer Protection
that is to say, No

-

85/corr.

Since Mr Spinelli has withdrawn his
amendment,- I put draft Amendment No 85/corr. to

President.
the vote.

Draft Amendment No 85/corr. is adopted by 102
to 2, with no abstentions.
On Item 3550, two identical draft amendments have
votes

been tabled:

-

No 85 by Mr Guerlin on behalf of the Commitee
on the Environment, Public Health and Consumer
Protection; and

-

No 151 by Mr Cointat and others on behalf of the
Group of European Progressive Democrats,

rUflhat

is the rapporteur's view

?

Mr Shaw, general rdpportem.
Again, Mr Presi- to the Committee
dent, the committee gave its vote
on the Environment, Public Health and Consumer
Protection

-

No

86.

President.
Since Mr Cointat has withdrawn his
amendment,- I put draft Amendment No 86 to the
vote.

Draft Amendment No 85 is adopted by 102 vores to

2, with no abstentions.

on the Environment, Public Health and
Protection
namely, No 87/rev.

Consumer

-

vote.

Draft Amendment No 35 is rejected, with 8 votes for,
95 against and no abstentions.

-

Mr Shaw, general rapporteur. Mr President, these
are three equally good amendments,
but, as enunciated before, we gave our preference to the Committee

President.
Mr Spinelli and Mr Cointat have
- Since
withdrawn their
respective amendments, I put draft
Amendment No 87/rev. to the vote.
Draft Amendment No 87lrev. is adopted by 100 votes
to 2, with one abstention.
On Article 359, three draft amendments have been
tabled

:

- No 39 by Mr Spinelli and others ;
No 172 by Mr Yeats and others on behalf of the
- Group
of European Progressive Democrats ; and,
No 278 by Mr Shaw on behalf of the Committee
on Budgets.
!7hat is the rapporteur's view ?

-

Mr Shaw, generct.l rapporteur.
Mr President, we
have tabled our own amendment-and we are naturally
in favour of it. Ours maintains the position, except
that it freezes it, while the other two amendments
intend to increase. '!7e are against the other two
amendments ; we are for our own, No 278.
President.
Mr Spinelli and Mr Yeats have
- Since
withdrawn their
respective draft amendments, I put
draft Amendment No 278 to the vote.
Draft Amendment No 278 is adopted by 104 votes to
0, with one abstention.
The proceedings will now be suspended for a quarter
of an hour. The House will rise.
Qhe sitting was suspended
at 12.20 p.m)

at

12 noon and resumed

The sitting is resumed.
On Item 3511, Mr Krieg has tabled, on behalf of the
Committee on Energy and Research, draft Amendment No I14, on which the Committee on Budgets
has expressed a favourable opinion. I put this text to
President.

-

the vote.

Draft Amendment No 114 is not adopted (96 votes
for, 0 against, and no abstentions).
(Cornments)
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On ltem 3620, Mr Spinelli and others have tabled
draft Amendment No 46hev.lcoru., on which the
Committee on Budgets has expressed
opinion. I put this text to the vote.

a

favourable

Draft Amendment No 46lrcv.lcotr. is adopted by
to'2, with ao abstenti<ins.

ll2

Krieg has tabled, on behalf 'of the

on Energy and Research, draft Amendment No ll9lrev.llll, on which the Committee on
Budgets expressed a favourable opinion. I put this text
to the vote.
Draft Amendment No llghev.llll is adopted by ll6
votes to 0, with no abstentions.
Ori'ltem 3701, two draft amendments have been
Committe-e

tablecl

-

-

Committee on Economic and Monetary Affairs, on
which the Committee on Budgets has expressed .a
favourable opinion ; and

No 49lrev. by Mr Spinelli and

:

No Tlrev.by Mr Miiller-Hermann on behalf of the
Committee on Economic and Monetary Affairs, on
which the Committee on Budgets has expressed a
favourable opinion ; and

No 66hev. by Mr Spinelli and

others.

I put draft Amendment No 55/rev. to the vote.
Draft Amendment No 66lrev. is rejected, with l0
votes for, 103 against and no abstentions.

I

put draft Amendment No 7/rev. to the vote.
Draft Amendment No 7lrev. is adopted by 110

votes

to 0, with two abstentions.
Qn Article 370, three draft amendments seeking to
add- a new Item 3703 have been tabled :
No S/corr. by Mr Milller-Hermanh on behalf of
-. the Committee on Economic and Monetary .
Affairs

-

;

No 170 by Mr Cointat and others on behalf of the
Group of European Progressive Democrats
No 50 by. Mr Spinelli and others.

;

and

The Committee on Budgets has expressed a favou,rable opinion on all three draft amendments.
I put draft Amendment No S/corr. to the vote.
Draft Amendment No S/corr. is adopted by 120 votes
' to
0, with two abstentions. Draft Amendments -Nos
170 and 50 consequently fall.

On,Item 3710, two draft
tabled

.

No'Sl/rev. by Ir,Ir Spinelli and others,'
put draft Amendment No 8/rev. to the

vote.

Draft Amendment No 8/rev. is adopted by 124 votes
Amendment No

to 0, with one' abstention. Draft
5l/rev. consequently

falls.

On Item 3711, two identical draft amendments have
been tabled.:

-

No 6 by Mr Miiller-Hermann on behalf of

the

Committee-on Economic and Monetary Affairs

;

:

No 52 by Mr Spinelli and others.
The Committee on Budgets his expressed . frrorrable-opinion on both these draft amendments..

I

others.

Mr Spinelli has withdrawn his amendment, I
put draft Amendment No 3/rev. to the vote.
Draft Amendment No 3/rev. is adopted by 110 votes
to 0, with three abstentions.
On Item 3702 two draft amendments have been

-

and

and

Since

'

I

:

No 3/rev. by Mr MiillerHermann on behalf of the

tabled

No 8/rev. by Mr Miiller-Hermann on behalf of the
Committee on Economic and Monetary Affairs, on
which the Committee on Budgets has expressed a
favourable opinion;

votes

bn Item i62t,M,

-

amendments have been

put

d-raft

-Ameirdment No 5 to the vote'

Draft Amendmint No 5 is adopted by 124 votes to l,
with bne abstention. Draft Amendment No 52
consequently falls.

On Article 373,Mr Shaw has tabled draft Amendment
No 279 on behalf of the Committee on Budgets. I put
this text to the vote. Drait Amendment No 279 is
adopted by 125 votes

to l, with one

abstention.

On Article 374, Mr Spinelli and others have tabled
draft Amendment No 58/rev., on which the
Committee on Budgets has expressed a negative
opinion. I put this text to the vote.
Draft Amendment No 58/rev. is reiected, with l0
votes for, 117 against and two abstentions.
On Article 375, the Committee on Budgets and the
Committee on Economic and Monetary Affairs have
tabled three draft amendments : Nos 280, 281 and
282.

I

put draft Amendment No 281 to the

vote.

Draft Amendment No 281 is adopted by 127 votes to
0, with one abstextion.

I

put draft Amendment No 280 to the

vote.

Draft Amendment No 280 is adopted by 124 votes to
3, with one abstention.

I

put draft Amendment No 282 to the

vote.

Draft Amendment No 282-is adopted by
0,'with one abstention.

127 votes to

On Artiile-390,- fow draft amendments have been
tabled

:

No 9 ty Mr'Miiller-Hermann on behalf of the
--- -Committee on Economic and Monetary Affairs;
No I 15 by Mr Krieg on beh-alf of the Committee
- on Energy and Res--earch ;
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President

No 222 by Mr Cifarelli and Mr Bangemann on
of the Liberal and Democratic Group,
which has been withdrawn ; and
No 283 by Mr Shaw on behalf of the Committee
on Budgets. I put draft Amendment No 283 to the

-

behalf

-

vote.

Draft Amendment No 283 is adopted by 127 votes to
3, with one abstention. Draft Amendments Nos 9 and

ll5

consequently fall.

On Item 3920, two identical draft amendments have
been tabled:

-

No l3l by the Committee on Social

Affairs,

Employment and Education ; and
No 284 by Mr Shaw on behalf of the Committee

on Budgets.
I call Mr Shaw.

l, with one abstention.
On Title IV, Mr Shaw has tabled, on behalf of the
Committee on Budgets, draft Amendment No 294
proposing the insertion of a new Chapter 43. I put
this text to the vote.
Draft Amendment No 294 is adopted by 126 votes to
l, with one abstention.
On Title IV, the following have been tabled :
proposed Modification No 150 by Mr Klinker on
- behalf
of the Committee on Agriculture ;
proposed Modification No 164 by Mr Cointat and

-

Mr. Shaw, general rapporteur.
own amendment is withdrawn.
President.

Draft Amendment No 285 is adoptedby 126 votes to

-

Mr President, my

Draft Amendment No 284 is accordI put draft Amendment No l3l to

ingly withdrawn.
vote.

Draft Amendment No l3l is adoptedby 124 votes to
4, with one abstention.

On Article 393, Mr Schuijt has tabled, on behalf of
the Political Affairs Committee, draft Amendment No

others on behalf of the Group of European Progressive Democrats ;

draft Amendment No 289 by the Committee on
Budgets.

!7hat is the rapporteur's view

?

Mr Shaw, general ra.pPorteur.
Mr President, we
- the Committee
are all seeking the same thing, but
on
Budgets' amendment, which, of course, the committee
favoured, seeks to do it by way of amendment rather
than by way of modification, which leaves us with
greater authority.

put this text to the

President.
Since Mr Cointat and Mr Klinker have
- respective proposed
withdrawn their
modifications, I
put draft Amendment No 289 to the vote.

Draft Amendment No 80 is adopted by 124 votes to

Draft Amendment No 289 is adoptedby 126 votes to
0, with two abstentions.

80, on which the Committee on Budgets has
expressed a favourable opinion.
vote.

I

2, with one abstention.

On Chapter 39, three draft amendments

proposing

the insertion of a new Article 395 have been tabled :
No 53 by Mr Spinelli and others;
- No
by Mr Baas on behalf of the Liberal
- and2Dllcorr.
Democratic Group, which has been withdrawn; and
No
the Committee on Budgets.
-!7hat is285 by
the rapporteur's view ?

Mr Shaw, general rapporteur.
Mr President, we
did examine these amendments- and we preferred a
token entry. I7e therefore put down an amendment to
that effect: a token entry instead of a specific sum of
money.

President.
vote.

-

I

On Title IV, the following have been tabled

-

:

draft Amendment No 287 by the Committee on
Budgets

;

proposed Modification No 165 by Mr Cointat and
others on behalf of the Group of European Progressive Democrats ; and

No 151 by Mr Klinker on
- behalf of Modification
the Committee on Agriculrure.
I put draft Amendment No 287 to the vote.
proposed

Draft Amendment No 287 is adopted by 126 votes to
0, with two abstentions. Proposed Modifications Nos
155 and l5l consequently fall.

On Title IV, the following have been tabled:
put draft Amendment No 53 to the

-

Draft Amendment No 53 is rejected, with 8 votes for,
120 against and no abstentions.

I put draft Amendment No 285 to the vote.
Draft Amendmenr No 285 is not adopted (92
for, l8 against and one abstention).
!7e proceed to Title IV.

votes

On Chapter 42, the Committee on Budgets has tabled
draft Amendment No 285. I put this text ro the vote.

draft Amendment No 288 by the Committee on
Budgets; and
proposed Modification

No 152 by Mr Klinker on

behalf of the Committee on Agriculture.

!7hat is the rapporteur's view

?

Mr Shaw, general rapporteur.
Mr President, the
principle involved is rhe same. -S7e want to do it by
way of amendment rather than by modification, so we
prefer No 288.
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put draft Amendment No 288 to the

Draft Amendment No 293 is adopted by 115 votes to

Draft Amendment No 288 is adopted by 125 votes to
0, with no abstentions. Proposed Modification No 152

On Chapter 49,the Committee on Budgets has tabled
draft Amendment No 305 seeking to insert a new
Article 494. I put this text to the vote'
Draft Amendment No 305 is adopted by l15 votes to
5, with no abstentions,

President.
vote.

-

I

consequently falls.

On Article 490, two draft
tabled

amendments have been

:

No 10 by Mr Miiller-Hermann on behalf of the
Committie on Economic 4nd Monetary Affairs;

-

and

I

290 by Mr Shaw on behalf of the Committee

No
on

Budgets.

call Mr

Mr

Shaw.

Shaw, general rapporteur'

amendment.

-

I

withdraw my

9, with no abstentions.

\7e pass to Title

On Article 500, theree draft amendments have been
tabled

:

No 55 by Mr SPinelli and others;

No 132 by the Committee on Social Affairs'
- Employment and Education, on which the
Committee on Budgets has expressed a favourable

view;

Draft Amendment No 290 is accordPresident.
ingly withdrawn. I put draft Amendment No 10 to the
vote.

Draft Amendment No 10 is adopted by
5, with no abstentions.

l2l

votes to

V.

and

No 191 by Mrs Kellett-Bowmann on behalf of the

-

European Conservative GrouP'

Since Mr Spinelli and Mrs Kellett-Bowman have withdrawn theii respective draft amendments, I put draft

Amendment No 132 to the vote.

On Article 491, Mr Shaw has tabled draft Amendment
No 291 on behalf of the Committee on Budgets' I put

Draft Amendment No 132 is adopted by I 14 votes to

this text to the vote.
Draft Amendment No 291 is adopted by 119 votes to

On Article 501, three draft amendments have been

8, with no abstentions.
On Article 492, *to draft amendments have been
tabled

1,

tabled

and

-

!7hat is the rapporteur's view

-

?

Mr Shaw, general ropporteur. - I would have withdrawn my own in favour of Mr Spinelli's- amerdment'
except that I am putting it forward on behalf of the

Committee on Buigets, and our iustification is fuller'
Nonetheless, the teits are the same' so I suport No
292.

President.

Since

Mr Spinelli has withdrawn

draft amendment, I put draft Amendment

his

No 292 th

the vote. Draft Amendment No 292 is adopted by 118
votes to 7, with no abstentions.

On Article 493, two draft amendments have been
:

293 by Mr Shaw on behalf of the Committee

No
on Budgets; and
No 55 by mr SPinelli and others'
\flhat is the rapporteur's view ?

-

Mr President, for
Shaw, general rapporteur.
the same reason we suPPort No 293'

Mr

President.

amendment, I
vote.

Mr Spinelli has withdrawn his
Amendment No 293 to the
draft
put
Since

:

the

Committie on Budgets has expressed an unfavourable opinion ;

:

No 54 by Mr SPinelli and others ;

abstsetion.

No 59 by Mr Spinelli and others, on which

-

No 292 by Mr Shaw on behalf of the Committee
- on Budgets.

tabled

with one

192 by Mrs Kellett-Bowman on behalf
European Conservative GrouP ; and

No

of the

133 by the Committee on Social Affairs'
Employment and Education, on which the
Commlttee on Budgets has expressed a favourable

No

opinion.
Since Mrs Kellett-Bowman has withdrawn her amendment, I put draft Amendment No 59 to the vote'

Draft Amendment No 59 is reiected,
f.or, 78 against and no abstentions'

with 27

votes

put draft Amendment No 133 to the vote'
Draft Amendment No 133 is adopted by 115 votes to

I

with one abstention.
On Article 502, the Committee on Social Affairs,
1,

Employment and Education has' tabled draft Amendment No 134, on which the Committee on Budgets
has expressed a favourable opinion' I put this text to

the vote.
Draft Amendment No 134 is adopted by
1, with no

ll5

votes to

abstentions.

On Article 503, the Committee on Social Affairs'
Employment and Education has tabled draft Amendment No 135, on which the Committee on Budgets
has expressed a favourable opinion'

the vote.

I

put this text to
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President
Draft Amendment No 135 is adopted by l18 votes to

we felt that we would stick to No 140. !7ith regard to
No 327, the committee was against it because we felt

l, with no abstentions.

On Article 510, three draft amendments have
tabled

that the matter had been

been

No

No

Committee on Budgets has expressed a favourable

-

and

the

European Conservative Group.

Since Mrs Kellett-Bowman has withdrawn her amendment, I put draft Amendment No 50/rev. to the vote.

Draft Amendment No 60lrev. is rejected, with

19

votes for, 99 against and no abstentions.

I

put draft Amendment No 137lcorr. to the vote.
Draft Amendment No l37lcorr. is adopted by ll5

votes to l, with I abstention.
On Article 5ll, the Committee on Social Affairs,

Employment and Education has tabled draft Amend-

ment No 138/corr., on which the Commitree on
Budgets has expressed a favourable opinion.

text to the vote.

I

put this

Draft Amendment No 138/corr. is adopted by
to 0, with no abstentions.

votes

ll8

On Article 520, two draft amendments have been
tabled

:

- No 6llrcv. by Mr Spinelli and others ; and
No 139 by the Committee on Social Affairs,
- Employment
and Education, on which the

Committee on Budgets has expressed a favourable
opinion.

Mr Spinelli has withdrawn his amendmenr, I
put draft Amendment No 139 ro the vote.
Since

Draft Amendment No 139 is adopted by l17 votes to

l, with no abstentions.
On Title V, three draft amendments have been
tabled

:

-

No 67/rev. by Mr Spinelli and others;
No 140/corr. by the Committee on Social Affairs,
Employment and Education ; and

-

No 327 by Mrs Dunwoody and others on behalf of
the Socialist Group (this draft amendment replaces
No 221, tabled by Mr Dondelinger and others on
behalf of the Socialist Group, which has been withdrawn).

\(hat is the rapporteur's view ?

Mr Shaw, general rapporteur.
Mr president, we
support the Committee on Social-Affairs in pursuance
of our policy. \7e believe thar, on the evidince, they
have looked into these matters and they have given
deeply considered opinions. So we support No 140/
corr. $7e did not, in fact, vote on No 57/rev., because

the

327.

President.
vote.

No 193 by Mrs Kellet-Bowman on behalf of

by

favour of No 140, we are -against No 57, we are against

60lrev. by Mr Spinelli and others ;
No 137/corr. by the Committee on Social Affairs,
- Employment
and Education, on which the

opinion;

considered

Committee on Social Affairs and that we should stick
with their amendment.
That is to say, we are in

:

- I put draft Amendment

Draft Amendment No 327 is rejected,
for,. 55'against and no abstentions.

No 327 to the

with 53

votes

Since Mr Spinelli has withdrawn his amendment, I
put draft Amendment No 140/corr. to the vote.

Draft Amendmenr No 140/corr. is adopted by
with no abstentions.

votes to 0,

ll5

Before proceeding to the consideration of Chapter 55,
I would point out thar the order of voting differs

slight by from that in which these rexts have

been

distributed.

On Chapter 55, I have a number of draft amendments, which I propose, for the sake of clarity, to classify as follows

:

First of all, draft Amendments Nos l2lrev. and l7l,'
both relating to the appropriarions of Chapter 55 as a
whole; then draft Amendmenrs Nos 189, 306, 307
and,7llrev., all four concerning the budgetary nomenclature; and draft Amendments Nos 317 and,73/rev.,
both relating to appropriations for measures to
encourage investment in industry, the trades and the
service sector. These

will be followed by draft Amend-

ments Nos 318 and 72, both relating to appropriations for measures to encourage infrastructure investment; then draft Amendments Nos 317 and 74/rev.,
both relating to appropriations for interest rebates;
and finally, draft Amendments Nos 7Shev. and 320,
both relating to the appropriations of the new Article
551, 'other Regional Fund measures'.
The Committee on Budgets has delivered a favourable
opinion on draft Amendment No l2lrev.

I

call Mr Cointat.

Mr Cointat, rapporteur. (F)Mr president, it is not
- before having voted on
possible to vote appropriations
the budgetary nomenclature. !7e therefo.i h"re to
vote first on Amendment No 189, by Mr ScottHopkins, and Amendmenrs Nos 305 and' 307, by the
Committee on Budgets, which are solely concerned

with nomenclature. Only after this nomenclature

has

been decided on can we go on to enter appropriations
against the corresponding items.

President.

-

I

call Lord

Bruce.

Lord Bruce of Donington.

Mr president, on the

we vote on Amendment
No l2/rev., that
is not affected by any changes in the nomenclature.
contrary:

if
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Lord Bruce of Donington
The existing nomenclature will quite suffice for the
consideration of Amendment No l2lrev.
Since we are dealing with a problem of
President.
- budgetary nature, I should like to hear
a specifically
the view of the general rapporteur.

Mr Shaw, general rapporteur' - I am bound to say
that I think Lord Bruce is right on that Particular
point, but I would much prefer, having got my_ PaPers
in the order indicated by you, to continue with them
in that order, because I must confess I get confused
and I should think that everybody else will get
confused unless we follow that procedure.

!fle must therefore make an effort

President.
proceed

fashion.
in orderly

to

I propose that we first vote on draft Amendment No
t7t, which is the one that would make substantial

changes in the budgetary allocations and which therefore departs furthest from the text. \flhat is the rapporteur's view ?

Mr Shaw, general ral)porteur. - Mr

President, there
12lrev. The
and
l7l
Nos
namely,
are two involved
Committee on Budgets suPports the amendment of

the Regional Policy Committee, No 72hev., for the
reasonJ that I have mentioned throughout the
morning.

I put to the vote

draft Amendment No
on behalf of the
and
others
Yeats
Mr
by
tabled
171,

President.

Group of European Progressive Democrats.
Draft Amendment No 171 is reiected, with 21 votes
for, 95 against and 5 abstentions.
I put to the vote draft Amendment No l2lrev', tabled
by the Committee on Regional Policy, Regional Plan-

ning and Transport.
Draft Amendment No l3,lrev. is adopted by 118 votes

to 0, with 3

Ve

abstentions.

proceed to the draft amendments concerning the

nomenclature.

I

call Mr

Draft Amendment No 307 is not adopted (72 votes
to\ 32 against and 2 abstentions).
I7e proceed to draft Amendment No 7|lrev., tabled
by Mr Spinelli and others.
\ilhat is the rapporteur's view ?
The Committee on
rapporteur.
Budgets did not vote on this, because they preferred

Mr Shaw, general

theii own amendment, No 305. So no opinion
been given by the Committee on Budgets.

President. Mr

I put to the vote draft Amendment No
President.
- by
Mr Scott-Hopkins and Lord Bess189, drafted
borough on behalf of the European Conservative

Spinelli has withdrawn draft

Amendments Nos 71/rev. ar,d 73lrev.

I7e proceed to draft Amendment No 317, tabled by
Mr Shaw on behalf of the Committee on Budgets'
I call Mr Shaw.

Mr

Shaw, general rapporteur.

I think what

happens here-, Mr President, is that this must fall,
sinci the earlier amendments did not get a sufficient
majority. So, I withdraw this.
Draft Amendment No 317 is accordPresident.
Draft Amendments Nos 72, tabled
ingly withdrawn.
by lr,tr Spinelli and others, and 318, tabled by Mr Shaw
on behaif of the Committee on Budgets, are also withdrawn.

I

call Mr Cointat.

(F) W President, I merely wanted to
Mr Cointat.
your task' that all
lighten
to
say, in order
-the.amend55 automatically fall as a
Chapter
.or..tning
-.nt,
result of the adoption of Amendment No l2lrev'

are quite right, Mr Cointat. If
President.
- You
there are no objections, Amendments Nos 741rcv',
3l9,7ilrev. and 320 must therefore be regarded as
having been withdrawn.

On Chapter 59, three draft amendments have been
tabled

Shaw.

Mr Shaw, gcneral rapl)orteur. - The Committee on
Budgets voted in favour of No 305, but did not vote
on the other amendments. \

has

-

:

No

141

by the Committee on

Employment and Education

Social Affairs,

;

No 153, by Mr Cointat and others on behalf of the
Group of European Progressive Democrats ; and

No
on

295, by
Budgets.

Mr Shaw on behalf of the Committee

!7hat is the rapporteur's view

?

Group.

Draft Amendment No 189 is reiected, with 4 votes
for, 115 against and 2 abstentions.
I put to the vote draft Amendment No 305, tabled by
the Committee on Budgets.
Draft Amendment No 305 is not adopted (77 votes

for, 38 against and 4 abstentions).
I put to the vote draft Amendment No 307, tabled by
the Committee on Budgets.

Mr Shaw, general rapporteur. - They are identical,
of course, .nd *. sympathize with all three, but we do
honestly believe that the iustification given by the
commiitee is much better than the other two iustifications. Therefore, we suPPort Amendment No 295'

President.

Amendments Nos 141 and 153
No

- Draft
I therefore put Draft Amendment

are withdrawn.

295 to the vote.
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President
Draft Amendment No 295 is adopted by
0, with no abstentions.

ll8

Proposed Modifications Nos 155, 167, 168 and
Z0/rcv.lcon. and draft Amendment No 159 are with-

votes ro

drawn.

As has already been decided, the vote on Titles VI, VII
and VIII with be taken later. Proposed modifications
to these titles not directly connected with draft amendments will be put to the vote after the vote on draft
amendments to other titles of the draft budget. I7e

put proposed Modification No 314 to the vote.
Proposed Modification No 314 is adopted.
On article 930, two draft amendments have been

poceed

tabled

I

to Title IX,

No 15/rev./corr. by Mr Price on behalf of the
- Committee
on Development and Cooperation;

On Title IX, Mr Shaw has tabled draft Amendment
No 295 on behalf of the Commitee on Budgets. I put
this text to the vote.
Draft Amendment No 296 is adopted by l16 votes to
0, with no abstentions.

On Title IX, Mr Shaw has tabled draft Amendment
No 298 on behalf of the Committee on Budgets. I put
this text to the yote.
Draft Amendment No 298 is adopted by 116 vores to
0, with no abstentions.
On Chapter 90, Mr Shaw has tabled draft Amendment
No 297 on behalf of the Commiuee on Budgets. I put
this text to the vote.
Draft Amendment No 297 is adopted by l15 votes to
0, with no abstentions.

On Item 9211, the following have been tabled:
proposed Modification No 156, by Mr Klinker on
- behalf
of the Committee on Agriculture ;
proposed Modification No 314, By Mr Shaw on
- behalf of the
Committee on Budgets ;
Mr Cointat and others on behalf of the Group
- by
of European Progressive Democrats :
proposed modification No 157;
proposed Modification

proposed Modification No 20lrev./corr., by Mr
Price on behalf of the Committee on Development and Cooperation.

Shaw, generctl rapporteur.

Mr president,

we

- and modifications
have got through the amendments

very well so far. I do not know whether Mr Klinker
would be prepared to make a clean sweep, given that
our object is just the same. The Committee on
Budgets has gone into this very thoroughly and
supports proposed Modification No 314, which is our
own text. 'S7e cannot, therefore, be in favour of No
I 55, although our general obiectives are, of course,
exactly the same.

President.

ingly

The Committee on Budgets has accord_
a favourable opinion on proposed

expressed

Modification No 314.

No 78lrev. by Mr Spinelli and
SThat is the rapporteur's view ?

-

Mr
I

Shaw, general rapporteur.

5/rev./corr.

President.

amendment. -

I

others.

- I am for No

Mr Spinelli has withdrawn his

draft

put draft Amendment No lS/rev./corr. is adopted by

to l, with no abstentions.
On Item 9310, Mr Price has tabled, on behalf of the
Committee on Development and Cooperation, draft
Amendment No 2llrev.lcom., on which the
113 votes

Committee on Budgets has expressed
opinion. I put this texr to the vote.

a

favourable

Draft Amendmenr No 2llrev.lcorr. is adopted by

ll2

with no abstentions.
On Article 931, Mr Spinelli and others have tabled
draft Amendtment No 77 seeking to add a new Item
931 I , on which the Committee on Budgets has
expressed a favourable opinion. I put this text to the
votes to 2,

Draft Amendmenr No 77 is rejected, with 13

The Committee on Budgets has expressed a favourable opinion on proposed Modification No 156.
What is the rapporteur's view ?

Mr

and

vote.

No 168;

draft Amendment No 159 ;

-

:

votes

for,99 against and two abstentions.
On Item 9410, Mr Price has tabled, on behalf of the
Committee on Development and Cooperation, draft
Amendment No 22lcorr. on which the Committee on
Budgets has expressed a favourable opinion.

text to the vote.

I put this

Draft Amendmenr No ZLlcot. is adopted by
with no abstentions.

votes to 0,

ll4

On Article 943,Mr Shaw has tabled draft Amendment
No 299 on behalf of the Committee on Budgets. I put
this text to the vote. Draft Amendment No 299 is

adopted by 114 votes

to

with no abstentions.
On Article 945, four draft amendments have
tabled

1,

been

:

-

No

-

No 23l,by Mr.Price on behalf of the Committee
on Development and Cooperation;
No l8/rev.lll by Mr Price on behalf of the
Committee on Development and Cooperation ;

-

326, by Mr Aigner on behalf

Democratic Group

and

of the Christian-

;
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-

229 by Mr Aigner on behalf of the ChristianDemocratic Group.

No

!flhat is the rapporteur's view

Shaw, general rapporteur, - Mr President, the
Committee on Budgets last night approved No 325
unanimously, and I suggest that if this one be
adopted, the other three amendments fall'

I

-

call Mr Cointat.

Mr Cointat. - (F) Unfortunately, although the
Committee on Budgets gave a favourable opinion on

Amendment No 325 increasing the appropriation, it
also gave a favourable opinion on Amendment No
231, 6y Mr Price, reducing the appropriation' I admit
that this is not a very rational position, but I am
obliged to say that there are in fact two favourable
opin-ions from the Committee on Budgets, one in
favour of an increase and the other in favour of a
reduction

!

I

President.

call Mr Price.

The Committee on Development and
Mr Price.
- reduced the Payment appropriation,
Cooperation
although

it

increased the commitment aPProPriation,

that puts back the figures exactly as the
Commission oiiginally had them in its budget' But I

becausle

very much agreJ with Mr Shaw, the rapporteur of the

Committee Jn Budgets, on a technical point: if No
and it should be put first,
326 were to be carried
then the other amendbecause it is furthest away
fall.
ments would naturallY

President.

-

I

call Mr Lange.

Mr Lange, Chairman of the Committee on Budgets'
(D) fhe Committee on Budgets did vote on the

.-.ni..nt
absence

on which Mr Price has lust spoken in the

of any

representatives

from the committee

and it is the last order
concerned. In ihe ivening
and therefore the last decision which counts - the
Committee on Budgets adopted Amendment No 325;
so we the Commiitee on Budgets adopted Amendment No 326; so we do not need to discuss the other
amendment any further.

President.
vote.

-

I

votes

\fle proceed to the legislative Part of the budget, on

?

Mr

President.

Draft Amendment No 321 is not adopted (65
for,32 against and 10 abstentions).

put draft Amendment No 326 to the

Draft Amendment No 325 is adopted by 109 votes to

7 abstentions. Draft Amendments Nos 231'
18/rev./Il and 229 consequently fall.
lVe proceed to Title X'
1, with

On Chapter 100, Mr Lange has tabled draft.Amendment No 300 on behalf of the Committee on
Budgets. I put this text to the vote.
Draft Amendment No 300 is not adopted (85 votes
f.or, 23 against and 7 abstentions).
On Chapter 100, Mr Lange has tabled draft Amendment No 321 on behalf of the Committee on
Budgets. I put this text to the vote.

whic-h Mr Shaw has tabled draft Amendment No 303
on behalf of the Committee on Budgets' I put this

text to the vote.
Draft Amendment No 303 is adopted by I 11 votes to
0, with no abstentions.
'We can now proceed to the consideration of Titles
VI, Vil and VIII, on which the vote, as announced
..rii.r, had been deferred and on which proposed
modifications have been tabled.

On Titles VI und VII, Mr Spinelli and others have
tabled proposed Modification No 64hev.lll, on which
the Committee on Budgets has expressed a favourable
opinion.

I

call Mr De Koning on a point of order.

Mr De Koning. - (NL) Mr President, I would ask
Parliament to refer Amendment No 64lrev./ll by Mr
Spinelli, to the Committee on Agriculture. It concerns
a very important, radical matter which the Committee
on Agriculture has not yet had an opportunity to
discuss.

Reference to committee is impossible,
the vote on the budget the normal
during
because
procedure is not applied.

President.

I

call Mr De Koning.

Mr De Koning. (NL) Mr President, I would point
out that Rule 32(t) (b) is quite clear on this point and
states that under a procedural motion reference to
committee can be moved.
you are correct and it is indeed true that special
rules exist for this debate on the budget, I would ask
you to request the Committee on the Rules of Procedure and Petitions to look into the matter with a view
to amending Rule 32(1) (b) if necessary.

If

I
Mr Aigner.

call Mr Aigner.

President.

memberi,

I

(D) Mr

President,

-honourable
believe that the contradiction here is only

superficial.

committee,

If the amendment is referred to the
the committee will examine it and

possibly take account of the outcome of this examinaiion in'later deliberation, but in that case it will practicaly have been relected as far as the budgetary proceduie is concerned, which is by no means the inten-

tion.

President.

Mr

Yeats.

-

I

call Mr Yeats.

I would
procedural motion

Mr President, on this point

suggest that the movers of this

snouta have regard to Rule 32 (2), which says :
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'The above matters', which include this question of
moving reference to a committee, 'shall take precedence over the main question, the discussion of which
shall be suspended while they are being considered."
There is no main question, there is no discussion, we
are in a state of voting on the budget. Therefore this
procedural motion simply does not apply !

I
put proposed Modifica- accordingly
tion No 64lrev.lll
to the vote.
President.

No 64lrev./Il is adopted.
On Item 5001, Mr Shaw has tabled, on behalf of the
Committee on Budgets, proposed Modifcation No
322, providing for compensation relating to Item
9202. I put this texr to rhe vote.
Proposed Modifcation No 322 is adopted.
On Items 6010 to 5019, Mr Scott-Hopkins and Lord
Proposed Modification

Bessborough have tabled proposed Modification No
204 on behalf of the European Conservative Group. I

put this text to the

- I put proposed Modification No 187 to

Proposed Modification

On Item

No 187 is rejected.

8104, three proposed modifications have

been tabled:

-

No 62/rev. by Mr Spinelli and others

;

No 225, by Mr Aigner on behalf of the ChristianDemocratic Group; and
No 312 by the Committee on
is the rapporteur's view ?

Budgets.

'What

Mr Shaw, general rapporteur.
As the Commission
had said it could not now spend- the money because of
the delays, we tabled our own modification, No 312,
which, we felt, was more appropriate under the
circumstances.

vote.

Proposed Modification

I

President.
the vote.

President.

No 204 is rejected.

to the vote. -

call Mr Scott-Hopkins.

I put

proposed Modification No 62lrev.

No 62lrev. is rejected.
No 225 consequently falls. .
I put proposed Modification No 312 to the vote.
Proposed Modification No 312 is adopted.
On Item 8105, three proposed modifications have
Proposed Modification

Mr Scott-Hopkins.
!7e withdraw proposed Modifications Nos 205 to- 219 inclusive, Sir. I think that
might help the House on a little.

President.
Modifications Nos 205 to 219
- Proposed
are accordingly
withdrawn.
Proposed Modification No 323, tabled by Mr Shaw on
behalf of the Committee on Budgets, makes provision
for compensation under Item 6201. I put this text to

the vote.

Proposed Modification No 323 is adopted.

On Article 629,Mr Cointat and others have tabled, on
behalf of the Group of European Progressive Democrats, proposed Modification No 157, on which the
Committee on Budgets has expressed a negative

opinion.

I

put this text to the

vote.

No 157 is rejected.
on behalf of the Committee

Proposed Modification

Mr Shaw has tabled,

on
Budgets, proposed Modification No 324, which makes

provision for compensation under Item 5401.

this text to the

I

put

vote.

Proposed Modifications

No 324 is

adopted.

On Chapter 78, Mr Spinelli and others have tabled
proposed Modification No 55lrev. I put this rext ro
the vote.

Proposed Modification

No 55/rev. is rejeced.
We proceed to Title VIII.
On Article 800, the Group of European progressive
Democrats has tabled proposed Modification No l g7.
\U7hat is the rapporteur's view ?

Mr

Shaw, general rapporteur,

voted against.

-

The committee

Proposed Modification

been tabled:

No 63lrev. by Mr Spinelli and others ;
No 226, by Mr Aigner on behalf of the ChristianDemocratic Group ; and
No 166,by Mr Cointat and others on behalf of the
- Group
of European Progressive Democrats.
!7hat is the rapporteur's view ?

-

Mr Shaw, generdl rapporteur. !7e voted in
of No 53lrev.
President.

I put proposed Modification No

- Proposed
to the vote.

Modification

favour

63lrev.

No 63lrev. is

adopted. Proposed Modifications Nos 226 and 166
consequently fall.

On Item 8200, Mr Spinelli and others have tabled
proposed Modification No 68, on which the
Committee on Budgets has expressed a favourable

opinion. I put this text to the vote. proposed Modification No 58 is adopted.

On Item"&202, proposed Modification No g6, tabled
by the Christian-Democratic Group, has been withdrawn.

On Item 8302, rwo proposed modifications have been
tabled

:

No 69/tev. by Mr Spinelli and others (this
- proposed
modification has been withdrawn); and

llr
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No 313 by the Committee on Budgets'

I put proposed

Modification No 313 to the vote'
Proposed Modification No 313 is adopted'

On Article 830, Mr Klinker has tabled, on behalf of

the Committee on Agriculture, proposed Modification
No 155, on which ihe Committee on Budgets has
expressed a favourable view.

I

put this text to the vote'

No 155 is adopted'
On Item 8321, Mr Spinelli and others have tabled
proposed Modification No 70lrev. I put this text to

Proposed Modification

the vote.

No 70lrev. is reiected'
'We now proceed to the consideration of proposed
Proposed Modification

Sfle shall now consider the motions for resolutions
contained in the reports by Mr Shaw (Doc' 34lnn
and Mr Cointat (Docs. 3a0l77,338177 and 339177)'

!(re shall begin with the motion for a resolution
contained in the report by Mr Shaw on the draft

budget of the European Communities for the
financial year 1978.
I put the preamble and paragraphs I to 8 to the vote'
The preamble and paragraphs I to 8 are adopted'
On paragraph 9, I have Amendment No 7, tabled by
ur Splnltti, Mr Veronesi, Mr Sandri, Mr Masullo and
Mr Llonardi and seeking to re-word this paragraph as
{ollows:

!.".of

9.

Modification No 203, tabled by Mr Scott-Hopkins and
Lord Bessborough on behalf of the European- Conservative Group, ihi.h concerns the nomenclature of
Title VIII. i would point out that its adoption will
have its effect upon the votes iust taken on this same

cial possibilities of the Community and the distribu-

tion'benween Communiry, national and local resources
on the one hand, and the needs and goals of the
Community on the other; the determination of the
maximum rate as required by Article 203 (9) can there-

fore be no more than one, and not the only, point of

title.

lVhat is the rapporteur's view

decided
Stresses, once again, that the budget should be
on the Lasis of a comparison between the overall finan-

reference ;
?

Vhat is the

Mr Shaw, general rap\orteur. - I shall abstain, but
the Committee on Budgets as a whole voted against'

I put proposed Modification No 203 to
President.
the vote.
Proposed Modification No 203 is reiected'
\fle proceed to Title IX'
On Item 9201, Mr Price has tabled, on behalf of the
Committee on Development and Cooperation,
proposed Modification No lghev, on which the
bommittee on Budgets has expressed a favourable
opinion. I put this text to the vote.
Proposed Modification No 90/rev' is adopted'
On Scction 111 ;'Commission', no further draft amendments or proposed modifications have been tabled'
Section III, tlius amended, therefore stands adopted,
together with the modifications resulting from the
votes that have been taken.

now proceed to the divisioi'Rertenue''
text to the vote.

\Ufle

I put this

The division 'Rcttenue' is adopted, on the understanding that it shall be modified in accordance with

rapporteur's view

?

Mr-President, we
Shaw, general rctpporteur,
this matter in principle and one amendment last Friday- \fle discussed it again in an
amended form lasl night. On both occasions, the principle and this particular amendment were rejected by
the Committee on Budgets. I adhere to that view: I
am against it.

Mr

discussed

President.
vote.

- I

put Amendment No 7 to the

Amendment No 7 is reiected.
I put paragraphs 9 to I I to the vote'

to 1l are adoPted.
On paragraph 12, I have Amendment No 8, tabled
Paragraphs 9

ur

SpinItti, Mr Veronesi, Mr Sandri, Mr Masullo

12. Requires that the Council should enter into a real
diaiogue with the European Parliament on budgetary
poliJy, in the context oi which the preliminary guideiiner'and alternatives defined by each of the two institutions will be put forward, explained and discussed

iointlY;

I have received no proposal for a reiection of the draft
general budget as a whole. I therefore put to the vote

Mr Shaw, general rapporteur' - The

been adopted.

The draft general budget is adopted'
Pursuant to the provisions of the internal rules of
procedure for the consideration of the draft general
iludget, this document will be annexed to the minutes
of iroceeclings of this sitting and forwarded to the
Council.

as

follows:

\7hat is the raPPorteur's view

.mended draft general budget of the European
Communities for the financial year 1978 as a whole'
together with the proposed modifications that have

by

and

Mr Leonarcli and seeking to re-word this paragraph

the votes alreadY taken.

ih.

vote

?

same applies : I

am against.

I put Amendment No 8 to the vote'
President.
- No 8 is reiected.
Amendment
I put paragraphs 12 to 29 to the vote'
Paragraphs 12

to 29 are

adoPted'

On paragraph 30, I have Amendment No 9, tabled by
trlr Spinitti, Mr Veronesi, Mr Sandri, Mr Masullo and
Mr Llonardi and seeking to add a sub-paragraph (d)
worded as follows

:
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President
(d) to bear in mind that, having regard to the considerations set out in paragraph l, the per cent rate of
VAT revenue will be reached within the next few
years and that the Commission should therefore take
steps to prepare without delay, pursuant to Article 201
of the EEC Treaty, Article 173 of the EAEC Treaty
and Article 2 of the Treaty of 22 Ap:I,l 1970, the intro_

51. Believes that the need for an effective common agricultural policy cannot be contested, but that greater flixibility must be sought, especially in the application of
Titles 5 rnd 7, in order to take account of unforeseeable
and natural fluctuations in agricultural production and a
better balance between the products peculiar to the
different regions of the Community;

I

duction

of

new Community proposals aimed

at

means of appropriate methods of
progressive taxation, the inequitable nature of present
Community taxation ;

correcting,

Vhat is the

by

rapporteur's view

Mr Shaw, general rapporteur.
am against.
President.

- I

51. Believes that the need for an effective common agricultural policy cannot be contested, but that greater flJxibiliry must be sought, especially in the application of
Titles 5 and 7, in order to take account of natural fluctuations in the Community's agricultural production ;

The same applies : I

-

I

put paragraphs 30 to 49 to the
Paragraphs 30 to 49 are adopted.

vote.

vote.

I have two amendments:
No l, tabled by the Liberal and

On paragraph 50,

Amendment
Democratic Group and seeking

to re-word

I put Amendment No I I to the vote.
Amendment No 1l is adopted.
On paragraph 52, two amendments have been tabled:
Amendment No 3, tabled by the Liberal and
- Democratic Group
and seeking to re-word this
paragraph as follows
52. Calls

this

it fully

follows

-

Bengem

means

of

of

production

Community and

follows

:

for the

better oriented

avoidance,

by

means

to take account of

of

production

Community

and

external markets, of persistent structural surpluses which
entail a waste of resources;

I

:

_' I <all Mr Bangemann.
' Mr

by

take account

Amendment No 14, tabled by the Committee on
lgdgets and seeking to re-word this paragraph as
52. Calls

effective;

50. Considers that, owing to rhe fact EAGGF expendi_
ture accounts for more than three-quarters of the
Community -budget, a serious imbalance constantly
reappears in the draft budget, because the common
agricultural policy is the only policy that has been
developed in the past 15 years, and that it should be
supplemented by the other major common policies;

.

to

this amendment has been withdrawn;

Amendment No 12, tabled by the Committee on
Budgets and seeking to re-word this paragraph as

-

:

avoidance,

external markets, of persistent structural surpluses which
entail a waste of resources;

50. Considers that, owing to the fact that EAGGF expen-

diture accounts for more than three-quarters oi the
Community budget, a serious imbalance constantly
reappeani in the draft budget, because the common
agricultural policy is the only policy that has been
developed in the past 15 years, and that it should be
supplemented by the common regional and social

for the

better oriented

:

policies required to make

Amendment No ll, tabled by the Committee on
Budgets and seeking to re-word this paragraph as

follows:

put Amendment No 9 to the

paragraph as follows

-

?

Amendment No 9 is rejected.

-

this amendment has been withdrawn;

(D M, president,

we withdraw

all our proposed amendments, most of which are iden_
tical with those the Committee on Budgets itself
proposes.

President.
The amendments tabled-by the Liberal
- Group
and Democratic
are accordingly withdrawn.

I

put Amendment No 12 to the
Amendmenr No 12 is adopted.

vote.

On paragraph 51, two amendments have been tabled :
No 2, tabled by the Liberal and
- Amendment
Democratic. Group and seeking to re-word this
paragraph as follows

:

put Amendment No 14 to the vote.
Amendment No 14 is adopted.

On paragraph 53, I had Amendment No 4, tabled by
the Liberal and Democratic Group and seeking to add

the following to this paragraph:

. . . and does not disto( competition within the meaning
of Article 92 ol the EEC Treaty;

This amendment has now been withdrawn.
I put paragraph 53 to the vote.
Paragraph 53 is adopted.
On paragraph 54, t'wo amendments have been tabled:
No 5, tabled by the Liberal and
- Amendmenr
Democratic Group and seeking to re-word this
paragraph as follows :
54. Demands that a better balance be secured between
the EAGGF Guarantee and Guidance sections so as to
ensure that market support and structural policies are
more consistent

;

this amendment has been withdrawn ;
Amendment No 13, tabled by the Committee on
- Budgets and seeking
to re-word this paragraph as
follows

:
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54. Demands that a better balance be secured between
the EAGGF Guarantee and Guidance sections so as to
ensure that market support and structural policies are
more consistent

I

;

put Amendment No 13 to the vote.

Amendment No 13 is adopted.

On paragraph 55, two amendments have been tabled:
Amendment No 5, tabled by the Liberal and
- Democratic Group and seeking to re-word this
paragraph as follows

:

powers

55. Hopes that monetary comPensatory amounts will not
become a permanent feature of the budget, that efforts
will be made to phase them out and that the relevant
expenditure which does not result from the Common
Agricultural Policy vill no longer be charged to the
EAGGF;

this amendment has been withdrawn

-

;

Amendment No 10, tabled by Mr Spinelli, Mr
Veronesi, Mr Sandri, Mr Masullo and Mr Leonardi
and seeking to re-word this paragraph as follows :
55. Calls on the Council to request of the Commission

subsequently adopt during 1978 regulations
changing all present or future monetary compensatory
amounts into decreasing amounts applicable for a limited

and

period only;

\0flhat is the rapporteur's view

Mr Shaw, general
this, and

I

-

I7e have

discussed

-

Paragraph 55 is adopted.

!7e shall now consider paragraphs 56 to 55.

I

call Mr

Lange.

of tbe Committee on

Budgets.

(D) I must draw your attention to the fact that the
paragraph must be modified to take
penultimate
account of the votes which have iust taken place.

I put paragraphs 55 to 55 to the vote,
President.
- modifications which, as Mr Lange has
subiect to the
iust reminded us, must be made to paragraph 64 as a
result of the votes just taken.
Paragraphs 56

to 65 are adopted.

I put to the vote the whole of the motion for a resolution contained in the report by Mr Shaw (Doc.

!7e shall now consider the motions for
contained in the reports by Mr Cointat.

I

The resolution is adoptedl.
cali Mr Schuijt on a point of order.
280 0f 21. r1.1977.

resolutions

put to the vote the motion for a resolution contained

in the report (Doc. 340fin concerning Section I:
'Parliament', it being understood that the figures at
with the votes that have been

taken.

The resolution is adoptedl.

I put to the vote the motion for a resolution contained
in the report (Doc. 338177) concerning Section II :
'Council' and Section IV:'Court of Justice'.
The resolution is adopted

1.

Finally, I put to the vote the motion for a resolution
contained in the report (Doc. 339174 concerning
Section Zr'Court of Auditors'.
I.

!7e have thus reached the end of the vote on the draft
general budget of the Communities for 1978Although working under the pressure of time, the
Assembly has, I think, demonstrated the importance
attaches to its responsibilities.

it

I

wish to thank all Members who have taken part in
the debate and the vote. In particular, I wish to thank

the rapporteurs, Mr Cointat and Mr

Shaw, the

chairman and members of the Committee on Budgets
and the draftsmen of opinions.
(Applause)

I

341177).

t oJ c

necessary.

The resolution is adopted

Mr_ Lange, Chairman

I

I take note of Mr Schuijt's statement,
President.
- discussed
by the Bureau with a view to
which will be
taking whatever decisions or other measures may be

dance

I put Amendment No l0 to the vote.
Amendment No l0 is reiected.
I put paragraph 55 to the vote.
President.

of the bodies of this Parliament can be

precisely defined so that next year, when it comes to
unblocking, we shall not have the same difficulties as
we have had during the past year'

the end of the resolution shall be rectified in accor- '

?

rctpPorteur.

am against it.

Mr Schuijt. - (NL) Mr President, we have now
adopted a number of amendments, among then a
number which provide for the blocking of appropriations. Last year, as you yourself and many others in
this Parliament very well know, such blocking caused
a great number of difficulties, since there are many
and diverse procedures in this Parliament, the existence of which generates mafor difficulties and which
even paralyses some departments. I am extremely
concerned about preparations for direct elections. I
would therefore ask the Bureau to reconsider how the

would also..emphasize the active participation in our

work by thC Commission and the President of the
Council.

t OJ No C 280 of 21. tl.

1977.
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President
Finally, on your behalf as well as on my own, I thank
all our staff members who, in many and varied capacities
in the linguistic, technical and other services
by working by night as well as by day, have contri-buted to the smooth progress of our work.

I believe, Mr President, that this budget debate has
again shown that under certain conditions this House
may be faced with a sudden heavy load of work which
overstretches everyone. Our thanks are due to all these

(Applause)

worked.

I call Mr Shaw.

(Applause)

Mr Shaw, general rapporteur.
I did
- Mr President,
myself offer a lot of thanks yesterday
evening, but I
would again like to endorse all that you yourself have
said. But there is one thing, Sir, that you cannot say,
because it relates to yourself. I think the way that we
have got through today's business has been quite
remarkable and is a tremendous credit to the way that
you have lead us. Simply, Mr President, I will say on
behalf of all of us, thank you.
(Applause)

President.

people for the willingness with which they

6. Dates of tbe next part-session

President.
agenda.

I would like to stress that we should express especial
gratitude, not only to those officials who help us
directly with our work, but also to those whom we,
here in the House and in our committee, have kept
working late into the night
our interpreters and
translators, without whom -we should not have

achieved so much, and also the sessional service,
which has had to ensure that, apart from the documents prepared by the Secretariat, everything we have'
looked at today was submitted ready, as it were for
printing.

on

the

November 1977.

Are there are any obiections
That is agreed.

?

7. Approual of tbe minutes

Mr Lange, Cbairman of tbe Committee

has said.

There are no other items

-

The enlarged Bureau proposes that our next sittings
be held at Strasbourg during the week from 14-18

- I call Mr Lange.

on Budgets.
(D) The rapporteur has taken the words out of my
mouth,
but no matter, I agree entirely with what he

have

President.
Rule 17 (2) of. the Rules of Procedure
requires me-to lay before Parliament, for its approval,
the minutes of proceedings of this sitting, which were
written during the

debates.

Are there any comments ?
The minutes of proceedings are approved.
8. Adjournrnent of tbe session

President.

I

declare the session

Parliament adjourncJ.
The sitting is closed.

Qhe sitting was closed

at

2.30 p.tn)

of the European
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ANNEX

PROPOSED MODIFICATIONS
ANd DRAFT AMENDMENTS

relating to the draft general budget of the European
Communities for the 1978 financial year.

'

These proposed modifications and draft amendments are reproduced
missing belong to texts that were withdrawn before the vote.

in numerical order. Numbers
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DRAFT
GENERAL BUDGET
OF THE EUROPEAN COMMUNITIES
FOR THE FINANCIAL YEAR 1978

(Doc. 34t 177)

Draft Amendment No

I

rev.

tabted by Mr Guerlin on behalf of the Committee on the Environment, Public Health and Consumer
Protection

Section

III

-

Commission

(A) Expenditure

Title

3

Chapter 33
Article 335
Item 3352
-

Expenditure on specific proiects undertaken by the Institution
Expenditure on research and investment
Indirect action
- Programme
Biology and health protection (radiation protection)

Expenditure unchanged

(B\

Re""enue

Unchanged

(C) Remarks
Amend the remarks as follows :
Sub-items 33521 and 33529: Add

2C

posts

assignment

to a

to be taken from Item 3372

(Statt awaiting

post)

JUSTIFICATION
Actrng on the basis of the decision of l5 March 1976 (OJ No. L 7a176) ad.opting the programme,
which" provided for a staff complement of only 68, the Councit has kept the staff for the biology
progr.-.. to this ceiling of 58 without fully taking into account the budgetary implications of its
own decision of 21 October 1976 (OJ No. L 79177, p. a5$'
has put
Since from the budgetary standpoint the staff requested is fully justified -_the Commission
rhe committee takes the view that the staff cerlrng lor 1978'
into effect rhe Couicrl's decrsions
that ls to say 70 and not 58, onght to be reinstated. This operation involves merely the transfer of1h1
rwo posts in qulstrorl ente.ed"under ttem 3372 'staff awaiting assignment to a post', to Item 3352
'biology and health protection'. There ts no need to amend the establishment plan.
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Draft amendment No 2
tabled by Mr Miiller-Hermann on behalf of the Committee on Economic and Monetary Affairs
Section

III

Commission

-

(A) Expenditure

Title

2

Chapter 28

Article

282

Buildings, equipment and miscellaneous administrative expenditure
for balancing budgets
European Communities' Institute for Economic Analysis and Research

Subsidies

Enier an appropriation of 3 050 000 EUA.
(B) Reaenue

Increase revenue accordingly

(c) Remarks
Unchanged

JUSTIFICATION

On l1 March 1976 the

European Parliament approved the Commission's proposal for a European
Communiry's Institute for Economic Analysis and Research. Parliament recognrzed the need for an
independent institute to which economlc, monetary, industrial and social problems constantly arising
from the process of European integration could be referred for study at Community level. The
Council's decision is expected in the very near future. The project rs to be implemented in 1977,and
an appropriation of I m u.a. (1 200 000 EUA) was entered in the 1977 budget. This inrtral
appropriation should therefore be supplemented by the funds requested in order to allow work on
the establishment of the institute to be pursued and to enable it to get its activities under way rn
1978.

r++

Draft amendment No 3 rev.
tabled by Mr Mtiller-Hermann on behalf of the Committee on Economic and Monetary Affairs
Section

III

-

Commission

(A) Exfenditure

Title

3

37 Article 370
Item 3701
Chapter

Expenditure on specific projects undertaken by the Institution
Expenditure in the industrial and transport sectors
Projects

in the

data-processing sector

$econd programme

Enter an appropriation of I 700 000 EUA

(B) Reuenue
Increase revenue accordingly

(C) Renarhs
Enter commitments of 2 920 000 EUA for 1978 and therefore add the following remarks :
Article 235 of EEC Treaty.
Council resolution of l5 July 1974 on the improvement of the competitiveness of the
data-processing sector.

This appropriation is to cover expenditure under the proposal presented to the Council by the
Commission on 22 September 1975 (OJ No. C 14 of 21. 1. 1976, p. 5) relating to:
-. a project for the development of a common real-time programming language (LTPL project),
a group of data-processing proiects on software portabilrty,

-

tt9
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of applications proiects and studies on the data-Processing

- a number
payment of experts and related miscellaneous and secretarial
-Thethe
appropriation {or commitment Lot 1978 is 2920 000 EUA.

sector,

services'

The likely schedule of payments relative to commitments is as follows

:

(rn EUA)
Paymens

Commrtments
1978

I

1978: 2920000

700 000

1979

l 980

940 000

280 000

JUSTIFICATION
1977, on the occasion of an oral question, the European Parliament criticized the
of political will and protested against the cut-back in the modest sums requested
its
lack
Council for
by the Commission. Ai the very least, the appropriations earmarked for the proiects approved by the
Ctuncil on 26 July 1977, th^t is ro say all the proiects except the one for the development of a
common real-time programming language (LTPL proiect), should be reinstated in the draft budget.

On l4 September

+++

Draft amendment No s/corr.
tabled by Mr Miiller-Hermann on.behalf of the Committee on Economic and Monetary Affairs
Section

III

Commission

-

(A) Expenditure

Title

3

Article 370
Chapter

37

Expenditure on specific projects undertaken by the Institution
Expenditure in the industrial and transport sectors
Projects

in the

Create the following new item

Item 3703

-

data-processing sector

:

Support for a joint applied research proiect on very highly integrated circuits

Token entry
(B) Reaenue

Unchanged

(c) Remarhs

Neu item
EEC Treaty: Article 235
Council Resolution of. 15 July 1974
Proposal for a four-year programme submitted on 9 November 1976 (Doc. COM(76) 52a)
This item is to cover expenditure arising from a joint applied research proiect on very highly
integrated circuits. The aims of the programme are :
product standardization and rationalization,
- collaborative rationalization of technical specification for the purchase oI equipment,
- pooling of the results of advanced basic research,

-

optimization of the use of available resources,
payment of experts and related miscellaneous or secretarial services (Text of the preliminary
draft budget)
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JUSTIFICATION

Vhen approving the four-year programme {or

data processing, the European Parliament recognized

the need for a Community proiect on the creation of a European integrated circuits capacity and
urged the Commission to submit specific proposals at the earliest possible date. The Commission
assured the European Parliament of its intention to submit a proposal on this subiect at the end of
the year. This item should therefore be reinstated in the 1978 budget, with a token entry against it.

r++

Draft amendment No 6
tabled by Mr Miiller-Hermann on behalf of the Committee on Economic and Monetary Affairs
Section

(l)

III

Commission

-

Expenditure

Jitle

3

Article 371
Item 371 I
Chqpter

37

Expenditure on specific projects undertaken by the Institution
Expenditure in the industrial and transport sectors
Operations in the aerospace sector
Aids to the aerospace industry

Make a token entry

(B) Reuenue
Unchanged

(C) Remarks
Article 235 of the EEC Treaty

The Commission informed the Council and Parliament of its initial proposals for

aerospace

policy in Document COM (75) 475 tinal, and along these lines a Commission proposal is being
drawn up for jointly financing an aeroplane optimization programme on criteria of eco4omy and
designed to reduce nuisances ; this scheme is to gradually replace national arrangements for the
financing of research and development (including production tooling) in connection with
programmes for large civil transport aircraft.
(Text of the preliminary draft budget)
JUSTTFTCATTON

The European Parliament approved the Commission's proposal for an action programme in the
aerospace sector on 6 July 1976. The situation of the European aerospace industry in tfie face ol
competition from American industry iustifies Community action, the form of which, however,
remains to be defined and the financing requirements for which it is not at the moment possible to
quantify. Furthermore, apart from the specificity of this sector, the state of the European aerospace
industry is not such as to warrant Community action under Article 375 of the budget.

+++

Draft amendment No 7 rev.
tabled by Mr Mtiller-Hermann on behalf of the Committee on Economic and Monetary Aflairs
Section

III

-

Commission

(A) Expend.iture

Title

l0

Chapter 100

-

Other expenditure
Provisional appropriations

Enter an appropriation

of I 000 000 EUA

(see remarks)

t2r
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(B) Reaenue
Increase revenue accordingly

(C) Renarhs
Add the following note

Item 3702

:

Implementation of the four-year development programme for the data-processing
I 000 000 EUA (payment appropriation) (3 000 000 EUA for commitment)

-

sector

JUSTIFICATION

On l5

September 1977 the European Parliament approved a Commission proposal for a four-year
development programme for the data-processing sector in the Community. As is pointed out in the
resolution adopted by the European Parliament, every effort should be made to ensure that the
objective of establishing a viable and competitive Communiry-based data-processing industry by the
early 1980's is given practical effect.

It is therefore necessary to enter the appropriations required to launch the four-year programme
(appointment of project leaders, negotiation of contracts, etc.) as soon as it is adopted by the Council,
a decision that is expected in the course of 1978.
As far as the implementation proper of the four-year programme is concerned, the Commission
would propose commitment appropriations Lor 1979 totalling 18 000 000 EUA, payments being
spread over a period of three years.
+++

Draft amendment No 8 rev.
tabled by Mr Miiller-Hermann on behalf of the Committee on Economic and Monetary Affairs
Section

III

-

Commission

(A) Expenditure

Title

l0

Chapter 100

-

Other expenditure
Provisional appropriations

Enter I I 070 000 EUA (see remarks)
(B)

Re"^enue

Increase revenue accordingly

(C) Renarks
Add the following note

Item 3710

-

:

in the aerospace sector, technological research ll 070000 EUA
(payment appropriations) (28720 000 EUA in commitment appropriations).
Operations

JUSTIFICATION

On 6 July 1976 the European Parliament approved the Commission's proposal for an action
programme in the aerospace sector. In its resolution Parliament pointed to the urgent need to get a
common industrial policy under way in order to increase the competitiveness of the aerospace
industry on the international market.
At the European Parliament's request, and in anticipation of specific proposals from the
Commission,8000000 EUA were entered in the 1977 budget under Chapter 100.
On 26 July 1977 the Commission submitted an action programme for aeronautical research (Doc.
COM (77) 362 tinal) covering the construction of both airframes and helcopters, for
implementation of which the appropriations required should be entered under Chapter 100.

++{

the
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Draft amendment No 9
tabled by Mr Miiller-Hermann on behalf of the Committee on Economic and Monetary Affairs
Section

III

Commission

-

(A) Expenditure

Title

3

Expenditure on specific proiects undertaken by the Institution
Other expenditure on specific proiects undertaken by the Institutiorr

Anicle 390
-

Chapter

39

Research proiects

in the field of

technology and industry

Make a token entry

(B) Reaenue
Unchanged

(C) Remarks
Unchanged

JUSTIFICATTON

The purpose behind this new Commission project is to provide a Communiry financial contribution
to the implementation of industrial research projects initiated by private persons or undertakings in
the Member States.
The innovatory capacity of small and medium-sized undertakings and their irreplaceable role in
stimulating competition are generally accepted.
Provided that Community financial contributions are in fact allocated to proiects that increase the
productivity of such undertakings, this action should be supported by the European Parliament and
the token entry ought therefore to be reinstated.

r++

Draft amendment No l0
tabled by Mr Miiller-Hermann on behalf of the Committee on Econ6mic and fvlonetary Affairs
Section

III

-

Commission

(A) Expenditure

Title 4

-

Repayments and aids

to Member

Chapter 49
European Export Bank
Article 490
Contribution to the starting
-

-miscellaneous
States and

capital of the EEB

(B) Reaenre
Unchanged

(C) Renarks

Add to remarks

:

Article to enable an inrtial contribution to be made to the caprtal of the European Export Bank.
(Text of the preliminary draft budget).

JUSTTFTCATTON

.

--:

On 9 May 1977 the European Parliament approved the Commission's proposal for s

regulation

setting up a European Export Bank. Norwithstanding the European Parliament's reservations and its
request that the Commission's proposed regulation be amended, Parliament did approve the

principle of setting up a European Export Ban\ that could contribute effectively to the
of Community exports on world markets.

competitiveness

r23
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Draft amendment No 12 rev.
tabled by the Committee on Regional Policy, Regional Planning and Transport

III

Section

(i)

Commission

-

Expenditure

Title

5

Chapter

55

-

Social and regional funds
European Regional Development Fund

Payment appropriations: increase by 275m EUA

(B) Reuenue.'increase by l35m EUA

(C) Compensatrozr reduce Title l0

-

Chapter 100

Provisional appropriations by 140 m EUA

-

(D) Remarhs
Enter a commitment of 352 000 000 EUA lor 1978 and therefore add the following remarks :
The appropriations intended to finance investment in industry, the trades and the service sector,
and infrastructures are based on the following regulations:

-

Regulation (EEC) No. 724175
Development Fund

ot 18 March

1975 establishing

a

European Regional

;

-

Financial Regulation of 18 March 1975 supplementing the Financial Regulation of 25 April
1973 applicable to the General Budget of the European Communities (75l184lBuratom,
ECSC, EEC);

-

Council Decision

of l8 March

1975

European Regional Development Fund

to apply Regulation
to the French

(EEC) 724175 establishing

a

overseas departments.

The general obiective is to correct the maior regional imbalances in the Community by means of
a contribution to the financing of investments in industry, the trades and the service sector that
are economically sound and qualify for State regional aids (each investment proiect exceeding
50 000 EUA) provided that at least ten jobs are created or safeguarded. The contribution made
under European regional policy to the financing of infrastructure investments is designed to
improve the conditions for setting up and developing new activities in the Community's
least-favoured regions.

Appropriations for commitment for 1978 amount to 750 m EUA

1.

The timetable of payments relative to the commitments is as follows

:

Payments

Commitments
t978

t975177

m
197

5l

1977

mu.a.

1300

850

m EUA
1978 m

EUA

u.a.

750

m

u.a.

1979

m EUA

325

m

TOTAL

1980

u.a. m EUA

m EUA

125

m

u,a. m EUA

1 300

2s0

95

275

283

346

192

750

525

I This text is binding within the

meaning of Article 15 (c) of the Financral Regulatron

ol 25 Aprtl 1973
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JUSTIFICATION

l. The Heads of State or of Government, meeting in Paris in October 1972, attached'high
prioriry' to the implementation of a Community regional policy and invited 'the Community
institutions to set up a Regional Development Fund'. The principle of this Fund, which was
established in March 1975, is immutable, whatever the outcome of the review of the basic regulation
scheduled to take place before I )anuary 1978.
The 1978 appropriations for the ERDF should therefore be entered against the eba|ter concerning
tbis Fund, as suggested by the Commission. However, 'pending a Council decision on the basic
issues . .. the Council has, as a precaution, entered a commitment appropriation of 398 m EUA in
Chapter 100'. This entry against Chapter 100, which relates to'prouisional appropriationi is not
acceptable. Nor is the token entry against the chapter on the Fund.

2.

The Commission proposed a commitment appropriation of 650 m EUA against Chapter 55
: Community measures in support of national regional policies) and a further commitment
appropriation of 100 m EUA against Chapter 56 (ERDF : Specific Community measures). The
existence of Chapter 56, which was not included in the 1977 budgetary nomenclature, depends on
the Council's decision on the specific measures proposed in the context of the review of the
Regulation on the Fund. In our view these specific measures represent a normal extension of the
activities of the Fund. Given the present circumstances, therefore, this appropriation of 100 m EUA

(ERDF

should also be entered against Chapter 55.

The Committee on Regional Policy, Regional Planning and Transport therefore proposes that at the
first reading, the 750 m EIIA proposed by the Commission in respect of the ERDF should be
reinstated under Cbapter 55.

3.

The Council 'has entered a commitment appropriation of 398 m EUA . . . thereby repeating the
1977 rppropriations'. This is a very debatable point.
The appropriations for 1976 (500 m u.a.) and 1977 (500 m u.a.) are considered x initial
appropriations fixed by the Paris Summit in December l974.The 1978 appropriation must therefore
be larger to take account of the'high priority'given by the Heads of State or of Government to the
development of a Communiry Regional Policy.
To provide a reference basis, the appropriations laid down in 1974 must be conuerted into European
units of account and adjusted to take account of the high rate of inflation since 1974.
(a) The 500 m u.a. fixed in December 1974 must be converted into European units of account on the
basis of the excbange rater for December 1974 and weighted in accordance with the national quotas
laid down in the Regulation on the Fund.
The appropriation for 1977 would then represent 423.16 m EUA. (See Table I)
The Council has arrived at a lower figure because it used as its basis the exchange rates for
February 1977instead of those applying at the time of the decision (December 1974). Moreover, its
system of weighting is not based on the quotas fixed by the Regulation but on the commitment
appropriations remaining available to each country at 31 December 1976.This approach is arbitrary
since the commitment appropriations available are not always used and do not necessarily have to be
,1

used during the year concerned.

p)

Adjustmen s to take account of inflation between the end ol 1974 and the end of 1977 must also
be weighted on the basis of the national quotas fixed in the Regulation on the Fund. The rates o-f
inflation are calculated in accordance with the index of prices based on grorr fixed capital
formation as interventions by the Fund are intended to boost investment in the various regions.
If these criteria are applied, the Council's proposed repetition of the appropriations for 1975 and
1977 (fixed in 1974) would call for a sum of. 643,5 m EUA in 1978 (as opposed to 398.3 m EUA).
(See Table II)
This appropriation is roughly the same as that fixed by the Commission for interventions on the
basis

of sub-quotas (Chapter

55).

4.

Moreover, experience gained in the course of the Fund's first two years of operation has shown
that appropriations are inadequate. During that peiod, all the commitment appropriations for the
two financial years (a total of 800 m u.a.) were used up. 'Indeed, applications exceeded the total
amount of appropriations for commitment available and a good many useful projeos submitted to
the Fund by the Member States could have been financed by it iI the necessary resources had been
entered in the budget' (Preliminary Draft Budget, Volume 7, Section III, page 66).
In view of this, the appropriations for the ERDF must be increased after the iniiial period. The sum
of 100 m EUA proposed by the Commission for specific measures (Chapter 55) represents a
minimum for rhe normal development of the activities of the Fund under the existing regulation and

should be entered agarnst Chapter 55.
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TABLE I

Comparison of EUA values of the appropriation of 500 m u.a. fixed at the end
Committee on Regional PoliE
Amounts based on national quotas as laid
down in the Regulation on the Fund
(fixed at the end of 1974)
m u3,

B
DK
D
F
IRL
I
L
NL
GB
EEC

ol

lg74

Couneil

Commitment appropriations available

at 31. 12.

m EUAl

m

u.a

1976

m EUAr

7.4
6.4

8.2

3r.7
74.4

38.3
74-0

32.3

25.1

70.9
29.5

200.0
0.5
8.4
138.9

152.5

191 .8

0'5

0.5

9-7

6.3

123.6
0.7
8.2

108.1

132.8

85-7

500.0

423.2

500.0

398.3

8-6
6.5

6.8

10.5

7.4
72.7
70.5

53.1

19.0

I Rate rn December 1974
2 Ratc
1.2. 1977
^t

TABLE II

Adiustment oI the 1977 appropriation to take eccount of inflation
rnflatron
ig1+ili|-"

Rate
- of

1977

m

B

DK

u,a.
7.4
6.4

D

3l-7

F

74.4

IRL

32.3

I

200.0

L

NL

0.5

GB

8.4
138.9

EEC

500.0

I

m EUA

r

I

8-2
6.8
38.3
74.0
25.r
52'5
0.5
9.7

't'

423.2

1978 m EUA
Amounts rndexed on rhe
basis of natronal quotas

31.51
27.31

10.8
8.6

31.98
10-66
64-86
65.82

97.7

31-07

42.4
41.5

252.8
0'7

28.28

12.4

":'

176.7
643.5

The nattonal amounts expressed In u a. have been converted into natlonal currencres at the exchange rates for the unil of account
frxed rn September l97l and then rnto EUA at the rares rn force in December 1974.
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Draft amendment No 15 rev. / corr.
tabled by Mr Price on behalf of the Committee on Development and Cooperation
Section

III

-

Commission

(A) Expenditure

Title

9

Chapter
Article 930
93

Cooperation with developing countries and non-member states
Financial and technical cooperation with non-associated developing countries
Financial cooperation with non-associated developing countries

Increase expenditure

by

2 000

000 EUA

(B) Reaenue
Increase revenue accordingly

(C) Remarks
Enter commitments of 80 000 000 EUA for 1978 and therefore add the following remarks :
Based on the Council Resolution of l6 July 1974 on financial and technical aid to
non-associated developing countries and the Commission Communication to the Council on
financial and technical aid from the Community to non-associated developing countries,
1975-80 (Doc. COM(75) 95 final of 5 March 1975). The Council decided that this operation
should be financed under the 1975 budget after the proposal had been amended by the
European Parliament.

The appropriation is pnmarily for financing agricultural and food development schemes in
non-associated developing countries,

in

particular the poorest countries

in Latin

America and

Asia.

In

certain specific cases, operations to promote regional cooperation may also be considered.

The appropriation for commitment authorized for 1978 is 80 000 000 EUA.
The timetable of payments relating to the commitment is as follows :
(tn EUA)
Payments

Commltment

t979

r978

1978

:

l0 795 000
32 000 000

80 000 000

42796 000

Total
rRe-entry of pan of the appropriatrons commined

1

in

1976 but not patd out by

5 040 000 '

1980

24 000 000

24 000 000

29 040 000

24 000 000

3l

Dccember 1977

JUSTIFICATION

The Commission's proposal for expenditure in 1978 in respect of non-associated countries takes
account of the delays that have occurred in utilizing the 1976 and 1977 needs. A sum of 10 796000
EUA committed in 1976 has had to be re-entered as it was not paid out by 31 December 1977,and
in the light of this the Commissron proposes a new commitment of 32 000 000 EUA for 1978, as
part of a new programme. Of this new commitment, the Council has accepted 30 000 000 EUA for
1978 only against 45 m u.a. in 1977.Thus the neu' commitment to the non-associated countries is
considerably less than it was in 1977. Given the responsibilities of the Community to these countries,
which are in some cases very poor, and the need to establish some balance between aid to countries
connected to the Community by agreements such as Lom6, and also to non-associated countries, the
Council's reductron is unacceptable to Parlrament.
In its Communication to the Council of 5 March 1975, the Commission proposed a five year
timetable startrng in 1976. Owing to delays and prevarications by the Council, the amounts
commrtted in 1976 and 1977 were not the proposed 100 m u.a. and 120 m u.a., but 20 m u.a. and 45

m

u.a. respectively.

concerned, these amounts are very small. It should be
remembered that the Communrty's aid to countilbs connected to rt by the Lom6 agreement totals
over 8 000 000 EUA, which does not appear rn the budget. It is necessary to establish a balance in

In the face of the needs of the countries
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it

aid programmes, and is therelore
non-associated developing countries.
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right to begin programming a larger quantiry of aid

to

It is however

necessary to plan this expenditure over a number of years; for this reason the
Parliament supports the Commission's proposal to use commitment appropriations.

l+r

Draft amendment No 18 rev. II
tabled by Mr Price on behalf of the Committee on Development and Cooperation
Section

III

-

Commission

(A) Expenditure
Title

Cooperation with developing countries and non-member states

9

Chapter 94

Artiile

g+s

Specific measures for cooperation with developing countries
Community contribution towards schemes concerning developing
- carried out by non-governmental organizations (NGOs)

countfles

Unchanged

(B) Reaenue
Unchanged

(C) Remarks
Delete the remarks and replace by the Iollowing :
Based upon the Commission Communication to the Council of 6 October 1975 (Doc. COM(75)
504 final of 5 October 1975) and the decision on financing taken by the budgetary authority rn

connection with the adoption oI the budget for the financial year 1976 (entering of an
appropriation of 2'5 million u.a. against Article 938).
The obiective is the financing, lointly with the NGOs, of microprojects to benefit the poorest
sections of the population in developing countries, whether associated or not.
The appropriation for commitment authorized for 1978 is 5 000 000 EUA.
The timetable of payments relating to the commitment is as follows :
(n
Commitmens

1978

:

Based

EUA)

Payments

6 000 000

t978

1979

4 000 000

r 000 000

1980

l

000 000

on the Commission Communication to the Council of 5 October 1975 (Doc. COM(75)

504 final).

In addition, this appropriation will enable a subsidy to be paid to the committee established by
the NGOs for liaison amongst themselves and between the NGOs and the Commission for the
purpose of implementing cofinancing operations referred to above.
Furthermore, an indicative amount of 100 000 EUA can be allocated from this item to finance
campaigns undertaken by the NGOs in the Member States to educate public opinion in the
matter of development.

JUSTIFICATION

The non-governmental organizations have proved over the years to be one of the most efficient
means of channelling aid to developing countries. Although the Council has accepted (and increased)

the amount authorized lor 1978, this does not overcome the problem posed by the need to plan
ahead longer than for one year only. For this reason, Parliament supports the Commission's proposed

use

of commitment appropriations, and therefore proposes to reinstate the Commissron's orrginal

payments schedule.
+4*
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Proposed modification

No l9

of the European Parliament

rev.

tabled by Mr Price on behalf of the Committee on Development and Cooperation
Section

III

Commission

-

(A) Expenditure

Title

9

Chapter

92

Article 920

Item 9201

-

Food aid

-

Food aid

Increase expenditure

in

cereals

-

1978 programme

by 16590000 EUA

(B) Reaenue
Increase revenue accordingly

(C) Remarks
Enter commitments of 124725000 EUA for 1978 and therefore add the following remarks:
in 1978 of I 135000 t of cereals to developing countries,
including 772000 t under the Convention referred to in Item 9200.
The appropriation for commitment authorized for 1978 is 124725 000 EUA. The timetable of
payments relating to the commitment is as follows :

This item is to cover the supply

(in ELrA)
Commitments

Pryments

r24 725 000

l97t

t979

101 950 000

22 77 5 000

l 9E0

JUSTIFICATION

On 15 November

1976, the European Parliament approved the Commission's proposal for a
envisaged the supply by the Community of a
mininun of I 077 000 tonnes per annum. The Parliament stressed the great and growing needs of
the countries concerned, and welcomed the concept of medium-term planning which was proposed,
in that it enabled the supplier and beneliciary countries to plan their needs well in advance. The
concept of medium-term planning was accepted by the Council on 9 June 1976, and the
Community has restated its acceptance of medium-term planning at the North-South dialogue. The
Council's cut vitiates the purpose of this planning.
The Commission's proposal envisages a small increase in Community actions (from 720 500 t to
772000 t) under the terms of the Food Aid Convention, and an increase outside the Convention of
363 000 t. Despite a good harvest in India, the global need for cereals is continuing to rise; the
Parliament therefore supports the proposed increase in cereal food aid.
Experience gained in food aid distribution to date is that the time-scale of one year is inadequate to
complete deliveries, and that a degree of flexibility is essential if the operation is to be efficient. A
longer time period also enables beneficiary countries to plan their production in advance. For this
reason, the Parliament supports the use of commitment appropriations as proposed by the

Three-Year Food

Aid Programme (Doc.407176) which

Commission.
t{{

Proposed modification

No 20 rev./corr.

tabled by Mr Price on behalf of the Committee on DeveloPment and Cooperation
Section

III

-

Commission

(A'1 Expenditure

Title

9

Chapter 92
-

Cooperation with developing countries and non-member states
Food aid

Sitting of \Tednesday, 26 October 1977

Article 921
Item 921 1

-

129

Food aid in milk products
1978 skimmed milk powder programme

Increase expenditure

by

50 070

000 EUA

(B) Reoenue
Increase revenue accordingly

(C) Remarks
Enter commitments of 75 050 000 EUA for 1978 and therefore add the following remarks :
This item is ro cover the supply in 1978 of 150000 t of skimmed milk powder to developing
countries, particularly those in most need, to help make up their food shortfall.
The appropriation for commitment authorized tor 1978 is 76 050 000 EUA.
The timetable of payments relating to the commitment is as follows :

(n

ELrA)

Payments

Commrtments

t979

t978

60 070 000

76 050 000

I5

1980

980 000

JUSTIFICATION
One hundred and fifty thousand tonnes of skimmed milk powder was authorized for developing
countries in both 1976 and 1977.T'he Commission proposal is for the same quantity to be supplied
in 1978. This proposal is based on the needs of some of the poorest countries in the world.
Experience gained in food aid distribution to date is that the time limit of one year is inadequate to
complete deliveries. A longer time period also enables developing countries to plan their production
in advance. India, for example, under the Flood Programme, which is of five years duration, has
asked the Community to guarantee supplies of skimmed milk powder al the 1977 level in order to
plan its own production.
For this reason, the Parliament supports the use of commitment appropriations as proposed by the
Commission.

The European Parliament has urged the Commission to increase the amounts made available on a
number of occasions (Broeksz l9ll77 and Nielsen 407176), pointing out that considerable stocks oI
skimmed milk powder exist in the Communiry which cost about two-thirds of the amount per tonne
necessary to use it as food aid. In its approval of the indicative Three-Year Programme for Food Aid
the Parliament welcomed the concept of medium-term planning that enables both supplier countries
and beneficiaries to plan their requirements in advance. The Council's refusal to accept the
Commission proposal is politically and morally intolerable, and the European Parliament urges the
Council in strongest terms to accept the proposal.

+r+

Draft amendment No 2llrcv.lcorr.
tabled by Mr Price on behalf of the Committee on Development and Cooperation
Section

III

-

Commission

(A) Expenditure

Title 9

Cooperation with developing countries and non-member states

93
Financial and technical cooperation with non-associated developing countries
Promotion of trade between the Community and non-associated developing
Article 931
- countries
Measures to promote trade between the Community and non-associated
Item 9310
- developing countries
Chapter

Increase expenditure

by I 000 000 EUA

Debates
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of the European Parliament

(B) Reoenue
Increase revenue accordingly

(C) Remarks
Enter commitments of 6 000 000 EUA for 1978 and therefore add the following remarks :
Based on the Council Resolution of 30 April 1974 on promotion of exports lrom non-associated
developing countries and the Commission communication to the Council on financial and
technical aid from the Community to non-associated developing countries, 1976-80 (Doc. COM

final of 5 March 1975).
The appropriation is for financing a wide range of operations with rwo main objectives :
to facilitate the marketing of products from the developing countries on the Community
(75) 95

-

market;

- to encourage the developing countries to extend their production of exportable goods.
The appropriation for commitment authorized lor 1978 is 6 000 000 EUA;
The timetable of payments relating to the commitment is as follows :
(n
Commitmens

Paymenr
1978

1978:

EILA)

5 000 000

6 000 000

1979

l

r

980

000 000

JUSTTFTCATTON

For the financial ye^r 1977 an appropriation of 5 m u.a. was set aside for the promotion of trade
between the Community and the non-associated developing countries. The Europian Parliament has
always stressed the importance of such measures, which are designed :
to facilitate the marketing of products from the developing countries on the Community market ;

-

and

to encourage the developing countries to extend their production of exportable goods.
In view of the satisfactory results of'Communiry measures in this field and in order to extend such

-

measures,

the 1978 appropriations should amount to at least as much as the appropriations tot 1977.

The 5 m EUA is to enable

non-associated developing countries, for example those which are
members of ASEAN (Association of South East Asian Nations, to which Indonesia, Malaysia, the
Philippines, Singapore and Thailand belong) to extend their trade with the EEC and thus to expand

their economies.
One of the best ways to help the non-associated countries, with possible benefits for the Community
as well, is to encourage trade between the two. The Council have accepted this principle, but it is
essential to Plan for these measures on a longer basis than one year only. For this reason, the
Parliament supports the commission's proposed use of commitment appropriations.

+++

Draft amendment No ZZ/corr.
tabled by Mr Price on behalf of the committee on Development and cooperation
Section

III

-

Commission

(A) Expenditure

Title 9

Cooperation with developing countries

and non-member states
94
Specific measures for cooperation with developing countries
Article 941
Training of nationals of non-associated developing countries
Item 9410
Scholarships
Chapter

Increase expenditure by 50 000 EUA

(B) Reuenue
Increase revenue accordingly

Sitting of l7ednesday, 25 October 1977

(C\ Retnarks
Unchanged
JUSTTFICATTON

Under this heading the Communiry grants scholarships to nationals of non-associated developing
countries in order to enable them to take part in advanced vocational training courses at specialized
institutes in the Member States, particularly in the management of firms (small and medium-sized)

and agricultural undertakings (cooperatives). The European Parliament has always supported
measures of this type, which provide the non-associated developing countries with the management
potential essential to the development of their economies. The reinstatement of the appropriations
initially proposed by the Commission should make it possible to extend these measures, a necessary
step in view of the fact that, for example, in the financial year 1976 only 5 nationals of the Member
States of ASEAN (the Association of South East Asian Nations, to which Indonesia, Malaysia, the
Philippines, Singapore and Thailand belong) were able to benefit from scholarships.

Draft amendment No 23
tabled by Mr Spinelli, Mr Veronesi, Mr Sandri, Mr Masullo and Mr Leonardi
Section

III

Commission

-

(A) Expenditure

Title

2

Article 272
-

Chapter

Item

27

2729

-

Buildings, equipment and miscellaneous administrative expenditure
Expenditure on publishing and information
Expenditure on the dissemination of information and on participation in

public events
Information projects relating to direct elections to the European Parliament

Increase the appropriations by 4 000 000 EUA.

(B) Reaenue
Increase revenue accordingly

(C) Remarks
Unchanged

JUSTIFICATION
The special programme of information on direct elections to the European Parliament by universal
suffrage calls for a particular effort. The amended appropriation is the mrnimum necessary for
effective information.

The Commission, as a European polrtical institution, has a dury to provtde that information.
11+

Draft amendment No 2slrev.
tabled by Mr Spinelh, Mr Veronesi, Mr Sandri, Mr Masullo, and Mr Leonardi
Section

III

-

Commission

(A) Expenditure

Title

3

Article 304
Chapter

30

Expenditure on specific profects undertaken by the Institution
Expenditure rn the social sector
|v{s65u1s5 in support of, and with the participation of, movements which could
increase the effectiveness of the socral policy of the Community

Increase the appropnatrons

by

I00 000 EUA
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Re"-enue

Alter revenue accordingly
(C) Remarks
Unchanged
JUSTTFTCATTON

In

previous resolutions and directives the Council has repeatedly stressed the need for action in
favour of migrant workers, women and young people. The increase is amply justified by the action
programmes indicated by the Commission particularly as regards financial aid to representative
organizations of migrant workers, the need to finance action to be prepared and undertakcn by the
Office for problems of the employment of women and the need to pursue actively programmes
already embarked upon. The appropriation entered here is the minimum necessary.

r++

Draft amendment No 26
tabled by Mr Spinelli, Mr Veronesi, Mr Sandri, Mr Masullo and Mr Leonardi
Section

(l)

III

Commission

-

Expenditure

Title

3

Article 305
Item 3050
Chapter

30

Expenditure on specific projects undertaken by the Institution
Expenditure in the social sector
Community measures under the employment policy
Research and action programme on labour market trends

Increase the appropriations

by

50

000 EUA.

(B) Reuenue

Alter revenue accordingly
(C) Remarks
Unchanged

JUSTTFTCATTON

The Council has already approved the implementation of the programme covered by this item. The
C_ommission rightly states that, given the serious employment market situation, ihe Community
effort must be stepped up, particularly in the sector covered by this item.

++r

Draft amendment No 27
tabled by Mr Spinelli, Mr Veronesi, Mr Sandri, Mr Masullo and Mr Leonardi
Section

III

-

Commission

(A) Expenditure

Title

3

30 Article 305
Item 3051
Chapter

Expenditure on specific proiects undertaken by the Institution
Expenditure in the social sector

Community measures under the employment policy
Cooperation between the national employment services

Increase the appropriations

by 150000 EUA

Sitting of !flednesday, 25 October

1977

(B) Reoenue

Alter revenue accordingly
(c) Remarks
Unchanged

JUSTIFICATION
The aim here is to fully implement the provisions of Article 49 of the EEC Treaty as repeatedly
indicated in Council resolutions (the most recent being that of 9 February 1976).The appropriation
represents the minimum necessary, and the increase over 1977 takes account of the serious situation
on the employment market.

+r+

Draft amendment No 28 rev.
tabled by Mr Spinelli, Mr Veronesi, Mr Sandri, Mr Masullo and Mr Leonardi
Section

III

Commission

-

(A) Expenditure

Titte

3

Article 305
Item 3052
30

Chapter

Expenditure on specific proiects undertaken by the Institution
Expenditure in the social sector
Community measures under the employment policy
Community system of guaranteed incomes for workers durrng retraining

Make a token entry
(B) Reuenue

Unchanged

(c) Remarks
Enter the following remarks :
The Commission provided in its social action programme for the creation and development in
all the Membe, St.t.r of national systems to guarantee the incomes of workers during
occupational retraining with the possible backing of Community aid adlusted to the evolution of
Communiry objectives in the employment sector. The Council did not accept this suggestion.
The Commission has stressed its intention of undertaking work in this area and reserves the

right to submit appropriate

proposals.

JUSTIFICATION
The implementation of retraining and restructuring programmes at both national and Communrty
level requires Community intervintion in support of national aid schemes to Suarantee workers'
earnings.

It would be desirable for the Commission to submit proposals to the Council at the earliest possible
date with a view to adaptation of Communify policy to the requirements of the employment market.
+++

Draft amendment No 30 rev.
tabled by Mr Spinelli, Mr Veronesi, Mr Sandri, Mr Masullo and Mr Leonardi
Section

III

-

Commisston

(A) Expenditure

Title

3

-

Expenditure on specifrc proiects undertaken by the Instrtutron

133
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Chapter

Article 324
Item 3240

-

of the European Parliament

Expenditure under the energy policy
Aids to demonstration projects under the community energy programme
Community energy-saving programme

Enter an appropriation

of 17000000

EUA

(B) Reaenue

Alter revenue accordingly
(C) Remarks
Enter commitments for 1978 ot 45 000 000 EUA and therefore add the fotlowing remarks

:

New Article
Article 235 of the EEC Treary
Proposal submitted to the Council on 31 May 1977 (Doc. COM (77) 187 final). Communication
to the Council of 24 February 1977 (Doc. COM (77) 39 final).
This appropriation is to cover expenditure arising from Community action on energy saving, in
particular

:

pumps,
- heat
heat recovery,
- combined production of heat and power,
- energy storage,
- reduction of waste in industry,
- low-energy housing.
-The appropriation
for commitment authorized for 1978 is 45 000 000 EUA
schedule of payments relative to commitments is as follows :

t. The

probable

(n
Commitmens

Payments

t979

1978

1978:
I

EUA)

45 000 000

I

7 000 000

1

l 980

3 000 000

l 5 000 000

This text is binding wrthin the meaning of Article 15 (c) of the Financial Regulation of 25 Apnl

1973

JUSTIFICATION
The Commission's assessment of the appropriation needed is realistic and witl allow only a modest
level of financing of investments in the proiects provided for under the Communrty energy-saving
programme. The schedule of appropriations for commitment will have to evolve in line wirh the
requirement for a greater Community presence in these projects.

Draft amendment No 3l rev.
tabled by Mr Spinelli, Mr Veronesi, Mr Sandri, Mr Masullo and Mr Leonardi
Section

III

-

Commission

(A) Ex!>endtture

Title 3

Expenditure on specrfrc projects undertaken by the Institution

32
Expenditure under the energy polrcy
Article 324
Aids to demonstration pro,ects under the Community
Add a new item 3241
Coal gasification and liquefaction
Chapter

Enter an appropriation of 9 000 000 EUA.

energ.y programme

Sitting of ITednesday, 25 October 1977

135

(B) Reaenue

Alter revenue accordingly
(Cl Renarks
Enter commitments for 1978 of 15000000 EUA and therelore add the following remarks:
Article 235 ol the EEC Treaty.
Proposal submitted to the Council on 3l May 1977 (Doc. COM (77) 187 final). This
appropriation is to cover expenditure on Communiry assistance towards the cost of building and
operating pilot plants for coal gasification and liquefaction. The appropriation for commitment
authorized lor 1978 is 16000000 EUAI. The probable schedule of payments relative to
commitments is as follows :
(n

1978
t

:

l5

EUA)

000 000

This text is binding within the meaning of Article 15 (c) of the Financial Regulation ol 25

Apri

1973.

JUSTIFICATION
The amen-dment is justified by the corresponding text in

+++

,the

preliminary draft budget.

Draft amendment No 32 rev.
tabled by Mr Spinelli, Mr Veronesi, Mr Sandri, Mr Masullo and Mr Leonardi
Section

III

-

Commission

(A) Expenditure

Title

3

324
-

Chapter

Article

32

Expenditure on specific projects undertaken by the Institution
Expenditure under the energy policy
Aids to demonstration proiects under the Community energy programme

Add a new item 3242

-

Exploitation of geothermal resources

Enter an appropriation of 2 000 000 EUA.

(B) Reuenue

Alter revenue accordingly
(C) Remarhs
Enter commitments for 1978 oI 9 800 000 EUA and therefore add the foltowing comments :
Article 235 of the EEC Treaty.
Proposal submitted to the Council on 3l May 1977 (Doc. COM(77) 187 final). This item is to
cover expenditure relating to the grant of support to undertakings exploiting geothermal energy,
both for power and heating purposes.
Under the programme Community assistance to proiects witl not exceed 40 %. The
appropriation for commitment authorized f.or 1978 is 9 800 000 EUA. The probable schedule of
payments relative to commitments is as follows :
ftn
Commrtments

1978:

9 800 000

EUA)

Payments
1978

t979

l 980

2 000 000

3 800 000

4 000 000

rThts text rs bindrng withrn the meanrng of Article 16 (c) of the Frnancral Regulation o{ 25 April

1973.
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JUSTIFICATION

The development of geothermal energy is an important sector providing an alternative for oil
imports. However, problems are created by the use of new technologies, the existence of geological
risks and the high investment costs. This appropriation represents a minimum Communiry
commitment by way of financial support for projects to utilize geothermal resources.
There is an urgent need for the Council to adopt the draft regulation presented by the Commission

on 3l May

1977.

Draft amendment No 33 rev.
tabled by Mr Spinelli, Mr Veronesi, Mr Sandri, Mr Masullo and Mr Leonardi
Section

III

Commission

-

(A) Expenditure

Title

3

Chapter

32

-

Expenditure on specific projects undertaken by the Institution
Expenditure under the energy policy

Add a new article

Article 325

-

:

Formation of stocks of nuclear fuels

Make a token entry.

(B) Reuenue
Unchanged

(C) Remarks
New Article
EAEC Treaty (Article 72\2)).
Council resolution of 17 December 1974.
Council resolution of 13 February t975 (OJ No. C 153 ol 9.7.1975).
This article covers expenditure relating to the acquisition of uranium for the constitution of
Community stocks with a view to ensuring a reasonable security margin for Communiry users.

JUSTTFTCATTON

This amendment is iustified by the corresponding text in the preliminary draft budget.

+++

Draft amendment No 34
tabled by Mr Spinelli, Mr Veronesi, Mr Sandri, Mr Masullo and Mr Leonardi
Section

III

-

Commission

(A) Expenditure

Title 3

Expenditure on specific projects

undertaken by the Institution
35
Protection of man and his environment
Article 352
Health protection, hygiene and safety at rhe place of work
Item 3520
Health protecrion, hygiene and safety at the place of work
Chapter

Increase the appropriation

(B) Reuenue

Alter revenue accordingly

by

325

000 EUA.

Sitting of \flednesday, 25 October

1977

(C) Remarhs
Unchanged

JUSTIFICATION
by
The increase in the appropriation is justified by the application of the n-ew ProSramme prepared
Health
and
Hygiene
Safety,
on
Committee
the
Consultativi
with
the Commission in iooperation
Protection at work.
+I{

Draft amendment No 35/corr.
tabled by Mr spinelli, Mr Veronesi, Mr sandri, Mr Masullo and Mr Leonardi
Section

III

Commission

-

(A) Expenditure

Title

3

Chapter

35 -

Expenditure on specific proiects undertaken by the Institution
Protection of man and his environment

Add a new Item 3552

-

Enter an appropriation

of

'Q6n5gmg1 protection and infOrmation measures'
100

000 EUA.

(B) Retenue

Alter revenue accordinglY
(C) Renarhs
New item
council resolution of 24 April 1975 adopting a preliminary Programme for a policy of consumer
protection and information, in particular points 42,43, 44 and 45 thereof.
The action is intended to finance pilot schemes for consumer education, to encourage the
production and dissemination in the Member States of teaching material, to assist
non-gou.rn-.ntal institutions and organizations in promotinS con_sumer protection and
of the
information and to initiate specific action to increase tie awareness of certain sections
population (teachers, instructors and staff of consumer organizations)'

JUSTIFICATION
This amendment is iustified by the corresponding text in the preliminary draft budget'

{++
Draft amendment No 35
tabled by Mr Spinelli, Mr Veronesi, Mr Sandri, Mr Masullo and Mr Leonardi
Section

III

-

Commission

(A\ Expendtture

Title 3

Expenditure on specific projects undertaken by the Institution

Protection of man and his envtronment
Chapter 35
Community environmental protection measures
354
Article
Envtronmental studies
Item 3540
Increase the appropriation by 200 000 EUA

(B) Rercnue

Alter revenue accordinglY
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(C) Remarks
Unchanged

JUSTIFICATION
Action and appropriations required in the context of the second Community Environmental
Action
Programme.

Draft amendmenr No 37
tabled by Mr spinelli, Mr Veronesi, Mr sandri, Mr Masullo and Mr Leonardi

III

Section

Commission

-

(A) Expenditure

Title

3

Article 353
Chapter

35

Expenditure on specific proiects undertaken by the Institution
Protection of man and his environment

Public health studies and measures

Increase the appropriarion

by

60

000 EUA

(B) Reuenue

Alter revenue accordingly
(C) Remarhs
Unchanged

JUSTIFICATION
The increaseis necessary because this action represents the development of a commitment which
the

Community began to implement

in

1977.

Draft amendment No 38
tabled by Mr Spinelli, Mr Veronesi, Mr Sandri, Mr Masullo and Mr Leonardi
Section

III

Commission

-

(A) Expenditure

Title

3

Article 354
Item 3541
Chapter

35

Expenditure on specific projects undertaken by the Institution
Protection of man and his environmenr

Communiry environmental protection measures
Environmental pro.jects

Increase the appropriation by 50 000 EUA

(B) Reunuc

Alter revenue accordingly
(C) Renarh.t
Unchanged

Sitting of Wednesday, 26 October

1977

JUSTIFICATION
action, having
This appropriation represents the minimum necessary for Communiry environmental
sector'
in
this
proiects
of
development
rapid
the
regard-to

{+,t

Draft amendment No 39

LUl.a Uy Mr Spinelli, Mr Veronesi, Mr Sandri, Mr Masullo and Mr Leonardi
Section

III

Commission

-

(A) Expenditure

Title3_Expenditureonspecificproiectsundertakenbythelnstitution

35 Article 359
Chapter

Protection of man and his environment
Grant towards the operation of the European Foundation for the Improvement
of Living and lTorking Conditions

Increase the appropriation by 225 000 EUA'

(B) Reaenue

Alter revenue accordinglY
(B) Remarks
Unchanged

JUSTIFICATION
year by the
As indicated by the Commission, the Srant is based on the estimates forwarded each
evolution of the
Board of Direitors of the Foundation.-The increase also flows from the natural
expenditure of an Institution which has only recently been set up'

++f

Draft amendment No 44 rev.

"Uf.a

Uy

Section

Mr Spinetli, Mr Veronesi, Mr Sandri, Mr Masullo and Mr Leonardi

III

Commission

-

(A) Expenditure

Title

3

Chapter 32

Article

321

Expenditure on specific proiects undertaken by the Institution
Expenditure under the energy policy
Prospecting for uranium dePosits

Increase expenditure by 4 400 000 EUA

(B) Reaenue
.

Adiust revenue accordinglY

(C\ Remarks
000 EUA and therefore add the following remarks :
17 December
Euratom Treaty (first and second paragraphs of Article 70). Council Resolution of
No C 153
(OJ
1975
February
13
of
Decision
Council
d1p.2i.
9
iSt
of
tiii tOl No C
July
i,
to pro.ote the exploitation of u_ranium in Community
of f juiy 1975, p.5). The purpos.
'adequate
tuppli.s for Community users. In view of the energy
territJry,' thereby ensuring
must be
obiectives for tigs, Com-munity financiai suPport for uranium ProsPecting-projects
Enter commitments

for

1978

ol

11 500
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made available immediately in order to reduce the community's dependence on producer
countries (see Doc. coM (76) 20 of. 16 January 1976, on the implementation of the energy
policy guidelines set by the European Council at its meeting in Rome on I and 2 December
1975). The associated costs of technical and financial assessments are also charged to this item.
The appropriation for commirmenr authorized f.or 1978 amounts to 11500000 EUAr.
The likely schedule for payments relative to commitments is as follows :
(n
Commrtments

Paymens

t976

1976: I 000 000
1977: 5000000

t977

1978

700 000

Total

700 000

1979

1980

4 400 000

r ooo ooo
4 600 000

2 500 000

5 700 000

5 600 000

2 s00 000

300 000r
2 000 000

2 000 000

1978:11 500000

I

EUA)

2 000 000

Rc-cntry oI appropnations whtch were carned foruard hom 1976

to

1977 and

ull

lapse at the end

of

1977.

JUSTIFICATION
Communiry participation in the prospection for uranium is important under the energy policy.
Th.e appropriation for payment and the schedule of appropriations for commitment represent
indispensable financial support by the Communiry to the undertakings concerned to help defray the
costs

of prospecting

measures.

Draft amendment No 45 rev.
tabled by Mr Spinelli, Mr Veronesi, Mr Sandri, Mr Masullo and Mr Leonardi
Section

III

-

Commission

(A) Expenditure

Title

3

-

32
Article 322
Chapter

-

Expenditure on specific projects undertaken by the Institution
Expenditure under the energy policy
Aids for coal stocks

Make a token entry.
(B) Reaenue
Unchanged

(C) Remarks
Enter the following remarks :
EEC Treaty (Article 235). council Resolution of 17 December 1974 (oJ No c 153 of 9
July
1975). Council Resolution of
February t97S (OJ No C 153 of 9 Juiy-1975). Communicaiion
.13
from the commission ro the
j"r,uary
council of 16
1976 (Doc. coM (75) 20) on the
implementation of the energy policy guidelineJ dr.orn up by the European Council at its
meeting in Rome on I and 2 December 1975, intended to conserve the tommunity's energy
resources. Proposal for a cou.ncil Regulation (Doc. coM (77) 77) on a system of
communiiy
financial aids to finance cyclical stocks of coal, coke and manufactured iuel.
This Article is intended to cover expenditure connected with Communiry support to finance
coal stocks in order to lessen the heavy cost to producers. Support takes the form of
non-repayable subsidies.

rThis text is brnding within the

meaning of Article l5(c) of the Financral Regulation

of

25.4.1973
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JUSTIFICATION

The aid provided under this Article for coal production and to comPensate for the difficulties
iro. -"rk.t fluctuations falls within the context of the necessary diversification of energy

::rrr.t#

the
However, a greater effort on the part of the Commission would seem to be desirable to calculate
financial limits to be entered in ihe budget in respect of subsidies to be granted for the constitution

of

stocks.

Irtl

Draft amendment No 46 rcv.lcorr.
tabled by Mr Spinelli, Mr Veronesi, Mr Sandri, Mr Masullo and Mr Leonardi
Section

III

-

Commission

(A) Expenditure

Title

3

on specific proiects undertaken by the Institution
technical information and on information

- Expenditure
,J"ltltjlj:, on scientific and
Chapter 35
Article 352
Item 3520

-

Documentary research, scientific and technical information and documentation
First and second three-year prolects

Increase the appropriation

by I

750

000 EUA.

(B) Reaenue
Unchanged

(C) Compensation

10 - Other exPenditure
Provisional appropriations
Lhapter 100
Delete the following :
Title

(13) Item 3620

-

Documentary research, scieqtific and technical information
first and second plans for three-year proiect
documentation

and

-

000 EUA (payment appropriations)
(4 500 000 EUA in commitment appropriations)
1 750

(D) Remarks
remarks :
Enter commitments of 300 000 EUA tor 1978 and therefore add the following
cgTTullt
three-year
initial
an
adopting
1975,
council Decision No 75i200/EEC of l8 March
and technical informati,on and documentation (STID) (OJ
of
scientific
field
in
the
of
action
flan
i\o L 100 of 2l April l97s,p. 18) and the Council Decision concerning the second three-year

plan of action..
This appropriation is intended to cover the expenditure on the first three-year project:
sectoral information systems (Eur-Agris, an environment reference system etc.),
- establishment of the physical telecommunications network (Euronet) by the consortium of
- the nine national posi and telecommunications authorities of the Member States'

-

technology and methodology of information,
and technical
encouraging the training of specialists and the instruction of users of scientific
information,
retaining highly-qualified technical experts as consultants for short periods for on-the-sPot
-of
tp..itii problems concerning compatibility and/or development'
solving

The appropriation for commitment authorized for 1978 amounts to 4 800 000 EUA

filI-*o

i. tinding within the meaning

of Article

l5

(c)

of the Financral Regulation ol 25'4

1.

1973

t42
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The probable schedule of payments relative to commitments is as follows

:

(n
Commitmcnts

EUA)

Payments

t977

l

1977:2650000

1978

1979

1980

r 750 000

300 000
2 0s0 000

r ooo ooo

2 850 000

2 350 000

l

l 100 000

2s0 000

1978: 4 800 000

r 250 000

000 000

JUSTIFTCATTON

The second plan of action is to enable the new series of projects developed during the first plan to be
completed and brought into the operational phase.

The appropriations entered.are realistic and necessary primarily to cover the Community's financial
commitment for the establishment and administration of the Euronet network.

TI{

Draft amendment No 49 rev.
tabled by Mr Spinelli, Mr Veronesi, Mr Sandri, Mr Masullo and Mr Leonardi
Section

III

Commission

-

(A) Expenditure

Title

3

Article 370
Item 3701
Chapter

37

Expenditure on specific projects undertaken by the Institution
Expenditure in the industrial and transport sectors

in the data-processing sector
Second programme

Projects

Enter an appropriation

ol

4600 000 EUA.

(B) Reuenue
Adiust revenue accordingly.

(C) Remarks
Enter commitments for 1978 of.6615000 EUA and therefore add the following remarks:

Article 235 of the EEC Treaty.
Council resolution of 15 July 1974

on the improvement of the

competiriveness

data-processing sector.

of

the

This appropriation is to cover expenditure under the proposal presented to the Council by the
commission on 22 september 1975 (oJ No c 14 of 2t January 1976, p.5) relating to:
for the development of a common real-time programming language (LTPL prolect);
- aa proiect
group of data-processing projects on sofrware portability;
- a number
of applications proiects and studies in the data-processing sector;
- the payment
of experts and related miscellaneous and secretarial services.

-

The appropriation for commitment lor 1978 is 5 615 000 EUA

ffi1t

t"-t tt

r.

blnding within the meaning of Article 15 (c) of the Financial Regulation of

25 April

1973.

Sitting of !flednesday, 25 October

The likely schedule of Payments relative to commitments is
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1977

:

(n

EUA)

Payments

Commitmcnts

1977:9000000

t977

t97t

t979

2 835 800

2 150 000

3 015 000

2 450 000

1

985 000

2 180 000

4 600 000

5 000 000

3 180 000

1978: 6 515 000
2 835 800

1980

1

000 000

JUSTIFICATION
The action stipulated in this item and the corresponding appropriations are essential for an effective
commitment ty the Community in this sector; they are also a prerequisite for the four-year
programme for the development of informatics.

Draft amendment No 50
tabled by Mr Spinelli, Mr Veronesi, Mr Sandri, Mr Masullo and Mr Leonardi
Section

III

-

Commission

(A) Expenditure

Title

3

Expenditure on specific proiects undertaken by the Institution

- Expenditure in'the industrial and transport sectors
Chapter 37
- Proiects in the data-processing sector
Article 370
applied research proiect on very highly
support for the
Enter a new item 3703
- integrated circuits. ioint
Token entry.

(B) Reuenue
Unchanged

(C\ Remarks
New item:
EEC Treaty : Article 235
Council resolution of 15 JulY 1974
(76) 524)'
Proposal for a four-year programme submitted on 9 November 1976 (Doc' COM

ii to couer expenditure arising from a joint applied research proiect on very highly
integrated circuits.
The aims of the programme are :
product standardization and rationalization ;
- collaborative rationalization of technical specifications for the purchase of equiPment;

This item

-

pooling of the results of advanced basic research;
optimization of the use of available resources;

-Paymentofexpertsandrelatedmiscellaneousorsecretarialservices.
JUSTIFICATION
This appropriation is required to achieve the obiectives indicated rn the remarks. If these obiectives
pul*.d on a nation;l basis the limitation oi scale will prevent real success from being achieved

^r.
and international

competitiveness

will

never be attained'
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Draft amendment No 5l rev.
tabled by Mr Spinelli, Mr Veronesi, Mr Sandri, Mr Masullo and Mr Leonardi
Section

III

Commission

-

(A) Expenditure

Title

3

Expenditure on specific projects undertaken by the Institution
Expenditure in the industrial and transport sectors
Operations in the aerospace industry
Technological research

Anicle 371
Item 3710
Chapter

37

Unchanged

(B) Reaenue
Unchanged

(C) Rernarhs
Enter commitments for 1978 ol 31 000 000 EUA and therefore add the following remarks :
Article 235 of the EEC Treaty.
Action programme for the European aeronautical sector (Doc. COM(75) 4.75 ol 3 October 1975).
The Commission informed the Council and Parliament of its initiai proposals for aerospace
policy in document COM (75)475 final, and along these lines a Commission proposal is now
being drawn up for research and basic technology programmes on :

-

short-term applications, where existing technologies have to be stretched and improved with
a view to specific products optimization,
medium-term applications, where the objectives can be set only by market trends,

long-term applications where, conversely, it is from evaluation of current scientific and
technological research that long-term trends can be derived,
payment of experts and related miscellaneous or secretarial services.
The appropriation for commitment for l97B is 31 000 000 EUA 1.
The likely schedule of payments relative to commitments is :
(rn EUA)
Commitmcnts

Paymcnts

t977

1977
1978

'This

8 000

:

:

31 000

t97t

t979

1960

rs 000 ooo

z ooo ooo

s ooo ooo

000'

000'

amount has been entered tn Chepter 100

JUSTTFTCATTON

ITithout the remark Item 3710 is incomprehensible.
Draft amendment No 52
tabled by Mr Spinelli, Mr Veronesi, Mr Sandri, Mr Masullo and Mr Leonardi
Section

(l)

III

-

Commission

Expenditure

Title

3

-

37
Article 371
Chapter

-

Expenditure on specific proiects undertaken by the Institution
Expenditure in the industrial and transport sectors
Operations in the aerospace sector

rThis text is binding within the meaning of Article
16 (c) oI the Frnancral Regulation of 25 April 1973.
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Item

37ll -

Aids to the aerospace industry

Make a token entry

(B) Reoenue
Unchanged

(Cl Remarks
Anicle 235 of the EEC TreatY.
The Commission informed the Council and Parliament of its initial proposals for

aerospace

475 final, and along these lines a Commiss.ion proposal is being
lr.*n up for lointly financingan aeroplane optimiiation programme on criteria of economy and
a.rign.d to riduce'nuisancei this r.h.rn. is to gradually replace national arrangements for th€

policy in document COM (75)

finaicing of research and development (incluJing production tooling)
programmes

in

connection with

for large civil transport aircraft.

JUSTTFTCATION

This item and the accompanying remark must be maintained, since they reflect the commitment to
draw up measures to transfer aids from the national to the European level. Since it is aids and not
loans that are under consideration, the transfer of this item to the chapter concerned with promoting
investments for reconversion would imply abandoning the proposal for placing aids on a Community
footing. Further, without such a decision no serious'European'policy for the aerospace industry will
be possible.

IT+

Draft amendment No 53
tabled by Mr Spinelli, Mr Veronesi, Mr Sandri, Mr Masullo and Mr Leonardi
Section

III

-

Commission

(Al Expenditure
Title

3

Chapter 39
-

Expenditure on specific proiects undertaken by the Institution
Other expenditure on specific proiecs undertaken by the Institution

Add the following new article :
Article 395 'Promotion of Community exports to Japan'
Enter an appropriation of 2 000 000 EUA.

(B) Reuenue
Adiust revenue accordingly
(C) Remarks

Neu article
Action based on the declarations of the European Council of 30 November 1976 and 26 March
1977 on the Communit.ies' relations with Japan.
The aim is to restore the balance of trade between the EEC and Japan by augmenting the
penetration of European firms into the Japanese market.

JUSTIFICATION
This amendment is justified by the corresponding text in the preliminary draft budget.
ITI
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Draft amendment No 54
tabled by Mr Spinelli, Mr Veronesi, Mr Sandri, Mr Masullo and Mr Leonardi

III

Section

Commission

-

(A) Expenditure

Title

4

492
49

Chapter

Article

Repayments and aids

to Member

States

and miscellaneous

European Export Bank (EEB)
Subsidy

for balancing the budget of the European Export Bank

Replace the dash by a token entry.

(B) Rertenue
Unchanged

(C) Remarks

This budget line is intended to cover the initial outlay of the European Export Bank

on

installation and equipment.
JUSTTFTCATTON

The amendment is justified by the corresponding text in the preliminary draft budget.

Draft amendment No 55
tabled by Mr Spinelli Mr Veronesi, Mr Sandri, Mr Masullo and Mr Leonardi
Section

III

Commission

-

(A) Expenditure

Title

4

Article 493
Chapter

49

to Member States and miscellaneous
European Export Bank (EEB)
Interest relief grants on loans made by the European Export Bank
Repayments and aids

Replace the dash by a token entry.

(B) Reaenue
Unchanged

(C) Remarks
Budget line to cover possible interest relief granted on loans by the European Export Bank.
JUSTTFTCATTON

The amendment is justified by the corresponding text in the preliminary draft budget.

+++

Draft amendment No 56
tabled by Mr Spinelli, Mr Veronesi, Mr Sandri, Mr Masullo and Mr Leonardi
Section

III

-

Commission

(A) Expenditure

Title

5

-

Social and Regional funds

Sitting of \Tednesday, 26 October

50

Chapter

Article 500

t47

1977

provided for under Article 4 of the Council
New social fund
- expenditure
Decision of I February 1971
Aid to the agricultural and textiles sectors

-

by 19000000

Increase the appropriation

EUA.

(B) Reaenue
Adiust revenue accordinglY
(C) Remarks

Council Decision of 19 December 1972 on assistance from the European Social Fund for
persons leaving agriculture to pursue non-agricultural activities (OJ No L 291 of 28 December
1972, page 158).

Council Decision of 9 February 1976 on intervention by the European Social Fund rn favour of
persons employed in the textile and clothing industries (OJ No L 39 of 14 February 1976, page
3e).

The commitment appropriations authorized tor 1978 amount to

35 000 000 EUA
provisional timetable for payments relative to commrtments is as follows (in EUA) :

1

TOTAL
'

l8 000 000
35 000 000

153 000 000

Strll outstandrng as at

I

The

Payments

Commrtments

1975-77'
t978

r.

980

1978

t979

50 000 000
I l 000 000

50 000 000
l l 000 000

l 8 000 000

5l

51 000 000

31 000 000

000 000

I

l 3 000 000

January 1978

JUSTIFICATION
Thrs appropriation provides a realistic frnancral reflection of the desire to consoltdatc the Iund's
resources. As indicated by the Commission, the employment situatron requires the efforts which can
be made through the Social Fund to be continued. Moreover, the fund's own resources must bc
consolidated with a vtew to greater effectiveness.

+++
Dratt amenclment No

-58 rev.

tabled by Mr Spinetlr, Mr Veronesi, Mr Sandrr, Mr Masullo and Mr Leonardt
Section

III

-

Commrssion

(A) Expcndrture

Title 3

Chapter 37
Articte 374
-

Expendrture on specific proiects undertaken by the Instrtutron
Expendrture In the rndustrtal and transport sectors
Technrcal regulatlons governing the manufacture of cars

Enter an appropriatron

of I

500

000 EUA

(B) Rctenue
lncrease revenue bY

7.50

000 EUA.

(C\ Cr.tntptnratton
Trtle l0
Chapter 100

-

Other exPenditure
Provrsional approprratrons

Reduce appropriatror.rs by

I Thrs text

7-50

000 EUA.

rs brndrng wrthrn the meanrng ot Artrcle

l6

(c) of the Frnancral Regulatron of 25 Aprrl 1971

r48
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(D) Remarks
Enter the following remarks :
Council Resolution of 28 May 1969 on the adaptation to technical progress of directives for the
removal of technical barriers to trade.
Council Directive of 6 February 1950 on the type approval of motor vehicles.
This appropriation is to cover expenditure on Communiry participation in the cost of surveys,
experiments and studies in the following fields :

-

biocmechanics ;
accident analysis;
vehicle structure.
JUSTTFTCATTON

This amendment is iustified by the corresponding text of the preliminary draft budget.

+++

Draft amendment No 59
tabled by Mr Spinelli, Mr Veronesi, Mr Sandri, Mr Masullo and Mr Leonardi
Section

III

Commission

-

(A) Expenduure

Title

Social and Regional Funds

5

Chapter 50

Article

501

New Social Fund
expenditure provided for
- Decision of I February
l97l
-

under Article 4 of the Council

Measures for young people

Increase the appropriation

by

58 000

000 EUA.

(B) Relenue
Adjust revenue accordingly
(C) Remarks
Council Decision ol 22 July 1975 on intervention by the European Social Fund in favour of
persons affected by employment drfficulties (OJ No L 199 of 30 August 1975, page 36).
The commitment appropriations authorized lor 1978 amount to 179000000 EUAr. The
provisional timetable for payments relative to commitments is as follows (in EUA)
:

Commrtments

197 5-77

'

l 44 000 000

1978

1

TOTAL
' Still

Payments

79 000 000

I

t979

l 980

51 000 000
58 000 000

62 000 000
58 000 000

21 000 000
63 000 000

rzo ooo ooo

84 000 000

l l9 000

323 000 000

outstanding as at

t978

000

I

January 1978

JUSTIFICATION

This appropriation provides a realistic financial reflection of the desire to consolidate the fund's

resources. As rndicated by the Commissron, the employment situatrorr requires the efforts which can

be made through the Social Fund to be continued. Moreover, the fund's own resources must
consolidated

lThrs text

with a view to greater

effectrveness.

ts brndrng wrthrn the meanrng of Artrcle 16 (c) of the Frnancral Regulatron of 25 Aprrl 1973.

be
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Draft amendment No 50 rev.
tabled by Mr Spinelli, Mr Veronesi, Mr Sandri, Mr Masullo and Mr Leonardi
Section

III

Commission

-

(A) Expenditure

Title

5
51

Chapter

Article 510

-

Social and Regional Funds

provided for under Article 5 of the Council
New Social Fund
- expenditure
Decision of 1 February 1971
Measures to improve the employment situation in certain regions, economic
sectors

or groups of companies

Increase the appropriation

by

1

I 8 000

000 EUA.

(B) Reoenue
Increase revenue accordingly

(C) Remarks
Amend the remarks as follows :
Council Regulation (EEC) No 2396171 of 8 November 1971 (OJ No L 249 of
1971), particularly

Article

t (l)

l0

November

and (2).

This aid is designed to solve employment problems arising in certain areas which are

less

developed or in declne, or through adaptation to technical progress of certain branches of
economic activity or in certain groups of undertakings whrch are forced to cease, reduce or
transform their activities.
The appropriations for commitment authorized for 1978 amount to 281 million EUAt. The
provisional timetable for payments relative to commitments is as follows (in EUA) :
Payments

Commitments
t978

1979

1980

1975-77'
1978

428 000 000
281 000 000

l 85 000 000

90 000 000

180 000 000
90 000 000

r0l

TOTAL

709 000 000

275 000 000

270 000 000

l 54 000 000

'

Strll oubtandinS as at

I

53 000 000
000 000

January 1978

JUSTIFICATION
This appropriation is a realistic financial reflection of the desire to consolidate the resources of the
Fund. As indicated by the Commission, the employment situation requires the effort which can be
made through the Social Fund to be contrnued. Moreover the Fund must consolidate its own
resources

to achieve greater

effectiveness.

+r+

Draft amendment No 51 rev.
tabled by Mr Spinelli, Mr Veronest, Mr Sandri, Mr Masullo and Mr Leonardi
Section

III

-

Commission

(A) Expenditure

Title

5

-

Social and Regional Funds

rThrs text is binding wrthin the meanlng of Artrcle

15 (c)

of the Frnancral Regulation of 25 April

1973
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Article 520

-

of the European Parliament

Social Fund
- pilot schemes and preparatory studies
Social Fund, pilot schemes and preparatory studies

Increase appropriation by 800 000 EUA.

(B) Reuenue
Adjust revenue accordingly
(C) Remarks
Amend remarks as follows :
Article 7 (l) of Regulation (EEC) No 2396171 of the Council of 8 November 1971 states that'the
Commission may use the appropriations allotted for that purpose in the Community Budget to
promote, carry out or give financial assistance to preparatory studies and pilot schemes in order
to give guidance to the Council and the Commission in the choice of areas in which the Fund
should be able to intervene and to enable the Member States and those responsible for
operations to choose the most effective aid and to organize the implementation thereof to the
best effect'.
The commitment appropriations authorized Lor 1978 amount to 1 500 000 EUA t. The provisional timetable for payments against commitments is as follows (in EUA);
Commrtments

Payments

t978

t979

I

980

1975-77'
1978

1 500 000

500 000
800 000

l 60 000
500 000

200 000

TOTAL

2 150 000

1 300 000

560 000

200 000

'

650 000

Strll outstandrng as at

I

January 1978

JUSTIFICATION
The amendment is justified by the corresponding text in the preliminary draft budget.

++t

Proposed modification

No 62

rev.

tabled by Mr Spinelli, Mr Veronesi, Mr Sandri, Mr Masullo and Mr Leonardi
Section

III

-

Commission

(A) Expenditure

Title

8

Chapter 81

Article 810
Item 8104

-

European Agricultural Guidance and Guarantee Fund
- Guidance Section
Common measures for the reform of agricultural structures (pursuant to the
Council Resolution of 25 May 1971)
Common measures for the reform of agricultural structures
Forestry measures for the improvement of agricultural structures

Enter an appropriation of 5 000 000 EUA.

(B) Reuenue
Adiust revenue accordingly

I

This text is binding within the meaning of Article 16 (c) of the Financral Regulation of 25 April

1973.
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(C) Remarks
Enter commitments of 5 000 000 EUA for 1978 and therefore add the following remarks :
Expenditure against this Item in 1978 arises from the amended proposal for a drrective on
forestry measures (COM(75) 88) based on Artrcle 6 of Council Regulation (EEC) No 729170 of 2l

Apnl l9T0onthefinancingof thecommonagricultural policy(OJNoLg4of 28April 1970,p.
I 3).

The intention is to introduce a system for the promotion of forestry measures with the express
purpose of reinforcing the measures to improve agricultural structures and, in particular, Directrves No 72lli91EEC and 72ll60lEEC, and, in a wider context, to make forestry form part-of a
really effective pattern of land use.
The Commrssion proposes a system of aid and grants over ten years (to be reviewed after five
years)

:

afforestation grant (between 40 and

90% of the cost; average:50o/o);

capital grant (240 u.a. per hectare);
grant for the conversion of woodland.
-

The appropriation for commitment authorized tor 1978 is 5 000 000 u.a. r.
The estimated schedule of payments relative to commitments is as follows
Commrtments

Payments

t978

1978:

:

5 000 000

1979

l 980

5 000 000

JUSTIFICATION
The cost shown is based on a series of estimates made by the Commission and is perfectly reasonable
having regard to the forecast expenditure tor 1978 and the calendar of appropriations for commitment.

This action appears necessary to lntegrate measures for the improvement of agricultural structures in
the sector of incentives in favour of forestry measures.

Proposed modification

No 53

rev.

tabled by Mr Spinelli, Mr Veronesi, Mr Sandn, Mr Masullo and Mr Leonardi
Sectron

III

(A) E.rf

tnditu rt

-

Commrssron

Title 8
Chapter

European Agrrcultural Gurdance and Guarantee Fund

8l

Common measures for the reform of agricultural
- Council Resolution of 25 May 1971)

Gurdance Sectron

-

structures (pursuant

Anicle 810
Item 810.5

Common measures for the reform of agricultural structu
Special aid for young farmers
Enter an approprlatron of 4 000 000 EUA

to

the

res

(B) Rtrunuc
Ad;ust revenue accordingly

(C) Iltnarh.'
Enter commitments of 4 000 000 EUA for 1978 and therefore add the followrng remarks
This item rs to cover expenditure arisrng from the Comn.rrssion proposal to rhe Council of .l December 1974. The Commrssion proposes to give ard at fixed degressrve ratcs to yotrng farnrcrs
:

rThrs text rs brndrng wlthrn the meanrng of Artrcle I5 (c) of the

Frnancral Rcgulatron

of 25 Aprrl l97l
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(aged no more than forty) while they are rnrplementrng a development plan (maxrmum of frve
years). Duration of the operatrcn : seven years. The aid is intended to offset the additronal expenditure incurred by young farmers who have been farming for only a short time and are implementing a development plan.

The appropriation for commitment authorized tor 1978 rs 4 000 000 u.a. r.
The estimated schedule of payments relative to commltments rs as follows

:

JUSTIFICATION
This aid is necessary to offset the growing burden encountered by recently estabhshed young farmers
who are pursuing a development plan.

Proposed modification No 54lrev. II
tabled by Mr Spinelli, Mr Veronesr, Mr Sandri, Mr Masullo and Mr Leonardr

Section

III

Commission

-

(A) Exp(ndttilre
Titles

5

and 7

-

European Agricultural Gurdance and Guarantee Fund

-

Guarantee Section

Unchanged

(B) Retenue
Unchanged

(C) Remarks
Enter the Iollowing text :
The Councrl undertakes to request from the Commrssron and subsequently to adopt during l97ti
amendments to the regulations on agrrcultural prices as a result of whrch :
a. a real and not merely an rndrcatrve ceiling will be placed on the commrtnrents of the EAGGF
Guarantee Sectron

:

b. th procedures and crrterra for fixrng
ditrons

prrces

wrll be changed so as to respect the aforesaid con-

,

c. rhe share of the expendrture of the EAGGF Guarantee Section wrll be progressrvely reduced
and that of the EAGGF Guidance Sectton tncreased.
This remark is bindrng wrthrn the meanrng of Artrcle l5 (c) of the Furancral Rcgulatronif-5

April

1973.

JUSTIFICATION
Vrewed agarnst the rmportant and serrous aspects of economic polrcy whrch the Community rs havrng to face, partrclpatron by the Con.rnrunrty rs only margrnal when expressed rn ternrs of tigures.
There rs one exceptlon to thls rule whrcl.r does not concern agrrcultural polrcy rn the trr,le sense oi
tlrc term, understood as a gurdance polrcy (the Commrssrol.r too has made further cuts tn the prelrmtnrrry rlraft anrendrng letter), but rclates rn fact to agncultural prrccs whrch do not amount to a genurnc agrrcultural polrcy.

I Thrs text

rs brndrng wrthrn thc mcanrng of Artrclc

l6

(c) of the Frnancral Rcgulrtron

ol Ji Aprrl I97)
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The Commissron when rt took office, and the Council also, repeatedly announced that they would
adopt a different approach to agricultural policy.

At the present time expenditure for the EAGGF Guarantee Section is compulsory but there is no

rea-

son why this type of expenditure should necessarily continue to be incurred and there is no reason
why the regulations should remain unchanged.

Proposed modification

No 55/rev.

tabled by Mr Spinelh, Mr Veronesr, Mr Sandri, Mr Masullo and Mr Leonnardi
Section

(,\)

Ill

Commission

-

Ex1tenditure

Title 7
Chapter

78

-

European Agricultural Guidance and Guarantee Fund
Monetary compensatory amounts

-

Guarantee Sectron

Unchanged

(B) Retenue
Unchanged

(C) Renarks
Enter the following text :
The Council undertakes to adopt

in 1978 regulations chanSing all the monetary compensatory
amounts into degressive amounts applicable for a limrted period of not more than three years.
This remark is brndrng within the meaning of Article l6 (c) of the Frnancral Regulation of 25
April

1973.

JUSTIFICATION

This proposed modification is iustified by the

remarks.

+++
Draft amendment No 66 rev.
tabled by Mr Spinelh, Mr Veronesi, Mr Sandri, Mr Masullo and Mr Leonardi
Section

III

-

Commission

(A) Expenditure

Title 3

37
Article 370
Item 3702
'
Chapter

Expenditure on specific projects undertaken by the Instrtution
Expenditure in the industrial and transport sectors
Projects

in the data-processing

sector

Implementation of four-year development programme for the data-processing
sector

Enter an appropriation of 1 I 000 000 EUA

(B)

Retenue

Adjust revenue accordingly

(C) Renarks
Enter commitments for 1978 of. l5 000 000 EUA and therefore add tlrc following remarks
New ltem
Article 235 of the EEC Treary.

:
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Proposal laid before the council on 9 November 1976 (Doc. CoM (76) sz4). This item is to
cover expenditure arising from the programme for improving the competitiveness and generally
promoting the data-processing industries :

-

standardization,

coordination of public procurement,
collaboration between research centres,

of the data-processing sector, employment problems, physical and legal
protection of software,
the payment of experts and related miscellaneous or secretarial services.
The appropriation for commitment for 1978 is 15000000 EUA t.
studies on the state

The likely schedule of payments relative to commitments is :
(n EllA)
Commrtments

Payments
1978

1978:

15 000 000

l

I

000 000

1979

2 000 000

I

980

2 000 000

JUSTIFICATION
The appropriation is required for the projects envisaged in the Commission proposals submitted to
the Council on 9 November 1976.

Draft amendment No 67 rev.
tabled by Mr Spinelli, Mr Veronesi, Mr Sandri, Mr Masullo and Mr Leonardr
Section

III

-

Commissron

(A) Exltendirure

Title 5

Social and Regional Funds
Add a new Chapter 53
New Social Fund and a new
Article 530
New operations to deal with the employment situation.

-

Make a token entry.

(B) Ret'enue
Unchanged

(C) Remarks
New aid measures to deal with the employment situation in accordance with the decrsions taken
review of the rules governlng the tasks and operations of the European
Social Fund (Article ll of Council Decision (EEC) No 7t166ot I Febiuary t97t (OJ No L ig of
4 February 1971, page l5) on the reform of the European Social Fund.
The Commission Proposes in due course to initiate the procedures for entering appropriations rn

in the context of the

this chapter.

JUSTIFICATION
As the Commisston has shown, the employment situatron requires the continuation of the effort
which can be made through the Social Fund.

rThts text rs btndrng wrthin the

meanrng

of Artrcle l5 (c) of the Financral Regulatron of 25 April

197.1
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Proposed modification

No

155

1977

58

tabled by Mr Spinelli, Mr Veronesi, Mr Sandri, Mr Masullo and Mr Leonardi
Section

III

Commission

-

(A) Exltenditure

Title

8

-

Chapter 82

Article
Item

820

-

8200

-

European Agricultural Guidance and Guarantee Fund

Guidance Section

Common measures concerning the marketing and processing of agricultural
products (pursuant to the Council Resolution of 25 May l97l)
Common measures concerning the marketing and processing of agricultural
products (pursuant to the Council Resolution ol 25 May l97l)
Producer groups and associations thereof

Unchanged.

(B) Rct'nut
Unchanged

(C) Remarks
Unchanged except for footnote

I This text
Aprrl

rs binding

I which is amended

as follows

:

within the meaning of Article l6 (c) of the Financial Regulation of

25

1973.

JUSTIFICATION
This amendment is justified by the corresponding text in the preliminary draft budget.

{++
Proposed modification No 59 rev.
tabled by Mr Sprnelh, Mr Veronesi,

Section

III

-

Mr Sandri, Mr Masullo and Mr

Leonardr

Commission

(A) Exltendrture

Title 8

European Agricultural

Guidance and Guarantee Fund
83
Common measures in particular sectors
Anicle 830
Frsheries sector
Item 8302
Conversron in the non-industnal inshore fishing sector
-

Guidance Section

Chapter

Enter an appropriatron of 5 000 000 EUA.

(B) Rttenrte
Unchanged

(C) Confensation

Trtle l0

-

Other expenditure

Chapter 100
Provisional approprrations
Delete the followrng paragraph :
(17) Item 8302
Conversion in the inshore
sector
- 5 000 000 EUA (payment fishrng
appropriatrons)
(.5

000 000 EUA

rn commitment appropriatrons)

(D) lltnark.'
Enter commitments for 1978 of l0 000 000 EUA ancl thereforc acld thc followrng rcmarks.
Expendtture agalnst thls rtem in I97[i arises from a proposal for a Ilc'gulatron presented by hc
Commtsston to thc Councrl on 28 November 197-5 wrth . u,"* 6 the reorganrzatron of
non-lndustnal inshore frshrng; lt has not yet been adopted.

r55
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The arm of this Regutation is to adapt fleets and other fishing equipment to the catch potentral
of traditional fishing or fish-farming areas, and in this way ensure a fair income for those
engaged rn non-industrial inshore fishing and prevent over-fishrng.
To this end the Commission proposes that the EAGGF Guidance Section contribute to :
the conversion of fleets and of fish and shellfrsh farms ;
the conversion and development ol conserving and processrng facrlrtres;
- retirement from fishing.
The appropriation for commitment authorized lor 1978 is l5 000 000 u.a. r.
The foreseeable schedule of payments in respect of commitments is as follows :

JUSTIFICATION

In the context of the policy for reconversion and support for the fisheries sector, the aim of this
action is to adapt the fleet and other means of production to the potential for explortation of fish
resources so as to guarantee a reasonable rncome for the population active tn the rnshore fishing
sector and to avoid over-fishing.

+++
Proposed modificatron

No 70

rev.

tabled by Mr Spinelli, Mr Veronest, Mr Sandrr, Mr Masullo and Mr Leonardt
Section

III

-

Commrssion

(A) Exltendtttrre

Title 8

European Agrrcultural Gurdance and Guarantee Fund

83
Q6g1p6n measures in particular sectors
Fruit and vegetable sector
Article 832
Reorganrzation of horticultural productron
Item 8321
Chapter

-

Guidance Sectron

under glass

Enter an appropriation of 3 500 000 m EUA.

(B) Rc*nut
Ad;ust revenue accordrngly

(C) Remarhs
Enter commitments of 3 500 000 EUA for 1978 and therefore add the followrng rcmarks :
This item rs to cover expendrture arising from a proposal for a regulatron submitted by the
Commission to the Council. The Conrmrssron proposcs a non-recurring grant for the den.rolrtron
of greenhouses and an undertakrng that the area under glass will not be rncreased for a penotl of

six years.
The arm of the operatron rs to enable producers to givc up thcrr hortrcultural productlon trrldcr
glass, whrch has beconrc too expcnsrve followrng thc nse in cncrgy costs.
The approprratton for commitment to be authorrzed fot 1978 rs 1.500 000 u,r.r.
The foreseeable schedule of paynrents ts as follows
:

Payments

Commrtments

l97u

197t1:3 500000

1979

I91i0

3 500 000

r Thrs text rs brndrng wrthrn thc mcanrng o[ Artrclc I6 (c) of the Ftnanctal Regularron ot 25 Aprrl

197 ]
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JUSTTFTCATTON

The aim of the operation is to reduce the structural surplus production of frurt rn the Communiry, by
encouraging conversion of horticultural production under glass, permrtting producers to give up
production, which has become too expensive following the nse rn energy costs.

Draft amendment No 71 rev.
tabled by Mr Spinelli, Mr Veronesi, Mr Sandri, Mr Masullo and Mr Leonardi
Section

(l\)

III

-

Commission

Expenditure

Title

5

Social and Regional Funds

-

Add a Chapter

55

:

European Regional Development Fund

-

Specific Community measures

Unchanged

(B) Reunue
Unchanged

(C) Remarks
Preface the chapter

with the following remarks

:

Cbapter 55
This Chapter concerns contributions under the European regional policy to the financing of
specific Communiry regional development measures differing wholly or in part from the
measures referred to in Chapter 55. They include :
measures involving or supplementing other Communiry policies and aimed at strengthening
- or
backing up converging efforts under Communiry policies to correct regional structural
imbalances

-

;

measures necessitated

by the repercussions at regional level of other Community policies

development measures to be implemented in frontier areas ;
to cope with unforeseeable regional situations.

emergency measures

The legal bases are the :
Draft amendment to Regulation (EEC)

-

-

No 724175 establishing a European Regional
Development Fund ;
Financial Regulation of 18 March 1975 supplementing the Financial Regulation of 25 April
1973 applicable to the General Budget of the European Communities (75l184lBuratom,
ECSC, EEC);
Council Decision of 18 March 1975 to apply Regulation (EEC) No 724175 establishing a
European Regional Development Fund to the French overseas departments.
JUSTIFICATION

This amendment is justified by the corresponding text of the preliminary draft budger.

Draft amendment No 72
tabled by Mr Spinelli, Mr Veronesi, Mr Sandri, Mr Masullo and Mr Leonardi
Section

;

measures to speed up job creation in the Community's less-favoured regions by providing
investors with easier access to the capital market and facilitating rhe establshment within
these regions of foreign investment schemes ;

III

-

Commission

Debates
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(A) Expenditure

Title

5
55

Chapter

-

Social and Regional Funds
European Regional Development Fund

Community measures in support of national regional policies

Add a new Article 551 : Measures to encourage infrastructure investment
Enter an appropriation of 335 000 000 EUA.

(B) Reeenue
Adjust revenue accordingly
(C) Remarks
The appropriations under this article are to fund the contribution made under the European
Regionat Policy to the f inancing of infrastructure investments designed to improve the
.onditionr for setting up and developing new activities in the Communiry's less favoured
regions. The legal basis is mentioned above (see Article 550).
Appropriations for commitment for 1978 amount to 430 000 000 EUA t'
The payments schedule is given in the table set out under Article 550.

JUSTTFTCATTON

Thrs amendment is justified by the corresponding text in the preliminary draft budget.

+++

(

Draft amendment No 73 rev.
tabled by Mr Sprnelli, Mr Veronesi, Mr Sandri, Mr Masullo and Mr Leonardi
Sectron

III

-

Commrssron

(A) Expendture

Title 5
Chapter

55

-

Social and Regional Funds
European Regronal Development Fund

Community measures rn support of national regional policies

Enter a new Article 550 Measures to encourage rnvestment

in

industry, the trades and the

service sector

Enter an appropriation of 200 000 000 EUA

(B) Retenue
Increase revenue accordingly

(C) Ren,trk-l
Enter commitments of 2.52 000 000 EUA under Articles 550 and .5-51 for 1978 and therefore add
the following remarks
The approprrations rntended to finance investment in rndustry, the trades and the servrce sector
under the European regronal polrcy are based on the followrng regulatrons
Draft amendment to Regulatron (EEC) 72417 5 estabhshing a European Regional
:

:

-

I

Development Fund

;

of 18 March 1975 supplemcntrng the Financial Regulatron of 25 Aprrl
1973 applrcable to the General Budget of the European Communrtres (75ll84lBuratom,
ECSC, EEC);
Council Decrsron of lti March 1975 to apply Regtrlatron (EEC) 724175 esrabhshrng a
European Regronal Development Fund to the French overseas departments
Frnanctal Regulatron

Thrs text rs brndrng wrthrn the meanrng of Artrcle

l6

(c) of the Ftnanctal Regulatron of 25 Aprrl 197-i

Sitting of l7ednesday, 25 October

r59

1977

The general objective is to correct.the major regional imbalances in the Communrty by means of
a contribution to the financing of investments in industry, the trades and the service sector that
are economically sound and that qualify for state regional aids (each invesrment pro.iecr
exceeding 50 000 EUA) provided that at leasr ten jobs aie created or safeguarded.
Appropriations for commitment for 1978 amount to 220 000 000 EUA. r

(in m EUA) gives the total amounts for the previous years and therr
subdivision under Articles 550 and 551 lor 1978:
The. payments schedule

Commitments

l

t97 5/77

Payments

300

(Chapter

r975177

1978

1979

850

325

125

80

90

50

220

150

170

110

430

I

980

Total

I

300

55)

220

(Article 550)
1978
430

(Article 551)

JUSTIFICATION
The amendment is justified by the corresponding text in the preliminary draft budget

+{+
Draft amendment No 74 rev.
tabled by Mr Spinelli, Mr Veronesi, Mr Sandri, Mr Masullo and Mr Leonardi
Section

III

Commission

-

(A) Expenditure

Title 5
Chapter

56

-

Social and Regional Funds
European Regional Development Fund

Specific Community measures

Add a new Article 560: Interest

rebates

Enter an appropriation of 25 000 000 EUA.
(B) Reaenue

Adiust revenue accordingly

(C) Remarks
Enter commitments of 50 000 000 EUA for 1978 and therefore add the following remarks :
This chapter concerns flat rate interest rebates of not more than 5 7o of the inrtral amount of

loans made by the European Communities or by the European Invesrment Bank.
The purpose of
the rebates is to facilitate the financing of investments that will have a positive rmpact on
the
employment srtuation and- economic activity in the regrons .on..rr.d. Appropiiatrons
for

commitment amounr to 50 000 000 EUA r. The payments schedule
1in mrilion' EUA) is
follows

:

Commrtments

1978
IThis text

50

Payments

t978

t979

25

8

rs brnding wtthrn the meanlng of Artrcle

l6

(c)

l

980

Total

t7

50

of the Frnancral Rcgulatrcn of 25 Aprrl

1973

as
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JUSTIFICATION
This amendment is justified by the corresponding text

in the preliminary draft budget.

++t

Draft amendment No 75 rev.
tabled by Mr Spinelli, Mr Veronest, Mr Sandri, Mr Masullo and Mr Leonardi
Section

III

Commission

-

(A) Expenditure

Title

5
56

Chapter

-

Social and Regional Funds
European Regional Development Fund

Specific Communiry measures

Add a new Article 551 : Other measures
Enter an appropriation of 20 000 000 EUA.

(B) Reoenue
Adjust revenue accordingly
(C) Remarks
Enter commitments of 50 000 000 EUA for 1978 and therefore add the following remarks :
The other specific Communiry measures contemplated include measures concerning frontier
regions, mountain areas and certain other poorer farming areas, acquisitions of interests in
undertakings, and studies.
The appropriations for commitment authorized tor 1978 amount to 50 000 000 u.a.

The payments schedule (in m EUA) is as follows

:

Payments

Commitments

1978

I

50

t978

t9?9

1980

Toal

20

l5

l5

50

JUSTIFICATION
The amendment is iustified by the corresponding text in the preliminary draft budget.

+++
Draft amendment No 77
tabled by Mr Spinelli, Mr Veronesi, Mr Sandri, Mr Masullo and Mr Leonardi
Section

III

-

Commission

(A) Expenditure

Title 9

Cooperation with developing countries and non-member states

Financial and technical cooperation with non-associated developing countries
Chapter 93
Promotion of trade between the Communiry and non-associated developing
Article 931
- countries
Enter a new item 93ll : EEC subsidy for the operation of the European Agency for Trade and
Cooperation with the Developing Countries

I This text is

brnding within the meanrng of Article 15 (c) of the Financrrl Regrrlation of 25

Apnl

1973.
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(B) Relenue
Unchanged

(C) Renark:
(New item)
Based on the Council Resolution of 30 April 1974 on the promotion of exports from developing
countries and 3 March 197 5 on the future development of the Community's generalized
preferences, on the Commission communication to the Counci[ on financial and technical aid
irom the Community to non-associated developing countries 1976-80 (Doc. COM(75) 9.5 final of
5 March 1975) and on rhe proposal for a Councrl regulation on the establishment of a European
Agency for Tiade Cooperation with the Developing Countries (Doc. COM(75) 505 frnal of 8

October 1975).

The aim of this operation is to provide the Commission with an appropriate structure, under its
Control, to carry out all the duties relating to the promotion of exports from non-associated
developing countfles and the Community's generahzed system of preferences.

JUSTIFICATION
text of the preliminary draft budget'
the
corresponding
by
is
This amendment ;ustified

Draft amendment No 78 rev.
tabled by Mr Spinelli, Mr Veronesi, Mr Sandri, Mr Masullo and Mr Leonardi
Section

(A)

III --

Commission

Exfcnditure
Trtte

9

Chapter 93
Article 930
-

Cooperation with developing countries and non-member states
Frnancial and technical cooperation with non-associated developing countries
Frnancral cooperarion with non-associated developing countries

Increase the approprration

(B)

Ilt

t or

by

2 000

000 EUA

ut

Adiust revenue accordinglY

(c) Iltnarks

Enter commitments of 80 000 000 EUA for 1979 and therefore add the followrng remarks
Based on the Councrl Resolution of l5 July 1974 on flnancral and technical aid to
non-associated developrng countrles and the Commisston Comnlunicatton to the Council on
frnancial and technrial atcl Iron-r the Communrty to non-associated developtng countries,
1976-g0 (Doc. COM(7.5) 95 frnal of 5 March 197.5). The courrcrl decrded that thrs operatron
should be frnanced under the 1976 Budget after the proposal had been amended by the
:

European Parltament.

The appropriation is primarrly for frnancrng agrrcultural and food devcloprnent schenles tn
non-.rro.i.t.d developing countnes, ln Parti;tll;r the poorest countries ln Latln Anrerica antl
Asia.

In

certarn specific cases, operatlons to pronlote regtOnal coopcratlon nlay also bc constdcred'
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The appropriation for commitment authonzed f.or 1978 rs 80 000 000 EUA
The timetable of payments relative to the commitment ls as follows :
Commrtments

1

Payments

t978

l0 796 000'
1978: 80 000 000

32 000 000

Re-cntry of pan of tlre appropriatrons commrtted rn r976 but not pard out as of

1979

5 040 000

r

'

24 000 000

3l

980

24 000 000

December r917

JUSTIFICATION

This aid is primarily intended to cover the food needs, in the broad sense ol the term, of the
non-associated developing countries. As the Commission's calculatrons show, the level of payment
appropriations scheduled for 1978 is explained by the fact that no payments were made n 1976
while payments in respect of 1977 are also delayed.

Draft amendment No 79
tabled by Mr Schuijt on behalf of the Political Affairs Commrrtee
Section

III

Commission

-

(A) Exlendrture

Title

2

Chapter

27

Article 272

kem

-

2729

Buildings, equipment and miscellaneous admrnrstratlve L'xp(,ndlturc
Expenditure on publishrng and informatron
Expenditure on the disseminatron of informatron and on partrclpatron ln

public events
Information pro,ects relatrng to drrect elections to the European parliament

Increase appropriatrons by a 000 000 EUA

(B) Rctentt
Increase revenue accordingly

(C) Renarh.r
The inlormation campargn to be conducted by the Commrssion in the perrod leadrng up to the
date of the direct elections, which are to take place rn May or June 1978, s of ouritanclrng
lmportance.

It is essential that adequate funds be allocated to thrs campargn. In rts resolutiorr of ll May 1977,
the European Parliament expressed the-view that'the appropriatrons entered rn the Communrty's
1977 budget (l 000 000 EUA) were groisly rnadequate rn view of the scalc of tht operatron, to t"
undertaken ln the nlne Member States and the fact that they are armed ar a potcitral electorate
of 180 nrillron people.'

It noted, furthermore, that'the first programme drawn up by the Commission relates exciusrvely
to the approprlatrorts currently avarlable and covers only the rnrtial stages of th,: ovcrall eftort to

be undertaken.'

The European Parltament therefore stated, rn the

abovementroncd rcsolutron, that 'thc
Commrssion should draw up an overall and more detarled programnre
possrbly with thc
asslstance of organtzattons spectalrzrng in thrs freld
as soon as possrble- and rn any case not
- whrch should also bc ta<cn lnto account
later than 3l July l9TT,containing ftnancral estlmates

in the

I Thts text

1978 draft budget'.

rs btndrng wrthrn thc mcanrng of Arrrcle l6(c) of the Frnancral Rcgulatron

of 25 Aprrl

197)
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Draft amendment No 80
tabled by Mr Schuijt on behalf of the Political Affairs Committee
Section

III

Commission

-

(A) Expenditure

Title

3

Article 393
Chapter

39

Expenditure on specilic projects undertaken by the Institution
Other expenditure on specific projects undertaken by the Institution
Expenditure on cultural action

Increase appropriations

by

80

000 EUA

(B) Reoenue
Increase revenue accordingly

(C) Remarks
Unchanged

JUSTIFICATION

In its preliminary draft budget the Commission had proposed that an appropriatton of 180000 EUA
be entered under Article 393 for expenditure connected with cultural action.
The Council has cut this appropriation to 100 000 EUA.
The Politicat Affairs Committee considers it necessary to restore this appropriation to the level
requested by the Commission.
Draft amendment No

81

tabled by Mr Guerlin on behalf of the Committee on the Environment, Public Health and Consumer
Protection

Section

III

-

Commission

(A) Expenditure

Title

3

Expenditure on specific proiects undertaken by the Institution

- Expenditure on research and investment
Chapter 33
- Indirect action programme
Article 335
Enter the following budget line
:

Item 3358

-

Irradiated fuel reprocessing

Token entry
(B) Reuenue
None

(C) Remarks
ex-Item 3338:
The programme proposal is in preparation within the Commission.
The programme objective is to contribute to the solution of technological and environmental
problemi which cuirently hamper the development of irradiated fuel reprocessing oPerations'.
(text of the preliminary draft)

JUSTIFICATION
The entry of this budget line is required to cover a new and necessary project which, not only from
rhe technical point of view but also from that of environmental protection, would allow the
Commission to stimulate necessary research activities in the field of irradiated fuel reprocessing.
This draft amendment is accompanied by another draft amendment that provides for I 000 000 EUA
to be entered under Chapter 100, so that the project may be got under way rapidly followrng the
Council's decision, and without the need for a supplementary budget in the course of the financial
year.
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Draft amendment No 82
tabled by Mr Guerlin on behalf of the Committee on the Environmenr, Public l{ealth and Consumer
Protection

Section

III

Commission

-

(A) Expenditure

Title

3

Article 335
Chapter

33

Expenditure on specific projects undertaken by the Institution
Expenditure on research and investment
Indirect action
programme

-

Enter the following budget line

Item

3359

Token entry

-

Phasing-out

:

of nuclear installations

(B) Reuenue
None

(C) Remarks
ex-Item 3339

'The programme proposal is in preparation within the Commission.
The programme obiective is to assess solutions which enable nuclear installalions to be rendered
harmless from the safety and environmental point of view after being shut down for good.'
(text of the preliminary draft)
JUSTTFTCATTON

A very important obiective underlies this new project. Since the earliest nuclear plants are already
approaching the end of their useful life, since the Commission has already submittid to the Council
a communication on a Community plan of action on radioactive wastes (Doc. 255/77), and since an
own-initiative report on Community provisions on the dismantling of nuclear power stations is
already in preparation at the European Parliament, the Committee on the Environment feels bound
to. encourage and support the Commission in this new Community proiect by requesting the
reinstatement of this budget line with a token entry against it.
This draft amendment is accompanied by another draft amendment that provides lor the entry of
500 000 EUA under Chapter 100, to enable the prolect to be got under way rapidly as soon as the
Councrl has taken a decision on it.

+++

Draft amendment No

83

tabled by Mr Guerlin on behalf of the Committee on the Environment, Public Heatth and Consumer
Protection

Section

III

-

Commission

(A) Expenditure

Title 3

Expenditure on specific

projects undertaken by the Institution
35
Protection of Man and his Environment
Article 352
Health protecrion, hygiene and safety at the place of work
Item 3520
Health protecrion, hygrene and safery at rhe place oI work
Chapter

Increase appropriations by 325 000 EUA

(B) Reaenue
Increase revenue accordingly

Sitting of $Tednesday, 25 .October 1977

(C) Remarks
Unchanged

JUSTIFICATION

The sharp increase in this appropriation by comparison with previous years is due partly to the
transfer to ltem 3520 of S0 i, oi the expenditure entered up lo 1977 under Article 351, namely
240 000 EUA for cerrain proiects in the fietd of human toxicology, and partly to the implementation
of a frrst action programme on 'hygrene and safety at the Place oI work'. This rs an important

programme which would calt for coniiderable expendrture on meetings of experts and consultants as
well as on studies and comparative analyses.
The committee considers that this project should be given full support and insists, therefore, that the
appropriations be increased by 32SbOO EUA to bring them up to the total of 850 000 EUA originally
requested.

+++
Draft amendment No 84
tabled by Mr Guerlin on behalf of the Committee for the Environment, Public Health and Consumer
Protection

Section

III

Commission

-

(A) Exlten.dtture

Title 3

Chapter 35
Article 353
-

Expenditure on specific projects undertaken by the Institution
Protection of Man and his Environment
Pubhc Health Studies and Measures

Increase appropriations by 50 000 EUA

(B) Rtrunue
Increase revenue accordingly

(C) Renarks
Unchanged

JUSTIFICATION

In view of the meagre resources available and the need to define a Communrty strategy for
counteracting and preventing socral diseases, the Committee on the Environment, Publlc Health and
Consumer Piotect,on takes ihe view that the appropriations requested by the Commission for the
development of measures which only got off the ground in 1977 and which cannot farl to improve
pubhc health should be reinstated.
tr{

Draft amendment No 8s/corr.
tabled by Mr Guerlrn on bchalf of the Committee on the Envtronment, Publrc Health and Consumer
Protectron
Section

III

-

Qe6s115516n

(A) E.rptndtturt

Title

Expenditure on specifrc proiects undertaken by the Instrtutiorr
Protectron of Man and his Envrronment

.l

Chapter

3.5

Artrcle 354
Item.l.54l

-

Qgrnrnunlty Envtronmental Protectron Measures
f,6v11snnlsntal Proiects

Increase appropriatrons

by

.50

000 EUA
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(B) Reuenue
Increase revenue accordingly

(C) Remarks
Unchanged

JUSTIFICATION
The projects financed under this item, which are based on environmental studies, are in their initial
stages and are therefore expanding rapidly. The appropriatrons requested by the Commission should
therefore be reinstated with a view to creating greater public awareness of the srtuatiorr.

Draft amendment No 85
tabled by Mr Guerlin on behalf of the Committee on the Environment, Public Health and Consumer
Protection

Section

III

Commission

-

(A) Expenditure

Title

3

Article 355
Item 3550
Chapter

35

Expendrture on specific projects undertaken by the Institution
Protection of Man and his Envrronment
Consumer Protection and Information
Consumer Protection studies

Increase appropriations by 70 000 EUA

(B) Rewnue
Increase revenue accordingly

(C) Remarks
Unchanged
JUSTTFTCATTON

The implementation of the preliminary programme for a consumer protection and rnformatron
pohcy, a field in which much still remarns to be done, calls for a modest increase in approprratiorrs.
The protectron ol the health, safety and economic interests of consumers rs becomrng rncreasingly
lmportant in the life of our citrzens. This is a problem whrch the European Comnrunrties cannot
ignore.

Draft amendment No 87

rev.

tabled by Mr Guerlin on behalf of the Committee on the Environment, Public Health and Consumer
Protectron

Section

III

-

Commission

(A) Exltendtturt

Title 3

35
Article 355
Chapter

Expenditure on specifrc projects undertaken by the Institutron
Protection of Man and hrs Envrronment
Consumer Protcctron and Information

Sitting of l7ednesday, 25 October 1977

167

Add the following new item:

Item 3552

-

Consumer Protection and Information Measures

Enter an appropriation

(B)

of

100000 EUA against this item.

Reuenue

Increase revenue accordingly

(C) Remarks

Neu ltem
ol the Council of Ministers of 24 April 1975 adopting a preliminary programme for a
consumer protection and information policy and in particular points 42,43, 44 and 45 thereof.
These measures are intended to provide financial support for prlot studies in consumer
education, to promote the production and dissemination of teaching materials in the member
countries, to assist non-governmental institutions and organizations in their work of furthering
consumer protection and information and to undertake specific public awareness campaigns
(academic personnel and instructors ; officials of consumer organizations).
Resolution

JUSTIFICATION

It is absolutely essential for the Commission to be able to contrnue wlth the implementation of the
preliminary programme for consumer education which the Council approved in its resolution of l4
April 1975. The measures involved are intended to place educational materials at the disposal of
children, young people and adults in order to enable them to act as informed consumers, capable of
making an enlightened choice between the various goods and services and aware of therr rights and
responsibil ities.

+++

Draft amendment No

88

tabled by Mr Guerlin on behalf of the Committee on the Environment, Public Health and Consumer
Protection

Section

III

-

Commission

(A) Expenditure

Title

l0

Chapter 100

-

Other expenditure
Provisional appropriations

Increase appropriations

by I

500

000 EUA

(B) Reaenue

Increase revenue accordingly

(c) Remarks

Add the following remarks

-

:

l

Irradiated fuel reprocessing (3358)
Phasing-out of nuclear installations (3359)

000 000 EUA
500

000 EUA

JUSTIFICATION

In view of the need to undertake practical measures to find a solution to the technical problems
which, from the environmental point of view, are extremely pressing, the Committee on the
Environment, Pubhc Health and Consumer Protection takes the view that the provisional
appropriations and Items 3358 and 3359, whrch were entered in the preliminary draft budget but
deleted by the Council, should be reinstated in the 1978 budget.
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Draft amendment No 89/rev.
tabled by Mr Krieg on behalf of the Committee on Energy and Research
Section

III

-

Commission

(A) Expenditure

Title

3

Article 320
Item 3200
32

Chapter

Expenditure on specific projects undertaken by the Institution
Expenditure under the Energy Policy
Proiects in the hydrocarbons sector
Community technological development projects

Increase appropriations

by 7 000 000 EUA in payment appropriations

(B) Reuenue
Increase revenue accordingly

(C) Remarks
Increase commitment appropriations f.or 1978 by 10000000 EUA and therefore add the
following remarks :
Regulation No 3056/73 of 9 November 1973 on the support of Community projects in the
hydrocarbons sector (OJ No L 312, 13 November 1973, p. l).
Council Decision of l9 December 1974.
Council Decision oI 25 March 1976.
These appropriations are for the promotion of technological development activities directly
connected with prospection, exploitation, storage and transport in the hydrocarbons sector.
This is a Programme of support to the promoters, by means of loans, loan guarantees or subsidies
repayable under certain conditions, to help them to develop new techniques in prospection for
and storage and transport ol hydrocarbons. The programme calls for a Communiiy aisistance to
approved projects to a maximum ol 49.9 o/o.
The associated costs of technical and financial assessments occasioned by these operations are
also charged to this Item, as are costs arising from symposia to ensure thai results aie more fully
utilized.

The appropriation for commitment authorized for 1978 amounts to J.5 000 000 EUA
The likely schedule for payments vis-)-vis commitments is as follows :
Commitmcnts

Payments
197

1974: 25 000 000
197 5

1976

S

25 000 000
500 000

:

25 000 000
1976: 28 000 000
1977 : S0 000 000
1978: 35 000 000

t977

r.t 700 000

a

oil'ooo

t978

1979

r.s ooi'ooo r
token entry

t.5 000 000

l 5 000 000

r5

:

25 500 000

1.5

700 000

Re'entry o[ approPrratrons whrch, havrng been carrred loryard from l97t
foeard from the frnancral yeaa 1976

to

36 000 000

1976, lapscrJ at thc cnd

000 000

30 000 000

of

z0 otxt ooo
9 000 000

26 000 000

29 0(x) 000

1976

Approprratrons for re-enterrng

JUSTIFICATION
The appropriations requested are nccessary for thc continuation of this progranrnrc, w5ic5 covcrs
Part of the cost of European technological pro;ccts in the hytlrocarbons sc.ctor.'l'lrc Corrrrlittcc orr
Energy and Research bclicvcs that thc projcct is of considcrablc inrportancc for thc cxploitatron
ol

the Community's indigenous hydrocarbon rcsourccs, without which ii woukl bc inrpossililc ro rc(lqcc
dependence on importcd sourccs of cncrgy.'lhc sum rcqucste<l woul<l brirrg thc total al)l)rol)nitttons
for this action uP to the minimum rcquirctl to cnablc, thc Conrnrssio,',',o ,r',"", its rontrirrtual
obligatrons.

Thrs tcxt rs brndrng wrthln thc mcanrnB of Artrclc

l6 (c) of rhe

9ti0

I 000 000

I

Carrred

I

l

,

13000000,

Total
I
r
I

r.

I rr.rrrcr.rl llcarrl.rtrorr

ol 25 Aprrl l97l

r69

Sitting of !flednesday, 25 October 1977

Draft amendment No 91lrev.
ft'r, Krieg on behalf of the Committee on Energy and Research

"if.i-Uv
Section III

Commission

-

(A) Expenditure

Title

3

Chapter 32
Article 320
Item 3201
-

Expenditure on specific proiects undertaken by the Institution
Expenditure under the Energy Policy
Proiects

in the hydrocarbons sector
in prospecting for hydrocarbons

Joint proiects

Enter appropriations of 9 000 000 EUA

in

payment appropriations

(B) Retenue

Increase revenue accordinglY

(c) Rentarks
and therefore add the following
Enter commitment appropriations for 1978 of 25000000 EUA
remarks

:

Commission
1974 (OJ No C l8 of 25 January 1975' p' 3)' the
-.
In its proposal of 29 Novembet
exploration
orl
to
suPPort
financial
gr.nting
-firms.
submitted to rhe Council drrf, ,.gri.,lon
-operation
will incourage prosPection for oll
r*Ot, policyl Thls
Co.n,'uniry', .**
;;;;;;
and-frnancial assessments
zones or at greatlepths.'ihe associated costs,for technical
as are, in particular, costs arisrng
occasioned by these operations'ar. .lro charged to this 1em,
from the *oik of the panel on studies pr.p.r.tory ro stratigraphic exploration.
1'
The commitment aPProPriation authorrzed for 1978 is 25 000 000
:
The likely schedule of payments vis-i-vis commrtments ts as follows

in high-seas

('il
Payments

Commrtments
1977

1976

1976: I 000000
1977
1978

EL|A)

1

000 000

Total

l

:

000 000

9 000 000

l 980

9 000 000

s 000 ooo
8 000 000

8 000 000

9 000 000

l 5 000 000

8 000 000

9 000 000

: 25 000 000
: 25 000 000

1979

1978

JUSTIFICATION

AsrtisinrpossibtefortheEuropeaneconomytodispensewrthorlandnaturalgas,itisobviousthat
for tndrgenous. hydrocarbons if the
all possrble steps should be tiken to encourage prospecttng of energy \flhere the risk rs high'
on
dtptnd"ntt
Communrty ts to reduce
"'
partrcularly with prospectinl

.ii.p,t

.i'ipoited''o"ci'
seas, Communrty frnincral

in the higir

assrstance rs required'

+++
Draft amendment No 93 rev'
on Energy and Research
t M; Krieg on behalf of the Committee

;;il

Section

(A\

III

-

Commissron

ExPendttnre

Trtle

3

Chapter 32

Article
I

321

the Institution
Expenditure on specific projects undertaken by
Expendrture under the Enerlry Polrcy
Prospectrng for urantunr deposits

Thrs text ts brndrng wlthln

l5 Aprrl
tllc me'rttttlg ol Artrcle l6 (c) ot thc Ftrranctrl Rcgulatton ot

1971
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Increase appropriations by 4 400 000 EUA

in

payment appropriations

(B) Reaenue
Increase revenue accordingly

(C) Remarks
Enter commitments for 1978
Treaty (first

!l:lt:l
1e74 (oJ No c

an^d

of l l

500

000 EUA and therefore add the following remarks

second paragraphs of Article 70). Council Resolurion

:

of l7 December

te7s,;.2). council Decision rlFJ;;;;-'D7| (oJ No c r53
p.5). The pu.rpos. i, to pro-ote the exploitation
"f
ot rrjniu. rn Community
territory, thereby ensuring adequate .rppli., for communiry users.
In ,iew of th. en.rgy
objectives for 1985, community financiai support for uranium
p.orp..ii.rg proiects must be
made available immediately in order to reduce rhe communii,,
;;;;;j.;..'on prodr..,
countries (see Doc. coM. (75) 20 of 16
January 1976, on the imprem'entation of the energy
R!!cv guidelines set by the European Council at its meeting in Rome on t and 2 December
of 9 July

1975,

153 of e Julv

te7 s).

The associated costs of technical and financial assessments are also
charged to this Item.
The appropriation for commitment authorized for r97g amounts
to l l 500 000 EUA r.
The likely schedule for payments vis_i-vis commitmenrs is as follows
:
(n
Commltments

t976

1976: I 000 000
1977: 5000000

1977

1978

t979

z ooo ooo

300 000
'
2 000 000
4 400 000

r ooo ooo
4 600 000

2 500 000

6 700 000

5 500 000

2 500 000

700 000

1978: I I 500000
Total
I

EUA)

Paymens

:

700 000

Re-entry of appropriattons whrch were carrred

2 000 000

fosard hom 1976 to

t977

^nd

wrll lapse at rhe end of

l

980

1977

JUSTTFICATTON

consritutes an essential part of the Community,s
Lj:f:r":.r"::*il^l::*-r.--e
Llmlted uranlum reserves are known to exist in the territories
of

energy poticy.
certain Member states;d', witir
prospection such as would be financed by this action, larger
reserves could be discovered. This is
particularly
.important at present as sufficient uranium im"ports from third .orntri., could not be

in the long

guaranteed

term.

+++
Draft amendment No 95 rev./ll
tabled by Mr Krieg on behali of the Committee on Energy
and Research
Section

III

-

Commission

(A) Expenditure

Title 3

Expenditure on specific pro,ects undertaken by the Institution
32
Expenditure under the energy policy
Article 322
Aids for coal stocks
Chapter

Make a token entry

(B) Ilcttnut
Unchanged

I Thrs text Is brndrng wrthln thc mcanrng
of Artrclc l5

(c) of thc Frnanrral Regulatron

of 25 Aprrl

197)

171
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(C) Remarks

Add

tbe

following remarks

:

'EEC Treary (Article 235).
1975)'
9
council Resolution of 17 December 1974 (oJ No C 153 of JUly
9 )uly 1975).
of
153
C
No
(OJ
1975
February
t3
of
Resolution
iouncil
1976(Doc' COM (75) 20)'
Communication from the Commission toihe Council of 16 January
by the European council at its
ilnfi.-.ii.,i"n or tr,.-.n.rgy policy. guid^elines drawn up
fj...-Ui, 1975, intended to conserve the Community's energy
meeting in Rome on i
.

"nd"Z

resources.

of Communiry financial aids
1:yt!:fuel)'
manufactured
and
coke
coal,
stockJof
to finan.. cyclical
support to finance coal
This article is intended to cover expenditure connected with Community
stocks in order to lessen the heavy cost to Producers'
Support takes the form of non-repayable subsidies"
Proposal for a Council regulation (Doc' COM(77)77)(on

JUSTIFICATION

Thisaction,whichwasstronglyapprovedbytheCommitteeonEnergyandResearchandthe
to assist Communiry

tll""'6y

Mr.Osborn (Doc.226177), is intended
if,.
European parliament,
coal producers are adversely
coal and coke producers to miintain stocks. At present Communiry
level of economic activity in
low
the
and
iountries
third
ftorn
.o.r
oi
affected by both .t."p
is not granted to coal a.nd
coal
rhe steel industry. If this financial assistance for stocks of Communiry
making it impossible
thereby
closed,
to
be
have
may
pits
furth.,
i.rtur.,
near
coke producers in the

i"

i.iort,

its 1985 target of
for coal, the Community', .t .rp.,t domestic source of energy' to reach in the preliminary
requested
entry
token
the
minimum,
as
a
that,
propor.a
lt
i,
tce.
000 000
250

draft general budget be reinstated.
+l+

Draft amendment No 95/rev.
[ti.a uv Mr Krieg on behalf of the commiuee on Energy and Research
Section

III

Commission

-

(A\ Expenditure

Title3_Expenditureonspecificpro|ectsundertakenbythelnstitution
Expenditure under the Energy Policy
Chapter 32
new article:
following
the
Insert
of coal in Power stations
Use
323
Article

-

Enter an appropriation of 8 000 000 EUA

(B\

in

payment appropriations

Reaenue

Increase revenue accordinglY

(C) Remarks

for 1978 and therefore add the following
Enter a commitmenr appropriation of 25 000 000 EUA
remarks

:

'New Artiele
Article 235 of the EEC TrearY
proposal submiued ;; ;;;-'c".".il

on 31 December 1975 (coM (76\ 648 fin'2)' The
of

to operators
i, int.nl.a io cover expenditr* ;ri;; from the grant ofor support
modernization of their
convirsion
the..onst.iction,
power stations oritf," ii.o, L.n.ourriing
due to these

appropriation

plants for the use ot
approPriations'

."rr'i""*J"r

rifiui;

fuels. suppon is limited to the extra costs
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.appropriation for commirmenr authorized lor 1978 is 25 000 000 EUA 1. The likely
of payments relative to commitments is as follows :

schedule

(n
Commitmens

1978:

EUA)

Payments

25 000 000

t978

1979

l 980

8 000 000

l 0 000 000

7 000 000

JUSTTFTCATTON

In view of the particularly serious situation facing the Community's coal producers, the programme
to be financed by these appropriations could make a significant contribution to the Comirunity's
coal industry while reducing dependence on imported hydrocarbons for electriciry generation ty
encouraging Communiry electricity producers to convert existing plants or build new plants which
would generate electricity from coal. It is hoped that this acrion, which was welcomed by the
European Parliament (Bessborough report Doc. 4s177),oJ No
adopted by the Council before the end of this year.

c 133 of 6.6. 1977, page tg) will be

+++
Draft amendment No 98 rev.
tabled by Mr Krieg on behalf of the Committee on Energy and Research
Section

III

-

Commission

(A) Expenditure

Title

3

Article 324
Item 3240
Chapter

32

Expenditure on specific proiects undertaken by the Institution
Expenditure under the Energy Policy
Aids to demonstration pro,ects under the communrty Energy programme
Communiry energy saving programme

Enter appropriations of 5 000 000 EUA

in

payment appropriations

(B) Reuenue

Increase revenue accordingly

(c) Remarks

Enter commitments for 1978 of. 10000000 EUA and therefore add the fotlowing remarks:
Article 235 of the EEC Treary.
Proposal submitted to the Council on 31 May 1977 (COM(77) 187 final). Communication to the
Council of 24 February 1977 (Doc.COM(77) 39 final). This appropriation is to cover expenditure
arising from Community action on energy saving, in particular :

-

heat pumps,
heat recovery,
combined production of heat and power,
energy storage,
reduction of waste in industry,
low-energy housing.

The

.appropriation for commitment authorized for 1978
of payments relative to commitments is as follows

schedule

Commrtmen!s

1978

:

l0

000 000

is 10000000 EUAr. The likely
:

Payments
1978

t979

5 000 000

2 000 000

r

980

3 000 000

IThls text rs brndtng withrn the meanrng of Article 15 (c) of the Frnancral Regulatron
of 25 Apnl 1973.
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JUSTIFICATION
costly to save energy than to develop new sources of energy. This
It
progr"mme would enable the Community to carry out action in the fields of heat pumps, heat
i..or.ry, low energy dweltings, energy economies in industry, energy storage and the combined
production of heat and power. The rational use of energy constitutes an essential element in the
-ommunity's plan to reduce dependence on imported sources. The Committee on Energy and
Research believes that the appropriations requested would enable a start to be made in this
programme during the course of 1978.
is generally held that

it is less

t++
Draft amendment No 100 rev.
tabled by Mr Krieg on behalf of the Committee on Energy and Research
Section

III

Commission

-

(A) Expenditure

Title

3

Chapter

32

-

Expenditure on specific proiects undertaken by the Institution
Expenditure under the Energy Policy

Enter the following new item :
Coal gasification and liquefaction
Item 3241

-

Enter appropriations of 3 000 000 EUA

in

Payment appropriations

(B) Retenue
Increase revenue accordinglY

(C) Renarks
:
Enrer commirments for 1978 of 8 000 000 EUA and therefore add the following remarks
'Article 235 of the EEC TrearY'
Proposal submitted to the Council on 3l May 1977
(Doc. COM(77)187 final)
This appropriation is to cover expenditure on Community assistance towards the cost of building
,nd op.t.,ing pilot plants for coal gasification and liquefaction'
t.
The appropriation for commitment authorized for 1978 is 8 000 000 EUA

The likely schedule of payments relattve to commitments is as follows

:

ftn EUA)

1978: I 000 000

JUSTIFICATION
assistance to the coal industry as well as
Coal gasification and liquefaction could be of considerable
European Parliament favours
providing an important ,o,,.. of indigenous hydrocarbon fuels. The
in two reports by M-r
lique{action
and
exploration
coal
of
fieli
the
in
research and development
OJ No C 100 of 3'
4o7l7s'
Doc.
and
71,
furlur.t., 1ooc. listt+1,oj No c 155 of 9' D')4,page
operating costs for coal
the
towards
Commun,ty'.ii.trn..
provide
Jould
action
This
5. 76, page l0).
minimum in
g.riii.lrii, and liquefaction pilot plants. The propoied amendment would provide a
way'
under
get
to
programme
thrs
inabling

' Th" "-, "

b,nding withrn the meanrng of Artrcle

l5

(c)

of the Ftnanctal Regulatron o{ 25 Aprrl

197'}
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Draft amendment No 102 rev.
tabled by Mr Krieg on behalf of the Committee on Energy and Research
Section

III

Commission

-

(A) Expenditure

Title

3

undertaken by the Institution
- Expenditure on specific projectspolicy
Expendirure under the Energy
lnsert a new item:
Chapter

32

Item 3242

Exploitation of geothermal resources

-

Enter appropriarions of 2 000 000 EUA

in

payment appropriarions

(B) Reuenue
Increase revenue accordingly

(C) Remarks
Enter commitments for 1978 of 7 000 000 EUA and therefore add the following remarks :
Proposal submitted to the Council on 3l May 1977 (Doc. COM(77)|B7 final). This item is
ro
cover expenditure relating to the grant of support to undertakings exploiting geothermal energy,
both for power and heating purposes. Under the programme Community i'siistance to projefis
will not exceed 40 70.

The appropriation for commitment authorized lor l97g is 7 000 000 EUA
The likely schedule of payments rerative to commitments is as follows :

r.

(n EltA)
Commrtments

Payments

1978:7 000000

1978

1979

2 000 000

3 000 000

I

980

2 000 000

JUSTTFTCATTON

Geothermal energy could be of considerable interest in certain areas in the Community both for
power and heating Purposes. This item would assist the exploitation of the Community's jeothermal
resources.

I This text rs brnding wtthtn the

meanrng

of Artrcle 15 (c) of the Frnancial Regulatron ot 25 Apri 1973.

Draft amendment No 104
tabled by Mr Krieg on behalf of the Committee on Energy and Research
Section

III

-

Commission

(A) Expendrture

Title 3
Chapter

32

-

Expenditure on specific proiects undertaken by the Institution
Expenditure under the Energy Polrcy

Insert a new Article 325
Reinstate the token entry

-

(B) Recvnue
Revenue remains unchanged

Storage

of nuclear

fuel

t75

Sitting of lfednesday, 26 October 1977

(C) Remarks
Add the following remarks

:

'Neu Artiele
Euratom Treaty (second paragraph of Article 72)

Council Resolution of l7 December 1974
Council Resolution of 13 February 1975 (OJ No C 153 of 9 July 1975)
This Article is to cover expenditure relating to the purchase of uranium to build up Community
stocks in order to provide Community users with a reasonable safety margin.'
JUSTIFICATION
The importance of uranium stocks, to provide a reserve lor the Communiry's nuclear installations,
became evident during the past year when uranium supplies from usually reliable third countries
were interrupted. The Committee on Energy and Research considers it important that the token
entry for this article be reinstated.

t++

Draft amendment No 105 rev.
tabled by Mr Krieg on behalf of the Committee on Energy and Research
Section

III

Commission

-

(A) Expenditure

Title

3

Article 333
Item 3333
Chapter

33

Expenditure on specific proiects undertaken by the Institution
Expenditure on research and investment
Joint Research Centre and other activities
Physical protectio; measures

Reinstate appropriations of 4 455 000 EUA

Sub-item
Sub-item
Sub-item
Sub-item
Sub-item
Sub-item

33331
33332
33333
33334
33335
33339

of the JRC establishments

in payment appropriations broken down

as follows

:

Staff expenditure 1 000 000
Administrative expenditure token entry
Technical operating expenditure 50 000
Investments 3 405 000
Contracts
Reserve staff

token entry

(B) Compensation

Title

l0

Chapter 100

-

Other expenditure
Provisional appropriations

Reduce appropriations by 4 455 000 EUA

in

payment appropriations

(C\ Reacnue
Revenue remains unchanged

(D) Remarhs
Replace the second paragraph

of the remarks with the following text

:

'The appropriations cover :
Sub-item JJJJl : expenditure in respect of an average of 14 temporary staff members to reinforce
the present security teams.
Sub'item 33333 : expenditure on the maintenance and operation of the monitoring installations
and the protected areas.

Sub-iten 33334: expenditure on investments, including in particular:

-

the erection or reinforcement of fences;
the construction of a perimeter track;
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-

tree-felling in and lighting of a wide peripheral zone, with buildings resited
as necessary;
the reinforcement or construction of access facilities and the installation of the
requisite

-

the installation of electronic detection, inspection, monitoring and alarm networks ancl thi-

remote-control devices

;

requisite premises.'

JUSTIFICATION
These appropriations would cover the costs incurred by the
JRC

in conforming to the International
Energy Agency's recommendations concerning the proteciion of nuclear m-aterials. The IAEA's
standards a.re already being applied in the Fedeial Republic of Germany, and will shortly be applied
in ltaly, while their application is at present being itudied in Belgium and the Netherlands. The
Committee on Energy and Research believes that Community instiirtions should set an example as
far as nuclear Protection measures are concerned, and is therifore proposing the re-establishment
of
credits entered under this heading in the preliminary Draft General'Budg-et.
{tt

Draft amendment No 105 rev./corr.
tabled by Mr Krieg on behalf of the Committee on Energy and Research
Section

III

Commission

-

(A) Expenditure

Title

3

Article 333
Item 3333
33

Chapter

Comrrr

tt

rn en

t

Expenditure on specific projects undertaken by the Institution
Expenditure on research and investment

Joint Research Centre and other acivities
Physical protection measures of the JRC establishments

appropria

tions

Enter appropriations of 5 500 000 EUA in commitment appropriations broken down as follows
Sub-item 33331 I 000 000
Sub-item 33332 token entry
Sub-item 33333 50 000
Sub-item 33334 4 450 000
Sub-item 33335
Sub-item 33339 -token entry
(B) Rewnue

Unchanged

(c) Remarhs
Replace the second paragraph

of the remarks by the following text :

'The appropriations cover :
Snb-rten 33331 : expenditure in respect of an average of l4 temporary staff members to reinforce

the present security teams.

Sub_-ttent 33JJJ: expenditure on the maintenance and operation of the monitoring installations
and the protected areas.
Srb-iten j3334 : expenditure on investments, including in particular:

the erection or reinforcement

of fences;
the construction of a perimeter track ;
tree-felling in and lightrng of a wide peripheral zone, with buildings resited as necessary;
the reinforcement or construction of access facilrtres and the installation of the requisite
- remote-control devices
;

-

the installatton of electronic detection, inspection, monrtoring and alarm networks and the
requisite premises.'

:
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JUSTIFICATION

in conforming to the International
recommendations concerning the protection of nuclear_ materials..The I4EAls
being applied in the Fedeial Republic of Germany, and will shortly be applied
standards ir. .it
"dy
is at present being studied in Belgium and the Netherlands.
in Italy, while theii
"pplii"tion
The Committee on Energy and Research believes that the Communiry institutions should lead the
way as regards nuclear-iafery measures and, therefore, it proposes the rejnstatement of the
appropriati6ns earmarked under this heading in the preliminary draft general budget.
These appropriations would cover the costs incurred by the JRC

En.rgy'ig.n.y's

++{
Draft amendment No 107 rev. / corr.
tabled by Mr Krieg on behalf of the Committee on Energy and Research
Section

III

-

Commission

(A) Expenditure

Title

3

Expenditure on specific proiects undertaken by the Institution
Expenditure on research and investment
programme
Indirect action
Primary raw materials

Chapter 33
Article 336
Item 3351
-

Enter appropriations of

2 000

000 EUA

in

payment appropriations broken down as follows

:

Pimary rau materials
Sub-item
Sub-item
Sub-item
Sub-item

Item

33611

Staff

33512
33615

Administrative expenditure

33619
3361

Contracts
Reserve staff
Total

254 300
126 900
1 595 800
23 000
2 000 000

Commitment appropriations
Enter appropriations of 8 000 000 EUA in commitment appropriations broken down as follows
Sub-item
Sub-item
Sub-item
Sub-item

3351

I

33512
33515
33519

:

254 300
126 900
7 595 800
23 000

(B) Reuenue
Increase revenue accordingly

(C) Remarhs
Delete the sentence beginning 'As this a new programme

...'

and replace with the following:

'Ihe

appropriations cover :
Sub-items 33511 and 33619: partictlarly staff expenditure in respect of 7 Community servants
of Categories A (4), B (1) and C (2).
Sub-item 33612: particularly expenditure arising from missions, formal meetings and certain
studies.

Sub-item 33615:expenditure arising from contracts which the Commission intends to conclude

in

pursuance

of this proiect.'
JUSTIFICATION

This project would enable the Community to develop new techniques for the exploration and
mining of mineral resources. It seems obvious that every possible effort should be made to develop
the Cominunity's indigenous mineral resources, particularly at a time when primary raw material
prices are increasing rapidly.

{+{
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Draft amendment No ll0 rev./corr.
tabled by Mr Krieg on behalf of the Committee on Energy and Research
Section

(l)

III

Commission

-

Expenditure

Title

3

33
Article 335
Item 3352
Chapter

Expenditure on specific proiects undertaken by the Institution
Expenditure on research and investment

Indirect action
- programme
Long-term forecasts and assessments

Enter appropriations of 532 500 EUA

in

payment appropriations broken down as follows

Long-term foreeasts and assessments
Sub-item
Sub-item
Sub-item
Sub-item

33621

Staff

33622
33625

Administrative expenditure

33529

Reserve staff

52 800

Miscellaneous expenditure

Commi t ment appropria t ion

Enter appropriations
Sub-item
Sub-item
Sub-item
Sub-item

367 200

of

79 400
33 200

s

632 600

EUA in commitment appropriations broken down as follows

33621

367 200

33d22

52 800
179 400
83 200

33525
33629

(B) Reaenue
Adjust revenue accordingly

(C) Remarhs
Delete the sentence beginning 'As this is a new programme
'Sub-items 33521 and 3)!29:.palicularly staff expenditure
of Categories A (5), B (l) and C (3)

.

..'

Replace

with the following:

in respect of l0 Community

servants

sub-item 33622 : pa*icularly expenditure arising from missions and meetings
Sub-item 33625:expenditure arising from contracts which the Commission intends to conclude

in

pursuance

of this project.

JUSTIFICATION

It is important for the Comm_uniry to define long-term priorities and objectives in the field of
science and technology as well as to coordinate th. *,oik of drfferent iesearch institutes.
The
Commtttee on Energy and Research believes that the modest sums requested in the preliminary
Draft General Budget are justified and should be reinstated.

Draft amendment No l12 rev.lcorr.
tabled by Mr Krieg on behalf of the Committee on Energy and Research
Section

III

-

Commissron

(A) Expenditure

Title

Chapter 33

Expenditure on specific proiects undertaken by the Institutron
Expenditure on research and lnvestment

Article 337
Item 3371

Implementation of coordrnated projects

3

Indrrect

mrscellaneous activltres and coordinated projects

:
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Increase appropriations by 740 000 EUA

Sub-item
Sub-item
Sub-item
Sub-item

in

payment appropriattons broken down as follows

3371 I

Staff

33712

Administrative

33715
33719

Contracts

:

100 300
172 300
240 9000
27 200

Reserve staff

Commitment aPProPriations
Increase appropriations
follows

by

900

000 EUA

in

commitment appropriations, broken down

as

:

Sub-item
Sub-item
Sub-item
Sub-item

300 300

33711

33712

r72 300

33715
33719

400 200
27 200

(B) Compensation

Title

10

Chapter 100

-

Other expenditure
Provisional appropriations

Reduce appropriations by 40 000 EUA

in

payment appropriations

(C) Reaenue
Increase revenue accordingly

(D) Remarks

l)

Delete the second parugraph of the remarks, replacrng
'several coordinated proiects are planned

-

it with the

in the following

following

:

fields:

Continuation of COST Projects 6la, 64b and 58;

Town planning;
Chemical industry materials ;
Oceanographic and meteorological network ;
congenital anomalies,
Medical research
- cellular
ageing,
- extra-corporal oxygenation
Food technology
Remote sensing of marine pollution'

;

The appropriations cover :
Sub-items 33711 and 33719: pa*icularly staff expenditure
of Categories A (4), B (2) and C (3).

in

respect

of 9

Community

servants

Sub-item 33712: particularly expendrture arising from missions and meetings'

Sub-itcm 33715: expetditure arising from contracts which the Commission intends
conclude pursuant to this resolution'
Re-investment from the participation
estimated at 250 000 EUA.'

2) Title l0
Chapter 100

-

of non-Member

States

in

to

these coordtnated projects is

Other expenditure
Provisional appropriations

Delete the following:
Implementation of the coordinated programme COST 68
Item 3371

-

40

000 EUA.
JUSTIFICATION

of carrying out research and development.
Coordinated proiects
-proiectsare a particularly economical means
financed by these appropriations are useful and involve relatively modest
The various
expenditure which the Committee on Energy and Research considers entirely iustif iable. This
amendment would reinstate appropriations for these actions.
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Dra(t amendment No 114
tabled by Mr Krieg on behalf of the Committee on Energy and Research

III

Section

Commission

-

(A) Expenditure

Title 3
Chapter

36

-

Article 351
Item 361 I

-

Expenditure on specific projects undertaken by the Institution
Expenditure on scientific and technological information and on information
management

Dissemination, circulation and utilization of scientific and technical knowledge
Assessment and utilization of the research findings

Enter appropriations of 200 000 EUA.
(B) Ret'enue

Increase revenue accordingly

(c) Renrarhs
Remarks remain unchanged

JUSTIFICATION
These approprlatrons are to be used for converting the results of research into useful products,
processes and services. It is complementary to the other drrect and indirect research programmes.
The lack of credits in thrs field could delay exploratory action untrl 1978. The sum of 200 000 rn
Chapter 36 could permit work to begin in this field. Appropriations of 150000 EUA remain in
Chapter 100.

Draft amendment No ll5
tabled by Mr Krieg on behalf o{ the Committee on Energ.y and Research
Section

III

-

Commrssion

(A) Expendrture
Trtle

3

Expenditure on specific projects undertaken by the Institution

39
Other expenditure on specific proiects undertaken by the Institution
Artrcle 390
Research pro)ects in the freld of technology and rndustry
Chapter

Relnstate token entry

(B) I?tttnue
Revenue remains unchanged

(C\ I?tmctrhs
Remarks remain unchanged
JUSTIFTCATTON

This prolect aims at encouraging companles, particularly small and medrum sized companies, to
develop technrques for the ratronal use of energy and raw materrals as well as environmental
protectlon, new technologies, the creatron of new ;obs and increased competltrveness. The sectlon on

the conservatlon and rational use of energy is of particular lnterest ln vlew of the hrgh,
frequently wasteful, consumptlon of energy by smaller frrms.

and

l8l
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Draft amendment No 115 rev./corr.
tabled by Mr Krieg on behalf of the Committee on Energy and Research
Section

III

-

Commission

(A) Expenditure

Title

3

Chapter 33
Article 335
Item 3364
-

Expenditure on specific projects undertaken by the Institution
Expenditure on research and investment

Indirect action

-

programme

Uranium ore prospecting and processing

Enter appropriations of 800 000 EUA
Sub-item
Sub-item
Sub-item
Sub-item

in

payment appropriations broken down as follows

33641

Stalf

33642
33645

Administrative expenditure
Contracts
Reserve staff

33549

:

112900
30 900

646 000

l0 200

Commitment aPqroPriations
Enter appropriations of 3 000 000 EUA in commitment appropriations broken down as follows
Sub-item
Sub-item
Sub-item
Sub-item

33641
33642
33545
33649

Total

:

112 900
30 900
2 845 000
10 200
3 000 000

(B) Reuenue
Increase revenue accordingly

(C) Remarks
Delete the sentence beginning 'As this is a new programme .. .' Replace with the following:
'Sub-irem 33641 and 33649 : perticularly staff expenditure in respect of 3 Communiry servants of
Categories A (2) and C (l)
Sub-item j3642 : expenditure arising from missions and meetings.
Sub-item33642 :
Sub-tem j3645 : expenditure arising from contracts which the Commission intends to conclude

in

pursuance

of this proiect.
JUSTIFICATION

The Committee on Energy and Research has consistently expressed the belief that alI possible should
be done to contribute io the improvement of Community self sufficiency in nuclear fuels and
prospection for uranium deposits, including research and development in this field'
A secure supply of uranium is necessary for the expansion of the Community's nuclear programme,
without whiciS'dependence on imported energy sources cannot be reduced. This programme would
carry out research into prospecting methods and techniques'

Draft amendment No 119 rev. II
tabled by Mr Krieg on behalf of the Committee on Energy and Research
Section

III

-

Commission

(A) Expenditure

Title

3

Chapter

36 -

Expenditure on specific proiects undertaken by the Institution

Expenditure
management

on scientific and technical information and on

information
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Activities supplementary to the three-year projects

-

Increase appropriations by 200 000 EUA

in

paymenr appropriations

(B) Reaenue
Increase revenue accordingly

(C) Remarhs
Increase the commitment appropriations by 375 000 EUA and therefore amend the remarks
follows :

as

Council Decision of 18 March 1975 (OJ No L 100 ol 21.4.1975, p. 1S).
This appropriation is intended to cover the expenditure on activities supplementary to the
three-year project, particularly

-

:

the application and adaptation of multilingual and computer translation systems with a view
to a systematic removal of language barriers,
conversion to the norms and features of the Euronet network of the various bodies of data
now in existence or being developed in the Community Institutions,
PreParation of specific activities relating to the dissemination of information on social and
educational matters,

cost of rental and maintenance of equipment required for treating the Community data
systems to enable them to be connected up to Euronet.
The appropriations for commitment authorized for 1978 amount to I 025 000 EUA t.
The probable schedule of payments relative to commitments is as follows :

-

(n
Commitmcnts

1977

:

650 000

EUA)

P.yments

t977

1978

t979

500 000

85 000
625 000

400 000

700 000

475 000

1978:1 025000
500 000

r9t0

75 000

JUSTTFTCATTON

This item would cover expenditure involved both in the application and adaption of automatic
translation systems, aimed at reducing the number of translators required and speeding up translation
times, and the conversion to the norms and features of the'Euronet'network of the various bodies of
data in existence or being developed within the Community Institutions. Early feasibiliry studies on
cornputerized translation systems proved to be very positive, and are being evaluated at present by
CREST.

As far as conversion to the Euronet network is concerned, it would be quite illogical for the
Community to set up a data nerwork to which the existing bodies of data in the Community
Institutions would effectively be denied access.

I

This text is binding within the meaning of Article 15 (c) of the Financial Regulation

+{+
Draft amendment No 120
tabled by Mr Krieg on behalf of the Committee on Energy and Research
Section

III

-

Commission

(A) Expenditure

Title

l0

Chapter 100

-

Other expenditure
Provisional appropriations

ol

25.4.t973.
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(B) Reuenue
Revenue remains unchanged.

(C) Renarks
Add the following remarks :
Item 3363
Enter commitment appropriation of 2 500 000 EUA.

-

JUSTIFICATION
The Committee on Energy and Research believes that public uncertainty over the safety of nuclear
installations constitutes a major impediment to the development of nuclear capacity in the
Communiry. Research on safery is, therefore, essential if nuclear power rs to become acceptable to
the general public.

Draft amendment No l2l rev.
tabled by Mr Krieg on behalf of the Committee on Energy and Research
Section

III

-

Commission

(A) Expenditure

l0 - Other expenditure
Chapter 100
- Provisional appropriations
Add appropriations of 1 000 000 EUA in payment appropriations

Title

(B) Re*nue
Increase revenue accordingly

(C) Remarhs
Add the following remark

Item 3363

-

:

Light-water reactor safery

1

000 000 EUA (2 500 0O0

EUA in commitments)

JUSTIFICATION
The Committee on Energy and Research believes that public uncertainty over the safety of nuclear
installations constitutes a major impediment to the development of nuclear capacity in the
Community. Research on safety is, therefore, essential if nuclear power is to become acceptable to
the general public.

++{

Draft amendment No 122
tabled by the Committee on Social Affairs, Employment and Educatton
Section

lll

-

Commrssion

(A) Expenditure

Title 3

30
Article 302
Item 3021
Chapter

Expenditure on specific proiects undertaken by the Instrtutron
Expenditure in the social sector
Tasks entrusted to the Institution to promote exchanges o( young workers
Expenditure relating to the second programme

Enter an appropriation of I 20 000 EUA
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(B) Retenue
Increase revenue by 90 000 EUA

(C) Conpensat,on
chapter 100 'Provisronal appropriations' new line, reduce the amount by 30 000 EUA.

(D) Remarks
Delete the words: 'An appropriation of 30000 EUA has been entered

in chapter

100'.

JUSTIFICATION
Provision should be made for the continuation of the programme for the exchange of young workers

in the context of the Commission's measures to promote training and provide more information

for

young workers. This appropriation is designed in particular to prevent a hratus between the first and
second programmes.

++{
Draft amendment No 123
tabled by the Committee on Social Affairs, Employment and Education
Section

III

-

Commissron

(A) Expenditure

Trtle 3

Expenditure on specific projects undertaken by

the Instrtution
30
Expenditure in the social sector
Article 303
Communrry measures to improve workers' hving conditrons
Item 3030
Contribution to private proiects on better housing for handicapped workers
Chapter

Reduce the appropriation by 200 000 EUA

(B) Rtrunue
Reduce revenue accordrngly

(C) Renark.i
Enter commitments o{ 550 000 EUA lor 1978 and therefore add the foltowing remarks : This
item ts intended to encourage, at national level, the construction of housrng specially desrgned
for handrcapped workers. The Community will also take steps to communicate the results to the
authorities and other rnterested bodres in other Member States (Artrcle I l7 (l) of the EEC
Treaty).

The commrtment appropnatrons authorized for 1978 amount to i60 000 EUA

r

0il EI'A)
Commrtments

1976

1977

560 000

t978

t979

200 000

l 50 000

r

980

200 000

JUSTIFICATION

By therr very nature, projects of this kind, which are important to the human srde of

the
Con.rn.runities'actlvrtres, wrll extend over a number of years and cannot bc inrtrated unless financing
is assured for several ycars at the outset For thrs reason rt rs proposed that the conrmrtment
appropnatlons ire restored and thc payment appropriatrons reduced

IThts tcxt rs btndrng wtthtn rhe nreanrng of Artrclc l('

(c) ot thc Frr.rncral Regularron of 25 Aprrl

197-)
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Draft amendment No 125
tabled by the Committee on Social Affairs, Employment and Education
Section

III

-

Commission

(A) Exltenditure

Title

3

Article 303
Item 3031
Chapter

30

Expenditure on specific proiects undertaken by the Institution
Expendrture rn the social sector
Communiry measures to improve workers' living conditions
Contribution to pilot projects on better housing for migrant wcrkers

Reduce payment appropriations by 230 000 EUA

(B) Reoenue
Reduce revenue accordingly

(C) Remarks
Enter appropriations for 1978 of 560 000 EUA and therefore add the following remarks :
Council Resolution of 9 February 1976 on an actlon programme for migran'workers and
members of their families (OJ No C 34 of 14 February 1976, p.2).
The Commission rntends to contribute to the financing of works to modernize hcstels or family
housing for migrant workers.

The commitment appropriations authorized for 1978 amount to 560 000 EUA

'

(n
Commrtments

Payments
1978

1977

1978

:

ELIA)

550 000

l 70 000

1979

1

85 000

I

980

205 000

JUSTIFICATION
Migrant workers
specifically mentioned in the ECSC and EEC Treaties
are a permanent
feature of Community
life.
Measures to improve housing for migrant workers, like the measures mentioned in the previous item,
can be undertaken only rf they can extend over a number of years. Hence the need for this
commitment appropriation and for the reduction in payment appropriations for 1978 since, when
deleting the commitment appropriations, the Council also increased the payment appropriations for
1978.

Draft amendment No 127
tabled by the Committee on Social Affarrs, Employmenr and Education
Section

III

-

Commission

(A) Exltenditure

Title

3

Article 305
Item 3050
Chapter

30

Expenditure on specific projects underraken by the Institution
Expenditure in the social secror
Community measures under the employment pohcy
Research and action programme on labour market trends

Increase expenditure

by

50

000 EUA

rThis text rs brndrng wrthtn the meanlng o{ Artrcle l6 (c) of the Frnancral Reguhrron of 25 Apnl

197.}.
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(B) Reaenue

Increase revenue accordingly

(c) Remarks
Unchanged

JUSTTFTCATTON

Since the Communities' scope

for contributing to the solution of the problems of

general

unemployment is already very limited, the Commission must have at its disposal all the funds which
it knows it can use. For this reason it is proposed that the appropriations requested should be
rei nstated.

Draft amendment No 128
tabled by the Committee on Social Affairs, Employment and Education
Section

III

Commission

-

(A) Exltenditure

Title 3

Expenditure on specific proiects undertaken by the Instrtution

30
Expenditure in the social sector
Article 305
Communiry measures under the employment policy
Item 30.51
Cooperation between the national employment services
Chapter

Increase expenditure

by 150000 EUA

(B) Retenut

Increase revenue accordrngly

(c) Rcntd rkt
Unchanged

JUSTIFICATION

AII Community actrvrtres already under way in the employment field are extremely important at the
present trme. In thrs case too the Committee on Social Affarrs, Employment and Education proposes
that the appropriations requested by the Commission should be restored.

Draft amendment No l29lrcv.
tabled by the Committee on Social Affarrs, Employment and Educatron
Scctron

lll

-

Commtssron

(A) Exptndrtttrt
Trtle .l
Chaptcr .10
Artrclc .105

Expcndrturc on specrfrc prolccts unrlcrtaken lry thc Instrtutron

Expendrturc rn thc socral sector
Prlot rescarch pro,ects on actlon to combat
-

Increase paynrent appropnatron by 5a0 000 EUA

povcrty
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(B) Reuenue
Increase revenue accordingly

(C) Remarks
Enter commitment appropriations of 5 000 000 EUA

t

and therefore add the following comments

(n

:

EUA)

Paymenr

Commrtments

t975

1975: 2 500 000
1976: 2 485 000

t977

1976

462 000

1 784 000

b

I

180 000.
491 000b
990 000 .

1977: 3 500 000

1978

1978: 5 000 000

t979

180

t 264 000
2 6t6 000

1 744 000

s% ooo

r

270 000
640 000

2 904 000
a

-

b-

agarnst a payment appropnatron
automattc carry-over

of I

170000 EUAtor 1977

JUSTIFICATION

The Committee on Social Affairs lully supports the Commissron insofar as the payment
appropriations for 1978 are concerned.
The results obtained by the programme at present in operation justify its continuation in the form of
a supplementary programme. For thrs reason the commitment appropnations requested by the
Commission should be restored.

+++
Draft amendment No 130
tabled by Mr Holst, Mr Andersen, Mr Dahlerup, Mr Dinesen, Mr Jakobsen, Mr Kofoed and Mr
Petersen

Section

III

-

Commission

(A) Expnditure
Title

2

Chaprer 29
-

Buildings, equrpment and miscellaneous admrnistrative expenditure
Subsidres and financial contnbutrons

Enter the followrng new article :
to non-governmental organizatrons pursuing humanttarian aims and
Article 293
- Subsidies
promotlng human rights
Enter an appropnatron of 200 000 EUA

(B) Rctenue
lncrease revenue accordingly

(C) Renarks

\ttt,trtttle
'Appropriation

to cover subsrdres to non-governmental organlzatlons pursulng humanitartan arms

and promotrng human rights

rThrs text rs brndrng wrrhrn the

meanrng

o[ Artrcle l5 (c) of the Frnancral Regulatron ol 25 Apnl

1971

r88
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JUSTIFICATION
The appropriations are rntended to cover subsidies to organizatrons which, wrthout being connected
with any Sovernment, are campaigning for the observance of human rights and pursuing

humanitartan aims. A prominent example of such organizations is Amnesty International (its'special
fund' appears to be particularly well qualified for support).
The debate ln the European Parliament of I I May 1977 on human rights indrcates that such an
inrtrative could rely on the Commissron's support.

Draft amendment No l3l
tabled by the Committee on Social Affarrs, Employment and Education
Section

lll

Commission

-

(A) Exfendrturc
Trtle 3

Expenditure on specific projects

undertaken by the Institution
39
Other expenditure on specific projects undertaken by the Institutron
Article 392
Educational measures
Item 3920
Implementation of the education programme
Chapter

Increase appropriatlons by 500 000 EUA

(B) Rt*nue
Increase revenue by 500 000 EUA

(C) Rcnurhs
Unchanged

JUSTIFICATION
The present economic crisis shows the very close interdependence betwcen the economic sphcre and
education. The programme adopted by the Council of Mrnrsters for Education on 9 February 1976
should therefore be implemented. Furthermore, thc programmc assumcs addcd rmportarrcc in vrcw
of the forthcoming European electrons in the sprrng of 197'tl.

Draft amendment No 132
tabled by the Committee on Socral Affarrs, Employmcnt and E<lucarron
Sectron

III

-

(A) Exfcndrt

Commissron
u rc

Title 5

Social and Rcgional Funds

New Social Fur:d
Anicle 500
Aid to the agrrcultural
-

Chapter
Incrcase
(B)

50

anrl tcxtrlcs scctors

thc paymcnt appropnatron for l97ll by l9

{)t)t)

000 EUA

Iltun ttt
Incrcase rcvcnuc

by l 1 0{)t) 000

EUA

(C) (onftntttiort
Reducc the amount sct asrrlc unrlcr paragraph

l5 of Chaptcr l(X) by

6 000 00{) I|UA
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(D) Rtnarh.'
Council Decrsron

of l9

December 1972 on assrstance fronr the European Socral Fund for
to pursue non-agricultural actrvrtles (OJ No. L 291 ol 28 December

persons leavrng agrrculture
1972, p. 158)

Council Decisron of 9 February 1976 on intervention by the European Social Fund in favour of
persons occupied rn the textrle and clothrng rndustries (OJ No. L 39 of l4 February 1976, p.39).
The commitment appropriations authorized f.or 1978 amount to 35 mrlhon EUAt. The
provisional timetable for payments against commitments is as follows (in EUA)
:

Payme

Commrtments

n

t978

t979

ts

I

980

1975-77'
t978

118000000
35 000 000

50 000 000
I I 000 000

50 000 000
I I 000 000

l 3 000 000

Total

153 000 000

51 000 000

5r 000 000

3l

Strll outsrandrng as at

I

r

8 000 000

000 000

January 1978

JUSTIFICATION
Having regard to all the measures decrded upon by the Councrl under the framework of the Social
Fund, and to the resolutions adopted by the European Parlrament on 2l April and 12 May 1977 2,
the Committee on Social Affairs, Employment and Education consrders it essentral to proceed with
all the measures put forward by the Commission and to retain the allocatton of (unds to the
indrvrdual artrcles proposed by rt. It also considers that rt rs not sound budgetary polrcy to hold part
of the appropriatrons rn reserve under Chapter 100. Accordrngly, rt proposes the transfer of all the
amounts entered under Chapter 100 (15) to the headrngs concerned, at the same ttme retnstattng in
full the appropnatrons requested by the Commrssion

Draft amendment No 133
tabled by the Commrttee on Socral Affarrs, Employnrent and Educatron
Sectron

III

[e611115516n

-

(A\ E\p(nJttttt(
Trtle

Socral and Regronal Funds

5

New Socral Fund
Chaptt'r s0
501
for votrng
Measurc's
Artrclt'
Inc

pe'ople

thr' p.lvnrr'rtt ;rpproPnatron lor l97ti br

rcasc

6,ll ()00

000 EUA

(B) /irrrrrrr
I

r!'ve,rue

nc reasc

bl

.16

000 000 ELIA

(C) (0ntpttt\,tItt)tt
Rctlr.rce

thc ir.ltount L,nrcred urlder p,rr,rgraph Ii ot CIlaPtcr 100 br -ll

(X)0

000 ELIA

(D) /ir rrr.rr{,
Councrl Decrsron ol ll -lLrlr l9-i on lntencl'rtloll br rltc Europellt Socr.rl Fttlltl tn trrotrr ot
prrsolts rtt!!tetl br enrplorrtrrnr tlrttrcUltrr,s (O.l No L 199 ot.l0.\trgtr:r l9-i. P .16)
Thrs tcrt rs [trn.]rtrg utrhttr lht nt(ltlrtlg tll \rtlrl.

OJ No C

I

lh .rrrJ L I 11 Iq--
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The commitment appropriations authorized for 1978 amount to 179 million EUA'.

The

provisional timetable for payments against commitments is as Iollows (rn EUA):
Commrtments

Payments

t97S-77'
1978

144 000 000
179 000 000

Total

323 000 000

'Strll

outstandrng as

at I January

t978

t979

51 000 000
58 000 000

52 000 000
58 000 000

21 000 000
53 000 000

000 000

84 000 000

1

19 000 000

l 20

I

980

1978

JUSTTFTCATTON

Having regard to all the measures decided upon by the Council under the framework of the Social
Fund, and to the resolutions adopted by the European Parliament on 2l April and 12 May 1977 2,
the Commrttee on Social Affairs, Employment and Education considers it essential to proceed with
all the measures put forwarJ by the Commission and to retain the allocation of funds to the
individual articles proposed by rt. It also considers that it is not sound budgetary policy to hold part
of the appropriations in reserve under Chapter 100. Accordingly, rt proposes the transfer of all the
amounts entered under Chapter 100 (15) to the headings concerned, at the same time reinstating in
full the appropriations requested by the Commission.

Draft amendment No l.l4
tabled by the Commrttee on Socral Affarrs, Employment and Education
Sectron

lll

-

Commission

(A) E.t/ttnltturt

Title 5
Chapter 50
Artrcle .502

Social and Regional Funds

New Social Fund
Measures for handicapped persons
for 1978 by

lncrease the payment approprlatron

(B\

.) 000

000 EUA

l?rt rntrt

Increase revenue by .l 000 000 EUA

(C\ lltnttt k'
Cotrrrcrl Dccrsron of 27 June 1974 on actron lry the Etrropcan Socral Fund for handrcappr'd
pcrsorrs (O.f

No. L ltl6 of 9 July 1974, p

c

22)

or vo(.rtlon.rl trarnlng nrtrst lrc corrr[rned wrth
r(l),1[)rlrt,ltror] rnrl oPcratrorrs to lcad to cnrPlovrrrcnt),rrrtl nrtrst takc tlre fornr of tt'nrporary prlot
sc ltctttcs
T'lrc o1;cr,rtrons nrrrst be rrrtegrntcd

Thc provrsron,rl trnrctatrle for
Cont

nr

rtnren

(r

trnrnrrrg

1>aynrcnts agallrst con)nutnlcnts

tt

ls as tollows (rn EUA)
Prt ntcrt tr

l9'ti

te7s.77'

'

I

979

|

98()

41 500000

Iti 0(x) 000

lll

000 0(x)

s s00 000

41 500

Iu (x)0 000

rti 000 000

s 500 00()

1978

'ot.rl
\trll

,rLrtrt,rntlrrrg

0(X)

,r\ l I J.rrrr.rr\ I 9-li

Ilrrs trrt rs lrntlrn! qrllrrrr tlrr n)(,rlnA trt {rtrtlr' lt.1t) ot tlrt lrl.rn(r.rl lltgrrl.trrrrtt ot li
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JUSTIFICATION
Having regard to all the measures decided upon by the Council under the framework ol the Social
Fund, and to the resolutrons adopted by the European Parliament on 2l April and 12 May 1977 t,
the Committee on Social Affairs, Employment and Education consrders rt essentlal to proceed with
all the measures put forward by the Commission and to retarn the allocatron of funds to the
rndivrdual articles proposed by rt. It therefore proposes that the approprrations requested by the
Commission be reinstated in Iull.

Draft amendment No 135
tabled by the Committee on Social Affairs, Employment and Education
Section

III

Commission

-

(A) Expenditure

Title

5

Article 503
50

Chapter

Regional and Social Funds
New Social Fund
Measures for migrant workers

Increase the payment approprration

for 1978 by

8 000

000 EUA.

(B) Retenue
Increase revenue by

.5

000

000 EUA.

(C) Conpensation
Reduce the amount entered under paragraph

l5 of

Chapter 100 by 3000000 EUA.

(D) Renarhs
Amend the remarks as follows :
Council Decision of. 27 June 1974 on action by the European Social Fund for migrant workers
(OJ No L 185 of e July D7a, p.20).
The commitment appropriations authorized for 1978 amount to l5 millron EUA2. The
provisional timetable for payments against commitments is as follows (in EUA) :
Commriments

Payments
1978

1979

l 980

t97t-77'
1978

47 000 000
15 000 000

20 000 000
5 000 000

20 000 000
5 000 000

7 000 000
5 000 000

Total

53 000 000

25 000 000

25 000 000

l 3 000 000

'

Strll outstandrn6 as at

I

January 1978

JUSTIFICATION
Having regard to all the measures decided upon by the Councrl under the framework of the Social
Fund, and to thc resolutrons adopted by the European Parliament on 2l Apnl and l2 May 1977t,rhe
Commtttee on Socral Affarrs, Employment and Education considers lt essentral to proceed with all
the measures put forward by the Commission and to retain the allocatron of funds to the rndivrdual
artrcles proposed by rt. It also consrders that rt rs not sound buclgetary polrcy to hold part of
appropriations tn reserve under Chapter 100 Accordingly, it proposes the transfer of all the amounts
cntered under Chapter 100 (15) to thc headrngs concenred, at the same tlmc reinstatrng rn full the
approprratlons requcsted by the Cornmrssron.

+++
rcJ

lli

N" C I and C t\)11977
2 Thts text rs brndrng wrthin thc meanrnS of Artrclc

I5 (c) of thc Frnancral Regulatron of 25 Apnl

1973
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Draft amendment No l37lcorr.
tabled by the Committee on Social Affairs, Employment and Education
Sectron

III

-

Commission

(A) Expenditure

Title

5

5l -Article 510
Chapter

Regional and Social Funds
New Social Fund
Measures to improve the employment situation
sectors or groups of companies

Increase the payment appropriarion

lor

in

certain regions, economic

by 118000000 EUA

1978

(B) Reuenue

Increase revenue by 58 500 000 EUA

(C) Conltensation
Reduce the amount enrered under paragraph 15

of Chapter 100 by 49500000 EUA

(D) Renarks
Amend the remarks as follows :
Council Regulation (EEC) No 2396171 of 8 November l97l (OJ No L 249 of l0 November
l97l), particularly Artrcle I (l) and (2).
This aid is designed to solve employment problems arising in certain areas which are less
developed or in decline, or through adaptation to technical progress of certain branches of
economic activity or in certain groups of undertakings which are forced to cease, reduce or
transform their activities.
The appropriations for commrtment authorized for 1978 amount to 281 mitlion EUAI. The
provisional timetable for payments against commitments is as follows (rn EUA) :

Commrtmens

Payments
1978

t979

1980

1975-77'
1978

428 000 000
581 000 000

l 85 000 000

l 80 000 000

53 000 000

90 000 000

90 000 000

10r 000 000

Total

709 000 000

275 000 000

270 000 000

l 54 000 000

'

Strll outstandrng as at

I

January 1978

JUSTIFICATION
Having regard to all the measures decided upon by the Council under the framework of the Social
Fund, and to the resolutions adopted by the European Parliament on 2l April and 12 May 1977 z,
the Committee on Social Affairs, Employment and Education considers it essential to proceed with
all the measures put forward by the Commission and to retain the allocation of funds to the
individual articles proposed by it. It also considers that it is not sound budgetary policy to hotd part
of appropriations in reserve under Chapter 100. Accordingly, it proposes the transfer of all the
amounts entered under Chapter 100 (15) to the headings concerned, at the same time reinstating in
full the appropriations requested by the Commission.

rThis text ts btndtng withrn the
, OJ No C ll8 ano v tJ3ll9//

meanrng of Artrcle

l5

(c) of the Frnancral Regulation of 25 Aprrl
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Draft amendment No 138/corr.
tabled by the Committee on Social Affairs, Employment and Education
Section

III

-

Commission

(A) Expenditure

Title

5

Regional and Social Funds
New Social Fund

Chapter 5l
Article 5l I
-

Measures

for handicapped persons not eligible to receive aid under Article

Increase the payment appropriation f.or 1978

by

19 500

4

000 EUA.

(B) Retenue
Increase revenue

by 10500000

EUA.

(C) Contpensation
Reduce the artrount entered under paragraph 15

of Chapter 100 by 9000000 EUA.

(D) Renarks
Enter commitments for 1978 of. 19 500000 EUA and therefore add the following remarks:
Council Regulation (EEC) No 2396171 of 8 November 1971, particularly Article I (3).
Operations in favour of handicapped persons who may be able to pursue professional or trade
activity after medical rehabilitation and vocational training or retraining'
The commrtment hppropriations authorized for 1978 amount to l9 500 000 EUAr :
The provisional timetable for payments against commitments is as follows :
(n

EUA)

Payments

Commitmens
1978

1979

I

980

t975-77'
1978

50 000 000
19 500 000

l 7 500 000

20 000 000

l9

500 000

token entry

token entry

Total

59 500 000

37 000 000

20 000 000

l 2 500 000

'

Strtl outstandrng as at

I

l2

500 000

January 1978

JUSTIFICATION
Having regard to all the measures decided upon by the Council under the framework of the Social
Fund, and to the resolutions adopted by the European Parliament on 2l April and 12 May 1977 2,
the Committee on Social Affairs, Employment and Education considers it essential to proceed with
all the measures put forward by the Commission and to retaln the allocation of funds to the
individual articles proposed by it. It also considers that it is not sound budgetary policy to hold part
of appropriations in reserve under Chapter 100. Accordingly, it proposes the transfer of all the
amounts entered under Chapter 100 (15) to the headings concerned, at the same time reinstating in
full the appropriations requested by the Commission.

r

See provrsrons contarned
aPPropnatrons.

I OJ No C I lb

and

C

rn Article l5a of the Frnancral Regulatron givrng defrnrtron of commttment
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Draft amendment No 139
tabled by the Committee on Social Affairs, Employment and Education
Section

III

Commission

-

(A) Expenditure

Title 5

52
Article 520
Chapter

Regional and Social Funds
Social Fund
Pilot schemes and preparatory studies
Social Fund
Pilot schemes and preparatory studies

-

Increase the payment appropriarion

tot l97g by

g00

000 EUA.

(B) Reoenue
Increase revenue by 300 000 EUA.

(C) Compensation
Reduce the amount enrered under paragraph 15

of chapter 100 by 500000 EUA.

(D) Renark.r
Amend the remarks as follows :
Article 7 (l)of Regulatron (EEC) No 2396171of the Council of 8 November l97l states that,the
Commission may use the appropriations allotted for that purpose in the Community Budget
to
promote, ca.rry out or give financial assistance to preparatory studres and pilot schemes in
order
to grve guidance to the Council and the Commission rn thi choice of areas in whrch the Fund
should be able to intervene and to enable the Member States and those responsible for
operations to choose the most effective ard and to organize the implementation thereof to the
best effect'.

The commitment appropriations

authorrzed f,or 1978 amount to I 500 000 EUA
provisional timetable for payments against commitments rs as follows (in EUA) :

Commrtments

',

560 000
500 000

t978

l

Total

2 150 000

'

Strll outstandrng as at

I

The

Payments
t97u

t97 5-77

r.

I

1979

r

980

500 000
800 000

l 60 000
500 000

200 000

300 000

650 000

200 000

January 1978

JUSTIFICATION
Having regard to all the measures decided upon by the Council under the framework of the Socral
Fund, and to the resolutions adopted by the European Parliament on 2l April and 12 May 1977 2,
the Committee on Social Affairs, Employment and Education considers it essential to proceed with
all the measures put forward by the Commission and to retain the allocation of iunds to the
indivrdual articles proposed by it. It also considers that it is not sound budgetary policy to hold part
of appropriatrons rn reserve under Chapter 100. Accordingly, it proposes the transfer of all the
amounts entered under Chapter 100 (1.5) to the headrngs concerned, at rhe sanre time reinstating in
full the appropnations requested by the Commission.

r-['lrts tt'xr ts btnrlttrg wttlrttr thc nlcillng ot Arrrtlc ltr (c) ot the Frn.rncr.rl
Rcgtrl.rtron ot Z5 Aprrl

r OJ No C llll

and

C ll.lll977

197.1.
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Draft amendment No 140/corr.
tabled by the Committee on Social Affairs, Employment and Education
Section

III

Commission

-

(A) Expenditure

Title

5

-

Regional and Social Funds

Enter a new Chapter 53:
New Social Fund
- new operations
Enter a new Article 530 :
New operations to deal with the employment situation

-

Make a token entry.

(B) Ret'enue
Unchanged

(C) Remarks

Neu artiele
New aid measures to deal with the employment situation in accordance with the decisions taken
in the context of the review of the rules governing the tasks and operations of the European
Social Fund (Article ll of Council Decision (EEC) No 71166 ol I February 1971 (OJ No L 28 of
4 February 1971, p. t5) on the reform of the European Socral Fund).
The Commission proposes, in due course, to initiate the procedures for entering appropriations

in this

chapter.

JUSTIFICATION
In vrew ol the advanced state of preparations for measures in the field in questron, the Committee on
Social Affairs insists, for both budgetary and political reasons, that at least the token entry be retarned
in the budget, so as to make it as easy as possible to open an appropriation in the course of the 1978
financial year.

+++
Draft amendment No l4l
tabled by the Committee on Social Affairs, Employment and Education
Section

III

Commission

-

(A) Expenditrre

Title 5
Chapter

59

Regional and Social Funds
vrctims in the Community

Aid to disaster
-

Enter an appropnation of 5 000 000 EUA

(b) Retenue
Increase revenue

by 5 000 000 EUA

(C) Renarks
Unchanged

JUSTIFICATION

The Communrtres should be rn a positron to come to the ard of disaster vrctims rmmedrately,
without having to go through the budgetary procedures necessary to open an appropriation.

r95
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Draft amendement No 142
tabled by the Committee on Social Affairs, Employment and Education
Section

III

-

Commission

(A) Expenditure

Title

3

-

30
Article 307
Chapter

-

Expenditure on specific projects undertaken by the Institution
Expenditure in the social sector
European Trade Union Institute

Enter an appropriation of 500 000 EUA

(B) Reuenue
Increase revenue accordingly

(C) Remarks
Add the following sentence :
This appropriation is intended

as a flat-rate annual

contribution to the financing of the Institute.

JUSTIFICATION
The Council in adopting the Social Action Programme committed itself to helping the trade union
organizations to set up 3 European Trade Union Institute. The European Trade Union Confederation
has demonstrated that it is now ready to avail itself of the Communities' financial aid.
It has adopted its statute, approved a document setting out the role and operation of the Institute,
and also prepared a draft budget. In order to commence and continue functioning, the Instrtute
needs a minimum contribution of 500 000 EUA from the Community.

Draft amendment No 149/rev.
tabled by Mr Klinker on behalf of the Committee on Agnculture
Section

III

-

Commission

(A) Expenditure

Title 3

Expenditure on specific projects undertaken

by the Institution
3l
Expenditure in the agricultural sector
Article 316
Communiry action relatrng to the vocational training of farmers
Increase expenditure by 8l 100 EUA
Chapter

(B) Reuenue
Increase revenue accordingly

(C) Remarks
Unchanged

JUSTIFICATION
The European Training and Promotion Centre for Farming and Rural Life (CEFPAR) plays a very
useful information role in rural areas, especially for the benefit of women and young people.
The appropriations entered on different budget lines in previous budgetary years were as follows:

Payments
- Payments
- Authorized appropriatron
- Amount converted into EUA accordrng to rate No I
for the financial
year 1978

Financral year 1975:
Frnancial year 1976:
Financral year 1977:
Draft budget

125000 UA
78
100

000
000

l2l 000
50

UA
UA

EUA

000 EUA

r97

Sitting of \Tednesday, 26 October 1977

To enable the Centre to continue the effective action which
appropriation of

l3l

it has carried

out up to now,

an

100 EUA should be entered in Article 315 instead of the 50000 EUA shown at

present.

Proposed modification

No

1.50

tabled by Mr Klinker on behalf of the Committee on Agrrculture

Ill

Section

-

Commrssion

(A) Expcndrturc
Trtle 4

-

Repayments and aids

to Member

States

and mrscellaneous

Create the followrng new headrng and enter the following appropriatron

Chapter 4-3

Article 430

-

:

Accessron compensatory amounts
Accession compensatory amounts granted rn respect of rntra-Community trade

30 m EUA

(B) Con!>ensation
Trtle

7

75
Article 750
Chapter

EAGGF Guarantee Section
Accession compensatory amounts
Accession compensatory amounts granted

in

respect of intra-Community trade

30 m EUA

Delete rhis article and the relevant approprratlon

(C) Rtmarh'
Thrs approplation is to cover the accessron compensatory amounts provided for in Article 55 of
the Act of Accession

JUSTIFICATION
The alignment of agricultural prices between the Community as originally constituted and the three
'new' Member States rs to be completed by 1 January 1978. The accessron compensatory amounts
must therefore be abolished by this date, but on account of the usual delays rn payment an
appropriatron of 30 m EUA has to be entered.
However, stnce the l0 m EUA are a left-over from the period required by the new Member States to
adjust their economies to the Common Agricultural Policy, they should not be entered under Trtle 7
'EAGGF
Guarantee Section'of the draft budget since henceforrh the Common Agricultural Polrcy
will apply- in full to all the Member States without drscrrminating between the old and the new. For
this reason appropriations relatrng to accesslon compensatory amounts are tttnsltntl from Trtle 7
'EAGGF

Guarantee Sectron'

-

to Title 4,

'mrscellaneous'.

+++
Proposed nrodrfrcatron

No l5l

tabled by Mr Klrnker on behalf of the Comnrtttee on Agrrculture
Sectron

III

-

Commrssron

(A) E.tltrnlttrrtt
Trtle

Creatc

Chaprer 44
Artrc

Itt'nr

lc

to Member States and mrscellaneous
thc followrng new lines ancl enter thc followrng approprtatrons

Repayments and ards

4

440

44(X)

Monctarv comperlsatory antour.lts
(ncvr artrcle)
Monctary conrpr-ns;lton anlour.lt5 il)
respect of rnter-Communrty trade
Monct.rry conrpL-nsaton anrounts oIt
(ncw rtenr)
lmports partl- or levrccl bv rnrl)ortlr.lg Mcnrbcr Strtcs

:

I l0l5 nr EUA

r98
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Item

(new item)
Monetary compensatory amounts on
imports paid- by exporting Member States on behalf
of importing Member States
(new item)
Monetary compensatory amounts on
exports paid- or levied by exporting Member States

4401

kem 4402
Article

130 m EUA
424.1 m EUA

(new article)

Monetary compensatory amounts in
- with
respect of trade
non-Community countries

441

Portion of monetary compensatory
amounts granted on imports over and above the levy
(new item)
Monetary compensatory amounts on
(new item)

Item 4410
Item

of the European Parliament

441 I

exPorts

-

129'2 m EUA

-

20'5 m EUA

(B) Conrpensation

Title

Chapter 78

EAGGF Guarantee Section
Monetary compensatory amounts

Article 780

Monetary compensatory amounts

7

Item 7800
Item

-

7801

-

Item 7802
Article

-

781

-

Item 7810
Item

-

-

781 I

-

in

respect of

intra-Communiry trade
Monetary compensatory amounts on imports paid or
levied by importing Member Stares
Monetary compensatory amounts on imports paid by
exporting Member States on behalf of importing
Member States
Monetary compensatory amounts on exports paid or
levied by exporting Member States
Monetary compensatory amounts in respect of trade
with non-Community countries
Portion of monetary compensatory amounts granted
on imports over and above the levy
Monetary compensatory amounts on exports

I

103'6 m EUA

130 m EUA
424'l m EUA

t29'2 m EUA
20'6 m EUA

Delete these articles and items and the relevant appropriations.

(C) Renarks

-

Insert the following remarks

Chapttt

Arttclt

'

44

440 (former Article 780)

The appropriations under thrs artrcle provide for the monetary compensatory amounts
charged or granted on rntra-Community trade in accordance with Council Regulation (EEC)
No 974171 of 12 May l97l on certaln short-term economlc measures to be taken in
agrrculture followrng the temporary widening of the margrns of fluctuatron for the currencies
of certain Member States (OJ No L 105 of 12. 5. 1971, p. l), as last amended by Regulation

(EEC) No ss7176.

Itenr

44CO

(former Item 7800)

Monetary compensatory amounts in respect of imports are charged by Member States wrth an
apprecrated currency and granted by Member States with a depreclated currency.

Ittn

44Cl (former Item 7801)

Monetary compensatory amounts ln respect of rmports rnto Member States with a depreciated
currency nray be granted bt'exportrng Member States. The reference here rs to rmports lnto
Italy and the Unrted Krngdom trom the other Member States and to rmports rnto Ireland
from the Unrted Kingdom (Art. 2a ol Regulatron No 974171).

Ittn

11CJ (tornrer Itenr 7802)

Ivlonct.rn compensatory amounts ln respect of exporrs are charged br Member States wrth
deprecrared currenc! and granted bv lt{enrber Stltes wrth an apprecrated currenc\'.

.1ttt,l,

41

I

(tornrer Artrcle Tlll)

a

Sitting of l7ednesday, 25 October

Item 4410 (former Item

199

1977

7810)

The portion of compensatory amounts which exceeds the import lery is at Present, owing to

the suspension of Article 4a (2) of Regulation No 974171, expenditure chargeable to the
EAGGF. The appropriation for this item covers this category of expenditure.
Item 4411 (former Item 78ll)
compensatory amounts pard for exPorts to
non-member countries pursuant to Regulation (EEC) No 974171'
The monetary compensatory amounts which Member States with a depreciated currency
deduct from iefunds on exports to non-member countries pursuant to Regulatron (EEC) No
974/71 continue to be taken into account by deductron from the refunds in the sectors
concerned, since the recording of these amounts in separate accounts presents serious

This appropriation covers the monetary

practical dif ficultres.

JUSTIFICATION
Appropriations for compensatory amounts shoutd be kept separate_ from those for agricultural
.*p.nii,r.. proper. The cost of iompensatory amounts is not due to the normal furrcttoning of the
agiicultural policy but to difficulties encountered by the Member States rn the economic and
monetary field.
Appropriations for compensatory amounts are therefore trrlns.ferretl from Title 7, EAGGF' Guarantee
Section,

to Title 4, miscellaneous.

Proposed modification

No

152

tabled by Mr Klinker on behalf of the Committee on Agriculture
Section

lll

-

Commisston

(A) Expcndtturt

Title 4

-

Repayments and aids

to Member

States

and miscellaneous

Create the following new headings and enter the following apProPrratlorl

:

Chapter45-Expenditureresultingfromtheapplicationofdifferentexchatrgerates
of
Articlc 4.50 (new Article) - Expenditure resultrng
- from the applrcatrorr
clrfferent.*.hong.

'nit'

600 m EUA

(B) Comptn:ation

Title 7

chaptcr 79
Artrcle 790
-

EAGGF, Guarantee Sectton
rates
Expendrture resulting fronl the applrcatrorr of drfferent exclrange
Expendrture resulting (ronr the applicatron of drtferent excharlgc rates

500 nr EUA

Dcletc this artrclc arrd thc relevant appropriatrorr

(C) lltmarh'
Enter thc following rcnrarks'

Ailttlt

450 (formcr Artrclc 790;

TSrs crrtry covcrs adclrtiorral chargcs rcsulting front thc appltratrotr, rrl tcsPcct of budgct
.onr"r.,o,.,., of t5c EUA ratc., *lli.rc.s thc prrccs anrl ratcs applrcablc ttttdcr tltc agrictrlttrral
Polrcy arc cotrvcrtctl irt rcPrescnt.rtlve ratcs.
ln tlrc 1977 l>udgct thcsc adtlrtional charges wcre thc result of applvrng, wrthtn tlte context ot
t5c btr4get, r^,.r.orr"r1ro,rdrng to thc lirrrrtics clcclared to thc Intcrlliltion,tl Monct.rry Ftrrrd'
1,, 1976, tltrs cltcti wrts irrcorllor:rtctl ttt clch btrdgct.rry lrnc
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JUSTTFTCATTON

The use of different exchange rates when converting units of account for transactions under the
Common Agricultural Policy into national currencies (employing representative rates) or when
converting national currencies for budgetary expenditure into the budgetary unit of account
(employing budgetary rates) is translated in the budget by a purely accounting difference called
'double rate effect'.

This difference arises not from the normal functioning of the Common Agricultural Policy but
results above all from the instability which affects the currencies of the Member States.
For this reason the appropriations for expenditure resulting from the application of different
exchange rates should be transferred from Title 7, EAGGF, Guarantee Section, to Title 4,
miscellaneous.
Ir+

Proposed modification No 155
tabled by Mr Klinker on behalf of the Committee on Agriculture

Section

III

Commission

-

(Al Expenditure
Title

8

83 830
-

EAGGF-GuidanceSection

Chapter

Common measures

Article

Fisheries sector

Create a new Item 8303

-

in

particular sectors

Surveillance

of the Community fishing

zone

Add a 'token entry'.
(B) Reuenue
Unchanged

(C) Renarhs
Item 8303 : This item is intended to cover all the expenditure arising from action undertaken by
the Community to strengthen surveillance of the Community frshing zone.
An appropriation will be entered under this item at a later date when the Community has taken
the necessary action in this area.
JUSTTFTCATTON

It is important for the European Community to be able to exercise the most effective possible
surveillance of its fishing zone and it must take all necessary action to this end with a view to
protecting its fish resources.
Such action will also enable the Community to present a united front to third countries.

+++
Proposed modification No 156
tabled by Mr Klinker on behalf of the Committee on Agriculture

Section

III

-

Commission

(A) Exltenditure

Title 9

92
Artrcle 921
Item 921l,
Chapter

Cooperation with developing countries and non-member states
Food aid
Food aid in milk products
1978 skimmed mrlk powder programme

Increase expenditure

by 228.5 m EUA

201
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(B) Reuenue
Increase revenue accordinglY

(C) Remarks
those
Item 92ll : this item is intended to cover the delivery to developing countries, especially.
make uP their food
help
to
in
1978
powder
milk
skimmed
of
tonnes
000
200
need,
of
in greatest

shortfal[.

JUSTIFICATION

of milk
ln 1976 the needs put forward by the developing countries amounted to 201 195 tonnes
since then. it
powder. Because economic and demographic cond'itions have not changed significantly
are still in the order
is reasonable to assume that the milklowder needs of the developing countries
dePrived to-l"^t']:'f
of 200 000 tonnes. For this reason, "nd ", . token of its solidarity with the most
-o-irni,y.urt mrk. an adiitional effort and increase its aid in 1978 from l'50000 to 200000

it.

tonnes of milk powder.
to financing
On the basis of the l7l'37 m EUA shown in the preliminary draft budget with a view
powder to the
milk
of
tonnes
200000
supply
neededio
appropriations
the
tonnes,
150000
aid of
developing countries can be assessed at 228'5 m EUA'

+++

Proposed modification

;.bt:tt
of

No

157

M, Cointrt, Mr Terrenoire, Mr

Yeats,

Mr Liogier and Mr Hunault, on behalf of the Group

European Progressive Democrats

Section

III

-

Commission

(A) Expenditure

Title

5

Guarantee Section

EAGGF
52 - Milk and milk Products
contribution by milk producers Article 529
- Financial
Chapter

211 500 000 EUA

Delete this article
(B) Rcuenue

Increase revenue accordinglY

(C) Remarks
Delete the remarks

JUSTIFICATION
levy on

The Group of European Progressive Democrats remains oPposed_ to the co-resPonsibility
milk producers'
Jairy far-ers. This livy is uniist in that it imposes a selective penalty e_xclusively on
at
the moment'
hard
particularly
farmers
hits
which.
levy,
ihe'application of the co-responsibility
policy under the
constiiutes a first step in the process of undermining the common agricultural
adroit pretext of finding markets for the milk powder surpluses'
has done
The Group of European Progressive Democrats_ calls upon the commission, as it
in the field of
consistently in the past, to .bindon this approach and draw up an overall policy
proteins.
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Draft amendment No 158
tabled by Mr Cointat, Mr Terrenoire and Mr Yeats, on behalf of the Group
of European progressive
Democrats

Section

III

Commission

-

(A) Expenditure

Title I

Expenditure relating ro persons working with the
l4
Expenditure on socral welfare
Article 145
Building loans
Enter an appropriation of I 000 000 EUA

Institution

Chapter

(B) Rtt'enue
Increase revenue accordingly

(C) Renark.t
This aPpropriation is to cover the grant of mortgage loans to Community
officials at subsidized
rates. (Text of the preliminary draft)
JUSTIFICATION

For the

linancial year the Council had already, cut the appropriations requested
.197 .
by the
Commission by half, allocating only I 000 000 u.a. to ihi. heuding.' '
F.ot the 1977 financial year the Council had refused to earmark
any funds at all, and is now adopting
the same artitude for the 1978 budget.
It is known that in 1976 the ECSC funds made available to officials proved to be too low
to cover a
large proportion of the loan applications, even though very strict criteria
had been adopted in order
to preserve the social character of this measure.
Ve believe that the entry of an extremely modest appropriation of I 000 000 EUA is fully justified,
even if one does not take into account the fact tt.iitii
is not a non-repayable expenditure, but a
loan subiect to interest the whole of which will be returned to the uuag.t';i'thin
u maximum period

of

2.5 years.

Draft amendment No

159

tabled by Mr Cointat, Mr Terrenoire and Mr Yeats, on behalf of the Group
Democrats

Section

Ill

-

of European

progressive

Commission

(A) E.tlttnditurt

Title 2

Buildings equrpment and miscellaneous administrative expenditure
Chapter 28
Subsrdies for balancing budgets
Enter a new Anicle 28g :
European University Institute

-

Make a token entry.

(B) Retcnte
Unchanged

(C) Ilenark.r

This appropriation is intended to frnance the Convention serting up a
European University
Instrtute of 19 April 1972 (oJ No C 29 of 9 February 1976) once
ihe subsidy to be paid out of
the general budget of the European communitres'to bairnce the urdg"t
of the European
Unrverstty Institute has been amenc'led in respect of the financing
of if," Institut.,, briget.
(Text of the prelminary draft budget)

Sitting of l7ednesday, 26 Octobet
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JUSTIFICATION
line for the European University Institute in Florence is a practical Pt9P9t1l
by virtue of their
designed to enable Plrliament to exercise better control over its appropriations
clarity'
in
budgetary
improvement
an
appreciable
to
leads
also
It
ent; into the budget.
report on the
Cointat's
Mr
in
contained
with
one
line
in
moreover,
is,
This proposal
at the
Parliament
by
was
adopted
which
inter-institutional dialogue on certain budgetary matters,

The creation of a budget

June 1977 part-session.

Draft amendment No 160
Progressrve
Mr Cointat, Mr Terrenoire and Mr Yeats, on behalf of the Group of European

oii.a ty

Democrats

Section

[Il

Commission

-

(A) Exltenditure

2

Trtle

Chapter 28
Article 282
-

Btritdings, equipment and miscellaneous administratrve expenditure
Subsidies for balancing budgets
European communities' Institute for Economrc Analysis and Research

Enter appropriations of 3 000 000 EUA

(B) Reuenue
Increase revenue accordinglY

(Cl Renarks
Unchanged

JUSTIFICATION

on l0 october
The commission's proposal concerning this Institute was submitted to the councrl
1975 the
April
2l
on
1976'
March
l1
on
its
opinion
delive"red
Parliament
European
The
1975.
proposal'
Commission amended its original
level of economic,
This project is intended to meet a real need, mainly for_study at community
of European integration and
."i.[..y, i.arstrial and ,o.ia prott.-s arising from the piocess development
and policies'
research into long-term problems connected witi the Community's
in
thi tlZ8 budget
entered
appropriatrons
and.the
The project should therefore be got underway
to be rather
period elapsing betwee"n the decision and its'imptementation is beginning

,ii..'tt,.
long.

t++

Draft amendment No l6l

taUiea Uy Mr Cointat, Mr Terrenoire and Mr Yeats, on behall of the Group
Democrats

Section

III

-

ol

European Progressive

Commission

(A) Expenditure

Title

3

Chapter 35
Article 355
Item 3550
-

Expenditure on specific Proiects undertaken by the Institution
Protection of man and his envtronment
Consumer protection and information
Consumer Protection studies

Increase appropriations by 70 000 EUA
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(B) Reaenue

Increase revenue accordingly

(c) Remarks
Unchanged

JUSTTFTCATTON

The defence of consumer interests is acquiring increasing importance in the life of our
citizens.
a problem that the European Community- cannot ig:nore. Adequate funds must thereforeItbeis
earmarked for consumer protection and information.

Draft amendment No

162

tabled by Mr Cointat, Mr Terrenoire and Mr Yeats, on behalf of the Group
Democrats

Section

III

of European

progressive

Commission

-

(A) Expenditure

Title

3

Article 355
Chapter

create

35

Expenditure on specific projects undertaken by the Institution
Protection of man and his environmenr
Consumer protection and information

a neu Item JJJ2;

Enter an appropriation

of

consumer protection and information measures.
100

000 EUA

(B) Reoenue
Increase revenue accordingly

(C\ Remarks
New item
Resolution of the Council
Ministers of 24 April 1975 adopting a preliminary programme for a
.of
consumer Protection and information policy and in particuiar poinis 42, 43, 44 and 45
thereof.
These measures are intended to provide financiai support for pilot projects in consumer
-of
education, to Promote the production and dissemination
teaching maierials in the member
countries, to assist non-Sovernmental institutions and organizations In their work of furthering

consumer protection and information and to undertake specific public awareness campaigni
; officials of consumer organizations).
(Text of the preliminary draft budget)
(academic personnel and instructors

JUSTTFTCATTON

The iustification is contained in the remarks.
It is generally recognized that_the question of consumer education is assuming growing importance
Defying att logic, the council has deleted the budget line".irrespo-nding to this

[.:::.:"..rnity.

++r
Draft amendment No

153

tabled by Mr Cointat, Mr Terrenoire and Mr Yeats, on behalf of the Group
Democrats

Section

III

-

Commission

(A) Exfenditure

Title

5

-

Social and Regional Funds
Create a new chapter.

of European

progressive
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Chapter

59

Aid to disaster victims in the Community

-

Enter appropriations of 5 000 000 EUA

(B) Reuenue
Increase revenue accordinglY

(C) Remarks
Article 400 of the budgets for previous financial years covered disaster.aid both outside and
the
inside the Community. Since ttre 1977 budget the former Article 400 has been split bet'ween
951.
Article
and
59
ChaPter
present
(Text of the preliminary draft budget)
JUSTIFICATION

lf the Communiry wants :o show its solidarity with victims of disasters and other natural catastrophes
in the Communiry, then it must clearly earmork appropriations for aid to. victims of such disasters'
This was in fact the policy adopted by the Communiry in connection with the 1976 drought, the
Friuli earthquake and the floods in the south-west.
It is precisely the purpose of Lhis amendment to render possible prompt community action,
although lt ii recognizid that after an initial contribution it might be necessary to resort to a
bud[et if it is decided that aid ought to be supolieC on a larger scale'
of
this relatively modest budget contribution will therefore in no way undermine the
adoption
The
supple-merrt"ry

of the budgetary authority.

prerogatives

Proposed modification No 164
t"Utea Uy Mr Cointat, Mr Terrenoire and Mr Yeats' on behatf of the Group
Democrats

Section

III

-

of European

Progressive

Commission

(A) Expenditure

Title

Guarantee Section
EAGGF
Accession compensatory amounts granted
Accession compensatory amounts granted

7

-

Chapter 75

Article

750

in respect of intra-Communiry
in respect of intra-community

trade
trade

Delete this chapter and article and the relevant appropriations

(B\ Compensation

Title

4

-

Repayments and aids

to Member

States and miscellaneous

Create the following new lines and enter the following appropriations

chapter 43
Article 430

-

Accession compensatory amounts granted
Accession compensatory amounts granted

in

:

respect of intra-community trade

in respect of intra-Community

trade

Enter appropriations of 30 000 000 EUA

(C) Remarks
Enter the following remarks under Article 430

:

This appropriation is to cover the accession compensatory amounts provided for in Article 55 of
the Act of Accession.
JUSTIFICATION
Appropriations for compensatory amounts should be kept separate_ from those for agricultural
.*p.ndi,rr. proper. The'cost of iompensatory amounts is not due to the normal functioning of the
agiicuttural policy, but rather to difficulties encountered in the economic and monetary field'
4,
Appropriations for compensatory amounts are therefore transferred from Title 7, EAGGF' to Title
'm iscellan eous'.
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Proposed modification No 165
tabled by Mr Cointat, Mr Terrenoire and Mr Yeats, on behalf oI the Group of European Progressive
Democrats

Section

III

-

Commission

(A) Expenditure

Title

7

-

Chapter 78

Article 780
Item 7800

EAGGF
- Guarantee Section
Monetary compensatory amounts
Monetary compensatory amounts

in respect of intra-Community trade
Monetary_compensatory amounts on imports paid or levied by importing

Item 7802

-

Member States
Monetary compensatory amounts on imports paid by exporting Member
States on behalf of importing Member states
Monetary compensatory amounts on exports paid or levied by exporting
Member States

Article

-

Monetary compensatory amounts
countries

-

above the levy

Item

7801

-

781

Item 7810
Item

781 I

-

in respect of trade with non-Community

Portion of monetary compensatory amounts granted on imports over and
Monetary compensatory amounts on exports

Delete this chapter, these articles and items and the relevant appropriations

(B) Compensation

Title

4

-

Repayments and aids

to Member

States and miscellaneous

Create the following new lines and enter the following appropriations

:

Amount to be entered

44
440

Chapter

Article
Item

Item

4400

4401

Monetary compensatory amounts

article) Monetary compensarory
- (new
amounts in respect of intra-Communiry trade
item)
Monetary compensatory
- (new
amounts on imports paid or levied by
-

importing Member

States

(new item)

Monetary compensatory

t

4402

-

441

000 EUA

130 000

000 EUA

amounts on imports paid by exporting
Member States on behalf of importing

(new item)
amounts

on

Monetary compensatory
exports paid or levied by

exporting Member

Article

400

-167

Member States

Item

271 000 000 EUA

States

article) Monetary compensarory
- (new
amounts in respect of trade with

_

l3g 000 000 EUA
562 100000 EUA

non-Communiry countries

Item

Item

4410
441

I

-

(new item)

portion of monetary
on imports

compensatory amounts granted
over and above the levy

(new item)
amounts on exports

129 200

000 EUA

20 600

000 EUA

Monetary compensatory

(C) Renrarhs
Enter the following remarks

Article 440 (formerly Article

:

780)

The appropriations under this article provide for the monetary compensatory amounts charged
or granted on intra-Community trade in accordance with Council Regulation (EEC) No 974771
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followrng the temporary
on certain short-term economic measures to be taken in agriculture
Member States' as last
certain
of
currencies
the
for
fluctuation
of
margins
the
of
widening
557176'
amended by Regutation (EEC) No

Item 4400
States

charged.
Monetary compensatory amounts in respect of -imPorts.are
l',Y:ibtt
a depreciated currency'
appreciaied .rir.n.y and granted by Member States with

with

an

Item 440i
MonetarycomPensatoryamountsinrespectof-imports.into,Memberstalllwithadepreciated
reference here is to imports into Italy
currency may be granted ly .-p"ui.g lti.n,be, States. The
to imports into Ireland from the
and
States
Member
Ither
th.
iro,,,
Kingdom
and the United
974171)'
United Kingdom (Ait. 2a of Regulation No

Item

4402

MonetarycomPensatoryamountsinrespectofexportsarecharged.bylvlemberStateswitha
an appreciated currency'
depreciaied .rir.n.y and granted by Member States with
Article 441 (formerly Article

781)

Item 4410

levy is at Present, owing to the
The portion of compensatory amounts which-exceeds the import
g74l7l,
chargeable to the EAGGF.
expenditure
suspension of Article i^ 121' ,t Regulation No
expenditure'
The appropriation for this item covers this cateSory of

Item

4411

ThisappropriationcoversthemonetarycompensatoryamountspaidforexPortstonon-member

countries Pursuant to Regulation (EEC) No 974171'
a depreciated currency deduct
The monetary .o-p.rrr*.y amounts which Member States with
(EEC) No 97al71
to
pursuant
from refunds on exports to non-member countries
.Regulation
sectors concerned' since
the
in
re(unds
ihe
from
deduction
by
irrio
taken
continue to be
"..orn,
serious practical difficulties'
the recording of these amounts in separate accounts Presents

JUSTIFICATION

from those for agricultural
Appropriations for compensatory amounts should be kePt separate.
not due to the normal functioning of the
is
amounts
iompensatory
of
cost
The
proper.
expenditure
field.
.gli.rttrr.t iolicy but to difficulties encouniered in the economic and monetary
7, EAGGF' Guarantee
Title
from
transferred
therefore
are
a.mounts
Appropriations for compensatory
S.aion, to Title 4, 'miscellaneous''
are net figures broken
In the draft budget the entries relating to monetary comPensatory amounts
revenue and expenditure
total
the
reflect
do-.not
entries
These
.*for,r.
.na
down into imports
from budgetary transparency and
resulting from monetary ."t-p."rr,".y amounts, which detracts
precision.

total expenditure resulting from
This amendment brings out clearly the total revenue and the
to the Community

words the cost
monetary comPensatory u.ouno. T,h. n.t expenditure, in other
on trade within the Community,
granted
and
&arged
amounts
.o-p.nrriof
monetary
budget of
remains the same.

Proposed modification No 155
on behalf of the Group
tabled by Mr Cointat, Mr Terrenoire and Mr Yeats,
Democrats

Section

III

-

of European

Progressive

Commission

(A) ExPenditure

Title

8

chapter
^

8'l --

EAGGF

Guidance Section

(pursuant to the
common measures for the reform of agricultural structures
Council resolution of 25 May 1971)
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Article 810
Item 8105

-

of the European Parliament

common measures for the reform of agricurturar structures
Special aid

for young

farmers

Enter an appropriation of 4 000 000 EUA

(B) Reuenue
Increase revenue accordingly

(C) Renarhs
Unchanged

JUSTIFICATION

This item

cover expenditure ansing from the Commission proposal to the Council of 3
_to
December 1974. The Commisston proporis to give aid at fixed d.jrersiu. rates- ro young
farmers
while they are implementing a development plan (maximum of fivl years).
The aid- is intended to offset the additional expenditure incurred by young farmtirs who
have been
farming for only a shorttime and are-implenienting a development pf.n. fti. therefore.essential
that
the Commission should have funds thai will enable it to get this'project under way as
qurcl<ly as
is

possible.

-i++

Proposed modification No 167
tabled by Mr Cointat, Mr Terrenoire and Mr Yeats, on behalf of the Group
Democrats

Section

III

-

of European

progressive

Commission

(A) Exlenditure

Title 9

92
Article 921
ltem 92ll
Chapter

Cooperation with developing countries and non-member states
Food aid
Food aid in milk products
1978 skimmed

mrlk powder programme

Enter appropriations of 20 000 000 EUA

(B)

Rec'enue

Increase revenue accordingly

(C) Rorurks
Unchanged

JUSTIFICATION
This item is to cover the supply in 1978 of 150000 tonnes of skimmed milk
powder to developing
countries, particularly those most in need, to help make up their food shoaflil.
The Community holds in stock more than I 300 000 ronnes of skimmed milk powder.
The
absorption capacity of the world market is minimal, whereas th. ..quir.-.nts
of the developing
countries are far from being met.
In v.iew of the quantities of skimmed milk which the Communrry still holds in
stock and
of the developing countries, it appears justifred that the Community, which adopted rtsthe needs
200 000
tonne programme rn March 1975, should sustarn its effort.
These appropriattons can allow the proiect to get under way rapidly.
The remaining appropriations
necessary_to^finance this programme, in other words l5l 370 000
EUA, are entered as a reserve under

Chapter 100.

Sitting of \flednesday, 26 October

Proposed modification

No

249

1977

168

tabled by Mr Cointat, Mr Terrenoire and Mr Yeats on behalf of the Group of European Progressive
Democrats

Section

III

-

Commission

(A) Expenditure

Title

Cooperation with developing countries and non-member states
Food aid
Food aid in milk products
1978 skimmed milk powder programme

9

Chapter 92

Article

921

Item 921I
Unchanged

(B) Reaenue
Unchanged

(C) Remarks
Replace the second paragraph by the following text:
The appropriation for commitment authorized lor 1978 is 189 300 000 EUA
The timetable of payments relating to a commitment is as Iollows :

(n

17t 370 000

l7

ELrA)

930 000

JUSTTFTCATION

This item is to cover the supply in 1978 of 150000 tonnes of skimmed milk powder to developing
countries, particularly those in most need, to help make up their food shortfall.
The Community holds a stock of more than 1 300 000 tonnes of skimmed milk powder. The
absorption capacity of the world market is minimal, whereas the requirements of the developing
countries are far from being met.
In view of the quantities of skimmed milk which the Community still holds in stock and the
requirements of the developing countries, it appears iustified that the Communiry, which adopted its
200 000 tonne programme in March 1975, should sustain its effort.

t++

Draft amendment No 159
tabled by Mr Cointat, Mr Terrenoire and Mr Yeats, on behalf of the Group
Democrats

Section

III

-

Commission

(A\ Expenditure

Title

l0

Chapter 100

-

Other expenditure
Provisional appropriations

Increase appropriations

(B\

by l5l 370000 EUA

Reuenue

Increase revenue accordingly

of European

Progressive

210

of the European Parliament

Debates

(C) Renarht
Add a new paragraph:

Item 921I

milk powder programme : t51

1978 skrmmed

-

370

000 EUA.

JUSTIFICATION
The. entry under Chapter 100 of the addrtronal appropriations required to frnance the milk powder
food aid Programme will enable the Community to show its genuine determination to come to the
assrstance of the countnes in greatest distress and will avord thi need for a supplementary budget for
a measure that is totally predictable.

Draft amendmenr No

170

tabled by Mr Corntat, Mr Terrenoire and Mr Yeats, on behalf of the Group
Democrats

III

Sectron

-

of European

Progressive

Commission

(A) Expendrture

Title -l

Article -170
Chapter -37

Create

Expendrture on specifrc proiects undertaken by the Institutron
Expenditure in the industrial and transport sectors
Pro;ects

in the data-processing

a new Item 3703: Support for

a

sector

joint apphed research pro;ect on very highly integrated

clrcults

Make a token entry.

(B) Rtrcntrr
Unchanged

(C) llcnta

t k.,

NttL'tttnr
Article

2.1.5 of the EEC Treaty
Councrl Resolurron o( l5 July 1974
Proposal for a four-year programme submrued on 9 November 1976 (Doc. coM(75) .524)
Thrs rtem ls to cover expendtture anstng from a ;ornt applred research proiect on very hrghty

rntegrated Clrcutts.

The arms of the programme are

:

product standardrzatron and rationahzation,
collaboratrve rattonalization of technrcal specificatrons for the purchase of equrpment,
poolrng of the results of advanced basic research,

- optlnlzation of thc use avarl.rble resources,
- payment of experts and o[
related mrscellancous or sccretarral servlces.
JUSTIFICATION

The Europcan Parlrament has always shown the
rntcgratcd crrcurts capabrlrty,
p

rn

partrcular

keenest lnterest ln the creation of a European
the Comnrissron to put forward practical

by urgrng

roposn ls.

Thc rnsertron of a buclgctary lrnc wrth I token
tlcmonstratrng Parltantcnt's wrll rn tlrrs sector.

entry agalnst

rt rs therefore a political

acr

2lt
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Draft amendment No l7l
tabled by Mr Yeats, Mr Cointat and Mr Terrenoire, on behalf of the Group of European Progresstve
Democrats

Section

III

Commission

-

(A) Expendtture

Title

5

Chapter

55
-

Social and Regional Funds
European Regional Development Fund

Increase appropriations by 400

m EUA

(B) Retenue

by 250 m EUA

Increase revenue

(C) Conrfensation

in

Delete

Chapter 100, point (15) 'Regional Fund', the appropriation

of

140 m EUA

(D) Renarhs
Increase the draft budget commitment appropriations (398
m EUA and therefore add the followrng remarks :

m EUA under Chapter

100)

by I

102

The appropriation for commrtment authorized for 1978 is 1500000000 EUA.
The estimated schedule of payments agalnst commltments ls as follows
.

Payments

Commrtmenls

1975177

1978

l300mu.a.

I 500mEUA

t97S/77

t978

t979

850

325
250

125

400

800

Total

l 980

I

300 m u.a.
345 m EUA

I

500 m EUA

96
300

JUSTIFICATION
The Councit has proposed commitment appropriatjons of 398 m EUA and Payment appropriations
of 140 m EUA foi thl Regional Fund in the 1978 Budget both of whrch are entered rn Chapter 100
there is no question as to the
This amendmenr puts baik these approprrations in Chapter 55
must
be I 500 m EUA rf the Fund
appropriations
The
commitment
Fund.
Rigional
existence of the
is to be adequate to-meet the real needs of the underdeveloped regtons. Thrs figure corresponds wtth
thc original proposals of the Commissron allowrng for rnflation and the natural expansion of the
Fund a'fter ttrree'years. The increase in the payment appropriatrons is to allow a faster flow of funds
ro the regions so that development can be speeded up and unemployment reduced.
The Regronal Fund provides a ready means for Community aid rn reducing unemployment,
particularly

in

the uncierdeveloped regrons where unemployment levels are highest. Regronal Fund

aid Ior rnfrastructure proiects .r.utei employment rn construction and allred fields and ard for
iudustrial projects also creates direct employment ln the industries being estabLshed.

+++
Draft amendment No

172

tabled by Mr Yeats, Mr Corntat and Mr Terrenoire, on behalf of the Group
Democrats
Sectron

III

-

of European

Commtssion

(A) E.rfcndttttrt

Title .l

-

Expendrturc on spectftc prolects undcrtaken bv the Instrtutron

Progressrve
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Chapter

35

Article 359

-

of the European Parliament

Protection of man and his environment
Grant towards the operation of the European Foundation for the Improvement
of Living and rVorking Conditions

Increase appropriations by 255 000 EUA

(B) Retenue
Increase revenue accordingly

(C) Remarks
Unchanged

JUSTIFICATION

This amendment puts back the appropriations proposed by the Commission
These appropriations are necessary
it is responsible.

if the

-

2 555

000 EUA.

Foundation is to properly undertake the activities for which

Draft amendment No 173
tabled by Mr Yeats, Mr Cointat and Mr Terrenoire, on behal( of the Group of European Progressive
Democrats

Section

III

Commission

-

(A) Expenditure

Title

J

Article 353
Chapter

35

Expenditure on specrfic projects undertaken by the Institution
Protection of man and his envrronment
Public health studies and measures

Increase appropriations by 50 000 EUA

(B) Reuenue
Increase revenue accordingly

(C) Remarks
Unchanged

JUSTIFICATION
This amendment puts back the appropriations proposed by the Commission.
They are necessary if any progress is to be made in solving the problems arising out of such'social
diseases' as nicotine poisoning, drug addiction and absenteeism.

Draft amendment No 174
tabled by Mr Yeats, Mr Cointat and Mr Terrenoire, on behalf of the Group of European Progressive
Democrats

Section

III

-

Commission

(A) Exttendrture

Title 3
Chapter

35

-

Expenditure on specific projects undertaken hy the Institution
Protection of man and his environment
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Article 352
Item 3520

-

Health protection, hygiene and safety at the place of work
Health protection, hygiene and safety at the place of work

Increase appropriations by 325 000 EUA

(B) Retenue
Increase revenue accordingly

(C) Renarks
Unchanged

JUSTIFICATION

This amendment puts back the amount proposed by the Commission

-

850

000 EUA. These

appropriations are necessary to ensure the success of the action programme concerned with hygiene
and safety at work, the heatth of the worker, job enrichment etc. under the Environmental Action
Programme and the Social Action Programme

t++

Draft amendment No 175lrev.
tabled by Mr Years, Mr Corntat and Mr Terrenoire, on behall of the Group
Democrats
Section

III

-

of European

Progressive

Commission

(A) Erptnditure
Expenditure on spectfic proiects undertaken by the Institution

Trtle 3

Expenditure in the social sector
Chapter 30
Pilot research projects on action to combat
Article 305
Increase payment appropriations

by

640

poverty.

000 EUA

(B) Rtrtnut
Increase revenue accordingly

(C) Rcnarks
Enter commrtment appropriatrons of 5 000 000 EUAr for 1978 and therefore add the following
comments

:

Payments

Commltments
t975

t975:

2.500 000

1976:

2 485 000

1976

I

462 000

784 000

180 000

I 49r

1978:5 000000

1979

994 000

a

I

270 000
540 000

I 240 000
2 616 000

2 904 000

a:
b -

aSarnst a paymenl aPpropilatlon
automatrc carry-over

ol I

170000

la bt

1980

a

000 b

990 000

1977:3 500000

t978

1977

1977

rThrs text rs brndrng wrrhrn rhc mcanrng of Arttcle l6(c) of the Ftnanctal Regulatron of 25 Aprll
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JUSTIFICATION
The Council deleted the commitment appropriations of 5m EUA proposed by the Commission for
1978' This amendment puts back these commitment appropriation, ,nd sets aside an extra
540 000
EUA as payment appropriations for 1978.
There is no fustification for stopping the Community's policy ro combat poverry. poverty does exrst
and this programme is one of the clearest ways of showing the communrty's'human iace.
Thus the programme should be continued.

Draft amendment No 177
tabled by Mr Yeats, Mr Cointat and Mr Terrenoire, on behalf of the Group ot European progressive

Democrats

Section

III

Commission

-

(A) Exl>enditure

Title

3

Article 304
Chapter

30

Expendrture on specific projects undertaken by the Institution
Expenditure in the social sector
Measures in support of and with the partlcipatlon of movements which could
increase the effectiveness of the social policy of the Community.

Increase appropnarions

by

100

000 EUA.

(B) Ilcrunnc
Increase revenue accordingly

(C) Rntarks
Unchanged

JUSTIFICATION
This amendment Puts back the Commissron proposal for 300 000 EUA. It is to support movemer)ts
concerned

with migrant workers, handicapped persons and women

priority under the socral action programme.

-

groups

whith were

accorded

Draft amendment No 178
tabled by Mr Yeats, Mr Cointat and Mr Terrenoire, on behalf of the Group of European progressive
Democrats

Section

III

-

Commission

(A) Exftndittrrt

Title 3

Expenditure

on specific pro.iects undertaken by the Institutron
30
Experrditure in the social sector
Article 305
Community measures under the employment policy
Item .1051
Cooperation berween the national employment services
Chapter

Increase appropriatrons

by

I 50

(B) lltttnur
Inrrcase rcvellue accordinglv

000 EpA
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(C) Renarks
Unchanged

JUSTIFICATION

This amendment puts back the Commission proposal for 400 000 EUA. It is necessary for the
organization of training courses for national officials so that they can properly implement
Community policies.

Draft amendment No

179

tabled by Mr Yeats, Mr Cointat and Mr Terrenoire, on behalf
Democrats

Section

(lt)

III

of the Group of European

Progressive

Commission

-

Expenditure

Title

3

Article 305
Item 3050
30

Chapter

Expenditure on specific proiects undertaken by the Institution
Expenditure in the social sector
Community measures under the employment policy
Research and action Programme on labour market trends

lncrease appropriations by 50 000 EUA

(B) Retenue
Increase revenue accordingly

(C) Remarks
Unchanged
JUSTTFTCATION

This amendment puts back the Commission proposal for

450

000 EUA. This expenditure

is

harmonize the methods of compiling employment statistics in the Member States.
Because of the use of different methods it is impossible to compare e.g. unemployment statlstics in
the different Member States. A common system is necessary so that the Community can have
uniform data. Such data is essential for Community action against unemPloyment'
necessary

to

+{{
Draft amendment No 180
tabled by Mr Yeats, Mr Herbert and Mr Nolan, on behalf of the Group of European Progressive
Democrats

Section

III

-

Commission

(A) Exltenditure

Title 2

26
Article 256
Chapter

Buildings, equipment and miscellaneous administrative expenditure
Expenditure on studies, surveys and consultations
Regional studies at the request of the Member States

Increase appropriations

by 150000 EUA

(B) Ret'enue
Increase revenue accordingly

(C) Remarks
Unchanged
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JUSTIFICATION
The Irish and British Governments have decided to increase cooperation in the Irish border region.
Two limited studies have already been proposed on communicaiions in the Derry-Donegal re-gion
and fishing in the Irish Sea. Both studies have been approved for Community financial-aid. "
The extra expenditure will allow for more comprehensive socio-economic studies of the whole Irish
border region to be undertaken with financial assistance from the Communiry.
The proposed appropriations are 340 000 EUA. The increase will raise this to 500 000 EUA.

+t+

Draft amendment No

183

tabled by Mr Yeats, Mr Cointat and Mr Terrenoire, on behalf
Democrats

Section

III

of the Group of European

Progressive

Commission

-

(A\ Expenditure

Title

3

Article 301
Item 3010
Chapter

30

Expenditure on specific projects underraken by the Institution
Expenditure in the social sector
Tasks entrusted to the Commission in the field of vocational training
European Centre for the Development of Vocational Training

Increase appropriations by 202 500 EUA

(B) Ret'enue
Increase revenue accordingly

(C) Remarks
Unchanged

JUSTIFICATION
The European Centre for the Development of Vocational Training was set up in 1975 and is siluated
in Berlin. It depends on Community funding to exist. If its budget is cut back it cannot carry on its
current level of activities and

will not be

able to undertake new activities.

This increase puts back the amount proposed by the Commission giving a total of 3 002 500 EUA.

{++

Draft amendment No 184/corr.
tabled by Mr Cointat, Mr Terrenoire and Mr Yeats, on behalf of the Group
Democrats

Section

III

-

of European

Progressive

Commission

(A) Expenditure

Title 2

Buildings, equipment and

miscellaneous administrative expenditure
27
Expenditure on publishing and information
Atticle 272
Expenditure on the dissemination of information and on participation in
- public events
Item 2729
Information projects relating to direct elections to the European Parliament
-

Chapter

Increase appropriations by 2 000 000 EUA, which remain frozen

on the line

Sitting of l7ednesday, 26 October 1977

(B) Reunue
Increase revenue accordrngly

(C) Renarks

In the last

sentence replace 'concertation' by agreement'

Add the following sentence : 'this appropriation to be released with the agreement of Parliament'

JUSTIFICATION
Since direct elections are to be held in the near future it is important to make arrangements Ior an
information campaign that will ensure maximum Participation by the electorate'
The minimum amount needed to ensure that the public in the Member States is adequately
informed on direct elections is 3 000 000 EUA. These funds would be used by the Commission
workrng in coniunction with alt organizations concerned with preparations for the electoral
campaign and would in particular cover subsidtes to the political parties'

The G.oup of European Progressive Democrats does not propose that the appropriations requested

by the Commission be reinstated in their entirery, since it has noted that, in particular, in the energy
sector, the Commission has frequently gone back on its initial estimates following discussion with

the Council.
Moreover,

it is preferable that the

European Parliament itself should receive a higher allocation of

funds for this information campaign.

Draft amendment No 185
tabled by Mr Yeats, Mr Herbert and Mr Nolan, on behalf of the Group of European Progressive
Democrats

Section

III

-

Commission

(A) Exfcndittre

Title

l0

Chapter 100

-

Other expenditure
Provisional appropriations

Increase appropriations by 20 000 EUA

(B) Retenut
Increase revenue accordrngly

(C) Rtnarkt
Amend (5) as follows :
Rent: Luxembourg Olhce 494 000 EUA
(5) Art. 210
Northern Ireland Office, 20 000 EUA

JUSTIFICATION
Thrs rncrease in appropriatrons is to provrde for the rental of premtses in Northern Ireland for a
Commission Press and Information sub-office. Northern lreland is the most turbulent region of the
Community. Whrle the acrrvrties of the Communrty offer many hopes and opportunitres for frnding
a solutron to many of its basrc problems, the Communrty is not wrdely known rn this region. The
presence of a Commission PresJand Information sub-office tn Northern Ireland would increase the
awareness of tlre Communrty and rts role in contrlbuting to a peaceful soltltion
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No

of the European Parliament

185

tabled by the Group of European Progressive Democrats
Section

III

-

Commission

(A) Exltenditure

Title

European Agricultural Guidance and Guarantee Fund

8

Chapter 82

Article
Item

820

8202

- Guidance Section
Common measures concerning the marketing and processing of
- products

agricultural

Common measures concerning the marketing and processing of agricultural
products (pursuant to the Council Resolution of 25 May l97l)
Marketing and processing of agricultural products

-

Unchanged
(B) Rec'enue

Unchanged

(C) Remarks
Expenditure against this rtem

in

of Council Regulation (EEC)
to improve the conditions under which

1978 arises from the application

No 355/77 of l5 February 1977 on common

measures

agricultural products are processed and marketed (OJ No L 5l of 2.1 Fehruary .1977). This
instrument provides for aid, over a period of frve years, for public, semr-public or private
investment projects.

The purpose of the measures is to improve the conditrons under which agricultural products are
processed and sold, so that the processing and sellrng sectors can offer reasonable prices to
producers of basic agricultural products, create a greater and more regular demand for
agricultural products, improve export channels and facilitate marketing ol agrrcultural products

from the remoter areas of the Community.
The appropriation for commitment authorized for 1978 rs 150000000 EUAr. The estrmated
schedule of payments against commitments is as follows :
Commrtments

1978:

160 000 000

Payments

t978

1979

4 000 000

l 5 000 000

r

I

980

40 000 000

JUSTIFICATION
The amount of aid proposed for 1978 in thrs sector
aid for projects whrch wrll rmprove the
- and marketed compares badly wrth
condtttons under which agricultural products are processed
commrtment aopropriations in previous years. In 1977 commltment appropnatlons
were 171.2 m
u.a. and in 1976 they were 235.47 m u.a. (ltem 8202 in 1977).
The commrtment appropriations of 80 m EUA are totally rnadequate to meet the dcnrand rn this
scctor. At the very least they need to be doubled to 150 m EUA. Year after ycar excellent pro,ecrs
have becn refused ard from thc Community because of a lack of funds.

This amendment wrll not result rn any lncrease rn expendrture

IThrs rext rs brn<irng

wrrhrn rhc mcanrng

in l97tl.

ol Artrclc l6(c) ol thc Fttranctal Regtrl,rtron ot 25 Aprrl

197-)
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Proposed modification

No

187

tabled by the Group of European Progressive Democrats

Section

III

Commission

-

(lt) Expenditure
Title

8

Chapter 80

Article

800

European Agricultural Guidance and Guarantee Fund
Guidance Section
Projects for the improvement of agricultural structures provided for under Art.
13 of Regulation No 17l64lEEC
Projects for the improvement of agricultural structures provided for under Art.
13 of Regulation No l7l64lEEC

-

Unchanged

(B) Reuenue
Unchanged

(C) Remarks
Expenditure to be incurred in 1978 under this item arises from the application of Regulation No
17/641EEC and Article 5(4) of Regulation (EEC) No 729170. Pursuant to Regulation (EEC) No
729170 such part of the annual amount of 325 million u.a. as is not used for common measures
and special measures is to be used for the EAGGF financing, as to 25 % of eligible expenditure

actually incurred, of projects for the improvement of agricultural structures.
ln 1978 the common and special measures will take up the entire amount of 325 m u.a. allotted
to the Guidance Sectron of the EAGGF ; consequently, new commitments will have to be
otherwise provided for rn 1978.
The appropriation for commitment authorized for 1978 is 50 000 000 t. The estimated schedule
of payments against commitments is as follows :
Commrtments

977

Paynnents

91 200 000

t978

1977

1979

l 980

22 000 000
1 8 000 000

49 200 000
42 000 000

l 5 000 000

35 000 000

55 000 000

l 25 200 000

+ 80 000 000)

(

:ntered against

tem 8202

1978
TOT,'AL

in

6 000 000
(8000 000)

1977

l4

000 000

l 2 000 000

50 000 000
221 200 000

1

4 000 000

26 000 000

JUSTIFICATION
This amendment inserts 50 m EUA in commitment appropriations where a token entry exists. These
appropriations are necessary to finance such individual projects as rural infrastructure (water,
electricity, roads), drainage, making good flood damage, and reafforestation. Such projects are not
covered by Regulation (EEC) No 3.55/77 (Budget Item 8202).
Such projects have been financed in the past under Art. t3 of Regulation lTl6alEEC but are now
totally excluded from Community aid unless appropriations are provrded for here.
This amendment will not result in any increase in expenditure in 1978.

rThis text is

brndrng wrthrn the meanrng of Artrcle l5(c) o( the Ftnanctal Regulatron

of 25 Aprrl

197.).
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Draft amendment No 189
tabled by Mr Scott-Hopkins and Lord Bessborough on behalf of the European Conservative Group
Section

III

Commission

-

(A) Expenditure

Title

5

Replace

and Regional Funds
- Social
European Regional Development
Chapter 55 by the following

Chapter

55

Chapter

55

two chapters

-

Article 550
Article 55!
Chapter

56
-

Article 560
Article 561

-

Fund
:

European Regional Development Fund
Community measures in support of national regional policies

in industry, the
to encourage infrastructure investment

Measures to encourage investment

Measures

trades and the service sector

European Regional Development Fund
Specific Community measures
Interest rebates and exchange rate guarantees

Other measures

(B) Reuenue
Unchanged

(C) Remarks
None

JUSTIFICATION
The budgetary entry for appropriations in respect of the European Regional Development Fund is
not adequately subdivided and does not differentiate between the various Commission activities in
this field. A division into four new articles will better reflect the Fund's activities.
The distribution of appropriations among these new articles should take account of the estimates
forwarded by the Commission.
The Commission, which is responsible for the implementation of the Budget, will be able to make
transfers within and between Chapters 55 and 56 in accordance with the Financial Regulatron.

+++
Draft amendment No 190
tabled by Lord Bethell and Mr Spicer, on behalf of the European Conservative Group
Section

III

-

Commission

(Al Exltenditure
Title 3

Expenditure on specific projects undertaken by the Institutron

35
Protection of man and his environment
Article 353
Public health studies and measures
Chapter

Increase appropriations

by

50

000 EUA

(B) Rewnue
Increase revenue accordingly

(C) Rcmarhs
Unchanged

JUSTIFICATION
This amendment reinstates the Council's cut-back in the appropriations for thrs article, a cut-back
for which the Council gave no reason.
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In restoring these appropriations the European Conservative Group has particularly in mind the need
to provide sufficient means for the development of a Community strateg'y against drugs and drug
addiction.

Dralt amendment No l9[
tabled by Mrs Elaine Kellett-Bowman on behalf of the European Conservative Group
Section

III

-

Commission

(A) Exltenditure

Trtle 5

Social and Regional Funds

New Social Fund
50
Ard to the agricultural
Article 500
Chapter

Increase the payment appropriation

lor

and textiles sectors
1978

by 19000000 EUA

(B) Ikrcnue
Increase revenue

by 13000000

EUA

(C) Confcnsation
Transfer the reserve of 5000000 EUA under Chapter 100(15) to Article 500

JUSTIFICATION

In vrew of the continuing senous difficulties of the textile rndustry, the Councrl was wrong both to
reduce approprratrons for this artrcle and to transfer further appropriatrons out of this article and into
Anicle 100. Accordingly this amendment transfers from Chapter 100 (l.t) to Article 500 the
appropnatlon in questron, and relnstates rn full the appropnatrons requested by the Commtsston.

Draft amendment No 192
tabled by Mrs Elarne Kellett-Bowman on behalf of the European Conservatrve Group
Scction

III

-

Commrssron

(A\ Etlttndtttrrt
Trtle .5

Social and Regronal Funds

New Social Fund
Artrcle .501
Measures for young
Chapter 50

Increase the payment appropnatron

people

lor

1978 by 68 000 000 EUA

(B) lltttntrt
Increase revenue by

.16 000

000 EUA

(C) C0nfLn.\.ttt0n
Transfer the reserve of 32 000 000 EUA from Chapter 100

(1

5)

to Artrcle

501

JUSTIFICATION

Ilt vrew of the contrnued detenoratlon rn the youth employnrent srtuatron, the Councrl was wrong
both to rcduce appropnatlons for thrs artrcle and to transfer furthcr appropnations out of tl.ris artrcle
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and into Article 100. Accordingly this amendment transfers from Chapter 100(15) to Article 500 the
in question, and reinstates in full the appropriations requested by the Commission.

appropriation

+++
Draft amendment No 193
tabled by Mrs Elaine Kellett-Bowman on behalf of the European Conservative Group
Section

III

-

Commission

(A) Expenditure

Title

5

5l Article 510
Chapter

Regional and Social Funds
New Social Fund
Measures to improve the employment situation
sectors or groups of companies

Increase the payment appropriation f.or 1978

(B)

by

118 000

in

certain regions, economic

000 EUA

Rer.'enue

Increase revenue

by

68 500

000 EUA

(C) Conrlensation
Transfer the reserve of 49 500 000 EUA under Chapter 100 (15) to Article

.510

JUSTIFICATION

In view of the widening prosperity gap between the regions, the Council was wrong both to reduce
appropnatlons for this article and to transfer further appropriatrons out of thrs artrcle and rnto Article
100. Accordingly thrs amendment transfers from Chapter 100 (15) to Article .500 the appropriation in
questlon, and reinstates rn full the appropriatrons requested by the Commrssron.

Draft amendment No 20llcorr.
tabled by Mr Baas on behalf of the Liberal and Democratic Group
Section

III

-

Commrssron

(A) E.rltcndttrre

Title 3

Expendrture on specific projects undertaken by the Institutrorr
Other expenditure on specific projccts undertaken by the Instrtutron
Chapter 39
Add a new Article 395 : Promotion of Communrty exports to Japan
Enter an appropnatron of 2 000 000 EUA

(B) Iltrtnur
Increase revenue accordrngly

(C) I?tnrarkt
Entry rn the 1978 draft budger of an appropriation of 2000000 EUA
specrfrc measures for the promotlon of Community exports to Japan

to frnance a nun.rber of

JUSTIFICATION
The proposed actron is intended to cncourage and support the efforts of European undertakings to
pcnctrate the Japanese market by rmproving thc lnformatlon avarlablr'on thrs difficult market, by
developrng contacts between busrness crrclc.s and supportrng certaln trade actrvltles.
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Draft amendment No 202
tabled by the Liberal and Democratic Group
Section

III --

Commission

(A) Expenditure

Title

2

Chapter

Article

27

272

Item 2720

-

Expenditure on publishing and information
Expenditure on the dissemination of information and

-

Expenditure

on

partrcrpation in

public events

Increase appropriations

o the

in public

participation

dissemination

of

rnformation, populanzation

and

events

by 2 a00 000 EUA.

(B) Reunue
Increase revenue accordingly.

(C) Remarks
Purchase and distribution

of

80 000 copies

of the Common Market telephone drrectory.

JUSTIFICATION
This directory, produced at the suggestion of Jean Rey when he was Presrdent of the Commissron,
not only comprises many pages of information on the European Communities, but rs also one of the
best ways of making the key sectors and political and administrative crrcles in our Member States
aware of the realrty of Europe; the directory rs also a useful and valuable reference work.

Proposed modification No 203
tabled by Mr ScotrHopkins and Lord Bessborough, on behalf

Section

III

-

of the European Conservattve Group

Commission

(A) Expenditure

Title 8
Chapter

Article

80

800

Chapter

8l

Article 810
Item 8100
Item 8101
Item 8102
Item 8103
Item 8104
Item 8105
Chapter

83

Article 831
Item 8310
Article 832
Item 8320
Item 8321
Item 8322
Article 834

EAGGF, Guidance Section
Projects for the improvement of agriculturaI structures provrded for under
Article 13 of Regulation No l7l54lEEC
Proiects for the rmprovement of agricultural structures provrded for under
Article 13 of Regulation No l7l54lEEC
Common measures for the reform of agricultural structures (pursuant to the
Council Resolution of 25 May l97l)
Common measures for the reform of agricultural structures
Modernization of farms
Cessation of farming and reallocation of land for structural rmprovement
Vocational gurdance and trarnrng
Mountain and hill farming in certain less-favoured areas
Forestry measures for rmprovement of agricultural structures
Specral aid for young farmers

Common measures in particular sectors
Beef and veal sectors
Premiums to encourage the development of beef and veal productron
Fruit and vegetable sector

of fruit trees
of horticultural production under
Reorganizatron of frurt productron

Statrstrcal surveys
Reorganization

Farm structure sector

glass
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Item 8340
Article 835
Item 8350
Article 835
Item 8360
Item 8361

88

Chapter

of the European Parliament

Farm structure survey

Wine

sector

Conversion premium

Milk

sector

Premium for the non-rnarketing of milk and for the conversion of dairy herds
Premiums for the cessation of dairy farming
Appropriations set aside in previous financial years to finance expenditure in
Chapters

8l

to

83

Delete the above chapters, articles and items and related appropriations (i.e. excluding Chapter
83, Article 830, Items 8300,8301, Article 837, and Item 8370 and related appropriations).

(B) Compensation

Title

8

EAGGF

Create the following

Article

80
800

Article

801

Chapter

-

Guidance Section

nev headings and enter the following appropriations

:

European Rural Development Fund
Projects for the improvement of agricultural structures
provided for under Article l3 of Regulation No

t7l64lEEC

26 000

Common measures

for the reform of

000 EUA

agricultural

structures

Item
Item

8010
801I

Item
Item
Item

8012
8013
8014

Modernization of farms
54 200 000 EUA
Cessation of farming and reallocation of land for
structural improvement
I 200 000 EUA
Vocational guidance and training
5 500 000 EUA
Mountain and hill farming in certain less-favoured areas 103 000 000 EUA
Forestry measures for improvement of agricultural

structures

Token entry

Item 8015
Article 802
Item 8020

Special aid for young farmers

Article 803
Item 8030
Item 8031
Item 8032
Article 804
Item 8040
Article 805
Item 8050
Article 806
Item 8060

Fruit and vegetable sector

Item 8061
Article 808

Beef and veal sector
Premiums to encourage the development of beef and veal

production

Statistical surveys

of fruit

13 200

000 EUA

4 200

000 EUA

33 000

000 EUA

trees

Reorganization of horticultural production under glass
Reorganization

of fruit

production

Farm structure sector
Farm structure survey

!7ine

sector

Conversion

Milk

premium

sector

Premium for the non-marketing

of milk and for

the

conversion of dairy herds
Premiums for the cessation of dairy farming
Appropriations set aside in previous financial years to
finance expenditure in Chapter 80

123900000 EUA

Token entry

JUSTIFICATION

The creation of

a

European Rural Dewlopment Fund, by bringing together most existing

appropriations in the EAGGF, Guidance Section, into a single Fund will :
l. Rationalize the Communiry's aid for structural reform ;
2. Facilitate the necessary coordination with the Regional Development Fund and the Social Fund,
since the problems of depressed rural regions are not solely agricultural.
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204

tabled by Mr Scott-Hopkins and Lord Bessborough, on behalf of the European Conservative Group
Section

III

Commission

-

(A) Expenditure

Title

6

Article 601
Reduce
Chapter

60

EAGGF
Cereals

Guarantee Section

-

in

Intervention

respect

of

cereals

expenditure under this article by 87 400 000 EUA and break down the items as follows

of common

:

501 0

Premiums for the incorporation
animal feed

501 I

6012

Production refunds for potato starch
Other production refunds

39 97 5 000

601 3

Aid for durum wheat

93 000 000

6014

24

6016

Carry-over payments
Buying-in and subsequent operations
Specific intervention measures other than buying-in
subsequent operations

1

6019

Other intervention

501 5

Artiele 601

-

wheat tn

token entry
1

1 850 000

7

50 000

81 000 000

l

250 000

375 000

Total

262200 000

(B) Rtt'enue
Unchanged

(C) Comlten.tation

Title

l0

-

Other expenditure

Provisronal appropriations
Chapter 100
Increase appropriations by 87 400 000 EUA

(D) Ilcnark.t
Add a paragraph worded as follows :
- of cereals 87400000 EUA
( ) Article 601: Intervention in respect
JUSTIFICATION
The appropriatrorrs entered in this article cannot possibly be calculated with any degree of accuracy.
Firstly, there are the unknown variables influencing supply and demand which affect quantities
going into intervention. Secondly the prices for the 197811979 marketing year will not be decided by
the Council for another six months. Accordingly, this modif ication reduces intervention
appropriations by a quarter, and transfers thrs quarter to Chapter 100 as a reserve, for use

if and when

necessary.

Proposed modification

No

205

tabled by Mr Scott-Hopkins and Lord Bessborough, on behall of the European Conservative Group
Section

III

-

Commission

(A) Erfundrtttt
Title 6

EAGGF

Chapter

Rice

5l
Artrcle 6l I
-

-

Guarantee Section

Intervention rn respect of rice

Reduce appropnatrons by 250 000 EUA
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(B) Reuenue
Unchanged

(C) Compensation

Title

10

Chapter 100

-

Other expenditure
Provisional appropriations

Increase appropriarions by 250 000 EUA

(D) Remarhs
Add a paragraph worded as follows

( ) Article

6l I : Intervenrion

in

:

respect

of rice

250

000 EUA

JUSTIFICATION
The appropriations entered in this article cannot possibly be calculated with any degree of accuracy.
Firstly, there are the unknown variables influencing supply and demand which affect quantities
going into intervention. Secondly the prices ior the 197811979 marketing year will not be decided by
the Council for another six months. Accordingly, this modif ication reduces rntervention
appropriatrons by a quarter, and transfers this quarter to Chapter 100 as a reserve, for use rf and when
necessary.

+++

Proposed modification

No

206

tabled Mr Scott-Hopkins and Lord Bessborough, on behalf of the European Conservative Group
Section

III

Commission

-

(A) Expenditure

Title

5

Article 621
Chapter

62

EAGGF

-

Guarantee Section

Milk and milk
Intervention

products

in

respect

of skimmed milk

Reduce expenditure under thrs article by 338 750 000 EUA and break down as follows

6210
6211
6212
6213
6214
6218
6219

Aid for skimmed milk powder for use in animal feed
Aid for liquid skimmed milk for use in animal feed
Aid for skimmed milk processed into casein
Private

storage

Public storage and special disposal measures
Food aid from public stocks of skimmed milk powder
Other intervention

Artiele 521

-

Unchanged

(C) Conpen:ation
Chapter 100

-

Other expenditure
Provisional approprratrons

Increase appropriations by 338 750 000 EUA

(D) I?cmark.'
Add a paragraph worded as {ollows

( ) Artrcle 521 : Interventron in

83 250 000

token entry
359 075 000

token entry
token entry

I 015 2.50

Total

(B) Rct'enue

Title l0

:

356 300 000
197 625 000

:

respect

of skimmed milk 338 750 000 EUA

000
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JUSTIFICATION
possibly be calculated with any degree of accuracy.
Firstly, there are the unknown variables influencing supply and demand which affect quantities
going into intervention. Secondly the prices f.or the 197811979 marketing year will not be decided by
the Council for another six months. Accordingly, this modilication reduces intervention

The appropriations entered

in this article cannot

appropriations by a quarter, and transfers this quarter to Chapter 100 as a resewe, for use

if and when

necessary.

Proposed modification

No

207

tabled by Mr Scott-Hopkins and Lord Bessborough, on behalf of the European Conservative Group
Section

III

Commission

-

(A) Expenditure

Title

6

Article 622
-

Chapter

52

EAGGF

Guarantee Section

-

Milk and milk
Intervention

in

products
respect

Reduce expenditure under this article

6220
6221
6223
6228
6229

of butter and

cream

by 157950000 EUA and break down as

Private storage
Public storage and special disposal measures for
Special measures for absorbing surpluses of
butterfats
Food aid from public stoiks of butter

Otherintervention

-

:

31 500 000
390 750 000

butter stocks

Article 622

follows

51 500 000

token entry
token entry
473 850 000

Total

(B) Reaenue
Unchanged

(C) Compensation

Title

l0

Chapter 100

-

Other expenditure
Provisional appropriations

Increase appropriations

by

157950 000 EUA

(D) Remarks
Add a paragraph worded as follows :
) Article 522: Intervention tn respect of butter and cream 157950 000 EUA

(

JUSTIFICATION
The appropriations entered in this artrcle cannot possrbly be calculated with any degree of accuracy.
Firstly, there are the unknown variables influencing supply and demand which affect quantities
going rnro intervention. Secondly the prices lor the 197811979 marketing year will not be decided by
the Council for another six months. Accordingly, thrs modif ication reduces intervention
appropriations by a quarter, and transfers this quarter to Chapter 100 as a reserve, for use rf and when
necessary.

Debates
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Proposed modification

No

of the European Parliament

208

tabled by Mr Scott-Hopkins and Lord Bessborough, on behalf of the European Conservative Group
Section

III

Commission

-

(A) Expenditure

Title

6

Article 623
Chapter

62

EAGGF

Guarantee Section

-

Milk and milk

in

Intervention

products
respect

of other milk products

Reduce expenditure under this article by 9 000 000 EUA and break down as follows

6230
6231
6239

Storage of cheese

:

7 500 000
l 9 500 000

Financial contributions to the supply of school milk
Otherintervention

token entry

Article 623

27 000 000

-

Total

(B) Reuenue
Unchanged

(C) Cotnpensation

Title

l0

-

Other expenditure

Chapter 100
- Provisional appropriations
Increase appropriations by 9 000 000 EUA

(D) Remarks
Add a paragraph worded as follows :
623 : Intervention in respect of other milk products 9 000 000 EUA

( ) Article

JUSTIFICATION
The appropriations entered in this article cannot possibly be calculated with any degree of accuracy.
Firstly, there are the unknown variables influencing supply and demand which affect quantities
going into intervention. Secondly the prices for the 197811979 marketing year will not be decided by
the Council for another six months. Accordingty, this mociification reduces intervention
appropriations by a quarter, and transfers this quarter to Chapter 100 as a reserve, for use

if and when

necessary.

Proposed modification

No

209

tabled by Mr Scott-Hopkins and Lord Bessborough, on behalf of the European Conservative Group
Section

III

-

Commission

(A) Expenditure

Title 6

EAGGF

Guarantee Section

53
Oils and fats
Article 631
Intervention in
Chapter

respect

of olive oil

Reduce expenditure under this article by 71 875 000 EUA and break down as follows

5310
631 I
6319

Production aid
Storage

Otherintervention
Artrcle 631

-

Total

:

200 525 000
I I 250 000
3 750 000

2l 5 625 000

Sitting of l7ednesday, 26 October 1977
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(B) Reaenue
Unchanged

(C) Compensatrcn

Title

l0

-

Other expenditure

appropriations
Chapter 100
- Provisional
Increase appropriations by 71 875 000 EUA

(D) Remarks
Add a paragraph worded as follows :
( ) Article 631 : Intervention in respect of olive oil 71 875 000 EUA
JUSTIFICATION
The appropriations entered in this article cannot possibly be calculated with any degree of accuracy.
Firstly,-thire are the unknown variables influencing supply and demand which affect quantities
going into intervention. Secondly the prices f-or tbe 197811979 marketing year will not be decided by
ihe Council for another six months. Accordingly, this modification reduces intervention
appropriations by a quarter, and transfers this quarter to Chapter 100 as a reserve, for use

if and when

necessary.

*++

Proposed modification No 210
tablid by Mr Scott-Hopkins and Lord Bessborough, on behalf of the European Conservative Group

Section

III

Commission

-

(A) Expenditure

Title

6

Article 633
Chapter

63

EAGGF

Guarantee Section

-fats

Oils and

Intervention

in

respect

Reduce expenditure under this article

5330
63Jl
6339

Production ard

of colza, rape seed and sunflower

by

seeds

23950 000 EUA and break down as follows:
71 100 000
750 000

Storage

token entry

Otherintervention

Artrcle 633

-

71 850 000

Toral

(B) Retenue

.

Ynrn'n"o

(C) Comfensafion.

Trtle l0
Chapter'100

-

Other expenditure
Provisional appropriations
by 23 950 000 EUA

Increase approprrations

\D) tunarkt

,Ajd a paragraph

(

worded as (ollows

:

23 950 000 EUA
) Article 633 : Interventron in respect of colza, rape seed and sunflower seeds

JUSTIFICATION
The appropriatrons entered in this article cannot possibly be calculated wlth any degree of accuracy.
Firstly,' there are the unknown variables influencrng supply and demand whrch affect quantities

230
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going into intervention. Secondly the prices lor the 197811979 marketing year will not be decided by
the Council for another six months. Accordingly, this modification reduces intervenrion
appropriations by a quarter, and transfers this quarter to Chapter 100 as a reserve, for use if and when
necessary.

.+++

Proposed modification No 2l I
tabled by Mr Scott-Hopkins and Lord Bessborough, on behalf of the European Conservative Group

Section

III

Commission

-

(A) Expenditure

Title

5

EAGGF

Article 634
Chapter

63

Oils and

-fatsGuarantee

Intervention in respect of other seeds falling within heading 1201
Common Customs Tariff

Reduce expenditure under this article

6340
6341
6342
5343

Aid
Aid
Aid
Aid

Section

for
for
for
for

by I

550

300 000
375 000
3 975 000

soya seed

flax seed

other oilseeds

token entry

Total

-

the

000 EUA and break down as follows

cotton seed

Artiele 634

ol

4 550 000

(B) Ret'enue
Unchanged

(C) Conpensation

Title

l0

Chapter 100

-

Other expenditure
Provisional appropriations

Increase appropriations

by I

550

000 EUA

(D) Remarks
Add a paragraph worded as follows
( ) Article 534: Intervention in respect of other seeds falling within heading
Common Customs Tariff I 550 000 EUA
:

l20l of the

JUSTIEICATION

The appropriations entered in thrs article cannot possibly be calculated wrth any degree of accuracy.
Firstly, there are the unknown variables influcencing supply and demand which affect quantiti;s
going into intervention. Secondly the prices tor rhe 197811979 marketing year will not be decided by
the Council for another six months. Accordingly, thrs modification reduces intervention
appropriations by a quarter, and transfers this quarter to Chapter 100 as a reserve, for use

if

and when

necessary.

+++
Proposed modification

No

212

tabled by Mr Scott-Hopkins and Lord Bessborough, on behalf of the European Conservativr: Group
Section

III

-

Commission

(A) Expenditure
Trtle

5

-

EAGGF

-

Guarantee Section

Sitting of l7ednesday, 25 October 19/7

64

Chapter

Article 641

-

Sugar

Intervention

in

respect

Reduce expenditure under this article

6410
64ll
6412
6413
6414

of

sugar

by 51

625

Denaturingpremium
Refunds for use in the chemical industry
Reimbursement of storage costs
Public storage
Measures in respect of sugar produced

000 EUA and break down as follows:

l

145 575 000
750 000

in

the

6675000
token entry
token entry

Otherintervention

Article 641

-

875 000

token entry

French overseas departments
Sugar import subsidy

5415
6419

231

l 54 875 000

Total

(B) Reoenue
Unchanged

(C) Compensation

Title

10

Chapter 100

-

Other expenditure
Provisional appropriations

Increase appropriations

by

51 525

000 EUA

(D) Remarks
Add a paragraph worded as follows :
( ) Article 541 : Intervention in respect of sugar 51 525 000 EUA
JUSTIFICATION
The appropriations entered in this article cannot possibly be calculated with gny degree of accuracy.
Firstly, there are the unknown variables influencing supply and demand which affect quantities
going into intervention. Secondly the prices for rhe 197811979 marketing year will not be decided by
ihe Council for another six months. Accordingly, this modification reduces intervention
appropriations by a quarter, and transfers this quarter to Chapter 100 as a reserve, {or use

if and when

necessary.

+{r

Proposed modification No 213
tabted by Mr Scott-Hopkins and Lord Bessborough, on behalf

Section

III

of the European Conservative Group

Commission

-

(A) Expenditure

Title 6

55
Article 551
Chapter

Guarantee Section
EAGGF
Beef and veal

Intervention

in

respect

of the storage of beef ancl veal

'Reduce expenditure under this article by 40 475 000 EUA and break down as follows:
24 750 000
Private storage
96 67 5 000
Public slorage
651

6510
I

Artiele 651

(B) Ret'enue
Unchanged

-

Total

121 425 000
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(C) Compensation

Title

l0

Chapter 100

-

Other expenditure
Provisional appropriations

Increase appropriations

(Dl

by 40475 000 EUA

Retnarhs

Add a paragraph worded as follows :
) Article 651: Intervention in respect of the storage of beef and veal 40475 000 EUA

(

JUSTTFTCATTON

The appropriations entered in this article cannot possibly be calculated with any degree of accuracy.
Firstly, there are the unknown variables influencing supply and demand which affect quantities
going into intervention. Secondly the prices (or the 197811979 marketing year will not be decided by
the Council for another six months. Accordingly, this modification reduces intervention
appropriations by a quarter, and transfers this quarter to Chapter 100 as a reserve, for use if and when
necessary.

{rt

Proposed modification

No

214

tabled by Mr Scott-Hopkins and Lord Bessborough, on behalf of the European Conservative Group
Section

(lt)

III

Commission

-

Expenditure

Tide

5

Article 651
Chapter

55

EAGGF
Pigmeat

-

Guarantee Section

Intervention in respect of pigmeat

Reduce appropriations by 4 500 000 EUA

(B) Reaenue
Unchanged

(C) Compensation

Title

10

Chapter 100

-

Other expenditure
Provisional appropriations

Increase appropriations by 4 500 000 EUA

(D) Remarks
Add a paragraph worded as follows

(

:

) Article 661 : Intervention in respect of pigmeat

4 500

000 EUA

JUSTIFICATION
The appropriations entered in this article cannot possibly be calculated with any degree of accuracy.
Firstly, there are the unknown variables influencing supply and demand which affect quantities
going into intervention. Secondly the prices lor 197811979 marketing year will not be decided by the
Council for another six months. Accordingly, this modification reduces intervention appropriations
by a quarter, and transfers this quarter to Chapter 100 as a reserve, for use if and when necessary.
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Proposed modification No 215
t"Uted Uy Mr Scott-Hopkins and Lord Bessborough, on behalf

Section

III

233
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of the European Conservative Group

Commission

-

(A\ Expcnditure

Title

5

Guarantee Section
EAGGF
vegetables
Fruit and
Intervention in respect of fresh fruit and vegetables

Chapter 68
Article 581
-

items as follows:
Reduce expenditure under this article by 24375000 EUA and break down the
49 350 000
rVithdrawal comPensation and
3 000 000
Processing and distribution
581
12
525 000
citrus
of
Cornrnunity
Compens-ation for promotion
8 250 000
Compensation fo, ih. proc.rsing of
token entry

buying-in
operationi

6810
I
6812
5813
6819

Other

oranges

interventions

Artiele 581

fruits

73 r25 000

Total

-

(B) Reuenue
Unchanged

(C) Conpensation

l0

Title

Chapter 100

-

Other exPenditure
Provisional appropriations

Increase appropriations

by

24375 000 EUA

(D) Remarks
Add a paragraph worded as follows:
( ) Article 681: Intervention in respect of fresh fruit and vegetables 24375000 EUA
JUSTIFICATION
of accuracy'
The appropriations entered in this article cannot possibly be calculated with any degree
quantities
affect
which
demand
andsupply
influencing
variables
unknown
iirr,fyiitr.ir. are lhe

g"iri i"," interveniion. Secondly the prices for *le.6ZAli979 marketing year will not be decided by
Ih. tounc,l for another sir months. Accordingly, this modification reduces intervention
when
for use
appropriations by a quarter, and transfers this quarter io Chapter 100 as a reserve,

if and

necessary.

Proposed modification

;rbl[ t;
Section

No

Mr Scott-Hopki.,

III

-

216

..a

Lord Bessborough on behalf of the European Conservative Group

Commission

(A) Exltenditure

Title

5

Chapter 69
Article 591
-

EAGGF

\fline

-

Guarantee Section

Intervention

in

respect

of wine

and break down the items as follows
Reduce expenditure under this article by 30 750 000 EUA

5910
6911
6912
6919

Aid for Private storage
Aid for restorage of table wines
Distillation of wine
Otherintervention
Article 591

-

Total

:

42 450 000
1 500 000
48 225 000
75 000
92 250 000
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(B) Reuenue
Unchanged

(C) Compensation

Title

l0

Chapter 100

-

Other expendirure
Provisional appropriations

Increase appropriations by 30 750 000 EUA

(D) Remarks
Add a paragraph worded as follows :
( ) Article 691 : Intervention in respect of wine 30

7.50

000 EUA

JUSTTFICATTON

The appropriations entered in this article can-not possibly be calculated with any degree of accuracy.
Firstly, there are the unknown variables in_fluenting supply and demand *hich "affect quantities
going into intervention. Secondly the prices tor he 6zglii7l marketing year will not
be decided by
the Council for another six months. Accordingly, this modific"ation .educes intervention
appropriations by a quarter, and transfers this quarter io Chapter 100 as a reserve, for use rf
and when
necessary.

++{

Proposed modification

No

217

tabled by Mr Scott-Hopkins and Lord Bessborough, on behalf of the European Conservarive
Group
Section

III

Commission

-

(A) Expenditure

7

EAGGF

Chapter

Tobacco

Title

70 Article 701

-

-

Guarantee Section

Intervention in respect of tobacco

Reduce expenditure under this article by 58 100 000 EUA and break down the items as follows:
Premiums
157 t7 5 000
Storage
6 900 000

7010
70ll
7019

Otherintervention

Article

701

-

22.5 000

Total

l 74 300 000

(B) Reucnue
Unchanged

(C) Coml>ensation

Title

l0

Chapter 100

-

Other expenditure
Provisional appropriatrons

Increase appropriations

by 58 100000 EUA

(D) Renark.r
Add a paragraph worded as follows :
) Article 701: Intervention in respect of tobacco 5g 100000 EUA

(

JUSTIFICATION
The appropriations entered rn this article canot possibly be calculated with
any degree of accuracy.
-rff..t
Firstly, there are the unknown variables inftuencrng supply and demand
quantities
"uhi.h

235
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going into interventron. Secondly the prices for the 197811979 marketing year will not be decided by
-Council
for another six months. Accordingly, this modification reduces intervention
ihe
and when
appropriations by a quarter, and transfers this quarter io Chapter 100 as a reserve, for use if
necessary.

+++
Proposed modification No 218
i.Uia Uy Mr Scott-Hopkins and Lord Bessborough, on behalf

Section

III

of the European Conservative Group

Commission

-

(A\ Expenditure

Title

10

Other exPenditure

100
-

Chapter

Provisional appropriations

Unchanged

(B) Reoenue
Unchanged

(C) Remarks
Add a paragraPh, worded as follows :
( ) Article 721 Intervention in respect of alcohol: token entry
JUSTIFICATION
calculated with any degree of
The appropriations to be entered in Article 721 cannot possibly be
and.demand which affect
accuracy. Firstly, there are the unknown variables influencing'supply
matketing year will not be
1-97811979
the
lot
prices
the
Secondly
qurntiti., going'into intervention.

i.lia.J

six months' Accordingly, this modrfication introduces a token

UV",frJCouncil foi

"iothe,
entry in ih.pt.,100, to enable a reserve to be entered'
++{

Proposed modification

i.Ufia

UV

Section

No

219

Mr Scott-Hopkins and Lord Bessborough, on behatf of the European Conservative Group

III

-

Commission

(A) Expenditure

Title

7

73 Article 730
-

EAGGF

-

Guarantee Section

Other sectors or products subiect to common market organization
Intervention in respect of fibre, flax and hemp
follows :
Reduce expenditure under this article by 3 750 000 EUA and break down the items as
9
900 000
7300 Intervention in respect of fibre flax

Chapter

7301

lntervention in respect of hemp

Artiele 730

-

1

Total

(B) Reuenue
Unchanged

(C) Compensation

Title

l0

Chapter 100

-

Other expenditure
Provisronal appropriations

Increase appropriations

by

3 750

000 EUA

r

350 000

l

250 000
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(D) Remarks
Add a paragraph worded as follows:

(

) Article 730 : Intervention in respect of fibre, flax and hemp

3

7i0 000 EUA

JUSTTFTCATTON
_appropriations entered in this article cannot possibly be calculated with any degree of accuracy.
Firstly, there are the unknown variables influencing supply and demand which -affect quantiti;s
going into intervention. Secondly the prices for the 19781i979 marketing year will not be decided by
the Council for another six months. Accordingly, this modific,-ation reduces intervention
The

appropriations by a quarter, and transfers this quarter to Chapter 100 as a reserve, for use

if

and when

necessary.

+t+

Draft amendment No 220
tabled by Mr corrie and Mr osborn, on behalf of the European conservative Group
Section

III

-

Commission

(A) Expenditure

Title

l0

expenditure
- Other
Provisional appropriations
Increase appropriations

Chapter 100

by 150000 EUA

(B)

Rec'enue

Increase revenue accordingly

(C) Remarks
Add a paragraph worded as follows

(

) New offices abroad

-

:

Belfast office (Title 2)

150 000 EUA

JUSTIFICATION
Nothern Ireland is the most troubled region in the Community, yet it is a region in which the
Community is not well known. Lo.cal opinion suggests rhat the Community is rehictant to face, up to
its social and economic responsibilities in this iroubled region. A Commission office in Belfast
would help to redress this grievance.

In his.reply to a supplementary

question from Mr Fletcher on 13 October 1976 at Strasbourg,
Commissioner Thomson suggested that only the absence of a budget allocation prevented th"e
opening of a Commission office in Belfast.

Draft amendment No 221
tabled by Mrs Dunwoody, Mr Adams, Mr Albers, Mr carpentier, Mr Delmotte, Mr Dondelinger,
Mr
Dinesen, Lady Fishei, Mr Kavanagh, Mr Lezzi, Lord Murray and Mr Schreiber, on behatf of the

Socialist Group

(A) Expenditure

Title

l0

Chapter 100
Unchanged

(B) Reuenue
Unchanged

-

Other expenditure
Provisional appropriations

Sitting of \flednesday, 26 October 1977

(C) Remarks
Insert a new paragraph worded as follows:
Social Fund
) Chapter 53

(

-

(100 000

000 EUA in commitment aPProPriations)

JUSTIFICATION

It is necessary to ensure that there are appropriations available to provide for any possible extensions
of the actioni of the Social Fund in c.rl.in i..torr, or the opening of new areas or forms of action,
which may follow from the re-examination of the rules of the Fund and decisions of the Council of
Social Ministers' October meeting.
+++

Draft amendment No 222
tabled by Mr Cifarelli and Mr Bangemann, on behalf of the Liberal and Democratic Group
Section

III

Commission

-

(A\ Expenditure
Title

Expenditure on specific proiects undertaken by the Institution
Other expenditure on specific projects undertaken by the Institution
Research proiects in the field of technology and industry

3

Chapter 39

Article

390

Enter an appropriation for payment tot 1978 of 2 000 000 EUA

(B) Re;'enue
Increase revenue accordinglY

(C) Remarks
Promotion of research proiects of industrial interest

JUSTIFICATION

In

its resolution of March 1977 (PE 48.452) the Parliament stressed the urgent need to take measures

for the promotion of researci proiects of industrial interest. The Commission had already
emphasired the desirabitity of irctt measures in thc context of its fourth programme -of

medium-term economic policy. This ls the Purpose of the Commission's proposal which meets the
is
wishes of CREST, CERLi ani UNICE and-must be considered as a trial. The proposed action
aimed in particular at small and medium-sized undertakings'

Draft amendment No 224
tabled by Mr Aigner on behalf of the Christian Democratic Group
Section

III

-

Commission

(A) Exf.eilditilre
Title 2
Chapter

28

-

Buildings, equipment and miscellaneous administrative expenditure
Subsrdies for balancing budgets

Add the following new arttcle
Universrry Institute in Florence
Article 288
:

-

Increase approprlations bY

I

EUA

237
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(B) Reuenue
Increase revenue accordingly

(C) Remarks
Following the amendment of the Convention setting up a European University Institute, this
appropriation is intended to cover the subsidy to be paid from the general budget of the
European Communities to balance the budget of the Institute.
JUSTIFICATION

To saleguard the European character of the Institute it is desirable Ior the Community as such

to

contribute to its budget. It is important in this connection to note the Commission's statement that
'in the context ol the further development of the European Parliament's budgetary powers, it is
desirable for the latter to be able also to control the expenditure of the European University

Institute'.

r

The appropriation for commitment aurhorized for 1978 is 5 000 000 EUA I.
The estinrated schedule of payments relative to commitments is as follows :

1978:

5 000 000

JUSTIFICATION
The cost shown is based on a series of estimates made by the Commission and is perfectly rt,asonable
having regard to the forecast expenditure lor 1978 and the calendar of appropriations for
commitment.
This action aPPears necessary to integrate measures for the improvement of agricultural structures in
the sector of incentives in favour of forestry measures.

{++
Proposed modification

No

225

tabled by Mr Aigner on behalf of the Christian Democrar.ic Group
Section

III

-

Commission

(A) Ex1>enditure

Title

8

Chapter 8l

Article 810
Item 8104

-

European Agricultural Gurdance and Guarantee Fund
Guidance Section
Common measures for the reform of agricultural structures (pursuant to the
Council Resolution of 25 May l97l)
Common measures for the reform of agricultural structures
Forestry measures for the improvement of agricultural structures

Enter an appropriation of 5 000 000 EUA.
(B) Rcten

ut

Ad;ust revenue accordrngly
(c) Iltnr

rt rh

'

Enter commttments of .5000000 EUA for 1978 and therefore add the following remarks:
Expendrttrre agatnst this Item rn 1978 arises from the amended proposal for a directive on
forestry nreasures (COM (7.5) 8tl) based on Article 6 of Council Regulation (EEC) No 729170 ot

rThrs tcxt rs brndrng wrthrn ihe

mearng

of Artrclc l6 (c) of the Finanrral Regulatron of 25 Aprrl

197-j
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21 April 1970 on the financing of the common agricultural policy (OJ No L 94 of 28 Aprrl
1970,

p. l3).

The intention is to introduce a system for the promotion of forestry measures with the express
purpose of reinforcing the measures to improve agricultural structures. and, in Particular,
birectines No72ll59tiEC and72l160IEEC, and, in a wider context, to make forestry form part
of a really effective pattern of land use.
The Commission proposes a system of aid and Srants over ten years (to be reviewed after five
years)

-

:

afforestation grant (between 40 and 900/o
capital $ant (240 u.a. per hectare);
grant for the conversion of woodland.

of the cost;

average

i

600/0);

++{

Proposed modi{ication

No

226

tabled by Mr Aigner on behalf of the Christian Democratic Group
Section

III

-

Commission

(1t) Expenditure

Title

8

Chapter

81

Article 810

Item

8105

Guidance Section
European Agricultural Guidance and Guarantee Fund
Common measures for the reform of agricultural structures (pursuant to the
Council Resolution of 25 MaY l97l)
common measures for the reform of agricultural structures
Special aid for young farmers

-

Enter an appropriation of 4 000 000 EUA
(B) Rer'enue

Adiust revenue accordingly
(c) Remarks
Enter commitments of 4 000 000 EUA for 1978 and therefore add the following remarks :
This item is ro cover expenditure arising from the Commission proposal to the Council of

3

December 1974.The Commission proposes to give aid at fixed degressive rates to young farmers
(aged no more than torry) while they are implementrng a development plan__(maximum of five
ye-ars). Duration of the'operation: seven years. The aid is intended to offset the additional
.rp.nditur. incurred by young farmers who have been farming for only a short time and are
implementing a development plan'

t'
The appropriation for commitment authorized lor 1978 is 4 000 000 EUA
:
follows
is
as
to
commitments
The estimated schedule of payments relative

(n
Payments

Commltments
1978

1978:

4 000 000

EUA)

1979

r

980

4 000 000

JUSTIFICATION
This aid is necessary to offset the growrng burden encountered by recently established young farmers
who are pursuing a development plan.

rThrs texi rs brnding wrihrn the meaning of Artrcle l5 (c) of the

Frnancral Regulatron

of 25 April

1973
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Draft amendment No 228lcorr.
tabled by Mr Krieg on behalf of the Committee on Energy and Research
Section

III

Commission

-

(A) Expenditure

Title

3

Expenditure on specific projects undenaken by the Institution
Expenditure on research and investment
Indirect action programme
new item 3363:
Light-water reactor safety

33 Article 336
Add a
Chapter

-

Make a token entry.

(Bl

Reuenue

Unchanged

(C) Remarks

Neu item:
The programme proposal is in preparation within the Commission.
It will be based on the Council Resolution of 22 )uly 1975 on the technological problems of
nuclear safety (OJ C 185/75 of 14 August 1975).
Jhe prolect obiective is to contribute to solving technological safety problems affecting
light-water reactors, notably in fields only partially or incompletely coveied by the varioui
programmes in progress within the Community.
JUSTTFTCATTON
The- Committee.

on Energy and

Research considers that public anxiety concerning the safety of
nuclear installations is a serious obstacle to the development of the Community's nirclear ."p".ity.
Research on reactor safety is therefore essential if nuclear energy is to be made acceptable io the
general public.

r++

Draft amendment No 229
tabled by Mr Aigner on behalf of rhe Christian Democratic Group
Section

III

-

Commission

(A) Expenditure

Title

.-

9

94 Article 945
chapter

cooperation with developing countries and non-member states
Specific measures for cooperation with developing countries
Community contribution towards schemes concerning developing countries
carried out by non-governmental organizations (NGOs)

Unchanged

(B) Reuenue
Unchanged

(Cl Remarks
Enter the following remarks

:

Based upon the Commission communication to the Council of 6 October 197.i (Doc. COM (7.t)
504 final of 6 October 1975) and the decision on financing taken by the buclgetary
in

connection with the adoption

of the

"uthoriry
budget for the financial year 1975 (entering
of an

appropriation of 2..5 million u.a. against Article gJti).

241

Sitting of !(ednesday, 25 October 1977

The objective is the financing, jointly with the NGOs, of microproiecs to benefit the poorest
sections of the population in developing countries, whether associated or not.
The appropriation for commitment authorized lor 1978 is 12000000 EUA.
The timetable of payments relating to the commitment is as follows :
(n

EUA)

37 000 EUA should be made available from the above total for a subsidy for the
running of the NGO liaison committee. In addition, an indicative amount of 100000 EUA
could ie used from this item to finance activities carried out in the Community by NGOs and
arousing public interest in the problems of development.

A sum of

JUSTIFICATION

The non-governmental organizations have proved over the years to be one of the most efficient

means of Ihannelling aid to developing countries. Although the Council has accepted (and increased)
the amounr authoriied lor 1978, this doe, not overcome the problem posed by the need to plan
ahead longer than for one year only. For this reason, the Pailiament suPPorts the Commission's
proposed use of commitment appropriations.
The NGOs have also asked for a liaison committee to be established. The cost of this to the

Community is low, and the Parliament supports the proposal in principle, which should be financed

from the above funds.
tI+

Draft amendment No 231
tabled by Mr Price on behalf of the Committee on Development and Cooperation
Section

III

-

Commission

(A) Expenditurc

Title 9

Cooperation with developing countries and non-member states

Specific measures for cooperation with developing countries
Chapter 94
Community contribution towards schemes concerning developing
Article 945
- carried out by non-governmental organizations (NGOs)
Reduce expenditure

by

500

countries

000 EUA

(B) Rcrcnte

Reduce revenue accordingly

(C) Rent.rrA.t
Unchanged

JUSTIFICATION
The Councrl has increased the amount authorized for payment in 1978 by 500 000 EUA, but reiected
the princrple of commrrment over three years. The most efficient and effective use of funds, however,
enobling all panies to plan ahead, depends upon a programme spread over a number of years. In
view ol' this, Parliamenr believes that the amount tor 1978 should be reduced to the amount
orrginrllv proposed bv the Commission, but that thrs should be conditional upon the acceptance oi
conrntitnrent appropriations.
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Draft amendment No 232/rev.
tabled by the chairmen of the Political Groups of the European parliament
Section

I

Parliament

-

(A) Expenditure

Title

l0

1001
-

Chapter 100

Article

Other expenditure
Provisional appropriations
Provisional appropriations

Enter an appropriation of 9 680 000 EUA

(B) Reaenue
Increase revenue accordingly

(C) Remarks
Enter the following remark

:

'Appropriation to cover the European Parliament's contribution to inlormation on elections
to the European Parliament by direct universal suffrage'
JUSTTFTCATTON

An appropriation of 3 m u.a. was entered under this heading in 1977 (budget of Parliament, Chapter
100, Article 1001), with an allocation of 2 m u.a. to the political groups and 1 m u.a. for general
information, to the Directorate-General for Information (10 000 u.a. of this sum was subsequently
allocated to non-atrached Members).
It is the unanimous view of the chairmen of the political groups that for 1978 the appropriation
under this heading should be raised to 9 580 000 EUA, with an allocation of I 000 000 EUA to the
political groups and 4 840 000 EUA to general information.

tr{

Draft amendment No 233
tabled by the Committee on Social Affairs, Employment and Education
Section

III

-

Commission

(A) Expenditurc

Title

3

Chapter ,10
Article .10.5

Itcm .10.52

-

Expenditure on specific projects undertaken by the Institution
Expenditure in the social sector
Comnrunity measures under the employment policy
Communtty system of guaranteed lnconles for workers dtrring retraining

Make a tokcn entry
(B)

Ilcrcnut
Unchanged

(c)

lltn,tht
Thc Conrnrission irrcltrdcd, irr tht' social actron progranrnrc, thc irrtroduction or developnrent in
all Mcnrbcr States of national sclrcnrcs to nrarntain the rnconres of workers berrrg retririned,
possrbly irrcltrtlrng Conrrrtunrty aid adytrstcd to thc Conrnrunrty's enrploynrent obiectrves at arry
Stvct't tirtrc.'I'hc Cotrrrcrl ditl not atlopt thrs proposal. Thc Cornnrission states its intention to
contttlttc its work tn tlrrs conncction and rescrved the right to preserrt proposals, where
il

[)[)rO1)n.ltc.

Sitting of lTednesday, 25 October 1977

JUSTIFICATION

The European Parliament has repeatedly pointed out that the chances of success of retraining
measures, which are so vital at thii time of unemployment, depend essentially on the continuity of
financing, as was demonstrated by experience within the framework of the ECSC Treaty' Parliament
therefore-considers that, pending the submission of specific projects, a token entry at least should be
maintained tor 1978.

*++

Draft amendment No 235
tabled by Mr Fellermaier on behalf of the Socialist Group
Section

III

-

Commission

(A) Expenditure

Title

2

Chapter 29
-

Buildings, equipment and miscellaneous operating expenditure
Subsidies and financial contributions

Enter the following new article

Article 293: Special

subsidies

Enter an appropriation

(B)

:

of

150000 EUA

Re"^enue

Increase revenue accordingly

(C) Remarhs

This appropriation is to cover an operational subsidy to an independent, international
it was decided to set up on 28 September 1977 and which is to consider the
problem of the continuation of the North-South dialogue.

commission, which

JUSTIFICATION
The commission, which was proposed by President of the !7orld Bank Mr McNamara and which is
to be chaired by Nobel Peace Prize laureate Villy Brandt, is to submit a report on the future course
lValdheim,
of the North-South dialogue in the spring of 1979 to Secretary-General of the UN Kurt
who will in turn forward it to governments and international institutions.
In order to carry out its work the Commission will require approximately 2 000 0000 EUA, all of
which will have to come in the form of donations.
Since

it is also in the

interest

of the European Communities that such a report should be drawn up

recognized persons, it is proposed that Parliament and the
Commission should each contribute 150000 EUA to the expenses under the general budget of the
European Communities lor 1978.

by a number of internationally

++t

Draft amendment No 236/rev. ll
tabled by Mr Fellermaier on behalf of the Socialist Group
Mr Klepsch on behalf of the Christian-Democratic Group
Mr Durieux on behalf of the Liberal and Democratic Group
Mr de la Maldne on behalf of the Group of European Progressive Democrats
Mr Rippon on behalf of the European Conservative Group
Mr Amendola on behalf of the Communist and Allies Group
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Section

I

of the European Parliament

Parliamenr

-

List of tentporary

posts

one C I post and one C 3 post:
- add
post conversions: I B 3 to B 2
-3 A7 ro A6
2A5toA4

(A) Expenditure
Increase expenditure by 69 650 EUA

(B) Reunue
Increase revenue accordingly: 51 950

EUAI

(C) Renarks
Enter the following text :
Strengthening of the political group secretariars.

JUSTIFICATION
The preparation of the organization of the campaign for direct elections and the strengthenrng of the
press services of certain Sroups together with the need to make a number of promotions which were
not provrded for in the draft estimates justify these nev/ posts and post conversrons.

FINANCIAL STATEA4ENT
BUDGET FOR ONE C 1 POST

EXPENDITIIRE

-

Chapter

ll,

Article

ll0

-

Item ll00

52 000 EUA

Item I l0l
Item ll02

4

Item
Item

1130

3

1OO

119

I

850 EUA

Total

REVENUE

-

EUA

'OO EUA
8 2OO

EUA

69 650 EUA

Chapter 40

14 r00 EUA
3 600 EUA

Chapter 4t
Total

17 700

EUA

Draft amendment No 237lrev.
tabled by Mr Fellermaier, on behalf of the Socialisr Group
Mr Klepsch, on behalf of the Christian-Democraric Group
Mr Durieux, on behalf of the Liberal and Democratic Group
Section

I

-

Parliament

(A) Expenditure
List of posts
to the list of posts the following new posts:6LA4
- Add
in C 2, 3 C 312 clerks in C 2, I D 312 in D 2.

| +

EUA from proceeds of taxation on
4 and LA 5 posts are revrser posts.

17 700

'] The LA

salarres

2,6

LA 5,

Ic

1,5 c 3/2

secretaries

Sitting of Wednesday, 26 October 1977

(B\

245

Reuenue

Increase revenue accordingly

(C) Remarks
Additional staff for the translation, reproduction, distribution and mail departments, in particular
for use by the political groups, in connection with the activities associated with preparations for
the campaign leading up to the elections to the European Parliament.

JUSTIFICATION
is essential for the European Parliament and its organs to have at their disposal a latget translation
department, with corresponding increases in the staff of the reproduction, distribution and mail
departments.
This is particutarly necessary for the preparation, translation and distribution of documents and press
releases in the campaign leading up to elections to the European Parliament by direct universal

It

suffrage.

which are equivalent to the minimum structure required
question, would break down as follows :
x I LA 5 - 6 x I C 312
translation (6 languages) 6 x I LA 4
- 6 coordination
and planning)
distribution
I
(translation,
reproduction,
IC
reproduction,
distribution
and
1
D
312:
2 C 312

The posts
ob.iective

- I
-

requested,

to

achieve the

in

C3/2mail-telex.

(n
!flerghtI t00

I

t0l

I 102

l 130

I r03

I

l3l

TOTAL

EUA)

Revenue

rn8

Chap.

.10

Chap. 4t

Translators

5LA4
6LA5
6 C 312 secretaries

I

C

I

secretary

r78 400
I 50 300

15000
12 600

5 400

I

800

227 000

15900

47 000

12000

22 200

4 500

l

500

191 100

l3 400

35 800

l0

500

75 200

5 r00

3 400

1 100

l

l

26 400

100

3 800

56 800

4 800

8 400

3 000

1 700

l2

100

l

000

1 800

500

400

100

l5

l9 000

l

500

2 800

500

200

24 100

700

1 200

7 300

600

l 100

200

100

9 300

700

300

500

9 500

800

I

300

100

12 r00

900

600

700

433 400

36 400

l3 000

4 300

554 700

38 800

89 500

29 200

900

800

200

Reproduetion

distribution

2 C 3/2 clerks

tD3l2

l

300

Mail/telex

I

C 3/2 clerk

400

54 100

3 500

'v

amounts rounded off
for 9 months
to the nearesr -hundred EUA Expenditure :

Ret'enue;

700 EUA
89500 EUA

554

+ 38 800 EUA :
+ 29200 EUA :

+++

59.1 .500

.118700

EUA
EUA
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Draft amendment No 238
tabled by Mr Fellermaier, on behalf of the Socialist Group
Mr Klepsch, on behalf of the Christian-Democratic Group
Mr Durieux, on behalf of the Liberal and Democratic Group

Section

(l)

I

Parliament

-

Expenditure

Title

2

Article 220
Chapter

22

lnicle 222

-

Buildings, equipment and miscellaneous administrative expenditure
Movable properry and associated expenditure
Office machinery
Increase this appropriation by 6 250 EUA
Technical equipment and installations
Increase this appropriation by 6 250 EUA

(B) Reoenue
Increase revenue accordingly

(C) Rcmarks
Typewriters and reproduction equipment

or

additional staff

for the

translation and

reproduction-distribution departments.

JUSTIFICATION
The additional staff provided for under Amendment No 2701237 for a translation, reproduction and
distribution department will give rise to the need for additional equipment not earmarked in the
preliminary draft budget. Its total cost may be roughly estimated at the additional expenditure figures
entered above.

IIT

Draft amendment No 239
tabled by Mr Shaw on behalf of the Committee on Budgets
Section

III

-

Commission

(lr\ Statement of Reaenue

Titlel
Chapter I I

Article 110

-

-OwnResources

-

Levies and other duties provided Ior under the common organization of the
market in sugar (Article 2 (a) of the Council Decision of 21 April 1970)
Levies and other duties provided for under the common organization of the
market in sugar (Article 2 (a) of the Council Decision of 2l April 1970)

delete the items

(B) Remarks
Unchanged

JUSTIFICATION
Under the own resources system, the breakdown of estimates of receips by a Member State is purely
staristical in nature; therefore, it does not have a place in the budget itself at all but rather in the
Explanatory Statement.

++r

Sitting of l7ednesday, 25 October

1977

Draft amendment No 240
tabled by the Committee on Budgets
Budgets

III

-

Commission

(A) Statement of retenue
Chapter

94

-

Article 942

-

Borrowing and lending

Community borrowings

unchanged

(B) Remarks
Enter the following remarks :
Council Regulation (EEC) No 397175 ot 17 February 1975
Tbis entry represents tbe autborization gioen to tbe Cornmission by tbe budgetary autbority, in
respect of tbe financial year under consideration, ,o contract loans to aid lVember States witb
balance of payments diffieulties caused by tbe increase in tbe priee of petroleum produets.
The maximum amount authorized for such loans /or tbe financial lear under consideration is
3 000 million US dollars.
This entry also covers any revenue arising from the EEC's claims on recipients of Community
loans.

II to Section III, Commission, of the general budget sets out all capital transactions and
related debt management.
Tltis remark is binding witbin tbe meaning of Article 15 (c) of tbe Financial Regulation of 25

Annex

Apnl

1e73.

JUSTIFICATION
The remark must make clear that the authorization to borou and lend is given each year to the
Commission by the budgetary authority. The remark must be binding since it lays down, in
accordance with the basic regulation, the ceiling for borrowings/loans authorized for each financial
year.

TTI

Draft amendment No 241
tabled by the Committee on Budgets
Section

(A\

III

-

Commission

Reaenue

Chapter

94

Article 941

-

-

Borrowing and lending
Euratom borrowings

unchanged

(B\ Remarks
following remark

the
-EAEC Treatl
(Article 172 (4)
Enter

:

Council Decision of 29 March 1977 (OJ No L 88 ol 6 April 1977)
This entry represents tbe autborization giaen to the Comnrission b1 tbe budgetary authori1', for
tbe financial year under consideration, to eontract loans to help finance pou'er stations.
The maximum amount authorized for such loans.for tbe finaneial lear under eonsideration is
500 million EUA.
This entry also covers any revenue arising from Euratom's claims on recipients of Euratom loans.
Annex II to Section III, Commission, of the general budget sets out all capital transactions and
related debt management.
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This remark is binding within the meaning of Article l6 (c) of the Financial Regulation of 25

Aptil

1973.
JUSTTFTCATTON

The remark must make clear that the autborization to borrou and lend is given each year to the
Commission by the budgetary authority. The remark must be binding since it lays down, in
accordance with the basic regulation, the ceiling for borrowings/loans authorized for each Iinancial
year.

+++

Draft amendment No 242
tabled by the Committee on Budgets
Section

III

Commission

-

(A) Statement of reaenue

of Commission revenue for the financial year

Estimate

Title

9

Chapter

94

-

1978

Miscellaneous revenue

Borrowing and lending

Create a new Article 943

:

Communiry borrowing to finance industrial investment.

(B) Remarks
Add the following to the remarks column :
'Commission communication to the European Council of investment and loans in the European
Communiry (COM (74 300 final) ol 15 June 1977.
Resolution of the European Parliament on the inter-institutional dialogue relating to certain
budgetary questions of 15 June 1977 (Doc. 119177, page 5).
This heading represents the authorization given to the Commission by the budgetary authority
to contract loans in order to finance support of investments of Community interest in the sectors
of energy, industrial reconversion and infrastructures, taking account of their regiorral impact.
The maximum amount authorized for such loans is I 000 million EUA. This entry also covers

II to Section III
transactions and related debt

any revenue arising from the EEC's claim on recipients of such loans. Annex

Commission

of the

General Budget sets

out all capital

management.

This remark is binding within the meaning of Article l6c of the Financial Regulation of
April 1973.'

25

JUSTTFTCATTON

On 15 June 1977, the Commission launched an important proposal for the creation of loans

to

finance Community investment, the so-called 'Ortoli' loans.
The Commission had observed that, despite the massive investment needs of the Community
(250000 million EUA in the energy sector alone, up until 1985), the fixed capital formatron effort
within the Community had seriously declined in the 1970's. The European Council, on 25 March
1977, decided on the launching of a Communiry effort to stimulate investment.
It was agreed that instruments other than those already available (EIB loans, Community loans for
countries with balance of payments difficulties and EURATOM loans) were necessary. Therefore, the
Commission proposed a mechanism based on a loan ceiling of 1 000 million EUA wirhout any

limits on time.

!(hilst this

proposal has yet to receive a favourable reaction from the Council of Ministers despite
the original impulsion from the European Council, the author of this amendment believes that

Parliament should underline the urgency of a renewed Communiry investment effort in addition to
the structural policies financed by the current account of the Community budget, which he believes
to be insufficient in themselves to meet the tasks which the Communiry has assigned to the different
social, regional and indu"trial policies.
Furthermore, it is vital at thrs stage that the European Parliament should underline the need for full
budgetization of investment activitres, so that the budgetary authority retairis the ultimate
responsrbiliry.

Sitting of Wednesday, 26 October 1977

The European Parliament has been unambiguous on this point. In its resolutions of 11 July 1975
(OJ No C 179146 of 6 August 1975), t3 May 1976 (Doc.97176,26 June), l0 May 1977 (OJ No C
133/21 of 6 June 1977) and 15 June 1977 (Doc. ll9l77) the Parliament has clearly called for the
development, rationalization and budgetization of Community lending and borrowing activities in
order to stimulate the level of investment. It is now time to put these intentions into effect.

r{+

Draft amendment No 243
tabled by the Committee on Budgets
Section

III

Commission

-

(A) Reunue
Chapter

-

94

-

Borrowing and lending

add an atticle 944 with the following heading:
'European Export Bank borrowings'

-

make a token entry

(B) Rema*hs

-

enter the following remark

:

"This entry represents the authorization given to the EEB by the budgetary authority to
borrow funds.

The maximum amount authorized for such borrowing

in the financial year under

consideration is .. . EUA'.
JUSTTFTCATTON

In connection with the dialogue on certain budgetary questions (Doc. 119177), Parliament took the
view that 'an additional budgetary line must be included authorizing and setting a ceiling on
borrowings by the EEB' (page 10). As in the case of the other Community borrowing and lending
operations, a token entry should be made against this line. The maximum amount authorized for
such borrowing and lending should appear
is impossible to set a precise ceiling.

in the remarks; since the EEB is still not operational, it

Draft amendment No 244
tabled by Mr Shaw on behalf of the Committee on Budgets
Section

III

Commission

-

(A) Statement of reuenue

Title

9

950
-

Chapter

Article

95

Miscellaneous revenue
Miscellaneous revenue

Amend heading to read :
'Revenue from investments and loans, bank interest and other items
bank interest.'

-

(B) Remarks
Unchanged

JUSTIFICATION
The heading in the draft budget at Article 950 is misleading as now worded. The draft amendment
improves the wording and, by rearranging the presentation, adds to budgetary clarity.

.ttr
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Draft amendment No 245
tabled by Mr Shaw on behalf of the Committee on Budgets
Sectior^

III

-

Commission

(A) Statement of reuenue

Title

9

99 Article 990
Chapter

Miscellaneous revenue

Other miscellaneous revenue
Amend heading to read :
'Repayments of duties and charges on research operations by the French and
Italian Governments.'

(B) Reoenue
Delete the token entry

(C) Remarks
Add the following remarks :
'This article was initially created to occommodate some relatively large receipts which are now
utilized by the're-use procedure".'

JUSTTFTCATTON
Since the revenue for which this line was initially created is now utilized by the 're-use procedure',
this line may be deleted from the 1979 budget. Pursuant to the financial regulation, however, it
ought to remain for the 1978 budget, in view of the figure in the 1976 column.

44+

Draft amendment No 246
tabled by Mr Shaw on behalf of the Committee on Budgets
Section

List

III

-

Commission

of posts

Delete 5 LA5 posts, 7

LA6

and 7 LA7 posts

(A) Expenditure
Reduce the Commission's expenditure by 455 800 EUA

(B) Reuenue
Reduce revenue accordingly
JUSTTFTCATTON

The Council accorded approximately one quarter of the posts requested by the Commission for the
1978 financial year in drawing up the draft budget. Of the 126 (100 permanent and 26 temporary)
posts created, no less than 40 were for linguistic staff (interpreters and translators). Of these 40, 20
were destined to cover the transformation of auxiliary into temporary posts and 20 permanent posts
were added.

In view of the stringency with which the Council claims to have treated the administrative budget of
the Commission and in view of the need to spread extra stafl evenly berween the services and
because approximately 180 posts in the linguistic bracket remain vacant, it is proposed to delete the
extra 20 linguistic posts and to free resources which could be used to permit the Commission to
recruit extra staff in sectors where the need appears lar grealer.
+r{

Sitting of l7ednesday, 25 October

251

1977

FINANCIAL IMPLICATIONS
Under the provisions currently

in

force, this draft amendment

will

affect the budget as follows

:

Expenditure

Title

I-

Chapter

1l

-

Staff

EUA

Article I l0
Item ll00
Item 1l0l
Item 1102
Item 1130
Item l13l
Item ll41
Article 119

-

Basic salaries

reduce this appropriation by

284 000

Family allowances
Expatriation allowances

reduce this appropriation by

26 000

reduce this appropriation by

36 000

Insurance against sickness

reduce this appropriation by

8 000

Insurance against accidents

reduce this appropriation hy

I

Annual leave travel expenses

reduce this appropriation by

5 000

!fleightings

reduce this appropriation by

25 000

900

Total reduction under
Chapter

Title I
transfer

Chapter 12

-

Item l21l

-

-

Travel

11

Allowances and expenses on entering and on leaving the service and on

expenses

reduce this appropriation

Staff (including members

by

3700

of the

familY)

l22l - Installation, resettlement and
transfer allowances (stafQ
Removal expenses Staff
Item l23l
- Temporary
dailj subsistence
Article 124
- allowances
Item

Article

reduce this appropriation by

62000

reduce this appropriation by

35 000

reduce this appropriation by

45 000
4 700

129

Total under Chapter

I 51 400

12

Total under Chapters 1l and

12

537 300

Reoenue

Title 4
Chapter

Article

40

400

-

Deductions from staff remuneration
of taxation on salaries, wages and allowances of officials
and other servants
Proceeds of taxation on salaries, wages and allowances of officials
and other servants
Proceeds

reduce this appropriation by

41
410
-

Chapter

Staff contributions

Article

Staff contributions

reduce this appropriation by

5l

400

l9

100

to the pension scheme
to the pensions scheme

80 500
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Draft amendment No 247
tabled by Mr Shaw on behalf of the Committee on Budgets
Section

III

List of

posts

-

Commission

Add 115 posts to be divided up

t7

as follows : 8

,{6, 15 Bl, 17 82, 16 B.3,2 B,4,2 85,20 Cl,18 C2,

C3.

(A) Expenditure
Increase expenditure

by I

890 200 EUA

(B) Reuenuc
Increase revenue accordingly

JUSTIFICATION
The author of this amendment has seriously examined the requests made by the Commission and
the extremely brief explanation by Council as to why it has agreed to the creation of only
one-quarter (Ze1 of ths posts requested by the Commission. In view of the explanations _provided
and in view of the economy which is proposed for the linguistic services, it is proposed that three
particular aspects of the Commission's structure be strengthened.

(i) Security control

-

EURATO^4

Under the agreement between the Community and the International Atomic Energy Agency of 21
April 1977, the Commission has been given responsibility for the control of security on stocks and
movement of nuclear substances. These extra responsibilities require qualified staff. For this reason, it
is proposed to recruit the following: 8 A, 25 B and 10 C officials. This is the minimum necessary in
order to carry out the work of inspection and control confided in the Commission by Council this
year.

(ii) EAGGF (DG 5)
The immense tasks allocated to the Community in the context of the Common Agricultural Policy
require a large number of executive staff to carry out basic implementation work. At present,
administrators within DG 6 are not given the opportunity to carry out conceptual work which might
lead to improvements in the policy, because they have to devote too much time to the more
mundane tasks of management. It is, therefore, proposed to create 17 B and 20 C posts to relieve the
work load and to strengthen the different sectoral services.

(iiil Infratruaure

general seruiees

Certain of the Communities' general services require immediate strengthening in view of growing
tasks. In particular, the general secretariat administration and the Budget DG require extra support in
the B and C categories,iimply to maintain the present effort. It is, therefore, proposed to create l0 B
and 25 C posts (ipproximately one-half the original requests from the Commission).
It is to be noted that the author of this amendment has limited himself to three specific areas. An
increase would be exclusively in categories B and C except for the security control unit. The
approach has been selective in contrast to the arbitrary cut made by Council.

FINANCIAL IMPLICATIONS
Under the provisions currently in force, thrs draft amendment will affect the budget as follows

:
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Expenditure

Title

I-

Chapter

ll -

Staff
EUA

Article I l0
Item ll00
Item ll0l
Item ll02
Item ll30
Item ll3l
Item ll4l
Article ll9

-

Basic salaries

increase this appropriation by

l 113000

Family allowances
Expatriation allowances

increase this appropriation by

104 700

increase this appropriation by

l 38 800

Insurance against sickness

increase this appropriation by

30 000

Insurance against accidents

increase this appropriation by

7 400

Annual leave travel expenses

increase this appropriation by

28 700

Veightings

increase this appropriation by

l 03 000

Total under Chapter I I

Title I

Chapter 12

-

Item l2l1

Item l22l
Item

1231

Article
Article

124

-

-

I

525 600

Allowances and expenses on entering and on leaving the service and on
transfer

Travel expenses
Staff (including members
family)

increase this appropriation by

21 000

increase this appropriation by

244 000

increase this appropriation by

207 000

of the

Installation, resqttlement

and

transfer allowances (staff)
Removal expenses
Sraff

Temporary

daily

subsistence

allowances

l 90 000

l8

129

Total under Chapter

12

Total under Chapters I I and I 2

000

580 000

220s 600

Retenue

Title 4
Chapter

Article

40

400

-

Deductions from staff remuneration
Proceeds of taxation on salaries, wages and allowances of officials
and other servants

of taxation on salaries, wages and allowances of officials
and other servants
Proceeds

Increase this appropriatron by

4l
410
-

Chapter

Article

240 400

Staff contributions to the pension scheme
Staff contributions ro the pension scheme

Increase this appropriation by

75 000

3l 5 400
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Draft amendment No 248
tabled by Mr Shaw on behalf of the Committee on Budgets

III

Section

-

Commission

List of posts
Amend the establishment plan by the following upgradings
Category
Category
Category

A

plus 34 A4
plus 14 A6
plus 4 Bl

B
C

plus 26

Cl

minus
minus
minus
minus
minus
l

l

:

;

:

34 A5
14 A7
4 82

26 C2
13 C3

(A) Expenditure
Increase expenditure by 86 400 EUA

(B) Reuenue
Increase revenue accordingly

JUSTIFICATION
For several years, the Commission has suffered from the absence of a coherent career policy. It is
reasonable that the European Communities should offer prospects of career development to its
officials if it is to continue to attract competent individuals. Over a long period of time, and largely
because of the lack of outward mobility of officials, bottlenecks have developed in certain categories
which means that many people who have been in a certain grade for a long period of time have had
no possibiliry of career development, however talented or senior they may be.
The Commission is now pursuing improvements in recruitment policy and internal mobility which
encourages the author of this amendment to propose that at least part of the requests for upgradings
made by the Commission in the preliminary draft should be granted.

In the draft budget of Council the requests made by the Commission were scarcely satisfied. Council
agreed to one-third of the requests made originally in the preliminary draft supplementary budget for
in the 1978 preliminary draft. This amounted to
extra promotion possibilities. In the view of the Commission this is far from sufficient to
overcome the bottlenecks and new possibilities should be given.
Council has provided no explanation as to why it was so meagre with the Commission's requests. On
the Commission's side, adequate explanations have been provided, in the budget and also in
supplementary reports on the problems of career development in the Commission.
In the view of the author of this amendment, the proposals made are the absolute minimum
necessary to open up reasonable career prospects for a large number of officials.
1977 and one-quarter of the requests for regradings

5l

FINANCIAL IMPLICATIONS
Under the provisions currently in force, this draft amendment will affect the budget as follows
Expenditure

Title 1

-

Chapter

ll -

Staff

EUA

Article I l0
Item ll00
Item 1101
Item ll02
Item ll30
Item ll3l
Article ll9

Basic salaries

Family allowances
Expatriation allowances
Insurance against sickness
Insurance against accrdents
Veightings
-

increase this appropriation by

79 500

increase this appropriation by

7 600

increase this appropriatron by

9 700

increase this appropriation by

2 400

increase this approprration by

500

increase this appropriation by

9 200

Total under Chapter

II

I

08 900

Sitting of !(ednesday, 26 October
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Reoenue

- Deductions lrom staff remuneration
Proceeds of taxation on salaries, wages and allowances
Chapter 40
-

Title 4

Article

400

of

officials

and other servants
Proceeds of taxation on salaries, wages and allowances of officials
and other servants

-

17 200

Increase this appropriation by

4
Article 410
Chapter

Staff contributions to the pension scheme
Staff contributions to the pension scheme
5 300

Increase this appropriation by

22 500

ttt

Draft amendment No 249
tabled by Mr Shaw on behalf of the Committee on Budgets
Section

III

Commission

-

(A) Expenditure

Title

2

Chapter 25
Article 251
-

Buildings, equipment and miscellaneous administrative expenditure
Expenditurc on formal and other meetinSs
Committees

Unchanged

(B) Reuenue
Unchanged

(C) Remarks
Add the following paragraph :

The precise list of these committees is contained in an annex to this section of the budget.
JUSTIFICATION

The list of the committees concerned and certain information on the nature of reimbursements
made to the experts are given by the Commission in the explanatory volume accompanying the
preliminary draft budget. It would be desirable to include this list and information in the budget.

Draft amendment No 250
tabled by Mr Cointat, rapporteur on behalf of the Committee on Budgets
Section

I

-

Parliament

E.rtabli.thnent Plan
Complete the establishment plan as follows

+ I8.5/4(atBs)

:
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(A) Expendicure
Increase expenditure

by I I 000 EUAI

(B) Reunuc
Increase revenue accordingly.

+

9

700 EUA2

(C) Remarks
Unchanged
JUSTTFTCATTON

The day nursery does not at present have a full time qualified nurse.
necessary to remedy this situation.

I

It

has become urgently

Breakdown by item:

ll00:
ll0l:
ll02:
ll30:
ll3l:
ll9 :

8000 EUA
700 EUA

I 200 EUA
300 EUA
100 EUA

700 EUA

ExPendirurc:

,$0:
Chap.4r:

11000 EUA
800 EUA
500 EUA

Revenue:

I 300 EUA

Chap.

2

+

I 300 EUA Irom proceeds of taxation on

salaries

Draft amendment No 251
tabled by Mr Cointat, rapporteur on behalf of the Committee on Budgets
Section

I

-

European Parliament

(A) Expenditure

Title

I

-

Expenditure relating to persons working with the Institution
Expenditure on social welfare

-

Other expenditure

14
Item 1490

Chapter

Increase appropriations by 72 000 EUA

(B) Reoenue
Increase revenue accordingly

(C) Remarks
Unchanged

JUSTIFICATION
The operation of the day nursery must be improved. It has now become essential to install it in more
adequate premises than those available at present.
The full time services of a qualified nurse have also become essential.
A satisfactory solution to these problems will have to be found next year.
The increase requested is purely indicative, corresponding to half the appropriations at present
entered against this item. Its purpose is to stress the urgent need for a remedy to an unsatisfactory
situation. There is an entry in the estimates (Item l0l0 for the rental and installation of a new day
nursery) but that programme will take two years to implement. Urgent solutions must be found in

the meantime.

Sitting of !flednesday, 26 October 1977

Draft amendment No 252
tabled by Mr Cointat, rapporteur on behalf of the Committee on Budgets
Section

(l)

I

-

European Parliament

Expenditure

Title

2

Arricle 294
Item 2940
-

Chapter

29

Buildings, equipment and miscellaneous operating expenditure
Subsidies and financial contributions
Scholarships
Scholarships granted

lor

research and study

(B) Reuenre
Increase revenue accordingly

(C) Remarhs
Unchanged
JUSTTFTCATTON

The enlarged Bureau and the Committee on Budgets have agreed to increase the monthly value of
the Schuman grants from 16000 to 20000 FB. They have also agreed not to reduce the present
number of grants which stands at 25.
This decision was taken after the adoption of Parliament's estimates in June ; the resulting financial

in the estimates. Provision must now be made for them before
definitive adoption of the budget ot the Communities of which the estimates of Parliament are the

consequences are therefore not shown

first section.

t+r

Draft amendment No 253
tabled by Mr Cointat, rapporteur on behalf of the Committee on Budgets
Section

I

-

Parliament

(l\) Expenditure
Title

2

Article 299
Item 2990
Chapter

29

Buildings, equipment and miscellaneous operating expenditure
Subsidies and financial contributions

Other subsidies and financial contributions towards inspection costs
Subsidies and financial contribuuons towards the cost of group visits

Increase expenditure

by 310 545 EUA

(B) Reaenue
Increase revenue accordingly

(C\ Remarks
Unchanged

JUSTIFICATION
Requests for group visits are constantly

on the

increase.

Furthermore, it is necessary to take into account the increase in travelling costs and the decisions of
the enlarged Bureau of 27 May 1977 under which the allowance for certain groups of visitors was
increased.
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Draft amendment No 254
tabled by Mr Cointat, rapporteur on behalf of the Committee on Budgets
Section

I

-

European Parliament

(A) Expenditure

Title

3

Article 374
-

Chapter

37

Expenditure resulting from the Institution carrying out special functions
Expenditure relating to certain institutions and bodies
Share of expenditure of the Audit Board

Cancel the appropriation of 850 000 EUA entered

(B) Reuenue
Reduce revenue accordingly

(C) Remarks
Cancel the remarks

JUSTIFICATION

Until the financial yeat 1977, half the appropriations for the Audit Board were entered in
estimates

the

of Parliament and half in the estimates of the Council.

The creation of the Court of Auditors has changed this situation. The budget now includes a separate
section relating to the revenue and expenditure of the Court of Auditors.

+TT

Draft amendment No 255
tabled by Mr Cointat, rapporteur on behalf of the Committee on Budgets
Section

I

-

European Parliament

(A) Expenditure

Title

3

Article 375
Chapter

37

Expenditure resulting from the Institution carrying out special functions
Expenditure relating to certain institutions and bodies
Share of the expenditure of the ECSC auditor

Cancel the appropriation of 149 300 EUA entered

(B) Reuenue
Reduce revenue accordingly

(C) Remarks
Cancel the remarks

JUSTIFICATION

Until the financial year 1977, half the appropriations for the ECSC auditor were shown in
estimates of Parliament and half in the estimates of -the Council.

the

The creation of the Court of Auditors changes this situation. The budget now includes a separate
section relating to the revenue and expenditure of the Court of Auditors.

Sitting of S7ednesday, 25 October 1977

Draft amendment No 255
tabled by Mr Cointat, rapporteur on behalf of the Committee on Budgets
Section

I

-

European Parliament

(A) Expenditure

Title

l0

Chapter 100

-

Other expenditure
Provisional appropriations

Increase expenditure

by 5 000 000 EUA

(B) Reuenue
Increase revenue accordingly

(C) Remarks

Add the following remarks

:

'Indicative estimate of the appropriations required to rent,

fit out and furnish the additional

installations and premises in Strasbourg, Luxembourg and Brussels with a view to the operation
of the Parliament elected by direct universal suffrage. These appropriations are frozen and can
only be used after the Committee on Budgets has delivered a favourable opinion'.

JUSTIFICATION
As indicated by the rapporteur in the report on the draft estimates approved by the Committee on
Budgets and the Parliament on l3 June 1977,ir is difficult to calculate the amounts needed to meet
exPendrture resulting from rental, fitting out and furnishing of the rnstallations which wilt be used by
the elected Parliament. It is however certain that additional appropriations will be required to cover
the rental, fitting out and furnishing of the additional premises which will have to be provided to
enable the 410-member Parliament to pursue its activities under normal conditions..
The proposed appropriation is purely indicative. It does not reflect a precise calculation but has been
set at 5 000 000 EUA because the present appropriation entered for the same requirements in respect
of a 198-member Parliament is similar in scale (5050000 EUA for the rental, {itting out and

furnishing of buildings).

+r+

Draft amendment No 257
tabled by Mr Cointat, rapporteur on behalf of the Committee on Budgets
Section

I

-

Parliament

(A) Expenditure

Title

I

ll -Article 111
Item 1ll0
Chapter

Expenditure relating to persons working with the Institution
Staff

Other staff
Auxiliary staff

Increase this appropriation

by

55

000 EUA

(B) Reuenue
Increase revenue accordingly

(C) Remarks
Enter the following remarks against this item

:

'Appropriation required for the recruitment of two teams of auxiliary staff (duplicator operators)
during four weeks in Strasbourg and four days in Luxembourg.
This appropriation may be used as the need arises.'
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JUSTIFICATION

ln 1977, the increase in the activities of the reproduction and distribution section already revealed
the need to use the reproduction workshops in Strasbourg during four weeks each year. The same
urgent requirement has arisen for the Luxembourg workshops.
The proposed increase will only enable the growing requirements for the reproduction of texts in the
Parliament's own workshops to be partially met. The most important change in the present situation
must consist in a reduction in the number of texts to be reproduced, especially when the texts are
not those of the European Parliament.
If no such reduction were envisaged it would be necessary to provide for an endless growth and
development of the reproduction workshops which cannot be envisaged and is out of the question
because of the resulting serious impact on the establishment plan and appropriations.
Jtrir

Draft amendment No 258
tabled by Mr Cointat on behalf of the Committee on Budgets
Section

I

-

Parliament

(A) Expenditure

Title

l0

Article l00l
Chapter 100

Other expenditure
Provisional appropriations
Provisional appropriations

Enter an appropriation of 9 680 000 EUA

(B) Reoenue
Increase revenue accordingly

(C) Remarks
Enter the following remark against this appropriation

:

'Amount intended to cover the European Parliament's contribution to information on election
by direct universal suffrage. Use of these appropriations is subiect to control by the respo,nsible
bodies of Parliament (thrs provision also to apply to the giving of a discharge) according to the
procedure fixed by joint agreement between the Bureau and the Committee on Budgets ; this
procedure was applied to the identical credits in respect ol the 1977 Jinancial year.'
JUSTIFICATION

This draft amendment is identical to that tabled by the chairmen of the political groups (PdA
27O12321rcv.).

has been made to the remarks to underline the need for control by the bodies of
Parliament over the utilization of this appropriation.

An addition

Draft amendment No 259
tabled by Mr Cointat on behalf of the Committee on Budgets
Section

I

List of

posts

-

Parliament

Add the following posts

t Asl4(44)
t A716(A6)
2C3t2(C3)

:

Sitting'of Wednesday, 25 October
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(A) Expenditure

.
.

Increase expenditure

'

IB)

by

59

800 EUA

Reuenue

Increase revenue accordingly: 49 300 EUA

-

I

JUSTTFTCATTON

At its meeting of

18 October 1977,the Committee on Budgets once again agreed on the need for a
quantitative and qualitative strengthening of its secretaflat and for a single secretariat to be
maintained for the Committee on Budgets and its control subcommittee for the reasons of substance
already explained in many reports adopted by Parliament.
The increase in the establishment plan od the secretarjat of the Committee on Budgets is intended to
meet the growing work load resulting from the establishment of the Court of Auditors.

FINANCIAL STATEMENT
Expenditure

Title 1 .- chapter
Item 1100

Anic'le 116 1101
1102
1130

ll:

staff

Article

110

basic salaries
family allowances
expatriation allowances
sickness insurance
weighting

44500 EUA
3 500

7700
1 500

4500
59 800 EUA

Reoenue

Title

4

Chapter 40: proceeds of taxation on the salaries, wages and allowances
of officials and other servants
41 : staff contributions to the pension scheme

7 500
3 000
10 500

Draft anrendment No 250
tabled by Mr Cointat, rapporteur on behalf of the Committee on Budgets
Section

II

-

Lrst of posts

Annex

I

-

Economic and Socral Committee

add the following to the establishment plan

l A4, l B 1, l C l, l C 3/2(C

t + l0 500 EUA from

proceeds

3)

of taxation on

salarres

:
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(A) Expenditure

Increase expenditure

by

53

500 EUA'

(B) Reaenue

Adjust revenue accordingly
(c) Remarks
Unchanged
JUSTTFTCATION

The level of activity of the secretariat of the Economic and Social Committee is on the increase, in
particular Iollowing the acquisition by the Committee of the right of initiative as a resulr of the
recommendations made some years ago by the Conference of Heads of State or Government.
The establishment plan of the E.S.C. has been expanded over these past few years at a slower pace, so
that it does not fully correspond to the needs associated with the increase in activity. These new
posts, added to those allowed by the Council when it drew up the draft budget, meet only about half
the requests put forward by the E.S.C. with respect to its establishment plan needs for the next
financial year.

FINANCIAL IMPLICATIONS

.

BREAKDOVN BY ITEM

Expenditure

Chapter 11, Article 110

-

-

Item

100

48 600 EUA

Item

101

4 2OO EUA
7 2OO EUA

Item 102
Item
Item

I

130

Item 19

55 500 EUA

Chapter 40
Chapter 4l

-

EUA

4 5OO EUA

Total
Reaenue

4OO

600 EUA

131

9 8OO EUA
3 2OO EUA

Total

r3 000 EUA

+{+
Draft amendment No 261
tabled by Mr Cointat" rapporteur on behalf of the Committee on Budgets
Section

II

-

Annex

List of posts

I

-

Economic and Social Committee

- amend the
+ 5 C 4;- 5 C 5;
+2Dl;-2D312.

establishment plan as follows

:

(A) Expenditure
Unchanged

(B) Reuenue
Unchanged

(C) Remarks
Unchanged

JUSTTFICATION
For several years staff in the lower career bracket of these categories have been <.lenied advancement
despite their proficiency at work.

Sitting of l7ednesday, 25 Octobet
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These changes meet only half of the requests put forward by the Economic and Social Committee,
regards conversions both from D 312 into D and from C 5 into C 4.

I

as

Draft amendment No 262
tabled by Mr Cointat, rapporteur on behalf of the Committee on Budgets
Section

Title

II

l0

Chapter 100

.

Annex

-

-

I

-

Economic and Social Committee

Other expenditure
Contingency appropriations

(A) Exlendintre
Add an appropriation of

-

(B)

100

000 EUA

i,,,,,,,
Increase revenue accordingly

(C\ Renarhs
Adrl the following remarks against this entry:
'Appropriation necessary for the operation of the secretariat restaurant. Half of this appropriation
000 EUA) is frozen. It will be released by the budgetary authoriry alter examining detailed
plans to be submitted by the ESC.'

(50

JUSTIFICATION
Since its preliminary dralt budget was drawn up, the Economic and Social Commrttee has rented
new premises, including a la:.ge area already used as a restaurant by the institutions that had
previou;ly used the building.
It is, nroreover, readily understandable that the Committee, the only Community institution still
without its own restaurant, should increasingly feel the need for one.

+++

Draft amendment No 263
tabled by Mr Cointat, rapporteur on behalf of the Committee on Budgets
Section

Title

2

II

-

Annex

Article 220
Chapter'

22

I

-

Economic and Social Committee

Buildings, equipment and miscellaneous operating expenditure
Movable property and ancillary expenses

Of(ice machinery

(A) Expenditure
Add an appropriation of 29 000 EUA
(B) Reoenue
Increase revenue accordingly

(C)

Rctnarhs

Un':hx19.6

JUSTIFICATION

Under Items 2200 'Initial equipment' and 2201 'Renewals' the CounciI has earmarked
appropliation of 15000 EUA. The Economic and Social Committee had originally.estimated

an

its
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requirements under these two headings at 30 000 and 60 000 EUA respectively. It considered these
appropriations indispensable in the light of the appreciable increase in its workload and the
technical problems raised by the need to produce documents to very short deadlines. It is therefore
iustifiable to accept at least 50 % of the Committee's estimates and to increase the appropriation of

15000 EUA fixed by the Council to 45000 EUA.
The additional 29 000 EUA are to be allocated as follows :
9 000 EUA to Item 2200 and
20 000 EUA to Item 2201
This allocation is iustified in particular by the fact that the funds under lltem 2Z0l are needed to
cover the replacement of very obsolete offset machinery.

+++
Draft amendment No 254
tabled by Mr Shaw on behalf of the Committee on Budgets
Section

III

Commission

-

(A) Statement of reaenue

Title

I

Chapter 10

-

Own resources
Levies, premiums, supplementary

or

compensatory amounts, additional
amounts or part amounts and other dt'ties established by the Institutions of the
Communities,
respect of trade with non-member countries under the

in

common agricultural policy (Article 2 (a) of the Council Decision of
re70)

Article

100

-

or

Levies, premiums, supplementary

2l April

compensatory amounts, additional

amounts or part amounts and other duties established by the Institutions of the
Communities,
respect of trade with non-member countries under the

in

common agricultural policy (Article 2 (a) of the Council Decision of
te70)
Increase revenue by 30

2l April

million EUA

(B) Remarhs

JUSTTFTCATTON

The estimate of revenue concerning levies was calculated on the basis of the special arrangement
resulting from reductions in the levy on beef originating in ACP states. These reductions, based on
the safeguard clause, should in principle be exceptional in nature. However, the safeguard clause was
abrogated on I April 1977 and the exceptional nature of these measures was found to be more
apparent than real. From the point of view of budgetary technique, these reductions in levy are
equivalent in fact to a contraction of revenug and expenditure and therefore could be regarded as
contravening the principle of budgetary universaliry: they play a role in subsidizing exports which
ought to be financed from the general budget.
From the point of view of the security and stabiliry of the receipts of ACP States' exporters of beef, a
definitive solution is preferable to the periodic renewal of exceptional measures.
Furthermore, these reductions in levies became difficult to reconcile with the common agricultural

policy in so far as their exceptional character became permanent.

+++
Draft amendment No 265
tabled by Mr Shaw on behalf of the Committee on Budgets
Section

III

-

Commission

(A) Statenent of reuenue

Titlel
Chapter

l0

-Ownresources

-

or

Levies, premiums, supplementary
compensatory amounts, addrtional
amounts or part amounts and other duties established by the Institutions of the

Sitting of \Tednesday, 26 October
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Communltles,lnresPectoftradewithnon.membercountriesunderthe
commonagriculturalpolicy(Article2(a)oftheCouncilDecisionof2lApril
re70)

Articlel00_Levies,premiums,suPPlementaryorcomP-en.Satoryamounts,additional

othei duties esta6lished by the Institutions of the
p..t.-ouni,
"nd
co..uniti.',inrespectoftradewithnon-membercountriesunderthe

arrrounts'o,

;;ToT""agriculturalpolicy(Article2(a)oftheCouncilDecisionof2lApril
Delete the items

(B) Remarks
Unchanged

JUSTIFICATION
Member states is purely
Under the own-resources system, the breakdown of estimates of receipts by
itself at all but rn the
budget
in
the
a
place
have
not
statistical in nature; therefore, it does
explanatory statement.

Dralt amendment No 266
tabk:d by the Committee on Budgets
Section

III

Commission

-

(A\ Expenditure

Title 3
Chapter

-

32

Expenditure on specific projects undertaken by the Instrtution
Expenditure under the energy policy

-

amend the heading of Item 3291 to read:
'Euratom loans'

(B) Rcwnue

-

unchanged

(C\ Renarks

-

enter the following remark

:

EAEC Treaty (Article 172 (4)
This entry represents tbe autbonzation gi*n to the Cornnission b1'.tbe-budgetary'.attborit1,
tbe linaicial yettr under consideration, to contrdet loant to bellt finance nuclear pou'er
stations,
The upper limit on total authorized loans for the financial year under consideratron is 500

for

million EUA.
Community guarantee
Should the reciprent of a loan default and the related guarantees cannot be brought rnto
operation in time, having regard to the due dates, the Commissron would use its cash
resorrrces

ro provisionally r"r"i.. the debt of the Communrty under its direct

legal

obligations to the lenders.
Any actual expenditure which the Communrty might ultimately have to incur where the
abovementioned guarantees have not operated rs charged to this article ; the Community
would then have to take action against the defaultrng debtors'
All capitat transactions, and the management of the related indebtedness, are set out ln
Annex ll to Section Ill, Conrmission, of the general budget'
This remark rs bindrng withrn the meaning of Artrcle l5 (c) of the Financial Regulation of 25

April

197J.
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JUSTIFICATION
The.expenditure heading of the budget should cover the loans granted by the Communiry and not
the borrowings contracted by it, which are covered under the rirerue heading (the English text of
the draft budget already has'Euratom loans').
The remark must make clear that the autborization to borrow and lend is given each year to the
Commission by the budgetary authority. The remark must be binding si-nce it lays down, in
accordance with the basic regulation, the ceiling for borrowings/loans autlhorized for each financial
year.

Draft amendment No 267
tabled by the Committee on Budgets
Section

III

-

Commission

(A) Expenditure

Title

2

Article 291
Chapter

29

buildings, equipment and miscellaneous administrarive expenditure
subsidies and financial contributions
subsidies to European movements

Increase the appropriations

by I 000 000 EUA

(B) Reuenue
Increase revenue accordingly

(C) Renarks
Complete the text as follows :
'This appropriation of I m EUA will be frozen until the European Parliament has
adopted
programme for the publishing and distribution of a European telephone directory.'

a

JUSTIFICATION
The Committee on Budgets considers that a subsidy of this krnd can be granted for the purchase
and
distribution of a number of copies of common market telephone directoiies. It also wonders
whether
thrs initiative should not in future be taken over by the naiional telephone companies and structured
to provide an effective instrument of information.

Draft amendment No 268
tabled by Mr Cointat, rapporteur on behalf of the Committee on Budgets
Section

List of
+
+
+

I

-

Parliament

posts

A7/6 (A7)
B3i2 (B3)
c3l2 (c3)

to set up a data-processing department
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(A) Expenditure
Increase expenditure by 44 700

EUA'

(B) Reoenue
Increase expenditure accordingly: 35 900 EUA

t

JUSTIFICATION

it desirable to set up within the Secretariat a data-processing
coordination department.
Although the rapporteur is in principle in favour of setting up llis department, he can give only
partial;upport to the proposals-submined with regard to the establishment required. In his opinion
it. initl"i core of data-processing staff should be fairly small, pending a careful study to establish the
correct size of such a department within the Secretariat.
The enlarged Bureau considers

FINANCIAL IMPLICATIONS
BREAKDOTTN BY ITEM
Expenditure

Chapter

-

ll,

Article 110

-

Item ll0
Item ll0l
Item 1102
Item 1130

Item

1131

Item 119

Chapter

8OO

1 OOO
4OO
7OO

5 600

Chapter 40

-

4

EUA
EUA
EUA
EUA

44 700 EUA

Total
Reuenue

33 000 EUA
2 8OO EUA

EUA

2 2OO EUA

41

7 8OO EUA

Total

+TI

Draft amendment No 269
tabled by Mr Shaw on behalf of the Committee on Budgets
(A) Statement of reaenue

Titlel
chapter

-

12

-Ownresources

-

customs duties and other duties referred to in Article 2 (b) of the council
Decision of 21 APril, 1970

delete the Items

(B) Remarks
Unchanged

JUSTIFICATION
of receiPts by a Member State is purely
under the own resources system, the breakdown of estimates
proper'
budget
in
the
statistical in nature; thereiore, it should not aPPear

+++

I +

7 800

EUA from proceeds on taxatron on

salaries
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Draft amendment No 270
tabled by Mr Shaw on behalf of the Committee on Budgets

(A)

Statement of reuenue

I

Title

Chapter

130

Article

-

-.
-

13

-

Own resources
Value-added tax provided for

in Article 4 of the Council Decision of 2l April

1970

Value-added tax provided for
1970

in Article 4 of the Council Decision of 2l April

delete the Items

(B) Remarks
Enter under the remarks the breakdown shown in Article 130. The text ol the remarks should
therefore be completed as follows :

Belgium
Denmark

89

Federal Republic of

358 679

1rcn7

Germany

779

. I 500 g06427
. 1 D4 s73 tOl

France
Ireland
Italy
Luxembourg
Netherlands
United Kingdom

Al

g64
37
713 261 349

g 25374g

30g 139 90g

$6226372
JUSTIFICATION

Under the.6wn-resources system, the breakdown of estimates of receipts by a Member State is purely
statistical in nature; therefore, it should not appear in the Budget proper.

r+t

Dralt amendment No 271
tabled by Mr Shaw on behalf of the Committee on Budgets
Section

III

-

Commission

(A) Expenditure

Title

2

272
-

Chapter

A*icle
Item

27

2729

-

Buildings, equipment and miscellaneous administrative expenditure
Expendirure on publishing and information
Expenditure on the dissemination of information and on participation in
public events
Information proiects relating to direct elections to the European Parliament

Increase appropriations by 4 000 000 EUA.

lB) Reuenue
Increase revenuc accordingly

(C) Remarks
Add the following sentence to the remarks :
2 000 000 EUA are to remain blocked until the European Parliament has accepted the
information programme proposed by the Commission.
JUSTIFICATION
The Committee on Budgets endorses the views put Iorward by the Political Affairs Committee (PdA
79) in its proposed changes to the remarks and in the iustification of its amendment. However, it
considers it essential to block half the requested appropriations (2 000 000 out of 4 000 000), firstly to
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e{tcourage the Commission to present an information programme and secondly
responsible bodies of Parliament to evaluate the Commission's proposals.

to

enable the

+tr

Draft amendment No 272
tabled by Mr Shaw on behalf of the Committee on Budgets
Section

III

Commission

-

(A\ Expenditure

Title

2

Article 283
28

Chapter

Buildings, equipment and miscellaneous administrative expenditure
Subsidies for balancing budgets
Subsidy for the running of the European Foundation

Enter an appropriation of 500 000 EUA.

(B) Reaenue
Increase revenue accordingly

(C) Remarks
Amend and complete the remarks as follows

:

This budget line has been entered pending a possible Council decision to establish a European
Foundation. This appropriation is frozen. It will be released by the Parliament once the
European InstitutionJ have adopted the provisions relating to the creation of this foundation'.
JUSTIFICATION

.

The European Parliament supports the creation of the European Foundation proposed in the report
by Mr Tindemans on European Union published more than 18 months ago.
It is inadmissible for the Commission to be required to present a further report on this matter and,
to encourage a rapid decision by the Institutions, it is proposed to enter an actual figure in the
budget for the financial year 1978 instead of the token entry proposed by the Commission and
approved by the Council so that preliminary work on the setting up of the Foundation can begin in
1978.

Draft amendment No 273
tabled by Mr Shaw on behalf of the Committee on Budgets
Section

(lrl

III

-

Commission

Expenditure

Title

2

Chapter 28
Article 288
-

Buildings, equipment and miscellaneous administrative expenditure
Subsidies for balancing budgets
European University Institute

Enter an appropriation

of I 000 000 EUA

(B) Reaenue
Increase revenue accordingly

(C) Remarks
Complete the remarks as follows

:

following the amendment of the Convention of I9
'This appropriation is intended to cover
April iilZ (OJ No C 29 of 9 February 1975) setting up the European University Institute in
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respect of the financrng ot the lnstitute's budget
the subsidy to be paid from the general
budget of the European Communities in order to balance the budget of thi European Un-iversity
Institute. These appropriations will be frozen until Parliament hai examined the estimates and
programme of the University lor 1978'.

-

JUSTIFICATION

It

is clear that the proposed appropriations correspond to about one fifth of the total expenditure of
the Institute in 1978. However, since the amendment of the administrative instrumenis governing
the fnstitute will take a great deal ol time, it seems realistic to effect partial budgetization for thi
1978 financial year.

+++

Draft amendment No 274
tabled by the Committee on Budgets
Section

III

-

Commission

(l\) Expenditure
Title

2

equipment and miscellaneous
- Buildings, and
Subsidies
financial contributrons
291 : Special subsidies
European

Chapter

Article

operating expenditure

29

to

Movements

Enter an appropriation of 300 000 EUA

(B) Reaenue
Increase revenue accordingly

(C) Remarks
Add the following:

'This appropriation

is to

cover an operational subsidy to an independent, international
on 28 Septembet 1977 and which is to consider the
problem of the continuation of the North-South dialogue. The appropriation is to be frozen until
such a time as the European Parliament has received further information on the progress of the
commission, which

it

was decided to set up

commission.'

JUSTIFICATION
The commission, which was proposed by President of the !7orld Bank, Mr McNamara, and which is
to be chaired by Nobel Peace Prize laureate, \filly Brandt, is to submit a report on the future course
of the North-South dialogue in the spring of 1979 to Secretary-General of the UN, Kurt lTaldheim,
who will in turn lorward it to governments and international institutions.
In order to carry out its work the commission will require approximately 2 000 000 EUA, all of
which will have to come in the form of donations.
Since it is also in the interest of the European Communities that such a report should be drawn up
by a number of internationally recognized persons, it is proposed that the Commission should
contribute 300 000 EUA to the expenses under the general budget of the European Communities for
1978. Nevertheless it is proposed to freeze these appropriations on the line until Parliament and its
committees have received fuller information on progress so far.
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Draft amendment No 275
tabled by Mr Shaw on behalf of the Committee on Budgets
Section

III

Commission

-

(A) Expenditure

2

Title

equipment and miscellaneous administrative expenditure

- Buildings,
Subsidies and financial contributions
Chapter 29
for non-governmental organizations
Create a new Article 293
- Subsidy
in the field of science and technology

of European interest

Enter an appropriation of 60 000 EUA

(B) Reoenue
Increase revenue accordinglY

(C) Remarks
Add the following:
'New Article : This appropriation

is intended to cover subsidies to non-governmental
int.rn"tiorr"i organizations of European interest in the field of science and
technology'

JUSTIFICATION
The Commission provided a full iustification for this item together with additional information as to
how the appropriations would be used.
In particular, it seems that non-governmental organizations in the area of science and technology are
ir.qr.ntty consulted by the Coirmission in the development of scientific and technological policy
an important Srowth area for Community activities'
-Council deleted this
item with no explanation whatsoever. In the absence of any explanation, it is
proposed to reinstate the full amount.
This could be of particular help to small and medium-sized industries and thus assist in improving
European industrial comPetitiveness.

Draft amendment No 276
tabled by Mr Shaw on behalf of the Committee on Budgets
Section

III

-

Commission

(A) Expenditure

Title

3

Expenditure on specific projects undertaken by the Institution

read as follows

:
Amend to
.Community policies in regard, particularly, to research, technology, industry, the social sector,
the environmint and the iupply of energy and raw materials''

(B) Reoenue
Unchanged

(C) Rernarks
Unchanged

JUSTIFICATION
expenditure on specific prolects undertaken by the Institutions The present wording of Title 3
in regard to research,
does not make it clear that it covers such maior issuei as expenditure
energy and raw materials'
of
supply
and
the
environment
the
sector,
social
the
industry,
iJnotogy,
enabling the reader to grasP
The amended Title would add to budgetary clariry and transparency by
the
Title'
under
expenditures
immediately the broad scope of
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Draft amendment No 277
tabled by Mr Shaw on behall of the Committee on Budgets

III

Section

(/tl

Commission

-

Expenditure

3

Title

Article 301
Item 3010
Unchanged
Chapter

30

Expenditure on specific projects undertaken by the Institution
Expenditure in the social sector
Tasks entrusted to the Commission in the field of vocational training
European Centre for the Development of Vocational Training

(B) Rettenue
Unchanged

(C) Remarks

Add the following sentence to the remarks column

:

'Three-quarters of this appropriation is to be frozen until such a time as the European
Parliament has given a discharge to the Centre with respect to the 1975 General BudgetJ
JUSTTFTCATION

Following certain comments arising from the report of the Audit Board for 1975 and from the
Committee on Budgets' report, the European Parliament withheld a discharge for this Centre with
respect to the 1975 budget. In view of the concern expressed at that time which has still not been
clarified, it is proposed to freeze three-quarters of the appropriations until such a time as the
outstanding matters relating to the 1975 budget have been clarified.

+Jt+

Draft amendment No 278
tabled by Mr Shaw on behalf of the Committee on Budgets
Section

III

-

Commission

(A) Expenditure

Title

3

Chapter 35

Article

359

-

Expenditure on specific proiects undertaken by the Institution
Protection of man and his environment

Project towards

the operation of the

European Foundation

Improvement of Living and l7orking-Conditions

for

the

Unchanged

(B) Reaenue
Unchanged

(C) Remarks
Add the following sentence to the remarks column

:

'Three-quarters of this appropriation is to be frozen until such a time as the European
Parliament decides otherwise, and after the Institutions have taken a specific decision on the
establishment plan of the Foundation for 1978.'

JUSTIFICATION

It will be

recalled that the Commission published the budget and establishment plan of the
Foundation fot 1978 before the budgetary authority had considered them. It was also proposed that
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the establishment plan should be increased
Parliament. I

-

this proposal was accepted by the

European

Now it is again proposed to increase the establishment plan including those posts which were
specifically disapproved of by the European Parliament (deputy directors).
In view of the fact that the European Parliament has not had time, as yet, to pronounce on the
renewed proposal from the Commission, it is intended to freeze three-quarters of the appropriations
until the consultation has been completed.

Draft amendment No 279
tabled by Mr Shaw on behalf of the Committee on Budgets
Section

III

Commission

-

(A\ Expenditure
Title

3

Article 373
37

Chapter

Expenditure on specific proiects undertaken by the Institution
Expenditure in the industrial and transport sectors
Financial oPerations in transPort infrastructure proiects

Increase expenditure

(Bl

by

I

million EUA.

Reuenue

Increase revenue accordingly

(C) Remarks
Add the following sentence to the remarks column

:

'This amount to be frozen until such a time as decided otherwise by the European Parliament,
following a decision on the proiects presented.'
JUSTIFICATION
For two successive years a token entry has been proposed for this line. Given the importance of_the
proposals, it is time that some amount was included in the budget and that the amount should be
iufficient to examine the best means of launching Community support for projects with Community
interest. The amount proposed should be interpreted as an encouragement for the Council to decide
at last on the support for proiects of Communiry interest in transport infrastructure.
The amount should be frozen until unfrozen by the European Parliament following a Council
decision.

{t+

Draft amendment No 280
tabled by the Committee on Budgets and the Committee on Economic and Monetary Affairs
Section

III

-

Commission

Titte 3

Expenditure on specific

undertaken by the Institutron

Proiects
Expenditure in the industrial and transport sectors
37
Communiry reorganization and redevelopment operations in connection with
Article 375
- in certain industrial sectors
Loan interest rebates
Item 3750
-

Chapter

(A) Exltenditure
Enter an appropriation of 3 million EUA

I

Report of Mr Lezzr on behalf of the Socral A{fatrs Commrttee.

crises
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(B) Reaenue
Increase revenue accordingly

(C) Remarks
Enter an appropriation for commitment of 15 million EUA

The probable schedule of payments against commitments is as follows

:

(rn EUA)
Commrtmens

1978

Paymenr

'15

000 000

t978

t979

r980

3 000 000

7 000 000

5 000 000

JUSTIFICATION

!7ith this draft

amendment the Committee on Budgets endorses the views pur forward by the
Committee on Economic and Monetary Affairs. However, it has tabled new amendments reflecting
decisions based

on the desire for budgetary clariry.

Draft amendment No 281
tabled by the Committee on Budgets and the Committee on Economic and Monetary Affairs
Section

III

-

Commission

Title 3

Expenditure on specific proiects undertaken by the Institution

37
Expenditure rn the industnal and transport sectors
Artrcle 375
Community reorganizatron and redevelopment operations in connection with crises
- in certain industrial sectors
Chapter

Add the following items 3750 and 3751

Item 3750
Item 3751

-

:

Loan interest rebates
Investment premiums

(A) Expenditure
Unchanged

(B) Retenue
Unchanged

(C) Renarks
Unchanged

JUSTIFICATION
Thrs amendment is iustifred for reasons of budgetary clanty.
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Draft amendment No 282
tabled by the Committee on Budgets and the Committee on Economic and Monetary Alfairs
Section

III

-

Commission

3

proiects undertaken by the Institution

on specific
- Expenditure
Expenditure in the industrial and transport sectors
- Community reorganization and redevelopment operations
Article 375
- in certain industrial sectors
premiums
Item 3751
- Investment
Title

Chapter

37

in connection with

crises

(A) Expenditure
Enter an appropriation of 15 million EUA

(B) Reaenue
Unchanged

(C) Compensation

Title X, Chapter 100 (Article 375): delete 15 million EUA
(D) Rernarks
Unchanged

JUSTIFICATION
amendment the Committee on Budgets endorses the views put forward by the
Committee on Economic and Monetary Affairs. However, it has tabled new amendments reflecting

!(lith this draft

decisions based on the desire for budgetary clarity.

r++

Draft amendment No 283
tabled by Mr Shaw on behalf of the Committee on Budgets
Section

III

-

Commission

(A) Expenditure

Title

3

Chapter 39
Article 390
-

Expenditure on specific projects undertaken by the Institution
Other expenditure on specific proiects undertaken by the Institution
Research proiects in the field of technology and industry

Enter appropriations of 5 million EUA

(B) Reaenue
Increase revenue accordingly

(C) Remarks
Add the following sentence to the remarks column of the budget

:

'This amount should be frozen until such a time as decided otherwise by the

European

Parliament, following a decision on the Commission's proposals.'

JUSTIFICATION

This item is important since the innovative process of industrial firms and their capaciry for

innovation need to be encouraged in order to withstand non-European comPetition.
Although the Commission is not yet in a position to provide figures for this item, it is suggested that
an amount of 5 million EUA frozen on the line should be included in order that the work of the
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CREST and the Advisory Committees will be spent in enabling the Community to make some
contribution in 1978.

Draft amendment No 284
tabled by Mr Shaw on behalf of the Committee on Budgets
Section

III

Commission

-

(lt) Expenditure
Title

3

Article 392
Item 3920
Chapter

39

Expenditure on specific projects undertaken by the Institution
Other expenditure on specific projects undertaken by the Institution
Educational measures
Implementation of the education programme

Increase expenditure

by

500

000 EUA

(B) Reaenue
Increase revenue accordingly

(C) Remarks
Unchanged
JUSTTFTCATTON

The Committee on Budgets supports the intention of the Committee on Social Affairs, Employment
and Education. However, in tabling this amendment it seeks to draw attention to the problem of
priorities within the Community's education programme. In particular, it is felt that the present
action involves far too many dispersed activities. The Committee on Budgets believes that it is
necessary to use the limited appropriations in such a way as to maximize the effectiveness of the
action.

+++
Draft amendment No 285
tabled by the Committee on Budgets
Section

III

-

Commission

(A) Expenditure

3
Expenditure on specific projects undertaken by the Institution
- Other
Chapter 39
expenditure on specific proiects undertaken by the Institution
Add a new Article 395
Promotion of Communiry trade with Japan

Title

-

Make a token entry.

(B) Reuenue

(C) Remarks

JUSTTFTCATTON

it essential to add this article and considers that the
Commission should be asked to prepare at an early date a programme dealing in particular with
analysis of the markets and patterns of exports and imports to and from Japan.
The Committee on Budgets considers
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Draft amendment No 285
tabled by the Committee on Budgets
Section

III

-

Commission

(A) Expenditure

Title

4

-

Repayments and aids to Member States and miscellaneous
heading of Chapter 42 to read:
'Community lending'

-

amend the

(B\ Reaenue

-

unchanged

(C\ Remarks

-

enter the following remark

:

Council Regulation (EEC) No 397175 of 17 February 1975 concerning Communiry loans (OJ
No L 45, 20 February 1975, p. 1)

This heading represents the authorization given to the Commission by the budgetary
authoriry, for the financial year under consideration, to lend funds to Member States in
of payments difliculties caused by the increase in prices of petroleum products.

balance

The loan operations authorized for the financial year under constderation are limited to US $
3 000 million.
Community guarantee
If the other operations provided for by the financial mechanism for these loans cannot be
brought into play in time, in view of the due dates, the Commission will temporarily use its
funds to service the debt incurred by the Community, by virtue of its direct legal obligation
to the lenders.
Any expenditure which the Community may finally have to bear if the other operations
provided for by the financial mechanism for these loans fail are charged to this chapter. The
Community will then have to exercise its right to bring proceedings against the debtors.
Annex II to Section III, Commrssion, of the general budget outlines all capital operations
and debt management.

This remark is binding within the meaning of Article 16 (c) of the Financial Regulation of 25

April

1973.

JUSTIFICATION
The expenditure heading of the budget should cover the loans granted by the Community and not
the borrowings contracted by it, which are covered under the revenue heading.
The remark must make clear that the autbonzatton to borrow and lend rs given each year to the
Commission by the budgetary authority. The remark must be bindrng since it lays down, in
accordance with the basic regulation, the ceiling for borrowings/loans authorized for each financial
year.

Draft amendment No 287
tabled by the Committee on Budgets
Section

III

-

Commission

(A) L,xpenditure

Title

4

-

Repayments and aids to Member States and
miscellaneous

Create the following new Irnes and enter the

- following
Chapter 44

Article 440

-

appropriations

:

Monetary compensatory amounts
Monetary compensatory amounts
(new article)
in respect of -intra-Community trade
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Item

4400

Item

4401

Item

4402

of the European Parliament

-

(new item)
Monetary compensatory amounts
on imports -paid or levied by importing Member

-

(new item)
Monetary compensatory amounts
on imports -paid by exporting Member States on
behalf of importing Member States
(new item)
compensatory amounts
- Monetary
on exports paid
or levied by exporting Member

States

-

l103.6mEUA

States

Article

441

Item

4410

Item

441

(new article)

Monetary compensatory amounts
respect-of trade with non-Community

- in

130 m

-424.1

MEUA

countries

-

(new item)
Portion of monetary compensatory
amounts granted
on imports over and above the

-

(new item)

-

EAGGF Guarantee Section
Monetary compensatory amounts

l.*y

1

EUA

on

exports

129'2

m

EUA

20.5

m

EUA

103.5

m

EUA

Monetary compensatory amounts

(B) Compensation

Title

7
78
780

Chapter

Article
Item

7800

Item

7801

Item

7802

Article

781

Item

7810

Item

7811

-

-

Monetary compensatory amounts in respect of
intra-Community trade
Monetary compensatory amounts on imports paid
or levied by importing Member States
Monetary compensatory amounts on imports paid
by exporting Member States on behalf of
importing Member States
Monetary compensatory amounts on exports paid
or levied by exporting Member States
Monetary compensatory amounts in respect of
trade with non-Community countries
Portion of monetary compensatory amounts
granted on imports over and above the levy
Monetary compensatory amounts on exports

I

130 m EUA

-

424'l m EUA

129.2

20.6

m EUA
m EUA

Delete these articles and items and the relevant appropriations.

(C) Remarks
JUSTIFICATION
The Committee on Budgets endorses the proposal made by the Committee on Agriculture (PDM
151). However, since it considers that the problem is essentially one of budgetary nomenclature, its
view is that this proposal should be tabled in the form of a draft amendment, on the basis of the
provisions of the financial regulation stipulating that the budgetary nomenclature shall be fixed by
the budgetary authority during the procedure for adoption of the budget.

+r+

Draft amendment No 288
tabled by the Committee on Budgets
Section

III

-

Commission

(A) Expenditure

4
repayments of aid to Member States and other aid
Enter the following new line with the appropriation as shown :
Chapter 45
resulting from the application of different conversion rates
- expenditureexpenditure
Article 450 (new article
resulting from the application of different conversion
- rates
6oo m EUA
Title
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(B) Compensation

Title

7

Article 790
Chapter

-

79

EAGGF guarantee section
expenditure resulting from the application of different exchange rates
expenditure resulting from the application of different exchange rrt;io

,,,

,r^

Delete this Article and the appropriation shown against it

(C) Remarks
Enter the following remarks

Article 450 (former Article

:

790)

This entry is intended to cover the additional costs resulting from the application, for
conversions within the budget, of the EUA rates, whereas the prices and rates in respect of the
agricultural policy are converted according to the representative rates.
ln the 1977 budget additional costs were shown resulting from the application within the budget
of rates corresponding to the IMF declared parities.

ln

1976 this effect was distributed berween the various budget lines.
JUSTTFTCATTON

The Committee on Budgets shares the Committee on Agriculture's view thar this proposal

is

necessary (PDM 152). However, since the problem is one

of budgetary nomenclature the Committee
on Budgets considers that this proposal should take the form of a draft amendment on the basis of
the provisions of the financial regulation stipulating that the budgetary nomenclature shall be fixed
by the budgetary authoriry during the procedure for adoption of the budget.

+++
Draft amendment No 289
tabled by the Committee on Budgets
Section

III

-

Commission

(lr) Expenditure
Title

4

-

Repayments and aids

to Member

States and miscellaneous

Create the following new headings and enter the following appropriation:

Chapter

Article

43

430

Compensatory
- Compensatory
- trade

amounts on accession
amounts on accession granted

in

respect

of intra-Community
30 000 000 EUA

(B) Compensation

Title

7

EAGGF Guarantee Section
- Compensatory
- Compensatory amounts on accession
Article 750
amounts on accession granted in respect
- trade
Chapter

75

of intra-Community
30 000 000 EUA

Delete this article and the relevant appropriation.

(c) Remarks

JUSTTFTCATTON

The Committee on Budgets endorses the proposal made by the Committee on Agriculture (PDM
150). However, since it considers that the problem is essentially one of the budgetary nomenclature,
its view is that this proposal should be tabled in the form of a draft amendment, on the basis of the
provisions of the financial regulation stipulating that the budgetary nomenclature shall be fixed by
the budgetary authority during the procedure for adoption of the budget.
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Draft amendment No 290
tabled by Mr Shaw on behalf of the Committee on Budgets
Section

III

Commission

-

(A) Expenditure

Title

4

and aids to Member States and miscellaneous

- Repayments
Export Bank
- European
Anicle 490
Contribution to the starting capital of the European Export Bank
Insert a token entry.
Chapter

p)

49

Reoenue

Unchanged

(C) Remarks
Add the following sentence to the end of the remarks :
'This appropriation should enable an initial contribution to be made to the capital of the
European Export Bank.'

JUSTIFICATION

After a careful study of the Commission's proposals, the European Parliament gave a favourable
opinion to the European Export Bank. It is therefore felt necessary for the wherewithal to be
provided for the Commission so that work may be started in 1978 on the setting up of the Bank.
It is a matter of disappointment that Council states it will be unable to reach a decision even during
1978 and this despite the fact that the proposal was laid before it on 17 Bebruary 1976.
It was initially proposed that the endowment capital would amount to 100 million u.a. A token entry
for 1978 would seem more realistic in view of Council's dilatory behaviour.

Draft amendment No 291
tabled by Mr Shaw on behalf of the Committee on Budgets
Section

III

Commission

-

(A) Expenditure
Title

4

Repayments and aids

to Member

- European ExPort Bank
Chapter
- EEC guarantee for the European
Article 491
Insert a token entry.

States and miscellaneous

49

Export Bank's borrowings

(B) Reaenue
Unchanged

(C) Remarks
Add the following:

'Under Article 6 of the proposal for a Council Regulation, the Bank's borrowings

are

guaranteed by the Community.'

JUSTIFICATION
Council deleted the token entry included in the budget for this item and replaced it by a dash.
Should Council reach a decision on this proiect in 1978, and the proposal has been with Council
since February 1976, it would be necessary to launch a supplementary budget for this item were
dashes, rather than token entries, to remain on the line. Since the conditions laid down by the
European Parliament for supplementary budgets have not been met
possibiliry by means of including a token entry.

+++

it

is proposed to avoid this
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Draft amendment No 292
tabled by Mr Shaw on behalf of the Committee on Budgets

III

Section

(l)

Commission

-

Expenditure

Title

4

492
-

Chapter

Article

49

Repayments and aids

to Member

States

and miscellaneous

European Export Bank
Subsidy for balancing the budget

of the European Export Bank

Insert a token entry.

(B) Reaenue
Unchanged

(C\ Remarks
Add the following:
'Heading to cover the initial outlay

of the European Export Bank on installation

and

equipment.'

JUSTIFICATION
Council deleted the token entry included in the budget for this item and replaced it by a dash.
Should Council reach a decision on this proiect in 1978, and the proposal has been with Council
since February 1976, ir would be necessary to launch a supplementary budget for this item were
dashes, rather than token entries, to remain on the line. Since the conditions laid down by the
European Parliament for supplementary budgets have not been met it is proposed to avoid this
possibility by means of including a token entry.

Draft amendment No 293
tabled by Mr Shaw on behalf of the Committee on Budgers
Section

III

Commission

-

(A) Expenditure

Title

4

493
-

Chapter

Article

49

Repayments and aids

to Member

States

and miscellaneous

European Export Bank

Interest relief grants on loans made by the European Export Bank

Insert a token entry.

(B)

Re"^enue

Unchanged

(C) Remarks
Add the following:
'Heading to cover possible interest relief granted on loans by the European Export Bank.'

JUSTIFICATION
Council deleted the token entry included in the budget for this item and replaced it by a dash.
Should Council reach a deciston on this project in 1978, and the proposal has been with Council
stnce February 1976, it would be necessary to launch a supplementary budget for thrs item were
dashes, rather than token entries, to remain on the Lne. Since the conditions laid down by the
European Parliament for supplementary budgets have not been met
possibiliry by means of including a token entry.

it is proposed to avoid

thrs
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Draft amendment No 294
tabled by Mr Shav,r on behalf of the Committee on Budgets
Section

III

Commission

-

(A) Expenditure

Title

4

-

Repayments and aids

Create new Chapter 43

-

to Member

States

and miscellaneous
of expenditure)

'Community lending (statement

to

finance

industrial investment'

Insert a token entry.

(B) Reoenue
Unchanged

(C) Remarks
Add the following to the remarks column :
'Commission communication to the European Council on investment and loans in the European
Communiry (COM (77) 300 final) of 15 Jone 1977.
Resolution of the European Parliament on the inter-institutional dialogue relating to certain
budgetary questions of 15 June 1977 (Doc. 119177, page 5).
This heading represents the authorization given to the Commrssion by the budgetary authority
to lend funds in support of investments, of Community interest, in the sectors of energy,
industrial reconversion and infrastructures, taking account of their regional impact.
The loan operations authorized for the financial year under consideration are limited to I 000

million EUA.
Annex II to Section lll
Commission of the General Budget sets out all capital transactions
and related debt management.
This remark is binding within the meaning of Article 15 (c) of the Financial Regulation of 25

April

1973.'

JUSTIFICATION

On 15 June 1977, the Commission launched an important proposal for the creation ol loans

to

finance Community investment, the so called 'Ortoli' loans.
The Commission has observed that, desplte the massive investment needs of the Community
(250 000 million EUA in the energy sector alone, up until 1985), the fixed capital formation effort
within the Communiry had seriously declined in the 1970's. The European Council, on 25 March
1977, decided on the launching of a Community effort to stimulate investment.
It was agreed that instruments other than those already available (EIB loans, Communiry loans for
countries with balance of payments difficulties and EURATOM loans) were necessary. Therefore, the
Commission proposed a mechanism based on a loan ceiling of I 000 mrllion EUA without any

limits on time.
\Thilst thrs proposal has yet to receive a favourable reaction from the Council of Ministers, despite
the orrginal impulsion from the European Council, the author of this amendment belleves that
Parltament should underline the urgency of a renewed Community investment effort in addition to
the structural policies financed by the current account of the Community budget, whrch he believes
to be insufficient in themselves to meet the tasks which the Community has assrgned to the different
social, regional and rndustriaI policies.
Furthermore,

budgetrzation

it

is vital at this stage that the European Parliament should underline the need for full

of investment activltles, so that the budgetary authority retains the

ultimate

responsibility.

The European Parliament has been unambiguous on this point. In rts resolutrons of l1 _luly 1975
(OJ No C t79146 of 6 August 1975), t3 May 1976 (Doc.97176,25 June), t0 May 1977 (OJ No C
l33l2l of 6 June 1977) and l5 June 1977 (Doc. ll9l77) rhe Parliament has clearly calle,d for the
development, rationahzation and budgetization of Community lending and borrowing acrivities in
order to stimulate the level of investment. It is now time to put these rntentrons into effect.
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Draft amendment No 295
tabled by Mr Shaw on behalf of the Committee on Budgets
Section

III

-

Commission

(A) Expenditure

5
Social and Regional Funds
- Aid
Chapter 59
to disaster victims in the Community
Enter an appropriation of 5 million EUA

Title

(B) Reaenue
Increase revenue accordingly

(C) Remarks
Unchanged
JUSTTFTCATTON

As in previous years, it is necessary that the Community makes some provision for indicating its
solidariry with populations in the Community affected by disasters and other'natural phenomena'.
The Commission inserted 5 million EUA in its preliminary draft and Council deleted the amount
replacing it by a token entry. In the view of the Commission and the author of this draft
amendment, the amount proposed is the minimum necessary to provide emergency aid for a disaster
of any magnitude. Iflhilst it might well be necessary to have recourse to a supplementary budget in
the case of a maior disaster, the inclusion of appropriations on the budgetary line enables immediate
action to be taken.
ln 1977 the Commission has made use of the funds voted by the European Parliament to aid the
south-western region of France and the Tuscan region of ltaly, severely affected by adverse weather.
Council has not been consistent in its attitude to this item, as it has accepted in its draft that
appropriations be included on the line for Article 950 'Community aid to disaster victims in
developing and non-member countries'. !/hilst agreeing that the Community should give help to
non-member countries it should certainly not deny support to Community members.
tt+

Draft amendment No 295
tabled by the Committee on Budgets
Section

III

-

Commission

(A) Expenditure
Title

9

-

Cooperation with developing countries and non-member states (Chapters 90
and 91)

Unchanged

(Bl

Reaenue

Unchanged

(C) Rernarhs
Enter the following remark :
'Chapters 90 and 91 .are set aside for the appropriations of the European Development Fund
(EDFI.

JUSTIFICATION

In its resolutions of 13 May 1976 and
budgetization of the EDF.

15 June 1977 Parliament

came out

in favour of

the
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1977 budget as adopted by the budgetary authority lays down
Chapters 90 lnd 91 are to be set aside for EDF appropriations.

in the

remarks to Title 9 that

The purpose of this amendment is to confirm this position and to permit EDF appropriations to be
entered in the budget when the new ACP Association Convention is concluded.

rtt

Draft amendment No 297
tabled by Mr Shaw on behall of the Committee on Budgets
Section

III

Commission

-

(A) Expenditure

Title

9

Chapter

-

90

Cooperation with developing countries and non-member states
Cooperation with the ACP states linked to the EEC by the Convention

of

Lom6

Enter a new Article 909 with the following heading:
'Operating costs of the Commission delegations in the ACP states'
Enter an appropriation of 2450 000 EUA

(B) Reuenue
Unchanged

(C) Compensation
Delete Article 943 and ltem 9430,
9430

as

well as the appropriation of 2 450 000 EUA entered at Item

(D) Remarhs
Enter the following remarks

:

'This action is based on Article 3l of Protocol No 2 of the Convention of Lom6 which requires
the installation of Commission delegations in these states or groups of states. The appropriation
entered covers solely the actual operating costs of the headquarters and the cost of the personnel
employed by the Commission at the headquarters.'
JUSTTFTCATTON

The Control Subcommittee of Parliament observed that the management of the appropriation related
to the operation and the personnel cost of Commission delegations was unsatisfactory lrom the
budgetary, fiscal and administrative viewpoints as well as being unsatisfactory on the personnel plane.
!7hen discharge for the financial year 1975 was bein-g consideredr, the Commission was called on to
prepare the incorporation of the European Agency for Cooperation into the central administrative
and budgetary structures of the Community.

This amendment is designed to create the budgetary conditions which would enable
Commission to carry out the reforms recommended by the discharge authority.

ttt

Draft amendment No 298
tabled by Mr Shaw on behalf of the Committee on Budgets
Section

III

-

Commission

(A) Expenditure

Title
I Doc

9

-

Cooperation with developing countries and non-member states

155177, Argner report, page

l8

the

-
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1977

Enter a new Chapter 90 with the following heading:
'Cooperation with the ACP states linked to the EEC by the Convention of Lom6.'
Enter a new Article 900 with the following heading:
'Aid to ACP states for the export of agricultural products envisaged at Article 2, pangraph 2
of the Convention of Lom6.'
Enter a new Item 9001 with the following heading:
'Actions intended to favour the export to the EEC of beef originating in ACP states.'

(a),

Enter an appropriation of 30 million EUA.

(B) Reaenue
Increase revenue accordingly

(C) Remarks
Enter the following remarks :
'Actions to be undertaken by the Communiry on the basis of Article 2, paragraph 2 (a), of the
Convention of Lom6.'

JUSTIFICATION
This amendment is intended to provide a definitive solution to the problem of the stability of ACP
states'receipts arising from the export ol beef. Following the abrogation of the safeguard clause on I

Aptll 1977, it is in effect necessary to envisage the replacement of the exceptional measures of
reducing the levy by a more stable arrangement for these exports towards the Community.
Such an arrangement ought to be made by the Community on the basis of Article 2, paragraph 2 (a),
of the Convention of Lom6.
The appropriation should be blocked until Parliament has the possibiliry of examining the measures
proposed for its implementation.

Draft amendment No 299
tabled by Mr Shaw on behalf of the Committee on Budgets
Section

III

Commission

-

(A) Expenditure

Title

9

943
-

Chapter

Article

94

Cooperation with developing countries and non-member states
Specific measures for cooperation with developing countries
Replace the heading by the following :

'Operating expenditure

of the Commission

Mediterranean countries linked

-

delegations

in the southern

to the EEC by Cooperation Agreements'

Enter an appropriation of 1 200 000 EUA
Delete Item 9431

(B) Reuipts
Unchanged

(C) Compensation
Reduce the appropriation in Chapter 100 by I 200000 EUA and delere Paragraph 18
Remarks on that chapter relating to ltem 9431.

in

the

(D) Remarks
Enter the following remarks

:

'Based on the economic and financial cooperation agreements concluded between the European
Economic Communiry and the Maghreb countries (Algeria, Morocco, Tunisia), the Mashreq
countries (Egypt, Jordan, Lebanon, Syria) and Israel.

of the European Parliament
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Application of the financial protocols to the agreements signed with the above countries requires
the'establishment of Community delegations in each country''

JUSTIFICATION
observed that the management of the appropriations
from
related to the operation and the personnel cost of Commission delegations was unsatisfactory
personnel
on
the
unsatisfactory
being
well
as
as
the budgetary, fiscal and adminisirative viewpoints
1,
pt.n.. t?n.n discharge for the financial year 1975 was being considered the Commission was
into the central
for
Cooperation
Agency
European
of
the
incorporation
lalled on to prepare the
administrative and budgetary structures of the Community'
This amendment is designed to create the budgetary conditions which would enable the
commissron to carry out the reforms recommended by the drscharge authority.

The Control Subcommittee of Parliament

+*+

Draft amendment No 300
tabled by Mr Lange on behalf of the Committee on Budgets
Section

III

-

Commission

(A) Expenditure

Title

l0

Other expenditure

- Provisional appropriations
Chapter 100
appropriations by 1 395'7 million
Increase the

EUA

(B) Reaenue

Increase revenue accordinglY

(C) Remarhs
Add the following new remark

:

Reserve for Chapters 60 to 74 to avoid the need for a supplementary budget' This reserve
represents . -.iirnu- ceiling. Appropriations may not be transferred to items with token
entries.

JUSTIFICATION
of the appropriations in Chapters 50 to 74 (EAGGF Guarantee Section,
This
excluding ths monetary compensatory amounts, comPensatory amounts on accession and
expenditire resulting from the ur. oi diff.r.nt exchange rates), as shown in the Letter of
Amendment to the draft general budget approved by the Council on 7 October 1977' The
Committee on Budgets appioved these approprrations at its meeting of 17118 October 1977'
The reserve is calculated to avoid the need for a supplementary budget for the EAGGF Guarantee
Sectron. It represents the ntaximun ceiling.
The entry of approprrations in Chapter 100 maintains the Parliament's existing authority to apProve
the budget in this sector too.
Moreover, following the entry into force of the system of own resources on 1 January 1978,
Community t"* p.yer, ..nnoi b. expected ro accept a change rn the percentage of the basis.of
be
assessment of value added tax durrng the current financial year; a change of that kind would
reserve represents 20o/o

necessary

I Doc

if

supplementary budgets were submitted.

165/77, Argner repori, page l8
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Draft amendment No 301
tabled by the Committee on Budgets
Section

III

Commission

-

(A) Expenditure

Title

Buildings, equipment and miscellaneous administrative expenditure
Expenditure on studies, surveys and consultations
Regional studies at the request of the Member States

2

Chapter 26

Article

266

Increase appropriations

by 150000 EUA

(B) Reuenue
Increase revenue accordingly

(C) Remarks
Add the following to the text:
appropriation of 150000 EUA is frozen on the line to be unfrozen by the European
Parliament, after the programmes of studies for the Irish border regions have been submitted to

An
it.

JUSTIFICATION
The Committee on Budgets considers comprehensive socio-economic studies on the whole of the
Irish border regions to be particularly worthwhile and recent studies in the Derry-Donegal region
and fishing in the Irish Sea have taken place with the support of Community financial aid.
In order to encourage further work in this area it is proposed to increase appropriations under this
Article from 340 000 EUA to 500 000 EUA. So that the European Parliament may be inlormed on
the individual studres undertaken it is proposed to freeze the extra appropriations, which will be
unfrozen when the programme of studies has been approved.

++r

Draft amendment No 302
tabled by Mr Shaw on behalf of the Committee on Budgets
Section

Title

3

Chapter

III

Commission

-

33 -

Expenditure on specific proiects undertaken by the Institution
Expenditure on research and investment

(1r) Expenditure
Unchanged

(B) Reaenue
Unchanged

(C) Remarhs
Unchanged

(D\ Legislatiu section of tbe budget
Re.place

the text which follows Chapter 33 by the lollowing text:

'Decision authorizing tbe Comtnission to mahe eertain transfers
In accordance with Article l0l (2) and (3) of the Financial Regulation applicable to the budget of
the European Communities, the budgetary autborir! authorizes the Commission to effect the
following transfers, if the need arises :
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Researcb Centre

The Commission shall decide on transfers between Articles and between items within the
total appropriations entered under Articles 330, 331 and 332, provided that they relate to
actions financed according to the same budgetary scale.
o/o in
Such transfers may not have the effect of increasing or reducing, by more than 7
commitment appropriations and payment appropriations, the original appropriation entered
in each item of Articles 330, 331 and 332.
However, these transfers must not have the effect of exceeding the financial ceiling on JRC
ProSrammes.

p)

Indirect actions
The Commission shall decide on transfers between Articles and between items within the
total appropriations entered under Articles 335 and 335 (indirect action programmes).
o/o in
Such transfers may not have the effect of increasing or reducing, by more than 7
commitment appropriations and payment appropriations, the original appropriations entered
in the budget under each item of Articles 335 and 336.
However, these transfers must not have the effect of exceeding the financial ceiling on each

of these programmes.'
JUSTIFICATION
The Committee on Budgets points out that despite the decision taken by Parliament on the ProPosal
relating to the Financial Regulation of the European Communities giving Parliament the authority to
effect iransfers which is vesied in it under the new Treaty of 22 July l975,the Commission of the
European Communities and the Council base (page l49a of the Jraft budget) the rules for transfer on
a procedure which excludes intervention by Parliament. It is therefore essential to alter that decision
*,hi.h in any case cannot be taken unilaterally by the Council without consulting the other partner
in the budgetary authority, namely Parliament.
The present Financial Regulation gives Parliament the right to particiPate in the decision on certain
transiers. The proposed amendments to the Financial Regulation which are still being considered by
the Institutioni would give Parliament a general right to be con.sulted and the final say on all
non-compulsory expenditure. Consequently adoption of 'the Council's text in its present form might
place it at variance with the revised Financial Regulation'

r+]l

Draft amendment No 303
tabled by Mr Shaw on behalf of the Committee on Budgets
Section

III

-

Commission

(A) Expenditure
Unchanged

(B) Retenue
Unchanged

(C) Remarhs
Unchanged

(D) kgislatiae Part of the budget
Insert the following text after Section III, Commission :
.Decision in regarlto the fixing of the list of budgetary lines to which the distinction between
commitment authorizations and payment appropriations applies'
In accordance with Article 1, paragraph 3, of the Financial Regulation applicable to the budget
of the European Communitiei, thi Budgetary Authority Ii"es, as follows, the list of budgetary
lines to which the distinction between c6mmitment authorizations and payment appropriations
applies.
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Cbapters,

Heading

Artie les
Cl ltems
3030

Pilot profects

303 I

Pilot

proiects

handicapped workers

-

3200

Pilot research into action to combat poverty
Community technological development projects
Hydrocarbons sector

320

Hydrocarbons sector

306

1

projects in prospecting for
- Joint

32r

Prospecting

for uranium

323

Use of coal

in

hydrocarbons

power stations

3240

Community energy-saving programme

3241

3620

Coal gasrfication and liquefaction
Exploitation of geothermal resources
Expenditure on research and investment
first and second three-year proiects
Documentary research

3621

Activitres supplementary to the three-year proiect

3701

Data-processing sector

3702

Implementation

3242

Chap. 33

-

Second programme

of the four-year development programme for

the

data-processing sector
Basic research

3710

Chap. 50/51
Chap. 52
Chap. s5/55

Title

8

Chap.92
930
93

l0

932

Social Fund
Schemes and studies
Social Fund
Regional Development Fund
Guidance Section
EAGGF
Food Aid
Financial cooperatlon with non-associated developing countries
Measures to promote trade between the Community and non-associated
developing countries
Measures to. encourage regional or subregional integration between
developrng countries

Cofinancing of schemes carrred out by NGOs

9450

Protocols

Chap. 96

-

in

developrng countries

Mediterraneane countries'

JUSTIFICATION
with the principte that the list of budgetary lines in which commitment authorizations
be decided durrng the budgetary procedure, the Committee on Budgets considers
may
-igii ;ppfy -,n
which the distinction between commitment authorizations and payment
thai the^ iin.,
1978 financial year apply should be specified by way of amendment'
for
the
appropriations

In

accordance

Draft amendment No 304
tabled by the Committee on Budgets
Section

III

-

Commission

(A) (i\ Expenditure

Title 3

Chapter 33
Item 3362
-

Expenditure on specific prolects undertaken by the Institution
Expenditure on research and investment
Long-term forecasts and asessments

Enter appropriations of 532 500 EUA
Sub-item
Sub-item
Sub-item
Sub-item

33521
33522
33525
33629

in

payment appropriations broken down as follows

Staff

:

367 200

Administrative expenditure

52,800

Miscellaneous expenditure

79 400

Reserve staff

33 200
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(A) (ii) Connitments
Enter commitments

of

179400 for sub-item 33525 'miscellaneous expenditure'.

(B) Reuenue
Adjust revenue accordingly
(C) Renarks
Delete the sentence beginning 'As this is a new programme ..
Replace

with the following

.'

:

'Sub'item 33621 and 33529: particularly staff expenditure in respect of 10 Communiry servants

of Categories A (6), B (l) and C

(3)

Sub-item 33522 : particularly expenditure arising from missions and meetings
Sub-item 33625:expenditure arising from contracts which the Commission intends to conclude

in

of this project.'

pursuance

JUSTIFICATION

It is important for the Community to define long-term prrorities and objectives in the field of
science and technology as well as to coordrnate the work of different research institutes. The
Committee on Budgets believes that the modest sums requested in the Preliminary Draft General
Budget are iustified and should be reinstated.
The Committee on Budgets supported the intention of the Committee on Energy and Research in
tabling its amendment No I l0/rev. but believes it necessary to table a new amendment deleting
commitments from those lines which concern exclusively staff and administrative expenditure, and
enabling commitments to be entered only for those items of a multi-annual character.
{++

Draft amendment No 305
tabled by the Committee on Budgets
Section

III

Commission

-

(A) Expenditure

Title 4
Chapter

49

-

(B\

Repayments and aids

to Member

States and miscellaneous

European Export Bank
add an Article 494 with the following heading
'Loans granted by the European Export Bank'
make a token entry

:

Reuenue

Unchanged

(C\ Renarks
Enter the following remark :
'This entry represents the authorization given to the EEB by the budgetary authority to grant
loans.

The loan operations authorized for the financial year under consideration are limited to ...
EUA.,

JUSTTFTCATTON

In connection with the dialogue on certain budgetary quesrions (Doc. l19l77), Farliament took the
view that 'an additional budgetary line must be included authorizing and setting a ceiling on
borrowings by the EEB'(page l0). As in the case of the other CommuLiry borrowiig and le;ding

Sitting of l7ednesday, 26 October 1977

authorized for
operations, a token entry should be made against this line. The maximum amount
the remarks; since the EEB is still not oPerational, it
such borrowing and leniing should appear
is rmpossible to set a precise ceiling.

ii

Draft amendment No 305
tabled by the Committee on Budgets
Sectron

III

Commission

-

(A) Expcnditure

Title 5
Chapter

55

Social and Regional Funds
amend the heading as follows

-

:

Chapter 55 European Regional Development Fund
'Community measures in support of national regional policies'
add an Article 550 with the following heading:

-

.MeasurestoencouraSeinvestmentinindustry,thetradesandtheservice
sector'

add an Articte 551 with the following heading :
'Measures to encourage infrastructure investment'

(B) Rctenue
Unchanged

(C) Remarks
Unchanged

JUSTIFICATION

by the draft budget'
The purpose of this amendment is to amend the nomenelAture proposed
on the need to break
agreed
commission
\flhen the 1977 budget was adopted, Parliament and the
a.breakdown enables the
such
into
separate_articles;
Fund
Regional
the
rid.,
do*, erpenditur.
the appropriatrons allocated to each
budgetary authority ,o .rr.rr, wrtf, a full knowledge of the facts,
Fund'
by
the
covered
of
activity
of tie ,.ctott
sections) is an
The division of the new ERDF into two separate sections (quota and non-quota
nomenclature'
of
the
breakdown
.ajitionrt argument in favour of a further
budget, has full discretion to
The commission, which is responsible for the implementation of the
required during the financial
be
may
which
Chaptir.5.5
within
.ppropriltions
of
transfers
make any
budgetary authority'
the
to
information,
ior
notified,
be
y..r. Su.f, rransfers *ouid li"r. to

Draft amendment No 307
tabled by the Committee on Budgets
Section

III

-

Commission

(A\ Exlttndttttrt

Title .5

-

Social and Regronal Funds

add a Chapter 56 with the following heading :
European Regional Development Fund
'SPecific CommunitY measures'
add an Article '560 with the following heading
'Interest rebates'
add an Article 551 with the following heading

'Other measures'

:

:

29r
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(B) Reuenue
Unchanged

(C) Remarks
Unchanged

JUSTIFICATION
The purpose of this amendment is to amend tbe nonrene ldturc proposed by the draft budget.
when the 1977 budget was adopted, Parliament and the Commission agreed on the need to break
down expenditure under the Regional Fund rnto separate articles; suci a breakdown enables the
budgetary authority to assess, wrth a full knowledge oi the facts, the appropriarions allocated
to each
of the sectors of activity covered by the Fund.
The division of the new ERDF_ into two separate sectrons (quota and non-quota sections) is an
additional argument in favour of a further breakdown of the nomenclature.
The Commission, which is responsible for the implementation of the budget, has full drscretion to
make any transfers of appro_priations within Chaptir 55 which may be requ"rred durrng the tinancial
year' Such transfers would have to be notified, for rnformation, to the budgetary auihorrty.

Draft amendment No 308
tabled by Mr Shaw on behalf of the Committee on Budgets
Section

III

Commission

-

(A) (i) Expenditure

Title

Expenditure on specific projects

undertaken by the Institution
33
Expenditure on research and investment
Article 333
Research Centre and orher actlvrties
- Joint
Item 3333
Physical protection measures of the JRC establishments
3

Chapter

Reinstate appropriatrons of 4 455 000 EUA

Sub-item
Sub-item
Sub-item
Sub-item
Sub-item
Sub-item

33331
33332
33333
33334
33335
33339

in payment approprrations broken down

as follows

Staff expendirure I 000 000
Administrative expenditure token entry
Technical operating expenditure 50 000
Invesrments 3
Contracrs

40.5 000

Reserve staff token entry

(A) (ii) Connttnents
Item 3333
Physical protecrron measures of the JRC establishments
Sub-item 33334 Investmenrs
Enter commitments of 4 450 000 EUA
(B) Conltensation

Title l0

-

Chapter 100

Other expenditure
Provisional appropriations

Delete point- 9 of the remarks 'ltem

establis

h

.1333

Reduce appropriations by 4 45.5 000 EUA

comlnttntent appropnations).

(C)

Rctcn

:

Physrcal

protection measures

n.rents'.

ut

Unchanged

in

payment appropriations (5..5

for the

JRC

million EUA

rn
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(C) Remarks
Replace the second paragraph

"fhe appropriations

cover

of the remarks with the following text

:

:

Sub-item 33331:expenditure

in

respect of an average

of

14 temporary staff members to reinforce

the present security teams.
Sub-item 333J3: expenditure on the maintenance and operation of the monitoring installations
and the protected areas.
Sub-item 33334: expenditure on investments, including in particular;
the erection or reinforcement of fences;
- the
construction of a perimeter track ;
- tree-felling
in and lighting of a wide peripheral zone, with buildings resited as necessary;
- the reinforcement
or construction of access facilities and the installation of the requisite
- remote-control devices
;
installation of electronic detection, inspection, monitoring and alarm nerworks and the
- the
requisite premises.'
JUSTTFTCATTON

in conforming to the International
Energy Agency's recommendations concerning the protection of nuclear materials. The IAEA's
standards are already being applied in the Federal Republic of Germany, and will shortly be applied
in ltaly, while their application is at present being studied in Belgium and the Netherlands. The
Committee on Budgets believes that Community institutions should set an example as far as nuclear
Protection measures are concerned, and is therefore proposing the re-establishment of credits entered
under this heading in the Preliminary Draft General Budget.
The Committee on Budgets supported draft amendments No 106/rev. and 105/rev. of the Committee
on Energy and Research. However, in amalgamating these texts account is taken of the fact that
commitments should not be used for such matters as staff and administrative expenditure. They
should only be employed in cases where activities spreading over several years are involved. For that
reason it was decided to table a separate amendment.
Funhermore, it was also agreed that all commitments should be included on the operational lines of
the budget and not under chapter 100 which is a provisional chapter for payments only.
These appropriations would cover the costs incurred by the JRC

Draft amendment No 309
tabled by the Committee on Budgets
Section

III

Commission

-

(A) (i) Expenditure

Title

3

Chapter

33

Article 336

Item 3351

-

Expenditure on specific proiects undertaken by the Institution
Expenditure on research and investment

-

Primary raw materials

Enter appropriations of 2 000 000 EUA

in

payment appropriations broken down as follows:

Primary rau tnaterials
Sub-item 3361 I
Sub-item 33512
Sub-item 33615
Sub-item 33519

Item 3361

Staff

254 300 EUA

Administrativeexpenditure
Contracts
Reserve staff

Total

(A) (ii) Commitments
Enter 7 895 800 EUA

in

commitments for sub-item 33615 ,Contracts,

(B) Reuenue
Increase revenue accordingly

l

t26 900 EUA
800 EUA
000 EUA
000 EUA

595
23
2 000
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(C) Remarks
Delete the sentence beginning 'As this is a new programme . ..' and replace with the following :
'The 2 000 000 EUA is to remain frozen until unfrozen by the European Parliament when the
examination of the programme has been completed.
The appropriations cover:
Sub-items 3361 I and 33619: particularly staff expenditure in respect of 7 Community servants

of Categories A (4), B (l) and C

(2).

Sub-item 33612: particularly expenditure arising lrom missions, formal meetings and certain
studies.

Sub-item 33615:expenditure arising from contracts which the Commission intends to conclude

in

pursuance

of this project.'
JUSTIFICATION

This proiect would enable the Communiry to develop new techniques for the exploration and
mining of mineral resources. It seems obvious that every possible effort should be made to develop
the Community's indigenous mineral resources, particularly at a time when primary raw material
prices are increasing rapidly.

The Committee on Budgets supported the aims outlined in the programme, for which it has already
given a generally favourable opinion, and therefore supported the general intention of the
Committee on Energy and Research and Mr Aigner and the Christian Democratic Group in
amendments No 107/rev. md 227.
However, it was decided to table a new amendment on behalf of the Committee on Budgets given
the necessity of limiting commitments to activities of a multi-annual nature and excluding staff and
administrative appropriations from their ambit.

it

Furthermore,

was decided

to

support the demand for freezing the appropriations for the

programme until Parliament had approved it, and
into account.

until Council had taken Parliament's

observations

++{

Draft amendment No 310
tabled by the Committee on Budgets
Section

III

Commission

-

(A) (i) Expenditure

Title

3

proiects undertaken by the Institution

on specific
- Expenditure
Expenditure on research and investment
- Uranium ore prospecting and processing
Item 3354
Enter appropriations of 800 000 EUA in payment appropriations broken

Chapter

33

Sub-item

33641

:

112900

Staff

Sub-item33542

Administrativeexpenditure

Sub-item
Sub-item

Contracts

33645
33649

down as follows

Reserve staff

30 900

646 000

r0 200

(A\ (ii) Commitments
Enter 2 845 000 EUA

in

commitments for sub-item 33645 'Contracts

(B) Reuenue

Increase revenue accordingly

(c) Remarks
Delete the sentence beginning 'As this is a new programme . ..'
with the following :
'Sub-item 33641 and 33649: particularly staff expenditure in respect of 3 Community servants of
Categories A (2) and C (l).
Sub-item 33542: particularly expenditure arising from missions and meetings.

Replace
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Sub-item 33645 : expenditure arising from contracts which the Commission intends to Conclude

in

pursuance

of this proiect.'

JUSTIFICATION

The European Parliament has frequently expressed the belief that all possible should be done to
contribute- to the improvement of Community self-sufficiency in nuclear fuels and prospection lor

uranium deposits, including research and development in this field.
A.secure supply of uranium is necessary for the expansion of the Community's nuclear programme,
without which dependence on imported energy sources cannot be reduced. ihis programmi would
carry out research into prospecting methods and techniques.

The

Committee
-

on

Budgets supported the intention behind the Committee on Energy and
No 115/rev. but considered that a new amendment should be tabled f'enter

Research's amendment

commitments only

for those lines concerning multi-annual activities and to exclude

concerning staff and administrative expenditure.

those

Draft amendmenr No 3ll
tabled by the Committee on Budgets
Section

(ltl (i)

III

-

Commission

Expenditure

Title

3

Article 337 Item 3371
Chapter

33

Expenditure on specific projects undertaken by the Institution
Expenditure on research and investment
Indirect action, miscellaneous activities and coordinated proiects
Implementation of coordinated projects

Increase appropriations

by

740

000 EUA in payment appropriations broken down as follows:

Sub-item 3371 I
Staff
Sub-item 33712 Administrative expenditure
Sub-irem 33715 Contracts
Sub-item 33719 Reserve staff

300 300
|[,Z3OO

z4o9l0
27

OOO

(A) (ii) Commitmenn
Enter commitments of 400 200 EUA for sub-item 33715 .Contracts'.

(B) Compensation

Title

l0

-

Other expenditure

Chapter 100
- Provisional appropriations
Delete subparagraph (ll) Item 3371 'Implementarion of coordinated pro.iect cosr 6g'.
Reduce appropriations by 40 000 in payment appropriations (60 000 EUA in commirment

appropriations).

(Cl

Reaenue

Increase revenue accordingly

(D) Remarhs
Delete the second paragraph of the remarks, replacing it with the following:
'Several coordinated proiects are planned in the following fields:

-

Continuation of COST Proiects 6la, 64b and 6g;

Town planning;

Chemical industry materials;
Oceanographic and meteorological network ;
Medical research
anomalies,
- - congenital
cellular ageing,
extra-corPoral oxygenation;
Fosd technology Remote sensing of marine pollution.
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The appropriations cover:
Sub-items 33711 and 33719:pa*icularly staff expenditure in respect of 9 Community servants
of Categories A (4), B (2) and C (3).
Sub-item 33712 : patticularly expenditure arising from missions and meetings,
Sub-item 33715:expenditure arising from contracts which the Commission intends to conclude
pursuant to this resolution.
Re-investment from the participation of non-Member States
estimated at 250 000 EUA.'

in

these coordinated projects is

JUSTTFTCATTON

Coordinated prolects are a particularly economical means of carrying out research and development.

The various proiects financed by these appropriations are useful and involve relatively modest
expenditure which the Committee on Budgets considers justifiable.
The Committee on Budgets supports the intentions of the Committee on Energy and Research in
tabling amendment ll2lrev. However, the Committee on Budgets decided to table a modified
amendment for two reasons :

(i)

commitments should only be entered where multi-annual activities are concerned and should not
be included for staff and administrative costs ;

(ii) a// commitments (and not iust a partial amount) should be included on the operational lines of
the budget and not in Chapter 100, which is resewed for provisional payment appropriations
exclusively,

for

reasons

of budgetary clarity.

t.tJr

Proposed modification

No

312

tabled by the Committee on Budgets
Section

III

-

Commission

(A) ExPenditffe

Title

8

Chapter 8l

Article 810
Item 8104

-

European Agricultural Guidance and Guarantee Fund
- Guidance Section
Common measures for the reform of agricultural structures (pursuant to the
Council Resolution of 25 Mry L97l)
Common measures for the reform of agricultural structures
Forestry measures for the improvement of agriculrural structures

Unchanged

(B) Reoenuc
Unchanged

(C) Remarks
Enter commitments of 5 000 000 EUA for 1978 and therefore add the following remarks :
Expenditure against this Item in 1978 arises from the amended proposal (or a directive on
forestry measures (COM (75) 88) based on Article 6 of Council Regulation (EEC) No 729170 ot
2l April 1970 on the financing of the common agricultural policy (OJ No L 94 of 28 April
1970, p. l3).
The intention is to introduce a system for the promotion of forestry measures with the express
purpose of reinforcing the measures to improve agricultural structures and, in particular,
Directives No 72ll59lEEC and 721160/EEC, and, in a wider context, to make forestry form part
of a really effective pattern of land use.
The Commission proposes a system of aid and grants over ten years (to be reviewed after five
years)

-

:

afforestation grant (between 40 and

90% of the cost; average:600/o);

capital grant (240 u.a. per hectare);
grant for the conversion of woodland.
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The appropriation for commitment authorized for 1978 is 5 000 000 EUA
:
follows
is
as
The estimated schedule of payments relative to commitments

(n
Pavments

Commrtments

t979

t978

1978:

EItA)

I

980

5 000 000

5 000 000

JUSTIFICATION
However'
The figure of 5 m EUA for commitments is based on estimates made by the Commission'
is only made the year following the application of
payment
scheme
giuen ihrt under the proposed
-of
Ih. ...rur. and in vilw the fact that rt is extremely unlikely that the Programme will be adopted
before 1 January 1978, ir is not proposed by the committee on Budgets to enter Payment
rn
.ppropri.tions on the line in 1978 but iather to open the line for commitments, to be Paid out
1979.

in
This action appears necessary to integrate measures Ior the improvement of agricultural Structures
measures'
forestry
of
favour
in
incentives
of
sector
the

Proposed modification

No

313

tabled by the Committee on Budgets
Section

III

-

Commission

(A) Expenditure

Title

8

Chapter 83
Article 830
Item 8302
-

European Agricultural Guidance and Guarantee Fund
Common measures in particular sectors

-

Guidance Section

Fisheries sector

Conversion in the non-industrial inshore fishing sector
Enter an appropriation of 5 000 000 EUA

(B) Retenue
Unchanged

(C\ Comltensation

Title

l0

-

Other expenditure

appropriations
Chapter 100
- Provisional
Delete the following paragraph :
(17) Item 8302
Conversion in the inshore fishing sector 5 000 000

-

EUA

(payment

appropriations)
(5 000

000 EUA in commitment appropriations)

(D) Renarks
Enter commitments for 1978 of 10000000 EUA and therefore add the following remarks:
Expenditure agalnst this ltem in 1978 arises from a proposal for a Regulatron presented by the
Commission to the Councrl on 28 November 197.5 with a view to the reorgantzation of
non-industnal inshore fishing; it has not yet been adopted.
The aim of this Regulation rs to adapt fleets and other frshing equipment to the catch potential
of traditional fishrng or fish-farming areas, and rn this way ensure a fatr income for those
engaged in non-industrial inshore fishing and prevenI over-frshing.

lThis text

rs binding wrthrn the meanrng of Artrcle

l5

(c)

of the Frnancral Regulatron of 25 April

1973
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To this end the Commtssron proposes that the EAGGF Gurdance Sectron contribute to :
the conversion of fleets and of fish and shellfrsh farms;
the conversion and development of conserving and processing facilities;

- retirement from fishing.
-The appropriation for commrtment aurhorized for 1978 is l0 000 000 u.a.r
The foreseeable schedule of payments in respect of commitments rs as follows

:

0n EItA)
Commrtments

1978:

Payments

l0 000 000

t978

1979

5 000 000

5 000 000

I

980

JUSTIFICATION

In the context of the policy for reconversron and support for the frsheries sector, the aim of this
action is to adapt the fleet and other means of production to the potential for exploitation of fish
resources so as to guarantee a reasonable income for the population active in the inshore fishing
sector and to avoid over-fishing.
The Committee on Budgets supports this action and recognrzes that the amounts should be made
available on the budgetary line. In view of the discussion that took place at the Committee on
Budgets and after hearing from representatives of the Commission it is proposed to fix commrtments
lor 1977178 at l0 m EUA, as opposed to 5 m EUA in the draft budget as changed by the leuer of
amendment.

Proposed modification

No

314

tabled by Mr Shaw on behalf of the Committee on Budgets
Section

III

-

Commission

(A) Exl>enditure

Title

9

92
- Chapter
Item 92ll
Enter an appropriation

Article 921

-

Food aid
1978 skrmmed

of 189300000

milk powder

programme

EUA.

(B) fuuenue
Increase revenue accordingly

(C) Remarhs
Enter commitments of 252 400 000 EUA for 1978 and therefore a<id the following remarks :
in 1978 of 200 000 tonnes of skimmed mrlk powder to
developing countries, particularly those in most need, to help make up their food shortfalt.
The appropriation for commitment authorized for 1978 is 252400000 EUA.
The schedule of payments against commitments is as follows :

This item is to cover the supply

ftn EUA)
Commrtments

252 400 000

I Thts text is

bindrng withrn the meanrng of Artrcle

Paymenrs

t978

1979

189 300 000

63 l 00 000

l5

(c)

I

of rhe Financral Regulation of 25 Apti

980

1973.
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A sum of 53 100000 EUA, corresponding to the supply of 50000 tonnes of skrmmed milk powder
ls ro remarn frozen ; it will be released by the Parliament when the Commission reports on the state
of rmplementation of its supply programme.
JUSTIFICATION

The Committee on Budgets endorses the ;ustrfication of draft amendment 20/rev. tabled by

the

Commrttee on Development and Cooperatron. However, it considers it necessary to increase by
25 o/o (or 50 000 tonnes) the quantity of milk powder proposed by that committee (150 000 tonnes).
The appropnatrons needed for the purchase and supply of the additronal 50 000 tonnes will not be
released by the European Parliament until the Commission has reported on the state of
rmplementation of rts supply programme.

Draft amendment No 3[-5
tabled by the Committee on Budgets
Section

III

-

Commission

E:tablt:bntent Plan
Add 25 C grade posts broken down as follows:

ti cr
8C2

nc3
replacing 2.5 local staff posts
(A) Et

ftndittrrt
Title I

Expenditure relattng to persons working with the Institutton
Reduce expenditure by 21 500 EUA.

(B) ll t vtn

-

ut

Decrease revenue accordinglY

JUSTIFICATION

Thc requests for regrading are justrfred by the evolution of technical

Processes

and requirements.

Srnce the end ol 1974 and throughout 1975 there was a sutrstantial change rn the use of reproduction
processes in the workshops in that the Commissron's services tncreastngly replaced dupLcation by
otfsct prrnting.

ln 1975 thrs srtuation was highlrghted by the workshop productton ftgures since the number of
duplrcated pages fell to + 62000 000 whrle the number prlnted by the offset process rose to t
.l2l 000 000.

o/o ovcr 197-l in the case of offset prtntlng and a
Procluctron in 1975 showed an lncrease of + .5.5
o/o
rn thc casc ol duplrcatron. Consequently, as thls situation cvolved, workshop
rcclucrrorr of + 3tj
to
thc
duplrcatron scctor and responsrblc for thc perforntance of tasks classified rn
assrgned
personnel
graclc D *cr"'tranrferred, after a coursc of professronal trarning, to tlte various ['ratlches of the offset
scctor whert' they were responsrble for gratle C tasks.
Thrs rcclassrfrcatron of technrcal dutrcs rs therc[orc csscntial to el]sure strlllgellt conformity wrth
Annex I to the Staff Regulatrons. Twenty-frve C grade posts must be created to replace 25 local staff

posts.

Thc.re berng ntore than 500 local staff currcntly cnrployed ln the Comnllssloll, thls anrcndment
rcprcscnts ,io n.,or" tlran .5 o/o oi thc category. Far larger schcntes tnvolvtt.tg transfornlattons of posts
have bccn urtdertaken tn tlle othcr Instttuttons.
It rs also proposcd tl.rat thc a(lnlnlstratlon of thc Conrnrtssrort prcscnt proposals to revtew thc
srtuatlon oi thc renratrltng loc.rl staft for thc 1979 fttranctal year'
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FINANCIAL IMPLICATIONS
Under the provisions currently in force, this draft amendment will affect the budget as follows
Exltend

Title 1

:

iture

Chapter

-

ll

-

Staff

ELIA

Article I l0
Item I I 00
Item 1101
Item I 102
Item lll2
Item I I 30
Item ll3l
Item I l4l
Article I 19

Basic salaries
Family allowances
Expatriation allowances
Local staff
Insurance against sickness
Insurance agarnst accrdents
Annual leave travel expenses
Veightings
-

by
by
increase thrs appropriatron by
reduce this appropriation bv
increase this appropriatron by
lncrease this appropriation by
increase this appropriation by
increase this appropriation by
increase this appropriation

lncrease thrs appropriatron

Total rncrease under Chapter I I

I 57 000

15000
18 000

203000
4 000

I 000
5 000
12 000
9 000

Rt*nut
Title

4

Deductio-

- from
ns

staff

remuneration

Chapter

Artrcle

40

400

Proceeds of taxation on salaries, wages and allowances of offrcials
and other servants
Proceeds of taxation on salarres, wages and allowances of officials
and other servants

-

Increase this appropriation

Chapter

4l

Article 410

by

20 000

Staff contributrons to the pension scheme
Staff contrrbutrons to the pension schenre

-

Increase thrs appropriation by

l0 600
30 600

Draft amendment No 315
tabled by Mr Lange on behalf of the Committee on Budgets
Sectron

III

Q666i5516s

-

(A\ Exftndtrttrt
Trtle I

Item 33.51
-

Chapter

33

Unchanged

(B\ I?t*nut
Unchanged

Expenditure on specific pro,ects undertaken by the Institutron
Expendrture on research and lnvestments
Fusion and Plasmaphysrcs (including the JET pro,ect)
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(C) Remarks
Replace the second paragraph of part II by the following text:
'The appropriations for Communiry participation in the financing of the construction and
operation of a large JET device (foint European Torus) belongrng to the TOKAMAK concept
amount to 3029200 EUA in commitment appropriations and 15000000 EUA in payment
appropriations. The payment appropriations are to be entered in Chapter 100 until a Council
decision has been taken on the JET proyect.

JUSTIFICATION
Commitment appropriations provide a multi-year financial framework for actrons and cannot
therefore be entered in Chapter 100 which is an annual reserve of provisional appropriations.

Draft amendment No 317
tabled by Mr Shaw on behalf of the Committee on Budgets
Section

III

Commission

-

(A) Expendrture

Title 5

-

Social and Regional Funds

Chapter 55
ERDF
Article 550 (new article)

-

Communiry measures in support of natronal regional policies
Measures to encourage investment rn industry, the trades and the
service sector

Enter en appropriation for payment of 167 m EUA.

-

(B) Reuenue
Unchanged

(C) Renarks

-

Enter an appropriation for commitment of 220 tn EUA and therefore add the following
remark

:

'The appropriations intended to finance investment rn industry, the trades and the service
sector under the European Regional Policy are based on the followrng regulations:

-

draft amendment to Regulation (EEC) No 724175 establishing a European Regional
Development Fund ;
Financial Regulation

of l8 March 1975 supplementing
Financial Regularion of 25
- April 1973 applicable to the general budget of the
the European Communities
(75ll94lEuratom, ECSC, EEC)

-

Council Decision

;

of l8 March

1975 to apply Regulation (EEC) 724175 establishing
European Regional Development Fund to-tire Freich oversea, d.prrt-.ntr.

a

The general oblective is to correct the major regronal imbalances in the Community by
means of a contribution to the financing of investments in industry, the trades and the
service sector that are economically sound and that qualrfy for stare regional aids (each
investment proiect exceeding 50 000 EUA), provided that at least ten jobs are created or
safeguarded.
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Appropriations for commrtment for 1978 amount to 220000000 EUAt.
The schedule of payments (in m EUA) gives the total amounts for the previous years and their
subdrvision under Article 5.50 and 5.51 for 1978 and subsequent years:
Commrtments

Payments

l

197 5177

1975177

1978

1979

8.s0

325
250

125
96

80

90

50

220

150

170

110

430

300

(Chap. ss)
220

I

Total

980

I 300 m EUA
345 m EUA

(Art. ss0)
1978
430

(Art.55l)
(D)

Conl>ensatron

l.

Appropriattons Jor pd)'nent
from Chapter 100
- transfer
transfer from Chapter 55

140

m

EUA

27 m EUA

-

157

m

EUA

2. Appropr,.lttons for p,t1'nttnt

-

220 m EUA

withdraw from Chapter 100

JUSTIFICATION
The Committee on Budgets voted rn favour of draft amendment l2lrev. tabled by the Committee on
Regronal Poltcy restlnng tbe .tppropt't.ttions Proiosed b-1' tbe Connts.tton, i.e. 525 n EUA lor
payment and 750 n EUA for commrtment.
However the Commrttee on Budgets also wished to restore the breakdown of appropriations (between
two separate chapters arrd four artrcles) proposed by the Commrssron 2.
The rmplications of the four amendments tabled by the Committee on Budgets are shown in the
followrng table

:

Prehmrnary draft budget

I

Draft budgetr

Approp for

Approp for

Approp for

Payment

commlt

Payment

3ll

167

220
430

560

25

50

551

20

50

525

750

Regronal Commrttee

Approp lor
(ommlt

AP

AC

Budgets Commrtree
AP

Chdf.55

Art.
Art.

550
551

Art.

TOTAL

220
430

25
20

50
50

525

750

167

390

Cha1t. 55

Art.

313

390

2

398

l

398

52s

525

750

750

rlncludrng lctters o[ amendment

2 Includrng 140

I

m EUA rn Chapter

Entrrely rn Chapter

100

100

The Commitcee on Budgets, hke the Committee on Regional Policy, is therefore proposrng an
overall tncrease-in appropriatrons in relation to the draft budget of 135 n EIIA til .tppr(lrr;.tri0,;s.tor
fd.l'ncnt and 352 m EUA rn appropriations.for conntitntnt.
rThrs text rs brndrng wrthln the meaning of Artrcle l5(c) of the
At the express request of Parlrament

2

Frnancral Regulatron

of 25 Aprrl

1973-
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Draft amendment No 3t8
tabled by Mr Shaw on behalf of the Commitree on Budgets

III

Section

-

Commrssion

(A) Exfendtturc

Title 5

-

Chapter 5.5

Socral and Regional Funds

ERDF

Community measures rn support of natronal regronal pohcies

-

Artrcle 551 (new article)

to encourage infrastructure lnvestments

Measures

-

Enter an appropriation for payment of 313 m EUA.

-

(B) Iltrtnrrc
Increase revenue by 90

m

EUA.

(C) Iltntarht
Enter an approprration for commrtment of. 430

n E(/A and therefore

add the followrng remark:

The approprrations under this artrcle are to fund the contributron made under the European
Regronal Policy to the financrng of infrastructure rnvestments designed to improve the
condtttons for setting up and developrng new actrviries in the Communrty's lesi-favoured
regrons. The legal basis rs mentroned above (see Artrcle .5.50).
Thc approprrations for commrtment lor 1978 amount to 430 000 000 EUA l
Thc schedule of payments rs shown rn the table under Artrcle 550.

(D) Cotnpcnsatton

l.

Apf ropnationt lor ptr.1'ntcnt
withdraw from Chapter .5.5

-

2. Aff rof n ct I t oil -t .10 r

-

co,D t,t t t Dt

22.1

m EUA

178

m EUA

til I

transfer from Chapter 100

JUSTIFICATION
Thc Conrmrttee on Budgets voted in favour of draft amendment l2lrcv. tabled by the Conrnrttec on
Regronal Polrcy r(rtonnN tfu dfpropt'tLttioil-t profo.\td b.1'tht C0nnt.\.\toD, t.e. 525 n EI'A for
paynrent and 750 n EllA for commrtmenr
Howevcr thc Conrmittec on Budgcts also wrshed to restore the breakdown of appropriations (bctwr.cn
two scparatc chapters and four artlcles) proposed by the Con.rn.rissron l.
The rn.rplrcattons of the four amcndments tabled by the Commrttee on Budgets arc shown rn the
followrng table

:

Prelrmrnary draft budger

Approp for
Payme

n

Draft budgetl

Approp lor

Approp for

comDlt

payment

t

Re8lonal Commtttce

Approp for
com

fiI t

AP

Budgets Comnrrttee

AC

AC

Chap.55

Art

.550

167

Art.

.5.51

313

220
430

.550

25

Art.56l

Chdp.

Art.

220
430

.50

2-s

-s0

20

.s0

20

.50

s2.5

750

s2s

7.s0

55

TOTAL
L

.ll.l

167

-390

.190

l

.198

398

l

.52.5

525

750

750

Inclrrdrng lcttrr. of rnrendnrcnt

I lntltrrirng t{0 nr E(lA rrr (hi|((r
' Enurcl\ rn Chiptcr I00

l(ll)

Thrs texr rs tlndrng wrrlrrrr tltc ntrinll)g of Artrclt I6 (r) ot rhc Frn.trtcr.tl Ilcgttl.tttor (rt
At thc cxpress rcquest of l).rrlrrrrcrrt

li {l)nl l9-l
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The Committee on Budgets, hke the Committee on Regional Pohcy, is therefore proposing an
overall rncrease in appropiiations in relation to the draft budget of 135 n EIIA rn altpropriatnns -fttr
lr.tl'nent and 352 m EIIA iil d|Profridttons for ettnrnrttrntnt

+++
Draft amendment No 3[9
tabled by Mr Shaw on behalf of the Committee on Budgets

(A) Exlcnditure
Trtle

Social and Regional Funds

5

ERDF

Chapter 55

Article 550

(new

article)
-

Specific Community measures
Interest rebates

Enter an appropriation of 2.5 m EUA
(B)

Rttenut
Increase revenue

by 25 m EUA

(c) Renarhs
Enter an appropriation for commrtment of 50 m EUA and therefore add the following remark :
o/o of the initral amount of
This article concerns flat-rate lnterest rebates of not more than 5
loans made by the European Communitres or by the European Investment Bank. The purpose of
the rebate rs to facilitate the frnancrng of investments that wrll have a positive tmpact on tlrc
employment situation ancl econonttc activtty of the regtons concerned._ _Appropriatrons for
.o-rit*.nt amount to 50 m EUA. The schedule of Payments (in m EUA) is as follows :
Payments

Commrtments

1978:

50

1978

1979

25

8

I

980

Total

t7

.50

JUSTIFICA'TION

The Commrttee on Budgets voted in favour of draft amendment l2lrev. tabled by the Commtttee on
Regronal Polrcy rrttnrtng tb( LlfProln'tdt,on.r frofortd b1'tht Cttntnrsstttn, t.e. 525 n EllA for
payment and 750 n EIIA for commttment.
However the Committee on Budgets also wished to restore the breakdown of appropriations (between
two separate chapters and four artrcles) proposed by the Commrssronl
The rmplrcatrons of the four amendments tabled by the Commrttee on Budgets are shown ln the
tollowing table :
Prehmrnary draft budget

I

Regronal Commrttee

Draft budgerr

Approp for

Approp for

Approp lor

Approp tor

Payment

commlt

payment

commrt

Art.550

t57

Art..5.5l

313

220
430

AP

AC

Budgets Comnrrttee

AP

AC

Chdp.55

Chaf.

.190

55

2

398

l

167

220

313

4.10

525

Art.

560

25

50

25

50

Art

561

20

.50

20

.t0

TOTAI-

52.5

7.s0

52.5

750

Io!lu(irng l(ttcrs ot anlen(lnlent

- lnrluclrrrg 140 n1 EtlA rn Chapler
'lntrrrlr rn ChiPtcr 100

l(,0

At thc cxpress rcqrtcst of P.trltament

.190

398

52s

750
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The
.Committee on Budgets, like the Committee on Regronal Policy, rs therefore proposrng an
overallincreasernappropriationsinrelationtothedraftbudgetof
135tnEt/Ainappriltridttotl:.fnr
lraJ:nent and 352 m EUA in appropriations for cl,ntn,tnent.

Draft amendment No 320
tabled by Mr Shaw on behalf of the Commirtee on Budgets
Section

III

-

Commission

(A) Expenditure

Title

5

and Regional Funds
- Social
ERDF
- Specific Community measures
Article 561 (new article)
- Other measures
Enter appropriation of 20 m EUA.
Chapter

55

(B) Reaenue
Increase revenue accordingly

(C) Remarks
Enter an appropriation for commitment of i0 m EUA and add the following remark :
The other specific Community measures contemplated include measures concerning frontier
regions, mountain areas and certain other poorer farming areas, acquisitions
undertakings and studies.

of

inierests in

The appropriation for commitment authorized lor 1978 amounts to 50 000 000 EUA
The schedule of payments (in m EUA) is as follows :

r

(tn EIIA)
Commltments

1978: 50

Payments

1978

t979

t980

20

l5

50

JUSTTFICATTON

The Committee on Budgets voted in favour of draft amendment l2lrcv.tabled by the
Committee on

Regional Policy restoring tbe appropriations proposed b1, tbs comntusion, i.L.
szs n Et/A for
payment and 750 m EUA for commitment.
However the Committee on Budgets also wished to resrore the breakdown of appropriations
(between
two separate chapters and four articles) proposed by the Commission 2.

rThis text rs binding withrn the meaning of Artrcle 15 (c) of the Frnancral Regulation
of 25 Apnl
z At the express request of Parlrament,

1973.
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The implications of the four amendments tabled by the Committee on Budgets are shown in the
following table
:

Prehmrnary

draft budget
Approp.
for
Payment

Draft budget

Approp
for
commll

Budgets
Commrttee

Regronal
Commrttee

I

t

Approp.

Approp

for
paymeni

commlt.

AP

for

AC

AP

AC

Cbap.55
550

167

220

r67

551

3r3

430

313

220
430

50

25

50

551

25
20

50

20

50

TOTAL

525

750

525

750

Art.
Art.

390

Cbap, 55

Art.
Art.

560

2

398

l

398

390

525

525

750

7s0

I Includrng leilers o[ amendment
2 Includrng 140 m EUA rn Chapter 100
I Entrrely rn Chapter 100

an
The Committee on Budgets, like the Committee on Regional- Policy, is-therefore proposing
tn appropridtions for
overall increase in appropiiutions in relation to the draft budget of 135 m EUA
eom'nit'nent'
l)a)'ment dnd 3t2 ,n EIIA n al)propridtiln'r for

Draft amendment No 321
tabled by Mr Lange on behatf of the Committee on Budgets
Section

III

-

Commission

(A\ Expenditure

Title 10
Chapter 100
Unchanged

-

Other exPenditure
Provisional approprrations

(B) Reoenue
Unchanged

(C) Retnarks
Delete the indication of commitment appropriations in points 9, Item 3333, 10, Item 3351,

ll,

Item 3371, 13, Item 3620, 17, chapter 55, 18, Item 8302. The total figure shown for

commitment aPPropriations must also be deleted'

JUSTIFICATION
Commitment appropriations provrde a nulti-y'ear financial framework for acttons and cannot
therefore be enteied-in Chapter 100 which s an,lnnual reserve of provisional appropriations.

Sitting of \Tednesday, 26 October 1977

Proposed modification

No

322

tabled by Mr Shaw on behalf of the Committee on Budgets
Section

III

Commission

-

(A) Expenditure

Title

9

with developing countries and non-member
- Cooperation
Food aid
Article 920
Food aid in cereals
Insert new ltem 9202
- Food aid refunds related to Item 9201
Insert an appropriation ol 45900
Chapter

states

92

000 EUA.

(B) Ret'enue
Unchanged

(C) Compensation

Title 5

European Agricultural Guidance and Guarantee Fund

Chapter

Cereals

50
Article 500
Item 6001
-

Refunds
Refunds

-

Guarantee Sectron

on cereals
in connection with Communiry food aid for the current financial

year

Reduce appropnations by 46 900 000 EUA.

(D) Rtntarks
Article 920
New Item 9202

-

This item makes provisron for the food aid refunds related to Item

9201

JUSTIFICATION
Budgetary clarity and transparency would be best served by the rnclusion of rhe provision for food
ard refunds rn the article which relates to the commodities rn question. Thrs policy was followed by
the Commission in the Preliminary Draft Budget. Council, however, transferred the provisron for

food aid refunds to Title 6.
Thrs proposed modification does not alter the quantity of food aid being provided for. It merely
brings together in the one article the comprehensive provrsron for food ard rn cereals, includrng the
refunds element of 46900 000 EUA.

Proposed modificatron No 323
tabled by Mr Shaw on behalf of the Committee on Budgets

Section
(A)

III

-

Commrssion

Expenditrre

Title 9

92
Article 921
Chapter

Cooperation with developrng countries and non-member states
Food ard
Food ard rn milk products

Insert new ltem 9213
Food aid refunds related to ltem 9Zl2
lnsert an appropnatron of 9l .100 000 EUA.

(B)

Iltu,tt rrt
Unchanged
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(C) Conpensation

Title 5

European Agricultural Guidance and Guarantee Fund

Milk and milk products
62
Refunds on milk and milk products
Article 620
Refunds in connection with Community
Item 6201
Reduce appropriations by 9l 300 000 EUA.
Chapter

Guarantee Section

-

food aid for the current financral year

(D) Remarks
Article 921
New ltem 9213

This item makes provision for the food aid refunds related to Item 9212.

-

JUSTIFICATION
Budgetary clarity and transparency would be best served by the inclusion of the provision for food
aid refunds in the article which relates to the commodrtres in question. This policy was followed by
the Commission in the Preliminary Draft Budget. Council, however, transferred the provision for
food aid refunds to Title 5.
This proposed modification does not alter the quantity of food ard being provided for. It merely
brings together in the one article the comprehensive provision for food aid in the 1987
butter/butteroil programme, including the refunds element of 9l 300000 EUA.

Proposed modification No 324
tabled by Mr Shaw on behalf of the Committee

Section

III

-

on

Budgets

Commission

(A) Expenditure

Title 9

Cooperation with developing countries and non-member states
Food aid
Food aid rn sugar
Food aid refunds related to ltem 9221
Insert new ltem 9222
Insert appropriations of I 100 000 EUA.

92
Arricle 922
-

Chapter

(B) Rttenue
Unchanged

(C) Conrfensatrcn

Title 6

European Agricultural Guidance and Guarantee Fund

Chapter

Sugar

64
Article 640
Item 5401
-

Refunds
Refunds

Reduce appropriations

-

Guarantee Section

on sugar
in connectron wrth Community food ard for the current financial

by I

100

year

000 EUA.

(D) Renarks
Article 922
New Item 9222

-

This item makes provisron for the food ard refunds related to kem 9221
JUSTIFICATION

Budgetary clanty and transparency would be best served by the inclusion of the provision for food
aid iefunds in the article which relates to the commodities in question. This policy was followed by
the Commrssron in the Prelimrrrary Draft Budget. Council, however, transferred the provision for
food ard refunds to Title 5.
This proposed modificatron does not alter the quantrty of food ard being provrded for. It merely
brrngi together in the one arricle the comprehensive provision for food aid rn sugar, including the
refunds element of I100000 EUA.

